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PART VI.

THE FINAL SURRENDER OF CHRIST TO THE
MESSIANIC ENTHUSIASM OF HIS PEOPLE.

SECTION I,

THE JOURNEY OF JESUS TO JERICHO, AND HIS ASSOCIATION WITH THE
PILGRIMS TO THE PASSOVER. THE RENEWED PREDICTION OF HIS

DEATH ON THE CROSS. THE WISH OF THE FAMILY OF ZEBEDEE.

THE HEALING OF THE BLIND AT JERICHO. ZACCHEUS. THE

PARABLE OF THE TEN SERVANTS AND THE TEN POUNDS ENTRUSTED

TO THEM.

(Matt. xx. 17-34; Mark x. 32-52; Luke xviii. 31-xix. 28.)

ABOUT three years previously, after His baptism, Jesus had

wandered for forty days in the rocky desert near Jericho,

with the definite feeling and consciousness that He must not

yet surrender Himself to the Messianic expectation and enthusiasm

'of His people ; because in this popular cry He recognised every

temptation of the world and the devil. And He had then come

out from the wilderness with the full determination,—while He
unfolded His Messianic life among the people in the most abundant

blessings,—to veil His Messianic dignity with a holy reserve, as

the circumstances of the time required. And now once again He
had retired into the same wilderness at its north-western borders,

and once again He is occupied with the same question, whether now
at length He should yield Himself to His people's Messianic hope

;

and as, at that time, He had at once resolved to withhold Himself

from the acknowledgment of His people, as they were then disposed

towards Him, so now He decided that He could no longer reject

the desire, the enthusiasm, the homage of His people ;
and that the

time had now come when He must needs publicly confide Himself

to the aspiration of Israel after its Messiah. In this opposition

VOL. in. A



2 Christ's surrender to the enthusiasm of his people.

between the necessity for Christ's entire withdrawal of Himself from
His people's homage three years before, and the necessity for His
entire surrender of Himself to their allegiance now, are involved

profound problems of the divine wisdom,—problems which can
only gradually be solved in endless approximation, as in them are

concentrated the deepest enigmas of the whole world's history.

We can only hint at guesses and beginnings of the determination

of these problems.

We must, first of all, consider the decision of Christ as accom-
plished. When He the first time came out of the wilderness, He
turned Himself to the most distinguished among the people, in

order gradually to unfold His abundant divine life to them. Now
He comes forth from the wilderness to the people themselves, and
allows the supposition to gain ground among them that He is the

King of Israel, and that He intends soon to take possession of His
kingdom. In the adoption of these distinct plans, however, the

Lord was influenced altogether by the circumstances of the time.

Had He, three years before, confided Himself to the people, He
must have announced Himself by the name of the Messiah ; in

which case the people in their carnal enthusiasm would have attri-

buted to Him the Messianic dispositions, undertakings, works, and
signs, which would accord with such expectations as had been
illustrated in the three great temptations. But now He had un-
folded the genuine Messianic spirit, the truly Messianic purpose, in

its works and signs. He had authenticated and revealed Himself
as Messiah, conformably to His own will, in His Spirit, i.e., in the

Spirit of Grod. And when the people now greeted Him by the

name of Messiah, it was not done in a Jewish chiliastic sense, but
with the dim presentiments, at any rate, of the higher Christologic

recognition.

For this reason also, the consequence of His surrender of Himself
to the people was entirely different now from what it would have
been three years before. At that time, the first result would have
been the breaking out of a tremendous popular disturbance. An
unutterable confusion would have followed thereupon ; and if Christ

had opposed Himself to this terrible intoxication, He would have
been sacrificed to the hatred of the people. Then, however, there

would have been no society which could at all have understood the
meaning of His sacrifice, or could have received it with heartfelt

appreciation. It was otherwise now. His life had already origin-

ated a separation between the more noble and the more ignoble
elements in the Jewish expectation of the Messiah. The palm-
procession was the expression of the better hopes of His people

;

and therefore it presented an appearance so sublime, and was so

dignified by the spiritual consecration of His presence, as if it had
been a pure and beautiful vision of heaven,—a spirit procession of

blissful men to the feast of their Lord, appearing here for a moment
in the midday-light of earthly reality, and then passing away. The
worldly spirit, that was the special evil in the Jewish hope of the
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Messiah, had already fallen away from this heavenly vision, and
had placed itself in direct opposition to it ; so that the palm-pro-

cession also was ignorantly hushed up by the foreboding of the

opposed hostile power, while, on the contrary, the tears of the grief

of Christ hallowed it. Yes ! this noble eagerness for the Messiah

in Israel was so little beside desire, hope, and longing, so much of

a womanly cry (bridelike cry of the people, perhaps), that it was
not able to protect the Lord against the designs of the hostile power
opposed to Him ;• so that almost immediately upon the ' Hosanna,'

followed the ' Crucify Him !
' But in this weakness of the growing

society of Christ lay also its power. The Lord had now trained for

Himself a company of disciples, who could allow His crucifixion to

occur without obscuring its pure influence with fanatical deeds

of violence ; who could see Him die on the cross without alto-

gether despairing of His truth and dignity, and of His kingdom

;

and who, after all, were altogether matured for the purpose of

adopting in themselves the faith in the crucified Saviour of the

world.

And this leads us to the most real and substantial solution of

the question, Why Jesus could not yield to the allegiance of the

people three years before, and yet could do so now ? We should

neither be able, nor do we wish, to conceive what would have been

the result, had there been at that earlier time a Messianic entry of

Jesus into Jerusalem. But we know this, from this procession now
followed the crucifixion, and from the crucifixion issued the salvation

of the world.

Here, however, the inquiry might be suggested, Why did Jesus

surrender Himself to the homage of His people, if He foresaw that

this homage would prove a failure, and that from it would proceed

the treason of the people against His life and the crucifixion ? And
this question brings us to the probable historical cause which in-

duced the Lord to yield Himself in this public manner to His

people. It is certain He could no longer refuse them this surrender

now. His nation's most intense expectation called Him to the holy

city and to the holy place. In accordance with the laws of the life

of the Israelitish people,—in accordance with the predictions of the

prophets,—He must now for once respond to this expectation, if

He would fulfil all righteousness. Only thus could the authentica-

tion of His righteousness, and its testimony to His people and to-

humanity, be accomplished. It must be manifested how the Jewish

nation, and how the whole of humanity in its earthly blindness,

could treat, and actually does treat, all its ideals,—all beautiful

bright forms of its carnal hope
;
yes, even its most deeply inspired

expectation, the entire kingdom of heaven it had longed for, and

its actual and glorious divine heritage. But as Christ must meet

the expectation of His people in general, so also must He meet the

claims of His foes. They had published the order, that whoever

knew His place of abode should declare it. Now it was His care

publicly to give account to the spirit of enmity which pursued Him
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with this mandate, certainly not with nervous haste, but at such an
hour as was fitting for His princely dignity. But, finally, He must
confide Himself fully for once to the hopeful heart of His own
friends, to their anticipations, and to their faithful vows. It must
be seen how they would defend their Christ, or how they would
suffer with Him. Thus, therefore, a threefold necessity summoned
Him to this public arena. Once Satan had called Him thrice to

the stage, and He did not appear. Now the Father called Him by
His name,—thrice, it may be said, since He called Him by a three-

fold motive,—and Jesus came forth at once out of the wilderness

to accomplish His will.

When Jesus with His disciples now departed from Ephraim, it

was evident that He was going with them to meet the last crisis of

His destiny. It was then at once declared that He would give

Himself up to His people, and be publicly honoured as Messiah.

But that was just the moment to which the disciples had looked

with all the aspiration and hope of their hearts, from the first hour
in which they had devoted themselves to Him. It is easily con-

ceived, therefore, that now all their Messianic hopes revived again

more mightily than ever.

But the misgivings also which Jesus had suggested to them by
His repeated warnings of His suffering, and which the terribly evi-

dent hostile relation of the hierarchy had already so often confirmed,

must now have awakened in their full strength. And thus they
were thrown into a state of extraordinary agitation and suspense,

.which the Evangelist Mark has depicted in clear strong lines (chap.

x. 32). They were full of astonishment and terror (ida/xfiovvTo)

at the tremendous solution of the vast problem behind which they

expected death and life, hell pains and heavenly glory, suddenly
standing before them so closely. With glad excitement and de-

votion, but also with trembling, they followed the Lord {uko\ov-
8ovvt€<; efofiovvTo). But Jesus found it needful once again to

predict to them His end with the greatest accuracy ; and not only

His suffering, but also His resurrection. For it was necessary for

them also to know what glory they had to expect, that they might
not mistake His dignity and royalty, and in order that they might
not be perverted by doubts in the night of the tempest of His tribu-

lation (Kreuzes-sturms). Thus, therefore, the prediction was at

this time more definite than ever. Especially the Lord now brings

forward from the earlier announcement of His rejection, that the

Son of man should be delivered into the hands of sinful men, the

two terrible features, that one (of the company of His own disciples)

should deliver Him to the high priests and scribes ; and that these,

after they had condemned Him to death, should abandon Him to

the Gentiles,—abandon their Messiah to the Gentiles,—for complete
temporal destruction. Moreover, He particularized the three chief

modes of this destruction, when He announced that He should be
delivered to the Gentiles for mockery (amidst insults and spitting),

for scourging, and for crucifying ; and that He would thus incur
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a threefold worldly destruction, of which, according to human
justice, the first form ought in reason to exclude the second, and

the second the third, since it is an especial outrage to scourge

Him who is already degraded by mockery, and to add crucifixion

to Him who is degraded by scourging, or inversely to execute

Him who is destroyed in the third manner, in either of the other

two modes.

Although, however, Jesus announced to His disciples as clearly

as possible His resurrection on the third day, they could not even

now acquiesce in another announcement, which seemed so sharply

to cross their high anticipations. The Evangelist Luke again puts

it forward very expressively, how utterly incapable they were in

their state of mind of clearly understanding the declaration of

Jesus, and accommodating themselves inwardly to it. This want

of understanding was of a threefold character, as is generally the

case under similar circumstances. They did not readily enter into

the meaning of the word of Jesus (ovSev awrjicav). The conse-

quence was the judicial award of God, that therefore from them
also the meaning of the saying of Jesus should be hidden (rjv

to prfixa KeKpvfifiivov), and that resulted now in their not com-

prehending effectually the sense of what was said by Jesus (ovk

ijlVOXTKOV). 1

That the disciples did not perfectly receive into their hearts the

prediction of the Lord, is manifest in the clearest manner from the

solicitude of the children of Zebedee, James and John, which was

brought under His notice about this time by Salome. Before we
consider this desire, the question presses upon us, How comes Salome

at this time into the company of Jesus ? We know that she was
among the women who had already, at an earlier period, begun to

accompany and to care for the Lord. And thus it may be con-

jectured, that she has still continued to be among His followers.

Only, on the other hand, the circumstance might seem to contradict

this, that Jesus had of late sought to live as far as possible con-

cealed in Ephraim, and therefore would not safely retain in His

company more disciples than the twelve. And thus it is probable,

that during the concealment of Jesus, Salome had not been among
His followers. But from the circumstance, that Jesus had already a

considerable attendance when He entered into Jericho, we are led

to the supposition, that His special friends and dependants in

Galilee, travelling through Samaria, had already met with Him in

Ephraim, and were approaching Jericho in His company. Doubt-

less the enthusiastic and courageous woman Salome was also in this

procession. And on the way to Jericho she had time, with her sons,

to mature the petition which she desired to lay before the Lord.

According to the representation of the Evangelist Mark, it must be

supposed that the presentation of this petition occurred while they

were still on their way to Jericho, perhaps immediately before Jesus

fell in with the larger companies of pilgrims.

1 Luke ix. 45. See above, II. v. 13.
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There is no real difficulty in the fact that Matthew relates, that

the mother of Zebedee's children had come forward with them, had

cast herself down before Jesus, and had besought a favour from Him

;

while, on the other hand, the Evangelist Mark places this address

in the mouth of the two aspirants themselves. Mark declares, that

the urgent motive of the request substantially existed in the dis-

ciples ; while Matthew more accurately gives us the form in which

they preferred the request, namely, through the mother, who cer-

tainly, in accordance with her ambitious character, was at one with

her sons in their desire. But the statement of the request is charac-

teristic. Here, first of all, Salome was treating the Lord as the

Messianic Prince of the kingdom. Prostrating herself at His feet,

she besought of Him a favour ; and to the simple question of Jesus,

' What would ye that I should do for you ?
' followed the request,

that He would grant to her sons to occupy the places at His right

hand and at His left in His kingdom. How would the Lord sadly

smile at this request ! They had no sort of presentiment what ter-

rible places of honour they would have shortly attained if their wish

had been accorded them, namely, the places of the two thieves who
were crucified with Jesus, at His right hand, and at His left. ' Ye
know not what ye ask !

' said the Lord, doubtless with a shudder in

His soul at the absence of foreboding with which His beloved dis-

ciples could ask a thousand times for that which was perilous, or

even destructive, and still oftener for that which was unreasonable.

For not only the want of foreboding with which they asked for

themselves the places of the thieves, but also the arrogant regard-

lessness with which they aspired above all the other disciples, de-

served a repulse. Yet Jesus had in view chiefly that unconscious

desire for misfortune in their request when He continued His address:

'"Can ye drink of the cup which I shall drink of,
1 and be baptized

with the baptism that I shall be baptized with ? '
'2 They utter the

bold word, ' We can.' And therewith it was at that time declared,

that in their desire they were in any case prepared for sorrows

—that they would gladly be ready to share with the Lord His
tribulation, in order to enter with Him into His glory. For it

could not escape these disciples, especially John, that He now
referred to a cup of sorrow that He should be compelled to drink,

and to a baptism of tribulation with which He must be baptized,

before His entrance into glory. And if their declaration, ' We can,'

be estimated according to its real worth, it cannot be mistaken that

our Lord acknowledges in some measure the truth of their declar-

ation. He does not at all announce to them, as to Peter, that in

the hour of affliction they would deny Him. He acknowledges that

these Sons of Thunder, in their eager attachment to Him, in their

fiery enthusiasm and magnanimity, and possessing the germs of the

Spirit, could already accomplish something considerable. That
they could not yet, however, die with Him, in the power and in the

meaning of His Spirit, and are not yet called upon to die with Him,
1 Jer. xlix. 12. - Luke xii. 50.
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according to the spirit of their conduct—this He gently intimates

;

whilst He announces to them that they shall surely one clay drink

His cup with Him—share His baptism with Him. And surely

this was true as well of John as of James ; for although the former

died a natural death, the latter, on the contrary, under the exe-

cutioner's sword, as a martyr, still John had no small share of

inward sympathy with the suffering and with the death of Jesus. Yes,

in proportion to his deeper life, he could even take a deeper draught

out of the cup of Christ's sorrow than the martyr James himself.

After the Lord had in this manner promised to the disciples that

they should share with Him His cup and His baptism, He never-

theless returns to them their request with the words, ' but to sit on

My right hand and on My left hand is not Mine to give, but to

them for whom it is prepared of My Father (it shall be given).'

This depends not merely on the decree of earthly destiny which
comes from the Father, and according to which the two thieves

were crucified with Christ, but rather on the everlasting pre-ap-

pointment of eternal arrangements in the kingdom of God, which

was established upon the endowment with eternal gifts, as this

pre-appointment always specially belongs to the control of the

Father. It is deeply to be weighed here, how accurately Christ

distinguishes between the sphere of His own rule and that of His

Father's.

The question might here arise, If Jesus at all intended to correct

the two disciples in their desire, wherefore He should, as it were,

upbraid them with the counter-question, whether they could drink

His cup, and be baptized with His baptism ? The difficulty, how-

ever, is solved, when we remember the double meaning alluded to

already, which, unconsciously to the disciples, was hidden in their

request. They wished at once to occupy the places at His right

hand and at His left. Herein they had unwittingly asked for the

lot of the two thieves. And it is in this sense that Jesus says to

them, Ye know not what ye ask. Can ye share My sufferings ?

When they in reply assure Him that they can, their words assume

another meaning, which the Lord partially acknowledges, in pro-

mising them that they should surely undergo with Him all His

sufferings. But from such sympathy does not result the place at

His right hand and at His left, either here in His deepest humilia-

tion, or hereafter in His highest glory.

The desire of the sons of Zebedee was probably not inerety an

ambitious effort after dignity ; it was inspired by a nobler motive.

Rather their wish was, now that the Lord had spoken so plainly of

His suffering, and perhaps some of the band of disciples might be

terribly discouraged thereby, to express in the strongest way the

confidence withwhich they, on their part, anticipated His glorification.

Without undervaluing the significance of His sorrowful predictions,

they were desirous, in their noble and magnanimous nature, of

making known that they nevertheless were ready, and counted it

the highest happiness of their life, to partake in the most intimate
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manner with Jesus, in His future circumstances and destiny, and
to associate their future altogether with His. Certainly they did

not forebode how soon and how sadly His career would descend

into the death of the cross. At all events, however, it is probable

that their request was not free from the elements of an ambitious

aspiration. And thus there appears in this scene a marked con-

trast with the great prediction of suffering that so immediately pre-

ceded it. But this contrast is most peculiar, precisely at the moment
when Jesus warns His disciples that He should die on the cross,

amid all possible worldly ignominy, and when immediately thereupon

the mother Salome advances, and asks for her sons the two places

on the right and on the left hand of Jesus.

When the ten disciples of Jesus were aware of the application of

the two brothers and its refusal, and the explanation of Jesus, they

were indignant at them. This was not the first time that the ques-

tion had been raised among them, who should be the greatest?

According to the positions which Peter and John usually occupied

in relation to Jesus, it was natural, upon their old principles of life,

that they should seek to obtain precedence of one another, and that

not only factions should be formed in the band of disciples for the

one and the other, but, moreover, that special claims should be

alleged of third persons besides. But only lately the Lord had
most strongly discountenanced these emulations of the disciples.

Probably since that time they had not allowed any more of their

endeavours to transpire. Therefore it seemed a double wrong done

to the company of disciples, that these two, with the help of their

mother, should at once seek to carry away this distinction. Their

pretensions easily kindled the eagerness of the pretensions of the rest

again. Moreover, the absolute refusal which they met with from
Him, might seem to authorize some among the rest to entertain new
hopes. At any rate, they appeared entitled to be much displeased

with the attempts of the two. But Jesus discountenanced this indig-

nation just as much as He had all old and new pretensions of the
kind, by a decided reprimand. He called them together, and in the

assembled circle of disciples—shall we say, in the council of apostles

—He spake thus :
' Ye know that the acknowledged princes of the

peoples 1 rule over them from above, 2 and that the great ones among
them from above exercise power over them. 3 (That the acknow-
ledged visible powers from a high throne exercise their dominion, and
that the still unacknowledged mighty ones masterfully attain domi-
nion over princes and peoples.) But so it ought not to be among you!
But whosoever among you will be great, let him be your minister

;

and whosoever among you will be the first, let him be your servant.'

Thus, therefore, there is recognised no ascendancy of power in the
kingdom of Christ other than that which proceeds out of loving

1 (01 SoKovvres apx^-v.) In this expression we may observe an allusion to the
symbolic meaning in the earthly power of princes, and translate : 'The princes in
the world of appearances ; ' or, ' The phenomenal-world-princes.'

2 KaraKvpitvovixi. 3 Kare^ovind^ovai.
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ministry, and no ascendancy of lawful dignity other than that

which proceeds from the real service of the individual on behalf of

the community. These negative and positive instructions of Christ

are just as strict as they are full, just as precise as they are un-

limited. They find their complete illustration only in the fullest life

of the Spirit, the meekness, love, and liberty of the faithful. More-

over, they are not at all to be considered as mere paradoxes, which
would abrogate the rightful relations in the congregation, but as

the most delicate outlines by which they ought to be regulated

;

above all, there should be no manner of unqualified supremacy in

the congregation which does not stand to the community on terms

of continual modification and reciprocity. 1 No dignity in the con-

gregation ought to have any value as ordained over it in the abstract,

but only such as is renewed from time to time by the free acknow-

ledgment of the people. And in this connection the imperious

psychic tyranny of the illegitimate powers of heresiarchs and leaders

of sects of all kinds, ought to be rejected not less than the overbear-

ing rule of legitimately established visible powers of a spiritual

kind. But that control which proceeds out of the service of love

towards the members of the community, ought to prevail as power
and greatness in the congregation, according to the measure of its

ability, and of the popular right subsisting therein
;
and that office

which proceeds on the surrender of oneself as a servant to the

Spirit and Lord in the congregation ought to be accounted a priority,

a government in the community, just in consequence of the fact

that the bearer of the office becomes a servant of the Lord of the

congregation, in conformity with the authority which the Lord has

given to Him, and which the congregation have given to Him.
But when individuals in the community claim a power and an

authority contrary to the Spirit, the privilege, the life, and will of

the congregation, the people are instructed to degrade them in the

same degree in which they would exalt themselves. They must in

such a case be recognised as symbolical taskmasters for Christ, and
therefore be degraded into ministers and servants of the free com-
munity in the legal sense.

No man ought to seek to rule over the people of God, since, as

the Lord says in conclusion, ' the Son of man Himself is not come
to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give His life a ransom
(XvTpov) for many.' He Himself has established this church by
ministry, by the great service of love. Therefore it cannot be built

up by the lordly rule of His servants over it, but only by a service

of love like to His own. Yea, He has redeemed it from all service

with the costly purchase-money of His life and blood, and formed

it into a free society. Such a society of such redeemed ones made
free by such a ransom is the free community in the highest sense

;

1 The intention of Jesus, that in this respect it should not be in His Church as it

is in the visible world, where the government of dignity and power is more or less

only symbolical, is expressed in the fact that every hierarchy is allied with despotism,

every despotism with the hierarchy.
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it should never be enslaved, least of all by a horribly despotic
effusion of the blood of its members.

So long as the world needs visible powers and dominions, it finds

them, according to the counsel and will of God, among the princes
and mighty ones of the peoples. The apostles of the Lord, in their

peculiarly symbolical pasdagogic control, ought neither to wish to

emulate them, nor to supplant and restore them, nor yet to com-
plete them.

"When Jesus came to Jericho from Ephraim, in order there to

join a large festal procession, He would not perhaps in any case
make His entry and His exit through the two gates of the city that
are placed opposite to one another. He did not come from Jordan
through the eastern gate, which leads out upon the road to Persea,

but He approached the city from the north-west, while He would
leave it again in a south-westerly direction, on the way to Jeru-
salem. It is possible, also, that He might have entered the city

through the^ same gate by which He left it again later
;
possibly,

also, He might have approached through a road of the Jordan
valley, and have cut through part of Jericho, and so have pursued
His journey with the festal caravan on the rocky road towards
Jerusalem.

It is confessedly a difficult problem to reconcile with one another
the several accounts of the Synoptic Evangelists of the cure of the
blind men which Jesus performed at Jericho. Matthew, for in-

stance, relates that Jesus had given sight to two blind men on His
departure from Jericho. Mark informs us only of the healing of
one blind man, which, in conformity with Matthew's account,
occurredas Jesus left Jericho. On the other hand, Luke speaks of

the healing of , one blind man, which the Lord performed at His
entrance into that city. At the same time, however, it is worthy
of note that the circumstances under which, according to the
various descriptions, these several cures occurred, very much accord
with one another.

It might be possible to seek to throw light on this difficulty, by
supposing that Jesus entered and left Jericho by one and the same
gate. The order of events might be conceived of somewhat after

the following manner. The blind man sat near the gate through
which Jesus at first entered, and afterwards left, the city. He
began even at the entrance of Jesus to cry to Him for help. Being,
however, at some distance from the procession, he was threatened
and put to silence by some who would now suffer no delay, and thus
his prayer did not reach the ear of Jesus. But now, when the Lord
was returning through the same gate, lie prosecutes his appeal, and
presses through the opposition of those who would restrain him with
his cry, the rather that the right time had arrived for the Lord to

help him. It is at this point that Mark has taken up this history,

and has represented it in a close and lively manner. It may be
seen that he was accurately acquainted with the facts ; he names
the blind beggar, he is called Bartimasus. But he took up the
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circumstance, that the beggar had already sought help and been

checked at the entrance of Jesus, into the representation of this

moment. On the other hand, Luke heard tell that the beggar had

already cried to Jesus before His entry. Perhaps this fact was

made clear to him by an indication of the place where the beggar

had been seated when Jesus drew near to the city. In the mean-

time, it escaped his notice that the cure itself did not occur till the

departure of Jesus. Thus Luke was induced to place the miracle

before the entrance of Jesus ; Matthew, on the contrary, transposed

it, with Mark, to the departure of Jesus from Jericho. But when
the later Greek reviser of the Hebrew Matthew met with the narra-

tives of the other two Evangelists, he combined them, and thence

would arise his representation, according to which there occurred

the cure of two blind men.

That which most commends this hypothesis is the extraordinary

similarity that may be observed between the account of the healing

of the blind which Mark relates to us, and that which Luke relates.

The striking character of this resemblance cannot in fact be so easily

got over, if we suppose, with Ebrard, 1 that two cures occurred, one

at the entrance, another at the departure of Jesus. But the circum-

stance would indeed become the more peculiar if actual variations

should be found in the two accounts, which would suggest a differ-

ence in the individual behaviour of the two blind men. Such a

variation Ebrard discovers in the fact, that the blind man of Mark,
' at the mere call, throws away his garment, rises, and in manifest

eagerness comes forward to Jesus, while the blind man of Luke is led

to Jesns.' This latter circumstance, however, is not quite so certain.

According to Luke, Jesus commanded the blind man to be brought

to Him. But it is not therefore said that the blind man actually

allowed himself to be led to Him, and that he did not, at this call,

in joyous excitement throw away his garment and follow the sound

of the voice of Jesus, as one that through faith was already half-

endowed with sight.

It must by all means be observed, that it is not quite determined

that Jesus went in and out of Jericho by the same gate. He might,

however, have entered the city from the Jordan valley by a northern

gate. On the other hand, the blind beggar might have found it to

his interest on this occasion to have changed his position. At all

events, the healing of the blind man which Luke relates, so nearly

resembles the cure of Bartirnreus in Mark, in the characteristic

features of its treatment, that it is easier to suppose that an in-

accuracy has occurred in reference to the statement of the time,

than that the narrative of Luke has been in some degree coloured

up to the tradition of Mark, as must, at least according to appear-

ances, have been the case otherwise in this place.
2

1 Gospel History, p. 364.
2 The supposition of Neander, that Luke has rightly stated the time of the

miracle, and Mark wrongly, is rendered very unlikely by the circumstance, that in

this case Matthew is on the side of Mark.
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But even if the cure of the blind man which Luke relates

should, on the grounds specified, be identical with that of Mark,

there is on that account no necessity to refer the cure of a second

blind man, which Matthew in his narrative includes with the

great characteristic healing of the blind, to a misunderstanding

of the later reviser. Bather it is extremely probable that the

Evangelist here also, after his custom of bringing together con-

temporary miracles of a similar kind, 1 combined a cure of the

blind which occurred of smaller importance with the greater

one, which the Evangelic memory especially retained. In accord-

ance with these observations we must return to the cure of the

blind by Jesus, at the narrative of the departure of Jesus from

Jericho.

Already at His entrance Jesus was surrounded, according to Luke,

by a crowd of people. This crowd consisted, as has been already

observed, partly of Galilean friends who had joined Him on the

direct way through Samaria, partly perhaps, besides, of Passover

pilgrims and inhabitants of Jericho, who had come out of Jericho

to meet Him.
The city of Jericho, characterised by its name as the city of

Fragrance, 2 was the famous palm-city of the Jews, whose neighbour-

hood was peculiarly celebrated as an exquisite region of heaven. The
land ' wherein flowed milk and honey,' presented in that valley,

which is watered by the wonderful spring of Elisha, the most perfect

illustration of His blessing in spite of the poisonous serpents that

were bred by the hot temperature of that deep valley, shut in by

high rocks and permeated by warm mists from Jordan. There

bloomed the princely plants, the palm, the balsam -tree, and the

rose-tree, in the midst of a luxuriant and fragrant vegetable king-

dom. 3 In the history before us, however, this natural glory of

Jericho is not represented by the rose of Jericho, but by a sycamore-

tree, which just at this time bore a wonderful fruit of the noblest

kind.

Jericho was, above many others, a city of priests and of publicans.

It might perhaps be pleasing to the priests to lead a life of contem-

plative quiet here, in the fulness of the blessing of their land, under

the palm which was the symbol of their country. But it was in

consequence of the commercial relations of the land, that, in con-

trast to its numerous priesthood, it numbered just as many publicans.

It was not only that there was much custom to pay here, because

the produce of the neighbourhood of Jericho was abundant, but

1 Compare what is said above on the healing of the Gadarene demoniacs.
2 Sepp, iii. 160.
3 [' Jericho, where is the garden of Abraham, is ten leagues from Jerusalem, in a

land covered with trees, and producing all kinds of palms and other fruits. There is

the well of the prophet Elisha, the water of which was most bitter to drink, and pro-

ductive of sterility, until he blessed it and threw salt into it, when it became sweet.

This place is surrounded on every side by a beautiful plain.'—Ssewulf's Travels, p.

45. [Bonn.] ' The " rose of Jericho " is not a rose, and does not grow near Jericho.'

—Kitto, Land of Promise, p. 37, where an interesting description of the fertility of

the plain is given.

—

Ed.]
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also because the city lay on the road from Persea to Jerusalem, near

to one of the fords of Jordan.

But now it happened that in this hasty, it may be said brief, 1

passage through Jericho, our Lord did not abide at the house of

one of the many priests who dwelt there, but at the house of a

publican. 2 This history, which tradition has spared, formed part

of those which Luke with the greatest delight collected. He relates

it with joyous excitement (teal ISov). At Jericho dwelt an important

citizen, Zaccheus by name, a superior collector of taxes, 3 who was
known as a wealthy man. This person earnestly wished to see

Jesus as He passed through, that He might have some idea of His
appearance (tU ian). But as he was little of stature, and the

people crowded round the Lord, he could not get a sight of Him.
But he would and must see Him ; that was evident in his determi-

nation to forego all the propriety of a person of consequence ; so he

ran forward and climbed up on a sycamore tree (such as grew in

abundance on the roads in Palestine), in a place where Jesus must
needs pass by. Possibly, perhaps, he may in his haste have offended

some who saw him run, and his name may have been mentioned
among them, coupled with scoffing remarks. At any rate, Jesus

may easily have learned his name somewhere. When he came
near, to the tree He looked up, and the glance of the Saviour of

mankind met that of a soul that needed salvation. Thus the

Lord finds out His own people everywhere, even in the most
peculiar circumstances. But this man did not perhaps know how
it befell that Jesus knew him by name, when He called him down
from the tree, and invited Himself to his house as a guest,

announcing that to-clay He would abide at his house for a time.

Zaccheus quickly left his position and joyfully welcomed his dig-

nified guest.

At this moment it is once more made manifest how little of true

attachment was mingled with the homage that Jesus received from
those who accompanied Him. There spread through the crowd a

considerable murmur at His seeking refreshment at the house of so

notorious a sinner. Zaccheus appeared to them a sinner with re-

ference to the Jewish community ; therefore Jesus seemed to them,

by the confidential intercourse into which He entered with such a

1 Schleiermacker, in bis work ' iiber den LuJcas '
(p. 237), and Hug in his ' Gutachten,'

&c. (ii. 91), suppose that Jesus passed the night in Jericho at the house of Zaccheus.

But this supposition is not altogether justified by the expressions, de? /x.e fieivai, and
elaijXOe KaraXvaaL ; whilst the eiaeXOuv diripxero leaves us to infer a passing through.

Moreover, in such a case we must well consider that, according to John xii. 12, Jesus

made His triumphal entry into Jerusalem not from Jericho, but from Bethany. But
we can hardly suppose that before His public entry into Jerusalem, He had already

entered privately. After His departure from Jericho, too, He can at the most have

reached Bethany on the same day. But the procession might travel over this dis-

tance, even although it did not actually journey from Jericho through the mountain
wilderness in the early morning.

2 Rauschenbusch, das Lcben Jesu, p. 286.
3 On this designation see Stier, iv. 314. [Also Jahn's Biblical Antiq., sec. 242

;

and Smith's Diet, of Antiq., art. Publicaui.]
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man, to compromise the whole body of His companions in its social

purity and consideration. But the fault-finders were soon shamed

by the grand act of Zaccheus, which manifested that now his heart

was celebrating the birth-hour of a new life. He came forward to

the Lord, and uttered the vow, ' Behold the half of my goods I give

to the poor ; and if I have at all over-reached anybody at any time,

I will repay it fourfold.' l Certainly this man was no real deceiver

:

for he knew by sure calculation that he could, first of all, bestow

half of his possessions on the poor ;
that he then, moreover, of the

other half, could repair fourfold every fraud of which he might

have incurred the guilt ; and that, after all, there would probably

still be left a sufficiency for his maintenance. Thus this filling

up of His offer indicates most strongly the consciousness of -the

upright man in a commercial sense. And yet just thus is defined

the consciousness of the sinner. He does not conceal that he may
have fallen into sin, at least through some more subtle fraud, for he

feels now that his former gains have become vanity. He represents

this as being very probable, although it is not evident to him what

responsibility might fall upon him in this respect. It was a great

moment of trial for him when he came before Jesus so confidently

with this bold undertaking. If his deed had been a mere act of

appearance, of selfishness, or of self-righteousness, he could not have

stood before the eyes of Jesus. Jesus looked through him, and

found that the act was an expression of his enfranchisement. The
form of His answer indicates as much. Just for that reason, be-

cause this day is salvation come to this house. On that day the

house had become poorer in earthly possessions by one-half, and per-

haps a great deal more ; but Jesus, nevertheless, considers the house

fortunate, because on that day it had found the true heavenly treasure.

Zaccheus had clone to the poor a great and glorious benefit ; but

Jesus does not call the poor fortunate, but considers him blessed :

and that not so much for the good that he did, as for the salvation

that he received. In fact, he perceived, from the offering that

Zaccheus made, that salvation had come to him—that he had ex-

perienced the power of grace to the regeneration of his life. Then
He turned to the accusers of the man thus blessed; with the words,

' for that he also is a son of Abraham.'

They had not considered that the publican was a son of Abraham
according to race, when they wanted to abandon him without love,

as incapable of becoming better ; and they did not anticipate that

he might even in a higher sense become a son of Abraham by his

soul's need of salvation, and by faith. But now they must know,

that in the fullest sense he is Abraham's son : so that for the future,

they must no longer prevent his receiving grace by their narrow-

hearted judicial restraints. Precisely because he was Abraham's

1 'The highest restitution which the lawgiver appointed for stolen property

(Exod. xxiii. 37 (?) ). Whoever acknowledged his own sin, paid only the sum
stolen, and a fifth part (Num. v. 6).'—De Wette, Lulcas, p. 96. Compare Exod.

xxii. 1, et scq.
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son, he was, in virtue of his sinful publican's life, a lost one ; and
because he was a lost one, because he had sunk below his original

worth and destiny, and was capable of a restoration and return to a
higher life, therefore Christ has sought him. For just therein, says

He, consists His entire mission, that He might seek and save that
which is lost.

The Lord thus charges those who had blamed Him, first of all,

with having, in the 'publican, despised the Jew—then, the man who
was in need of salvation—and finally, the man desirous of salvation,

and the man actually visited and taken possession of by salvation.

And whilst He declared to them that it was, and continued to be,

His mission to seek the lost, He gave them to understand how
they themselves must be found, if they would have a share in his

salvation.

The greater the distance between the original and historical des-
tination of a man and his actual sinfulness, the more is he a subject
for the seeking compassion of Christ. And the more heartfelt has
been a man's sense of this distance, the nearer is his salvation to

him. But those who conceive that their actual condition is at one
with their destination, or even beyond it in excellence, these are
entirely alienated from it. They are prone to see only outcasts in
the prodigals ; and they attribute this kind of consideration also to

the Lord. They would reduce the Saviour of the world always to a
Prince of the Pharisees ; but He would rather be crucified with the
thieves than abandon the lost. For Him the two are identical.

They are Abraham's sons; just for that reason (that they are so)

they are lost. They are lost (they feel themselves so in their deep
degradation from their destination) ; for that very reason they are
Abraham's sons.

With this declaration, and the visit to Zaccheus on which it was
founded, the Lord had again come into direct opposition to the
Pharisaic spirit. Moreover, He found it necessary once more de-
cidedly to repulse, not only the legal Pharisaism which wished again
to obtrude itself on Him, but also the chiliastic Pharisaism. For
His hearers thought, that when He was now so near to Jerusalem
as Messiah, the kingdom of heaven would manifestly appear. There-
fore He added (irpoa-QeU), to what had been said, the parable of the
ten servants, who were to trade with ten pounds in the absence of

their lord. That feature of the parable, especially, would serve for

a reproof of those enthusiastic chiliasts, according to which the
Lord was just on the point of going into a strange country to receive

there the dominion over His citizens, while they purposed utterly

to reject His claims. He could not more plainly say to them that
they would find themselves disappointed in their expectations.

And when, moreover, He described the apparently small traffic

wherein, in the meantime, His true servants would seek to further
His cause by peaceable gains, as if that revolution were nothing
to them, He told them plainly how remote was the vocation of

His people from political enterprises, which would seek as their
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result to force upon the world a political and external acknow-

ledgment of Christ—so remote indeed, that a certain critic could

see, even in the genuine endeavour of the faithful in the world,

and in the political agitation of the world itself, to get rid

of the dimly anticipated dominion of Christ, two independent

parables.1

Nevertheless, however, that the Lord allowed Himself now to be

publicly acknowledged as Messiah, was the result of the history of

the cure of the blind man, which He performed at His departure

from Jericho. Once He attended, not publicly, to the cry of the

blind man who wished to proclaim Him prematurely as the Son of

David. But now He stood still when He noticed the call of Bar-

timajus, the son of Timaeus, who besought Him, ' Jesus, Thou Son of

David, have mercy upon me.' Although now great crowds sur-

rounded Him, and although many sought to silence the blind

man, some perhaps because such a public glorification of Jesus

was grievous to them, others because they might think that the

time for these single miracles of healing of Jesus was now gone

by, and that the progress of the great King ought not to be

checked any more by the. case of blind beggars. But when Jesus

stood still, and commanded that he who cried for help should

be brought to Him, the beggar immediately found sympathisers

enough.

Many were in the company around Jesus who bade fair to become

supple courtiers in the service of the great Son of David : they

first wished proudly to dismiss the beggar, because the eminence of

Jesus appeared to them to require that course ; but as soon as He
declared Himself in his behalf, they were even courteous to him,

and now they say, ' Be comforted, rise ; He calleth thee.' Still it

was truly the genuine disciples of the Lord who in the best sense

encouraged the blind man in such a manner to come forward.

Then he threw away his beggar's cloak, arose, and came forward to

Jesus, as if in the marvellous light of the promise of Jesus he had

been at once made to see clearly. ' What wilt thou that I should

do unto thee?' asked the great King of the poor beggar; and he

answered, ' Lord, that I may be made to see
;

' and he received the

miraculous help, with the word, ' Eeceive thy sight ; thy faith hath

saved thee.' Then he looked up, and saw. He looked upon a

wonderful world, a picture of heaven upon earth, on the Lord sur-

rounded by the great festal company. And now his heart burst

forth in praise and thanksgiving ; and at once he joined the pro-

cession, in which he believed that he saw with his eyes the special

resting-place of his faith.

The other healing of the blind, which, according to Matthew,

occurred nearly about the same time, seems to have been performed

in another form, namely, by laying of the hand on the eyes of the

sick man. By the combination of the narratives, this form was then

referred to both cures.

1 See above ; compare Strauss, Lcben Jesu, i. 636.
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The procession of festal pilgrims now moved towards the rocky

desert of Judaea, which separates Jericho from Jerusalem—that

desert in which, according to the narrative of the Lord, the traveller

who came from Jerusalem fell among the thieves, and was delivered

by the merciful Samaritan. 1 Probably this desert was traversed on
this day. But as the solitude begins gradually to decrease, about
two leagues distant from Bethany,2 it may be supposed that the

procession only reached Bethany. Here, probably, Christ separated

for a while from the company, which would encamp in the neigh-

bourhood of the Mount of Olives, to turn in to the house of his

friends at Bethany.

NOTES.

1. Neander also supposes that Jesus went out from Ephraim to

meet the Galilean caravan towards Jericho.

2. On the various explanations of the differences in the Synoptic
Gospels in respect of the healing of the blind man at Jericho, com-
pare Strauss, ii. 55. [Upwards of twelve explanations are given in

Andrews, Life of our Lord, p. 341. But between the opinion of
Augustine, that there were three men, and that of Alford, that

there was a discrepancy in the sources from which the Evangelists

drew their narratives, there is no logically unassailable position.

The difficulties against supposing three men are most unduly mag-
nified by Trench, p. 429. Is it so unusual a thing for blind beggars
to use the same words ? or is it very improbable that the man of

whom Luke speaks should have told the others how he had been
healed, and that they should conceive it safe to use the same words
as he had done. That Jesus should in both cases have stood still,

and demanded what they wanted, is so far from being ' unnatural

and improbable/ that it is impossible to conceive how else he could

have acted in the circumstances. If there was not one man healed

at the entrance to Jericho, and two healed at the departure from it,

then one or other of the Evangelists is in error ; and his statement
must be not only supplemented, but corrected, by the statements

of the others. The refutation which Trench very fairly gives of

Grotius' view applies with equal justice to his own.

—

Ed.]

SECTION II.

CHRONOLOGICAL DATA.

That Jesus rose from the dead on a Sunday is an incontestable

fact, confirmed as well by the Evangelists as by the Apostolic Church
(compare Luke xxiv. 1).

Equally certain is it, that on the third day previously, viz., on a

Friday, He was crucified (Luke xxiv. 21).

1 Read the lively picture of this desert in Von Schubert's Rcise in das Morgenland,
iii. 72.

2 Von Schubert, iii. 71.

VOL. III. B
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The Synoptists were entirely agreed in pointing out this clay afc

the first day of the Passover (Matt. xxvi. 2 ; Mark xiv. 1 ; Luke

xxiii. 54). Of late, however, there have been attempts to show that

John has contradicted this testimony. It is maintained that, accord-

ing to John, Christ must have been crucified on the day before the

Passover. But such assertions depend upon the erroneous explan

ations of many expressions of John, and might now be considered

as set aside.1 Nay, if the expressions of John be pondered in their

full significance, he will be found to have declared more accurately

than the rest of the Evangelists, that Jesus was crucified on a

Friday, 2 and that it was on the first day of the Passover (viz., on

the 15th Nisan3
). According to the determination of the general

chronology of the life of Jesus, which we adopt,4 Jesus was

crucified in the year 783 after the building of Eome (or in the

year 30 of our era). The first Passover-day of this year was a

Friday. 5

According to the statement of John, Jesus came six days before

the Passover to Bethany. As the Passover began on the evening of

the 14th Nisan, this statement points back to the 9th Nisan, to the

Friday evening which preceded the last Sabbath before the feast.

Probably on the Friday evening Jesus came with his followers into

the region near the Mount of Olives. The desire to reach the

neighbourhood of the holy city before the Sabbath had probably

furnished the inducement to travel the wearisome journey from

Jericho through the desert as soon as the first morning hours of

the day were past. The company dispersed on the Mount of

Olives for the observance of the peaceful Sabbath-rest in their

huts and tents; but Jesus had taken up His abode with His

. friends in Bethany.

The Sabbath was spent in tranquillity ; but after sunset, or after

the end of the Sabbath, His friends made ready for Him a feast in

the house of Simon the leper. This is the same feast of which the

disciples speak for the first time subsequently, because they wish to

refer to it as the occasion of the treachery of Judas, to which they

come later in the narrative. 6

On the clay after, scil., on the Sunday before the Good Friday,

occurred the triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem, the so-called

palm-procession (John xii. 12).

1 Vol. i. p. 162. "Wieseler, 333. Ebrard, das Evangelium Johannes, p. 42.

2 Wieseler, p. 335. Ebrard, das Evang. Joh. 43.

3 The expression, irpb U ttjs eoprrjs, John xiii. 1, plainly indicates the last transi-

tion from the eve of the festival to the festival itself, the time towards six o'clock

on the evening of the 14th Nisan. It is apt to be forgotten that the preparations for

the Passover, part of which was the slaughter of the lamb, fell on the 14th Nisan,

whilst the Easter supper, which was partaken after sundown, belonged to the next

day, the 15th Nisan. Then it is to be observed, that on the day of the crucifixion,

Pilate said to the Jews that it was the custom, iv tQ irdcrxa, to release to them a

prisoner, and that he offered at that time, scil., during the Passover, to release to

them Jesus, who was bound. . m . , , „.
4 Above, vol. i. p. 342.

5 Wieseler, 176.

6 Compare above, vol. ii, p. 207. Wieseler, 391.
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. Between that Palm Sunday, which might be called the typical

Easter-day, and the actual Easter-day, or the real festal day of the
palms of victory, every individual event of the last days of the life

and the death of Jesus falls in consecutive order. 1 The principal

circumstance of the following day, or the Monday, was the purifi-

cation of the temple by Jesus once more, after he had cursed the
fig-tree, which He had found without fruit on the road from Bethany
to the city. In that purification He, as it were, made the temple
itself the subject of His miracles of healing, among the children's

shouts of hosanna, and the hostilities of the high priests and scribes.

Thus this day represents the culminating point of His theocratic

ministry in the ancient Israel, in the very centre of the Old Testa-
ment institutions (comp. Mark xi. 12-19).

On the other hand, on the Tuesday, occurs in that very temple
the public separation between Jesus and the Jewish hierarchy. The
observation of the disciples that the fig-tree which Jesus had cursed
on the road-side, was withered away, most significantly leads up to

this result. The first division of the transactions of Jesus with His
enemies, consists in His repulse of their request that He should
declare in what power or in what name He did His works, after

they had refused to declare the prophetic dignity of John, with
which His own historic acknowledgment was associated. In con-
nection with this repulse He puts forth the parables, in which He
vividly describes to them their offence against the Messiah. The
second division of these transactions is seen in the victory of Christ
over the temptations with which the several parties of His antago-
nists ranged themselves against Him, with a malicious pretence of

homage. The third division comprises the denunciation of woe
upon the Pharisees and scribes, and His formal departure from
the temple itself, after He had there for the last time uttered His
approval of the gift of the widow's mite (Matt. xxiv. 1 ; Mark xiii.

1 ; John xii. 37).

On the evening of the same day,2 He is seated once more with
several disciples on the Mount of Olives, over against the mount of

the temple. He looks towards the temple, and predicts to them its

downfall,—the judgment upon Jerusalem, and the judgment upon
the world,—whilst in Jerusalem the high council is holding the
session in which His death is resolved on. The time of this is

strictly determined by the announcement of Jesus, in the midst of
His disciples, that after two days would be the Passover (Matt,
xxvi. 1, 2; Markxiv. 1).

Jesus spends the Wednesday in a consecrated retirement, to

which the Evangelist John clearly refers (xii. 36). Probably the

1 In the determination of the order we follow Wieseler's careful investigation.
2 It may be doubted whether we are not to reckon the two days in such a way that

this scene might occur on the "Wednesday morning. But the Evangelists connect
it very closely with the departure of Jesus from the temple ; and Luke relates it,

before he concludes his narrative of the appearance of Jesus in the temple, with a
general retrospect (xxi. 37, 38). Moreover, according to John, it must be assumed that
Jesus had once again for a short time withdrawn into absolute concealment.
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Lord availed Himself of this retreat to prepare His larger band of

disciples for His departure.

As the Thursday was the first day of unleavened bread, or the

day of preparation for the feast, Jesus sent two of His disciples,

Peter and John, in advance to the city with the charge to make
ready the Passover. In the evening He followed them with the

rest of the disciples, and sat down in their company to the celebra-

tion of the meal. This celebration found its highest development

in the foot-washing and in the institution of the holy communion

;

and it was concluded with the deep and consolatory words of Jesus

(Matt. xxvi. 17; Mark xii. ; Luke xii. 7; John xiii.-xvii.)

Then came the great Friday, the day of Jesus' death (John
xviii. 19).

The peaceful Sabbath, or Saturday, closes the holy week, as the

day of Jesus' rest in the grave, which concludes the week of sorrow,

and precedes the morning of the resurrection.

NOTE.

In this portion of the evangelic history it is more difficult to dis-

tribute the historical material in John than that in the Synoptists,

with any degree of precision. Wieseler postpones the events which
are related by John xii. 20-43, to the Tuesday, with reference to

ch. xii. 36. First of all, we may perhaps assume that ver. 37 begins

a statement, which may be considered as the retrospect of the

Evangelist upon the public appearance of Jesus among the people,

which now was over. In that case the close of the 36th verse need
not compel us to suppose that all that preceded, from ver. 20, is to

be referred to the last day of His public ministry. The character
of the closing transactions of Jesus with His enemies on the Tues-
day, seems, moreover, to point to other situations besides that
related by John, ver. 20. The announcement of the Greeks to the
Lord belongs, perhaps, to the culminating point of His ministry
among the people on the Monday ; so also do His calm and solemn
discourses with the people. The notice, moreover, of the peevish
speech of the Pharisees points to that, ver. 19,—a moment which
seems to correspond with the reproaches which the Pharisees,
according to the Synoptists, uttered against the Lord on the Monday
that He allowed Himself to be hailed by the hosannas of the
children.

SECTION III.

THE BANQUET AT BETHANY, AND THE ANOINTING. THE BETRAYAL.

(Matt. xxvi. G-1G; Mark xiv. 3-11 ; Luke xxii. 1-6; John xii. 1-11.)

In the Old Testament arrangement of life, the work-days precede

the rest-days; the holiday is earned, and is therefore only a lawful
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repose. In the New Testament arrangement, on the contrary, the

Sundays precede the work-days, not only in the ordering of the

church-life, but also variously in the way of inward self-direction.

Certainly Sundays must also again follow the weeks of work ;
and,

indeed, ever loftier and brighter in proportion as the labours have

been more definite. Even to the Lord Himself was appointed a

Sunday's repose for His refreshing and strengthening before His

last great week's work. It was prepared for Him by the souls of

disciples, in whom His Spirit had already begun effectually to

operate as the living Spirit of Christianity. The first portion of

this holy day was prepared for Him by His friends in Bethany,

probably on the evening of the last Saturday of His pilgrimage,

which already belonged to the next Sunday. The second portion

of this holy clay was the festal entry into Jerusalem, which thousands

of adorers prepared for Him. It was now to be manifest how the

love of Christ triumphs ; how it calls forth, in the midst of the old,

cold, selfish world, a new one. In fair presages should appear to

His soul the great Sunday of thankful, happy, as of sorrowful,

sacrificing, and praising love, and of every Sunday-jubilee of the

new covenant, as it should originate with His institution—and

strengthen His soul to accomplish with stedfastness the last mourn-

ful journey.

In Bethany His friends made Him an evening entertainment.

The two first Evangelists write with something of mystery, ' it was

in the house of Simon the leper
;

' we have seen what might have

led to this. But from the observation, that He had come to

Bethany, where Lazarus dwelt, that there a banquet had been pro-

vided for Him, and that Martha had waited there, John allows us

to conclude that the family of Lazarus was at least very much at

home in that house, even although we attach no weight to the con-

jecture, that Martha perhaps had been a widow of that Simon. 1

The brother and sisters, to whom it had been appointed to prepare

for the Lord the last friendly asylum in His pilgrimage on earth,

evidently form the centre of this circle, and each one is effective in

his degree. Martha finds her soul's delight in ministering to the

Lord, and Lazarus could not contribute to His glorification more

effectually than by sitting at the table among the guests, cheerful

and in health, a blossom of resurrection which proclaims His

Master as the Prince of Life. But just as Martha, by her ministry,

causes the Lord to be acknowledged as the true Son of man, the

traveller who has wandered far, who is weary, and in need of

the festal refreshment,—and just as Lazarus glorifies Him as

the mighty Prince of Life,—so Mary, with the ointment with

which she adorns Him, celebrates His holy death, although as

yet only with dim consciousness, yet with deep and foreboding

sorrow.

Silently she steps forth with an alabaster casket in her hand,

1 [According to Ewald (401), Simon was the father of the family.

—

Ed.]
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which contains a pound 1
of genuine 2 ointment of spikenard of

high value, she advances to the Lord's place, breaks off the

closed top of the casket, 3 and allows a portion of the ointment

to flow over His head. Then she kneels down and anoints His
feet also. Bichly she applies the rich gift, as though she would
withhold nothing. And as that great sinner had wiped the

feet of Jesus with the hair of her head, so also did she. She
rejoiced in this adornment of her head, which she obtained from
the overflow of the ointment from His feet; for she felt what
He was, what she owed to Him, and how ready she was to follow

Him through suffering and death. John writes in lively, un-

dying recollection—the whole house was full of the odour of the

ointment.

Mary knew well in spirit what she was doing. She would and
must fulfil this extraordinary work, and she knew that it would be
pleasing to the Lord, yea, that it would afford Him a great refresh-

ment. The expense seemed to her as nothing in respect of the

importance of the moment. The offering entirely disappeared from
hor eyes when she considered the heavenly bliss of the grace that

she had received, in the divine appointment, to show respect at this

moment to that greatly misapprehended One, the faithful witness

of God, with these unwonted, nay, royal honours. She held at this

hour a deeply mysterious office, in the name of all angels and good
spirits—of all elect souls of Christian humanity—yes, it may be
said, by the most secret commission of the Father in heaven Him-
self, as in the loftiest consecration of the Holy Spirit, who made
her the priestess to anoint the great High Priest for His death-
journey. She anointed the Lord, with the presentiment of, as well

as with the spiritual and divinely beautiful sympathy with, that
death itself. Her action was entirely a prophetic one. She was
conscious of what she did.

But how greatly must she have been amazed when she perceived
that even the nobler members of the band of disciples did not
understand her, and that at one point of their circle a murmur of

indignation had broken out which was gradually spreading, as if it

would pervade the entire company, and by which, in any case,

most of the disciples allowed themselves for a moment to become
embarrassed to such a degree that they did not venture to take
Mary immediately under their protection. John gives us an
accurate explanation of the dark origin of this murmur in the band
of disciples. It was Judas the son of Simon, the Iscariot, who first

gave utterance to it : Why was not this ointment sold for three

1 See Friedlieb, ArcMologic der Leidensgcschichte, p. 33, s. 33. The author conjec-
tures that the litra here mentioned (the pound) is the old true litra of the Sicili-Greek
system, about 7-20ths of a Cologne pound. [' Hardly as much as a Roman pound.'

—

Alford.j
2 Upon the several interpretations of the expression, vdpdos iria-TiK-q, compare

Liicke, ii. 493 [the substance of whose note is given by Alfordl, Sepp, iii. 175 :

Friedlieb, 30.
'

s Friedlieb, 33.
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hundred denarii,
1

for the benefit of the poor?
_

The calculating

disciple thus ventured to characterize the inspired handmaid in

this action as a thoughtless enthusiast. He threw out to her the

reproach that she had deprived the poor of this costly benefit.

Therefore, as was suitable to such a disposition, he rated the

probable value of the ointment at its highest. But not only the

Lord even John also, seem to have looked through the hypocrite

at that moment. He points out Judas as the man who was about

eventually to betray the Lord, and remarks that he had thus

expressed his indignation, not because he cared tor the poor,

but because he was a thief, who administered the treasury of the

disciples, and took possession of the contributions that flowed

We gather from this observation, by the way, that the brother-

hood of the Lord's disciples had a common treasury, that it

received charitable contributions; that from these, moreover, it

abundantly succoured the poor ; so that it might rightly be said,

that what was given to them was given to the poor. At the same

time we gather that Judas managed the treasury, and that even at

this time he must have been guilty of embezzlement in respect ot

the same.2 Perhaps since he had long been inwardly altogether

out of harmony with the being, the spirit, and the course of lite ot

his Master, he would have been able at this time to have ' gone

off' if this money had actually flowed into the treasury ;
for already

he' had arrived at a terrible darkening of his nature. The future

of his Lord and Master, His life, His honour and glory, concern

him no more ; because, in his unhappy selfishness, he thought he

saw his own future deeply imperilled by association with His

interest. To anoint Christ with so costly an ointment, appeared

to him therefore a sheer extravagance. And that powerful odour

which streamed through the house as if it had been a kings hall,

which broke forth thus out of the opening flower of the coming age

as an entirely new fragrance—an odour of life for those who were

capable of life—would seem to him a savour of death, an odour ot

corruption. No wonder if, in this bitter disposition, and confiding

in the power of his dissimulation, he spoke vehemently. But it is

remarkable that, in many of the disciples, the elements of affinity

with the disposition of Judas should have gained the mastery over

the elements of affinity with the disposition of Mary, even for a

moment We see also how fearfully the sinfulness of human

nature reacted in the hearts of the disciples at this time, against the

i About £9, 15s. rSome idea of the costliness of a /ripov &\&pa<rrpop is received

from Herodotus numbering it among the gifts sent by Cambyses to the Ethiopians

Oii ?Cn • also from Horace's ' nardi parvus onyx.

—

Ed.J •

(
= Thus he had abused the pure and free community of goods of the disciples of

Jesus and his unfaithfulness serves as a mournful example which deters from a

merely external and legal community of goods, just as the example of Ananias doesK v ) Still more discouraging, indeed, is the arrogance that would impute to

Marv the lofty, beautiful, and free expenditure of her property as a wrong done to

theSociety (considered by him in the most delusive sense>communut), when he

uttered the charge, ' This money ought to have been given to the poor.
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incipient glorification of Christ, the source of the regeneration of

humanity. Mark relates that some of the disciples were angry at

the transaction, had called it a waste, had valued it at three hundred
denarii and more, and were filled with indignation against Mary.
The anger among the disciples must have been strongly expressed.

This is evident from the fact that Matthew, in his comprehensive

manner, could say quite generally that the disciples were indignant.

Scarcely could all the twelve have expressed such an indignation

;

but Matthew indicates that the disposition of the disciples was a

general one, or rather, that they conceived a general offence, since

even the best of them replied nothing to the wicked accusation.

Mark, on the other hand, has perhaps painted in lively and clear

colours their expression and their appearance, while John limits

himself to their exact and actual motive. The difficulty in the

minds of the disciples was, that they still thought too legally and
meanly of the expenditure of the property, to be able to reconcile

themselves to the princely spirit and style of Mary's homage ; and
thus the hypocritical anxiety of Judas for the poor was able, for

the first moment, to strike them more than the royal action of

Mary had affected them. But the calculating chiliastic spirit of

Judas, which at first probably had captivated the disciples, and
subsequently had often paralyzed them, now carried them away
with it for the last time in this mournful manner. Doubtless
they availed themselves of the reproof of Jesus to their deep
humiliation ; while the traitor hardened himself even more against

it, because he grudged to his Lord and Master this one outlay for

His glorification.

We know not in what measure Mary was moved by the un-
expected and lively censure of the company of disciples. She had
with full confidence, out of the very depth of her heart, brought an
offering of love to the Lord ; and now the honourable college of
disciples decided that she had done foolishly, yea, lovelessly, and
faithlessly towards the poor. Whilst the costly odour of the oint-
ment filled the whole house, a very painful discontent was being
diffused among the guests. She stood suddenly in the circle as one
arraigned ; and although her confidence did not forsake her for a
moment, yet, in proportion as she had a presentiment of the death
of Jesus, she must have perceived with a deep shudder the pre-
valence cat that time, in the band of the disciples, of a satanic
traitor-spirit.

The Lord had not yet expressed Himself ; and before His tribunal
stood His disciples in two parties, facing one another, eager and
questioning. It was to be decided whether the Lord's world is

really so poor, that it can give no offering of gratitude, no poetry,
and no extravagance of sacrificing love—no grand expression of
great hearts, in splendid festivals, and gifts, and institutions, to the
honour of God, to the glory of Jesus, to the celebration of the sub-
lime moments of life

; so poor, that the common necessity of every
day, and the every day of common necessity, can and must, eventu-
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ally, consume all the possessions of life. Surely the contradiction

of such a notion is already found, in the very existence of these

possessions at all. Somewhere and somehow, even the costly oint-

ments will still be used ; and thus, therefore, it is only a question

whether they should be applied in an excellent manner for the

service of consecrated moments, or in a common, luxurious, un-
spiritual waste. In the case of Judas, matters had really come to

that issue, that so long as it was only sold for a good price, he
would rather have granted the ointment to an Eastern harem,
than to the Lord for His festival. The Lord, however, does not

let them wait in vain for His decisive word. ' With His perfect

faith He received the faithful handmaid into protection. ' Let
her alone,' said He ;

' why trouble ye the woman ? She hath
wrought a good work on Me.' And this He explained to them.
' The poor have ye always with you ; and if you really will, you
can do them good : but Me ye have not always.' The occasion

does not always occur when you can prepare for the Lord a
festival of grateful love, either in His own person or in that of

His people. The real festival-times are single moments, which
the heart must recognise and embrace in their flight ; for if they

are lost, they are lost without recall. Thus it was with this

occasion of refreshing the Lord on His last journey. Mary per-

ceived the moment, and performed a work for which Christian

humanity thanks her without ceasing. It is otherwise with the

customary duty of the care of the poor. It does not intermit.

For just as life, in its completeness, is constantly begetting

sicknesses anew, so constantly anew it begets poverty. Certainly

the relief of poverty ought always to be attempted as much
as possible, and the more fundamental that relief the better.

But the notion, that by the expenditure of large sums of money
poverty can ever effectually be abolished, is a materialistic super-

stition. Commonly, however, this notion is entertained most by
such as have themselves actually the least care for the poor, and
do the least for them. The Lord counts it suspicions if such

alternatives are suggested as these :—either to anoint Him or to

care for the poor. This hypocritical alternative recurs a thousand-

fold in similar and kindred forms. In such cases the word of

Christ can always be applied. If ye will, ye zealots for the interest

of the poor, yea, if ye will, ye can always do good to the poor, for

ye shall have them always with you. But the real poor, in their

true necessities, do not so impoverish the world, as that the festive,

the profound, the poetic heart, should be unable to declare itself in

fit expression, yea, as that thankful love must not anoint its deliverer

—for His death-journey.

The word of the Lord, especially spoken for Judas, might have

another and a specially serious meaning. Poor men ye have always

with you, but Me ye have not always. Judas had expressed the

thought, that the poor would suffer by the expenditure on Jesus.

Jesus intimates to him, that in future he will have no more to do
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with Him, but only with poor persons—that he will be always sur-

rounded with the poorest poor : then it might be clear to him that

the omission of the contribution of love does not cancel for him the

necessity of the poor.

Then began the Lord to explain the action of Mary, according

to its deepest meaning. He says that she had kept the ointment

for His burial. From this expression we may perhaps conclude

that Mary had once deferred the anointing of the dead Lazarus, in

her hope for the coming of Jesus, and was therefore placed in a

position to apply the ointment now for Him. The dead brother

she anointed no more, for she hoped still in the help of the Master

;

but Him she now anoints, while He is still alive, as if she would
already inter Him. Thereupon the Lord declares with certainty,

that she had been impelled to anoint Him, by a strong presentiment

of His death and burial.

This word was especially fitted to pierce the conscience of the

traitor ; for he it was who was intending to prepare this death for

his Master. Finally, Jesus declares the grandeur of this action of

Mary in the affirmation, ' Verily I say unto you, Wherever this

Gospel shall be preached in the whole world, there shall it also be
mentioned what this woman hath done, in remembrance of her.'

He could not more strongly justify her. Her work should be com-
mended to all time in connection with the preaching of the Gospel.

It was thus asserted that the apostles, who had so bitterly blamed
Mary on account of the anointing in that hour, were commissioned
throughout the whole of their future life to bless and praise her for

that very deed, in the face of their own generations, and generations

to come. Yes, it was intimated to them, moreover, thereby, that

with that record should be associated the remembrance of the

terrible darkening, in that hour, of their love and faith, until the
end of the world.

It is worthy of observation, that these supplementary words occur
only in the two Evangelists who do not record the name of the
woman, but not in John, who has preserved her name. It is as if

the two first Evangelists had desired, by the record of this saying of

Christ, to intimate to the reader of these Gospels, that he might
easily learn the name of the celebrated female disciple in the con-
gregation of the Lord.

This incident, first of all, brought to maturity the thoughts of

treason that were brooding in the soul of Judas. Luke takes notice,

apparently, of a moment which forms the close of this scene, when
Satan entered into Judas, who was yet one of the twelve, and he
went away and communed with the chief priests and captains (the
temple guard). The latter had it in charge to cast Jesus into

prison, if they could discover his retreat. Thus Judas might betake
himself to them, and give them to understand that he could de-
liver to them the man they sought. And thus he might be intro-

duced to the chief priests. Or possibly also, the matter might have
occurred thus : that Judas, first of all, treated with the chief priests,
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and might then heave been made known by them to the officials of

the temple police, because he must needs act in concert with them.

Thus much is quite clear from Matthew, that at once, in the most

shameless way, he turned his treachery to profitable account, with

the question, ' What will ye give me, and I will deliver Him to

you ?
' But they were glad, that out of the very band of disciples

one should come to them with such an offer. Involuntarily they

had conceived of the circle of the disciples of Jesus, as of an unshaken

phalanx of His most faithful friends, nay, of a circle of inspired

heroes of a new era. The discovery of such wickedness in this

company, so near to the heart of Jesus, must even have surprised

the old masters in sin, and have encouraged them immensely in

their mischief. It is in the very nature of things, that the wicked

and reprobate of the New Testament order of life, should be much
worse, and more devilish, than those of the Old Testament. It

may therefore be conceived how much the treachery of Judas

must have encouraged the chief priests to the consummation of

their work ; while, on the other hand, probably the disciple also

might stifle the last movements of his conscience with the illu-

sion, that he was now being converted once more to the true old

Judaism, and was on the praiseworthy road to deliver up to its

jurisdiction one that was deserving of punishment. The enemies

of Jesus thus received the false disciple joyfully, and arranged

with him for a definite price, thirty shekels of silver,
1 exactly

the amount of blood-money payable for a slave whom an
'
ox

has slain.
2 The consideration of this hateful significance of the

thirty pieces of silver might have been overlooked by the enemies

of Jesus, or that they were purposing, in the most remarkable

manner, to fulfil
3 the word of the prophet Zechariah concerning

the thirty pieces of silver, at which the Lord was valued. In

return, Judas gave them his promise (i^co/jLoXoyrjcre). And there-

upon he went out to find the fitting opportunity to deliver the Lord

to His enemies. It was arranged in the matter, that it should be

done with all quietness. The Pharisees already knew, from frequent

experience, how difficult it was to get possession of the person of

Him whom they sought in the midst of the people. Therefore they

could only accept the offer of Judas, upon his promise to betray

the Lord in one of His solitary hours. Thereupon he agreed, that

in a sanctuary of His lonely prayer he would deliver up his Master

to them.

It is very remarkable that the plans of Judas to betray the Lord

1 About £3, 15s. See Friedlieb, 44.
2 Friedlicb, 36.

3 De Wette observes (217) :
' If the post-exile stater of the Treasury be meant, the

sum was unquestionably too little to furnish an explanation of the treachery of Judas,

as proceeding from avarice. But the tradition which the Evangelist follows has pro-

bably fixed the sum in accordance with the quotation from Zechariah.' We may here

be reminded almost of the words of Zechariah :
' If ye think good, bring me my price

(or make an offer), how much I am worth.' Was not the avarice of Judas diabolical ?

Is it not possible to diabolical avarice to make the greatest sacrifice for the smallest

price ? For the rest, it must by all means be assumed that the avaricious man was

also an ambitious maD, and sought the favour of the chief council.
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were matured at two several times of festival—namely, at the enter-

tainment at Bethany, and at the celebration of the Passover in

Jerusalem. This striking phenomenon is thus explained, that great

influences of grace falling to the lot of false hearts, result in a mighty
reaction of evil in them if they harden themselves, and they become
terribly obdurate. In this manner Judas hardened himself at the

two festivals, precisely on that account, because they exercised an
extraordinary influence upon him, which might have startled and
saved him. This is first apparent at the festival at Bethany. Here,

above all things, the clear, pure, heavenly earnestness with which
Mary glorified her Master, might have warmed his cold and empty
heart. In vain ! Her conduct offended him to the very depth ot

his soul. But especially here, the fair festal joy increased his dis-

comfort—the celebration of the glory of Jesus, his envy—the beauti-

ful and princely liberality, his avarice—the gentle reproof of the

Lord, his bitter enmity against Him—the heavenly clearness with
which Jesus' glance pierced him through, his gloomy self-entangle-

ment, in which he surrendered himself to the influences of Satan.

Luke, as we have said, makes the remark here accordingly, that

Satan entered into him. On the other hand, John associates that

dark mystery with the moment when Judas at the last supper

received the morsel from the hand of Jesus (John xiii. 27). But
the same Evangelist notices expressly, in respect of the previous

disposition of the soul of Judas at the beginning of the Passover,

that the devil at that time had already put it into his heart to

betray Jesus. Thus clearly does John distinguish two special

moments in the hardening of Judas. This suggests to us a ques-

tion as to the way in which the progressive steps in the hardening
and the treachery of Judas stand related to one another.

On the eveuing of that supper at Bethany, when the Sabbath
was already over, the traitor, under the cover of night, might have
easily sought the neighbourhood of Jerusalem to enter into the first

arrangements with the individual officers of the Sanhedrim. More-
over, that he actually did so, is almost more probable, than that in

the early morning of the next day he should have hurried across the
Mount of Olives on his dark errand ; for his actual ways needed the

curtain of night—the unseasonable time. On this occasion a general

contract was effected between him and the chief priests. He gave
them his word, that he would betray Jesus to them on the first

opportunity. They, on their side, agreed upon the price to be paid
to him for it. The time and the place were undecided, but it was
arranged that the betrayal should take place out of the way of any
popular disturbance. From this bargain, we may conclude that the
first intention of Judas was matured. We say his first intention,

but the final resolve did not come to maturity till immediately
before the moment of the deed.

Probably the grand triumphal entry of Jesus into Jerusalem
occurred after the traitor had already concluded the first agree-
ment with the enemies of the Lord. It may reasonably be sup-
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posed, in harmony with the whole character of this man, that the

palm-procession must, for a long time, have sadly staggered him.

It might seem to him as if he had heen mistaken, precipitate—that

the prospects of Jesus were taking a more favourable turning, after

all, than he had anticipated.

On such a supposition, it is explained that he did not avail him-

self of the evenings of Monday and Tuesday at all for the treason
;

although, if he had done so, he might have spared to the Sanhedrim

the annoyance of being compelled to press forward the crucifixion

even at the Passover. We find, accordingly, that two days before

Easter the Sanhedrim held a sitting (probably late on Tuesday

evening, and doubtless in consequence of the great triumph which

Jesus had achieved on that day over all Jewish devices), in which

they had not yet come to any answer to the question when Christ

should be taken prisoner and put to death. The Sanhedrim has

long since decided that Jesus should die ; but they are now dis-

cussing how Christ might be apprehended secretly as well as craftily.

It is evident that they hope for the assistance of Judas ; but it is

also evident, that since the first stipulation they cannot have had
much communication with him, for the how still remains the great

question for deliberation, and the conclusion is then come to,

that the taking Him prisoner must now be postponed till after

the feast.

But the departure of Jesus from the temple towards the evening

of Tuesday, made it plain to Judas that the palm-procession would

not be attended with any exaltation of his Master to the throne.

If, on this supposition, his purpose had slightly wavered, the

old intention is now again more than ever confirmed. And at

length the celebration of the paschal supper brought about the

crisis.

Up to that time he had been calculatingly playing with the

purpose of Satan ; but now that purpose played with him. In the

first influence that Satan had exerted over him, he received the dia-

bolical plan into his heart. He would gain for himself both favour

'and money from the Sanhedrim by the betrayal of his Master. But
after that influence had operated a second time, he gave himself

over as a slavish tool of the kingdom of darkness ; as the bow and
arrow with which the Prince of Darkness aimed at the heart of the

Prince of Life. And now enslaved, he plunged, like one possessed,

out into the night ; and his vehemence carried away with him even

the leaders of the Sanhedrim to complete the work of darkness

without delay.

NOTE.

The hypothesis, that Judas by his betrayal only wished to compel

the Lord publicly to destroy His enemies, and to establish His
kingdom, finds no support in the account of his life, unless the

passage in Matt, xxvii. 3 be considered as affording such a support.

The circumstance that twice in the course of one entertainment,
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in the midst of decidedly wholesome influences, Judas deliberately

hardens his soul, convinces us of a deep alienation from, and even

an embittering of his soul against,
_
Jesus. Even the fact that

he suffered himself to be paid for his treachery, does not permit

us to think of a nobler motive. Moreover, it is to be taken into

consideration, that Jesus would hardly have characterized so thor-

oughly absurd an attempt—which would have been more stupid

than wicked—as the gravest crime. But, at all events, it is perhaps

possible that the traitor—whose terrible self-entanglement will not

so easily be cleared up, since, according to its nature, it is the most
fearful chaotic soul-maze that the history of the world has known

—

may have benumbed his conscience, not only with the thought that

he is now serving the highest established magistrates and priest-

hood, but also with the deceit that Jesus would know how to deliver

Himself in time of need by His miraculous power. As his leading

motive, however, we shall always have to consider an avarice and
ambition exaggerated nearly to frenzy.

SECTION IV.

THE FESTAL ENTRY OF JESUS INTO JERUSALEM.

(Matt. xxi. 1-11 ; Mark xi. 1-11 ; Luke xix. 29-46 j John xii. 9-18.)

It was at once known in Jerusalem, probably through the Pass-

over pilgrims, that Jesus had arrived at Bethany. In consequence,

great crowds wandered out towards that place, not only to see

Jesus, but Lazarus also, whom He had raised from the dead. This

outward movement probably occurred before the beginning of the

Sabbath, towards Friday evening, or else at the latest, as the

Sabbath drew to a close.
1 There might be many who made an

exception to the rule of resting on the Sabbath ; for it was not

the strict Jews, but the more liberal ones, who went in quest

of the Lord. Thus perhaps the Sabbath holiday, on that rest-

day of Jesus, was greatly enlivened. Many of those guests who
saw the newly living man by the side of the Prince of Life, returned

again to Jerusalem in the evening, believing. Probably, moreover,

the high priests on the same day, after the close of the Sabbath,

held the council at which the dubious suggestion was expressed,

whether Lazarus also must not be put to death. He was a lively

offence to them, because he was a lively memorial of the glory of

Jesus.

The road which led out of the valley from Bethany and over the

hill-top from Bethphage, 2 up towards the middle summit of the

1
' It was only lawful to go a thousand paces on the Sabbath ; but Bethany was

twice as far as that from Jerusalem. In such a case, it was customary so to contrive
as that the first thousand paces might be taken before sunset on the Sabbath, when
there would remain only the other half to be gone.'—Neander, 390.

2 Schubert, ii. 571. Compare Robinson, i. 431. [Stanley's Sinai and Palestine,

188.J
'
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Mount of Olives, descending then towards the valley of Kidron,

which separates the heights of Jerusalem from the summit of the

Mount of Olives, 1 raised as it is four hundred feet about the bed of

the Kidron, winds through rich plantations of palm-trees, and fruit

and olive gardens. If we were to name the localities in English, we
should say that the road led fromDatetown across Figtown, towards

the Mount of Olive plantations. 2 In the Passover time, more-

over, this road, by reason of the many companies of pilgrims, and

the encampments on the declivity of the Mount of Olives,3 might

be likened to a camp aroused for festivity. On Saturday evening,

and early on Sunday morning, this road was still more enlivened

by the troops of pilgrims who were returning home to Jerusalem,

and carried thither the intelligence that Jesus was coming on

the morrow to the city. All the worshippers of Jesus were exces-

sively elated by this news, and without concert or premeditation,

it happened that soon a still larger festal procession was formed

to go out to meet Him. The powerful presentiment of the New
Testament age was the living spirit which, so to speak, impro-

vised this reception. The great hope that Jesus would now make
His entry among His people as the Messiah, prepared this triumph

for Him.
Even at His first departure from the house of His friends at

Bethany, Passover pilgrims met the Lord bearing in their hands

branches of palm-trees, and singing the words of a psalm which may
be considered as the peculiar Messianic hymn. Hosanna ! (God's

salvation be near,) i ' Blessed be Thou who comest in the name of

the Lord, Thou King of Israel
!

' Thus they sang an old song in a

new sense, with new festal rapture. For centuries the elect in

Israel had mused in spirit on the hymn with which they would

greet the Messiah, and had sought to devise in their soul the kind of

song for the purpose. Now they found that an old preluding pro-

phetic strain of a psalm (Ps. cxviii. 26) had been given them for

this very celebration.

1 ' The height of Moriah amounts to 2280 Par. feet; that of the hill of Sion, at the

Coenaculum, 2381 ; at the Latin Convent, 2457 ; at the Church of the Ascension,

2530 ; and of the summit of the Mount of Olives, 2556. The bed of the Kidron lies

about 416 feet lower down, at a level of 2140 feet.'—Schubert, ii. 521. [The pro-

portion of the English foot to the French is as 15 to 16.

—

Ed.]
2 When it is mentioned that Bethphage (NilD JV3.) means house of figs, the ex-

planation of the name of Bethany by house of dates ("^TI J~P3. Talm. |"7j~*nN)

might perhaps seem preferable to the other interpretations, since it often happens that

the names of two adjacent places have some relation to one another. Another deriva-

tion suggests the translation of Bethany by house of the valley, or nether-house

(pity W3.)—Friedlieb, 5.

3 Many pilgrims dwelt during the feast in tents outside the city. This was allowed

on condition that they placed the tents within the circumference of the Sabbath-

day's journey (not above 1000 paces from the city). Besides, they were bound to

pass the first night of the feast within the city.— Sepp, iii. 59.
4 The expression, #% njTKMn (HilT) Jehovah, help ! is perhaps the Messianic

Hail ! or, Good luck ! bearing many significations, according to the occasion, in this

case unfolding its highest significance.
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Thus, as they hailed the Lord with a Messianic psalm, so He
seemed ready to answer them at once with a Messianic sign. He
would make His entry into tke holy city in the character of the

King of Peace, as the prophet Zechariah had described Him (chap.

ix. 9). The prophet had depicted the King bringing salvation, as

He comes to His city, not upon a war-horse, but on the beast of

burden of peaceful intercourse, lowly and gentle, and as if an-

nouncing therewith a new era of peace. Jesus felt with certainty

that this moment had now come, and He found that it was now His

duty to manifest Himself to His people in the form in which the

prophet had proclaimed Him. Thus it was not perhaps His care to

fulfil in an external manner a prophetic Scripture word, but to

respond to a theocratic expectation,—to fulfil a theocratic law and
symbol,—and therein to satisfy the will of God, which assuredly

was altogether in harmony with the exigencies of the moment. For
as regards the latter, it could not be at all fitting that the hero of a

festal procession should be lost among the crowd of foot-passengers

;

He must, in one way or another, be made prominent. But how
could He more unassumingly form the prominent centre of the

procession than by riding upon an ass ? Thus, at this point also in

the life of Jesus, the requirement of the moment corresponded with

the requirement of eternity.

But here also the Lord obtains the means needful for the occasion,

in the simplest and most suitable manner. Just as the march had
begun, He sent forward two disciples (who are not more accurately

identified), to provide for Him a beast to ride on the way. The
testimony of the Evangelist Mark must inform us of the meaning of

the specification of places which is given here both by Matthew and
'Luke. They drew near, it is said, to the places Jerusalem, Beth-

phage, and Bethany. According to the position of those stations,

it is plain that the Evangelist first mentions the exact end of the

journey, and that from that he enumerates the intervening stations.

Hence they are thus on the point of coming to Bethany, then to

Bethphage, and lastly to Jerusalem. 1 But how can it be said that

they had approached to Bethany, Bethphage, and Jerusalem, when,
nevertheless, they came out from Bethany? This assertion must be
explained entirely by the local relations of Bethany ; and by refer-

ence to them it is easily explained, if we suppose, for instance, that

it was a scattered town, and that the lodging of Jesus was in one
of the houses at the eastern extremity of the town. 2

If, now,
from this place as the beginning of the journey, Jesus sent forth

the disciples to the next town, by that must certainly be meant
Bethphage, especially if the Evangelist Matthew in particular be
considered.

1 Robinson draws also a false conclusion from Matt. sxi. 1, Luke xix. 29, when he
supposes that Jesus came first to Bethphage, then to Bethany, i. 433.

2 From the expression referred to, it in no wise follows, as Strauss supposes (ii. 268),
that the three first Evangelists represent Jesus as going forth directly from Jericho

;

just as little, as Schleiermacher assumes (Lukas, 244), that the Evangelists repre-
sented two public separate entries into Jerusalem.
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Jesus said beforehand to these disciples, that just at the entrance

of the town they would find a she-ass tied, and a foal with it.

These animals He bade them loose, and bring to Him. But if any
one should ask them, Wherefore do ye that ? they were to answer
them, The Lord hath need of them ; then he would at once let

them go. It is perhaps evident that the accurate directions of the

Lord in this place almost present the appearance of a statement of

appointed words ; and this would lead us to conceive of a concerted

arrangement which might have been come to at an earlier date,

between Him and confidential friends in Bethphage.1 Even the

connection in no wise compels us to see in the occurrence an
absolutely direct prediction of Jesus. But, on the other hand, a
precise agreement would hardly have taken this mysterious form,

which might so easily be misunderstood, nay, so easily evaded.

Thus much may with certainty be supposed, that the proprietor of

these animals belonged to the faithful followers of Jesus. Further,

perhaps it may be conjectured that he might once have declared

that he would wish to render to the Lord a service of this kind at

His festal entry into the holy city. But the particulars might have
remained entrusted to the occasion, and to the wondrous insight of

Jesus. He, however, saw clearly in the Spirit how the disposition

of His friends was now excited, and how He now might reckon on
the devotion of that family in Bethphage. He certainly knew,
therefore, that even this remarkable blossom of that disposition

must have now ripened.

But how comes it that Matthew speaks of an ass and of a colt be-

longing to her, whilst the other Evangelists only know of the foal ?

Strauss explains this circumstance by the supposition, that Matthew
had misunderstood the passage in the prophet Zechariah—that from
the parallelism of the sentence which speaks of an ass, the foal of

an ass, he has made two animals, and modified the history accord-

ingly. But the Evangelist, who, doubtless, understood the poetic

parallelism of the Hebrews, had in view another parallelism

—

that,

namely, between the clam and the foal as it actually appeared in the

history of that procession. No doubt the prophet had represented

the beast on which Jesus rode as an ass's foal. The Evangelists

lay stress upon it, that Jesus has made His entry upon a foal never

yet ridden. The character of the animal must be symbolical, be-

cause the entire palm-procession formed a symbol. An altogether

new era, a new Prince, a new animal to ride on.2 But as this foal

had never yet carried a rider, it followed, therefore, in order that it

might be somewhat tamed and quieted for its first service, that thft

dam should be led by its side. 3 Thus Matthew was guided by the

parallelism of facts, in conformity with his accuracy in special details,

1 Compare Neander, in loc.
2 According to Justin Martyr (Tnjpho. c. 53), the colt was a figure of unrestrained

heathenism ; the ass, accustomed to the burden, a figure of heathenism subjected to
the yoke of the law. Even Dr Paulus acknowledges this symbolism. Compare
thereupon, Strauss, ii. 277. 3 Ebrard, 372.

VOL. III. C
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whilst the other Evangelists merely mentioned the foal which bore

the Lord, which, after all, was the substantial thing.

If criticism asks wherefore Christ ventured to ride an unbroken

animal, we are reminded of certain riders who consider it perilous

work to mount a mettlesome beast
;
perhaps, also, of that parson in

Jean Paul, who believed that his horse, when quietly trotting along,

was running away with him frightfully. And if he is really uneasy

on this account, about the dignified Eider and about the young ass

—under the impression that it is unseemly to mount an animal not

yet broken, young, unweaned—he forgets that there is a period in

the life of such an ass, when for the first time he is ridden without

risk for him or for his rider, and that, according to the intimation of

the Evangelists, this period had just arrived for this colt ; and,

moreover, as it appears very soon, that he was actually passing

through it.

The Evangelist Matthew, in his reflective manner, refers in the

narrative of this event to the word of the prophet Zechariah. He
appeals to it freely with the words :

' All this happened that the

word of the prophet might be fulfilled, which says, Say unto the

daughter of Sion, Behold, thy King cometh unto thee, meek, riding

upon an ass, and (indeed 1

) on a colt the foal of the burden-bear-

ing ass.' John also reminds us that this place of the prophet was

then in process of fulfilment, and remarks thereupon, that the

disciples, during the procession itself, had not thought on this refer-

ence, but that it was first disclosed to them after the glorification

of Jesus.

The two disciples went forward and found the beast standing in

the street of the village, tied beside a door. The owners of the

beast, observant men, stood close by. The disciples must decide be-

fore the eyes of the bystanders (whom they do not appear to have

known as being likewise disciples of Jesus) upon a, proceeding which

had the appearance of violence ; and which yet was not violence,

since the Spirit of their Lord was certain of the spirit of those men,

and had communicated the certainty to their spirit. Thus without

further delay they loosed the animals. Those who stood by came
forward with the question, Wherefore they loosed the colt (with the

mother) ? They gave the appointed answer, ' The Lord hath need
of them.' The mysterious answer satisfied the mysterious ques-

tioners. In fact, it cannot be without purpose that Jesus chose

precisely this form of words for obtaining an animal to ride on which
He needed. He therein expressed the character of the progress of

His kingdom throughout the world. He is a King who keeps no
royal stable at any appointed place of exit for Himself or for His
people. But when He needs it, when His work needs it, there are

waiting secret friends at the door—those who gladly hear

1 The words of the prophet (ix. 9) declare, ' Rejoice greatly, daughter of Sion
;

and shout, daughter of Jerusalem : behold, thy King shall come to thee, just, en-

dowed with salvation and victory, poor (in appearance), and riding upon an ass, on a
foal of the she-ass.'
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the word. The elected ones of Him or of His people—these are the

ministering spirits at hand : and even the needed beasts on which to

ride stand on the way to His order. 1 And in this confidence His
people ought to proceed ; and when they are certain of the spirit of

men turned to the Lord, then they ought not to reject their help,

but to avail themselves of it in the simple, humble, and frank man-
ner of their Lord. The Lord hath need of them ! A singular

expression. At that moment, when the King of kings needs an
ass's colt, then it can and must not fail Him. Thus He walked on
earth as one having nothing, and yet possessing all things ; and to

such a walk He is here educating all His disciples.2

The disciples brought the animals and led them to the Lord.

They also were filled with the general excitement—they spread

their garments for a covering upon the beast, and Jesus mounted
and rode thereon.3

The people also now began to express their joy in a more and
more lively manner. Many strewed their garments in the way,
others pulled branches from the trees and strewed them on the path
of Jesus. Thus these made for Him a festal march, whilst others,

going before and following Him, arranged themselves into choirs,

and with loud voice sang the hosanna psalm. "With a loud hosanna
Jesus was proclaimed the Son of David. With a loud hosanna it

was announced that now the kingdom of His father David is re-

turning, and now is beginning the Messianic kingdom. Yes, even
a hosanna was carried to the dwellers in heaven. 4

This jubilee reached its height when the triumphal procession

had attained the summit of the Mount of Olives ; and at once the

holy city, spread out on the opposite heights below, unfolded all its

glory before them.5 And now His disciples began to glorify God
in songs of praise, and to celebrate the wonderful works that Jesus

had done.6 Possibly, indeed, this was the prelude of their accla-

mations at Pentecost, when also they declared the great acts of

God (in the miracles of Jesus). But especiall)7
, according to John,

they praised His latest, grandest work of wonder—the raising of

Lazarus ; and the rather, that this work was the strongest inducement
which had led the people forth to meet Him.7 This unbounded,
energetic, and public devotion appears to have driven to despair

some Pharisees who had mingled with the procession, perhaps as

spectators. They were so completely bewildered, that they at once
approached Jesus, and called upon Him to rebuke His disciples. It

is plain that they drew His attention to the dangerous consequences

1 Even here Strauss appears utterly unconscious of the religious importance of this

passage. The narrative, according to him, was intended to furnish a proof of the
supernatural knowledge of Jesus, and of the magic power of His name (ii. 280).

2 Compare 2 Cor. vi. 10. 3 On the iiravw clvtwv, vide Winer, N. T, Gram.
4 Mark si. 10. Upon similar festival processions, see Tholuck, 291 ; Sepp, iii. 186.
5 The view from the Mount of Olives over the city of Jerusalem is praised even

still as most imposing. Similar to this recognition of the holy city was the jubilee

with which the first Crusaders caught sight of it.

6 Luke six. 37. 7 John sii. 17, 18.
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of sucli a public gathering, and they wished to make Him respon-

sible for them. ,. . . . , , , , ,,

But the Lord knew what was the divine right and what were the

privileges of humanity, and would not check them He knew that

this celebration was no encroachment upon the right of the world,

neither of the Koman supremacy nor of the Jewish priesthood
;

that it was every way due to Him and to the people He knew

that this festival belonged to His people s freedom of faith and

worship : yea, that it was the last beautiful grand act of His people s

theocratic national liberty, which, in its spirituality and heavenly

nature, superseded the Koman claim. In this sense He answered

' I say unto you, If these should hold their peace, the stones would

soon begin to cry out.' Perhaps the loud songs of praise echoed on

the rocky walls of the opposite temple-mountain, of the temple

itself, and of the palaces of Zion ; and the perception of this might

have 'given the external occasion for the grand word of Jesus But

the actual meaning of this word was a terrible prophecy. When it

has come to that point, that these crowds are silent from the praise

of their King, then shall those stones opposite to you echo of His

praise with their cry. Those who were learned in the Scriptures

might know what Jesus meant by the word, The stones shall begin

to cry out ; for they knew the word of the prophet Habakkuk (n.

11), ' For the stone shall cry out of the wall, and the beam out of

the' timber shall answer it,' with which he had threatened the de-

struction of the blood-built city—of the violent tyrant of the city

of Babylon. They must thus be thoroughly aware that Jesus fore-

boded a great judgment of destruction, which should be the con-

sequence if His worshippers should forcibly be put to silence—that

Jerusalem would thereupon be laid waste, like a second Babylon.*

And therein He expressed a great law of life of the kingdom of

God. If men refrain from uttering the praise of God, and espe-

cially if a gloomy disposition imposes upon the better men such a

silence, if the Gospel is suppressed, then the stones begin to cry out.

Stones of down-falling temples, of bursting citadel walls, of falling

towns—stones of torn-up pavements—these announce the judg-

ments of God, whose glory can have no end. For God's majesty

must continually be traversing the earth in some festal procession

—either in angels of grace or in angels of judgment—either in

spring days and summer joys of the Spirit's life and its fair edifices,

or in autumn and winter storms of ruin. 2 This is specially true of the

honour of Christ. He must be praised even to the end. For since

humanity is inalienably connected with Him as the Head, so from all

great realizations of this connection must proceed hosanna festivals

—from all great disturbances of the same, times of judgment.

This, then, it was that occupied the soul of Jesus at this time,

amid the loudest jubilee of those around Him. But now when, on

descending from the summit of the Mount of Olives, His eyes

rested on the city, He burst at once into tears over it, and uttered

i Stier, iv. 329.
2 Ibid. iv. 331.
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a lament—words which, as if moistened with tears, appeared to be
checked by the interruptions of the weeping voice :

' If thou hadst

known, even thou (so soon to incur judgment as those great cities

of the heathen, even now, late, terribly late, as it is), in this thy

day (even now in this day, which, according to thine ideal destiny,

should be the day of thy world-historic bridal), the things which
belong unto thy peace.' He does not declare what course Jerusa-

lem might then adopt for its salvation—what judgments, what
centuries of calamity, might then be spared her ; but after a

sad pause, in prophetic awe of spirit, He adds, ' but now they

are hid from thine eyes.' That is to say, The doom is already de-

creed ; thou hast incurred it, that thy salvation, as well as thy ruin,

is hidden from thee. And now He declares the coming judgments :

' For the days shall come upon thee, that thine enemies shall cast

a trench about thee, and compass thee round, and keep thee in on
every side, and shall lay thee even with the ground, and thy children

within thee ; and they shall not leave in thee one stone upon another

;

because thou knewest not the time of thy visitation.'

Thus also the Lord spake in the language of the spirit of insight,

even as His companions did. His lamentations mingled with their

jubilee and song of praise. If at any time among those who sur-

rounded Him, any spirit of carnal excitement or of sedition might
have been sought to be roused, assuredly this penetrating wail of

the love of Christ over the holy city would have allayed and ex-

pelled it. Gradually, perhaps, the waves of jubilee would partially

subside as the procession descended lower ; and in the valley of

Kidron, defiled past the garden of Gethsemane, who knows what
forebodings of the cross, what anticipation of the holy death-sorrow

of a later time, might be suggested to the nobler spirits among
them in the valley of Kidron ?• Nevertheless, in general, the glad

festal voice continued : for hardly could those who were at a distance

from the Lord, either spiritually or bodily, understand His suffering;

and His own serenity soon cheered up again even those who under-

stood Him best. Thus the festal pilgrimage went on, so large and

important that at their entrance into Jerusalem the whole city was

moved. It was at once seen everywhere that this procession con-

cerned some individual highly celebrated. Hence the question,

'Who is this?' and many perhaps might ask it in doubt and

indignation, offended and irritated. The crowds answered, ' This

is Jesus, the Prophet of Nazareth in Galilee.' It was as if the first

chilling breeze had already blown upon them in the city, and lowered

the tone of their acknowledgment.

But Jesus passed through the city in the direct way towards the

temple. And in the temple He now made His appearance as King
and High Priest, according to theocratic right. In this capacity

He went around, and cast His eyes upon all things (jrepiffke-^rdfievos

irdvra}). It was as in a symbolic and real church visitation that He
1 Tholuck follows Strauss (280) in supposing, without foundation, that Mark

does not make the procession reach the city till late. The observation as-
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thus inspected everything. Silently and penetratingly He took

in everything in His glance,— everywhere discerning spiritual

death under the glistening curtain of life, the completest ruin

in the apparent bloom of living worship : everywhere complete

heathenism upon Moriah. Thus He went around, and perceived

everything with clear glance and deep silence in His true heart.

He had not completed this work until late in the evening.

The great Palm-Sunday was over. In the little company of the

twelve, Jesus returned to Bethany through the approaching night.

In the Spirit He had beheld the holiday times which the new
humanity would owe to Him, and had rejoiced with them. But in

the Spirit He had also beheld the judgments which impended over

the city, and had been compelled openly to bewail them on His own
day of honour. He had heard the speech of the destroyers of the

Sunday and holiday already proclaimed by the fathers for His city

and His people—had perhaps seen them look out of the windows of

the palaces of Jerusalem with the mocking question, Who is this ?

And He had seen them steal about in the temple with such recol-

lections and with the deepest presentiments of joy and sorrow. He
returned over the dark Mount of Olives. Judas also walked near

Him among the twelve. But the sadness and the seriousness of the

evening could not deprive the Lord of the blessedness which the

Father had appointed for Him on His Sunday. Even His tears

themselves had been tears of love and of intercession shed in the deep

and heavenly peace of a pure sympathy, and they were wept into

the bosom of the Father. Thus His Sunday had strengthened Him
for the great work of the week.

SECTION V.

THE SINGLE DAY OF THE MESSIANIC ABODE AND ADMINISTRATION OP
JESUS IN THE TEMPLE. ESPECIALLY THE CURSING OF THE FIG-

TREE. THE CLEANSING OF THE TEMPLE. THE CONSECRATION OF
THE TEMPLE. THE EXERCISE OF THE TEACHER'S OFFICE, AND THE
MIRACLES OF HEALING IN THE TEMPLE. THE HOSANNA OF THE
CHILDREN. THE INDIGNATION OF THE PHARISEES, AND ITS REBUKE.
THE GREEKS, AND THE VOICE FROM HEAVEN.

(Matt. xxi. 12-22 ; Mark xi. 12-19 ; Luke xix. 45-48
;

John xii. 19-36.)

The prophet Malachi had once announced the coming of the
Messiah with the words, ' The Lord, whom ye seek, shall suddenly
come to His temple, even the Messenger of the Covenant, whom ye
delight in: behold, He shall come, saith the Lord of hosts' (Mai.

sumed to be made by Ebrard, according to which dxf/las, &c, should be referred to
i^rjkdev, is well founded. The entire narrative perhaps at least suggests to us that
the procession descended the declivity of the Mount of Olives while it was yet broad
daylight. But then it was already near to the gates of the city. Certainly the union
of the participial form, irepLJ3\€\pdfxevos, with this statement proves that, upon the
whole, it was too late for Jesus to have intended anything more than the ' look round.'
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iii. 1). These words were fulfilled in a manifold manner in the

entire first appearance of Christ, and were to be fulfilled once again

at the revelation of His glory. But once they were accomplished,

in the most literal sense

—

now, for instance, when Jesus, greeted by
His people as Messiah, made His festal entry into the temple.

He now made His theocratic residence in the temple, when, on
the day after His entry into the city of Jerusalem, He purified

the temple, and then, amidst the hosanna-shout of the children,

began a great ministry in the temple. But this glory of His free

abode and rule in the temple only lasted one day—the Monday of

the passion week. If, however, we reckon in addition the entry on
the Sunday previously, and His departure from the temple on the

subsequent Tuesday, this residence lasted three days.

On the morning of this particular day, Jesus seems, with a truly

child-like and buoyant eagerness, to have left Bethany, for the

purpose of hastening to His abode and ministry in the house which
was His Father's. In the deep attraction of His heart towards the

midst of His people, He has not thought at all of appeasing His

bodily necessities with a morning meal. Thus He was scarcely on
His way to the city when the sense of hunger was felt by Him.
Probably He became conscious of it at first through the glimpse of

the many-leaved fig-tree of much promise which He observed from

far. 1 He advanced to the tree, sought some fruit, and found only

leaves. The tree appeared in symbolical language to say to Him,
The time of fruit is not come. Thus Jesus understood it ; there-

fore His word upon it was an answer directed to it (Mark xi. 14),
' No man eat fruit of thee hereafter for ever/ 2

This word allows us to cast a glimpse into the mind of the Lord.

The leafy fruitless tree in the way became to Him immediately a

symbol of the existing Israel. The deep yet latent curse of the

people and country appeared to His soul in this sign of the mis-

growth of a tree on the way ; therefore in this place He will through

His word reveal the hidden curse. He will use the tree for a sign

that the judgments of God are on the way to break forth out of

the^ depth of the Israel itish people's life, in order to spoil even its

app'earance. With this sign He announces warningly His future

judicial mission.

We have already seen above how vain are the forest laws of those

critics who would wish to compare the word which cursed the tree,

to a felling axe. Moreover, it may be observed that Christ, in

virtue of the devotion of the people yesterday, was to-day a theo-

cratic King in the laud, and that probably that tree belonged to the

public property of the temple or the city.

The disciples heard and retained the remarkable word which

Jesus had spoken upon the unfruitful tree.

Since the first public visit of Jesus to the temple, at which He
had cleansed the fore-court of the sanctuary from the buyers and

1 [The tree stood alone, and would attract the eye ; <tvktji> /xlav. Matt. xxi. 19.

—

Ed.]
2 See above, vol. i. p. 454, and compare Ebrard, p. 373.
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sellers, the old disorder had by degrees returned. To-day, however,

the Lord must see the temple once more pure, for to-day it was His
house. It was appointed to Him of the Father to establish His

residence for this one day in the temple. But this time He per-

formed the purification still more rigorously than at the first time,

publicly giving as a reason that the Lord's house is appointed for a

house of prayer for all people. 1

As soon as He had made room for Himself in this way, He began

His day's work. Those who were in need of help now sought for

Him in the temple itself ; the blind and lame, for instance ; and He
healed them. Miracles of healing in the midst of the fore-court,

before the eyes of the priesthood and all the people ! Nothing

ought to have startled the priesthood more than this, but nothing

provoked them more. They looked upon it as if the Man of

Nazareth were now transferring His new, strange, and to them
hateful, worship into their very temple. In addition, the amaze-

ment of the people was ever increasing, so much, that the youngest

pilgrims of the festival—the children in the temple 2—cried to Him
their hosanna. This hosanna, which glorified the Lord as the

Messiah, even in the court of the temple, appeared to them intoler-

able. They thought that it must be too much even for Himself.
' Hearest Thou what these say ?

' they asked Him, with tokens of

the greatest astonishment. ' Yea !

' the Lord answered them, with

the expression of the most peaceful assurance, which He opposed to

their hypocritical excitement. Then He addressed to them the

counter-question, ' Have ye never read, Out of the mouth of babes

and sucklings (untrained) Thou hast perfected praise ?'

He left it to themselves to make the addition, according to the

well-known text of the eighth Psalm (ver. 2), ' because of Thine
enemies, that Thou mightest still the enemy and the avenger.'

God often prepares for Himself praise out of the mouth of babes

and children scarcely born, in opposition to old and grown-up people

who dishonour His name : out of the mouth of a new and more pious

generation, which is not yet trained, and without office or dignity,

in opposition to the fathers of a generation dying out, who are called

by official position to spread abroad His glory ; but who, above all

others, offer resistance to it. And if this was ever the case, it was
so here. Jesus, moreover, says to them, that this glory is prepared
for Him by God, and is prepared in Him for His Father. He then
designates those children, whom they would regard as wicked and
heretical disturbers of the peace, as a choir of those unconscious

1
' In Isa. lvi. 7, it is added that the heathen should worship at Jerusalem, and the

special court in which the proselytes might perform their worship was the scene of
the abomination which the priesthood had suffered, and by which the heathen were
deterred from the true service of God.'—Rauschenbusch, Leben Jesu, 309.

2 By the children in the temple, Sepp thinks (iii. 192), in accordance with his
ecclesiastical view, should be understood girls and boys consecrated to the temple-
service. The fact is well assured, that there were such boys and girls in the service
of the temple ; but it does not therefore follow that they are spoken of here. Rather
the usual dependence of such temple associates on the spirit of the priesthood makes
this supposition improbable.
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prophets of God, who are appointed to surround with exultation the
standard of His kingdom, in the evil days when the external digni-

taries of this kingdom are changed into adversaries. 1 He left it to

His enemies to recognize themselves as adversaries of the honour of

God, even in the mirror of the eighth Psalm. 2

The Evangelist John has perhaps especially had in mind the

chief characteristics of this day, when he relates that the Pharisees

spoke among themselves helplessly, and in doubt cried to one an-

other, ' Perceive ye how ye prevail nothing ? behold, the whole world
is gone after Him.'

In the main they were right. The children who hailed the Lord
represented the generations of a believing posterity. But even the

peoples, on this day of honour, were to do homage to Him in their

chosen representatives, just as formerly in the cradle the wise men
from the east brought to Him from the heathen world the first

joyous greeting upon His advent.

About this time, accordingly, some Greeks who had come to the

feast to worship, sought to present themselves to the Lord. They
were plainly Jewish proselytes, in a general sense, kindred in faith

of the Jews, participating in the fundamental doctrines of the king-

dom of God ; but not such as had allowed themselves to be incor-

porated into the Jewish nation by circumcision. For if they had
been ordinary heathens, they would not have come to the feast in

Jerusalem as worshippers ; as Judaized heathens, on the other

hand, they could no longer have represented the heathen world to

the Lord.3

These men went with their wish, first of all, to Philip of Beth-
saida in Galilee. Perhaps their turning first to him depended upon
a law of kindly attraction. Their suit is a pressing and respectful

entreaty
—

' Sir, we would see Jesus !
' Philip tells Andrew, whom

his name likewise seems to characterize as a Phil-hellenist
;

4 and
hereupon they both agreed to bring the wish of the Greeks before

the Lord. It almost looks as if a court ceremonial had been
arranged around the King on Zion on this day. But this wondrous
etiquette is only a subtle heavenly pattern of the spirit of reverence

in its reciprocal action with the spirit of confidence. To Philip

alone it might seem too bold to introduce to Jesus Greek strangers,

who, perhaps, in the estimation of the temple -frequenters, were
classed among the lowest of the worshippers. But the spirit of con-

fidence and of joy at this respect, which already animated himself,

1 Compare the song of Luther, ' Of the Two Martyrs of Christ at Brussels.'
2 As to the Messianic character of the eighth Psalm there is no question in this

place ; for here the reference is to a theocratic fundamental law, which is often

repeated in the kingdom of God, but certainly in the most eminent Bense in the
life of Christ.

3 Even John appears, in xii. 19, 20, to take the idea of Greeks in its usual narrow
meaning. Liicke, 515. Sepp brings forward the hypothesis, that these Greeks were
the deputies of Abgarus, the king of Edessa, -whom, according to Eusebius, he must
have sent to Christ.

4 It is worthy of remark, that, according to tradition, Philip must have laboured in

Phrygia ; Andrew in Asia Minor, Thrace, and Greece.
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was responded to also out of the heart of Andrew, and thus they
ventured on the announcement.

But Jesus comprehended, in the depth of His nature, the signifi-

cance of this moment. Yea, the moment affected Him so power-
fully, as to stir up His whole nature throughout. At once it was
plain to Him, that in this announcement of the Greeks a great sign
was given to Him from the Father, a sign of His incipient glorifi-

cation among the Gentiles ; and therefore also a sign of His death,

as that must precede His glorification ; a sign of His approaching
death, and therefore also of the glory proceeding from it. With
solemn earnestness He gave to the two disciples for an answer,
' The hour is come that the Son of man should be glorified.' It

was the joyous certainty with which He would sanction the joy
that appeared in their countenance, at the reverence of heathen
strangers for Him. But He must now impress on their heart what
they could not forbode :

' Verily, verily, I say unto you, Except a
corn of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth alone ; but if it

die, it bringeth forth much fruit.' We have here a threefold consid-
eration : first, the importance of the word generally ; then its relation

to the announcement of this first-fruits of the Gentiles ; lastly, the
meaning that it derives from the fact of its being spoken at the first

historic meeting of the Spirit of Christ with the spirit of the Greeks !

As to the general sense of the word, Jesus declares a fundamental
law of the kingdom of God, which is prefigured by a fundamental
law in the kingdom of nature ; and finds in the history of the corn
of wheat its purest, noblest typical expression. A single living
corn of wheat remains, as such, a poor grain—alone, isolated, at best
a little meal—no bread, much less then the beginning of a rich
harvest. If any advantage is to accrue from the single grain of
wheat, it must fall into the earth, be buried, and disappear ; it

must then begin to rot, and altogether seem to perish. Then it

attains, out of its innermost core, its true life, at the moment when
it seems to have approached nearly to its dissolution. In the cor-
ruption of its substance is the heart of its life, its innermost
creatively-imparted productive nature, overpowering death ; truly
living, it germinates and grows green, it blooms and ripens, and
brings forth much fruit. Yes, in this way it may cover the fields

with golden wheat, sustain and replenish the world with its fruit.

This law of the corn of wheat declares, first of all, the fundamental
law of nature, that out of death, or rather out of the husk of death,
and the closest neighbourhood of death, it attains its renovation and
increase. Thus, in the depth of death, every plant attains its reno-
vation and increase; thus, out of the grave of winter the earth
attains its spring ; thus, out of the floods or out of the flames of an
apparent destruction, the world attains its renewal. But besides
this fundamental law, it is moreover declared that the life must
always return to God, even to disappearance in Him, if it is to go
forth richer from God. 1 Moreover, this fundamental law is thus

2 Ps. civ. 29, 30.
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referred to the spiritual region, that only from a priestly sacrifice

to God is the royal life won, out of God and from God.
If, then, in its most general form, this law strictly prevails through-

out the whole of God's world, it must needs attain enhanced expres-

sion in this earthly world, where death is the wages of sin. Here,
the sacrifice to God must be sealed in death, even the sacrifice of

Christ, because He has incorporated Himself into this race, and will

lead back this race out of death into life. When the butterfly goes

forth from its transformation out of the torpid state of the cater-

pillar, so near and so like to death, it is an image of the renovation

of life as it may occur in unfallen planets, and as it might have
occurred on the earth if Adam had not fallen. But when the corn

of wheat dies and becomes alive again, and brings forth much fruit,

it is an image of the sadder transit through the deep of death, which
sin has made necessary upon earth ; of the death of the cross, out

of which Christ goes forth with the harvest of salvation for the
world ; and of the self-sacrifice, even to death, through which His
people must die with Him, in order to penetrate to the true riches

of the new life.

But this law of life appeared to the soul of the Lord as the warn-
ing of life. The first-fruits of the Gentiles pressed up to Him, the

spirits of their aspiration began to call Him. 1 It was thus assured

to Him that the field of Gentile life was white to the harvest, to

conversion and redemption. But therewith also, before His spirit's

glance, there stood the cross.

But how eminently characteristic is the utterance of Christ as the

expression of His first greeting with the Hellenic Gentile spirit

!

The Hellenic spirit had until then, in its national development,

sought for its satisfaction in the beautiful appearance of actual life,

not in the actual life itself. It had represented the image of beauti-

ful gods in ideal human forms ; it had represented beautiful

humanity in the appearance of divine glory. At the fair image of

the incarnation of God it had stopped ; its watchword had been
that of Mignon, Tines let me seem until I am I Now it was to

become, to be through Christ. Instead of the cold marble, it wished
now to glorify the holy Son of man, it wished to adore the true

divine humanity. But for that purpose it must now understand

also the law of life, of the true manifestation of the divine-human
life. Christ declared precisely what had been wanting to it—the

truth that the truly glorified life proceeds out of death, out of the

apparent negation of all the beauty of life—that in the kingdom
of God there prevailed a watchword opposed to the Hellenic one.

Being must precede seeming : they must know this of Christ, of

whom the prophetic spirit had said there was no form nor beauty that

we should desire Him ; they must know it of the believers who cry

to one another, Our life is hid with Christ in God, and it doth not

yet appear what we shall be ; they must know it, in fine, of the

whole of Christian humanity, which was to attain its ideal glory of

1 Acts xvi. 9.
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life, first of all from the resurrection from the dead, which was to

set forth a heaven of living images of God, having below it the dark

world of death and fear that it has overcome, whilst the serene

Olympus of the Greek world of gods was continually threatened by

the overmastering kingdom of dark powers of death and destiny in

the background; just as still every modern Olympus of the aesthetic

world-view is always threatened by some such terrible background.

As this word of Jesus was altogether fitted to familiarize the

Greeks with the first fundamental law of Christianity, in direct

opposition to their earlier stand-point, the Lord had probably re-

ceived the Greeks into His circle when He uttered it.
1 Christ

immediately applies His leading address to His hearers. ' He that

loveth his life,' says He further, ' shall lose it ; and he that hateth

his life in this world, shall keep it unto life eternal.' The expres-

sion reminds us closely of similar ones in the Synoptists. 2 The
claim upon a man to hate his life in this world,—that one should

not seek to settle himself upon any special form of life and happiness

in the sphere of the old worldly life, but should spiritually reach

beyond the old forms in the yearning aspiration after eternal new
forms, and should sacrifice before every duty to a loftier future,

—

this is made more strongly prominent here than elsewhere. He
then more clearly urges His appeal to the disciples to hold them-

selves ready for suffering with Him :
' If any man serve Me, let him

follow Me ; and where I am, there shall also My servant be.' This

is the claim, although He does not expect that the disciples should

now go with Him to death. He desires of them, however, that

they should by degrees acknowledge His Spirit's willingness to die,

—should understand and enter with sympathy into it. As His

servants, they shall one clay, in the presentiment of His death,

stand in the position in which He now stands. How easily a joyous

excitement in the expressions of the two disciples might betray

to Him that they have not kept in their hearts His prediction of

His death ; and this perhaps is the reason why He so plainly urges

upon them the last claim. The priestly spirit of a consecrated

hearty conscious of the presentiment of great sorrows, is constantly

grieved and wounded by every want of foreboding, by every im-
patience of sorrow in the joy of those who are intoxicated with hope
around Him. Therefore, perhaps, Christ uttered the claim so

definitely. He confirmed it, moreover, by a very significant pro-

mise :
' If any man serve Me, him will My Father honour' Such

an one as in humble service subordinates himself to the Son, the

Father blesses and raises to His glory. For only in absolute de-

pendence on the Son does man realize his true position towards

God and towards the world ; and thus he attains to the divine glory

of life which is appointed for him in that position.

The Lord appears, first of all, to have wished to invite the

1 See above, vol. ii. p. 193.
2 On the question whether Jesus had admitted the Greeks to His presence, see

Liieke.
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sympathy of His disciples with the serious tone of mind which is

now pressing upon Him more and more forcibly. ' Now is My soul

troubled,' He continues ;
' and what shall I say ? Father, save Me

from this hour: 1 but for this cause came I unto this hour.' The
suffering of the hour is now the purpose of the hour ; the corn of

wheat must die, in order to bring forth much fruit. This state of

mind is plainly akin to the soul-sorrow with which Jesus wrestled

in Gethsemane. Its utterance recalls the prayer of Jesus in Greth-

semane. It has been shown before how profoundly consistent with

experience is the representation that the sense of agony arising from

the fear of death is not manifested in its greatest strength all at

once, but, as it were, in a regular rhythm of recurring spiritual

struggles. 2 And just as in Gethsemane, in His kingly power, He
resists the enemies after He has prayerfully resigned His will to the

will of His Father, so now, out of His anguish at the pains of death,

He rises rejoicing at its glorious fruit, with the prayer, ' Father,

glorify Thy name !

'

When Jesus had spoken this word, there came the voice from

heaven, ' I have both glorified it, and will glorify it again/

Jesus had been glorified by a voice from heaven for the first time

at Jordan in the presence of John the Baptist, who by means of

this testimony received the final great assurance concerning Him.
For the second time the voice resounded over Him on the Mount
of Transfiguration, when it gave to the three confidential disciples

a testimony of the glory of Christ. Now, for the third time, it

sounded in the midst of the temple enclosure, at a moment when
Christ was surrounded by His disciples, by the Jewish people, and

also by the first-fruits of the Gentile world.

The sound of the voice was a sound which all perceived, which

startled them all. 3 But the various people perceived the spirit, and

the meaning, and the effect of the voice in a very different manner.

In this variation, the Evangelist makes peculiarly prominent three

degrees. The multitude of the people heard only the terrible

sound: they said it had thundered. Others had perceived with

more spiritual attention the Spirit's voice in the sound ; but they

had not understood rightly the purpose of the voice, and its full

meaning in the mind of the Speaker. They decided that an angel

had spoken with Jesus. But the Evangelist and his brethren had

doubtless acknowledged the voice as an immediate call of God from

heaven. So also, above all, did the Lord.

We gather from the representation of the effect of that voice a

fuller disclosure of its marvellous nature. That it made itself per-

ceptible to all in a startling manner, is the expression of its objective

side ; it is a call of God, a wonderful sound. But this call has its

1 In accordance with the foregoing sentence, this appears certainly to require to

stand in the form of a question. It then will still indicate a prayer, but a faint one.

Compare what Lucke, 521, alleges for the contrary interpretation.
2 See above, vol. i. 154.
3 On the voices from heaven, see Lucke, 522. Compare Acts ix. 7, xxii. 1; Apoc.

i. 10; Job iv. 12-16 ; 1 Sam. iii. 1-9.
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subjective side, in the fact that its utterance and sound are creatively

formed in the susceptibility of hearing and sound of the percipients.

Hence the variety. 1

When the crowd expressed themselves in such various manners
upon the voice that they had perceived, and some gave utterance to

the notion that an angel had had something mysterious to say to

Jesus, He declared, by way of correcting them, • This voice came
not because of Me, but for your sakes/ Hereupon He explained to

them the meaning of the heavenly utterance by the word: ' Now is

the judgment of this world: now shall the prince of this world be

cast out. And I, if I be lifted up from the earth, will draw all men
unto Me.'

This is the fundamental thought which animates Him, and fills

Him with anguish and rapture. He knows that He is now advanc-

ing to death, to the death upon the cross, and through that to His
glorification. To Him both these destinies are now thoroughly

entwined into one ; one prospect, one presentiment, one perspective;

the lifting up on the cross, and the lifting up into heaven. But
the two bright sides of this twofold lifting up are these : the prince

of this world is now judged, is cast out. Therewith is the old

world-fashion and the old world-variance between Jews and Greeks
abolished. Here is the pharisaic spirit judged which stops His
passage to the heathen with the curse of the cross ; there is judged
the Hellenic avoidance of the cross, which would be inclined to

form a profanely efficient Apollo-form out of the fairest of the

children of men. The judgment upon the ungodly spirit of the

world must thus be now executed in His death, completed in His
resurrection. But then a path is made for Him to all hearts, and
then will He draw all men to Himself. All men, even the heathen,
the Greeks. In this prospect of His redeeming Spirit, He reposes.

That is the flower of His emotion. But as we have to consider
His word as the explanation of the heavenly voice, its meaning is

perhaps related to the two Testaments. The first glorification of

the name of God occurred in the Old Testament theology for the
people of Israel ; the second, out of the foundation of the New
Testament economy, should now go forth for all the world. 2 Thus
the voice was proportioned to the greatness of the occasion and the
significance of the place. In the enclosure of the temple itself, the

1 I must refer those who are still accustomed to the untenable distinction between
merely external revelation and merely internal vision, to what has been already ad-
vanced on the voice which sounded at Jordan. They must first adjust this theory
to the facts of Scripture, which combines manifestation and visions in living unity
(yet so that sometimes the first, sometimes the second, impulse predominates).
Especially also they must learn from the new physiology, that all colours, lights,
tones, and tastes, and generally all phenomena which might affect the sense objec-
tively, are contained in a subjective form latent in man, as in the microcosm. They
could then also conceive how a creative divine voice may form to itself the measures
of sound in men themselves, just as well and perhaps better than in the air, although
an objective tone must perhaps be assumed in this great divine voice, just as well as
the objective lightning. On the Bath-col of the Hebrews, compare Lucke, ii. 527.

2 2 Cor. iii. 7.
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voice of the Father solemnly declared before all the people that the

first revelation is closed and completed, that now is beginning the

second, and therefore higher one—the glorification of His name
through Christ.

1

The Evangelist observes that Jesus, in the word that He should

be lifted up from the earth, refers to His death, and to the manner
of it—the death on the cross. The people also understood this

notification. But the people were now less than ever disposed to

understand a declaration of this kind. Had not Christ made His
entry into Jerusalem ? Had He not to-day begun His theocratic

rule in the temple ? Must not glorious days begin henceforth for

ever ? They suggested this to Him with the remark, ' We have
heard out of the law 2 that the Christ abideth for ever: and how
sayest Thou, The Son of man must be lifted up ? who is this Son
of man? ' It appears to them confusing, that the conception of the

Son of man, which is so strange to them, and of which such enigma-
tical things were spoken to them, should obscure to them the

conception of the Messiah, with which they thought that they were
familiar ; therefore they desire further explanation upon that myste-

rious personality which Christ attributed to Himself, and upon its

destiny. Thus, however, they were again on the way to lose sight

of His closest relation to them—even in His presence, even in His
glory upon Zion, to miss Him

;
yea, to dispute with the Messiah

Himself on His festival day on Zion ; to quarrel about the true

character of the Messiah, in the interest of their orthodoxy and of

their carnal expectation. Therefore Jesus warningly, and with the

expression of gentle sadness, gave them the answer :
' Yet a little

while is the light with you : walk while ye have the light.' Make
no hindrance, He would perhaps say, no difficulty ; walk, exert

yourselves in the spirit ; hasten still to attain the right object of

knowledge, while the last gleam of daylight is above you,
—

' lest

darkness come upon you/ adds the Lord.
' For he that walketh in darkness knoweth not whither he goeth.'

This solemn record is perhaps spoken in deep and sorrowful fore-

sight of the long and restless wandering which awaited the people

of Israel after His death—that wandering in darkness, without re-

pose and without object, even to the end of the world, even to the

end of the age, which has been symbolically represented by the

legend of the Wandering Jew.
Once more follows the admonition, ' While ye have light, believe

in the light, that ye may be the children of light.'

In this beautiful word, John perhaps comprehends everything

which Jesus said on the following day ere He departed from the

temple. He here closes his account of the last ministry of Jesus

1 Liieke refers the first word, eddijacra, to the preceding life and works of Jesus
;

the second, 5o£d<ra>, to His death. In opposition to this distinction, important as it

is in itself, the explanation of Jesus Himself, above referred to, seems to testify, be-

sides the consideration that the glorification of the name of God by Jesus forms a

great unity, which is not completed till His resurrection.
2 Ps. ex. 4 ; Dan. vii. 14.
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in the temple, with the statement that Jesus departed, and with-

drew Himself from the people. This happened after the last words

of parting which He spoke in the temple on the Tuesday.

The great day of honour which the Messiah spent in the recogni-

tion of His dignity in the temple was thus ended. It was only one

day, but this one day was a presage of thousands of years, yea, of an

eternity.

1. The expression, John xii. 31, vvv 6 apywv rov k6<t/jlov tovtov

€/c/3\7]9i]aeTai, e£&>, evidently refers to Satan as the prince of this

world. The death of Christ is the moment and the fact by which

he is judged and cast out of the world. Therein, besides the general

thought that the kingdom of Satan is broken by the death of Christ,

is involved perhaps the special one—that it is broken, in that the

evil principle of the avoidance of suffering—the Satan of the craving

for appearances, for glory and for happiness—is overcome and judged
by the holy cross of Christ. The worm of the old glory of the world

is now expelled from the withered apple of the old world. At the

same time, the mysterious expression appears to indicate a change

in the relation of the satanic world to the world of humanity. With
the victory of Christ in the history of the temptation, Satan was cast

out of heaven ; now through His death he is also cast out of the

world. He rules now in the clouds, in the vagueness, in the unde-
fined dispositions of the world. Later, he will be cast on the earth

(Apoc. xii. 9). In the Apocalypse the earth perhaps indicates that

which is established on earth in the world of humanity—hierarchic

and social systems. Further on Satan is threatened with being shut

up in the abyss, and finally to be cast into the fiery hell (Apoc. xx.)

2. According to Von Baur, On the Composition, &c, 142, the

Evangelist may have had ' even here, as usual, the synoptical

Gospels before him, but have appropriated to himself their narra-

tives of the glorification and of the soul-contest of Christ for his

own ideal representation.' One need only appeal to ironical self-

solutions of criticism of a similar kind.
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SECTION VI.

THE END OF THE OLD TESTAMENT THEOCRACY. THE WITHERED FIG-

TREE. THE INQUIRY ON THE PART OF THE SANHEDRIM FOR
CHRIST'S AUTHORITY. THE SEPARATION BETWEEN CHRIST AND
THE SANHEDRIM. THE PARABLE OF THE TWO SONS, OF THE
MUTINOUS VINE-DRESSERS, AND OF THE WEDDING FEAST OF THE
KING'S SON. THE IRONICAL TEMPTATIONS OF JESUS AS THE THEO-
CRATIC KING. THE COUNTER-QUESTION OF CHRIST. THE SOLEMN
DENUNCIATION BY JESUS OF THE SCRIBES AND PHARISEES. THE
LAMENTATION OVER JERUSALEM, AND THE DEPARTURE FROM THE
TEMPLE. THE LOOK OF APPROVAL ON THE WIDOW'S MITE.

(Matt. xxi. 10-xxiv. 2 ; Mark xi. 20-xiii. 2 ; Luke xix. 47-xxi. 6

;

John viii. 1-11.)

After the day of His kingly ministry in the temple, Jesus had
again returned to Bethany, to pass the night in the dwelling of His
friends. When on the following morning early He wras returning

to the city, and drew near to the fig-tree which, on the previous

morning, He had cursed, Peter remembered the circumstance of

yesterday, looked towards the tree, and observed with astonishment
that it was withered from the root to the top. 1 In an excited

manner, he called the attention of the Lord to the wonderful pheno-
menon, and the disciples also were amazed that the fig-tree was so

soon withered. But Jesus said to them, ' Have faith in God. For
verily I say unto you, That whosoever shall say unto this mountain,
Be thou removed, and be thou cast into the sea ; and shall not doubt
in his heart, but shall believe that those things which he saith shall

come to pass ; he shall have whatsoever he saith.'

They were standing at this time opposite to the temple-mountain,

perhaps even on its declivity. And this mountain, in its symbolic

significance, as the representation of hierarchic Judaism, had now
become a stumbling-block in His way. Thus He must now move
this mountain out of the way by the word of His faith. The moun-
tain must be cast into the sea ; that is, the religious polity of Israel

must be lost, by dispersion into the sea of Gentile life. And thus

perhaps Jesus said the word not only by way of illustration, but as

a symbolic expression of His work, of His endeavour, and of the

expectation of His soul. The disciples, moreover, had to learn

with Him to struggle in faith against the hindrances of the king-

dom of God. So He went on :
' Therefore I say unto you, What

things soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive them,

and ye shall have them.' But one condition He must most earnestly

impose upon them : only in the spirit of reconciliation with all men
could they thus pray in blessing ; thus their prayer must never be

1 ' Dried up from the roots,' is the expression of Mark ; and this is more significant

than if it were— ' to the roots.'

VOL. III. D
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against any man—never to the detriment of any soul, of any life.

' And when ye stand praying/ He says, ' forgive, if ye have ought

against any ; that your Father also which is in heaven may forgive

you your trespasses. But if ye do not forgive, neither will your

Father which is in heaven forgive your trespasses.' x

And if this forgiveness be wanting, how could the heart unite

with God, and work miracles by His power ?

The phenomenon of the withered fig-tree may be considered,

according to the relations in which this symbol stood to the Israel-

itish theocracy, as a mournful prognostic of what was to come to

pass in Israel on that day. Hardly had the Lord, for instance,

again entered the temple enclosure to teach the people, than there

met Him a portion of the Sanhedrim, who may perhaps be con-

sidered as a representation of the entire Jewish authority, with a

formal interrogatory, having for object to put an end to His ministry.

He had not yet sat down, when this group of hierarchs, composed of

chief priests, scribes, and elders, stood threateningly before Him.
Their question was, ' By what authority doest Thou these things ?

and who gave Thee this authority ?
' The question is entirely a

theocratic law-question, and is measured in every particular. They
do not define more closely what He does, because they do not wish

to acknowledge that He teaches, and does miracles. But they have
in view His whole ministry and appearance, and refer to that. In
the first question, they sought to ascertain by what power and
authority in the abstract He stood there ; in the second, who had
invested Him with this authority in the way of the lawful ordina-

tion of theocratic tradition. Thus also, the first question is an
appeal to His 'prophetic authority—to His inspiration : it has in

view His name of Messiah. The second, on the other hand, would
fain ^know His historic authority—His legitimation—would have
His introduction among the people explained by some acknowledged
power. And yet these hypocrites knew well that John the Baptist

had pointed the people to Him—had introduced Him among the
people. They thus were aware who had introduced Him according
to the theocratic regulation, and in what character he had pointed
Him out. Therefore it was entirely in the spirit of their own
notions of legitimacy, when Jesus replied, ' I will also ask of you
one question, and answer Me, and I will tell you by what authority
I do these things. The baptism of John, was it from heaven, or of

men ?
'

Thus they must first of all declare whether they acknowledge
the prophetic authority of John ; whether they accepted him, with
his baptism, as being the herald sent from God of the kingdom of

heaven, and of the Messiah. His declaration depended on that. If,

for instance, they acknowledged John, then they had still a legiti-

mate theocratic jurisdiction, to which He was bound and willing to

render an account in matters of the kingdom of God. But if they
rejected the authority of John, He would, indeed, still acknowledge

J There is nothing surprising about the repetition of such an expression as this.
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them as being the hierarchical authorities in the land ; but as the

authorized administrators of the Old Testament economy He could
no longer acknowledge them, and therefore needed no longer to give

account to them in a question of the kingdom.
At the counter-question of Jesus, the deputation fell into the

extremest perplexity. They saw, indeed, that they could not
answer it without considerable risk. If, for instance, they acknow-
ledged the authority of John, Jesus might reproach them with
having been disobedient to God's message in him, which had
directed them to Himself. But if they characterized the baptism
of John as being from men ; in other words, if they were to reject

it as fanaticism, they must be careful of falling out with the whole
people, yea, lest the people might stone them for such an act of un-
belief, because all men honoured John as a prophet.

They resolved upon a desperate step, and declared, ' We know
not.' This circumstance alone would have been sufficient to make
these proud hierarchs deadly enemies of Jesus, even if they had not

been so before—that He had extorted from them such a confession

of ignorance, and, above all, of feigned ignorance, in the court of the

temple, in the hearing of all the people. With this declaration,

which they would make with the greatest windings of embarrass-

ment, with mysterious phrases about the difficulty of the point,

they were no longer looked upon by Jesus as a legitimate Sanhe-
drim ; and He very decidedly declares, ' Neither do I tell you by
what authority I do these things.'

Thus the Lord, in His supremacy, had constrained the high

college to exhibit themselves in the sheerest ignorance in the midst

of the crowd of people. But He went still further, and compelled

the hierarchs likewise to bear testimony themselves of their crime
;

while He proposed to them parables which had reference to them,

and which He allowed themselves to complete in their judicial

conclusion.

First of all, He passed before them the parable of the two doubly

unlike sons of one father, whom he would send to work in his vine-

yard. Jesus describes to them the two sons : the first as saying No,

to the command of the father, but nevertheless afterwards repenting

and going ; the other as saying hypocritically Yes, and nevertheless

not going ; and requires from them the decision which of the two
did the will of the father. They could not help answering accord-

ing to the prophetic and ethic judgment, 1 the first. And He then

plainly states to them, that, under the form of the first son, He had

referred to the publicans and harlots ; and under that of the second

—

themselves. John, says He, came to them in the way of righteous-

ness : that is, not as a fanatic, but thoroughly authenticated accord-

ing to the Old Testament law, and by his own righteous life. But
in refusing their belief to him, they had been guilty of a threefold

crime. They ought, first of all, to have set the example of faith on

him to the people, and they did not. They ought, in this particular

1 Ezek. xviii. 20 ; comp, xxxiii. 12.
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at least, to have kept on the level of the publicans and harlots, and

they did not. Finally, they ought at least to have allowed them-

selves to he shamed by the faith which was manifested by these

despised masses ; but it was in vain.

Then, in the second parable, Jesus describes the rebellious vine-

dressers, who will not supply the lord of the vineyard with any

fruit ; who ill-treat the servants whom he despatches to them
;

nay, who even put to death his son and only heir, that they may
seize upon the vineyard for themselves. Once more, He allows them-

selves to declare the sentence when He asks them what the lord of

the vineyard would do to those servants ; and they answered Him,
that he would miserably destroy those wicked men, and would let

out his vineyard to other husbandmen, who should render him the

fruits in their seasons. Therein, once more, they were uttering their

own condemnation. According to the Evangelists, it cannot be

supposed that they did this without perceiving the meaning of the

parable, especially after Christ had explained to them the first

parable. Rather they sought to play the dispassionate hearers
;

and with a severe effort of the hypocritical spirit, they succeeded in

throwing down the decision as though they did not observe any-

thing (Matt. xxi. 45).

Jesus quite understood that, with their hypocritical impartiality,

they wished to display an affected contempt for Him, therefore He
pressed more severely upon them, reminding them of a passage of

the Psalms, wherein the prophetic spirit had even sketched the fact

that they would treat Him with contempt. ' Have ye then never

read the passage/ asked He, reprovingly :
' The stone which the

builders rejected, the same is become the head of the corner: this

is the Lord's doing, and it is marvellous in our eyes ? ' (Ps. cxviii.

22, 23.) They could not deny that this place refers to the Messiah,

and that the Messiah is here designated as a stone which the builders

on Zion would reject, as wholly unfit for the building of the temple,

but which the Lord would make the corner-stone, in spite of their

terrible unfaithfulness, and ignorance, and resistance. Such a text,

He then remarks, fully entitled Him to apply the previously related

parable to them, and to say to them, ' The kingdom of God shall

be taken from you, and given to a nation bringing forth the fruits

thereof/ Here He had in view the New Testament congregation,

as the real new people of God, contrasted with the old typical

people. He then returns to the despised stone, portraying to them
its reaction against its despisers, referring to other places, namely,

to Isa. viii. 14, 15, and Dan. ii. 45 : 'And whosoever shall fall on
this stone shall be broken : but on whomsoever it shall fall it will

grind him to powder.'

In the first place, they shall themselves judge themselves, and
perish by the fact that they sit in judgment upon the Son of God,
and then their ruin will accomplish itself in the fact that the Son
of God sits in judgment upon them. Or if we consider His reaction

against His despisers by His sufferings inflicted by the world, He
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will first of all judge the world according to the representation of

the marvellous stone in Isaiah ; and then His glory over the world
will come to the last judgment of the world, according to Daniel's

picture of the stone.

The Evangelists observe in this place, that the chief priests and
Pharisees had perceived the meaning of these parables, and in their

exasperation would have liked to lay hold on Jesus ; but they were

restrained from so doing by their fear of the people, who honoured

Jesus as a prophet.

In this state of mind, they must receive one more parable from
the mouth of Jesus, in which, assuredly, all the fulness of His com-
passion for them was once more clearly expressed. It was the

parable of the marriage of the king's son, and of the invited guests,

who, notwithstanding their acceptance of the invitation, declined

the feast, to their ruin.

When in this parable, moreover, He depicted to them the judg-

ment upon the man who had come to the feast without having on
a wedding garment, He gave them to understand thereby, that the

kingdom of righteousness, on which they professed to set so much
value, would only continue to exist by means of the kingdom of His
grace.

With the conflict between Jesus and the hierarchical power, on

the subject of John's authority, His separation from them, and at

the same time from the temple, was already decided. But when,

in addition, He had humiliated them in the very midst of the

temple court, nay, had made their official dignity of no account, it

seemed to them as if He would pursue His successful work in this

place in spite of them. Although they did not venture forcibly to

lay hands on Him here, yet they believed that the}7 might craftily

eject Him from His commanding position ; and thus they ironi-

cally agreed to the assumption of the popular party actually pre-

dominant, that He was the theocratic Lord and Judge in the land,

and sought, by mock demonstrations of respect, to ensnare Him in

some wile.

Under this point of view, we have perhaps to conceive of the

temptations with which they now assailed Him ; among which, as

was above intimated, we regard the bringing before Him of the

woman taken in adultery. 1

The first temptation proceeded from an association of the party

of the Pharisees with the party of the Herodians. In political

matters these parties could combine in their common aversion to

the Koman supremacy in the country ; thus making a theocratic

patriotic interest, although in their more precise purpose they might

be disagreed among themselves. Upon this theocratic patriotic

interest they based their plan. They wished to compel the Lord to

express Himself upon the sovereign rights of the Romans over

Judaaa. If He declared Himself absolutely in their favour, there

was an end of His popularity among the people. But they rather

i John viii. 2-11.
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hoped that He would declare Himself against them ; for it surpassed

all their conceptions, that one should claim to be the Messiah and

yet acknowledge the supremacy of the Romans in the land, all the

more that they themselves were conscious of another disposition

towards the Komans. They thought also to
_
beguile Him, in His

presumed fanatical enthusiasm, to speak against the Romans, and

they would then have delivered Him to the Roman governor as a

seditious person (Luke xx. 20). The question which they had

chosen for that purpose seemed to be a certain snare ; and the men
who were to propose the inquiry were well selected, expert, plausible

persons, who knew how to give to themselves the air of being careful

for the theocratic privilege, and of coming to Jesus with a difficult

scruple of conscience, with masterly hypocrisy (Luke xx. 20).

Thus they came before Him. First of all they seek Him, with a

flatteringly designed acknowledgment of His high candour and
independence, to ask, 'Master, we know that Thou art true,

and teachest the way of God in truth ; neither carest Thou for

any man, for Thou regardest not the person of men.' How appro-

priately they thus in these words describe Him as one who is

always true because He is free, and is always free because He
is righteous ! It is the deepest mystery of wickedness, that it can so

imagine and feign to itself the acknowledgment of what is holy,

without acknowledging it at all in truth ; and that it can employ
the highest appearance of truth in the deepest interests of falsehood.

After such an introduction, which has already intimated that they

wish to encourage Him in fanatical excitement to speak a noble,

brave, but hazardous and ruinous word, they speak out their ques-

tion :
' Tell us therefore, What thinkest Thou ? Is it lawful to give

tribute unto Caesar, or no ?
'

Jesus, however, penetrated them.1 'Why tempt ye Me, ye

hypocrites ? ' said He to them ; and then said, as if determined on
His reply, ' Show Me the tribute-money.' They brought Him a
denarius. 'Whose is this image,' He asked them, 'and superscrip-

tion ?
; They answered, ' Caesar's.' Thereon followed the decision :

' Render therefore unto Caesar the things which are Caesar's ; and
unto God the things which are God's.' They were dumb and
amazed at the convincing answer, and slunk away ; their purpose

of entrapping Him before the people in His answer had mis-

carried.

This word of the Lord is one of the most wonderful flashes of

great and instantaneous presence of mind which occur in His whole
life. It comprehends in its brevity and simplicity an entire theory

of political law, and of its relation to the rights of the theocracy.

The first fundamental thought is perhaps this : Money represents

the carnal, earthly side of the political life ; the stamp on the coin

indicates the sovereign lord over this temporality of the State ; the

1 Matthew says He knew their wickedness, Mark that He perceived their hypo-
crisy, and Luke that He perceived their craftiness. Each in his individual and
characteristic view.
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acknowledgment of the appointed coin of the realm with the stamp,

indicates the actual acknowledgment of the supremacy which the

stamp represents.

Those who have acknowledged the coin of a sovereign in their

land as the coin of the realm, have done allegiance to him thereby. 1

They in manifold ways receive the coin from the hand of the

prince, in profit, in pay, in gifts. They enjoy all sovereign protec-

tion and blessing which is connected with life in this appointed

political union. Therefore, if they were to reject his actual supre-

macy, they would be in an outrageous manner depriving him of

what is his due, what God had given him, what they had acknow-

ledged his, and wherewith he had in many ways united them, and

engaged them to his service.

The second leading thought is this : The entire life of man does

not belong to Caesar, nor is it subject to worldly supremacy. Con-

trasted with the kingdom of Caesar stands the kingdom of God, as

the kingdom of the inner life. What is God's, man must give to

God. But the image of God is originally impressed upon the inner

nature of man, therefore man is bound to surrender his inner life

to God. God only must be Lord in this sphere of theinner life

—

of the conscience.2

Thence follows the third principal thought, that man should con-

tinually be regarded as rightly divided between these two regions.

In the first place, man is not to conceive that the two must of

necessity coincide, or be confounded together. In the second place,

it is not to be imagined that the one kingdom may be taken as a,

pretext for sinning against the regulations of the other : for thus it

might be possible to appeal to the supreme claims of God, for the

withdrawal from Caesar of the secular obedience due to him ;
or to

the supremacy of Caesar as a justification of sin against the rights

of God. Thirdly, it should be known that both these kingdoms

may subsist in regular interworking and union, and that this mter-

working is perfected in the measure in which their distinction is

clearly "made, and thence their union thoroughly completed.
_
If the

kingdom of Caesar be pure from all encroachments on the kingdom

of God, it will become a perfectly blessed government, even a repre-

sentation of the kingdom of God in the visible world. And if the

kingdom of God attains its full power over the spirits, it becomes

the highest authority in all a country's concerns.

The answer of Jesus was purposely framed to release the Jews

from their fundamental errors. They were accustomed to those

views of the theocracy which represented the kingdom of God and

i The Eabbis taught that if the inhabitants of a country had acknowledged the

coin of a prince as the coin of their land, they had thereby acknowledged the prince

himself. Comp. Sepp, iii. 257. [The words of Maitnonides are, ' Ubicunque

numisma regis alicujus obtinet, illic incolse regem istum pro domino agnoscunt.'—

Ed.]
2 [Ellicott (p. 805, note), after Meyer (in loc), objects to this interpretation as

too narrow and partial, and as restricting what was intended to be inclusive of all,

whether material or spiritual, that is due to God.—Ed.]
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the power of the princes in an unclistinguishable unity. This state

of things they fancied must always continue. Thus they made no

distinction between the two spheres of life, although they had

actually acknowledged the power of Caesar as the political rule.

Sometimes they alleged their duty towards Jehovah their highest

King for the purpose of an insurrection, sometimes they alleged the

claims of Caesar'for the purpose of carrying out some hierarchical

design. Jesus showed them that it was full time to effect the

distinction between the State and the kingdom of God—or even

the community of God's Church—in their conscious claims, since

such a distinction had long existed by the disposition of God and

according to their own acknowledgment. They had become bound

in allegiance to Caesar, therefore they ought to discharge their duty

to Caesar. But they must not conceive that thereby their duty

towards God was relaxed.

In effect, this was what they did appear to conceive, when they

tempted the anointed of God. They did not give to God what was

God's, any the more that they hypocritically pretended, that for His

sake they were anxious to refuse to Caesar his claims. Nay, a short

time subsequently, they went so far as to urge the representative of

Caesar, by the appeal to Caesar, to crucify their Messiah. The most

glorious thing that was God's, which God had entrusted to them,

that they might restore to Him, they withdrew from Him, and cast

it in the most importunate manner to Caesar.

Give to God what is God's ! Jesus would say this to them in a

tone fraught with warning, and with the most painful feeling, that

they were actually purposing to cast away to Caesar their marvellous

endowment, stamped with the radiant image of God ; while they

were pretending to make grave scruples whether they should pay to

Caesar the poor tributary penny stamped with Caesar's image.

The reason has been already suggested above, 1 for supposing that

even the bringing of the adulteress to Jesus,—the narrative of

which occurs in the beginning of the 8th chapter of John's Gospel,
— happened in connection with the rest of the temptations of this

day. This proceeding has precisely the same ironical character as

the others ; but is distinguished from the previous one, that it

appears as a temptation on the part of the Pharisees and scribes.

The Pharisees had discovered that they were likely to accomplish
nothing in union witli the Herodians, in the field of theocratic-

political questions. They seemed, therefore, now to wish to try

their fortune in association with the scribes on the field of theocratic

matrimonial law ; for which purpose an entirely recent case might
furnish the occasion. This circumstance seemed to come to the

relief of their discomfiture. Jesus had plainly distinguished be-
tween the obligation to the Eoman claims and the obligation to the
theocratic claims, and had assumed that the one could be obeyed
consistently with the other. But now they believed that they had
discovered a case of collision, with which they could certainly eni-

1 Book II. v. 17.
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barrass or entrap Him. By their subordination under the Koman
supremacy, for instance, they were precluded from putting any man
to death ; and yet it was commanded them, in the law of Moses, to

slay the adulteress who had thus been taken in the very act. 1 This
collision, which they had indeed successfully set aside in other cases

previously by passive obedience to the constituted authority, or even
by voluntary forgiveness of the adulteress, they fancied that they

should be able to turn into a stumbling-block in the way of the Lord

;

if perhaps He should venture to declare Himself otherwise than
according to the effectual execution of the Mosaic law. It is thus

evident how extremely appropriate is the history to this place. It

was to prove that it was not altogether so easy a matter to distin-

guish between what was Caesar's and what was God's !

The narrative, moreover, with its introductory words, transports

us at once to the actual time : Jesus has arrived early at the city

from the Mount of Olives, to whose declivity on the further side

Bethany belonged ; and is seated teaching in the temple, surrounded
by the people. The scribes, in conjunction with the Pharisees, bring
before Him there a guilty woman,—a woman who has been taken
in the act of . adultery. They tell Him the circumstance, then
remind Him of the Mosaic law, according to which such a con-

victed adulteress was to be stoned
;

2 and call upon Him accordingly

to declare His decision thereupon.

But Jesus stooped down, and wrote with His finger upon the

earth. This is the only time that it is recorded of Him in the

Evangelic history that He had written anything ; and this one time
He writes with His finger in the dust.

It is not known what He then wrote, and the most various con-

jectures have been hazarded thereupon.

They made Him a judge in an action wherein they stood before

Him themselves as deeply deserving condemnation. If He had
actually acquiesced in their expectations, and become a judge in

Zion, He must have blasted them themselves with His word ; but
His whole nature was adverse to their expectations: therefore,

ashamed for them, yes, embarrassed by their forward perversity,

He shrank within Himself ; and probably this it was first of all

which His writing expressed. 3

They wished for a theocratic legal sentence from Him how the

woman should be punished. This sentence (not the judgment on
her inward guilt, but that upon her theocratic criminal culpability)

He wrote in the dust.4

1 Lev. xx. 10. Comp. Hitzig, Ueber. Joli. MarJcus, 209.
2 Lev. xx. 20. On the kind of punishment, compare Hitzig, as above, 209. [Meyer

quotes from the Talmud, ' Filia Israelite, si adultera, cum nupta, strangulanda, cum
desponsata, lapidanda.'

—

Ed.]
3 [On this writing, Euthymius says : Sirep eubOaai irdWaKis iroieTv ol yurj 6£\ovtcs

dwoKpiveaOaL irpls tcws ipwrQuras &K.aipa ko.1 avd^ia ; that is, it was an action cus-

tomarily resorted to by those who were unwilling to answer unseasonable and unseemly
questions. The remarks of Tholuck on the passage are to the same effect. And for

the strange opinions of those who have conjectured what was written, see Lampe,
ii. 374.—Ed.] 4 Jer. xvii. 13. Hitzig, 215.
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Whether He wrote words in the dust, we know not. If He

wrote words, they were probably those which He immediately

afterwards uttered, when He observed that they continued insolently

standing, and consequently actually persevered in their question;

whilst He, surprised, looked upon them again—the answer,
}

He

that is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.

This answer has been thought to confuse the religious point of

view with the juridical ; but it exactly shows that Jesus desires to

rebuke such a confusion in the adversaries. The theocratic punish-

ment of the adulteress could only be significant, so long as the

religion and the criminal justice were entwined into one (what is

God's and what is Caesar's). So long as this condition subsisted,

there were always found spirits which, in prophetic or zealous

enthusiasm, could juridically perform the religious decrees of God

;

but this time was now gone by. The religious judgment on the

crime of adultery was now actually separated from the juridical,

not only in the consciousness of the time, but by the civic order.

According to the existing Koman laws, the adulteress could not be

punished with death. 1 The enemies of Jesus, however, pretended

in this case to appeal to the ancient unity of the two orders of

things ; but He assented to this assumption in order to abolish it

;

while He required of them that he who would begin the stoning must

feel himself free from sin. Therein He in no wise annulled the civic

criminal prosecution against the adulteress ; but only the confusion

of the religious and the juridical point of view, which the opponents

wished in a hypocritical manner again to bring into play. Herein

it is certainly not to be overlooked, that, according to the form of

•His sentence, He altogether assents to the assumption that the

woman ought to be stoned. The infinite boldness of His word in

this respect, has perhaps not been sufficiently considered :
'He that

is without sin among you, let him first cast a stone at her.' How,

if one of these self-righteous people had believed that he was con-

scious of no sin ? The woman must, in any case, according to her

darkened mind, have shrunk at the word of Jesus, and for a moment

have expected the stoning : she must thus have experienced the

doom of death in spirit—and Jesus appeared for a moment to take

on Himself a great risk, by the decided form of His word, as opposed

to the Koman law, which did not permit such an execution ;
but

He well knew that the opponents could not fail to understand Him.

They must have been conscious of their guilt at His word, and

therefore their proceeding was exhausted.

After the expressed declaration, Jesus went on again writing on

the ground. But the word of the Judge who would not condemn

began to have effect. The accusers of the adulteress began to go

out, convicted by their consciences. So reprovingly worked the

Spirit, the word, and the silence of Christ, that by degrees the

consciousness of guilt—perhaps even in respect of the law of

marriage—drove them all out from His presence. And according

i Hitzig, 211.
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to the -order in which this consciousness of guilt was realized, they
slunk out one by one. The departure began first in the ranks of

the eldest, and continued till the whole company of accusers had
dissolved itself. They had assumed to themselves the air of a holy

company, as they stood there in theocratic jealousy ; a company
which was entitled to remove the sin of adultery in the old manner
out of Israel, by the doom of jealousy. But how soon had Jesus

brought them to the actual acknowledgment that it was otherwise

now with them—otherwise with the people ; and that therefore it

must also be otherwise with the legal ordinances in the land

!

At length the woman stood there still alone. It is a marvellous

operation of His Spirit, not to be overlooked, that the woman still

continues standing there, and remains standing, as if chained, after

all the accusers are gone. She appears actually to perceive the

majesty of the Judge in Him ; therefore she neither can nor will

escape. Jesus at length looks up, and sees her standing there alone,

placed opposite to Him. ' Woman, where are those thine accusers ?
'

He asked her. Probably no answer followed—a good sign that

she was not ready to triumph over her accusers. Then He con-

tinues, ' Hath no man condemned thee ?
' She answered, ' No man,

Lord.' Hereupon He dismisses her with the word, ' Neither do I

condemn thee : go and sin no more.'

The civil process which her husband might undertake against

her was, of course, not set aside thereby. And whether, by the

judgment of Christ's Spirit, she was willing to lay hold of the for-

giving grace of God in her heart, was to be manifested in her

future conduct. But in respect of the Old Testament theocratic

doom of capital punishment, she was released therefrom in Sion, by
the decision of Christ, because no person free from sin had been

found among her accusers, who with assurance could execute this

capital punishment, and because Christ, who was really free from
sin, would not execute the capital punishment at all. Moreover,

He would not do so, firstly, because He had already executed this

punishment on the woman spiritually, in His sentence ; then be-

cause in the process there was a nullity, viz., the false purpose of

the accusers ; and finally, in the third place, because He had post-

poned His theocratic judicial ministry to the end of the world.

After this failure, the party of the Sadducees would attempt to

overcome Him from their point of view. It corresponds entirely

with the importance of this day, that all the spiritual powers of the

time, as they are tending to darkness, make assault upon the Lord,

who now allows the full glory of His light to break forth upon Zion.

Already is observed the approach of the great hour of darkness, in

the fact, that all parties which usually are struggling with one

another to the death, now come into a demoniacal agreement,

neglecting everything else but their fierce enmity against Christ.

The Sadducees arrange their question according to their standing-

point. They proceed on the supposition that there is nothing in

the doctrine of the resurrection of the dead. Nay, they think that
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they may be able to make out from the law of Moses that that

doctrine is in contradiction to that law. This contradiction they

wish to bring before the Lord in an instance, and desire to compel

Him, in His decision, either to approve of their denial of the resur-

rection, or to contradict the law of Moses, or, finally, helplessly to

admit that He could not solve the problem. Thus, in any case,

they thought to have discredited Him in the sight of the people.

They proceed upon a legal position of Moses, because it is their

intention to force out a contradiction between the law of Moses,

according to their apprehension, and the doctrine of resurrection.

This is the prescription on the subject of the Levirate marriage

(Deut. xxv. 5). If a husband die without children, the brother was
to marry the widow, and the first son that is born of this union was
to be considered the son of the deceased, and was to continue the

name. They proceed to show, by a grotesque and coarsely con-

trived illustration, to what this law might lead. Seven brothers

have married the same widow, one after the other, because none of

those that died bequeathed children. They think that the fulfil-

ment of the law must be carried on, even to this result. But upon
this result they think that the doctrine of the resurrection must be
quite wrecked. But in order to make this out, they must construct

just as rude a caricature out of the doctrine of the resurrection, in

proportion as they have treated that law of Moses with rude
casuistry, and made of it a scarecrow.

Thus they assume that it is part of the doctrine of the resurrection

to conceive of the future life as a familiar continuation of the present

;

so that not only conjugal unions should be repeated in the future,

but even that conjugal rights and duties should pass over from the

present life with the deceased into the future life. According to

this gross and stupid supposition, which they, in the true modern
pettifogging spirit, could force upon the doctrine of the resurrection,

they now propose the question, 'When, therefore, these seven
brethren meet with the woman in the resurrection-world, which of

them ought then to have her to wife again ?

'

The answer of the Lord was entirely fitted for such a question

:

' Ye err
;
ye are trifling with a false notion,' said He ;

' and for this

simple reason, because ye know neither the Scriptures, nor the
power of God.'

They would fain be the men of knowledge, the enlightened ones
in Israel. But their knowledge was delusion ; and, indeed, a
delusion which depended upon a twofold ignorance.

They made their boast of rightly understanding the holy Scrip-

tures—in choosing to consider them, more especially the Mosaic
Scriptures, only in their literal legalism, as the rule of doctrine

—

and in asserting that in them the doctrine of the resurrection of the
dead is not contained. But Jesus at once informs them, ' that they
know not the Scriptures.' Moreover, they also thought, perhaps,
that they had been entrusted with the true and lively conception of
the world—that they understood the living divine government, as
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contrasted with the dead representations of the kingdom of God
in this world and the next, which they thought were found among
the orthodox Jews. This imagination likewise Jesus cast down.
They know not the power of God. They know not the living

God, who has power over themselves, over the world, over the dust
of death : they manifested this by their denial of the resurrection of

the dead. The one ignorance, moreover, was both the cause and
effect of the other. Because they had no profound understanding
of the Scriptures, they had only a feeble and diluted impression of

the divine nature : to them it was, according to the delusion of the

heathen, a feeble impersonal nature ; and because they had had no
experience of the power of God in His awakening Spirit, the Scrip-

tures were closed to them; and they gathered from them only

contradictions and offences, instead of faith.

Hereupon Jesus at once proceeds to the proof of His charge.

The Sadducees like best to argue from mere assertion, not from the
Scriptures. Thus they assert here, for example, that if the doctrine

of the resurrection must have a meaning, it must needs be this,

that the dead carry with them over into the other world the

legal circumstances of this world. To this impudent and false

assertion the Lord opposes a holy and true one—such an one as

may be considered as the true explanation of the doctrine of the
resurrection.

' They,' says He, ' which shall be accounted worthy to attain

that world, and the resurrection from the dead, neither marry nor
are given in marriage. For they cannot die any more, because
they are equal to the angels in heaven, and are sons of God, being
the sons of the resurrection.'

According to Luke, the Lord speaks plainly of an attaining to

the resurrection, as proceeding from the pressing through to the

kingdom of God, and as what may appear as the reward and as the

confirmation of faithfulness. The future world of the unfaithful

and the lost, as opposed to this new world of those who are approved,

does not come here into consideration, for it is a world of sin and
death. But those who are approved have now become children of

the resurrection, in that they have pressed through to the resurrec-

tion. Moreover, they are thereby approved as God's children ; and
they are lifted up into the sphere of the everlasting angels. They
have not become angels, but angel-like natures ; that is to say,

they are transplanted into the region of an imperishable being,

raised above mortality and death. They cannot die any more ; but
for that reason also the conjugal unions are discontinued, those

which form the counterpoise of death in the earthly world. It is

plain that the Lord here derives all special decisions as to the posi-

tion of the blessed in the future life, from the fact that they are

passed through death into life in the way of the Spirit.

Incidentally He shows to the Sadducees, who also impugned the

doctrine of the angels/ how little He feared and regarded their
1 Acts xxiii. 8.
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denials, in thus designedly citing the angels in heaven as per-

sonalities, whose existence must be presupposed with certainty.

But that those who are mortal can press through to immortality

—

this He attributes to the power of God. He proves to them that

God has the power to call back the dead to life, and that by this

power He actually does arouse the dead to life. And this He
proves to them from the second book of Moses—precisely from

those words of Scripture which introduce the giving of the law,

which must thus have in their eyes, and from their point of view,

the highest authority :
' And as touching the dead, that they rise

;

have ye not read,' He asks, ' in the book of Moses, how in the bush

God spake unto him, and said, I am the God of Abraham, and the

God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob ?
' And he adds, ' But God is

not the God of the dead, but of the living !

'

There are some who fancy that the holy Teacher in scriptural

interpretation has argued here after the manner of the Jewish

Rabbis, and that His proof is rather an artifice of rabbinical

casuistry, than a proof of the doctrine of the resurrection drawn
generally from the substance of relevant passages, and from the

spirit and life of the Old Testament. But such a notion incurs in

an aggravated measure the reproach that Christ urged against the

Sadducees, and which at the end of His discourse He once again

repeats. 1 That the doctrine of the resurrection cannot, indeed, be

a dogma developed in the Old Testament, is evident from the

nature of the case. We may not seek there, in general, for any

doctrine unfolded in the Christian ecclesiastical form, and still less

in the abstract form in which the rationalistic theology lays down
its doctrines. But in the manner of a living germ, all Christian

ecclesiastical doctrines are really contained in the Old Testament.

They must needs be found in this form there, as certainly as the

New Testament is the organic realization of the Old Testament.

The Lord assumes this canon; and in pursuance of it He finds,

with the perfect glance of a master, the living germ of the doctrine

of the resurrection absolutely there, where usually an enlightened

theologian, to say nothing of one of the modern pantheistic critics,

would not have readily sought for it.

If we desire to have a proof of the resurrection of the dead, the

very point on winch it depends is this—that God makes Himself
known as the personal God, who draws up His elect as personal

natures to Himself, in that He makes with them an everlasting

covenant—in that He is their God. Therein appears the power
of God. He has power over His own nature in everlastingly perfected

, self-consciousness. He is thus a personal being. Therefore He has

also the power to call personal beings into life, and to make with them
an everlasting covenant, in whose power they are raised up above
death. In this power He reveals Himself as the God of Abraham,
of Isaac, and of Jacob. The fact that in His revelation He thus
calls Himself, involves the proof to the intelligent mind of the resur-

1 Strauss, Leben Jesu, i. 647 ; compare, on the other hand, Ebrard, 383.
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rectiori of the dead. For how could the eternally living One name
Himself after those that are dead, and unknown in the flood of

universal existence ? As God, He lives for them who live. He
thus continues to live for Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and these

continue to live for Him. Because He is their God, they also have
in Him everlasting life, and in their individuality they are eternally

one with Him. Yea, to Him live all the dead.

This argument produced so striking an effect on all the by-

standers, that again a great astonishment stirred the masses of the

people. Nay, the argument of Jesus produced so powerful an impres-

sion even on the scribes, who even to this day had for the most part

a common interest with the Sadducees, that some were induced to

cry to the Lord, ' Master, Thou hast well said !
' After this answer,

none of the Sadducees ventured to ask Him any further questions.

Even the Pharisees could not resist a glad excitement when they
heard how He had checked the loquacity of the Sadducees.

This intelligence was an occasion for them to collect together

with the impulse of the corporate spirit. Although they were sworn
enemies of Jesus, and laboured for His downfall, yet there was one

point in which they were in accord with Him against the Saddu-
cees.—namely, their estimate of the system of faith developed in the

Old Testament. But from this standing Christ had now beaten the

Sadducees. Therefore they acquiesced in this victory with glad-

ness, as a pretended victory of their system. And the mischievous

pleasure at the humiliation of their rivals enhanced their glad

tumult. This pleasure, indeed, could not reconcile them to Jesus.

Bather they determined now once more to put Him to the proof.

In the department of Scripture learning He had overcome the Sad-
ducees ; therefore they laid the plan of providing a defeat for Him
in this department, in order thereby to win a double triumph, as

well over Him as over the hateful alliance which He had defeated.

They r.ppear to have determined on this plan in consequence of

their conjecture that Jesus had only to thank a lucky chance for

His victory in scriptural interpretation. But if a question were
proposed to Him which pertained to learned exposition, it would be
easy to manifest His entire ignorance.

Upon this trial the evangelical narratives are quite distinct from
that occurrence when Jesus discoursed with a scribe in Galilee,

upon the question which was the weightiest commandment in the

law. 1 In that place the scribe recites the first and great command-
ment ; here it is Jesus. In that place the declaration is drawn
forth in connection with the question, What must I do that I may
inherit eternal life ? here in connection with the question, Which is

the principal of all the commandments ? the chief command which
embraces all the others ? But even this occurrence itself is not related

1 On this distinction, see Strauss, i. 650. When the author afterwards seeks to

obliterate this distinction, in order to reduce that account of Luke, with the narra-

tives of the two first Evangelists, of the present temptation of Jesus, to a free play

of early Christian tradition, such an operation lies at the root of the often-noticed

deficiency in perception of the various spiritual phenomena of various situations.
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in an exactly similar manner by the Evangelists Matthew and Mark.
According to Matthew, the man learned in the law, who represents

the question of the Pharisees to the Lord, adduces the question to

tempt him ; but, according to Mark, he asks Him, prompted by the

gratification that he had received from the excellent answer given

by the Lord to the Sadducees, and, in the main, he occupies a friendly

attitude towards Him. Now there is really no opposition here, but

a diversity of apprehension which is intended to render the circum-

stance clear to us. The Pharisees select from their midst one

learned in the law, whom they had sent for especially to oppose to

the Lord in Scripture learning ; and they gave him the charge to

propose a question to Him. It is this which Matthew has in view,

and under this aspect he relates the whole fact; he sees in it,

according to his systematic mode of regarding, a new and probably

the last onslaught of the Pharisees for the purpose of entrapping

Jesus. Mark, on the other hand, has in view the individual. He,
for instance, certainly belonged to the better disposed of his position

;

that is evidenced by the whole way in which he discharged himself

of his commission. Probably he placed the difficulty of his ques-

tion specially in its form, whilst he either asked with mysterious

expression after the great commandment in the law, or playfully

asked after the first of the commandments ; but in each case he

meant the command that comprehends all commands. But the

question was exceedingly opportune for the Lord, as He extricated

its meaning forthwith out of the scholastically difficult form, and as

there might perhaps have arisen even then a conventional opinion

in the rabbinical theology on the great fundamental law ; such as at

least may be inferred from the agreement of this place with the

earlier interview of Jesus upon the weightiest matter in the law

with the scribe. 1 Nay, Jesus only needed in this case to repeat that

answer which He formerly had received from the scribe. The
Evangelist Mark communicates to us His answer in the completest

manner : Hear, Israel ; The Lord our God is one Lord. So runs

the commencement,—the true covenant. God must not only be

the only God for the hearts, but also the only ruler in the hearts of

His people. Thence follows that fundamentally there is only one

commandment, and that the first in the developed definition. Thou
must love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy

soul, and with all thy mind, and with all thy strength. Thus pro-

ceeds the love of God from the very centre of our being: ener-

gizing from within outwards, it penetrates every region of our life,

until it has pervaded all our powers, and drawn them into its ser-

vice. First of all, the man who has God's law written by love in

his heart, loves God with his whole heart, in the germ of his nature,

however the dispositions of his soul may still be darkened. But
then the moods of his soul are elevated into this love, as well the

dull tones of his sorrow as the bright vibrations of his joy. Here-
upon he begins likewise to love God with his whole mind ; in the

1 Luke x. 25; compare above, II. v. 32.
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earnest faith of his soul he seeks God with all his individual thoughts

and self-determination ; in his intercourse with the outer world he
seeks and finds Him in all the experiences of his life, in all the

forms of divine providence. And thus at length all his powers are

drawn up into the great attraction of his soul ; all are governed by
love to God, and are glorified in this love. When the Lord had
indicated to the scribe this commandment as the first and highest,

He found it necessary to add to it, moreover : The other is of like

importance with this. Thou must love thy neighbour as thyself.

There is no commandment greater than these two. Thus Christ

links together indissolubly into one, the true love of God, the true

love of one's neighbour, and the true love of one's self. The true

love of one's self, or the nobility in which man observes the divine

in his life, must always verify itself in the true love of one's neigh-

bour, which seeks and acknowledges the divine in one's neighbour
;

the latter must always be maintained by the former. But both
must proceed in their unity, as the true divine love of man, from
the true love of God : with this they must be animated, and repre-

sent it in the life. This answer of Jesus appears not only to sur-

prise the scribe by its justice, but also to affect him strongly by the

spirit in which He spoke ; his reply appears to indicate this :
' Well,

Master, Thou hast said the truth, that there is one God, and there

is none other but He. And to love Him with the whole heart,'

adds the scribe, in his own free judgment, ' and with all the under-

standing, and with all the soul, and with all the strength, and to

love his neighbour as himself, is more than all whole burnt-offer-

ings and sacrifices.' From the last observation the inference may
be drawn, that many of the Pharisees might be awaiting an answer

which should exalt sacrifice higher than the duty of love, or should

elevate the ceremonial law over the fundamental law of the ten

commandments. But the scribe was not in the least disposed to

acquiesce in such presumption ; rather, in his inclination to Jesus,

the spirit of contradiction appeared to bestir itself against the spirit

of the corporation which had given him so equivocal a commission.

Jesus, however, rejoiced at his answer, since it testified of lively

consideration, and said to him, ' Thou art not far from the kingdom
of God.' Not far ! This expression was so significant, that it might

become in the soul of such a scribe perchance an incentive to seek

with full purpose of heart for an entrance into the kingdom of

God.
After this victory of Jesus over the Pharisees, in which He not

only had subdued the questioner, but had almost drawn him to His

side, no one ventured any more to come to Him with such a trial-

question. But now He reversed the order, and for once proposed a

question to His adversaries, as they were collected in a group

around Him.
He asks them whose son Christ is ; and they answer Him, The

Son of David. Hereupon He puts before them the problem which

they are to solve for. Him. 'David/ says He, 'in the book of

VOL. III. e
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Psalms (Ps. ex.1), says of the Messiah, The Lord said unto my
Lprd, Bit Thou on My right hand, until I make Thine enemies

Thy footstool. David therefore calleth Eim Lord: how is He then

his son ?'

The question of Jesus attains its whole importance, if we reflect

that He was now ruling in the temple as Messiah, not only according

to His own consciousness, but by the acknowledgment also of the

people; bay, that His adversaries themselves had apparently ac-

quiesced iii the recognition of Him as Messiah. They were all of

one mind with Him in the assurance, that in the psalm to which He
had referred it was the Messiah that was spoken of. But how

marvellous appears to us the tranquillity of mind of Jesus, if we

reflect on His being able thus to discuss with them the dignity of

the Messiah] kad those words which He, as it were, only passingly

quoted, according to which it was promised Him to be throned

at the right hand of the Father in heaven, until all His enemies

should l)o oast down before 1 1 is foot as at a, footstool— those words

must now in His mouth be of power as against those enemies who
wished to make Him a footstool for the heathen. But even the

question suggested to the adversaries that the dignity of the Messiah

must overtop the dignity of David; that thus also His authority

could not be dependent upon the authority of the old Testament,

still less on their authority who administered the Old Testament as

judges and interpreters of the law. 5Tes, this question led them on

to the track, that the Messiah must be not only the Bon of David,

but also the Son of God.

His opponents gave Him no answer to this question. It was

characteristic of their gross blindness, that they were incapable of

any recognition of the higher dignity and nature of the Messiah.

They could not c seive of any Messiah who should take precedence

Over them ; for that reason also, of none who could supersede the

Old Testament or David. Thus the word of David that had been

quoted was to themasealed mystery; and with this word, moreover,

every other which in a similar way glorified the Messiah ; nay, the

entire ( )ld Testament, so Ear as it was to find its key and its explan-

ation in the glory of the Messiah. Thus, therefore, in one great

example Christ showed lo the Pharisees and the scribes that the ( )ld

Testament, and with it also the mystery of the Messiah, is sealed to

them by their own fault. With this evidence He broke off the

conference with them. According to the Evangelist Mark, a con-

siderable crowd Of people rejoiced at these words of the Lord. But
the greater part perhaps had no foreboding that Jesus had denounced

1 Upon the Messianio character of the Psalms compare Ebrard, 384. The Psalms
are in their nature everj where Messianic. A distinction must, nevertheless, be made
between the unconscious prophecies of the sacred singer (which form the highest kind

of types, the soul-types), and the oonscious prophecies of prophets in the narrower
sense. In this psalm, however, the royal Binger is actually celebrating the essential,

the sinless King, as b personality, who has everlasting reality, and stands as high as

heaven above himself • and this is a prophetic impulse hi tho limited souso, such as

there are many iu tho Psalms.
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n judgment of blindness as impending over the greatest part of the
nation. 1

Thus, as Jesus once took His departure from the Galilean Phari-
ttd scribes, announcing to them the judgments of God which

must come on them on account of their obduracy,8 bo now He
separated from the Jewish Pharisees and scribes with a terrible de-

nunciation also. We cannot wonder, as has been already hinted,

if in this discourse some features recur which are found in that
earlier one. Indeed, this Jewish company of scribes and Pharisees
were not contrasted with that Galilean one as a totally different

company
; for about the feast-time there were many of those very

Galileans in Jerusalem. Nevertheless, in most of its elements it

was a new and a different company from the former ; therefore wo
cannot wonder if that denunciatory address of Jesus recurs in sub-
stance. But as this company presents a determined obstinacy more
ripened, more general, more past remedy on the part of the Pharisees
and scribes than at their earlier appearance in Galilee, the rebuking
word of Jesus is developed into a sevenfold woe upon His adversaries.

Doubtless the words which Mark (xii. 38^0) and Luke (xx.

45-47J record contain the most accurate characters of the Lord's

discourse ; nevertheless, the extended form of the discourse in

Matthew must perhaps be considered as authentic. For this dis-

course is like the sermon on the mount, thoroughly original, lively,

and historical ; it is appropriate to the moment, just as that is.

No Evangelist could construct from himself so great a discourse, or

venture formally to arrange such an address out of the expressions

of Christ8

The Lord's address to the people and to His disciples preceded

His denunciation of woe upon the adversaries; and herein He
openly declares Himself with respect to them. The scribes and
Pharisees, said He, are established in Moses' seat. It is the fact

that those people had become lawgivers and judges in the com-
munity of Israel. And in that capacity the people ought therefore

to acknowledge them. 'All therefore/ says Christ, 'whatsoever they

bid you observe, that observe and do.' So far goes the positive in-

junction. It is plain, on the face of it, that here obedience to the

scribes and Pharisees can only be spoken of so far as it does not mili-

tate against obedience to the eternal commands of God. All that they

deliver to you, that keep: thus the holy and eternal word of God he-

fore all things. The holy Scripture is the tradition of all traditions ;

therefore the system of tradition must also in its result come back
to the point of conforming all other institutions to the holy Scripture.

According to this canon Christ stood in relation to the hierarchy!,

And thence, therefore, follows at once the negative injunction of

1 2 Cor. iii. 14. Strauss (i. 648) asserts with reason, against Paulu3, that Jesus

assumes the 110th Psaltn as Messianic, and thinks, moreover, ' that the result, and
perhaps also the intention of lee*, was only to show them
that He also could do what they had previously tried to do to Mirn,

—

viz., drive them
into a corner with captious questions,—and indeed with better result than they.'

2 II. v. 7.
3 Olshausen. supposes the latter.

—

Comment, on Matthew, iii. 203.
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the Lord, ' But do not ye after their works : for they say (every-

thing), and do not.' This accusation, that their doings contradict

their sayings, the Lord prosecutes with many reproaches. The first

goes on :
' They bind heavy burdens, and grievous to be borne, and

lay them on men's shoulders ; but they themselves will not move
them with one of their fingers/ This reproach might give offence

:

it might be asked, whether it was not actually zeal for the blessed-

ness of the work for which these men are distinguished. The Lord

answers, No ! For He sees through them. He knows that they

are a long way from thinking of the spiritual performance of those

requirements which they impose upon others : that thus, for in-

stance, they are widely removed from changing the Sabbath into

a purely contemplative celebration of the presence of God ; or from

trembling or shuddering, according to the meaning of their washings

for every defilement, even the smallest of daily life. He knows
them well, and speaks with confidence. The burdens which they

bind on other men, they do not move with a finger, although they

would pretend that they do everything. This is precisely the

second ground of rebuke. All these works they do to be seen of

men. The Lord points out how this love of display strikes the eye.

The religious Israelite, by way of literal application of the text,

Deut. vi. 8, wears slips of parchment, containing verses of the law,

in a sheath on his arm and forehead : these people, however, make
their parchments or phylacteries excessively broad. According to

the text, Num. xv. 38, the religious Israelite wears on his garment
fringes to remind him of his Israelitish calling. 1 These memorials
they allow to hang down in heavy tufts. It was intended that all

should see how carefully they remember the command of the Lord,
how faithfully they are mindful of their Israelitish calling. But
their struggles prove that this love of display is animated with
a burning ambition ; this is described by the Lord also. They
wish to usurp all the honours, however various, of every position

and every condition, it might almost be said of every faculty ; they
wish to take possession for themselves of the first place of honour at

the banquets, the first master's chair in the synagogues, and the
first respect at the market ; they demand for themselves all cour-

tesies and all greetings ; they wish to be hailed by men as Kabbi

!

Babbi

!

When the Lord has depicted this hypocritical ambition, He
makes an application of it for the benefit of His disciples.

As members of His community, on the pure New Testament
ground of the kingdom of God, where the training of the child
ceases, they were not to be called Rabbi, but to establish it firmly
that only One is their Master, and they are all brethren one with
another. They were therefore also to call none among them their

1 The fringes which they were to fasten to the wings of their garments were to be
fastened with blue cord. Thus perhaps the varied play of their Elections and thoughts
was to be restrained by the blue cord of the divine revelation and of the faithfulness
of Israel.
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father 1 (in a similar sense in the arrangement of the church life),

since they have only one Father in a spiritual sense—the Father in

heaven. Moreover, they were not, thirdly, in any way, either by
lowering or altering their pretensions, to wish to be called leaders

of the congregation (heads of a creed or of a sect) ; for One is the

leader of the people, even Christ. Hereupon follow the earnest

admonitions which we have already considered above. He that is

greatest among you shall be your servant (Matt. xx. 26, 27).

Whosoever shall exalt himself shall be abased ; and he that shall

humble himself shall be exalted (Luke xiv. 11). This word is here

to be considered as the special motto of the denunciation against

the scribes and Pharisees, which the Lord now, in a sevenfold woe,

which is concentrated in the eighth, directs immediately upon them,

always again and again accosting them as hypocrites.

The first woe He proclaims over them, because, by their exclu-

siveness in the nature of their institutions, they shut up from the

people the kingdom of heaven, as the kingdom of the essential, the

real, and free, and blessed life of the Spirit.
2 They themselves do

not go out of the fore-court of types into the true spiritual temple

of the kingdom of God ; and they do not suffer it, if others should

wish to enter. In this dead formality, they throw away the key of

living knowledge ; and stamp him as a criminal who again seeks

and keeps it, in the true desire for inner spiritual life.

The second woe He denounces upon their sanctimonious covetous-

ness—that they, with their heartless formality, extort from pious

but credulous natures immense donations to the temple-chest.

They devour widows' houses. Moreover, .long prayers are their

pretence, with which they appear to bless everything, to be willing

to rescue everything from the fire of judgment. Therefore, says the

Lord, on that very account, ye shall receive the greater damnation.

The third woe comes upon them because of their mischievous

proselytizing. They encompass, as if in a hunter's circle, the sea

and the land, in order to make one proselyte ; and when he is made,

they make him a child of hell, who in his blind fanaticism goes

even far beyond themselves, and becomes twofold worthy of con-

demnation.

The fourth woe comes on them because of their mean casuistry,

because of the ruinous distinctions in their spoiled religious doctrine

and morality, by which they are characterised as blind guides of

souls. This judgment is confirmed by an example. They teach

that whosoever should swear by the temple, he is not bound there-

by ; but that he is, if he should swear by the gold in the temple.

1 The change of expression is here very significant, and can perhaps only he ex-

plained on the supposition that not many would lay claim to the uame of father in a

spiritual sense, but that many might wish mistakenly to apply it to a person.
2 In many codices, and by critical authorities, the transposition of the usual order

of vers. 13 and 14 is recommended ; but the received order is supported not only by

other reasons, but especially also by the course of thought. It is the beginning of

the pharisaic ruin, that its representatives close the actual^ kingdom of heaven to

themselves and others, in order to continue in the typical vision.
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In the same way, they explain an oath by the altar as unimportant

;

but the oath by the gift on the altar, as creating an obligation.

Indignantly the Lord inveighs against them as fools and blind, on
account of their wretched distinctions. He shows to them that it

is strictly the temple which sanctifies the gold in the temple ; the

altar which gives to the offering upon it its sacredness. They have
thus made diametrically wrong definitions. Then the Lord proves

to them that these distinctions are altogether futile, and leading to

error, by the observation that he who swears by the altar swears at

the same time by all which is thereon ; and that he who swears by
the temple swears also by Him who dwelleth in the temple ; and
that he who swears by heaven, swears by the throne of God, and by
Him who sitteth on that throne. Thus He shows that even those

oaths in which we are more or less prone to treat the law of truth-

fulness slightingly, are yet, if we attend to their peculiar signifi-

cance, manifested at last as oaths by God : thus one with another
as closely binding, strictly responsible oaths. And thus therefore

all duties are in harmony with the one highest duty, although the
casuists with their distinctions enfeeble many duties, and so lay

the foundation of a real withering away of the sense of duty in

the minds of their pupils.

The fifth woe is denounced upon the hypocritical petty legalism
with which they conceal from themselves and others their wanton
disregard of the everlasting commandments of God. They dis-

charge very punctually the tenth for the temple,—of mint, and of

anise, and of cummin ; but they let slip the weightier and more
difficult demands of the law—judgment (true living righteousness
especially, as applied to self-judgment in repentance), and mercy,
and faith. But these things, thus teaches the Lord, ought to stand
in the foreground : these things ought to be done ; and therewith
also those things, those punctiliousnesses of legalism, ought not to

be neglected. On account of this perversity, He casts upon them
the reproach that they are like to such men as strain through their
drink,_ in order that they may swallow with it no gnat, but in spite
of their carefulness negligently swallow down a camel.
The sixth woe falls on them because of their sinful luxury, which

they seek to disguise by the hypocritical appearance of great sanctity
in their enjoyments. They keep the outside of their cups and
platters—that is, the outside of their life of sense—clean and pure,
according to an exaggeration of the ordinances of Levitical purity

;

but the inside of their table vessels is full of robbery and gluttony

;

their acquisitions, as their enjoyments, are sinful, wild, and ruinous.
To this is added the warning, ' Cleanse first the inside of the cup
and platter, that the outside of them may be clean also. Sanctify
your gains and your enjoyments, in order to consecrate your life of
sense, and to set it forth in its due honour.'
The seventh woe represents every curse already named in its root

and m its fruit
; in its external sanctimoniousness, appearances of

life, glitter of life ; in its internal ruin, death, and decay of corrup-
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tion. • ' Ye are like/ says Christ, ' unto whited sepulchres, which
indeed appear beautiful outwardly, but are within full of dead
men's bones and of all uncleanness. Even so,' He adds, ' ye also

appear outwardly righteous unto men, but within ye are full of

hypocrisy and iniquity/

Hereupon the Lord, in an eighth woe, declares the historical and
polemical side of their undoing—-their hatred against the true

spiritual life, which is manifested in the persecution of the prophets.

In this woe there appears again, therefore, the historic effect and
form of all their earlier perversities. It is a sevenfold woe in one

—

the curse of their imperishable hatred against the prophets : they

build the tombs of the prophets, and garnish the sepulchres of the

righteous, and say, ' If we had been in the days of our fathers, we
would not have been partakers with them in the blood of the

prophets. ' Wherefore,' says He, ' ye be witnesses unto yourselves,

that ye are the children of them which killed the prophets (to wit,

thoroughly blinded self-righteous men as they were) ; and ye shall

fill up therefore the measure of your fathers.' The concluding word
goes on— ' Ye serpents, ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape

the damnation of hell ? ' ' Upon that very account,' says He now,

in the everlasting consciousness of His divine nature, before which
time and space disappear, ' behold, I send unto you prophets, and
wise men, and scribes ; and some of them ye shall kill and crucify

;

and some of them shall ye scourge in your synagogues, and per-

secute them from city to city : that upon you may come all the

righteous blood shed upon the earth, from the blood of righteous

Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, son of Barachias, whom ye slew

between the temple and the altar/ We have above considered the

peculiar difficulty of this passage. 1 Its meaning is this : The judg-

ment of the obduracy of Pharisees and scribes in Israel advanced

further and further from generation to generation, and from guilt

to guilt, 2 and could cease no more until it was fulfilled in the most
fearful judgment upon the most enormous guilt. The Lord shows

to His opponents that this doom is impending over them.

He thus appears to hint at the ninth and last woe. But this He
does not express. Perhaps He does not express it because in His

death, in which the guilt of the Pharisees and scribes was fulfilled,

the atonement surpasses the judgment. And thus in this terrible

denunciation of the Lord we number one woe less than we number
of beatitudes in His sermon on the mount. But it is none the less

plain that this announcement of judgment stands in internal con-

nection with that announcement of the Gospel.3 He had already

1 II. v. 7, note 2.
2 Stier, iii. 233.

3 Olshausen, iii. 204. In both of these great discourses is represented an act of

Christ's judicial work: in the sermon ou the mount, its manifestation of blessing;

in the anti-pharisaic discourse, of judgment. [So also Riggenbach ( Vorlesungcn, p.

598) :
' There, with blessing on blessiug, He allures to Himself all who were anxious

to enter the kingdom of heaven through a better righteousness than that of the

Pharisees. Here He heaps woe on woe upon the hypocritically righteous, who them-

selves remained outside, aud would not that others should enter.'

—

Ed.]
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contrasted the righteousness of His people whom He blessed in His

beatitudes, with the righteousness of the Pharisees and scribes ; and
as He represents the ascent of the truly pious towards the blessed

state, so He represents the descent of the seemingly pious to destruc-

tion. This destruction He has here described in its development.

Thus it is obvious to look for a parallel between the sermon on the

mount and this denunciation.

It is the beginning of the parallelism, that the blessedness of true

poverty of spirit, to which the kingdom of heaven is appropriated,

is contrasted with the unblessedness of an external legal service,

whose representatives shut up the kingdom of heaven, of the true

spiritual life, from themselves and from others also.

The second beatitude blesses those that mourn, who painfully

long for the true life, for the entry into the kingdom of heaven,

which they have lost. The second woe, on the other hand, repre-

sents those heartless hypocrites whose longing is no holy niournfill-

ness, but an unholy covetousness, in which they devour widows'
houses, blinding and enchaining these true mourners with their long

prayers, instead of truly comforting them.

The third beatitude blesses the meek, and assures to them the

possession of the earth. The third denunciation of woe, on the

other hand, falls upon the fanatical proselytizers who rush through
land and sea to win proselytes, although they do not thereby ex-

tend the glory of the kingdom of God on the earth, or win the

true inheritance of the earth, but rather destroy themselves and
others.

The fourth beatitude blesses those who hunger and thirst after

true righteousness, and gives them the promise that they shall be
filled. How awfully sharp is the contrast between this blessing and
the fourth woe, which proceeds from the dead-born false show of

righteousness, expressing itself in the assertion of a casuistic morality,

by which it is continually reproduced !

The fifth beatitude is addressed to the merciful
; they shall obtain

mercy. But it is altogether the contrary with those who incur the
fifth woe by despising that which is important in the law—judg-
ment, and mercy, and faith, while in a paltry manner they seek for

life in petty punctilios of tithe-due.

The blessed of the sixth beatitude are those who are of a pure
heart.

_
Their promise is—they shall see God. With them the

denunciation of Jesus contrasts those seemingly pure ones who
draw upon themselves the sixth woe, because they make clean the
outside of their cups and platters, while their inner life is defiled by
wicked gain and sensual conduct.
The seventh beatitude represents the children of God in the loftier

choir
;
those heroes of love and of the Spirit who attain the title of

God's children because they manifest themselves on earth as the
peacemakers—because they diffuse upon earth, with the peace of
God, light, life, and joy. The gloomy contrast to them is formed
by the whited sepulchres in their woe. They glisten like abodes of
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peace-; but they are filled with the decay of death, and could not
enliven, but only diffuse the odour of death.

Thus to the sevenfold beatitude there is a sevenfold woe as counter-

part. But now we have seen above, in the consideration of the sermon
on the mount, that in the eighth and ninth beatitudes the seven

blessings are once more represented again in their •historical form,

according to the relation of the faithful to the world and to the Lord.
And thus it is here also with the woe that surpasses the seventh.

The pious are blessed if they are persecuted for righteousness'

sake, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven. The seemingly pious are

unblessed, because they know no other way of reverencing righteous-

ness than by adorning the graves of the righteous slaughtered in

former times ; while they themselves are manifested as blinded, self-

righteous persecutors of the righteous.

In the ninth and last beatitude, the Lord blesses His people, be-

cause for His sake they are reviled and persecuted ; and cries to

them, Eejoice, and be exceeding glad ; for great is your reward
in heaven.

He has contrasted this beatitude with no woe. For all the blood

of slain martyrs, from the blood of Abel to the blood of Zacharias,

has cried more or less for vengeance to heaven, and the great doom
is thereby brought near ; that the enemies put Him to death. But
the blood of Christ speaketh better things than the blood of Abel.

Therefore He does not express the ninth woe. Bather, instead of

it, He breaks forth in the words :
' Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou

that killest the prophets, and stonest them which are sent unto thee,

how often would I have gathered thy children together, even as a

hen gathereth her chickens under her wings, and ye would not
!

'

The guilt of the scribes and Pharisees appears now to the Lord
as a guilt of Jerusalem ; and thus therefore, moreover, as a national

crime. For Jerusalem is the supporter of the pharisaic tendency,

and the representative of the spirit of the people. It is the living

centre, the earthly hearth of the theocratic people. But if the pre-

vailing spirit of the people is represented to Him now in,the form

of Jerusalem, it results that there is awakened in His mind now
sympathy for His people in its full strength.

Jerusalem represents the life and the honour, the ancestry and
the pride, the youth and the hope of the nation. Jerusalem re-

presents the children of the people, as they had often been threat-

ened with terrible storms, and now are threatened by the most

dreadful world-storm. Therefore He laments and mourns over His

Jerusalem. All God's messages which have come to Jerusalem,

and which He has before designated as messages of righteousness,

by which the judgment of Israel must be accomplished, appear to

Him now more than ever as God's endeavours to deliver Jerusalem.

In all the efforts of the messengers, the life-impulse of His Spirit,

of His saving mercy, was already at work. But especially it was

engaged in all His own special labours. Yea, in all His historical

pilgrimage and ministry, there was a sorrow, an anguish for Jeru-
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salem, such as a hen feels fur her chickens when threatened by an

enemy. 1

The hen sees the bird of prey in the air, and seeks with anxiety

to gather her brood together. Even thus Jesus saw the Eoman
eagle hover for judgment over the children of Jerusalem, and

sought to deliver them with the most earnest allurements of His

love. In vain ! They treated the voice of maternal love as if they

had been dead children. And thus they behaved, even now, at the

last appeal of pity.

That is the wretchedness of Jerusalem, as the Lord, the real true

King of the city, feels it in His faithful heart, and expresses it in

the most earnest lamentation. But the wretchedness of Jerusalem

is, moreover, the guilt of Jerusalem. And this guilt is especially a

crime of those who resisted Jesus in the character of His deadly

enemies,—a crime which He must now again consider, which He
must express in words—Ye would not !

' Behold, your house is left unto you desolate.' That is the judg-

ment upon the temple. 2 He departs now from the temple, in heart,

in spirit, and in purpose, and then the temple incurred its doom

—

the glory of the Lord dwells no longer therein. Henceforth it is a

profaned house, yea, a fallen city, a ruin

!

But still Jesus could not, even now, announce to His people a

hopeless sorrow. Once more the voice of pity is lifted up to hail a

bright morning glow behind the long stormy night :
' I say unto

you, Ye shall not see Me henceforth, till ye shall say, Blessed is He
that cometh in the name of the Lord.' 3

The Jews, as Jews, were no more to behold in their temple and
ceremonial any trace of the true historical Messiah, until at a future

time they turned to Him—until the jubilee of the repentant people

cries to Him welcome, and acknowledges that He comes to them in

the name, in the word, in the power, in the commission, and in the

Spirit of their ancient covenant God, Jehovah !

4

The Lord had thus taken His departure from the temple—with

no pathetic excitement, however, but with the deepest tranquillity

of spirit, although with the most sorrowful feeling. He no more
hurried away from the temple now, than He subsequently hurried

away from the grave when He awakened to new life. There He
1 Stier, iii. 247, observes ingeniously how Jehovah, in His dealing with His

people, represents Himself at first as an eagle (Deut. xxxii. 11) fluttering over her

young and bearing them on her wings, and then as a hen which spreads abroad her

wings over the chickens. This is the contrast between the governing, educating love,

and the enduring, delivering love.
2 Comp. Hess, iii. 109. He observes, on this exclamation of Jesus, ' Words to

which even that fruitless attempt of the Caesar Julian to rebuild the temple, and all

its subsequent destiny, have set the seal.' Compare also Rauschenbusch, das Zcben
Jesu, 327.

3 Sepp makes the judicious remark :
' The chief priests, scribes, and elders of the

people were bound to return the greeting to Him at the call of the children, Hosanna
to the son of David, on the day of the palm-entry into the temple, and are still bound
to it until this hour : therefore their house is left desolate, and the countenance of the
Highest has not again turned towards His people even to this hour ' (iii. 314).

4 Stier, iii. 243.
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first placed the grave-clothes in order, and laid them on one side

quietly ; and here He sat down for a little time in the fore-court of

the women, opposite to the boxes for offerings which belonged to

the temple treasury
;

1 and considered the people as they flowed by
and cast their alms into the treasury of God. He beheld how many
rich people flocked near, and cast in large gifts. Then He beheld

also a poor widow come, who cast in two mites, which made together

a quadrant, or penny. 2 This circumstance, apparently so trifling,

induced Him to call His disciples together. ' Verily I say unto

you,' said He, ' That this poor widow hath cast more in than all

they which have cast into the treasury. For all they did cast in of

their abundance : but she of her want did cast in all that she had,

even all her living.'

It has been observed, with reason, that this history is directly

intended to confirm the rebuke of Jesus against the scribes and
Pharisees, that they devoured the widows' houses. It was seen, in

an example, how grievously the spirits of the pious in the land were

goaded and pressed by the fathers of the people to offer to the

treasury everything which they thought they could in any way dis-

pense with ; while the rich, and among them also the Pharisees

and scribes, made themselves very comfortable with their offerings.

This trait, however, shows us at once the profoundly calm, tran-

quil state of mind—the heavenly transparency of feeling—with

which Christ took His departure from the temple. As a holy

stranger, as a considerate traveller from a higher world, He might
sit down opposite the alms-chest, and consider that kind of offering

in which the superstition of His people was at that time concen-

trated. He looks on the alms of the people with penetrating eye ;

that is the testimony of His heavenly candour. The two mites of

the widow do not escape Him ; that is the master-glance of love.

He acknowledges in her unmeasured, almost foolish effort to support

the treasury of God with her last very small means, the pious in-

tention, the pure purpose, the offering of the heart which is given

to God. This is the glance of heavenly truth. He estimates the

gift of this woman, in respect of the showy gifts of money which

so many rich people brought, and decides that the woman has given

most of all, because she has brought, not of her superfluity, but of

her want, what she offered. That is the voice of equity. More-

over, therein is expressed the eternal freshness, vivacity, and power

of that perfect faithfulness to His vocation, which is identical with

the pulse of the pure heart—that He is now disposed, in this frame

of mind, and in this aspect of affairs, to discourse once more to His

disciples upon this text, ' The poor widow's two mites,'—a discourse,

indeed, which has wrought blessing in His Church a thousandfold,

1 On the yafrcpvXdKiov, see Ebrard, 385. Probably not only the porch, where the

special treasury of the temple was, but, in a wider sense, the porch also in which the

boxes for offerings was placed, was indicated by the name in question.
2 ' She had put in two lepta, or one quadrant. One lepton, perhaps, was given to

a beggar, but less than two could not be cast into the alms-box : it was the smallest

offering.'—Sepp, iii. 311. See also, upon the Jewish coins, the same author.
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and will work blessing even to the end of the world. But that with

this inoffensive and affectionate discourse He should take leave of

their temple concerns, from which He beholds Himself thrust by

obdurate spirits—in this is revealed the Reconciler of the world, as

also the sin of the world in their religious condition. Had the

Reformers been able, in such an exalted disposition towards their

times, to separate from the typical temple concerns of that day, the

Reformation would have been completed in richer measure.

The look of the Lord, which recognized the pure flame of piety

in that widow, in the midst of the smoke of her own superstition,

and in the fume and vapour of hypocrisy that was around her,

assures us that the Lord sees all the greater and lesser lights of

sacrificing love which faithful and pious hearts kindle to their God
in every place. Therefore such offerings, in the proportion of their

inner value, are not lost, even although the external alms which fall

into the treasury of a form of worship alienated from the spirit, go

with that form of worship to ruin. The foolish confidence of the

poor widow in the nature of the temple, upon which her piety

reposed, is penetrated by the higher confidence with which she sur-

renders her last means of widowhood to the God of her life.

But it is perhaps a leading feature in this beautiful representation

of character, that Christ separates from the temple with one warm
glance of blessing upon true piety in the old temple service.

The disciples, on the going forth from the temple, appeared to

appreciate the gravity of the moment deeply. When they came to

the point of leaving the temple, they seemed to be unable to

separate themselves from it. It looked like a mournful intercession,

that they were so urgent now in calling the Lord's attention to the

glory of the temple. Possibly, also, this state of mind is penetrated

by the doubt, whether it is possible that the Lord, with His interests,

will separate Himself from this mighty edifice, and from the reli-

gious commonwealth supported by it, and will be able to establish

a victorious Church of God outside of this house, and separate from
it. The thought would fall on them very painfully, that they were
not to discover in this temple the visible eternal centre of the king-
dom of heaven that had been announced to them. One among
them gave expression to this feeling. According to Mark, he called

attention especially to the immense masses of stone, to the imposing
character of the building—how it appeared to be founded for eter-

nity." Luke relates, that others pointed to the adorning of the
temple, how it was erected of beautiful stones—how its white blocks
of marble glistened—and how, over and above, the gorgeous gifts1

with which it was endowed glorified it. Others, according to

Matthew, might especially point out to Him the buildings, so far as
the temple was still in process of building, and not yet altogether
completed. 2 They seem to wish to say to Him in every way, that
the temple appeared still to have an important future ; that a bouse
of God, so strongly founded, still scarcely completed, glittering afar

1 On these votive gifts, see Sepp, iii. 314. 2 Winer, Art. Temple.
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through, the land, from its temple mountain, like a white mountain
of snow, yea, a house of God, which, for aught that appeared, even
many eminent heathens had designated with their gifts, as the pecu-
liar temple around which the Gentiles would assemble.

Thus the Lord beheld Himself surrounded by a band of enthu-

siastic temple-worshippers, in His disciples, who seemed to Him to

extol the fabric as an imperishable house of God, or to speak in

favour of its destiny. But these lively expressions of this company
could not mislead Him. He answered them with a wondrously
earnest and strong word :

' See ye not (see ye not indeed 1
) all these

things ?
' It seems as if all would, before His prophetic look, at

once crumble together, fall and disappear, like a vision of the ancient

glory of Zion ! Do ye indeed see all this still ? Spirit-glance,

which beholds deserts where the common eye of sense still sees the

proudest structures of pomp, but which can also perceive a paradise

where others can still only vouch for a desert, or the place of skulls !

Then He adds, ' Verily I say unto you, There shall not be left here

one stone upon another, which shall not be thrown down.'

NOTES.

1. Even although it cannot be authenticated that the Sadducees
rejected the later writings of the Old Testament,—to wit, the pro-

phetic books,—yet the inference may be gathered, not only from the

place of Josephus (Ant. xiii. 10, 6), but especially also from the

foregoing interview itself, from the form and manner in which
the Pharisees argue against Jesus, and He argues against them,
from the books of Moses—the inference that they must have
attached a higher value to the Thora than to the later Old Testa-

ment writings.

_
2. The explanation of De Wette (Mattli. 188) and of Weisse

(i. 168), according to which Jesus might have wished here to set

aside the notion that the Messiah is the son of David, as an erro-

neous one, needs here only to be mentioned.

SECTION VII.

THE RETROSPECT OF JESUS ON THE TEMPLE, FROM THE TOP OF THE
MOUNT OF OLIVES, SURROUNDED BY HIS CONFIDENTIAL DISCIPLES.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE JUDGMENT OF GOD, OF THE- DESTRUC-
TION OF THE HOLY CITY AND OF THE TEMPLE, AS WELL AS OF THE
END OF THE WORLD. THE PARABLES OF THE TEN VIRGINS AND OF
THE TALENTS. THE JUDGMENT OF THE WORLD—WATCH !

(Matt. xxiv. 3-xxv. 46; Mark xiii. 3-37; Luke xxi. 7-3G.)

It was already perhaps about eventide, when the Lord, with His
disciples, left Jerusalem to travel the accustomed road over the

1 The ov in Matthew, from internal evidence, must probably be the right reading.

It brings out the word of the Lord just in its entire significance.
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Mount of Olives to Bethany, for He had done a very heavy day's work.

But when He had arrived at the Mount of Olives, He casts one

more lingering look back on poor Jerusalem. It was as if He could

no more ; as though it would have been impossible to Him to pass

beyond the crest of the Mount of Olives immediately—at once to

lose from His sight the beloved city. Upon the declivity on this

side, He sate down directly opposite to the temple. Probably the

sun was just setting, perhaps it had already disappeared. And there

He sate, in the evening twilight, His gaze resting on the city ; on

the temple, the object of so many wishes and benedictions
; on the

holy place, which had been to Him the dearest on earth, but which

now He saw doomed to judgment. 1

But grief did not cloud the clearness of His Spirit ; it only gave

to His gaze the more intense direction upon the future of Jeru-

salem, to the judgments which were to come upon the city. And
in the doom of Jerusalem He saw the type and foreshadow of

all the judgments which should come upon the people of God,

and upon humanity, even to the last judgment. He was now in

the position of a great seer of the future judgments of God ; and

this foresight He would leave in its large outlines as an inheritance

to His people.

Here in view of the holy city and of the temple, over which the

night was falling, He would communicate to His disciples the out-

lines of the coming judgments.

Probably, indeed, He knew that in so doing He was anticipating

their own eager wish. The disciples must have some new informa-

tion about the future, for the last disclosure of their Master had
'

effected a great disturbance in their theocratic view of the world.

The image of the future of the Messianic age, as they had con-

structed it for themselves, was shattered. They now were without

any knowledge of their probable relation to the future, and they

needed new information.

As simple Old Testament believers, they had until now expected

that, with the manifestation of the Messiah, which they themselves

had just hailed, and of which they had been the heralds, would be

very soon associated the revelation of His glory,—the extension of

His kingdom,—the glorification of Zion,—the judgment of the

world ; and therewith the end of the old order of things,—the

beginning of a new world.

It is true they might, as pious readers of the Old Testament,

have been in some measure familiar with the idea of the suffering

Messiah. For although we learn from the Gospels, how much the

knowledge or the right understanding of the prophets fell short in

the time of Christ, still the prophecy of the old Simeon was a proof

that it had not altogether failed. Added to this, Christ had pre-

dicted His sufferings and His death in so definite a manner. But

1 [On the pathos and moral effect generally of the local situation of the speaker,

and the parties addressed in this discourse, see Greswell, On the Parables, v. 420.

—Ed.]
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we have already seen with how little of simple resignation they
could appropriate to themselves this prediction. And if they at all

received the idea of their Lord's death into their view of the future,

the announcement of His resurrection on the third day neverthe-
less induced them somehow to hope for some wonderful turn of a
happy kind soon to occur. Yet this hope had little power to sup-
port them at the time of Christ's crucifixion.

Moreover, they might indeed have known from the prophet
Daniel also (chap. ix. 26), of a doom of destruction which impended
over the city of Jerusalem and the temple in the days of the Mes-
siah, and in connection with His sufferings ; but the Evangelic
history shows us how little the Israelites of that day had taken up
into their practical view of things around them the threatening
prophecies of this nature.

This much is evident from the earnest inquiry of the disciples,

that the coming destruction of Jerusalem which the Lord predicted
to them was something new to them, which extremely disturbed and
disquieted their hearts. 1 In every case they had probably pictured
to themselves the sad intervening circumstances between the first

appearance of their Lord and His glorification on Zion, as passing
over quickly. But now they had received from Him the definite

assurance that the temple must fall into ruins, Jerusalem be de-

stroyed, her people undergo a terrible doom of reprobation. There-
with, before their eyes, had been opened a deep and fearful gulf

which tore wide asunder the events of Christ's present manifestation
from His coming glorification ; a gulf which formed itself into a
yawning abyss, in whose depths they saw nothing but judgment,
calamity, and destruction, and in which even their hopes were in

danger of being swallowed up. That was their difficulty, the great

and terrible chasm between the first and second appearing of the
Messiah—a chasm which was now certain to them. We might
easily apprehend how this heavy intervening time would distress

them, since it has been a temptation to Christians at all times,—

a

dark valley which many have sought to fill up and to hide by chili-

astic schemes, chimeras, and systems

;

2 while others preferred to

abandon the expectation of Christ's coming altogether, which they
melted away into spiritualistic ideas.

It was now, therefore, certain to the disciples that they had to

separate between the present manifestation of Christ and His future

return to His glorification, with which the judgment upon the world
and the end of the world were associated ; and that the destruction

of Jerusalem was to occur in the interval. But they were altogether

in uncertainty when that destruction was to happen, in what rela-

tion it was to stand to the end of the world (or the second advent

1 The remark of Ebrard, ' Thus also the prediction of the suffering of Jesus was an
impulse which complicated all their previous eschatological conceptions, and, as it

were, dislocated their whole scheme,' is therefore so far to be modified, as that this

complication was first effected by the prediction of the destruction of Jerusalem.
2 To which especially belongs the completed curialistic Papacy.
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of Christ), and especially, whether they were to regard the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem as the sign of the judgment of the world or not.

Hereupon they desired to have an explanation from the Lord.

We learn from the Evangelist Mark, that the three most confi-

dential disciples of Jesus—Peter, James, and John, to whom on this

occasion was joined Andrew—put before Him the question which

occupied their minds. But they asked Him with an air of circum-

spection, in a confidential manner. How are we to understand this,

since the Lord already had found Himself so nearly alone on the

Mount of Olives with His disciples in the stillness of evening ? We
can hardly suppose that He separated those confidential ones from

the rest, and entrusted to them alone the communication—as He
had once separated the three first in the explanation—that He was
purposing. In that case it might be expected that He would have

separated only the same three disciples again ; and at the same
time, that the rest of the Evangelists would have mentioned this

circumstance. The mysterious and confidential form, as it was used

here on the mountain at eventide, must probably have had its pecu-

liar reasons. Perhaps the Lord was anxious that the traitor should

not be near them during their conversation. Perhaps, also, there

were other disciples or other friends, who were sent in advance to

Bethany. But, at any rate, we apprehend that the disciples, even

in the solitude of the Mount of Olives, even in the shadow of even-

ing twilight, could scarcely speak above a whisper of the impending
destruction of the holy city and of the temple.

The narrative which the three first Evangelists, especially

Matthew, have given of the discourse of the Lord upon the last

things, has been not only found in many ways very obscure, but
will more often be found also intricate and contradictory. Many
later interpreters and critics have thought that they have met with
certain chiliastic errors here, which they would willingly, even with
reference to other places, charge upon the disciples, or even upon the

Lord Himself. 1

As regards the narratives of the three Evangelists, it will result

from the representation of this subject, that they entirely agree with
one another in the outlines, but they supplement one another in the

details. From this we gain confirmation of the supposition, which
besides for us is already established, that they have communicated
in their accounts, not only individual and peculiar views, but the
special teaching of the Lord. But it also results from the question

of the disciples, as the Evangelists cite it, that their chiliastic sup-

positions, which have been charged on them in their later position,

were already altogether shaken by the announcement of the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem. They ask, ' When shall these things be ? and
what is the sign of this manifestation, and of the end (the consum-
mation) of the world?' They thus not only distinguish between
the destruction of Jerusalem and the second coming of Christ to

the final judgment ; but, at the same time, they give it plainly to be
1 Compare the statement iu Ebrard, 389.
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understood, that they do not consider it certain that the destruction

of Jerusalem will be the sign of the impending end of the world.

Indeed, it just as much follows from the question, that they are not

yet convinced of the contrary, especially when we look back to the

position of their question in Mark and Luke ; so also the answer of

the Lord, which not only specifies to them the sign of the approach-

ing end of the world, but also the sign of the approaching destruc-

tion of Jerusalem. Their question is just as wavering and uncertain

as their present position ; the answer of the Lord, for the first time,

gives them a true light upon it.
1

In reference to the relation of the four Evangelists to the dis-

courses of Jesus of the last things, it is well worthy of consideration,

that John has recorded nothing of them in the Gospel. 2 We have

already on another occasion called attention to the fact that this

omission may be explained by the circumstance that the Apostle

would reserve to a special Apocalypse the disclosures of the Lord
on the last things. 3 Moreover, the comparison of this discourse of

Jesus with the Apocalypse affords us more than one service. It

teaches us, for instance, first of all to consider this discourse as the

special life-germ of the New Testament Apocalypse. Moreover, it

teaches us to estimate the apostolic character of the eschatology of

the Apocalypse, finding as we do similar features in the apostolic

history. But, finally, our attention is called by the Apocalypse to

a circumstance which is of the highest importance to the elucidation

of this place. This is the fact that the Apocalypse represents the

course of the world's history, not in an unbroken sequence of events,

but in large cycles, which always embrace the entire course of the

world, while therein each cycle is drawing nearer to the end of the

world.4 If this mode of representation had been recognized, here

also this much discussed portion of Scripture would have been more

easily relieved of many difficulties.

It is not to be denied that the prophecy of judgment as declared

by Jesus—here as well as in the prophets—is treated perspectively
;

that is to say, that the judgment of God is represented in one large

comprehensive picture upon Jerusalem, in connection with the

future judgment of the world, and the former forms the foreground

of the latter. 5 Moreover, this explains how the great interval

1 Stier, iii. 244. There is thus no good reason for making two sharply distinct

questions out of their question.
2 Stier (ii. 539, iii. 244) makes the sensible remark, that John had it as his peculiar

esoteric privilege to record the sayings of Jesus of His coming to comfort ;
while, on

the other hand, the Synoptists had to record the prediction of the Lord of His

coming to judge.
3 See, in the author's miscellaneous -writings, vol. ii., the treatise on the indis-

soluble connection between the individuality of the Apostle John and that of the

Apocalypse, 181.
4 Compare the above-mentioned treatise.

5 Stier, iii. 249. On the origin of the opinion of the perspective view, see Dorner,

de oratione Christi eschatologica, 35. [See Fairbairn's instructive chapter on the

interconnected and progressive character of prophecy (Prophecy vicived in its Distinc-

tive Nature, etc., c. vi.), and the remarks of Greswell (Parables, v. 198 ff.) on the

interpretation of this prophecy of our Lord's. He saya (223), ' One observation is

VOL. III. F
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between the destruction of Jerusalem and the world's end, as it is

sketched in Matt. xxiv. 22-26, not only strikes one very little, but

also is represented definitely—under the point of sight of the judicial

government of God, so to speak—in the twofold reflection of the

flames of Jerusalem, and of the judgment at the end of the world.

It is thereby at once decided that in this representation there

must be something typical. The destruction of Jerusalem must be

in conformity with its nature, and therefore also, in conformity with

this representation, a prelude of the second advent of Christ, of the

last judgment, and of the end of the world. Nay, according to

strict historical accuracy, the judgment upon Jerusalem must of

necessity bring about the last judgment and the end of the world

:

only grace modifies this doom (for the elect's sake, these days of terror

shall be shortened, Matt. xxiv. 22). And there occurs still an inter-

vening period between the two great epochs of doom. But, strictly,

such a characterization of this period suggests that the destruction

of Jerusalem was the judgment of the world, preliminary, and in-

terrupted by grace ; and, on the other hand, that the last judgment
is the continuation and fulfilment of that theocratic judgment of

God which began with the destruction of Jerusalem.

If, however, the perspective and typical elements in the prophecy

of Christ be Drought into prominence, so as to melt their several

expressions into one another, in a similar way to that in which
perhaps they might melt together in Old Testament prophecies—
this is altogether inadmissible. First of all, upon the general

ground that Christ is a Seer, not in the concrete manner of

visionary insight, and describes what He sees not in the way of

ecstasy, which must neglect time and place ; but in the completed

knowledge, consciousness, and power of one who can modify the

results.
1 Then, moreover, because in this case there was required,

not only for the questioning disciples, but also for the Lord who
answered them, above all things, an accurate, even a sharp defini-

tion of the periods. 2

First of all, the Lord gives to the disciples an accurate picture of

the destiny of His people in their relation to the course of the world,

even to the world's end,—a picture of the future of the world and
of the Church as His future in the outlines which they for the most
part needed. This is the first cycle (Matt. xxiv. 4-14 ; Mark xiii.

5-13; Lukexxi. 8-19).

The disciples had inquired of Him the times and the signs of the

last things. The times and the signs were to them, in accordance

very necessary to be made, and to be kept in view throughout : that the events pre-

dicted being regarded in the light of signs, bearing a special reference to a certain

point of time before and after the period of their occurrence, it is the first instance
of such events with which we are properly concerned, and not such repetitions of the
same as might occur again from time to time afterwards.'

—

Ed.]
Not exclusively ry irvevfiari ; but just as much, ry vol.

2 Dorner brings this out with reason and force in the above cited treatise, 9.

Ebrard also, in the treatise, Adversus erroneam nonnullorum opinionem qua Christus,
Christiqiw apostoli judaicis somniis deccpti cxistumasse pcrhibcntur fore ut universale
judicium ipsvrum estate supcrveniret, 7.
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with their more external, nay, chiliastic interest, the chief con-

cern. Thus the answer of Christ, His first word as well as His first

explanation, establishes a sharp contrast to the external interest of

the question :
' Take heed that no man deceive you' especially lead

you wrong just in respect of those signs and times. According to

the view of the Lord, that is the chief point in the eschatological

knowledge of His disciples—the foresight in the presentiment that

many deceivers shall arise, but not the knowledge of external times

and signs. Hence the holy suspense and concentration of mind in

the presentiment that great risks and great deceits awaited the

Christian at his entrance into a wide futurity, and that great

sobriety of spirit, clear eye, and earnest hand must be his watch-

words.

Hereupon Christ sketches the outlines of the world's course up to

His advent. The entire description embraces in the consideration

of the world's course,—the history of the nations, with the history

of His kingdom,—the history of humanity, with the history of the

earth and its world. It presupposes, as the point of commencement
of the development of this world-system, the first manifestation of

Christ. From this distinctive point of life, the world progresses in

its development towards the future end of the world, with which the

transformation of the world is to appear. This development is

represented in two lines—in a more tranquil one which forms the

foreground, and in a more tempestuous one which forms the back-

ground. The first shows in the more customary signs that the

Church, humanity, and the earth, are advancing towards the end.

The second sets forth, in large and startling vicissitudes, the birth-

pains of the last times. Moreover, each line of view has two sides,

a Christologic and a cosmic one.

That is the Christologic side of the first line in the world's career,

that many come in the name of Christ, and say, I am Christ, and
the time of the consummation of the world is at hand (Luke xxi.

8) ; and many allow themselves to be deceived and misled by them.

Here is indicated every form of chiliasm, making- itself known in

false Messiahs, in false representatives of Christ, in heads of sects

and pretended infallible philosophers,—making itself known gener-

ally in all religious, political, and philosophical schools and systems,

which seek to declare the consummation of the world. To this

excitement in the kingdom of spirits, which reveals that humanity

is possessed with the thought of the coming of Christ to renew the

world, is opposed the cosmic side of the progress : wars and rumours

of wars, which, incessantly breeding themselves anew, cause their

din to resound from the armies of the nations into the camp of the

congregation ; wars, to which, according to Luke, insurrections are

added. It is thus plainly acknowledged that humanity is in move-

ment, and the Church is in movement, and that the one line of pro-

gress must stand in mysterious rapport with the other. It is plain,

moreover, that the course of the world is in progress towards the

end of the world. But Christians are not to allow themselves to be
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disturbed, as if the end were immediately : they are to look calmly

upon the world's wars, and not allow themselves to be startled; just

as they are sharply to watch the false forms of Christ, and not to

allow themselves to be led away. ' The end,' says Christ, ' is not

yet '—is not immediately at hand.

The Christological development of the world is a development as

high as heaven, profound, penetrating beyond the boundary of

humanity, of the earth, and of the whole of this present cosmos

;

therefore it is a slow development.

In the second stadium, the world-crisis is represented as tempest-

uous ; its pulses beat more hurriedly and impetuously. Here the

Lord brings out, first of all, the cosmologic side. One people lifts

itself up against the other ; one kingdom against the other.

Humanity is in a storm of excitement, as the waves of the sea

beat against one another in the tempest. And now it is mani-

fest that nature and the earth have a deep sympathy with

humanity in this process of development. There appear famines,

in which the distempered earth is wanting to man
;
pestilences, in

which distempered man is wanting to the earth (Xifx,ol zeal Xoi/xol)
;

great storms and earthquakes from place to place; fearful phe-

nomena and great signs in heaven (Luke xxi. 11). According to

the word of the Lord, these facts are to be regarded as the begin-

ning of sorrows (ooSivcov), of the labour-throes of the old world-form.

They show, not only that in the mighty progress earthly nature is

engaged in a parallel movement with humanity, but they represent

the accelerated movement of this progress, in which one spasm
follows on the other. Therewith also corresponds the increased

distress in the Christologic development of the world's course.

Christians are delivered over to affliction,—they are outlawed and
excommunicated,—they are put to death. They are hated of all

people for Christ's name's sake. Moreover, while they are thus ex-

ternally afflicted, the congregation is also disturbed within. The
matter originates thus :—That many are offended with one another

;

that they are exasperated with real and fancied grievances ; that

they are degenerate, and so lose their character as Christians.

Then matters become worse : they deliver one another up, whether

by giving one another bad names before the earthly adversaries, and
putting one another to shame ; or that, by fanatical excommunica-
tions, they give one another over to Satan. The result is that they

hate one another. Faith-hatred, creed-hatred, party-hatred, opinion-

hatred, individual-hatred, more public manifestations of darkness,

which contradict the very root of faith and of creed, as well as the

definition of Christian fellowship, of Christian individuality and
conviction. But while thus, on the one side, there is abundant ill-

feeling in the appearance of Church fellowship, under the pretext of

offences given, the false prophets oppose themselves as antagonists

to the deteriorated nature of the Church, as it appears in its ob-

scured forms of life : who are appointed for judgment, and them-
selves again become liable to judgment; erroneous preachers of
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novelty, new preachers of error, as if called upon, and, as it were,

necessitated by fanaticism, to adopt the side of opposition ; and they

succeed in leading away many.
But the foundation of these sad manifestations is found in the

moral region ; it is evidenced in the thousandfold failures in faith-

fulness,—in faithfulness towards the law of the Lord, as it is

treasured up in Scripture, and as it is written on the hearts. Be-

cause unrighteousness, or opposition to law, increases, therefore love

in many will grow cold. For the law is absolutely the defence, the

training and regulation, the horn and ornament of love.

These are the gloomy outlines of the world's history even to the

world's end. It will be hard for the Church and hard for the indi-

vidual to pass through all these risks. One thing, however, will

aid,—patience even to the end ; constancy and patience. ' He that

shall endure unto the end,' says Christ, according to the two first

Evangelists, ' the same shall be saved/ Luke has the stronger

expression. In your patience shall ye attain your life (make it a
free self-possession), after he has uttered the word,— ' there shall not

an hair of your head perish.' Unscathed, altogether unscathed,

Christians were to pass through all the tempests of the world and
its flames to the end of the world. They shall find their life once

more altogether pure and glorified, if they preserve the life of their

life with ceaseless constancy and patience.

The Evangelists Mark 1 and Luke 2
insert in this place several

details which Matthew perhaps more rightly has included in the

instruction which Jesus imparted to the apostles.

It is not to be denied that many of these details were fulfilled in

a most striking way in the earliest days of the Church.3 The period

up to the time of Constantine might be considered the first typical

era of the entire Christian history of the world. But that abund-

ance of eschatological features which is apparent in the foreground

of Christian history, must not lead us to deny the universal side of

these prophecies of Christ.

This is all the more manifest, when we see the agreeable features

of the world's progress which Christ contrasts with those that are

mournful. ' And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in

the whole world, for a witness to all people.' This is the first and
the last pleasant feature in the world's history, which must and can

outweigh all sorrowful features. The Gospel shall be preached in

all the world, or to all the heathens (Mark xiii. 10). Then let the

i Chap. xiii. 9-12. 2 Chap. xxi. 12-16.
3 Stier, iii. 256-7. Among the <po(37)Tpa, etc., mentioned by Luke, can hardly per-

haps be understood such omens as Josephus has cited, according to the popular belief

of the Jews. Moreover, we do not thereby understand observations of the sun and
moon nor comets, as Ebrard in the above cited treatise, 33 ; but such phenomena as

actually testify of the progress of development of earthly life in its theocratic rela-

tion. [The passage of Josephus referred to is in the Bell. Jud., vi. 5, 3, which may
be seen compared with passages of Tacitus, and with reference to this passage of

the Gospels in Greswell, On the Parables, vol. v. p. 266. Greswell, whose whole dis-

sertation is full of information, is decidedly of opinion that these were among the

(pbp-rjTpa here signified.

—

Ed.]
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deceiving false Messiahs appear, one after the other ; let bloody wars

and wild rumour of war fill the world ; let old systems be dissolved

in democratic movements and revolutionary storms ; let public

calamities visit the whole earth
;
yea, let the earth itself shake into

ruins,—yet the Gospel of the kingdom, of the coming kingdom of

the new, and fair, and eternal polity of God, which is to issue from

redemption, shall be announced to all people !

Thus decidedly shall this Gospel be published to all nations, until

it has become, in respect of them, a witness which can testify for or

against them in judgment. Then will the end come.

And this end which here the Lord refers to is certainly the world's

end, for it is designated as the end absolutely. 1

Then begins a new cycle—the second. This describes the de-

struction of Jerusalem, with its omens and with its results,—as the

great judgment of God resounding through the ages over the visible

polity of God, until the great world-embracing advent of Christ

(Matt. xxiv. 15-28
; Mark xiii. 14-23

; Luke xxi. 20-24).

As soon as Christ comes to the destruction of Jerusalem, He
conceives it in the prophetic importance which it has to His
disciples. He assumes that they will live to see the destruction

themselves. He then points out to them the sign by which they were
to recognize that the judgment was about to break over Jerusalem.

He sets forth this omen as the abomination of desolation, of which
the prophet Daniel 2 has spoken, that it should stand in the holy

place. The Evangelist Luke explains this expression as referring

to the besieging army of the Komans, which should compass Jeru-
salem. This army brings with it the abomination in the standards

of idolatry, the Eoman eagles, which pollute the holy place, the
precinct of the holy city. The appearance of these signs of pollu-

tion, their establishment, the constant waving of these standards of

the heathen world-power upon the holy hill, is the sign that now the
desolation is determined upon the holy city. That these signs are

meant, and not perhaps what occurred later, or possibly the desecra-

tion of the temple by the zealots who accomplished a massacre
therein, or by the irruption of the Romans, appears from the fact

that the Lord indicated this sign to the disciples as the signal for

flight, and that subsequently the Christians did actually flee at the

commencement of the siege of Jerusalem. If they had been told

first to wait for the desolation of the temple, it would then have been
much too late to take refuge in flight.

The Evangelists Matthew and Mark direct the attention of their

Christian readers to this token of deliverance. They were to notice it

accurately, 'for it was to be a sign of preservation for the Christians in

Jerusalem. It has even been concluded from their observation, that
about the time when the calamities of war had already approached
the city of Jerusalem, they must have written their Gospels. 3

1 Vide the above treatise of Ebrard, 171.
2
Chap. ix. 27. See Stier, iii. 266, on this expression.

3 Hug, Introd. to the New Testament, ii. 14.
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At all events, the note is not to be mistaken, ' Let him that

readeth understand,'—a clear token on behalf of the true origin,

the ancient historical efficiency, of the first Gospels ; especially a
testimony that they must have appeared before the destruction of

Jerusalem. 1

The Lord now commands His disciples that all of them who are

in Judaea should take flight to the mountains, as soon as they per-

ceive the sign mentioned. Out ofJvdcea to the mountains, signify-

ing thereby probably not the nearest mountains, as most convenient

for refuge, but the high mountains of Perasa, that mountain-chain
which was probably indicated from their position in Jerusalem
merely as the mountains.

But the Lord has already asserted that this flight should be very
hurried, in the first word in which He referred to the destruction of

Jerusalem. When ye shall see the abomination of desolation,

—

flee. Moreover, He expresses the same in a succession of the most
urgent instructions :

' Let him that is on the house-top not go
down into the house, neither enter therein to take anything out of

his house ; and let him that is in the field not turn back again to

take up his garments ' (laid aside for his work). The one was im-
mediately to hasten away over the house-tops, the other as he stood

in his under garments. Thus strongly He urges them with hyper-
bolical expressions, whose full and lively truth is the energy of the

admonition that then they would have absolutely no time to lose.

' For these be the days of vengeance,' He adds, ' when all things

which are written shall be fulfilled.'
2

Thus the Lord enjoined His people to abandon the Jewish people
in their last struggle. And, indeed, rightly so. For that last war
was in the most peculiar sense a struggle for the presumptive
truth of Pharisaism, of the fanatical hatred against the heathen

—

a war of chiliastic madness. Only in the delusive hope of the help

of a Messiah, or of a divinity such as was conceived for itself by
that very fanaticism which had crucified the true Christ, would the

Jews have undertaken and persevered in this war. And therefore

the Christians could take no part in the contest ; for they would
have thereby been partaking in the chiliastic frenzy of the Jews,

which was contrary to their faith.

And thus, therefore, they faithfully followed the warning, saving

instruction of the Lord in fleeing to Pella as soon as the Jewish
war broke out. The preserving, delivering, pure Spirit-glance of

Christ uttered the first word : it chiefly brought His own people into

safety. And then He could also let the glance of His sympathy fall

upon those who in such a time must suffer terribly :
' Woe unto

them that are with child, and to them that give cuck in those days/

Then He adds :
' But pray ye that your flight should not be in the

1 Olshausen, in loco.
2

' SciL, not only in Daniel, but in every prophecy of judgment and wrath upon the
people, from the curses of Moses to the Q~in with which Malachi concludes.'—Stier,

iii. 270.
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winter, nor on the Sabbath clay/ Thus carefully He regards their

flight. The addition, ' on the Sabbath day,' has been thought

strange. 1 But let it be well considered what a danger there was of

the Christians drawing upon themselves the sorest persecutions of

the Jews, if, in that time of burning, raging fanaticism, they wished

to forsake the Jewish commonwealth in Judasa on a Sabbath

day. Such a regardlessness would have sufficed to make them
appear in the eyes of the Jews not only as heretics, but even as

traitors.

Finally, Christ considers the inevitable misery itself. Those days

shall be the time of great affliction, such as was not from the begin-

ning of the world until now.
' Neither shall be,' He adds, by way of comfort.

This affliction He goes on to delineate. According to the narra-

tive of Luke, ' There shall be wrath upon this people. And they

shall fall by the edge of the sword, and shall be led away captive

into all nations : and Jerusalem shall be trodden down of the Gen-
tiles, until the times of the Gentiles shall be fulfilled.'

These words have been fulfilled, and are being fulfilled con-

tinually, with an accuracy which of itself is abundantly sufficient to

glorify Christ as the Prince of the prophets. 2

Hereupon Christ makes one observation which is of the highest

importance for the true estimation of this second eschatological

cycle, as has been already intimated :
' And if those clays were not

shortened, no man should be saved : but for the elect's sake they

shall be shortened/

If those days were not shortened, all flesh, even humanity, would
be destroyed without remedy. The meaning of that is clear enough,
that, according to the stringent conception of theocratic justice, the

judgment upon Jerusalem must be transmuted into the last judg-
ment of the world,— it must result in the end of the world. And,
indeed, perhaps first on this account, because it is the retribution

for the crucifixion of the Son of God, their Deliverer, by the theo-

cratic people Israel, wherein lay the decree that they have incurred

the doom, and because the heathen world have decidedly partaken
in this doom. But further, however, for this reason, because the

people of Christ, which from that time forward was the salt of the

earth, might easily have perished with them in the destruction of

Jerusalem, if they had not been sufficiently early warned and de-

livered by their Lord. Finally, in the third place, on this account,

because in the war of extermination between the Jews and the

heathens, the former, who had the charge of becoming teachers and
priests to the heathen, and of communicating to them the blessing

of Abraham, have arrived at the point of cursing the heathen a
thousandfold in the bitterest fanaticism, and because the heathens
have furiously trodden under foot the theocratic people, and their

1 De Wette, in he.
2 [They were fulfilled in the few years before and after the siege of Jerusalem, by

the slaughter of about 1,500,000 Jews.—Ed.]
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sanctuary, instead of moving with the highest joy to the place of

the knowledge of the living God, and entering into the spiritual

fellowship of the faithful people of God. Were there no elect, like

angels, to overshadow this terrible conflict, and bring to humanity

the assurance of its salvation, its highest good, this conflict must
proceed in one unbroken course from godless tumults of the people

to the judgment of the world. But for the elect's sake, for the sake

of those who are believers already, or who will one day be believers,

the days of this judgment shall be shortened, the judgment is abated

—is, so to speak, interrupted.

Thus arises a period of interrupted, of suspended judgment,—

a

period in which the doom of the theocratic people is indeed not yet

concluded, but continues in suppressed judgment-days ; in which,

moreover, that deep feeling of divine wrath which is the condition

of the peculiar terrors of judgment, has incurred a great suspense,

after which the close of the judgment is to follow.

This, then, is the period between the destruction of Jerusalem

and the end of the world : the period of shortened, suppressed

judgment-days. 1 The Lord is speaking of this period when He
says, 'And then,2 if any man shall say to you, Lo, here is Christ;

or, lo, He is there ; believe him not.'

This period has a remarkable dual aspect. On the one side it is

a great time of deliverance—the time of salvation of the elect ; but

on the other side, it shows the continuance of the judgment of the

theocratic people still. First of all in the fact, that the calamitous

consequences of the destruction of Jerusalem are still being worked
out. Israel is scattered among the heathen. Jerusalem is trodden

under foot of the heathen. In that respect that silent judgment
is revealed, in which, throughout the entire interval, the people is

disposed everywhere to seek a centre for the manifestation of Christ,

for the glory of PI is kingdom, and finds it nowhere. It is the silent

judgment upon the theocratic people of this period, in which the

Christians sympathize with the Jews, that nowhere upon earth, in

no place, in no institution nor fellowship, can they find an abode of

the manifested glory of Christ the King, and yet would everywhere

find it so willingly, so eagerly, so credulously. The third character-

istic of this judicial position consists in the fact, that the people of

God, as well as the world, must expect the Lord, who is their Re-
deemer, also as their Judge. That second characteristic, the want
of the manifestation of Christ, becomes a terrible fate, by the readi-

ness of the Christians during this period to be led away by the

chiliastic imposture of those who cry, Here is Christ ! there is

Christ ! Christians might allow themselves, in a thousand ways, to

1 The word koXo/3oCj< means directly to curtail, to mutilate, to shorten. Comp.
LXX. ; 2 Sam. iv. 12. But if the judgment-days are here represented as such as are

curtailed or shortened, it is not thereby necessary to understand an earlier finishing

of the time of judgment, but rather an abatement of the judgment, a silent con-

tinuance of it in suppressed judgment-days, in consecpience of some modification.
2 The Tore is thus referred to this intervening period of suppressed judgment.

Comp. Ebrard's Treatise, 22.
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be so captivated by dim forms of the glory of Christ, as to become
entirely estranged from the deep source and the lofty splendour of

His glorious kingdom ; from the spirit of His life, and from the life

of His Spirit. In this period appear many chiliastic seducers : on

the one side a false Christ, in pseudo-ecclesiastical form ; on the

other side false prophets, in pseudo-reforming tendency ; and they

do many wonders and signs. They represent as manifest, in power-

ful agencies, the irruption of new ideas and powers into the ancient

forms of life, operating so marvellously, that if it were possible, even

the elect would be deceived. ' Take ye heed,' adds the Lord ;
' be-

hold, I have foretold you all things: that is, you are solemnly

warned beforehand, on the one side, of the false phantoms of the

Christ of the Church ; on the other side, of the false prophets of

new revelations.

But there was one sign by which they were to recognize that

those announcements of Christ would be false. They were always

to be recognized by the circumstance, that they would represent

only an external, one-sided, and therefore a limited Christ, as the

Lord of glory ; and that therefore they should proclaim such forms

of Christ, for signs of His glory, as should follow quickly, one after

the other, and which would absolutely contradict one another.

At one time they would preach a Christ who is in the desert—

a

Christ of false world-renunciation—a glory of Christ's kingdom,

which was to rest upon the egress to the wilderness, upon hermits,

upon convents, and the celibate, upon a priesthood externally opposed

to the world, but internally again given over to the world. 1

Thereupon would be proclaimed, in the direction of an opposite

system, a chiliastic false Christ—a Christ in the chambers, in the

treasure-chambers and the storehouses, in the enjoyment of earthly

possessions, in the glorification of the present life,—an impersonal

Christ of the chamber, in contrast to a personal Christ of the com-
munity, and a glorification of the kingdom of humanity, which was
to be founded on the glory of the world.

But the one, as well as the other—as well the false Christs, with
their dependents, as the false prophets, with their associates—will

announce their doctrines with excessive fanatical excitement (ISov !

exclaim both parties). But in the first case it is said, ' Go not

forth' (into the wilderness) ; in the other, ' Believe it not.'

For with the second advent of Christ the case will be wholly

different. The Loid indicates the form of that coming by an image,

which probably He had often opposed to chiliastic expectation :

1 It must be distinctly remembered, that here in both cases an apparent external

Christ, or kingdom of Christ, is spoken of; therefore such explanations are nothing
to the purpose, as would find here, with Olshausen (iii. 259) and Stier (hi. 272), the
opposition between the secret and the public kingdom. It is to be observed, that

Olshausen wishes to find in the chambers the representation of the manifest ; on the
contrary, Stier that of the secret. But the desert (Hpr)p.os) sufficiently plainly recalls

the hermits, and the world-historical external contradiction of the Church introduced
by them. Moreover, also, the contrast plainly is suggested, whereby it is to be con-
sidered that Ta.fxei.ov, first of all, imports the storehouses (Luke xii. 24).
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1 As the lightning cometli out of the east, and shineth even unto
the west, so shall also the coming of the Son of man be,'—thus
embracing the whole world at one time—penetrating it with one
beam of light, shaking it with one shock ; a manifestation which
will yield to no double meaning, which will leave room for no
doubt—which will just as little need a herald, as the lightning needs

to be illuminated with human lights—as the thunder needs to be
proclaimed by human voice.

Thus will it happen as by an inevitable necessity. For where
the carcase is, there will the eagles be gathered together. 1 As soon

as ever the world is ripe for judgment, ripe for redemption, both
parties, Christians and antichristians, unalterably divided, fall into

a conflict, which is to the death—the earth on the one side becomes
heaven ; on the other side hell ; so that its portions falling asunder,

strive towards a new union, as is the case with a decaying carcase.

Then also will the eagles make their appearance, and. seek for the

spoil whose scent calls them near. On the one side, heaven will

appropriate its portion ; on the other side, hell will appropriate its

portion. Still there prevails here, in those separations, the view to

the judgment—the view to a world which, in its old conditions,

begins to corrupt, whilst it imagines that it has attained the highest

aim with the grandest advances. As soon as the world is thus ripe

for judgment, then comes the Judge. But the doom which He
executes is a consummation of the doom upon the theocratic people.

The theocratic people itself

—

i.e., Christendom, in its external mani-
festation—has become a corrupting carcase. The New Testament
people is now just as much decomposed by heathenish frivolity, as

once the Old Testament Church was ruined by Jewish stubborn-

ness. Hence the Lord represents the last things in the third cycle,

the fundamental idea of which is the end of the world (Matt. xxiv.

29, etc. ; Mark xiii. 24, etc. ; Luke xxi. 25, etc.)

Here we must first of all be reminded, that in accordance with
every scriptural supposition, the world's end forms the great closing

epoch of the world's course. But all epochs appear in accordance

with the same fundamental law. First of all, a lengthened and
silent development of that principle in the life of the world, which
is to be manifested in them, prepares for them through a prelimi-

nary period, and they suffer themselves to be waited for, as if they

would never come. But then, when all the conditions of their

appearance are fulfilled, they come so rapidly, so suddenly, as to

surpass in the highest degree all human anticipations. As this is

true of all epochs, so it is most especially true of the epoch of all

epochs, the end of the world.

And this character of excessive suddenness is just what the Lord
expresses in the impressive word ' immediately/ 2 After the tribu-

1 More accurately, the vultures. Upon similar expressions in the Old Testament,

which authenticate the proverbial nature of this saying, vide Stier, hi. 275.
2 That evdiws here indicates the rapidity, the suddenness, is plain, from the entire

meaniug and harmony of the passage; it denotes the wonderfully rapid breaking in
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lation of those days (of the next subsequent days of modified judg-

ment which follow upon the destruction of Jerusalem), the sun shall

lose its light, and so on, with words which we take literally in the

simplest manner.

For here certainly the end of the world is spoken of. It is true

that the prevailing philosophy as well as the theology of the

rationalistic school is disposed to regard the doctrine of the end of

the world, or the last day, as a ' myth of the future.' But assump-

tions of this kind do not affect us in the least. On the other hand,

we see an unspeakable narrowing of the speculative field of view, an
unspeakable straining of healthful perception, when it is no longer-

found necessary to take up into the consideration of the progress of

man's spiritual development, the cosmical side of humanity, the

progress of the earth itself ; or if nothing more is sought to be
known at all of a final aim, for the gradual development of

humanity. And in this respect we ought, perhaps, to commend
as great philosophers and theologians, those heathenish framers of

myths who could not reconcile themselves to any artificially con-

structed scheme of the world, without a beginning and an ending,

in opposition to such modern philosophers and theologians as, at

least in this point, are ever stupidly easy to be contented in the

necessities of their spirit. Of the beginning and end of the world,

the sound man must either know or invent something ; otherwise,

in this ' kingdom of the mean,' it becomes too limited, too narrow
for him. It is an organic spirit-voice, which bids men conceive of

a black Ahriman as overshadowing the beginning and the end of

the world. Even geology always compels us again to the same
result, keeping us familiar with the idea of a future end of the

world. Thus the question, after all, can only be, whether we wish
the knowledge of an end of the world that is to come subordinated

to the interests of humanity, or of an end of the world related to

the training ground of human life as a blind, confused, destroying

destiny. Philosophers and theologians of the kind intimated, find

eventually the latter supposition more reasonable than the former.

Christianity, on the other hand, will only know of a world's end
which is subordinated to the interests of humanity, which must
thus coincide with the history of the development of humanity.1

In this sense, generally, we conceive of the relation of humanity to

nature. Nature is the organic life«-region of man. Thence follows,

firstly, that the life of the earth must pass through a similar pro-

gress of development to that which is gone through by the life of

humanity ; secondly, that this progress of development must be
dependent upon that of humanity ; thirdly, that it must run parallel

of the great epoch. Dorner observes, on the contrary (14), that it must nevertheless
be referred to /xera ttjv 6\t\piv twv q/xepQv ineivwv. But he thinks that the period
after the destruction of Jerusalem cannot be understood as coming in under this
6\lipts. It has resulted, however, from our consideration, that this period must be
comprehended as embracing that affliction.

1 See the author's paper, der Osterbote, Part i. p. 112.
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with it; and in all its substantial impulses must coincide with it. 1

Thus the paradisaic condition of the infant earth accords with the

paradisaic condition of infant humanity. To the fall of humanity-

corresponds the distemperature of the earth in its physical relations.

The earth trembles at the death and at the resurrection of Christ

;

for thereby there appeared a wondrous turning-point, as well in its

life as in the life of humanity. Even through nature there prevails

an impulse of development which urges forward its life towards a
loftier position, just as is the case through the life of humanity.2

In this evolution it moves forward calmly, but incessantly : thence

are manifested phenomena of the advancing development of the

terrene cosmos, in earthquakes, famines, and similar occurrences

;

just as the phenomena of progress are evidenced in the development
of humanity, confirmed by Christianity.3 But when the end of all

things shall come for humanity, because it is mature for judgment,
then also the earthly sphere of humanity, its present cosmos, shall

have become ripe for the catastrophe by which it is to be transformed

into the new world of the new humanity.

There needs no special explanation of the way in which this view

of the world accords with all sound ideas of the relation between

the spirit and nature ; while those hypotheses upon which nature,

in relation to man, is to lie prostrate like a dead horse under the

living rider,—a corpse which stiffens motionless under his feet, or

finally, a corpse which may oppose the most unseasonable barrier

to all his endeavours,—utterly contradict the true estimate not only

of nature and of the spirit, but of their mutual relations as well.

The Christian doctrine of the end of the world may be acknow-
ledged, indeed, without finding it again in the place here considered.

But it is moreover plain, that here are specified more clearly such

facts as are in general to characterize the end of the world itself,

the sign of the Son of man in heaven, the advent of Christ, and the

great final judgment.
But if the end of the world be spoken of here, it is in accordance

with the nature of the thing that the change begins at the sun.

For the earth does not stand alone in its sphere independently ; its

life is associated with the life of its maternal light-planet. If the

earth is to be metamorphosed, the cosmical sphere must be meta-

morphosed with it, with which its planetary life is associated. This

happens in this case, so that the change appears at first in the sun

—

the sun goes out, it loses its old brilliancy. Then, moreover, the

1 See above, vol. i. p. 450. 2 Eom. viii. 19.
3 Thus Dorner in the before-mentioned treatise. Dorner understands the text

referred to as if it represented, in tropical imagery, the victory of Christianity over

the nature-worship of heathenism (62). On other interpretations of this place, see

Dorner, 61. Cocceius understands by the sun which loses its brightness, antichrist,

as the false representative of the Sun in the Church; by the waning moon, the

State ; by the falling stars, the fall of the hierarchial lights of the Church. The
great issue of these allegorical explanations is worthy of notice. The place is to be

understood theocratico-historically. Upon other interpretations of this kind, which

find in the text a picturesque representation of the destruction of Jerusalem, see

Ebrard's Gospel History.
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moon also loses its shining ; and the stars of heaven, which belong

to this earthly family of planets, fall from heaven : they fall out, as

Mark expresses himself ; that is, perhaps, out of their old planetary

association with the sun. This revolution in the cosmical sphere

of the earth communicates itself then also to the earth. A dis-

tressing presentiment of the impending change invades the peoples

(the new heathendom, into which at that time the great mass of

humanity will be assembled) ;
while the sea, in irregular tumult,

roars and heaves. It is observed, that the powers which penetrate

throughout the heavenly bodies waver; that the ancient laws of

nature also—such, for instance, as the relations of gravitation—are

about to be transformed. With this last change, which probably

has the effect of changing the planetary-heavy relations of the earth

into sidereal-light ones, to carry out the metamorphosis of the earth,

will the sign of the Son of man appear in heaven, in any case per-

haps a cosmical phenomenon ; wherein is recognized, that henceforth

the region of the Church militant coincides in one with the region

of the Church triumphant—the earthly territory of the kingdom of

Christ with the territory of His heavenly glory.1 Therewith is

brought about the advent of Christ. All the kindreds of the earth

shall mourn, for they shall see
2 the Son of man as He comes in the

clouds of heaven in power and great glory.

The Evangelist Luke has preserved for us here the admonition

of the Lord to His disciples :
' When these things begin to come to

pass, look up, and lift up your heads ; for your redemption draweth

nigh
!

'

Now follows the judgment. The call of the heavenly spirits

resounds. The elect are summoned with the loudest trumpet-

blasts from their dispersion among the outcast, into the assembly

of the elect. A celestial call and attraction brings them together

from all the four winds, from all the corners of heaven ; and there-

with the separation between the good and the evil is completed.

Thus is the third cycle, the general description of the world's end
complete. We see how, then, these three cycles work one into the

other in very lively representation. The first embraces the repre-

sentation of the entire progress of the Christian world to the end

;

the second sets forth God's judgment upon the theocratic com-
munity, as illustrated in the judgment upon Jerusalem ; the third,

God's judgment upon the nations, as it coincides with the last

judgment.
The disciples had asked for a sign by which to recognize the

1 See above, vol. i. 361, 362; also the author's pamphlet, das Land der Herrliclikcit,

147. Comp. Kurtz, Astronomy and the Bible. [A condensed abstract of this treatisa

is prefixed to Clark's translation of Kurtz, On the 0. T. Covenant.]
a Kal KoipovTai, etc. ; Kal tixpovrat, according to Matthew, in a significant consonance

of expressions. They shall cry out in lamentation, and they shall see the Son of man
coming in the clouds of heaven. The visible appearance of the Holy One to them is

fulfilment of this terror, for they have lived in the supposition that the future cannot
become present, the present not future—the holy not visible, the visible not holy.
Hence they must needs be amazed when the great future appears brightly in the
glory uf judgment, in the midst of the sphere of the present.
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impending destruction of Jerusalem, and similarly they desired to

know by what sign they might identify the second advent of Christ.

Here, however, the Lord has given them the signs by which both

of these events might be known. But it is evident that there is a

peculiarity common to both of these signs. They could not well

be used as special notes of warning, because the judgments which

they should announce were to follow their appearance with such

extraordinary rapidity. This circumstance our Lord proceeds to

illustrate to His disciples by a parable.

' Understand the matter from the nature of the fig-tree/ When
at length the branches of this tree become tender and full of sap,

and its leaves shoot forth, then ye know that the summer is nigh.

For the leaves of the fig-tree make their appearance late, later than

the blossoms : they are late tokens ; and as soon as they appear,

summer is immediately after them. ' So also it is with all the rest

of the trees,' according to the word of Luke. 1 And this is the case

with the signs of those judgments : they do not long precede the

judgments themselves, but the lightning and thunder-clap closely

follow one another ; because these judgments are great epochs which
occur startlingly and suddenly. In this way is the word of the Lord
to be understood. ' So likewise ye, when ye shall see all these things

as they come to pass, know that it is near, even before the doors.'

Should these signs occur within your experience, then prepare

yourselves for the events which these signs announce, being close

before your doors, yea, happening upon your very thresholds. 2

He neither can nor will give them any portents of those events

which may facilitate the expectation of them.

The disciples might now perhaps conceive that the expression of

Christ, 'When ye shall see these things,' justified them in con-

cluding that they themselves should live 'to behold the last day.

Thereupon the Lord explains Himself now more closely as to His
meaning :

' Verily I say unto you, This generation ' (this race of

believers planted by Me) ' shall not pass,' that is, it will continue

to exist, ' till all these things be fulfilled.' 3 And for what reason

1 This addition is surely calculated (as Dorner remarks, p. 56) to set aside the in-

genious explanation of Ebrard (Treatise, 28, 29), according to which the point of

comparison lies in the fact that the leaves of the fig-tree are poisonous, and are
nevertheless forerunners of a wholesome fruit

;
just as the errors of the past age

conceal, under the appearance of the vigour of life, their mischievous poison, but
nevertheless become presages of the noblest fruit, even of the triumph of the Church
of Christ. The objection to this view is strengthened by the consideration that the
parable drawn by the Lord was to represent, 1st, a sign patent to observation (which
the poisonous character of the fig-leaf is not) ; 2dly, a sign upon whose track the
circumstance announced follows immediately.

2 Hence also iyyvs eari is closely connected with the foregoing iravra ravra, and it

destroys the true meaning if anything else be supplied. This iravra ravra, more-
over, refers to the 'abomination of desolation,' as a sign of the immediate destruc-

tion of Jerusalem ; and to the darkening of the sun and moon, and the falling of the
stars, as signs of the beginning of the last day.

3 That the word yeved may indicate a special race—a special generation or family

—is undoubted (compare Dorner, p. 30) ; but that it is here intended to designate the
disciples of Jesus as an everlasting race, seems manifest from the connection, as has
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does He know so certainly that it will continue to exist ? lie

knows assuredly that His works are eternal, that these will con-

tinue even although heaven and earth should pass away. But His

words must endure by their very nature ; they must endure as

words of life, living in living hearts, enlightening in enlightened

hearts, reconciling and renewing in hearts that are reconciled and
renewed. Thus, therefore, this His family, His race, shall assuredly

endure.

For this reason He said to the disciples, ' When ye shall see all

these things/ He says not these words to them in their individual

character, but as representing His eternal people ; and hence they

could not, from His expressions, draw the conclusion that they

themselves, as those individual men, should in their present state

live to see that day of the commencement of the judgment. Had
they been able to conclude thus, He could assuredly never have

continued to address to them the words which follow—words which
have it as their very purpose to prevent such consequences :

—

' But of that day, and that hour, knoweth no man, no, not the

angels which are in heaven, neither the Son, but the Father.'

It must not be forgotten that it was the Apostles and Evan-
gelists who transmitted these words of the Lord to the Church. It

is evident from this consideration, that all those assertions are false

which represent the disciples as expecting the advent of Christ in

their lifetime. It rather follows from this passage, that wherever

they have in a lively manner expressed their expectation of the

advent of Christ, they must needs have spoken in the consciousness

of the Church, as of that which should not pass away, which had
the promise that it should welcome the advent of Christ, and the

task of constantly expecting it ; thus, therefore, of >yevea avrrj.

Although this effect of the expression of Jesus has been over-

looked, another has been in many ways falsely apprehended,

—

namely, the assertion that the Son knew not the day and the hour
of the end of the world. It is indeed not to be denied, that the

Lutheran doctrine of the ' communicatio idiomatum—the inter-

change of all attributes between the divine and human nature of

Christ—finds here no manner of confirmation. But, on the other

hand, it is an entirely ill-founded, nay, false idea to gather from this

assertion of Christ any argument for the 'positive ignorance of the

Son ' in respect of that day and that hour. Rather He knows not

of that chronological determination, because it is not yet suggested

as a subject of reflection for Him in His living experience, in the

range of His present life. He does not yet specify that point in its

temporality, because to determine it would contradict His perfect

childlikeness. He opposes His not-knowing of that moment, as a

been here shown. Dorner's observation (S. 75) is indeed without foundation : prte-

terea vero Christum dicere non oj>ortebat : dixr\v Xe7w vfj.iv ov fir/ irap^Xdr] tj yeved

avT-q sed 7/ yzved vixuiv seu vfiertpa. The passage is rather entirely analogous in its

mode of expression to the corresponding passage, Matt. xvi. 28. There also the Lord
speaks of the disciples in the third person, although he is speaking to themselves.
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holy not-will-to-hioio, to the sinful will-to-hioio of His disciples

;

the divine loftiness of this not-knowing, to the human paltriness of

a pretended knowledge of this kind. Thus, likewise, it is with the

angels in heaven. It belongs to their eminence neither to know nor

to wish to know of that externality, as perchance it belongs to the

eminence of a perfect artist not to know by heart every little detail

of the outward history of his art. It is thus a heavenly, an angelic,

and divine ignorance, which is opposed to the pettiness and artificial

importance, to the falsely, perchance sinfully, refining subtlety where-

with other men would determine and know that day.

To the Father alone it is attributed to know that day and that

hour, always and eternally, because He is above the relation of time,

and views all times in one eternal present ; and because He knows
how many millions of men have yet to be born before the tree of

humanity has attained its growth ; how many millions of human cor-

ruptions have still to be overcome by His truth ; how many millions

of human groans have still to be heard by His grace ; how many
ecclesiastical, political, physical, and astronomical conditions have

first to be fulfilled, before the tremendous hour of the world's judg-

ment, and the world's glorification by the coming of Christ, can strike.

If we cast a general glance upon the collective signs which Christ

has declared to be portents of the judgment of God, it becomes

evident that He has clearly distinguished two kinds of signs : the

signs of the periodic development of the Christian world, or of the

periodic course of the world ; and the signs of the new epochs which
begin with the judgments of God. In respect of the periodic signs,

we must again separate between such as only generally indicate the

advance of the world's development—for instance, wars and perse-

cutions of the Christians ; and such whereby it may be perceived

that the progress of the world's history is hastened, that the end is

drawing nearer : great disturbances in the life of nations, in the

ordinary course of nature, and in the Church itself on the one

hand ; on the other, the preaching of the Gospel throughout all the

world. In respect, however, of the signs of the new epochs, the

first, the abomination of desolation, has as its result the immediate

destruction of Jerusalem ; the last, the darkening of the sun, has as

its immediate sequel the end of the world. Moreover, the first

judgment itself is to be considered as a typical portent of the second.

The latter signs are thus of such a kind, they occur so closely to

the judgments which they announce, that believers must not allow

themselves to wait for these signs in easy security.
_
The Lord

urged this very stringently upon His disciples. This is especially

the case with the signs of the last day. This will indeed be an-

nounced also by great periodic portents preceding. But these shall

only indicate the beginning of the birth-pangs of the earthly world
;

with respect to the times, therefore, they will be very indeterminate

tokens. Thus some will allow themselves ever and anon to be

excited by these signs to chiliastic rashnesses and extravagance

;

while others will be disposed to regard them too little. Although,

VOL. III. g
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therefore, Christ has before warned the disciples against such ex-

citements, He will now warn them just as urgently against this

careless, comfortable view of the periodic portents of the world's

history, as though such things were not of much consequence.

He finds this all the more needful, as He foresees that the world in

general will not regard all the periodic signs of His advent. He
sees that this degree of inconsideration of His tokens will always go

on increasing to the end of the world. And hence He can set forth

this very inconsiderateness, the perfectly thoughtless carnal security

in which the world will be immersed, in the most utter forgetful-

ness of His coming to judgment, as itself a terrible portent of the

approaching judgment. It might seem incredible that the world

should be caught unawares at the end, in the most stupid reckless-

ness of the end of the world ; but in the course of its theocratic

history, humanity has once already illustrated this inconsistency,

this recklessness (which of itself is a judgment) about its destiny

—

to wit, in the days of the deluge. Christ refers to that instance in

the words, ' As it was in the days of Noah, so shall the coming of

the Son of man be.' Hereupon He represents the picture of the

world's life in the last days, in the image of those days of the flood,

as a life of complete absorption in sensuality, and thus of utter

forgetfulness of God, and spiritual abandonment. ' They ate and

drank, they married and were given in marriage, until the day that

Noah entered into the ark, and knew not till the flood came indeed,

and swept them all away. So shall it be,' He adds once more, with

emphasis, ' also at the coming of the Son of man.'

He now represents how suddenly the doom of the world shall

come upon the old customary condition of the world, in a descrip-

tion which we have already once considered before, but which, even

in respect of its significance, might perhaps be repeated. 1 Two
men are working together in the field. The judgment comes upon
them and separates them suddenly, whilst the one is taken, is taken

by Christ, and that blessed company of heaven which attends Him,
and that heavenly host carries out upon the other the opposite

decree of rejection. The same separation occurs in the case of two
women who are grinding at one mill.

To this picture is appended, in the liveliest manner, the exhorta-

tion to the disciples to watchfulness. Each one of the three Evan-
gelists has preserved special features of this admonition : thus each

one represents it in a special form.

According to the Evangelist Luke :
' Take heed to yourselves,

lest at any time your hearts be overcharged (lest your innermost

life be depressed and laden) with surfeiting, and drunkenness, and
cares of this life, and so that day come upon you unawares. For as

a snare it shall come on all those that dwell upon the face of the

whole earth (who have so entirely devoted themselves to the interest

of the great broad earth as to seek in time their only home).

Watch ye therefore always, and pray that ye may be accounted
1 See above, Book II. v. 33.
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worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to

stand before the Son of man.'
In the Evangelist Mark it is :

' Take ye heed, watch and pray :

for ye know not when the time shall be. For the Son of man is

as a man taking a far journey, who left his house, and gave authority

to his servants, and to every man his work, and also commanded the

porter to do his work—namely, to watch. Watch, ye therefore/ it

is added ; and thus the interrupted text is completed in the most
significant manner, as if the Lord should say, I am the traveller

;

you are the porters, who are as watchful ones to receive me with
welcome at my return. He adds :

' for ye know not when the

Master of the house cometh, at even, of at midnight, or at the cock-
crowing, or at the breaking of the morning ; lest, coming suddenly,'

it is said in the abruptness of lively discourse, ' He find ye sleeping.

And what I say unto you, I say unto all, Watch !

'

The Evangelist Matthew represents the Lord referring at the same
time to the relation of a master of a house to the thief of the night

:

' If the goodman of the house had known in what watch the thief

would come, he would have watched, and it would have been easy

for him to have prevented the irruption into his house.' The
counter proposition it was for the disciples to complete ; that the

ignorance of the goodman of the house of the time at which the

thieves come, makes the difficulty of the watchfulness.

In this picture, the disciples appear as the masters of the house,

and the Lord compares His coming to that of a thief ; whereas,

according to the previous representation, the disciples appear as

porters, who wait for the Lord of the house coming from without.

In this opposition there lies perhaps a deeper meaning : when
Christians regard themselves here below in their temporal relations

as doorkeepers of the coming Christ, then they know that they

have to expect the advent of their Lord as an extremely joyous

event ; but when, on the other hand, they regard themselves with

earthly feelings as the lords in this house, then they begin to con-

sider Him as an unauthorized stranger—they learn to hate Him as a
thief ; but they shall in that case be easily overtaken in their sleep

by His unexpected irruption into their comfortable earthly abode,

to their terror. 1 The Lord adds, moreover :
' Therefore be ye also

ready ; for ye know not what hour your Lord shall come.'

With these last words we arrive at the parables upon the last

things, which we have already considered above.

These parables are one and all appointed to describe the true
1 preparation of Christian people,' for the advent of Christ,

The first parable, which contrasts together the unfaithful and
the faithful servant, insists upon faithfulness in the life of duty.

The second parable, which contrasts together the wise and foolish

virgins, insists upon the life in the Spirit of Christ. Here tho

Spirit is the chief matter in the life of duty. Thus wise as well as

foolish virgins are represented as slumbering. The external drowsi-
1 See above, Book II. iii. 11.
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ness into which feeble nature might fall, do not cause a distinction

in the lot of Christians at the last moment, but the distinction is

founded upon the fact of their having the oil of the Holy Spirit or not.

The third parable represents, in the opposition of the faithful

servants who traded with their pounds, and of the unfaithful servant

who hid his pound in the earth, a life of duty which proceeds from

the spiritual blessing of Christ, and again earns a new spiritual

blessing. It shows how the calling in the Spirit is carried on, how
the Spirit expresses itself in the calling.

Finally, the fourth parable represents the Lord, as He, in His

return to judgment, separates men from one another, as a shepherd

the sheep from the goats. Now He places the one at His right

hand, because in them is matured the highest piety of life in living

unity with the completest Christian depth and spirituality ; now
He places the others at His left, because they have altogether failed

both in the one respect and the other. The pious thus become
blessed, because they, on the one hand, in all their good works,

sought Christ with the deepest devotion, and loved and found Him

;

while, on the other hand, they represented all their blessed peace

in Christ, with the deepest practical truth in works of mercy.

That is the perfect Christian life : hence also the perfect watchful-

ness—the readiness to receive the Lord at His coming as the

accomplisher of redemption.

But with the deepest earnestness, Christ in these parables em-
phasizes the doom of rejection, which infallibly for eternity awaits

the unfaithful labourers in His service ; which awaits those who do

not live in His Spirit,—those, moreover, who do not realize in life

the spiritual blessing which they receive from Him,— those, finally,

who are neither fundamentally rooted in Christ, nor are fittingly

authenticated by works of charity towards their neighbours.

Thus, through all these parables, there echoes the word with

which Mark has closed the sayings of Jesus about the last things

:

' What I say unto you, I say unto all, Watch !
' This is the prac-

tical and substantial thought of all the discourses of the Lord on
the last things—that His people must watch ! They are always to

be in condition to welcome the last day with its terror, to be able

to appear with good courage before the presence of the Son of man
in His judgment. For that purpose a constant wakefulness is

needed before all things,—a continual arousing of their faculties

out of the illusion of spiritual sloth, which conceives that existing

Christian attainments are good enough,—out of the illusion of ease,

which thinks that present circumstances are permanent, into the

aspiration and the holy fear with which the advent of Christ reason-

ably fills Christians. Further, there is needed a continually renew-
ing refreshment of eye and heart by means of this expectation ; a
continually renewed revival in the heart of the death of Christ, of

His cross, of the judgment, of His Spirit; and an exclusion from
the heart of everything which might establish in it a new spiritual

sloth, lust, and fear, and contradict the life in the death of Christ.
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Finally', there is needed a more continual apprehension of the world,

and of life, in that definite manner which is in accordance with the

nature of Christ's advent,—the recognition, for instance, of the living

unity and reciprocal action between His historical and spiritual

advent ; the being penetrated with the feeling of this unity, and the

discovery therein of the explanation of the apparent contradiction

between the manner and certainty of the coming of Christ, and the

uncertainty and probable remoteness still of that advent.

The coming of Christ would not be historically what it should

be, were it not at the same time spiritual ; it would not be spiritually

what it is, were it not likewise historical.

It belongs to the conception of the historical coming of Christ,

that it cannot occur until the Church is matured to the recognition,

in His appearance, of a fuller and more abundant salvation and life
;

until the faithless world is matured to behold in it a more public

judgment ; until thus the whole of humanity can behold in it a more
manifest spirit, so that its effect shall not be of a sensible and
chiliastic character, but a complete operation of the Spirit of Christ

in the manifestation of Christ.

On the other hand, we may not speak rightly of a spiritual future

of Christ, except we acknowledge in this future a security that He
will one day appear in person. Certainly it is possible mistakenly

to indicate the extension of Christian views and principles in a
spiritual sense, as a spiritual coming of Christ ; which must not

only render its historical significance superfluous, but must even
deny it. But in such a case, the spiritual advent of Christ is not

spoken of according to the full value of the Christian conception: it

is not of an illumination, in which Christ personally appears as the

everlasting Son of humanity ; not of a reconciliation, in which He
atones as the everlasting High Priest of His race ; not of a sanctifi-

cation, in which He- personally reigns as the Eternal King, who
establishes a kingdom and makes it manifest. But the Spirit of

the true advent of Christ is a Spirit which may be regarded as the

vital breath of His approach, which testifies of His personal life, and
establishes the personal life of those who receive Him in union with

Him, and evermore transforms and so prepares them to become one

day transplanted into the sphere of Christ's manifestation.

And thus, generally, the spiritual advent of Christ is related to

His historical advent, as the period is related to the epoch. A new
epoch comes, indeed, always with every impulse of the period which
precedes it, especially with every movement which this period

makes. Thus, also, the coming of Christ is announced in all the

experiences of His people, of His believers, but especially in all the

judgments of God upon corrupt forms of the theocratic people, in

all reformations and purifications of His Church.

The apostles were penetrated with this consciousness. They knew
that, in the ground of the world's history, in the ground of their

heart and of the heart of humanity, the Christian era had already

begun ; therefore they had the presentiment of the last days, which
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belongs to the outer course of the world. 1 They had the conscious-

ness that Christ had overcome sin and death, and therewith the

entire old form of this world ; that He had made use of the old

world as the principle of a new life in the centre of humanity, and

was penetrating, in order to transform it ; that He also had thus

taken possession of them, and that for that very purpose He was also

constantly drawing near to them in His manifestation ; and in this

deep apprehension of Christ they said, ' He comes quickly.' Through
Him they had a participation in the Spirit of God, in whose sight a

thousand years are as one day; and in that great sense of God,

by that keen perception of the eyes of the seer, which could sweep

abroad over the field of time as with eagle's vision, they said, He
comes quickly. They were pervaded with the consciousness of the

Church, in a degree of which we have no knowledge ; and they knew
with certainty that the Church would greet the Lord at His coming,

as a bride the bridegroom. Therefore they said, in their large sym-

pathy with the Church, He will come to us, loe shall behold Him.
Moreover, this consciousness was not weakened by their individual

Christian experience of life, for they knew that at their death the

Lord would come to them ; that they should then appear before His

throne ; therefore they spoke with the most universal living truth of

the nearness of the advent of Christ.

And yet they not only determined nothing about the time and
about the hour, but they distinctly opposed all chiliastic and preci-

pitate announcements of Christ's advent, and pointed to conditions

which made it improbable that in an outward historical sense the

Lord could be manifested thus soon.
2

' They thus comprehended both the Christologic certainty and
nearness of the coming of Christ, and the cosmical chronological

uncertainty and conjectural remoteness of it, in one,—a great calm,

sacred, spiritual stimulus, which was at one with the deepest peace

of the soul ; and from this consciousness arose their peculiar expres-

sions upon the nearness of the Lord.

We may consider these utterances as the expression of their deep,

faithful watchfulness.

Thus these utterances must needs appear to the critic as words of

fanatical self-delusion, in proportion as he has lost the perception

of that great sense of God and God's measure of time which pre-

vailed in the apostolic Church ; of the energy of that conviction of

Christ, of their sense of fellowship and confidence in their divinely

happy personality and immortality. But in proportion as one seeks

to live up to the eschatologic relations of our real life, of our world's

history in its relation to Christ, in that proportion will the under-
standing of the words of Christ and of His apostles be brought
about ; and it will be ascertained that the Evangelist Mark has
rightly comprehended the whole doctrine of the last things, accord-

ing to their practical application in the one word—Watch !

1 See the passages on the subject in Ebrard's Treatise, referred to.
2 See 2 Thess., and 2 Peter.
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NOTES.

1. Already in those early days spiritualism had been recognized

in the Christian Church as the natural antipodes to Chiliasrn, and
had restrained without being able to get rid of it. It could not do
the latter, because it was itself just as one-sided as the other, and
therefore needed just as often to be corrected by it, as on its own
side it imposed a curb on its antagonist. Chiliasrn cannot wait for

the regeneration of the new world by the Spirit, and thus represents

that new world in something of a ' Fata morgana.' Spiritualism, on
the other hand, has not the sound Christian heart to be able to ex-

pect the evolution of a new world out of the new birth which the

Spirit of Christ brings about. The former imagines that Christ is to

found a sensible spiritual kingdom—the latter that He is to establish

a purely spiritual kingdom. Thus the former forgets that flesh and
blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God—that everything that ap-

pears glorified in the new world must proceed from the Spirit of

Christ, and must be a spiritual form pure as crystal. The latter

loses sight of the fact that the Spirit of Christ is everywhere, ac-

cording to the nature of Christ and of Christianity,—spirit and life :

that it renews the life, and accomplishes the resurrection of the body.

2. Strauss (ii. 324) endeavours to make out that Jesus Himself

had, in an erroneous manner, fostered the notion that soon after the

fall of the Jewish sanctuary, according to Jewish notions the centre

of the present world, this world itself would come to an end, and
the Messiah would appear for 'judgment. This and similar sup-

positions were successfully combated in the above-mentioned treatise

of Ebrard, ' Adversus erroneam nonnulhrum opinionem' &c, to

which we refer the reader. Strauss endeavours to establish the

above assertion, by showing that the evdecos (Matt. xxiv. 29), in its

relation with what precedes, does not allow a ' vast period ' to be

interpolated between the destruction of Jerusalem and the end of the

world, according to the representation of the Evangelist, but espe-

cially by protesting that the word y yeved, v. 34, must always signify

the generation ; and that thus it is determined that the Evangelist

represents the Lord as saying that the generation of His own con-

temporaries should live to see the end of the world. The last

assertion finds its perfect solution in what Dorner has said in the

treatise already cited (de oratione Christi eschatologicd, p. 76) upon
the meaning of the word yeved. As to the former argument, Strauss

himself has manifested no strong disposition to rely upon it. It has

been shown above, that the text certainly recognizes a period of

time between the destruction of Jerusalem and the evOecos. More-

over, if the Tore, v. 23, be referred to a length of time after the

destruction of Jerusalem, the true importance of the words ko\o/3o)-

drjo-ovrat at rj/xepai i/celvai must at once be rendered even more
prominent than has hitherto been the case. Fritzsche, in his Com-
mentary on Matthew (710), has shown that the shortening of the

days referred to may be understood not merely of the shortening of
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the time, but also ofthe contraction of the individual days themselves.
' Certe Eabbinici magistri diei,' he says, ' quo mortuus esset Abasus
rex, detractas esse decern horas tradunt (cf. Lightfoot, ad h. 1.) ne

quis homini pessimo lessum posset facere.' But what can such a
shortening of the individual days of judgment signify here, other

than the continuance of the judgment in a suppressed and broken

form, distinct from that which at first appeared ? Consequently the

Lord distinguishes the days of uninterrupted judgment, or the days

of the great tribulation ; and the shortened days of judgment, in

which the chastisement of the theocratic church continues in a sub-

dued form, and especially in the fact that as well the heathens as

the Jews must do without a centre of the kingdom of God upon
earth, or that Jerusalem shall be trodden under foot of the heathens,

whilst the Gentile Christians everywhere are aroused and endangered
by false symptoms of the coming Messiah, till their time also is ful-

filled, till also the judgment on the heathen world in its antichris-

tianity is matured. Dorner (p. 73) has observed with keen censure,

that Strauss, 'nimis avide duplici virga Evangelium caadere tentans,'

involves himself in a contradiction ; assuming at one time that the

two first gospels were written long after the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, and then again that the Evangelists had reported with
solicitude the words of Christ even then, according to whose tenor

the end of the world was to follow soon "upon the destruction of

Jerusalem, although these predictions must by that time have already

been proved erroneous. Thus, according to p. 345, the texts in

Daniel ix. 27, and others, are to be referred exclusively to the

desecration of the holy place under Antiochus Epiphanes. Accord-
ing to p. 348, however, they ought to be described in the texts

Daniel vii.-xii., as calamities in other places, which announce and
accompany the day of the coming of Jehovah, or were to precede
the advent of the Messianic kingdom of the Holy One. Thus it is

said, p. 339 :
' To consider the judgment of the world, the coming

of Christ, as anything successive, is the directest contradiction of

the mode of representation in the New Testament/ On the other
hand, it is said, p. 352, upon the words of John iii. 18, 7/S77

Kefcpirai :
' This only asserts thus much, that the assignment to

every one of his merited destiny is not reserved till the future
judgment at the end of things ; but every one bears in himself, in
his internal condition even now, the fate meet for him : therefore an
impending solemn award of judgment is not excluded.' The rest

partakes of similar characteristics.

3. According to Stier, the sayings of the Lord concerning the
last things ought to be distributed into three sections, which repre-
sent an orderly chronological sequence of eschatologic events. 1

_

1 [It is due, however, to Stier to say that he counts this a misunderstanding of his
view, and does ' not intend a strictly denning and adjusting chronology of the future,
but only a progression in the stages here placed in juxtaposition, in which, at the
same time, the whole is always reflected in each.' That is to say, he maintains the
perspective view of prophecy, and holds that this is not inconsistent with the dignity
of our Lord's person.

—

Ed.]
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First of all, p. 249, he says that the Lord treats of the destruc-

tion of Jerusalem, chap. xxiv. 1-28 ; secondly, of His other proper

(mediatorial) coming to the public opening of His kingdom for

His then assembled elect, chap. xxiv. 1-25, 30 ; thirdly, of the

great day of judgment of the King, ' in full power and glory over

all the people at the end of the world,' or of the last coming of

Christ at the last day, Matt. xxv. 31-46. In a similar manner
Olshausen characterizes the sections (see the Commentary, 908-918).

Opposed to this, however, is the fact, first, that the consideration in

Matt. xxiv. 14 goes at once to the end of the world ; secondly, that,

according to chap. xxiv. 22, a period of time is specified after the

destruction of Jerusalem ; thirdly, that in ver. 29 the most definite

features of character are declared of the end of the world, and that

here already all peoples definitely express the presentiment that the

judgment is now at hand
;
fourthly, that in ver. 33 the description

is apparently closed with a retrospect and an application, to which

belong the parables which follow, although they certainly serve more
fully to unfold the doctrine of the last judgment ; especially also to

show that, after all the warnings of Christ, many men will still incur

the judgment. It is indeed not to be denied, that the parable of

the wise and foolish virgins has features which, in relation to those

of the last parable of judgment, seem to point to the continuance of

the judgment of Christ even to the last day. Apart from what has

been observed, there are great difficulties in conceiving of the return

of Christ to the establishment of the first resurrection (the kingdom

of a thousand years), as an external visible thing,—not to refer to

the Augsburg Confession. Especially there is found in Scripture

no intimation of a second departure of Christ for a second ascension.

4. With this section must be compared the description of the

destruction of Jerusalem in Josephus, in the history of the Jewish

war ; the Apocalypse also, and the result of the later Geology.

SECTION VIII.

THE WITHDRAWAL OF JESUS INTO RETIREMENT AGAIN. RETROSPECT

OF THE EVANGELIST JOHN UPON THE MINISTRY OF THE LORD.

(Luke xxi. 37, 38 ; John xii. 37-50.)

For two successive days, Christ has sojourned from morning to

evening in the temple, and taught. The people had already become

accustomed to look for Him daily in the temple again. And thus

the crowds set out on the Wednesday once more to seek Him in the

temple, and to hear Him. But on this occasion they sought Him
and waited for Him in vain ; Jesus came no more to the temple.

The Evangelist John expressly declares that Jesus had at this

time gone forth from the temple ; that He had withdrawn Himself

from the people, and gone back into retirement. The reason

was, as we have seen, that the leaders of the people had mistaken,
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tempted, and rejected Him in the temple. In that rejection, He
was banished from the national interest as it now subsisted. His

prophetic mission to Israel was fulfilled. That the people in the

mass were always glad to hear Him, was no longer the consideration
;

for it was necessary for Him to conceive of the people as it stood to

Him legally, and as it was represented to Him by its magistrates.

Moreover, it had become quite evident to Him, that at the decisive

moment the people would hold and act together with its rulers,

according to its external and legal character, in confirming the

rejection of His person.

He had now also been separated from the people as Prophet,

since He had announced to them the judgment. Had He no longer

been linked to the people by another tie than that of His prophetic

character, He would probably have returned no more to the city.

Hence, therefore, arose a solemn pause, in which Christ had with-

drawn Himself from the people. For them it had now become a

question whether they should look upon Him again.

The Evangelist John avails himself of this pause to cast a retro-

spective glance upon the entire ministry of Christ in Israel up to its

mournful issue, and upon the causes of that issue.

Although He had done such wonders before their eyes, laments

the faithful disciple, yet they did not believe in Him. He points, on

the one side, to the entire development of Christ's life, with the

most various manifestations of His glory. On the other side, He
indicates the decided unbelief which was generally displayed among
the people when Christ discovered to them His glory.

But the profound spirit of the disciple is comforted, in respect of

the awful misconduct and disaster of His people—in God. He
looks upwards from the guilt of men to the purpose of God, as He
adds, ' That the saying of Esaias the prophet might be fulfilled,

which he spake, Lord, who hath believed our report ? and to whom
is the arm of the Lord revealed ?' (Isa. liii. 1). The prophet Isaiah

had already experienced that only a few acknowledged the Word and
the Spirit of God in the preaching of the prophets, and surrendered

themselves faithfully to the living call of God therein, and that only

a few were willing to understand and lay to heart the arm of the

Lord—Hisjudgment in the visitations which the prophets announced
and interpreted ; so few, indeed, that it might almost seem as if

there were none at all. It was actually this perception which gave

him the feeling of the sufferings of the prophetic character, in which
the Spirit of the Lord formed the vision of the great suffering

Prophet—the sorrowing Messiah. But the disciple knew that in

this complaint the prophet had expressed a theocratic fact of all

times, which must needs be fulfilled in the largest measure in the

life of Christ
;
yea, a fact which must directly lead to the suffering

of Christ. He proves himself to be a master in the interpretation

of Scripture, by quoting in this reference the saying wherewith
Isaiah announces the suffering Messiah. He has already, in the

second place, intimated wherefore the Jews did not believe,—to wit,
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because the arm of the Lord was not revealed to them. If man is

to believe on God's word, his soul must first be shaken and possessed
by God's deed. The power of God, in the energy that accompanies
His word, must make itself known to him from heaven.

Thus therefore, 1 explains the disciple, they could not believe.

The arm of the Lord had not been revealed to them. He explains
this fact now in its complete and heavenly importance, as he con-
tinues :

' For again Esaias said, He hath blinded their eyes, and
hardened their heart ; that they should not see with their eyes, nor
understand with their heart, and be converted, and I should heal
them/ 2 Here, however, it might have readily been objected to the

Evangelist, as our critics of to-day observe, that the prophet had
indeed spoken of a hardening of his people in his times, but that he
could not also have spoken it of the time of Christ. The Evangelist
does not question the reference to that historical circumstance, but
he does not therefore forego in the least the consequence that might
be deduced from it. In this sense he observes, ' These things said

Esaias, because he saw His glory, and spake of Him.'
At his call to the prophetic office, Isaiah had a wondrous vision.

He saw the glory of the Lord. It was the glory of the Self-reveal-

ing ! of Him who lowered Himself with His throne to the temple of

God, surrounded with the symbols of His revelation,—thus a vision

of God as He represented Himself to the seer, conceived in the way
of His incarnation ; and therefore a vision of Christ. Isaiah thus

beheld the glory of Christ in the spirit ; he beheld the King. In
the light of this glory, moreover, and in contrast with it, was
revealed to him the sinfulness of his own nature,3 his inability to

convert the people, and thus also the deep immorality of his people,

and the assurance that they would only still more harden themselves

against his preaching.

Since, then, Isaiah obtained this glimpse into the hardening of

his people, by seeing them in the light of Christ's glory—in the

light of the thrice holy One,—it is plain that he expressed his judg-

ment upon the people—in substance, upon the Jewish people—as

it would continue to harden itself against the word of God, till the

time of Christ, rather than upon the people of his time alone. Thus,

as on one side, in the spirit of vision, he saw Christ in His glory, so,

on the other side, he saw the people as they appeared in this light,

and blinding themselves against it. His words are thus always

capable of being referred, first of all, to his own contemporaries

;

but they are (in accordance with their prophetic nature) words

which, in the highest sense, have the life of Christ in view, and

have been fulfilled in Him.

1 The dia tovto is perhaps not to be referred to the following Sti, but to what

precedes. Moreover, not to the tva, but to the rlvi cnreKaXiKpOr). The second place

specifies the ground of the first, and the second citation from Isaiah is intended to

explain this place.
2 Isa. vi. 10, freely quoted, and strictly agreeing neither with the Hebrew nor with

the Septuagint. In respect of the difference between the Hebrew and the LXX.,

compare Lucke, in loco.
3 Isa. vi. 5.
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Thus Isaiah had already experienced, that his people were not

only blinded and hardened against his prophesying, but that it was
actually the effect of this prophesying to complete that blinding

and hardening. And nevertheless, he knew that he had been com-
missioned by the omniscient God. And thus it was also certain in

his mind, that it was God's counsel and decree that this blindness

should come upon this people ; and at the same time it was mani-

fest to him also that this decree was a judgment.

First of all, it is the guilt of man which results in this incapacity

to recognize the divine. But then it is a divine decree that this

incapacity must increase, even to the blindest rejection and denial of

salvation. Then it is an acknowledged general historical law of

God, that sin at once and always results in blindness, helpless-

ness, and servile fear—that it must thus beget the principles of

threefold deeper sinfulness. Moreover, it is further a special law

of God in history, that salvation is presented to the hardened sinner,

and that thereby the process of his destructive career is hastened.

This rolling wheel of advancing induration can only be brought

to a stand-still in an abyss of guilt . and misery : this wheel,

in which judgment is ever anew entangled with sin, and sin ever

anew entangled with judgment—in which all salvation is changed
into doom ; so that at length, even out of judgment, salvation may
proceed.

The judgment of God, which the prophet Isaiah recognized, in

the hardening of his people, illustrates to him the dark decree of

God in this hardening, and makes it appear to him as a pure reve-

lation of righteousness. In this righteousness appeared to him
thus the terrible flame of God, which, as light, illuminated God's
dark decrees upon Israel, and, as fire, consumed the dark guilt of

the people.

As this consolation was fitted for the day of Isaiah, so, according

to the meaning of his word, it is still more fitted for the day of

Christ. And as the eagle spirit of an Isaiah could find a melan-
choly consolation for the hardening of his people, in this holy and
heavenly depth of the righteous counsel of God ; so still more, in

the light of the new covenant, can John, kindred as he is in spirit

to Isaiah, the eagle of the evangelic history.

The Evangelist expressed a general judgment upon the people, as

represented by its rulers. This sentence might now be misunder-
stood, in the feeling that generally the rulers in Israel had received

no impression at all, no warning of the glory of Christ. But to

such a misunderstanding he opposes himself, with an observation

which is to define his sentence more closely :
' Nevertheless among

the chief rulers also many believed on Him ; but because of the

Pharisees they did not confess Him, lest they should be put out of

the synagogue (excommunicated) : for they loved the praise of men
more than the praise of God.' This is scarcely said of Nicodemus
and of Joseph of Arimathea ; although their lengthened restraint

by the power of that motive testifies what a number of men, less
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noble and less endowed with grace among their fellows in dignity,
fell thereby into a ruinous snare. John had looked more deeply
into the dispositions which actuated the circle of the Sanhedrim
than the other disciples. He had been known in the family of the
high priest. He knew what a favourable impression the personality
and ministry of Christ had made in the circle of the leaders of the
Jewish people. But he knew also how strongly the Pharisaic insti-

tution ruled in them, and how much the judgment of orthodoxy
and heresy, of honour and shame, was decided in accordance with
its dull and slavish spirit. That spirit had long ago established
the law, that whoever should acknowledge Christ, should be liable

to excommunication ; and the minds of the Jews, even the most
eminent of them, were more afraid of the disgrace attached to ex-
communication, than of its civil disabilities. Thus, even many of
those rulers who had received an impression of the glory of Christ,
tremblingly held back from a surrender of themselves to His com-
munion, because this would have drawn upon them their excommu-
nication on the part of the Pharisaic interest. They shuddered
thus at the ignominy of apparent heterodoxy to which they must
have been subjected, if they had been willing to live for the true

spiritually living orthodoxy, for the faith in Christ : they chose the
honour (the 86%a) of men, thus also the orthodoxy of men ; and
therefore gave up the honour which is with God, in surrendering
the truth, which, even according to their knowledge, was ortho-

doxy before God. Thus also, it was the fear of the Pharisaic

institutions which completed the judgment in Israel, and brought
the Lord to the cross.

It is the peculiar nature of Pharisaism, as it continues immor-
tally to appear in a hundred forms throughout history, that in the

alliance of spiritual indolence with the life of the people, it stamps
as scholastic decrees the impure notions of the people, which are

always deposited upon the pure doctrines of revelation and the

doctrinal tleterminations of the Church, and gradually forms them
into institutions and traditions which it vindicates as the highest

expressions of orthodoxy ; while precisely those notions which are

generally established in the mind of every people, whether Gentile

or Jew, are therefore charged with superstition and with utter

heresy. These institutions, moreover, it strives to establish as an
inviolable law for all spirits ; and for that purpose it draws into its

interest the same slavish popular spirit which has produced them
;

summons it to the highest chair of judgment to decide upon
doctrines, in order with its help to condemn all purer apprehensions

and representations of revelation which oppose its institutions. But
the fearful authority which it wields in this direction terrifies most

spirits into a totally slavish attitude ; and even many who have the

beginnings of a better knowledge, allow themselves to be startled by

its ban to such a degree, that they forego the truth, and the honour

which is with God, in order to vindicate the honour which is among
men, in feigned surrender to these institutions.
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But those ambitious ones were all the less capable of becoming

associates of Christ, that He, in His whole Spirit and ministry, set

forth the direct contrast to their ambition—that He, in perfect sin-

cerity, sought not the honour that is from men, but the honour that

is from God : yea, the honour of God. Thus John now represents

Him, in opposition to His ambitious despisers. Jesus cried, and

said,'' He that believeth on Me, believeth not on Me, but on Him
that' sent Me. And he that seeth Me, seeth Him that sent Me.'

This He declared often and solemnly ; this He again and again

affirmed. Thus faith in Him, He declared, must necessarily lead

to the purest faith in God ; and if any one looks on Him, and fully

acknowledges Him in the Spirit, he shall know that He with per-

fect transparency and likeness reveals the Father : it must happen

to him that contemplates Him, that the human nature in its tem-

poral form will pass away from his sight, and he shall behold

through Him only the Father in heaven. Thus, moreover, there is

no difference between faith in Him, and the simplest faith in God,

or rather, faith in Him is the medium of pure faith in God ; and

thus also His manifestation, His honour, forms not the slightest

shadow which might darken the honour of God ; rather is it His

honour to reveal the honour of God. Thus He was opposed in per-

fect nature and glory to those who polluted faith in God by faith in

their institutions ; who disturbed and depraved it ; who made, with

their honour and their respectability among men, a dark cloud,

which could not but obscure the pure bright form of the honour of

God.
The Evangelist prosecutes this fundamental thought of the mani-

festation of Christ, that it led everything back to the Father still

more closely, by connecting therewith His words in significant ex-

pression, according to His own lively remembrance of them.
' I am come a light into the world,' said He, ' that whosoever be-

lieveth on Me should not abide in darkness.' Even as the visible

light of heaven does not make itself visible, but enlightens that which

is visible ; so Christ, as the pure divine light of heaven, glorifies

the Father and enlightens the world, in order to lead back man-
kind out of the darkness of unspeakable spiritual entanglement of

self and the world, to the pure recognition of God and all things

in Him.
Thus would He become to the faithful the fuller light of the

world, not a world shadow, as every selfish personality forms it.

Nay, He explains further. Even the unbelieving, who hear His

word and will not receive it, He will not judge of Himself, and in

His historical manifestation. He will erect no special worldly court

against them ; for he is not come to judge the world, but to save

the world. Bather shall that man that rejected Him be judged by

His word which he has heard from Him, and has not received. This

word shall judge Him at the last day. Thus, in His judicial

ministry, He will do nothing beyond the efficiency which resides

in His word in the eternal truth, as He has announced it. The word
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of Christ alone—which the unbeliever has once heard, and has re-

garded as an empty sound, as a voice gone forth and soon forgotten
— shall, in the imperishable heavenly power of its truth, pursue him,
whisper, echo, and resound after him, until in the last day it breaks
over him in the thunder of a doom of condemnation, bearing just
the same testimony, as the sentence of the truth coming into mani-
festation, which separates the believing and the unbelieving.

Moreover, Christ declares this imperishable and judicial power of

His word, just for the reason that His word is just as free from in-

dividual arbitrariness, and from the false legal character, as His
appearance and His entire nature. ' For I have not spoken of

Myself ; but the Father which sent Me, He gave Me a command-
ment, what I should say, and what I should speak.' With this

declaration we receive a considerable disclosure of the purity and
subtlety, of the infinite certainty, of the divine consciousness in

Jesus. It was thus engaged in every word that He spoke, as a clear

internal law of life received from the Father. He spoke every word
according to its meaning, and according to its expression, with the

consciousness that so it had been committed to Him of the Father.

He knew, in expressing Himself thus upon this unutterably subtle

mystery of His inmost life, that He had thus hitherto spoken every

word by the commission of the Father ; and that, for the time to

come, He would continue to speak every word in similar purity, by
the Spirit and law of the Father. This is the most perfect union,

and the most perfect freedom—an infinitely pure and appointed

life of the Son in the Father. In this divine faithfulness, more-

over, He has the consciousness that this divine law of life is the

assurance of His life-giving nature. ' I know,' says He, ' that His

commandment is everlasting life.' In this everlasting life, which is

one with the eternal certainties of the life of God, He is involved
;

from it, He speaks every word of His, diffusing eternal life. When,
then, this eternal life in His word comes to judgment upon a man,

it comes to this judgment on His behalf, although, by its light, it

reveals eternal death, which he has himself chosen for himself.

The Evangelist closes all these sayings of Christ comprehensively

with the words :
' Whatsoever I spake, therefore, even as the Father

said unto Me, so I speak.'

Thus John conceived and recognised the Lord ; thus he under-

stood His assertions about His own nature. In His whole nature

he found no trace of arbitrariness, egotism, worldly pretension, or

dogmatism, but the pure image of God—the evident pure light of

God glorifying God and the world in its simplicity. And thus he

found in His word no falsely positive particle, and no false sound,

but the simple call of God—the perfect echo of the pure creation

—

the pure word of everlasting truth—the everlasting life of all God's

law_the divine law of all everlasting life—everlasting life itself; thus,

therefore, the word of enlightenment and enfranchisement for every

human heart which seeks its honour in the honour of God, and not

its glorification in the false glorification of men. But because he
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thus recognised the Lord, and understood His word in the pure

ideality of a great mission of God, of the perfect revelation of the

Father, therefore he also comprehended, every expression of Christ

concerning His vocation, and His relation to the world, according

to its innermost significance, and was able to give to it this con-

centrated expression.

Moreover, he can thus console himself with this remembrance

during a pause wherein Jesus, despised and rejected by His enemies,

left the temple and went back into retirement. He knows that

Jesus can go back pure to His Father, since He has purely fulfilled

the mission of the Father, and that of His entire ministry nothing

is lost, because it is wholly discharged in God. He knows also

that the despisers of Jesus have not to do with the personality of

Jesus as it appeared in the form of a servant, passing through the

world and time ; but with the eternal word of God which He has

spoken, with the great eternal reality, yea, with God Himself, whose

judgments surround and enclose all their guilt, just as formerly the

fire of God blazed around and through the burning bush. But the

most consolatory fact which supports him in this mournful considera-

tion, is the certainty that Christ has redeemed and led back himself

and his kindred out of darkness to a walk in light.

He saw a judgment in the separation of Christ from the temple

institution of His people ; but he acknowledged this judgment, in

its pure spirituality, altogether as a judgment of God. Therefore

the entire work, the entire mission of Christ, stands to him in the

purest ideality or sanctity ; and it is just this view that he set forth

in his retrospect of the prophetic ministry of Christ.

1. Among the interpreters of John in later days, the view has

more and more prevailed, that John is recapitulating the previous

ministry of Christ in the section here considered. The last objec-

tions of Strauss and De Wette to this view have been set aside by
Schweizer (p. 12) and Tholuck. Compare the latter on the passage

(p. 301). As to the Aorist forms which occur in this section,

Tholuck observes :
' There is not the smallest objection to taking

the Aorist as the pluperfect, especially in recapitulating
;
yet the

Aorists may be considered, without hesitation, as narrative. It is,

indeed, confessed that the Greeks, according to Kiihner (ii. p. 76),

use the Aorist when they speak of an appearance often perceived in

the past.' The fact here is, perhaps, that John represents briefly,

as a historian, the ministry of Christ in its outlines ; and, indeed, as

pure ideality, in opposition to the false positive institutions of the

Jews who put Him to death.

2. In the above citation and confirmation of the difficult passages

in John, there has been often sought a confirmation of the harsher

doctrine of predestination,—often, indeed, under the false supposi-

tion that John intended to represent the hardening of the Jews
as having been caused by Isaiah's prophecy. Liicke remarks (ii. p.
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536)' :
' Strict monotheistic Hebraism, which makes no distinction

between the mediate and the immediate,—the divine causation and
permission,—absolute decrees and God's ordinance as related to

human freedom,—refers evil and wickedness also to the divine

causality. But Scripture contains everything to exclude the mis-

understanding that God is the effective origin of evil.' It may be

asked here, first of all, in this respect, which is right ; whether the

Old and New Testament view of the relation referred to, or the

modern estimate of it, which would place 'permission in the place of

causation ? But before all things, the meaning of the passages of

Scripture referred to should itself be accurately settled. Scripture

scarcely refers evil immediately, and as such, to the divine causality.

Between suffering and evil there is an indissoluble relation : evil

in itself is the perverted nothingness which the will consummates
in sinful self-determination. Suffering, however, is the manifest

working out of evil in substantial life ; and thus is itself substantial.

But for that very reason it is, moreover, no pure, simple, true work-

ing out of evil. It is not only its result, but rather the reaction

against it. Suffering, as the substantial phenomenon of evil, is not

only God's permission, but also God's ordinance, because it comes
into the sphere of the substantial as a reaction against evil in its

pure spiritual form. But none the less, we have no hesitation in

characterizing evil, although modified a thousandfold when apparent,

and therefore also existing in the substantiality of suffering, uncon-

ditionally as evil,—for instance, a murder, a war, and the like ; and
we are justified in so doing, so far as we regard in these manifesta-

tions of evil, the evil acts of will which produced them. But just

as, in this case, we have no hesitation in losing sight of the suffering

as caused by God in human sin, so the Holy Scripture has just as

little hesitation in losing sight of the sin in the suffering—and, in-

deed, with equal justice. But inasmuch as it characterizes such suf-

ferings as are from God constantly as judgments, it refers definitely

enough to sin as not being from God. From the depth and energy

of its divine consciousness results its expression in the manner re-

ferred to : it knows that God rules throughout the whole region of

the substantial, not merely as permitting, but as effecting ;
whereas

this is denied if suffering is always ready to be called evil. But

the manifest sin which is neutralized by its result, is never regarded

under the aspect of suffering as judgment upon the vanity of the

heart which originated the sin. But how often must the sense of

God's rule in the world suffer, if, in all the events in the world's

history which have resulted from evil, the control of God is only

acknowledged as permissive, not as effective.
1

1 [Augustin's remarks on the passage are a, fine sample of his exposition {Tract,

in Joan. 53, 4). In reply to the objection mentioned above, he says, 'Quibus

respondents, Dominum prtescium futurorum per Prophetam prreilixisse infidelitatem

Judseorum
;
precdixisse tamen, non fecisse. Non enim propterea quemquam Deus

ad peccandum cogit, quia futura hominum peccata jam novit. Ipsorum enim prte-

scivit peccata, non sua.'

—

Ed.]

VOL. III. H



PART VII.

THE TREASON OF THE PEOPLE OF ISRAEL AGAINST
THE MESSIAH. THE DECISION OF THE SAN-
HEDRIM. THE PASCHAL LAMB AND THE LORD'S
SUPPER. THE PARTING WORDS. THE PASSION,
DEATH, AND BURIAL OF JESUS. THE RECON-
CILING OF THE WORLD.

SECTION I.

THE LAST ANNOUNCEMENT OF JESUS THAT HIS DEATH WAS AT HAND.
THE DECISION OF THE SANHEDRIM. THE APPOINTMENT AND THE
PREPARATION OF THE PASSOVER FEAST.

(Matt. xxvi. 1-5, 17-19; Mark xiv. 1/2, 12-16;
Luke xxii. 1, 2, 7-13.)

We have seen how Jesus, in His character of prophet, departed
from the temple of His people, when the authorities of the people,

like dark demons of unbelief, opposed themselves to Him there.

But in so doing He did not separate Himself from the people.

With them He was still linked as an Israelite, although as a
prophet He had been rejected by their leaders ; and even although
the temple had become for Him a desolate house and forsaken

of God, the law of the Easter celebration had still the old

meaning for Him. For this festival was older than the temple
worship : it was linked with the innermost life of the nation ; it

was founded upon the original theocratic assumption, that every
father of a family is a priest in his own house, and that he has to

discharge therein the priestly office of atonement. Thus Christ
was still bound to the celebration of the paschal feast, because He
was still bound to His people, especially to His disciples ; and
because He still had the task of representing the priestly office, in

the character of distributor of the paschal feast in their midst. It

might also be said that the Easter festival, in its typical character,

still had validity for Him ; because the real Easter celebration, the
offering up of His life, had not yet occurred. But it must more-
over be noticed, that besides the spiritual and eternal motive of His
sacrifice, He must have a legal motive to go again to Jerusalem, in
order there to surrender His life for the salvation of the world. If

this legal motive had been wanting to Him, it might be possible to
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regard His death as a wilfully incurred suffering,—a view which
many possibly have taken. But this would contradict the idea of His
sacrifice. His death could only be an act of pure surrender of self,

in the case of its being brought about just as much by the law of

God as by His own eternal decree, or just as much historically as

ideally; by the harmony of the freest self-determination of Christ,

with the necessity, with the inexorable claim of a definite historical

sense of duty in His decision. And thus in fact it was : Christ
knew that only His death on the cross in Jerusalem could and must
save the world, and for this death He was in spirit prepared. But
He knew, moreover, apart from the certainty of His death, that as
a true Israelite and spiritual Father of His family, He must return
to Jerusalem. This historical duty called Him back to the city for

the feast.

Moreover, He was not for one moment in doubt on the subject.

The Jews might have asked, Will He ever come again? when
they saw Him depart from the temple mountain in so severe a
mood. But in His heart it was no question whether He should
soon return And He did not leave His disciples long in doubt on
the matter.

It was still on the same evening on which, with His disciples, He
had departed from the temple, and had announced to them the de-

struction of Jerusalem and the end of the world, that He declared

to them, in addition, that they knew that after two days would be
the feast of the Passover—that then should the Son of man be
betrayed, and by treachery be brought to the cross.

In His heart it was also entirely determined, that on the third

day, reckoned from that evening, He would approach to Jerusalem
with them ; and it was plain before His eyes what awaited Him
there. He indicated the leading features of His passion : the be-

trayal and the cross, He said, were before Him. He was to experi-

ence the betrayal from the Jews ; the crucifixion by the hands of

the heathens.

The Evangelists bring it out thoroughly, that it was just at this

time that the Sanhedrim once again held a session to discuss further

its plans against Jesus. We easily conceive what might induce the

enemies of Jesus, thus late in the evening, to hold another meeting
to consider the question of the day. Jesus had on that day humbled
them in the temple ; He had brought all their projects of ensnaring

Him in a capital charge by His words—to disgrace. He had given

them in the temple, before the eyes of the people, a signal defeat,

whose result was unbearable to them. They appeared now to be

made altogether helpless, unless they were willing to take extreme

measures. Thus they could no longer lay themselves quietly down
to sleep; they would and must, first of all, come to a decided deter-

mination.

They came together in this disposition, by Matthew's account, in

as large numbers as possible—the chief priests and the scribes,, and
the elders of the people. The sitting was probably a confidential
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one, and did not take place in the council-room on the temple

mountain, 1 but in the hall of the high priest Caiaphas. At this

discussion it was from the first agreed that they would kill Jesus

;

the question was, How f In reference to this question, at first they

came together in a state of the greatest excitement, .and in the first

impulse of zeal they would probably have gladly decided to have

Him seized on the spot. But by degrees the scruples with which
many in their body were filled, suggested themselves in their full

power. They knew the mind of the people. Probably, indeed, the

victory which Jesus had gained on that day over them had, in an
extraordinary degree, increased His consideration among the people,

and, on the other hand, had proportionably damaged their own
reputation among them. Under the influence of such events, they

decided to avoid forcible and hasty measures ; and accordingly to

take Jesus prisoner with craft, and therefore secretly, in order to

hand Him over to death most quickly. But with this intention

they were compelled to wait for a more suitable opportunity. They
must first allow the festal pilgrims to have departed again from
Jerusalem before taking any step towards the carrying out of their

intentions. ' Not on the feast day.' Thus negatively, in some
degree, decided the fanatical council in their irresolution.

It is a marvellous concurrence of circumstances, that while the

Sanhedrim was holding council upon the decision which was to

put Jesus to death, He Himself was seated on the Mount of Olives

in the circle of His disciples, and was announcing to them the

doom which was to come upon Jerusalem as a prognostic of the

future judgment of the world. The evening hours in which these

events stand side by side with one another, belong to the most
significant in the history of the world.

Moreover, we see in a second contrast the peculiar brilliancy with
which the Prince of Light excels the children of darkness. The
members of the Sanhedrim are found in the most manifest per-

plexity and insecurity with their schemes. They were not yet

aware that Jesus, on the next paschal day, would die on the cross

by their hands. They rather purpose that He should come to that

result at a later period
;
yea, they actually come now to a decision,

according to which the crucifixion was not to happen at the Pass-

over at all. But they are ignorant that they have made themselves,

by their resolve to kill Jesus, helpless tools of hell and of Satan, and
that the powers of darkness will overthrow their determination. In
hell it is said, ' Yes, even at the feast

;

' and this conclusion soon

finds an echo in the soul of Judas. The fathers, grown grey in sin,

did not anticipate that a traitor from the band of disciples would
hurry them along in his demoniacal excitement to put the Lord to

death at the feast. Still less could they anticipate that even the
eternal wisdom of God had decreed, in a sense altogether opposed
to that of hell, that the crucifixion was to take place at the feast.

Jesus, however, clearly beholds His destiny in the mirror of eternal
1 Upon this council chamber, the Conclave-Gazitb, see Friedlieb, 8.
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wisdom. And while the darkened college, notwithstanding its de-

crees, and with all the glances of political sagacity, cannot see an
inch before them, He can declare His fate to His disciples with the

fullest certainty, that after two days He shall be betrayed and
crucified at the Passover at Jerusalem.

To all appearance, we have no intelligence whatever of the Wed-
nesday in Passion week. Thus this day forms a remarkably serious

and calm pause in His life, assuredly filled with deep spiritual pre-

paration for His end.

When the day of unleavened bread began,—the day of the pre-

paration of the Passover feast,—Jesus had made no arrangement

where and how He would celebrate it in Jerusalem. Possibly He
delayed it intentionally, until the disciples, in their Israelitish notion

of festal arrangements, thought now is the time to consider of the

Easter feast, and till they expressed themselves about it to Him,
asking, ' Where wilt Thou that we prepare for Thee to eat the

Passover ?

'

According to the three first Evangelists, it is distinctly asserted

that Christ kept the Passover at the same time as the rest of the

Israelites ; for the eating of the unleavened bread began with the

day on which the paschal lamb was slain—on the 14th Nisan. 1

This day, on which the lamb is put to death,2
is the day imme-

diately before the celebration of the Passover. Moreover, it is well

to be considered that the Lord arranged and celebrated the Pass-

over upon the suggestion of His disciples. It is scarcely to be sup-

posed that the disciples would have proposed to Him any deviation

from the custom.

Moreover, John agrees with the statement of the three first

Evangelists, as was shown above,3 and has been lately in many ways

confirmed. Jesus separated the two disciples Peter and John from

the rest, with the commission to go into the city and to arrange the

preparations for the feast.

The direction in detail sounds very mysterious, precisely in a

similar manner to that with which a short time before He had sent

forth two disciples from Bethany to bring Him an ass's colt on

which to ride. He did not indicate to them the man by name to

whom they should address themselves in Jerusalem, that they might

obtain a room at his house for the Passover. He rather made it

manifest that He only wished to designate him obscurely. ' Go
into the city to such a man' (jrpbs top huva), it is said ;

then fol-

lows the sign :
' Immediately at the entry into the city,' He says,

' there shall meet you a man bearing a pitcher of water.' Him they

were to follow into the house into which he should enter. And they

were to regard the master of that house as the unnamed one to whom
1 'Ev rj £5ei 6vecr9ai rb iracrxo- (Luke xxii. 7).

2 Frie'dlieb, Archceologie, 44. With the beginning of the 14th Nisan (thus on the

evening after the 13th) began the removing of the leavened bread. Still oven to the

fourth hour of this day leavened bread might be made use of. Compare Wieseler,

Chronolog. Synops., 345.
3 See above, p. 18, and vol. i. p. 162.
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He sends them. To him they were to deliver the message, ' The
Master saith unto yon, Where is the guest-chamber where I shall

eat the Passover with My disciples ?
' The Lord added, ' And he

will show you a large upper room, furnished with cushions ; there

make ready for us the Passover.'

The marvel of this fact is, first of all, plainly manifested in the

certainty of the spiritual glance of Christ, by which He can predict

to the disciples that at the appointed time, and in the appointed place,

that man shall meet them whom He would give to them for a sign.

As far as concerns the owner of the house that was thus visited,

it must be supposed that the Lord had probably been on friendly

and confidential terms with him, as with the unnamed friend in

Bethphage. 1
Still an absolute agreement previously is not to be

assumed here any more than in the former case. But the Lord
had read into the soul of this man, and was certain of his disposi-

tion in this case and for this event. This certainly is the second

matter of marvel in this place ; it subsists even although it is sup-

posed that there had been previous intercourse between Jesus and
the man, to which intercourse the present message of Jesus referred.

But here also there must needs be alleged some definite reason for

which Christ chose this mysterious form, as He had done at Beth-

phage, when He sent for the ass's colt. And this much is plain, if

He had closely indicated the feast-chamber in the presence of Judas,

Judas would have been able to leave His company earlier, and to

betray Him to His enemies at an unseasonable time. Although he

betrayed the Lord later in Gethsemane, yet he came thither by his

own conjecture, and Jesus had not co-operated with him for that

purpose. But if at this time Jesus had let fall a hint which could

have made it possible for him to surprise Him in the Passover-

chamber, He would have rendered the treacherous work more easy

through a want of caution. This was not to be : thus Jesus availed

Himself at once of the security of His wonderful foreknowledge, and
of the carefulness of the most accurate foresight. Moreover, at the

same time again appears the childlike, almost playful, serenity and
condescension wherewith He supplies the earthly necessity in the

moment of need. The disciples might perchance have thought that

it was already much too late to find a good place of shelter for the

celebration of the Passover ; it could hardly be anticipated that they

would still succeed in such a purpose, in any degree as they would
wish. But He gives them the promise, that immediately on their

entrance into the city they should find a lodging—that at a word
from Him it should all be at once arranged to their liking—that a
handsome guest-chamber, a large cushioned upper room, should
stand prepared for their reception.

The disciples, thus commissioned, went forth and found as the
Lord had said. They thus prepared the feast in the usual manner

1
[' This supposition seems justified by the peculiar use of the words specified by-

all the three synoptical Evangelists, 'o Siddo-KaXosXdyei, and still more by the peculiar
and confidential terms of the message.' Ellicott, 321, note.—Ed.]
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—procuring, slaying, and cleaning the paschal lamb, and providing

the other materials of the festival. The banquet room they had
already found prepared.

1. It is not a very well founded conclusion drawn by Neander
(418) from the decision of the Sanhedrim not to apprehend Christ

at the feast, that consequently He had been taken prisoner before

the Passover—that thus, finally, He did not celebrate the Passover

with the Jews. The objection which Neander himself alleges seems
to weaken the observation. ' We might suppose that the Sanhe-
drim were led, by the opportunity afforded them by one of the

disciples, to seize Jesus quietly by night, abandoning their original

design.' But besides, the Evangelists most evidently wish to bring

out the contrast between the clear foresight of Christ and the gloomy
uncertainty of the Sanhedrim. Moreover, it is to be considered

that the motive, ' lest there be an uproar among the people,' would
have been sufficient to exclude the day before the feast, just as much
as the actual day of the feast.

2. Neander also, in the fourth edition of his work, has continued

to adopt the view of Ideler, Liicke, Sieffert, De Wette, and Bleek,

according to which Christ must have kept the feast with the dis-

ciples, not on the 14th, but on the 13th Nisan ; wherein, moreover,

he assumes a difference between John, who is made to maintain this

view, and the Synoptists who represent the Lord as keeping the

proper Passover. Most of the reasons alleged by Neander have

already been discussed ; but when it is put forward as remarkable,

that the Jews should have purposed an execution on the first day

of the feast, we may surely explain this by a simple reference to the

immense pressure of circumstances, or rather to their slavish fana-

ticism in correspondence with the circumstances. And in this point

of view it is rightly regarded. How often the passion of fanaticism

overthrows the institutions of fanaticism ! The passage referred to

further in Luke xxiii. 54, does not make the day on which Jesus

died appear such a one 'on which there could be no scruples about

undertaking any kind of business.' For although the day had been

even indicated as the eve of the Sabbath, or the Friday (ju^epa

irapaaKevrjs)
, and although of the Sabbath it had been said that the

women remained at rest on that day, according to the command-
ment, it would not follow that they worked on the Friday. They
did not in their state of mind consider it as a profanation of the

festival to prepare spices in the rest time, even on Friday evening.

It may perhaps be supposed that this preparation lasted even into

the evening (and thus even on to the Sabbath itself), since the

Sabbath was already breaking when they returned from the grave

of Jesus. And if, nevertheless, they abstained on the following day

from anointing their Lord—in this mind— it was not consideration

for the religious, but for the social, aspect of the Sabbath institu-

tion, that hindered them ; and thus for the Sabbath institution in
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the feeling of the people. That Apollinaris of Hierapolis has referred

to the Gospel of John to prove that the last supper of Jesus was no

proper Passover feast, only serves to show that already in his time,

as well as now, it was possible for people to believe that they found

the interpretation in question in the Gospel. Finally, as to the

expression of Polycrates of Ephesus (Euseb. v. 24), it must be well

established, that in the controversy about Easter there was no ques-

tion at all about the day of the death of Christ (of which, according

to Neander, Polycrates must be speaking), but about the celebra-

tion of the paschal feast. But it must still further be brought

out here: 1st, That according to the Synoptists it was the disciples

who reminded the Lord of the celebration of the Passover. Such

an observation cannot have been made without reason. But could

the disciples have urged the Lord to a premature celebration ? 2dly,

It is to be considered that a matter of legal importance must have

been in question, to have induced the Lord to return to Jerusalem to

the Passover, under the circumstances thatwere then prevailing, after

He had solemnly forsaken the temple. This argument has perhaps

a very great weight for him who takes into due account the theo-

cratic and Christologic relations of the evangelic history.

3. Seyffart, in his pamphlet ' Theologia Sacra' 128, supposes

that Christ died on the cross on Thursday, the 14th Nisan, and rose

again from the dead on the Sunday. But still it is plainly made out

that the Gospels only place one day between the evening of the

burial of Jesus and the morning of His resurrection. Compare

Luke xxiii. 55, 56 ; xxiv. 1. And if the tradition in the Talmud
be maintained, that Christ was crucified on the evening of the

Passover, could the evening of the Passover be the evening of the

14th Nisan, as Seyffart supposes ? The Israelite knows a twofold

evening, namely, the natural one and the chronologic one. The
chronologic evening is the decline of the day, the natural one is the

nightfall ; in a certain sense, the morning of the chronological day

then beginning. When it was thus decreed that the paschal lamb
must be put to death between the evenings, it was probably meant
between the chronological evening, or the decline of day of the 14th

Nisan, and the natural evening, or the nightfall of the 15th Nisan.

Consequently, in a chronologic sense, the evening of the Passover

would thus be the afternoon of the 15th Nisan, or of the Passover

feast. [The expression ' between the evenings ' has received a variety

of interpretations, even by the Jewish writers themselves. Their

opinions are cited in their own words by Bynreus (BeMorte Christi,

i. 518-21). He himself adopts the view of the Pharisees in the

time of Josephus (Bell. Jud. vi. 9, 3), that the first evening began

when the sun declined, the second when it set ; that the period

referred to was therefore from three to five or six p.m. Kurtz (Hist,

of Old Cov. ii. 301) adopts the view of the Karaites and Samaritans,

referring the expression to the period from sunset to dark. Jarchi

and Kimchi think that the time meant is from a little before to a
little after sunset, or the afternoon and evening.

—

Ed.]
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SECTION II.

THE FOOT-WASHING. THE PASSOVEK. THE INSTITUTION OF THE HOLY
COMMUNION. THE PARTING WORDS OF THE LORD. THE HIGH-
PRIESTLY PRAYER. THE GOING OUT INTO THE MOUNT OF OLIVES.

(Matt. xxvi. 20-35 j Mark xiv. 17-31 ; Luke xxii. 14-39
;

John xiii.-xvii.)

It was not yet six o'clock in the evening on the 14th Nisan, when
Jesus with His disciples arrived at the room where those who had
preceded them had made ready the Passover. 1

The company at once sate down—the Lord and His disciples.

The supper was already beginning,- although as yet no resource had
been found to supply a want which, according to the Israelitish

institution, ought now to be provided for. The festal company,
namely, were seated with unwashen feet ; and yet they ought to

have their feet washed before they could begin the festival with

undistracted festal feeling. 3 Even although the master of the house

was devoted to the Lord, yet it may be easily explained how, in the

hurry of this day, or busied with his own Passover feast, he might
have forgotten to care for this matter. But among the disciples

themselves, it occurred to none to undertake this business of caring

for their associates. Nay, it may perhaps be reasonably supposed 4

that the necessity had been spoken of among them, but that nobody

would resolve to undertake in humility the lowly office. In this

manner they may have arrived again unconsciously at the dispute

about their relations of rank ; and thus even at the last supper the

controversy would be again renewed which among them was the

greatest. Probably this" led the Evangelist Luke to unite this con-

troversy with the narrative of the last supper, which it follows.5

1 Upb Sk rijs eopTTjs tov irdax01" ^ *s thus that John defines this moment. It is

not possible that this is meant merely as a general intimation of the time—perhaps

it was intended to convey that the feast-time had not yet begun. This word must
rather be taken with the notice that follows further on—that Jesus knew that His

hour was come ; further still with the intimation, ver. 29, according to which some
thought that Jesus had urged Judas to make haste to provide purchases for the feast,

and with the subsequent remark of the Evangelist, -rjv 5e wJ£. Thus we obtain the

general view of John as to the time. Jesus sate down with the disciples before sun-

set, undertook the foot-washing, and began the Passover with the disciples. This

was just the time when it was neither quite day nor night. But -when Judas went
out it was already night.

2 Probably this is the meaning here of SeiTrvou yevofilvov. [For examples of this

use of the Aorist, see Lightfoot or Alford, in loc. Tischendorf and Meyer read

yivofieuov, which gives the same meaning.

—

Ed.]
3 [It does not appear, from anything adduced by commentators, that washing the

feet was customary before a meal, though it was the first mark of hospitality given

to a guest off a journey. The quotations cited by Lightfoot show that foot-washing

was the work of a slave, but do not show its propriety before a feast. Lampe thinks

that, at the paschal feast, which was eaten by those who had their staves in their

hands, and their shoes on their feet, as if starting on a journey and not finishing

one, there is a difficulty in seeing its propriety. May it not have been used on this

occasion, because our Lord and His disciples had been journeying, though but a short

distance ?

—

Ed.]
4 Ebrard, 400. ? Luke xxii. 24-30.
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There was thus an actual historical impulse which induced the

Lord to undertake the foot-washing. That is to say, the foot-

washing was not entirely symbolic, but primarily real ; an -act of

real humility and voluntary service. This truth, indeed, does not

militate against its being at the same time represented as a symbol,

and treated as a symbol by the Lord.

Thus they were already seated at the table, and already was the

supper about to begin, when the foot-washing was still unprovided

for. Already they begin to raise some perplexity about it. Then the

Lord addressed Himself to conduct the business.

John apprehended this fact as the last great proof of love which
the Lord gave to His disciples before His exit from the world

;

which He gave them, notwithstanding that the band of disciples

was already defiled by the treasonable project of Judas ; notwith-

standing that His soul was already filled with the presentiment of

His transition to glory with the Father. On the threshold of the

throne of glory He still washed His disciples' feet ; a company in

whose midst sate the traitor with the design of the black deed

—

with the devil in his heart.

And how easily and calmly He addressed Himself to the new
service ! He stands up, lays aside the upper garment, binds around
Him a linen napkin, pours water into the basin, and begins to wash
the disciples' feet, and to dry them with the napkin.

Thus He comes to Peter also. We gather generally throughout

this notice of the Evangelist, that in all probability He cannot have
begun with Peter. 1 He refuses to allow so great a manifestation

of grace to be made to him. ' Lord, dost Thou wash my feet ?

'

Jesus requires submission, and promises subsequent explanation

:

' What I do thou knowest not now, but thou shalt know hereafter.'

The disciple thinks that he is maintaining his humility and reve-

rence for Jesus in a special measure, in speaking a word which testi-

fies of want of humility and hard self-will against the Lord—a word
of decided opposition. ' Lord, Thou shalt never wash my feet.' He
thus, in fact, was placing his whole relation to Jesus in jeopardy

;

and with heavenly severity must the Lord have expressed the word
of the highest heavenly mildness :

' If I wash thee not, thou hast

no part in Me.'

This is the strongest expression of the Gospel in the strongest

form of legality, just as Peter needed it when he with hard
determination established his position against the fulness of the

Gospel.

Christ washes His disciples ; washes their feet, makes them
clean : thus they obtain part in Him ; thus they become redeemed.

Against that which was humbling in this heavenly humility of

1 [For the various arid strange arrangements made by ancient interpreters, see
Lampe in loc. Those ' in the Romish interest' suppose the ceremony to have begun
with Peter

; but so also Ewald, Alford, and others. It seems impossible to decide
whether the ovv of ver. 6 indicates the 'pursuance of the intention ' expressed by
-fjpiaro, or not. Meyer thinks it does not.—Ed.]
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free grace, the mind of Peter struggles in false humility. He will

maintain against the Lord an apparently more humble, but a sub-

stantially prouder position. ' Thou shalt never wash my feet,' says

the disciple Simon, son of Jonas, as the type of a certain tendency in

the Church. He says it so loudly, that it echoes through the ages.

But the Lord sets will against will, law against law. He gives

even to the Gospel of His grace a legal expression, as against this

principle.

Still the characteristic of freedom remains. He^does not con-

strain Peter ; He leaves it to him to consider whether he will have

part in Him or not. But if he wishes to have part in Him, he

must reconcile himself to the majesty of his Master, even to the

majesty of His ministering love.

The' absolute word of the Master breaks down the opposition of

the disciple ; but still it does not fully break down his self-will.

He answers, ' Lord, not my feet only, but my hands and my head.'

Thus once more, out of the word of submission, springs up a last

convulsion of self-will. He will now again have something accord-

ing to his own mind, over and above the mind of Christ ; a more

elaborate ceremonial of foot-washing, not the simply expressive foot-

washing of Christ.

Jesus answers him :
' He who is washed needeth not, save to wash

his feet, but is clean every whit.'

That was the theocratic privilege in Israel. According to the

law of washing, he who could claim to be pure was substantially

only bound to wash his feet on coming from the street and wishing

to take part in a banquet—theocratically pure. But here Christ

expresses the word in its religious significance. The disciples were

washed for the festival of the new covenant, by the baptism of John,

and by their believing entry into the fellowship of Christ. They
had embraced, by their faith in Him, the principle which purified

their life. Thus they needed no other washing than this daily

purification from daily pollutions, by means of continually new
manifestations of the grace of Jesus, conditioned upon daily repent-

ance and submission to His will.

It is perhaps not without significance that the Lord spoke this

word to Peter. The Church which refers itself to him is always

wishing, after their legal meaning, to wash' the hands and the

heads of those who are already washed.
' And ye are clean/ said Jesus further, consolingly to the dis-

ciples ; but He added, with meaning, ' but not all' This He said,

as John observes, with reference to His betrayer.

When He had finished the washing, He put on again His upper

garment, sate down, and began to explain to them His conduct.

' Know ye what I have done to you ? Ye call Me Master and

Lord : and ye do well ; for so I am. If, then, I, your Master and

Lord, have washed your feet, ye ought also to wash one another's

feet. For I have given you an example, that ye should do unto

one another as I have done unto you.'
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And if the Lord, on this occasion, cries ' Yerily, verily !
' to add

force to the word, ' The servant is not greater than his Lord, and

the apostle not greater than He that sent him,' it is because this

assertion is of the deepest importance. Wherever Christ is to re-

cognize once more pure Christianity, He will behold it again in

servants, in scholars, who are subordinated to Him in this respect

as well as others. Such servants or apostles as exalt themselves

over those whose feet He has washed, He cannot acknowledge as

His apostles or as His servants.

This saying is not to be confused with the similar one, in which

He calls His disciples to suffer with Him (Matt. x. 24).

Moreover, the Lord well knew that it is much easier to apply

this doctrine in theory than in practice—easier to represent it in

poetry than in life

—

more convenient in merely symbolic medals

than in the actual current coin of life} Therefore He adds, ' If ye

know these things, happy are ye if ye do them.'

The Evangelist Luke also informs us of these exhortations of

Jesus, but in a less definite form (chap. xxii. 24-27).

Now, moreover, Jesus tells them why He had wished to manifest

Himself to them as a servant. After He has put them to shame,

He will again cheer them :
' Ye are they which have continued with

Me in My temptations. And I assure unto you, by an institution

(by the Lord's Supper), the kingdom, as My Father hath assured it

unto Me. Ye are to eat and drink at My table in the kingdom of

the Father.' Thus He appoints unto them His own inheritance.

In the kingdom of the Father they are not only to be His com-
panions in the kingdom—not only His house-companions, but His

table-friends. Thus they are to come to full enjoyment with Him
of His blessedness. This is to be their position inwardly. But
outwardly, ' Ye shall sit upon thrones, judging the twelve tribes of

Israel.' In the kingdom of reality they are, as spiritual powers, to

rule over, to appoint, and to lead the glorified humanity with Him.
Here, probably, He would connect the word which John records in

another association :
' I speak not of you all ; for I know whom I

have chosen : I know My election. But it cannot be otherwise

—

thus it must be,' He appears to mean further on, as He continues :

' For the Scripture must be fulfilled.' Even the word, ' He that

eateth My bread, lifteth up His heel against Me,' 2
is purposing to

raise his foot against Me.
That bitter experience which David went through in his flight

from Absalom, that Ahithophel, his confidential counsellor, was a

traitor to him, he recorded in an utterance which served for an
unconscious typical prophecy of the treachery of Judas.

But wherefore did the Lord make this disclosure to the disciples ?

Himself declares the reason :
' Now I tell you before it come, that,

when it is come to pass, ye may believe on Me.' Ifthey had kept the

1 [The acute remark of Bengel will be remembered :
' Magis admirandus foret

pontifex, unius regis, quam duodecim pauperum pedes, seria humilitate lavans.'

—Ed.] 2 Ps. xli. 10.
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full meaning of this word, even the treacherous sign itself, which
Judas gave to the enemies in Gethsemane, would have been the
strongest assurance to their faith. In this betrayal itself, if they
had acknowledged the glory of their Lord in His prescience, this

testimony of His glory would have been to them a consoling pillar

of fire, deep in the awful midnight ; and they would have taken
heart for watchfulness in the hour of grievous temptation.

Thus far the discourse may have progressed before the beginning
of the supper. What, according to John, was said besides, is

doubtless connected with the Passover itself.

The paschal feast 1 was substantially a double feast—as festival

of the pascha (Pass-over) of exemption, 2 and as a festival of un-
leavened bread 3 or the bread of affliction,4 combined with the eating
of bitter herbs 5 and the enjoyment of the cup of thanksgiving. But
both feasts were associated into one, by their essential relation to

the one fact of the deliverance of the children of Israel out of Egypt.
A third occasion of the festival was less essential, namely, the cele-

bration of the commencement of harvest. This last fact represented
the reconciliation and association between the theocratic life and the
nature-life of the people of Israel.

The Passover, in the narrowest sense, is of a sadly joyous kind.

It is related to the deliverance of the children of Israel out of

Egypt, which could only be effected by means of a great twofold
sacrifice, by which Israel must be separated from the Egyptians.
The first sacrifice occurred in a terrible manner. It was a real

(although only a preliminary) atonement—the judgment of God
upon the Egyptian first-born—the actual judgment, which exempted
none, in which the first-born of Egypt as the sin-offering, or as the
sin itself, was blotted out. The second side was the thank-offering,

which the Israelites brought when they slaughtered the lamb, and
struck the blood of the sacrifice on the door-posts, to serve to the
destroying angel, who was passing round without, for a sign, that
he might pass over the houses of the children of Israel : thus the
offering of thanksgiving was for this passing over, by which the

exemption was declared. The proper Easter feast thus refers

hack, as a feast of thank-offering, to a reconciliation already

effected, in which the sin-offering and the thank-offering are already

The Passover lamb of the Jews, moreover, had from the begin-

ning a twofold relation. It was related, first, as a feast of thank-
offering, back to the terrible sacrifice of judgment, to the sin-offering

by which God had redeemed Israel out of Egypt, when He brought
destruction on the first-born of Egypt. But the theocratic spirit

knew that this redemption was itself only typical—that the true

essential redemption of the true essential Israel was still to come.

1 Exod. xii.
2 nD3, TacTxa- 3

PlSXfon 311, ^°PTV ™v a^v/xuv.

4
"OV Wrh-

5
D'H'lD, TLKploes. Endives—wild lettuce.
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As, therefore, that redemption had been a typical suggestion of this

real redemption, so also the Passover feast was a suggestion of a

real reconciliation,—thus, also, of a great and real sin-offering, and

of a great and real thank-offering which should be related to that

sin-offering. It was thus a suggestion of the death of Christ.

The death of Christ embraces both kinds of offering in its reality

—

the actual sin-offering and the actual thank-offering.

His people thrust Him out and killed Him, as if He were the

very sin itself,—the actual curse,—as if He must perish in order

that the people might be saved in the sense of Caiaphas. Thus in

the eyes of Israel He resembled the first-born of Egypt, which had

been formerly destroyed. But God did actually thus allow Him to

be made sin and a sin-offering. Yea, He Himself made Him so in

another and a heavenly sense, by suffering Him to die, as the true

and sinless first-born of His people, for the sins of the people. 1

But because Christ thus, as the sinless one, died lor the sinner,

His death was not for Him perdition or destruction ; but it became
His liberation out of the Israelitish house of bondage, the trans-

figuration of His life into a new life : and thus He also became the

life of His new people, the life of the faithful. Thus the sin-offering,

because it had no sin in itself, became altogether a thank-offering,

and hence a festival nourishment of the life of the Church of Christ.

Thus Christ is the veritable Passover Lamb.
Both the aspects of the Passover—the mournful one which sub-

sisted in its reference to a foregone judgment, as well as the joyous

one which was expressed in its representation of the certainty of

exemption and deliverance—were manifested plainly in the form

and manner in which the feast was held. The lamb of a year old was
roasted just as it was killed, without being dismembered. It was con-

sumed by one family, which consisted variously of members of the

household, and of those who were associated as friends,—thus of an
actual family which enlarged itself into an ideal one. The celebrants

ate it originally in travelling costume, standing, their staves in their

hands (Exod. xii. 11). In all, there was expressed the midnight
alarm of judgment, to which this celebration was due : the hardly

surmounted anxiety, the great excitement in which they passed

over from the deepest necessity and danger by God's gracious ex-

emption, to the joy of an unexpected and yet so certain deliverance

The eating of bitter herbs, which preceded the meal and accom-
panied it, poiuted still farther back to the sufferings which the people

had endured in Egypt. But still the deliverance was the prominent
thing. It expressed itself in the eating of the thank-offering, in the

uniting into families of larger groups of people who celebrated the

Passover together.

With this sadly joyous feast, however, is associated, in an inward
. unity, the joyously mournful festival of unleavened bread. From
the great deliverance itself proceeds, namely, the enfranchisement,

which, however, first of all, is a flight into the wilderness, in which
i 2 Cor. v. 21 ; Gal. iii. 13.
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the people must partake of a bread unleavened—a bread of afflic-

tion. This aspect of the future deliverance—the enfranchisement
of the people, as a flight out into the privations of the wilderness

—

is represented by the feast of unleavened bread. The eating of un-
leavened bread indicates, first of all, the complete separation from
the Egyptian condition—all the leaven of the Egyptians has been
cleansed out. 1 Connected with that is the indication of this par-
taking as of a holy thing

; for the temple bread, which was offered

before Jehovah, was unleavened.- Thirdly (as partaking of the
bread of affliction, of bread that was less palatable), it points to the
hurry and flight of the departure, and the privation which the people
after their enfranchisement had still to endure in the wilderness.

But the special reality of the celebration was still illustrated by the
spirit of joy and of thanksgiving. The four cups of wine especially

expressed this, which, according to the developed paschal rite, the
father of the family handed round in distinct pauses with words of

thankfulness ;
still more, the song of praise with which this par-

taking was accompanied. 3

When the Lord sate down, after the foot-washing, to begin the
festival in the midst of His disciples, He said, ' With desire 1 have
desired 4 to eat this Passover with you before I suffer.' This word
attains its full importance for us when we reflect that Jesus beheld
in the supper the celebration of His own appointed death, and the
heavenly fruit of that death. How resolute, how decided must His
soul have been, to be able to long painfully for such a celebration

!

If we conceive of the interest of Christ in the celebration of the
Passover, as from His childhood upward it occurred annually, we
cannot but suppose that from year to year this commemoration
affected Him more seriously, with deeper significance, more pain-
fully, and more happily. From year to year the thought must have
more clearly disclosed itself to Him in this solemnity, that He
Himself was the proper and real Passover Lamb. How often

would His soul quake, His countenance grow pale, and wear the

most speaking expression of a presentiment that deeply agitated

Him, when He celebrated this festival in the company of His dis-

ciples ! Yet at this last celebration, at which the keeping of the
Passover was to Him, in the most special sense, the festal eve of

His death, He could speak the wondrous word, that He had desired

it with desire.

But what in this case chiefly affects Him is, according to Luke,
the distinct presentiment of His victory and His glory: ' For I say

'

unto you,' said He, ' I will not any more eat thereof until it be ful-

filled—find its full fulfilment—in the Father's kingdom.' With
these words, He appears to consecrate the meal of the sacrificial

flesh. He points onward to the real fulfilment of this type, to the

heavenly Lord's Supper, the perfect enjoyment of blessedness in His
kingdom. Then they were to be in perfect enjoyment of the food

—

1 Matt. xvi. 6 ; 1 Cor. v. 8.
s Bator, Sym&olik des Mos. Cultds, i. 432.

3 Pa. cxiii.-cxviii.
4

'EwL0vfj,iq. iiredu/xrjaa.
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which is identical with His life—of His life sacrificed and conse-

crated by the sacrifice, and of His heavenly manifestation. There-

with He unites the distribution of the first cup under the usual

thanksgiving with the words, ' Take this, and divide it among you
;

for I say unto you, I will not henceforth drink of this fruit of the

vine till the kingdom of God shall come.' As thus the real ful-

filling of the paschal lamb shall be given for the enjoyment of His

peopfe in the future appearance of theLord, so is the real fulfilling

of the cup of thanksgiving to consist in the future manifestation of

the glory of the Church, next to the joy of the Lord.

Thus Christ refers first of all to the real and eternal antitype of

the paschal feast,' to the everlasting banquet of the kingdom of His

glorified Church, to the glorious form of the eternal Lord's Supper,

whose precursor in the New Testament communion feast He is now

purposing to establish. He thus hands them the cup, as a farewell

until that highest reunion.

But we learn how this reunion is to be effected when we turn again

to John. ' Verily, verily, I say unto you,' said the Lord, ' He that re-

ceiveth whomsoever I send, receiveth Me ; and he that receiveth Me,

receiveth Him that sent Me.' Thus speaking He shuddered deeply,

remembering that Judas still sate among His disciples, and thus still

seemingly belonged to His messengers, and that thus it might appear

as if He had spoken this great word of promise of him also.

Against the possibility of this application of His word, His

heavenly sense of truth revolted, which made it altogether im-

possible to allow the traitor to take part in the promises which

subsequently He had to communicate, and to confirm to the disciples.

Thereupon it is declared that, upon the assurance, ' Verily, verily,

he that receiveth whomsoever I send, receiveth Me ; and he that

receiveth Me, receiveth Him that sent Me,
5

follows anew an assertion

which John expressively characterizes as a testimony of the Lord, as

a protestation which He made with great mental agitation of spirit

:

' Verily, verily, I say unto you, That one of you shall betray me.'

* One who eateth with Me,' is said besides in Mark ;

' The hand

of My betrayer is with Me on the table,' it is said in Luke.

The disciples looked on one another in perplexity
;
their looks

asked one another whom He means ; they were sore troubled, and

began to make inquiry who it might be. ' Lord, is it I ?' indivi-

duals began to ask ; and this question ran round the company.

With this question they repented of the spirit of worldliness in which

they had themselves been so long standing, and in which they had

fostered the serpent of treachery in their bosom, in giving confidence

to the traitor in conducting him—as we must perhaps assume—to the

Lord, and in having so long in their blindness esteemed him highly.

This blindness John had not shared ; the dark nature of Judas

appears to have been deeply repugnant to him. He lay, as the con-

fidant of Jesus, on His breast at the feast.
1 Therefore Simon Peter

1 The guests leant upon the left hand at the table, aDd were thus turned towards

their neighbours on the right. Consequently, John sat on the right hand of Jesus.
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signed to him to find out who the betrayer was. Then John leans

his head on the breast of Jesus, and asks Him. Jesus gave the

intimation in such a way that, according to Matthew, all could

understand
;

l but still, according to John, all do not appear actually

to have understood exactly. ' He it is to whom I shall give the

morsel when I have dipped it.'
2 Hereupon He dipped the morsel

and gave it to Judas Iscariot. Jesus added the terribly solemn
words intelligibly to all the disciples :

' The Son of Man goeth

indeed as it is written of Him : but woe unto that man by whom
the Son of Man is betrayed ! it were better for him that he had
never been born.'

It is immeasurable ruin and immeasurable curse which He thus

indicates. Moreover, the woe which he invokes upon Judas is a
deep woe to His soul. He is deeply moved to pity for that man,
even for his birth. He fears for the time and eternity of that man
so deeply, that He can forget His own woe, which that man is pre-

paring for Him, in his misery ; all the more that He knows that

that reprobate one can design nothing else for Him than what the

Father has ordained for Him. ' The Son of man goeth as it is

written of Him.'

Such a word of thunder had now become necessary for the heart

of the disciple. Judas had, as it appears, hitherto been silent dur-

ing the self-trial of the disciples—in gloomy reserve. But now he
gathered himself up with a most terrible effort, under this over-

whelming word of Christ, which plainly enough pointed to him as

the most unhappy man. He took the morsel, as if nothing had
happened to him, and asked, ' Master, is it I ?' There with it was
all over with him. Up to that point his soul had still played with

the counsel of hell. Now this counsel played with him. ' After the

sop,' says John, ' Satan entered into him.' He retained indeed.

even now, the formal freedom and control of his consciousness, and
in that respect he was distinguished from demoniacs. But his

moral liberty he had altogether surrendered to the influence and
1 [The narrative seems rather to require that we should suppose the answer of our

Lord, given in Matthew, to be still general, and not specifically to indicate Judas.

Our Lord first of all announces that He is to be betrayed by one of them ; on this

they ask, ' Lord, is it I ?
' To this He replies in words that depict the general stand-

ing of the traitor. He tells them that it is ' one of the twelve,' one who was then
at table, and eating with Him. It was necessary to insert this general description,

for the sake of exhibiting the fulfilment of Ps. xli., and of prolonging the self-

examination of the disciples. After that, Peter signs to John to ask the Lord who
was meant in particular ; and the answer seems to be given to John alone [so Bynseus,

i. 437 : 'Johannes rogaverat voce submission, quisnam esset ille homo uefarius . . .

Jesus submissa itidem voce indicaverat. ' He also quotes Theophylact, to the effect

that had Peter heard who the traitor was, lie would speedily have drawn his ready
sword and made an end of him], and to be overheard by Judas, who was certainly

sitting close to Jesus. The sign which Jesus had specified, not the general 6 i^pair-

Tdpevos which applied to all, but the definite eyw fidipu to ij/w/jiiov /cat dwaw avrai,

is now accomplished. He gives the sop to Judas, and Judas asks, ' Lord, is it I ?

'

This course of events seems best to satisfy every part of the narrative.— Ed.]
2 Or, who dips his hand with Me in the dish. The handing of the morsel took

place, probably, over the dish. Or perhaps Judas, in his mental excitement, would
anticipate that which was remarkable in this transfer by hastening with his hand to
meet the hand of the Lord, and receiving the morsel while it was still in the dish.

VOL. III. I
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dominion of Satan the prince of darkness, and as his slavish instru-

ment he was now driven out into the night. He had become the

point of union of all the dark powers of earth and hell. He flew like

a whirring arrow of the evil one to wound the heart of his Master

to death—the heart of Jesus. Jesus answered his desperate ques-

tion, ' Thou hast said ;' and added, ' What thou doest, do quickly.'

He did not thus bid him do what possibly he was still not willing

to do ; but to do quickly what he had entirely resolved to do.

There need be no difficulty here ; the question is merely of the form

of the address. As if, for example, a human sacrifice under the

knife of his destroyer were to ask him to put him to death speedily.

What thou wilt do, do quickly. These words were an indirect

banishment of the traitor out of the company of the disciples. They
might suggest many thoughts as to the true form of true, actual

excommunication. Jesus only insists upon the publicity of the

decision—on the open consequence of the secret consequence of evil

—on the bringing to light of the position already determined on by
the traitor ; and therewith the result follows of itself.

John gives us a profound glance into the awful spiritual signifi-

cance of the situation. Only the traitor understood the great saying

of Jesus, and he, indeed, only in the deepest misconception. Of the

others who sate at meat with Him not one understood it at all

;

some of them were altogether mistaken in it, thinking that, because

Judas carried the money-bag, Jesus had given him a commission

possibly to buy as soon as might be what was necessary for the feast,

or to provide for a gift for the poor. How discouraging must such

an interpretation of the word of Jesus in this company, after this

conversation, appear ! It belongs to the many contributions which

the disciples have made to the characterization of a pre-pentecostal

exegesis.

As certainly, however, as these disciples did not understand the

lofty heroic spirit in the word of Christ, as little did they conceive

the satanic meaning with which the traitor took in the word. It

was thus to them, in a peculiar sense, an enigma, when their ancient

comrade rose up as soon as he had received the sop, and quickly

went out. ' And it was night/ writes John, with a slight reference

possibly to the mistaken notion of the disciples, that purchases for

the feast could be made so late ; but at the same time, certainly,

with the full feeling of the significance of what he was saying in

respect of the position of Judas,—he went out into the night. 1

1 [The question whether or not Judas was present at the institution of the

Eucharist has been very much discussed, and has been connected with the dogmatic
question of the spiritual efficacy of the sacraments. The very great majority of the

Fathers and the Schoolmen, and some of the Reformers, were of opinion that Judas
did not leave the paschal supper until a later period, and received along with the
others the symbols of the Lord's body and blood. Among recent commentators,
however, Stier and Alford are almost alone in their advocacy of this view. Neander,
Meyer, Ebrard, Lichtensteiu, Riggenbach, Ellicott, and Andrews, agree with the
author in thinking that it was not till Judas left the company that the communion
was instituted. A full account of the patristic and mediaeval opinions on this point
is given by Bynaeus, De Morte Jem Vhristi, Amstel. 1691-98, vol. i. 443-44S.—Ed.]
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Thus, in this spiritual emergency, in which He was cutting off

the miserable son of perdition, in a purely spiritual and public

manner, from His disciples, Jesus stood most absolutely alone,

although surrounded by His disciples. They did not fully appre-

hend the fearful aversion of Christ's Spirit from the spirit of Judas

—the shudder of heavenly purity of their Master at the frightful

impurity of the traitor ; and the triumph of Christ's spiritual peace

and serenity over the dark semblance of peace and self-assertion of

the revolted and faithless disciple. It was as if a battle of giants

had been fought, out over the heads of children; for Judas had
attained the age of manhood in evil much more rapidly than the

disciples had attained it in good. He was able now to strive

as a representative of the prince of darkness with the Lord. The
struggle declared itself in the disposition, in the aversion, in the

glance, in the mien of both the combatants. But John felt most

of all the horror of the moment. He anticipated the glory of his

Master in the heavenly calm wherewith He drove out the Satan

from the company of His disciples, so quietly, so composedly, that

the greater part of the disciples did not immediately perceive it.

Yes, possibly the high-thoughted disciple for the first time con-

ceived the entire impression of the terrible greatness of the spiritual

night upon earth, and of the symbolical significance of the earthly

night, when he saw at this time the son of night stagger forth

into the black darkness ; even as he possibly for the first time then

appreciated the greatness of his Lord's glory, who overcame the

night as the Prince of Light.

For that the Lord had at this moment gained a great triumph, is

indicated by the rejoicing words of exultation into which He breaks

forth as soon as Judas is gone forth :
' Now is the Son of man glori-

fied, and God is glorified in Him/ He had fulfilled His work in

the Spirit, in altogether vanquishing the spirit of Judas ; and in an
entirely free contest, without any impulse of legal constraint or force.

had removed him from the company of His disciples, by the influ-

ence of a merely Gospel power. For thus he had maintained His

life in its New Testament spirituality: even the treachery of a

Judas had not prevailed to throw him back on the Old Testament
ground of legal wrath ; still less on to the pagan standings of ven-

geance, or of despondency, or of political expediency. And He had
thus at once purged the body of His disciples from the coils of a

serpent-like worldliness, of a devilishly polluted chiliasm, and from

the deceptive and paralyzing ascendancy of an instrument of the

powers of darkness. And thus, for the third time, substantially He
had determined the redemption and purification of His Church from

the hypocritical forms of dark powers, which had designed to break

through into the inner and inmost circle of the Church's life.

He had, moreover, cut off His Church from the demons of hell

arrayed in light—from the corruptions of flatterers, from the pro-

jects of worldliness. He had delivered His institution for ever from

the danger of corruption under such influences ; and thus had van-
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quished on its belialf all those spirits of the abyss. Bat He ^teinea

the victory at the 'price of being betrayed by the false disciptllflor-

saken by the other disciples, rejected by His people, crucified by
the world ! For this destiny of death is decided in the moment
of His victory over Judas. Therefore in the deepest meaning He
is able to utter the word : Now is the Son of man glorified. He has

accomplished the determination of His spiritual glory, of His spiritual

victory over the world. Moreover, as He has approved Himself, not

in isolated humanity, but as the God-man, thus God is glorified also

in Him.
The power of God had constantly illustrated itself in His life.

But the moment in which He overcame Judas was the climax of

the spiritual revelation of God. In this moment God in human
form was gloriously opposed to Satan, in the nature of a man filled

with him ; and drove him forth from the company of disciples. It

was a spiritual struggle. Therefore it was so imperceptible, that

the disciples did not at all understand what was then going forward

;

still less the people who were moving about outside in the streets.

It was a divine victory, and therefore infinitely rich in results.

Jesus fully perceived how completely unappreciated this great

event had been by His disciples. But to Him it was certain that

the turning-point for this concealment of God's glory in Him had
now arrived. ' If God be glorified in Him,' He continues, ' God
shall also glorify Him in Himself, and shall straightway glorify

Him.' Now, when God, veiled in the lowliness and misconception

to which Christ had been subject, and in His perfectly completed

spirit-struggle, has accomplished His highest work—now will follow

also the time when Christ is glorified in Him, that thus the glory of

Christ is made plain to the world in the government of God, and to

the revelation of His highest glory.

Thus, moreover, Christ regards the victory of His Spirit over the

spirit of Judas, gained with the deepest sufferings, as the deepest

spiritual foundation of His passion, and of His victory over the king-

dom of darkness entirely. Here is decided the Spirit's passion and
the Spirit's victory, as in Gethsemane the soul's passion of Jesus was
accomplished, and the triumph of His soul decided. Thus in the

spirit even already does Jesus welcome the dawning of His glory.1

And now His whole heart expresses itself to the disciples. ' Little

children, yet a little while I am with you. Ye shall seek Me—that

is, painfully seek and sorrowfully find Me wanting—and as I said

to the Jews, Whither I go, ye cannot come ; so now I say unto you.'

He thus refers to the great sorrows of the privation of His presence

which fell upon His first disciples in their earthly pilgrimage after

His ascension ; and as these are appointed for all His disciples, the

entire militant Church for the time to come, He now expresses
1 But still not as if these individual results were accomplished and experienced for

their own sake. Christ undergoes all His sorrows in the completeness of His divine

humanity. But the trial of sorrow which He has to endure is, first of all, especially

a trial of the Spirit, and spiritual ; then especially soul-sorrow, psychical; finally (in

the cross), especially bodily torment, and physical.
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this sympathy with the orphaned ones, which He had often expressed

before, in the deepest emotion of His soul.

With these feelings he instituted the holy communion, which

was appointed to supply to His disciples, in conjunction with His

word and Spirit, the deepest and most consolatory compensation for

His absence till His return.

Doubtless John refers to this institution when he continues the

words of Jesus, ' A new commandment I give unto you, in order

that (Jva) ye may love one another ;

n as I have loved you, that ye

also love one another. By this shall all men know that ye are My
disciples, if ye have love one to another.' This is the essential ele-

ment of the Lord's Supper in the Johannic view. He assumes the

rite of the Lord's Supper and the history of its institution to be

known. To him the chief matter is, that the communion is acknow-

ledged as the new law of love, as the legal designation of the new
covenant. For, substantially, the communion is in effect the only

New Testament law,—the essence and centre of all New Testament

legality. Baptism is only the introduction to this new law of life
;

the Lord's-day and all other ecclesiastical ordinances are only the

development and the surrounding of the same.

The most essential definition of the communion, however, is to

hold together and to unite the disciples in love, through the repre-

sentation and assurance of the love of Christ. They are to love one

another, and to do so in the spirit of sacrifice in the heroic style, as

the love of Christ is represented to them in the celebration of His

sacrificial death. And it was to be the token of recognition of the

disciples of Christ—their Church communion appointed by Christ in

its entire living truth, attested by the essential communion in love.

Christ appointed the holy communion, by giving to the breaking

of bread at the partaking of the Passover, and the distribution of

the cup of thanksgiving after it, a new significance. Thus, in this

act, He caused the flower of New Testament reality to break forth

from the bud of the Old Testament type, or the kernel of the

New Testament symbol of reality to burst from the shell of Old

Testament typical symbol. Thus, as in Christian baptism, the holy

washing loosened itself from the element of circumcision with which,

in the conception of the perfect Israelite consecration, it was united

in one ; as denoting the new birth, by the putting to death, and new

i Probably the institution of the holy communion itself might be comprehended as

the ivTo\r) kcllvt), as the great institution of the new covenant, and the subsequent

IW consequently indicates in the strictest sense the object of the holy communion.

The external similarity of the text, 1 John ii. 7, 8, where the law of love is indi-

cated as that which in one relation is neiv, in the other is old, must not lead us to

an identification of the two expressions. The distinction between the two passages

appears indeed from the fact, that there the law of love is represented as at once new

and old. The e'vroXr) Kaivrj thus indicates perhaps the same as 5ta^?jK7j Kaivrj. Here-

with is at the same time solved the difficulty (which otherwise has not yet been

sufficiently removed) which arises if the expression is referred to the commandment

of love itself,—the question, namely, how Jesus could speak of this evroXrj as a new

one, when the command of love of one's neighbour was already present in the Old

Testament. Comp. Olshausen, iv. 51. On the omission of the narrative of the

celebration of the Lord's Supper in John, compare Ebrard, 409.
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enlivening power of the Spirit. Thus, in this appointment, the holy

breaking of bread and the distribution of the cup disengaged itself

from the celebration of the Passover with which it had been closely

connected, as a symbol of the holy nourishment of the high life, by the

partaking of the high nourishment of life of the thank-offering. Thus
circumcision, as the national substance of the institution, fell away,

whilst its universal kernel, the holy washing, developed itself to its

full significance in holy baptism. Here henceforth the celebration

of the Passover fell away, because it likewise represented the national

side of the subject ; on the other hand, the universal kernel de-

veloped itself—the sacred partaking of bread and wine at the holy

communion. In the place of the typical circumcision appeared in

the new covenant the actual circumcision, the new birth by the

Spirit of Christ ; therefore the old circumcision itself could not

continue in the Christian Church, but only its universal image, the

religious washing, as a sacrament, or as a symbolical representation

and confirmation of new birth. In the place of the typical Passover,

moreover, appeared the real Passover, in the faithful partaking of

the fruit of the death of Jesus. Thus, there was needed here only

the assurance of this partaking through that universal image of the

Passover, which was given in the breaking of unleavened bread in

union with the cup of thanksgiving. Thus were type and symbol
united together : the type, as the historical legal foresign of the fact

not yet present, and fulfilled in the essence of the Spirit ; the symbol,

as an everlasting counterpart, mirror, and seal of the eternally ful-

filled fact represented in the phenomenal world. Here the reality

comes in the place of the type ; the symbol continues, but it obtains

a new significance in appearing now in relation to the reality, estab-

lished, fulfilled, and inspired, by the spirit of reality—a sacrament !

Thus, as the celebration of the Passover was referred back as a
thank-offering to the completed sin-offering, so Jesus, in the appoint-

ment of the New Testament thank-offering, already presupposed

the certainty of His sacrificial death, and the spiritual perception of

the same. He represents His body as already broken, His. blood as

already shed ; body and blood as already separated and transformed

into the nourishment of the life of His disciples. 1

In consistency with the Passover, and in the manner of that

feast, 2 Jesus took the bread, the unleavened cake, said over it the
1 Thus it is false when the Catholic Church identifies the celebration of the Lord's

Supper with the atoning sacrifice of Christ, just as when it conceives, in justification

of withholding the cup, that it may say that the blood is nevertheless contained in

the body. Nam panis et vinum respondeat causi et umguini a se iuvicem separatis

et sic in hostia oblatis. Cocceius, Aphorismi, Disputatio, xxxi. § 7. [Bynoeus quotes
from Keuchenius :

' Nimirum in omnibus victimis duac erant partes essentiales, caro et

sanguis. Vocem autem ""){£0 seu carnis LXX. interpretes quandoque per crQ/J-a expri-

nmnt. Cf. Heb. xiii. 11.' His own conclusion is, that no one can doubt that Jesus
meant here to signify ' Corpus suum exanime et mortuum, quale pependit in cruce.'

The primary reason for the use of the word crw/m, and not ffdpi;, is, that the former is

the whole which was offered on the cross : each part was <xdp£ ; but it was not a part,

nor any number of parts, but the whole, which was the sacrifice, and which could be
presented symbolically to the disciples.

—

Ed.]
2 ~K<jdi6vTwi> 5i avT&v.
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thanksgiving, which at the same time was the blessing of the gift,
1

brake the bread, and shared it among the disciples. Instead of the

Old Testament words of distribution,2 however, He spoke entirely

new ones :
' Take, eat ; this is My body, which is given for you: 8

this do in remembrance of Me.'

And He took the cup, the third 4 ritually appointed cup, as it

followed upon the meal, spake the words of consecration and thanks-

giving 5 over it, and gave it to them, with the words, ' Drink ye all

of it,' and they: all drank of it (Mark xiv. 23). Then He spake

again, ' This is My blood, the blood of the new covenant, which is

shed for many for the remission of sins. Do this, as oft ye shall

drink it, in remembrance of Me' (1 Cor. xi. 25).

In this distribution of bread and wine we conceive of the Lord no

longer as among the partakers.6 He has previously before this

celebration, at the partaking of the Passover, drunk with them for

the last time of the cup, wherewith the Passover began. Conse-

quently, in all probability, the words which the Evangelists Matthew

and Mark place here belong to the place where Luke has written

them.
The words, ' Do this in remembrance of Me,' are preserved 7 by

the Apostle Paul as well as by the Evangelist Luke, doubtless upon

the ground of a certain tradition. If, however they were spoken for

the first time at the distribution of the bread, as Luke records them,

it probably belongs as certainly to the rhythm of the speech that

they should be here spoken for the second time at the distribution of

the wine, as we are to suppose according to Paul. The fact that

Christ distributes to His disciples His body and His blood in the

bread and wine while He is still living, proves that here there can be

no reference to a corporeal change of substance in His body and His

blood. Could it be supposed that here a new Christ, and indeed, a

dead Christ, was created by the side of the living one ? From the

1 Praised be Thou, our God, Thou King of the world, who briugest forth bread out

of the earth.—Friedlieb, 56.
2 This is the bread of affliction which our fathers did eat in "Egypt.
3 Aidofievov. 1 Cor. xi. 24, K\wfJ.evov.

4 Merct rb benrvyjaai. The cup of blessing, (131^11 D13- [The ritual observed

among the Jews maybe seen in Lightfoot's Hot. Hebr. on Matt. xxvi. 26, or in Bynseus,

De Morte Christi, i. 8. Lightfoot says of this cup, ' The cup certainly was the same with

the " cup of blessing :" namely, when, according to the custom, after having eaten the

farewell morsel of the lamb, there was now an end of supper, and thanks were to be

given over the third cup after meat, He takes that cup,' &c. Bynajus does not ex-

press himself decidedly (p. 622), but inclines to the opinion that this was the fourth

cup.

—

Ed.]
6 Praised be Thou, Lord our God, Thou King of the world, who hast created the

fruit of the vine.
6 In this Olshausen finds a reason against the personal communication of the clergy.

It is, perhaps, not altogether evangelical to assume that the clergyman, at the dis-

tribution of the Lord's Supper, stands in the place of Christ as opposed to the people.

But only by considering him as a member of the congregation, and the congregation

as itself priests, is the difficulty of the actual communication of the officiating clergy-

man to be set aside.
7 The Apostle Paul illustrates the words, ' Do this in remembrance of Me,' by adding

1 In so often as ye do eat this bread, and drink of this cup, ye do show forth the

Lord's death till He come.'
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same fact it follows that here there cannot be present the body and
the blood of Christ in the bread and wine in the sense of a sub-
stantial presence. For in this manner Christ would already have
been present as the crucified One, in the elements of the com-
munion, whilst He stood before His disciples as the still uncrucified
One—as the still living One.

It is thus plain that Christ, in speaking the words, while yet
alive, which refer to His body and to His blood, intends to repre-
sent His body and His blood to the disciples in picturesque signs.

That is, in other words, the bread and the wine which previously
were not yet His body and His blood, become now consecrated to
signify His body and His blood—to signify, 1 and indeed not in an
allegorical, but in a symbolical sense.

But here, when the disciples of Christ partook of the Lord's
Supper from His own hand, with the word of His mouth, under
His eyes, it is entirely plain that they were fed not only with signs
of remembrance on the historical Christ, but with the Spirit and
life of the eternally living Christ. 2

But to them it is not only their partaking that makes His pre-
sence, but moreover, His presence makes to them their partaking.
He not only communicates to them His word, but also His living
breath

; not only His spiritual power, but also His manifestation of
life in the Supper, which thus forms, together with His whole pre-
sence, a living unity. They partake of"Himself, in His real life, in
the bread and wine.3

Nay, as this communion is appointed to aspire entirely to the
sacred purpose of uniting the partakers wholly with Christ, so it is

appointed to change itself in them, according to His working, wholly
into the body and the blood of Christ.4

In other words, they partake, first of all, of the historical, the
crucified Christ, and certainly in sign and seal. Next, they partake
of the spiritual Christ, as the eternally living One, constantly pre-
sent in the Spirit. They partake of Him, moreover, as the glorified
One, whose entire power of life is communicated to His word and
to His institution. Finally, they partake of Him as the ideal-uni-
versal, who draws up heaven and earth into the life of His life, who
changes the whole new humanity into His body ; and even the world
of creatures, whose symbol here is bread and wine, He transforms
into an organ of His life-giving life.

It is now perhaps proved, that this partaking in this consecration
can never be a matter of indifference, so as that the receivers should
only receive in the communion mere bread and wine. In every

_ '
This is the Zwinglian characteristic,—the relation of the Lord's Supper to the

history of the death of Jesus, absolutely indispensable, if the doctrine of the holy
communion is not to run into superstition,—but only the foundation indeed for the
subsequent characteristics. 2 This is the Calvinistic characteristic.

1ms is the Lutheran characteristic.
* This is the old Catholic characteristic, which is totally distinct, plainly, from the

doctrine of transubstantiation : for first of all, here the change does not transpire in
the hand of the priest, and by its means, but in the partaker himself ; secondly, it is
not a change into the material, but into the Christian ideal.
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case they are placed in contact with the body and blood of Christ

;

either so, that its power fills them as believers, or drives them and
terrifies them further away as unbelievers ; the unrepentant and
the hypocrites eat and drink to themselves condemnation. 1 Thus,
as to the faithful, the communion is an anticipation of the feast of

the kingdom ; to the unbelieving it is an anticipation of condem-
nation.

To the faithful, the communion is to restore the visible fellow-

ship of Christ, as the special New Testament ordinance, as the

innermost centre of the Church—the peculiar point of sight of the

pure visibility and the visible purity of the Church. The com-
municants are to show forth the Lord's death till He come again.

Thus, the communion is the means of the perfect fellowship with

the Lord, and indeed, first of all, of the fellowship of His death
;

secondly, of the fellowship of His life ; thirdly, of the fellowship of

His kingdom. Every one of these three characteristics embraces
two blessings ; the six blessings, moreover, which flow therefrom,

combine in the unity of one seventh.

The communion is, first of all, the fellowship of the death of

Jesus. It is related to the perfected sin-offering in His death.

The communicants enter into the fellowship of the body and the

blood of Christ. 2 They die with Him to sin, and to the world
;

share with Him in the judgment in His spirit ; devote their old

life in the power of His death—to death. But whilst they receive

the sublimely pure blessing of the consecration to death, they

obtain also, at the same time, the fruit of his death—reconciliation.

It is assured to them, that His body broken, His blood shed, has

become a remission for them. This is thus the first double bless-

ing : the perfecting of repentance in the consecration of death ; the

perfecting of faith in the reconciliation with God by the celebration

of the self-sacrifice of Christ.

But this first characteristic, the celebration of the fellowship of

the death of Christ, forms in the holy communion the introduction

to the second—to the celebration of the fellowship of His life. In

respect of this relation of the two characteristics, there is in this

relation a definite contrast, not to be denied, between holy baptism

and holy communion. In the former, the celebration of death, the

representation and assurance of dying with Christ, is the eventual

characteristic ; the celebration of the new life, on the other hand,

appears as the conclusion of this consecration of death : it is rather

hinted at than developed ; it appears as the tender delicate bud of

the mystic passion-flower which is represented in baptism. In the

celebration of the holy communion, on the other hand, the death of

Christ is represented as a fact already completed, and a foundation

for the attaining of the new life. Moreover, the consecration to

death of the communicant is here already supposed. It has, for

i Thus, perhaps, is arranged the difference which arose between the Lutheran and the

Reformed churches, on the question whether unbelievers as well as believers receive

in the communion the body and the blood of Christ. a 1 Cor. x. 16.
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instance, begun in baptism ; it has been repeated and deepened in

the preparation and absolution which precede the communion
(points which at the institution of the communion were symbolized

by the foot-washing) ; and in the communion itself it is still only

completed and assured. Thus far the Lord's Supper is rather a

celebration of the renewed joyfulness of death, than of the first

consecration to death of the faithful. But how can the festival of

the fellowship of Christ's death be changed into the festival of the

fellowship of His life ? This change is a consequence of the fact,

that His death itself, as the highest fact of His life,—a free sur-

render to the judgment of God on the sins of the world,—has also

become the highest attainment of life—resurrection ; that the sin-

offering has been entirely changed in the fire of divine government

into a thank and peace offering for the world, because it was

altogether made a sin-offering by the priestly authorities of the

world, and was yet wholly without sin, because in Him there was
nothing to destroy, to juclge, or to put to death, but the historical

connection with the ancient Israel, with the ancient world. Thus
Christ became a thank-offering, a holy partaking of life and bread

of life, for those who with Him have died to the old world. They
partake in the holy communion the fellowship of His life, and

indeed this again in twofold blessing. The first is the entire per-

ception with what power of sacrifice Christ has loved them, and

eternally loves them ; the second is, that they are united to one

another in this love. John has put forward these two blessings as

those which form the peculiar centre of the festival as the effluence

of the fellowship of the love of Christ.

With the celebration of the fellowship of the new love of Christ,

moreover, there is, thirdly, established the celebration of the fellow-

ship of His kingdom. The Lord's Supper is the anticipatory

celebration of the future glory of the kingdom of believers, and so

far is itself a type of the future actual feast of the kingdom to

which Christ has pointed the disciples. 1 It represents prefigura-

tively the future manifestation of the Church of the kingdom ; the

glorification of their partaking in divine blessedness ; the inherit-

ance of the world in the Spirit of glory ; the consecration of its

elements to the body and blood of Christ, embracing and glorifying

the new humanity. Bat the two blessings which this characteristic

embraces, are, first of all, the renewal of the pilgrim-feeling and

the pilgrim-disposition in the midst of the privations and sorrows

of time, which continue for the Church even to the return of

Christ, the vivid representation that a special Lord's Supper may

1 The Lord's Supper is a symbol as celebration of the fellowship of the death of

Christ,—a sacrament as celebration of the fellowship of His life,— a type as celebra-

tion of the fellowship of His kingdom : as a symbol, it refers to the sacrifice of the

death of Christ ; as a type, it points to the future blessedness of the Church of His
kingdom ; as a sacrament, it sets forth the partaking in the life of Christ in the

power of representation and assurance. But as this centre of the celebration com-
mands and embraces all the characteristics of it, both the typical and the symbolical
side have a sacramental character.
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be held in the times of the world's evening, in expectation of the

advent of the Lord. Secondly, the anticipation of the heavenly-

feast of the kingdom, or the perfect experience of the everlasting

presence of Christ. But all these blessings are included in the

seventh. The Lord's Supper is a celebration of the everlasting life

which Christians find in commemorating, as a confirmation of the

faith, their becoming one with the Three in One, or in keeping the

actual communion with the Father and with the Son in the Holy
Ghost (John xiv. 23; Eev. iii. 20).

Although we cannot but recognize a great proof of human weak-
ness in the fact, that the disciples could forsake the Lord on the

same night that they had received the sacred symbols from the

Lord's hands, yet we must not forget to ask ourselves, what would
have become of them if, in that terrible hour of temptation, He had
not communicated to them His blessing ? Yea, what would have
become of His Church, if He had not united it by this wonderful

bond of fellowship indissolubly with His heart ? It is indeed

certain, not only that Christ delivered the Church by His death
and victory, and converted it by His word and by His Spirit, but
completed and confirmed it by this institution.

That He appointed the Lord's Supper with the anticipation of

the great temptation which the disciples had to undergo, He
announced, immediately after its celebration, in the significant and
admonitory words wherewith He prepared Peter for what was
coming

:

' Simon, Simon (not Peter, Peter), behold, Satan hath desired to

have you, that he may sift you as wheat : but I have prayed for

thee, that thy faith fail not: and when thou art converted,

strengthen thy brethren.'

Satan desires to have men separate from God ; Christ prays for
them. The kingdom of the evil one thinks to have a claim to

sinners, when they have at all meddled with it. It fancies itself

invincible with its pleasures, and perfectly irresistible with its

terrors ; and all evil ones fancy that those who have escaped from

the net of their pleasures, are still hoi den by the magic of their

terrors. Above all things, the prince of evil thinks this ; and
because even the apparently pious, the priests, even the disciples of

Jesus, are not approved as holy,—because even in them is sin, or

even only because they are men in whom, as such, sin appears to

exist,—thus he searches, even in them, for what is his own ; he

wishes to draw it and them forcibly to himself. For all evil hangs

together ; every evil attracts every other evil ; and this powerful

attraction of hell is individualized ; it has its organ, it has its

animating centre.

Thus the evil one desires to winnow all men, because as sinners

they actually have evil in them, or because as men they wear in

themselves the appearance of sinners. He makes claim to them
according to the right of consistency—of consequence.

In this apparently rightful claim of the kingdom of darkness,
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there really is, moreover, a true characteristic of equity. Man
cannot, for instance, come to the righteousness of the new world
until he is free from the lust and from the terror of the old world.

Hell could not slay him as its prey with the arrow of lust or of fear,

if he already stood upon heavenly ground. He must thus pass
through the refining fire of the terrors of hell, if he is to be ap-
proved for heaven. He is not in his spirit master of his life, until

he has undergone not only the pleasure, but also the suffering, of life.

And yet the rightful claim of the evil one on men is converted in

his sense to injustice. The evil one desires that a sinner should
remain a sinner, according to the law of consequence. The pre-

tence of consequentially, however, here becomes the most abstract

and deadest right, and thus the deepest wrong. 1 But it could not
become wrong if there were not, a priori, a fallacy contained in

it. This fallacy is the false assumption, that the sinner has been
seeking sin itself in sin. But the case is altogether different. Even
in sin he seeks the well-being of his soul, although he misses it by
his evil delusion. But if he is freed from his delusion, he must seek
the life of his soul according to the claim of consequence in an
altogether opposite direction, and thus set at defiance all the lust

and all the fear of hell. And just for that reason that he thus
proves himself, he must show that the claim of darkness and of
Satan on his soul is a falsehood and an illusion. Then he must be
sifted by the terrors of hell after he has renounced the attractions of

hell. The sifting cannot be spared him ; but, by the grace of God,
by the intercession of Christ, it is to redound to his salvation. Pre-
cisely for that reason, God allows the kingdom of the evil one to

have power, gives it room to sift His people as wheat under His
supreme dominion, in order to bring to nothing the power of the

evil one.

In this spirit of glorification of the divine government, Christ

speaks of the desire of Satan. It is Satan's care, by the operation

of his magical winnow, to make all wheat (which he regards as

only seeming wheat) to appear as chaff. The Lord's care is there-

fore to separate the wheat from the chaff.

The Baptist had said of Christ, ' Whose fan is in His hand, and
He will thoroughly cleanse His floor.' Since here Christ declares

of Satan, that He would sift his wheat, He thus declares that He is

ruling over him, that He will make him serviceable to Himself, that

He will bring to nothing his design, and turn his attacks to the best

account.

But what does He oppose to the evil one's bold assertion of right

in the presence of God ? Pious prayer ! Satan appeals violently

to right, and uses actual force against the pious ; Christ, on the
other hand, turns prayerfully to grace. He knows that the claim
can do nothing against love ; that right becomes false, and the
deepest wrong, if it is to be serviceable to hatred ; moreover, that
love, in its desire to deliver by intercession, is one with the grace

1 Summum jus, summa injuria.
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and righteousness of God, the source out of whom right proceeds.

He knows that in God righteousness is one with grace, not in oppo-

sition to it, but operative for its kingdom ;
that thus before God

the pious prayer of compassion has right against the daring claim

of the accuser of men ; that, finally, even the gentle, peaceable

powers of intercession have greater influence upon the hearts of the

wavering disciples in their temptation, than the dazzling and terrible

powers of the kingdom of darkness. Thus He prayed for Peter.

He plainly foresees with certainty, that the faith of the disciple

will waver, because there is still much unholiness in him which

belongs to the world ; but it is also certain to Him that he will not

utterly fail,—that a spark of faith is to remain alive in him.

He points out both to him. Yea, He explains, at the same time,

that he should come forth from his fall with a rich power of grace,

in that He gives him the command, ' When thou art converted,

strengthen thy brethren.' It is thus at once intimated that all his

brethren should also waver in the temptation. But he is to return

from his deeper fall with the richer experience of grace, which they

should then need for their strengthening. This prediction of the

Lord was perfectly fulfilled after the resurrection. Peter had in

the greatest degree undergone the terror of the world and of hell,

and Experienced the delivering hand of grace ; thence the courage

which strengthened his brethren. With this divine security and truth

the master-glance of the Lord controlled the way of His disciples,

even in those hours when His own soul was most deeply afflicted.

Peter, moreover, could not yet comprehend the whole import of

this word. That Jesus had kept with them in the Lord's Supper

the precursory celebration of His death—this was clear to him.

But this had rather developed in him the heroic desire to die with

Him, than the understanding of His going to death. He believed

that Jesus would now separate from their midst, m order to undergo-

apart from them a great contest. ' Lord, whither goest thou ?
'

asked he Him. Jesus answered him, 'Whither I go, thou canst

not follow Me now ; but thou shalt follow Me hereafter,'—a refer-

ence to His departure by a martyr's death. ' Lord, why cannot I

follow Thee now ? ' answered the disciple ;
' I will lay down my life

for Thy sake/ ' I am ready,' said he, according to Luke, ' to go

with Thee both to prison and to death.' At this word of presump-

tuous self-sufficiency he must hear the terribly solemn announce-

ment, ' Wilt thou lay down thy life for My sake ? Verily, verily,

1 say unto you, That this day, yea, even in this night, the cock shall

not crow twice before thou shalt have denied Me thrice.'

After this severe word of terror, in which the disciple might fancy

he saw an accusation as yet unintelligible to him, it was now the

part of the Lord to discover to him the most peculiar reason of his

weakness and enervation, and of his sudden fall. He knew that

Simon had already thought of the means of resistance and self-help
;

that he would lose his courage of witness-bearing, because he had a

desire to tread the way of earthly strength. He wished now to
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bring tins circumstance to light. He asks the disciples, ' When I

sent you without purse, and scrip, and shoes, lacked ye anything ?
'

They answered, ' Nothing.' These were the fair days, when they

moved among the enthusiastic welcomes of His people. His name
was everywhere sufficient recommendation to them. But now other

days have come. They must now prepare themselves for the enmity

of the world. They must be ready for a great abandonment and a

great struggle. Thus He continues :
' But now, he that hath a

purse, let him take it, and likewise his scrip, if he has one.' As if

He should say, The matter is now a thorough emigration out of the

old world. Then He adds, ' He that is not yet provided with a

sword, let him sell his garment, and buy one.'

Here it becomes entirely clear that He recommended to them the

highest result of spiritual preparation—a preparation for need and
death. It is almost superfluous to observe, that the swords can

only be understood figuratively ; for at that late evening hour

nobody could think of buying a sword in an actual sense.

Moreover, it is equally plain for what reason Jesus has chosen

the expression ' sword ' to recommend to them spiritual preparation.

With the same view, to bring them to the discovery and exhibition

of their means of strength, He goes on :
' For I say unto you, that

this that is written must yet be accomplished in Me, He was reckoned

among the transgressors/ the lawless, the law-breakers, the seditious.

This had been prophecied of the great reconciling Sufferer of the

theocracy (Isa. liii.) He adds, ' For the things concerning Me (in

Scripture) have an end.' The finger of Scripture points to the end.

He knows that His end is near. Moreover, He sees His endjsketched

in the prophecies of Scripture ; hence this passage also, that He
should be counted as a transgressor among the transgressors. It is

thus certain to Him that this doom is impending closely. Just for

this reason He says, Make the greatest preparation.

The disciples have followed the external sound of His words, but

not their spirit. They think that He is referring to the speedy

coming of the necessity of armed resistance to the enemy, and cry

out, apparently with confidence and triumph, as being armed, ' Be-

hold, Lord, here are swords—two !

'

' It is enough,' said the Lord, doubtless with the most painful

expression, and with the smile of holy sorrow. Enough—more than

enough. The manner in which He said it must have told the

disciples how painfully their blindness grieved Him. Two swords

to defend twelve persons—to defend them against the power of the

Jewish magistracy, and against the legions of the Roman empire
;

yea, to defend them against the spirits of evil and against all the

powers of darkness ! Two swords for this war !

'Yea, it is enough,' said He. As if He would have said:

Enough to make manifest your want of understanding ; to explain

your approaching fall ; and to suggest to My enemies the suspicion

that My cause is one with that of the malefactors.

That Jesus did not want the two swords literally, is plain from
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the requirement that He had given them, that every disciple was to

have his own sword, even although he should sell his garment for

it ; and, possibly, He had led the discourse to this point, with
the view that the swords might be brought forward ; because He
wished to manifest the weakness by which Peter was soon to fall.

But even then the disciples did not sufficiently understand the
heavy sigh of Jesus : as is plain from the subsequent incident in

Gethsemane—the fact that there Peter struck with the sword.

But by an exegetic fatality of world-wide significance, the Romish
theology upon these two swords founds the theory of the spiritual

and the secular sword, of which the one is the attribute of the Pope,
the other of the Emperor ; but still in such a manner that the latter

is mediately at the disposal of the Pope.

It is enough : a sigh of the God-man, who thus breathes forth a
lament over Romish swords and martyr-piles ; over the wars of the
Paulicians and Hussites ; over all the physical forces of the New
Testament era, whereby men seek to further His cause. All these

applications of physical force are enough to show that the true Chris-

tian spirit is still wanting to such combatants, and that to the false

efforts of carnal bravery will succeed the denials of carnal faint-

heartedness.

The celebration was now concluded by singing at its close the

usual song of praise (Ps. cxv.-cxviii.) At that time probably the
fourth cup was not drunk ; still less a fifth ; which was sometimes
drunk when the feast was prolonged during the singing of other

psalms (cxx.-cxxxvii.) The partaking of the last cup pointed,

perhaps, from the first to the kingdom of glory. At least, even at

the beginning of the supper, the Lord seems to announce to His
disciples that the festival should be fulfilled in His kingdom. It is

scarcely needful to point out that what is meant here is a celebra-

tion in a higher sense—an element of the heavenly life; but certainly

also a real celebration, in the most literal, and in the highest sense.

According to the three first Evangelists, Christ, after the song of

praise, went out with His disciples to the Mount of Olives. The
two first relate, that on the way He declared to them, that in that

same night, which had then some time begun, all of them would be
offended at Him. The Evangelist John records the solemn parting

discourses which Christ uttered to His disciples in connection with
His intercession for them, as occurring in the interval between the

close of the Passover and the arrival at Gethsemane. The question

here is, How are we to conceive of the local circumstances under
which Jesus spoke the larger discourses, and how are they related

to the account of the three first Evangelists ?

It is first to be considered here, that the words which, according

to the two first Evangelists, Jesus spoke to the disciples on the way
to the Mount of Olives, bear a considerable resemblance to the words
which John (xvi. 32) attributes to Him, announcing to them that

the hour was come when they should be scattered from Him.
Moreover, it is to be noted that eveu John misplaces this address
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to the disciples on the way to the Mount of Olives, when he relates

this departure in chap. xiv. 31, but does not allow the crossing over

the Kedron to follow, till the moment indicated in chap, xviii. 1.

Thus, what in John, chap xiv., Jesus at first said to the disciples,

was said in the moment of departure. This is indicated by all the

considerations which underlie this discourse. The departure and
the going forth into a great peril form the foreground of the repre-

sentation. The question of the whither, and of the ivay, is the

fundamental thought. The consideration of the night is markedly
prominent, very probably also that of the starry heaven. Above all,

we should thus have to distinguish one special discourse which
Jesus addressed to His disciples at His departure to the Mount of

Olives, from the more lengthy conversations. 1

The following discourse (chaps, xv. and xvi.) cannot thus have
been spoken on the same occasion. 2 Not only is the fundamental
thought of it a new one, but it intimates also a new mode of con-

sideration. The image of the vine, of the vine just primed and
purged, whose branches will now soon bring forth fruit ; and the

contrast of those unfruitful branches cut off and withered, which are

to be cast into the fire : this is plainly the starting-point of the dis-

course. Let the reader now picture to himself the way which leads

to the Mount of Olives, by Gethsemane, out of the city of Jerusa-

lem. It passes by gardens in the valley,3 in which doubtless are

vines. 4 Moreover, it is probably in harmony with the season, if we
suppose that these had been pruned 5 a short time before, and that

the branches cut off had already withered. And perhaps here and

1 [The fact that Matthew and Mark seem to place our Lord's prediction of Peter's

fall after they left the supper-room, while John very distinctly places it before, has
caused some difficulty in the arrangement of this part of the narrative. Alford
thinks the prediction in John is distinct from that in Matthew ; and certainly there

is nothing improbable in the supposition that Peter should, on the way to Gethse-
mane, renew his protestations of fidelity. Augustine (followed by Greswell) holds a
threefold prediction :

' Ter eum expressisse prsesumptionem suam diversis locis ser-

monis Christi, et ter illi a Domino responsum quod eum esset ante galli cantum ter

negaturus' (De Conscns. Evan. iii. 2). Riggenbach (623) thinks there was but one
prediction, which Matthew and Mark insert somewhat later than it actually took
place. On the use of rore in Matthew, as an indication of time, see Riggenbach,

p. 424.—Ed.]
2 As, for example, Tholuck supposes, p. 343. I have already suggested this view

in my first vol., p. 219. [' That the discourse in chaps, xv. and xvi., with the prayer
in chap, xvii., was spoken in the supper-room, appears very clearly from chap, xviii. 1,

where it is said, " When Jesus had spoken these words, He went forth with His
disciples over the brook Cedron," which can scarcely refer to a departure from any
other place, although referred by some to His going out of the city. It appears also

from this, that after His words, " Arise, let us go hence," no change of place is men-
tioned till the prayer is ended, and from the improbability that such a discourse

would be spoken by the way. We conclude, therefore, that the Lord, after the disciples

had arisen, and while still standing in the room, continued His discourse, and ended it

with the prayer.'

—

Andrews, p. 411. And so Meyer, Stier, Alford, and Ellicott.

—

Ed.]
3 The garden of Gethsemane is even still surrounded by other enclosures. See

Robinson, i. 234. Compare Tischendorf, Reisc in den Orient, i. 313.
4 On the burning up of the vine-cutting, compare Ezek. xv. 6.

6 That the vine was cultivated at Jerusalem, appears very clearly from 2 Kings
xviii. 31 ; compare Zech. iii. 10 ; Micah iv. 4. Of the existing Jerusalem, Robinson
relates, ' Neither vines nor fig-trees thrive on the high ground round the city, although
the latter are found in the gardens beyond Siloam.'
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there are still some garden-fires burning low, which might have

been lighted on the eve of the festival. 1 As, in consistency, we are

now to look for the Lord, as He utters this discourse, between the

city of Jerusalem and the Mount of Olives, we cannot but think

that on the way, in the neighbourhood of gardens, He is induced,

by special considerations which occurred to Him (to which perhaps

chap. xvi. 25 refers), to make a characteristic pause, in order to

point out to the disciples the glimpse of the fair Whitsuntide, when
they ought to bear the ripe fruits of His life in the fellowship of

His Spirit ; in order, moreover, at the same time, to make them
acquainted with the severe trial and jeopardy of soul which even

now awaits them—the risk of being cut off and cast away as useless

branches from Him. This He does now, at this point, in His

second larger farewell discourse.

It is not probable that He uttered the solemn intercessory prayer

(John xvii.) during a third pause, at a third and different point.

The connection between John xvi. 33 and xvii. 1 appears at least

to suggest the contrary. Moreover, from the passage xvii. 26, the

conclusion may be gathered, that Jesus delivered the high-priestly

prayer immediately before His final going over the brook Kedron.

Thus, it may be supposed that He was already at the foot of the

acclivity beyond the city, when He spoke the parabolic discourse of

the purged vine, and of the burning branches (a reference to Judas,

who was already cut off from Him, and a warning to them, who
were in danger of allowing themselves to separate from Him). For

just here the vineyards must have come under His view in the

plainest manner ; and if perchance here and there a garden-fire was

burning, it was here most distinctly visible. And then Jesus turned

to Kedron. The crossing over it was the last decisive act of His

going to death ; at the same time, it was the advance of His dis-

ciples into the deepest peril of soul : therefore He committed them
previously in faithful intercession to His Father.

We have constantly seen before how much the statements of the

Evangelist John everywhere depend upon the most decidedly con-

crete views of a history connectedly progressing. This is the case

here. Through the more ideal estimate of the Johannic farewell

discourses of Jesus, are sharply seen, with the most marked and

lively features, their historical motives and impulses.

Jesus thus spoke the first farewell word to His disciples on leav-

ing the room. They went forth into the night,2 and felt conscious

that they were going forth into a peril of death, still concealed, but

terrible. Whither they went, they themselves knew not. But the

1 It appears from Exod. xxii. 6, that in Palestine, about the time of the beginning

of harvest, frequent garden or field fires were burning.
2 [Our Lord probably set out for the Mount of Olives about eleven o'clock. Some

make it earlier. Greswell says {Dissert, iii. 192) :
' The period of the year was the

vernal equinox, and the day of the month about two days before the full moon, in

•which case the moon would be now not very far past her meridian, and the night

would be enlightened until a late hour towards the morning.' Of course the possi-

bility of clouds must be taken into account.

—

Ed.]

VOL. III. K
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Lord saw clearly in the Spirit that they from henceforward would
be strangers and foreigners upon earth, in a totally different sense

from that in which they had hitherto been so. His homeless, His
hearthless followers ! that the security and glory of life.in the old

home of this world was now passing away for them. And so also for

His people in all future times. In this sympathy He consoles them,
as the representatives of His Church, by pointing them to the in-

heritance in heaven, and to His everlasting life in this inheritance

for them.

And this is just the fundamental thought of the first address.

They were to know that He knows of a heaven for them, for them,
—is going into that heaven, ministers in heaven,—returns from
heaven !

' Let not your heart be troubled ' (Do not lose composure !), He
cries to them. They must take courage for the bold step of faith

which greets the old Here as a stranger, the new Hereafter as the

home. ' Believe in God/ He continues, ' believe also in Me/ From
the simplest but the deepest faith in God, is to issue the faith in the

truth of His progress of life, through the death of the cross to the

glory of the new life. There is a new home, says He to them
there, in the words, ' In My Father's house are many mansions.'

His Father's house is the universe : thus, perhaps, the many man-
sions appear to them in the glittering lights of the starry heaven.

If we picture to ourselves that at this moment Jesus is about to

step forth with His disciples under the starry canopy, we can hardly

conceive but that He must with these words have pointed upwards
to those testimonies of the heavenly habitations. And they were
now to know, that there are many dwellings there in a new life for

Him and for them,—to receive Him when He parts from them ; to

receive them when they follow Him, through the misery of the

cross, and the martyr's death—when they are driven forth from the

old earth. At the same time is declared the certainty of their per-

sonal immortality—of their continuance in the other world—of their

new life with the Lord in the Father's house. All this they were
now certainly to know.

' If it were not so, would I tell you that I go to prepare a place

for you ?
' l

This word of Jesus is plain. With the fullest conviction He

1 My earlier interpretation of this passage, in the treatise, Das Land der Herr-

lichkeit, p. 87, incurs the twofold objection—1. That Jesus wishes actually to say to

His disciples that He is going to prepare a place for them. 2. That, according to

christologic principles, the operation of Christ must not be so conceived as if He would
of Himself provide habitations in the event of the Father omitting to do so. My
present view is adopted by Lucke, p. 592, who remarks, that the expression elirov

av might be thus taken—an dicerem vobis, quod jam dicturus sum ? Lucke, indeed,

observes, that it is not to be supposed that Jesus would introduce a new suggestion

of consolation {wopevofjiai) in this form. But a similar form occurs at other times in

the life of Jesus ; for example, at the healing of the man sick of the palsy, Matt. ix.

6. The 8tl before Tropeuo/jLai, which in this case is necessary, is actually found in the
reading adopted by Lachmann. Certainly the construction, ' If it were not so, I

would tell you,' would give no feeble meaning. Rather a very forcible one, since it

must be supposed that Christ therein had in view the contradictions that would
arise in the succeeding age to the doctrine of the future life, and the immortality of
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declares before His disciples— before His Church— before the

future of humanity—that He knows what He is saying when He
affirms, I go to prepare a place for you. Thus, were there no

future existence, no hereafter, no inheritance above for His people,

then He expressly declares that He could not give His disciples a pro-

mise of this kind. He has therein most solemnly guarded against

the assertions of those who pretend that in this place, as in similar

ones, He has only veiled more general religious ideas already

existing in the conceptions of the people, or that He has uttered

promises in unconscious religiousness of the same kind. We are

sure of it, His consciousness on this subject is thoroughly awake
and thoroughly defined. He stakes His own credibility on this

promise ; or rather, He gives His promise as a pledge that there

is such an inheritance for them. It is as if He had spoken thus

definitely, with a distinct foresight of the most remote times. But
even His disciples needed this assurance.

Therefore He assures them, 'I go to prepare a place for you.'

And then He adds, ' And if I go and prepare a place for you, I will

come again, and receive you unto Myself ; that where I am, there

ye may be also.' They are to regard His departure from them in

this light. There is a pure paradisaical sphere in the house of the

Father, which is appointed as a habitation for them. He will

make this place their home ; by His presence He will fill it with

Christ- like life—Christianize it. Thus He will thereabove labour

only for them. And as He prepares the place for them, He will

also prepare them for the place. He will constantly come back

to them by His Spirit, and fill them with the life of heaven—come
again to individuals in the hour of death—come again to the

collective Church at the end of the world, when at His appear-

ing the great barrier between time and eternity shall fall down.

What they must now grasp and maintain in faith is, that He
will wholly live for them when He is parted from them—that

He will live to them as if they could see Him. For this is just

the Christian mode of viewing the world. Christ lives for His

people in heaven, as the security and founder of an everlasting in-

heritance in the new world. But He knows full well, that in the

hearts of His disciples, as in the dispositions of sinful humanity
everywhere, many objections arise against this bold way of regarding

things by Christian faith. These objections He desires to remove,

and He effectually removes them in calling forth their expression

by apparently paradoxical statement.

Thomas proposes the first difficulty, Philip the second, Judas

Lebba3us the third. Each one opposes to Him exactly the scruple

that had been most easily matured in the peculiarity of his own
nature, in which He might thus actually become a representative

of the band of disciples and of the world.

the individual. But it involves the difficulty of supposing that He had thought it

necessary to instruct His disciples as to the conditions of hopelessness. Perhaps as

with a like view (speaking ironically), Jean Paul constructed against atheism, ' A
discourse of the dead Christ that there is no God.'
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The first expression He calls forth with the word, ' And whither

I go ye know, and the way ye know.'

It is too much for Thomas, to whom, generally, the way of hope

melts away so easily before the gaze of his doubting disposition.

He answers plainly, ' Lord, we know not whither Thou goest; and
how can we know the way ? ' He concludes, because we know not

the end, we cannot therefore know the way.

But Jesus inverts the matter. ' Ye do know the way, conse-

quently ye must know the destination also.' This inversion is fully

justified by the nature of the case. In external life, the way has no

other importance than that which arises from the fact of its leading to

the destination. But in the divine life the way is itself a revelation

of the end—one with the end ; thus, whoever in this case knows the

way, substantially knows the end also.

Thus, he who knows not of the future, knows not of it for the

reason that he knows not of the heart of the present. He who
cannot grasp the consciousness of the future existence of the soul,

has no substantial experience of the temporal energies of the soul

in its essence. (He knows the royal monad only as he knows the

monads of worms.) In proportion as he misconceives the heaven

of Christ in the high places of the world, just as much, not more,

but also not less, he misconceives the heaven in the depths of the

life of Christ. For with the peculiarity of the life is assumed the

peculiarity of his way, and with this the peculiarity of his end..

He who thus knows Christ in the glory of His inner life, knows
also in substance of the condition and of the kingdom of His

glory, and knows that the way by which he attains to that end is

' none other than his own life in its perfected development.

With this meaning Christ says, ' I am the way ;

' and, by way of

explanation, adds, ' as -well the truth as the life ;
' thus, as well the

perfect clearness of the way, as the perfect power of movement in

this way. And, indeed, the one and the other, as well for Himself

as for His people. For them He is the truth, which leads them
surely to life—the life which keeps them faithfully from perishing

on the way. But because He is the true way, He is the way to the

Father ; for this is the only way for the child of man

—

the way
absolutely. And because He is this way in truth, He is also the

only way. ' No man,' says He, ' cometh to the Father but through

Me.' And because they thus know Him, the way, they must also

in Him know the end, the Father in the Father's house, to which

He is preceding them :
' If ye had known Me,' says He, ' ye should

have known My Father also.'

And immediately He calls forth a new scruple, by making use of

the strong enigmatical expression, ' And from henceforth ye know
Him, and have seen Him/

Philip, a disciple, who was in the habit of making much of visible

evidences, now broke in with the remark, ' Lord, show us the

Father, and it sufficeth us.' This word of Jesus had thus found
the strongest opposition in his peculiar disposition. This much is
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plain, that lie conceives of still greater testimonies, still more mani-

fest revelations of the Father, than are given to him in Christ. His

look is still not sufficiently devoted and spiritual, to see in the mani-

festation of the life of Jesus, as conditioned by humanity, the un-

conditioned Father (conditioning Himself nevertheless in the Son)

—to see in the historical lowliness of the Son the everlasting

majesty of the Father. He seeks for phenomena of the Godhead
beside Jesus, which should still more fully accredit as well Himself

as His promise that He would prepare a place for them with the

Father in the Father's house. He has thus not sufficiently recog-

nized the grand original revelation of God, which gives them per-

fect security for the future life.

The Lord makes known to him His amazement that he is still

so much involved in old prejudices. 'Have I been so long time

with you, and yet hast thou not known Me, Philip ? He that hath

seen Me hath seen the Father ; and how sayest thou then, Show us

the Father.'

He who hath really known Him by the vision of the Spirit, must
have known the Father ; not indeed as the Father Himself, but as the

very image of the Father—as the perfect revelation of the Father.

But He Himself interprets the deeply significant word with the

question, ' Believest thou not that I am in the Father, and the

Father in Me ?
'

Christ is in the Father. He lives, speaks, and acts continually

in the consciousness of perfect union with Him, as conceived,

appointed, loved, and decreed by Him, going forth out of the

depth of His nature and will, and continually absorbed in the same
depth again, and Himself comprehending and determining Himself

in it, infinitely conditioned in the Father, and always with freedom

consenting to this conditionality, as though He constantly disap-

peared in the Father.

Reciprocally the Father is in Him—speaks and acts through

Him as through the life-principle of humanity, and of the world and

Himself ; reveals Himself as the unconditioned Lord of all things.

Christ makes known the agency of the Father, as if the Father

were visible in Him.
He who sees Christ sees again always the Son in the Father,

and the Father in the Son, for He beholds everlasting love in its

manifestation,—in the lowliness of the form of a servant,—in the

majesty of Heaven; Himself prophetically revealing Himself;

Himself in priestly character offering Himself for the world ; and

therein Himself declaring Himself with royal and victorious power.

He gives the proof of this. ' The words that I speak unto you,

I speak not of Myself (from any arbitrary or egoistic principle) :

but the Father, that dwelleth in Me, He doeth the works.' Christ's

words are all interchangeably the Fathers ivorks, manifestations of

His divine energy. Thus in all His words the Father Himself is

operative ; that is proved by the fact, that every word is a thunder and

lightning of everlasting power, or rather a light-beam of everlasting
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love. Thus He may reasonably ask, ' Believe Me that I am in the

Father, and the Father in Me.'

Then He adds very significantly, ' or else believe Me for the very

icorks sake;' that is, for the works' sake, so far as these could be

considered abstractly and separately, as undeniable miracles pro-

ceeding from Christ, and thus testifying of Him, in contrast with

the loftier view which regards these miracles,—His words as the

expressions and effusions of His innermost life, single beams which

find their explanation in the nature of His glory.

Christ Himself has thus closely distinguished between the stand-

point of faith in Him for the sake of the works, 1 as the ivories, and

the stand-point of faith in Him for the sake of His words, as divine

words 'proceedingfrom the spirit ofthe Father. He has characterized

the former as the subordinate standing. But He has recognized it

as a provisional one for a necessity ; nay, for the case of necessity

He has required it. But He has appointed to it the life discipline

of striving after the higher point, and of attaining to it.

This appears from the following assurance :
' Verily, verily, I

say unto you, He that believeth on Me, the works that I do (as far

as these are concerned) shall he do also ; and greater works than

these shall he do.'

Still greater than these, certainly not in respect of the power of

operation, and of the wondrous form of their manifestation, but

possibly in respect of the spiritual progress and the historical sphere

of action ; thus, greater inasmuch as Christ Himself is always per-

forming, through His people, more glorious, deeper, more developed,

. and more comprehensive works.

That He thus intended the word, is plain from what follows

:

' Because I go to the Father. And whatsoever ye shall ask in My
name, that will I do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son.'

He repeats the word with emphasis, but so that at the same time

the condition, in My name, is more markedly prominent :
' If ye

shall ask anything in My name, I will do it.'

That they shall thus do greater works than those which He had
hitherto done, appears from a sorites of the essential relations of

faith in the following manner :—Christ goes to the Father, to the

source of power. He goes from the position of the infinite condi-

tionally of the Son, which He had as the centre of all the condition-

al ity of the world, over into the consummation of His life, in His
self-conditioning, or in His union with the Father ; thus in sym-
pathy with the unconditionality of the Father, outwardly represented

by the entirely supra-mundane stand-point which henceforth He
occupies. He becomes one with the Father in the carrying out of

His world government,—the organ of His power, and of His mighty
control over the world. But His disciples also come into union
with this heavenly power : first of all, by adopting His name, the

definition of His spiritual essence with their being, and thus also the

1 As it appears again in the apologetic stand-point of the more abstract superna-

turalism.
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determination of His love upon the world ; and, secondly, by asking

for themselves in His name His blessings for the world.

In this manner they become the organs of His power, as He is

the organ of the Father's power ; and thus bring it about that

He can do in the world greater and ever greater works which

He equally characterizes as their works, because they perform

them in the highest energy of their free life. Moreover, these

works must be performed, because the Father must be glorified

in the Son. The glory is the power of the Spirit over life in the

spiritualized manifestation of life. The Father is to be glorified ; that

is, it is to become manifest in the phenomenal world, that its whole

life is pervaded thoroughly by His Spirit. Moreover, He is to be

glorified through the Son ; that is, by the continually increasing

manifestation that the Son is the pre-eminently moving power of

the world, enlightening everything by His Spirit. Thus is to

become revealed the hidden majesty of the Father, which thus per-

vades the world through the Son. It is promised to the disciples,

that this agency of God's glory shall be unfolded to them in a con-

tinually higher degree through their life of faith, only they must

not forget, entirely and ever more entirely, to ask in His name. And
they will always ask more entirely, if they ever acknowledge more

fully that it is He ivho does it,

But as He Himself is the glorious centre of His work, so also are

the disciples to rejoice in an inner life, which can maintain itself as

the free and blessed centre of their efficacy. Christ now indicates

this stand-point in the words :
' If ye love Me (Myself), ye will keep

My commandments : and I will pray the Father, and He shall

give you another Advocate, 1 that He may abide with you for ever
;

even the Spirit of truth ; whom the world cannot receive, because

it seeth Him not, neither knoweth Him : but ye know Him
;
for

He dwelleth with you, and shall be in you.'

Faith in Christ is the source of the energy in the works of God,

which are done in His name to the honour of God. Moreover, from

faith in Him proceeds love to Him, which brings about obedience to

His commandments. Especially also, the faithful observance of

1 That the word Paraclete in the Johannic ususloquendi might signify the Advocate,

the Intercessor, the Mediator, is shown from 1 John ii. 1. There Jesus is the Paraclete

of His people in the presence of the Father. Here, on the other hand, the Holy Spirit,

the perfecter of the disciples, is their Advocate in the face of the condemning world.

Their first Paraclete, in the judgment of the world, was Christ. He sheltered them

against the world, and secured to them a free departure (John xviii. 8). But after

His ascension He sent to them another Paraclete, who continually gave to them

the ascendancy in the face of the world, nay, who Himself condemns the world that

condemns ; and thus, on behalf of the disciples, changed the defensive into a victori-

ous offensive attitude (John xvi. 8). Comp. Tholuck, 337. [Lightfoot, while he

admits that the sense 'Advocate' may be allowed to the word in this place, adds that

it may seem more fit to render it by ' Comforter;' for, 'amongst all the names and

titles given to the Messiah in the Jewish writers, that of " Menahem," or the Com-

forter, hath chiefly obtained ; and the days of the Messiah, amongst them, are styled

" the davs of consolation." ' For the generally received meaning, see Alford's note,

with the reference to Hare's Mission of the Comforter. Bishop Pearson's note on the

word is also valuable, and proves that the notion of intercession cannot at least be

omitted from the idea signified {On the Creed, p. 477, ed. 1835.)- Ed.]
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His institution, and which is therefore blessed with the gift of the

Holy Spirit. He who loves Christ acknowledges Him in His ever-

lasting nature, and therefore acknowledges also the everlasting

value of His appointments. He observes them as the enduring testi-

monies of the beloved but absent Lord. And thus they become to

Him, in consequence of Christ's intercession, media through which

He receives the Holy Spirit. As the loving Christian is wholly

turned towards his Lord in the living remembrance wherewith he

observes his institutions and ordinances, so Christ in His glory is

wholly turned in His living intercession to him. The desire of the

Christian and the blessing of Christ meet together. And thus the

Christian receives the Spirit of his beloved Lord as the life of His

commandment, as the living unity of his own Christian life, as the

soul of his union with Christ. The Holy Spirit becomes to him a

mediator, an advocate, inasmuch as He perfects, advocates, and
establishes his own life in the judgment which the old world

determines upon him ; but becomes another advocate, in that He
supplies to him the presence of Christ, who was to him the first

advocate who gave to him courage and joyous power in abundance

against all the world. This Comforter will abide with him for

ever, will thus supply to him the presence of Christ, and loill give

to him security for the inheritance hereafter which Christ is pre-

paring for Mm.
It is the characteristic feature of this Spirit, that He is the Spirit

of truth. The Spirit of the Spirit in the word, in the life, one may
say, in the world, and in the history of Christ. The truth is an
infinitely subtle existence in the world, but in relation to the Spirit

of God it is comparable to the body ; whereas this Spirit may be
likened to the sold, as the celestially pure divine consciousness con-

cerning the living connection of all God's works and words. For
this reason, therefore, the Holy Spirit is so foreign to the world.

The world is perhaps familiar with the spirit of the age, with the

spirit of phenomenal nature, of external forms—of the progressive

manifestations of the world ; but it cannot receive the Spirit of God.
It sees Him not in God's works and testimonies before its eyes

—

not at all in the centre of all His revelations in Christ ; it acknow-
ledges Him not in His influences upon its own life. But the

disciples know Him ; for, first of all, He abides with them, in in-

fluencing them by the word of Christ ; and one day He will be in

them, when they have received Him into their innermost life.

With the promise of the Holy Spirit, Jesus announced to His
disciples that He would make amends to them for His absence, by
His spiritual presence ; He declares this still more definitely :

' I

will not leave you orphans ; I am coming to you. Yet a little

while, and the world seeth Me no more ; but ye shall see Me!
'Because I live, ye shall live also.' Christ lives in the absolute

sense. Therefore He goes forth again even from death ; and He
exists for ever as the eternally living One. And He makes His
disciples partakers of the same life, by His Spirit. They also shall
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live through Him. Therefore they also shall certainly see Him

—

Him the living One, they the living ones ; not only externally after

His resurrection, but in the Spirit continually. Then, when they

thus see Him, will be the manifestation of the glorious day of the

Spirit. ' In that day,' says He, ' ye shall know that I am in the

Father, and ye in Me, and I in you.' I in the Father—absorbed

into the depth of His being, and operating in His glory
;
ye in

Me—transplanted with Me into His eternal being, into the sphere

of His might ; I in you—living on in your inmost nature, through

the other Comforter, ministering on through you in the world.

And once more He tells them how they are to attain this result.

In keeping His commandments, they prove their love to Him.
Thus they become alive to the experience of the love of God ; and
with the love of God flows into them the love of Christ so power-

fully, that they rejoice in spirit at the revelation of His nature.

Thus Jesus explains that He will reveal Himself in the glory of

His kingdom only to those who love Him. This, again, is a declara-

tion which offends the disciples, and most of all Judas Lebbajus

:

'Lord, how is it that Thou wilt manifest Thyself unto us, and not

unto the world ?
' AVe have before seen that this Judas belonged

to the brethren of Jesus, who always wished to urge Him forward

on to the stage of the highest publicity ; and that he probably was,

in fact, the soul of such endeavours, the soul of a family spirit which

would fain have seen the Lord in the glory of the world's acknow-

ledgment (vol. i. p. 336). Hence it is accounted for that Judas con-

sidered himself engaged before the rest to propose to the Lord this

new doubt as to His future mysterious relation to His disciples and

to the world. This is the third difficulty which the worldly mind
can find in the doctrine of Christ concerning His government here-

after in the new life. It finds it surprising that He will reveal

Himself only to His disciples. Thus the worldly mind continues

to ask wherefore Christ thus makes Himself known.

Wherefore is it that only His disciples know of Him ? wherefore

does He not reveal Himself to the world ? Thereupon the Lord

answers to the questioner, first of all, ' If a man love Me, he will

keep My words : and My Father will love him, and we will come

unto him, and make our abode with him.' The Father imparts

Himself to him, because He finds His image reflected in Him—the

love of Christ. Christ imparts Himself to him, because He finds

His image in him—His word. The Father and the Son visit him
from heaven through the Spirit. They condescend to him, because

his heart, by the word of Christ, has attained the certainty of life

wherein the Spirit of Christ, the presence of the Father, makes

itself known—the focus wherein the everlasting Sun inflames and

brings to view the heart's own life. Thus familiar is he with the

Father, with the Son, that they become his housemates in his heart

;

his inward nature becomes a resting-place of Christ, a throne of

God. Thus it is brought about completely, that Christ reveals

Himself to such au one.
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But this mediation is exactly what is wanting between Christ and
the world. ' He that loveth Me not,' He continues, ' keepeth not

My sayings.' And therewith is expressed the fact also, that he

keepeth not the words of the Father. Christ explains this in the

saying, ' The word which ye hear is not Mine, but the Father's

which sent Me/ Thus, to such an one is wanting the condition on
which the Father and the Son make themselves known to the

human spirit : the word as the spiritual determination of the revela-

tion of Christ, which He fills with His Spirit, and thereby makes
into His presence ; the word as the brightness of the knowledge of

God, in which the Father makes known His nature and life to the

soul. Now the world is just in this case. The world, as world, is

humanity, which is lost in the world, is ensnared into the finite, and
refers everything only to the finite. Therefore it cannot love Christ,

because His nature just consists in revealing the infinite life of the

Father ; and because it cannot love Him generally, on account of

its love of the finite, it cannot keep His words—it cannot even re-

ceive them in their Christ-like ideality, as single light-forms of

infinity. And thus, moreover, it is incapable of experiencing the

life-operation of Christ, of receiving His Spirit. It has only fore-

bodings of the eternal, obscured by worldly illusions ; not the

defined light pictures of the knowledge of the everlasting in His
word. Therefore it cannot receive the full operation of Christ and
of the Father ; it cannot perceive the Holy Spirit, but only the

vanishing forms of the time-spirits, which come and go with the

changeful appearances of the finite. The sun can only increase its

operation, so as to give intelligence of its energetic presence, when
its beams are not checked, when its light can freely go forth. Thus
it is also with the manifestation of Christ. Only where His light is

present in His word this light is gradually filled with the entire power
of His life, so that He is dynamically present, although in His glori-

fied humanity He is throned in heaven. And where the fulness of

His being manifests itself, there the Father Himself is manifested.

Moreover, in the degree that the world has Him not, it has not

the Father. In the same degree, the everlasting living and personal

God is unknown to it. It has dim, cloudy, and distorted heathenish

forms of God
;
perhaps after the conception of the Brachmans, or of

the Buddhists
;
perhaps in the likeness of a Zeus, or of a Woden ; but

the essential manifestation of the Father has never dawned upon it.

Thus much on this subject, on the continued life for them and in

them which He will carry on in heaven, Christ says, He had wished

to say unto them while He was still with them. But He declares

further, they should learn much more upon the subject from the

Paraclete. ' But the Paraclete,' says He— ' the Holy Ghost, whom
the Father will send in My name, He shall bring all things to your
remembrance whatsoever I have said unto you/ He will thus pro-

duce a threefold result. He will quicken the word of Christ in

them. He will glorify His name to them. He will reveal the

Father to them. Thus these results He will operate iu them by
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the one' operation of instructing them as the Holy Ghost—as the

Life-Spirit of the unity and perfection of all the revelations of God

—

which is opposed to all the finiteness of the world, and contradicts

all its mortality—which restores men from the unholy relations of

perishahleness back into their eternal relation to the Eternal God,

which thus sanctifies them, and instructs them in the same degree
;

that is, makes them more and more capable of the knowledge of

the Everlasting, and fills them more and more with this knowledge.

With this promise Christ says, He will now take leave of them,

or rather salute them in the power of His nature, as He breaks

forth into the words, 'Peace I leave with you (separating from

them as if for a farewell greeting), My peace I give unto you (as

the greeting of everlasting fellowship, and therefore suggestive of

the earliest meeting again 1

) : not as the world gives it, give I the

farewell greeting—the salutation of peace.'

In that hour the world also gave to the disciples its farewell

greeting— it gave to them a dismissal with terror and for ever.

Thus it likes to take leave, although its greeting of welcome has

nattered and deceived, and its greeting in daily intercourse has

been without spirit and without blessing. Not so Christ. His

farewell, in His last salutation of peace to His disciples, is the be-

quest of heavenly peace itself, and the pledge of the new salutation,

soon returning with the richest measure of heavenly peace. In this

power He says to them : I leave you My farewell ; I offer you My
living salutation—in the promise, namely, I live, and ye shall live

also. Thus it might perhaps be said that this is the real adieu

which He gives to them ; that He goes to the Father, and assures

them that He will return to them with the Father by His Spirit,

wherewith also they come with Him to the Father.

Thus He comes back to the word of exhortation wherewith He
began this address :

' Let not your heart be troubled nor cast down,

neither let it be afraid.'
2

Stagger not at the glory—not at the glory of the certainty of

God—of the certainty of Christ—of the certainty of immortality

—

of the certainty of victory and resurrection, He, as it were, cries to

them as He leaves them, repeating once more the great word of

consolation : Ye have heard that I have said to you, I go away, and

come again to you! His going away itself is a powerful coming

again to His disciples.

By way of encouragement and reproof, He then adds :
' If ye

loved Me, ye would rejoice, because I go to the Father :
for the

Father is greater than I.'

Between the two last passages there is a thought unexpressed

i The formula DD/, ^ WOV may also be understood as a formula of farewell—

not only as a formuia'of salutation. Liicke, ii. 617. That in the present case both

are intended—the farewell and the assurance of continued fellowship and of speedy

meeting again—is proved by the distinction d0iV i/uv—Sldufu ifuv. Equally so

also by the previous passage, ver. 26. But in the subsequent verse this thought

comes most plainly forward in the words inrdyw ko.1 ipxofiai, &c.

2 Mtjoc oeiXidrw. [Cf. Isa. xiii. 7, 8 (LXX.), and Lampe in luc]
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which forms the transition. By ascertaining what this thought is,

we shall perhaps explain the last words.

The disciples ought to rejoice that Christ goes to the Father, if

they truly love Him. Why ? Because the Father is greater than

He. The significance of this argument only subsists in the fact

that a change will arise in His relation to the greater Father by
His going to Him—that He Himself shall thereby, in some sense,

become greater. And thus it is, in fact, He will be glorified in

going to the Father.

In His human pilgrimage He appears as the infinitely conditioned

Son of the everlasting, unconditioned, all-conditioning Father. In
His going home to the Father, on the contrary, He returns to the

participation of His supra-mundane, all-controlling majesty. He
is glorified. The eternal priority, indeed, which the Father has as

the Father is thus not abolished ; but the everlasting oneness of

the Son with the Father,—the likeness of essence,—is set forth

even in its world-historical perfection. The Holy Spirit will give

to His disciples testimony of this glory of the Son.

Thus He continues: 'And now I have told you before it come
to pass, that, when it is come to pass, ye might believe.' And why
does He wish to commend to them so earnestly this proof of faith ?

' Hereafter,' says He, ' I will not talk much with you.'

' For the prince of this world cometh (is already near) , and has

nothing which belongs to him in Me.'

The world, as world, in its perishableness is now opposing itself

to the Lord as the reflection of the Eternal Father for a decisive

struggle. In this hostility it is governed and led on by its prince

the devil, as prince of this world—as the innermost principle of all

the mortality of humanity in that which is finite (as the o Sta/3oXo?

who confuses everything) which disturbs the ideal unity of life.

He draws near to the Prince of Light, in order to tempt Him also

with the storm of the horror of death.

He has nothing that belongs to him in Me, says Christ. Thus
He not only declares His own righteousness, but also the certainty

of His victory and resurrection. Everything in Him belongs to the

kingdom of light, even His body also. Thus, moreover, is decided

the early separation from the disciples. Christ again overcomes the

world. But at the same time is declared thereby, that Christ ex-

periences no wavering of His courage—knows no fear, in the face of

the approaching and threatening prince of this world.

He declares this in His conclusion: 'But that the world may
know that I love the Father, and that I exactly fulfil the commis-
sion of the Father as He gave it me, prepare yourselves, 1 and let us

go hence.' He has thus a perfectly clear consciousness that He is

yielding not to the force of the prince of this world, but to the might
of the Father, and solemnly announces that in this step is no rem-

1 The expression eyetpea9e implies, perhaps, an encouragement to the exercise of

the highest courage and resolution—not merely a summons to get up, as if until then
they had been lying down.
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nant of nnfreedom or constraint, but the free purpose of surrender
to the decree of the Father. Thus was the departure accomplished.

Before crossing the Kidron, however, the Lord was once more
induced to utter a longer discourse to His disciples. This address
forms a distinct contrast with the previous one. In the former, Christ

shows how He would be their Advocate in heaven with the Father,
and how they in union with Him would lead a life above the world

;

in the present, on the other hand, He shows how they were to set

forth His life on earth in the present world, and how He would con-
tinue to govern in them, and through them, upon earth.

At first the Lord sets before the disciples, in a parabolic discourse,

how they are to prosecute His life in the world (ch. xv. 1-8) ; then
He gives them a closer explanation of this discourse (vers. 9-17).
Hereupon He shows them how, in the manifestation of His life in

the world, they must incur substantially the same hatred which He
Himself has undergone, and still undergoes (ver. 18, ch. xvi. 6).

This leads Him further to renew to them the promise of the Holy
Spirit, because this is to be their Advocate in the most glorious

manner in the face of the world, and endow them with all the ful-

ness of God and of His life (vers. 7-1 G). To this are linked the final

explanations on the manner in which He will take His departure
from them, and in which He will return (vers. 17-30 ; comp. Matt.
xxvi. 32 ; Mark xiv. 28). Then He knows that they are sufficiently

prepared to receive as a body His announcement that they would be
offended at Him—would faint-heartedly forsake Him (vers. 31, 32

;

comp. Matt. xxvi. 31 ;
Mark xiv. 31). But His closing word con-

firms to them the bequest of His peace, and gives to them the
assurance that He has substantially already overcome the world
(ver. 33). In this assurance He commits them to the Father in

the most earnest intercession (ch. xvii.)

The suggestion which prompted to Jesus the parable of the vine,

has been sought for by different people in various circumstances.

Some thought that they found it in the partaking of wine in the

holy communion ; others supposed that a vine must have grown
around the guest-chamber where the Lord and His disciples were as-

sembled, and must so have offered itself to the Lord for the simili-

tude ; others, again, referred it to that gorgeous metallic vine with
which Herod had adorned the high door of the temple. 1 It may not
perhaps be denied that some relation between the significance of the

wine in the Lord's Supper and the fruits of the vine of which the

Lord is here speaking, subsists in this place ; but the fundamental
view is in this instance a totally different one. Here, for instance,

it is the vine branches especially that are in question—their relation

to the vine, to the vine- dresser, and to the purpose of the vine to

bear fruit. But as to the relation of the parable to a vine on the house

i See Liicke, ii. 627. According to Liicke, the notice, xviii. 1, is inconsistent with
Christ being at this time passing between vineyards. But the e^XOev in that place

does not perhaps necessarily refer to the departure of Christ from the walls of Jeru-

salem—the less that it may probably be supposed that the precincts of the city had
extended down as far as the Kidron. The leading thought of the text lies in the

reference of e^XQev to the more special dehnition, wtpav rod xeiP-appov tov Kedpwv.
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where the guest-chamber was, we have to consider that the distinct

summons of Jesus to departure is gone by ; that house has already

disappeared from our sight. To the symbolic vine on the temple

mountain, moreover, Jesus hardly came with the disciples on that

night ; besides, it is not to be supposed that the lively symbol of

Jesus is to be referred to an artificial symbol in the temple. 1

Besides, it has been remembered how significant is the feature that

the unfruitful branches were cut off, that they were cast into the

fire. This characteristic especially places us, in our consideration,

actually among the vineyards, and therein gives us also, as we have

already seen, the historical connection.

' I am the true
2
vine,' says Christ, ' and My Father is the vine-

dresser.' Into this simple and noble representation He gathers up

in this terrible night His entire relation to the world and to the dis-

posal of the Father. What the vine is in the sense of an earthly,

transient, and symbolic phenomenon, He Himself is in the sense

of the highest Realism of the imperishable relations of the eternal

world. The eternal vine in the midst of the world, and of humanity,

in which the typical designation of Israel to be the vine of the

nations 3 has been fully developed and fulfilled, whose shoots are

represented by men in their relation to Him, especially in the his-

torical relation of discipleship to Him, and whose roots in the Life

of the Logos permeate the entire territory of the world—or rather,

as life-element of its innermost nature, project out of themselves and

take back into themselves—He is the true vine. From this repre-

sentation is explained His whole nature and destiny, the nobleness

of His being, the weakness of His appearance, the power of His
ministry, the glory of His results, the greatness of His sufferings in

the season when He comes under the knife of the primer, the great-

ness of the jubilee in the day of His harvest. But it is especially to

be considered as a characteristic of the glorious and complete con-

fidence in the view of Christ, that He points to the Father as the

vine dresser.

Thus, simply, on this night does He bring the entire dark arrange-

ment of His Father into the view of the most conscious, most subtle,

and most noble activity. Thus the Father is to Him, thus to His
disciples, in all His decrees, in His heaviest judgments even, He has

nothing else in view than the progress of the vine, the cultivation of

its branches, the fruits of the harvest.

1 [Tholuck supposes that the similitude was suggested by ' a vine perhaps 'trailing

by the side of the window,' i.e., of the supper room. Lampe (iii. 200) thinks (and so

Meyer and Ellicott) that the occasion of the figure was the ' fruit of the vine,' which
had just been used as the symbol of all the benefits of the New Testament. He adds,

'Forte quoque Jesus e regione et ad radices montis Templi ad torrentem Kidron ac-

cedens respicere potuit ad vitem illam auream, quae secundum Josephum et alios in-

signe Templi secundi ornamentum fuit, et limen atrii obumbravit.' Stier gives a

threefold ground for the image :
' The two certain and related grounds are nature in

itself and the prophetic phraseology which interprets nature, the third is introduced
by the recently instituted Supper.' In Alford's note on this passage, for Lampe read
Lange.—Ed.]

2 'H a/j.ire\os 7] a\y]9iv7]. Compare vol. i. p. 475. [''A\i)9ivbs est, qui non tan-

turn nomen habet et speciem, sed veram naturam et indolem, quse noruini conveniat.'

Tittmann, Synonyms of the N. T., ii. 28.

—

Ed.] 3 Isa. v. 1.
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Still, the Lord has especially to do with the image of the branches,

to which He first of all likens His disciples. At first their relation

to the vine-dresser comes into consideration. They are to know
that they must undergo the sorrows which await them, just because
they are branches in Him. The branches must be pruned ; the

knife of the vine-dresser passes threateningly around all, and all

must suffer. Still He makes a great distinction. ' Every branch
which bears no fruit is cut off (that the vine may be purified from
it) ; but every branch which bears fruit is purified, is thus pruned, 1

that it may bear more fruit.' Thus are the disciples instructed that

sorrows await them from the hand of the vine-dresser. Still He
gives them the consolation, that they shall not be cut off if they only
stedfastly abide in Him. ' Ye are pure,' says He, ' through the

word that I have spoken to you/ They have already the first form of
purity—the pure relation to the vine—in that they are united with
Christ in a living manner through the word of His life which He
has given them. If they keep this word they shall not be cut off

from Him, but shall once more be purified only through sorrow,

according to their destination for the harvest.

Thus is the relation of the branches to the vine indicated : 'Abide
in Me, and I in you.' How ? He tells them subsequently ; at

present they are first to consider that they must abide in Him.
' As the branch,' says the Lord, ' cannot bring forth fruit of itself,

except it abide in the vine ; no more can ye, except ye abide in

Me. I am the vine, ye are the branches : he that abideth in Me,
and I in him, the same bringeth forth much fruit ; for without Me
ye can do nothing.' Thus, as the branches must receive their life,

their sap, their power to bring forth fruit, from the vine, so must
the disciples from Christ. This is their only, their highest law of

life. To abide in the vine—to abide in the energy of the vine—to

abide deep in the life and the living impulse of its root and of its

sap, so that the vine also abides in them—that they are associated

with it, not as languid or wild sprouts, as strange shoots, alienated

from the spirit of growth.

It is not the external connection with the vine that is the abiding

of the branch in it. If the internal connection of the branch with
the vine ceases,—the unity in respect of the energy of putting forth

fruit—it is only a hurtful and troublesome stick on the vine. And
because it has remained united with it, but not internally, the

primer destroys even the outward connection—it is cut off.

' Thus,' says Christ, ' the disciple who abides not in Him is cast

away—cast forth as a branch—he is withered
;

2 and is thus heaped
together with other branches as brushwood, cast into the fire, and in

flickering light flame is consumed by the fire' (teal KciLeraC).

But as the excellent branch is to be regretted if it thus fails of

1 The contrast : aipei avrS and Ka.6a.lpei avr6 comes out clearly.

2 The aorist form is here significant, i/3\7)6r] ; i^pdvOrj. In such a case, the disciple

who does not abide iu Jesus is iu fact already cast off, and is conceived of as on the

way to wither.
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its purpose, and perishes as worthless fuel in a light flickering fire

of brushwood, so it is a terrible misfortune if, in like manner, a

disciple falls short of his purpose. How plainly, doubtless, the

frightful destiny of Judas occurs to the soul of the Lord, as He
utters these words ! But how entirely different is the lot of the

disciples if they fulfil their appointment ; that is, if they abide in

Christ in such a manner as that His words abide in them actually

as His words, namely, as bright certainties of life and principles of
life. In that case, He says, they shall ask what they will, and it

shall be done unto them. Their entire wish before God will thus

be bestowed on them. Moreover, they will attain their true destina-

tion in a threefold form. They will, in the first place, bear much
fruit. The new wine of peace and joy of the eternal feast of the

kingdom of heaven will be communicated by their means in abun-
dant measure to humanity. Thus, moreover, in the second place,

they will, for the first time, perfectly become 1 the disciples of Jesus

in the highest sense—organs, copies, representatives of His life in

the world. Then, thirdly, again they will thereby add to the glory

of the Father. Through them it will be fully manifest and notori-

ous, that the Lord of the world is not a Fate—not a Saturn or a

Pan, or any other dim form of divinity, but the living God, who has

revealed Himself in Christ, and reconciled the world—even the

Father—the Godhead, which, with its Spirit, pervades all the life

of all the universe round about, and through and through. Through
them, this glory of the Father shall become manifest.

They will thus come to the highest satisfaction of their life as far

as they are concerned ; and this satisfaction will appear as the most
.glorious blessing, first of all, in relation to humanity ; secondly, in

relation to Christ ; thirdly, in relation to the Father.

Hereupon Jesus passes on to explain to them the parable still

more in detail, especially in the point, that they a?-e, and how they

are, to abide in Him.
The fundamental law for this abode of the disciples in Christ is

this :
' As the Father hath loved Me (hath chosen Me unto love), so

have I loved you ; continue ye in My love.'

The Father beholds the Son as His express image—looks on Him
in His unity with satisfaction from eternity—in this love He has

chosen Him. It is, therefore, a word of unspeakable importance,

when Christ says to the disciples, ' So have I loved you.' Thus He
has acknowledged, saluted, chosen them, with perfect view of their

features of character, of their destiny, of the certainty of their

association with Him. And as it is His blessedness and righteous-

ness continually to contemplate and to be absorbed into the love of

the Father, and to find Himself beloved in it ; thus it must be their

blessedness and righteousness to be absorbed into this love, and to

1 They must previously be true disciples of Jesus to bring forth fruits, that is

specifically Christ-like fruits ; for the fruit does not constitute the branch, still less

the vine
; rather the fruit proceeds from the branch, the branch from the vine. And

still, on the other hand, they do not become in the highest and most perfect sense His
disciples until they are approved by bringing forth fruit.
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find themselves again in this love, and to learn to comprehend how
they are in Him.

If they would thus abide in Him, they must abide in His love.

But how do they abide in His love ? Here there is no mention of

the production and maintenance of a constant ecstatic state. ' If

ye keep My commandments (the New Testament ordinances of

Jesus), ye shall abide in My love ; even as I have kept My Father's

commandments (the Old Testament covenant institutions of God,

which are leading Him through the law even to the death on the

cross), and abide in His love.'

He then explains to them the intention with which He has now
pressed upon their heart the admonition to remain in His love.

' These things have I spoken unto you, that My joy might remain

in you, and that your joy might be full.' The joy of Christ is the

eternally free, festal, undulating movement of His soul in the con-

sciousness of the Father's love ; therefore imperishable, because He
knows Himself always beloved by the Father, however much the

perception of it may be obscured by the judgment of the world.

This joy moves Him even now, while the disciples are moving joy-

lessly around Him. They must thus know what is wanting to them.

They must thus be absorbed in the consciousness of being Christ-

beloved beings in the fellowship of the God-beloved Lord— of being

beloved by Him, and in Him—of being beloved by the Father,

whereby they thus stand in direct relation to the everlasting fountain

of joy, whereby the joy of Christ flows over upon them, till their joy

is completed in the blessedness.

But He finds it necessary now more fully to explain to them the

instruction to keep His commandment.
' This is My commandment (the substance of My lawgiving or

institution), that ye love one another, even as I have loved you.'

And how has He loved them ? ' Greater love hath no man than

this, that a man lay down his life for his friends.' From His stand-

point Christ knows that He only dies for His friends although He
dies for men, even although they are still enemies ; for they become

His friends in the power of His death, and they only experience the

power of His death in the degree in which they become His friends.

This truth binds the believers all the more to acknowledge that

they were not yet His decided friends when He gave His life for

them. Nay, that they were all still His enemies, inasmuch as His

determination to die for men precedes all acts of surrender on the

part of men to Him. 1 Jesus Himself intimates, that He could only

call His disciples His friends conditionally, so far as He looks to

their position towards Him. ' Ye are my friends,' says He, ' if ye

do whatsoever I command you.' But as for Him, He will, notwith-

standing, from henceforward call them friends, but not servants.

For what constitutes the servant is, that he knoweth not what his

lord doeth. He knows only his separate commands. He is not

1 There is thus no contradiction between John xv. 13 and Rom. v. 7-10. Compare

John xv. 16.
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initiated into his motive, nor placed on his stand-point by affinity

and fellowship of spirit. It is otherwise in this case. Christ tells

the disciples that He has made known unto them all that He has

heard of the Father (all that was intrusted to Him for them). 1

And thus even already He has saluted them as friends. On His

side the friendship was thus actually decided, if it also, on their

side, in some measure should stand the test. But thus He further

says it is fitting, as He reminds them, ' Ye have not chosen Me, but

I have chosen you.'

He had chosen them and ordained them. This ordination has a

twofold expression. First, it declares their mission as it appears in

the conditioning of their life. They are to go forth (to go forth in

their apostolic calling, and in their earthly separation from Him,
into the contest), and to bring forth fruit, and to leave the fruit

behind, as abiding, as an imperishable seed of the kingdom of God
in the world. Then He declares the unconditionality of their mis-

sion—that they were appointed to it ; whatsoever they should ask

of the Father in His name, He would give them. Hereupon He
repeats the commandment in which the whole law of life is com-
prised by Him, that they were to love one another. This He enjoins

upon them first of all by His word, then by His example—His
death, which is a death first of all for them 2—finally, by His Spirit.

The mutual love of Christians, in the measure and in the power
of the love which Christ has shown to them, is the essence of the

Christian law of life. Moreover, as Christ died for true Christians

who once had been no friends of His, and whose friendship was still

unapproved in any individual, the reciprocity of His disciples' love
' must consist not merely in the love of decided believers for those

who stand upon the same ground as themselves, but also for those

in whom they must first seek out and enliven the features of relation-

ship, as Christ sought out and quickened them in His disciples.

Thus shall He know His appointment in a distinct and approved

manner. The kingdom of light—the Church of His disciples—is

the kingdom of mutual love, of love in the divine heroic measure,

according to which the one can sacrifice his life for the other. Here
is declared, first of all, that this kingdom must separate itself in the

sharpest manner from the dominion of the world that hates it.

Secondly, that it must excite this hatred, and experience it in its

whole development towards itself. Thirdly, that it must overcome
it, precisely by refusing to be confounded by its perils, but remain-

ing always self-possessed.

The disciples, moreover, need not be confounded in their vocation

of representing the life of Christ in the world. ' If the world hate

you/ says the Lord and Master, ' ye know that it hated Me before it

hated you.' Yea, they were to take to themselves this hatred as a

good sign :
' If ye were of the world, the world would love his own

(his own self-entanglement in you). But because (by the dominant

1 Thus this passage agrees with v. 16, 12. Vide Tholuck, 347.
" See John sviii. 8.
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principle of your life) ye are not of the world, but I have chosen

you out of the world, therefore (because of the character which
Christ has recognized in you, which He develops in you, because ye

are thus elected and beloved of Christ) the world hateth you. Re-
member the word which I said unto you, 1 The servant is not greater

than his lord. If they have persecuted Me, they will also persecute

you : if they have kept My saying, they will keep yours also.'

And once again He tells them that it is not their own that the

world hates in them, but His—His name
;
yea, that the enmity of

the world against Him allows itself to be manifested so much, only

because it does not know the Father. For the name of the Son is

actually the expression for the being of the Father (Heb. i. 3). If,

then, the world hates His name, it cannot possibly acknowledge with

love the being of the Father.

But this denial of the Father is a guilt of the world. ' If I had
not come,' says He, ' and spoken unto them, they had not had sin

'

(the sin of the positive denial of the Father as the Father). This
sin, for instance, in its mature form, was not possible until the mani-
festation of the Son, who revealed the Father to the world. But in

its beginnings it is contained in every sin ; for every sin is an offence

against the secret testimony of the Logos—against the beginnings

of the teaching of the Word of God in the heart,—of the Word (of
the eternal brightness), by which the Father makes Himself known.
Since the revelation of Christ, however, it became the great sin of

the new age to deny the Father, in order to establish in His place

the threadbare images of God of the heathenish world-view. Thus
now, as it seems, just for that reason they have no cloke for their sin.

Moreover, that he by this sin of unbelief signifies the positive denial

of the Father, He plainly declares :
' He that hateth Me, hateth My

Father also.' This word expresses the counterpart of the previous

one: Whosoever hath seen Me, hath seen the Father. And, as

Christ then observed (xiv. 11), if a man do not believe Him for His
own sake, yet He must still be believed for the very works' sake, He
must even now characterize the unbelief which could still hold out

against His works as the most decided form of unbelief :
' If I had

not done among them the works which none other man did, they had
not had sin. But now have they seen Me and My Father (in the

works), and have hated Me and Him.' This is the case continu-

ously of all ministries of Christ through Christianity in the world.
' But this cometh to pass,' He adds, ' that the word might be ful-

filled that is written in their law, They hate Me without a cause.'

Even this word found in Christ, for the first time, its highest fulfil*

ment ; perfectly sinless, He must experience the perfectly (/round-

less hatred. It is the first comfort, that all this hatred is foreseen

by God—is determined in His decree. The second is this, it is

utterly without reason, and therefore also utterly vain. And this is

the third consolation : the Paraclete whom Christ will send to His

disciples from the Father—that Spirit of Christ's life whom He can
1 Compare Matt. x. 24.
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communicate to His people when He is returned home to the Father

—that Spirit, as the Spirit of truth, who goes forth from the Father,

will testify of Him. Firstly, because He is the Spirit of the truth

which appeared bodily in Him whose King and centre He is, who
must always refer back again to Him ; then also because He comes

from the Father, reciprocally with the fact that Christ is gone to

the Father. But this witness of the Holy Spirit will be united with

their witness as its living soul :
' And ye also shall bear witness, be-

cause ye have been with Me from the beginning.' Thus this was to

be their relation, as opposed to the hatred of the world.

And as He said to them of His love, that they must continue in

it, that their joy might be full, so He said the worst to them of the

hatred of the world. And as they were to resist it by the testimony

of Christ in union with the testimony of the Holy Spirit, so they

were not to be offended—not to lose their faith in Him, by the ex-

perience of this hatred of the world.

The persecution, He says, will begin by their being thrust out of

the synagogue, or excommunicated ; and it will become more severe,

till the time shall come when it will be considered an act of divine

service 1 to slay them. Moreover, this fanatical hatred will always

have the same foundation—an equal denial of the Father as of the

Son. (Thus it is not at all any partial denial of the Son in one-sided

but true adoration of the brightness and majesty of the Father,—or

the reverse.)

It is true that the Lord had predicted to them from the beginning

that they, in following Him, must expect privations (Matt. viii. 20).

He had also subsequently announced to them, that for His sake they

would have to undergo great sufferings (Matt, x.) But He said to

them now for the first time, that it .would one day be considered by

the world as meritorious—that the world would make of it a kind of

God's service—to put them to death ; or, moreover, that they would
be hated even to death by those who professed to be God's servants

—

the fanatically pious in the world—and that they would be sacrificed

to the prince of this world in horrible Moloch-offerings, under the

delusion that it was rendering God Himself a service thereby. Thus
the disciples were in the position now of hearing for the first time

of the sorrows which awaited them in following Jesus. They were

terribly discouraged.

This discouragement induced the Lord to assure them that He
had said this in order to provide them with a sign for the hour of

their calamity itself. When, by and by, their sorrows came, they

might remember Him—that He has foretold it to them—and on
this sign of His prescient Spirit they might then take courage and
comfort in affliction.

At the same time, He tells them why He had not spoken to them
these extreme and painful things from the beginning, namely, because

He was then with them. ' But now,' He adds, ' I go My way to

Him that sent Me.' He would not tell them the grievous word be-
1 A festival of faith, an auto-da-fe.
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fore the time ; but, also, He would not let them become acquainted

with their painful course too late. This is according to the divine

arrangement. The kindness of Providence conceals from man the

terrors that are to come upon Him so long as the knowledge of them
would only perplex him, or, rather, so long as he neither will nor

can apprehend the announcement of them ; but the truthfulness of

Providence begins to withdraw from him the veil which hides these

terrors—by portents, so soon as he needs this withdrawal for his

preparation. And thus the Lord perceives it to be necessary now
to place His disciples absolutely in front of the picture of what was
impending over them. Still, even here, He neither can nor may
oppose to the statement :

' Hitherto I have been with you ; '—the

words, ' Henceforth I shall no more be with you.' For although,

indeed, He goes His way, yet it is to the Father, that He may live

there for them.

But this word of consolation is far from making a lively impres-

sion on them yet. He cannot but cry with amazement, ' And none

of you asketh Me, Whither goest Thou ?
' Assuredly the disciples

were still in a mood to maintain very energetically the interest of
the present life. Certainly enthusiasm for the interest of time can-

not be asserted to be a new idea. Once in the earlier and fairer

days of Israel, this enthusiasm, in its artlessly religious form, was

perfectly in bloom. It occupied so prominently the religious con-

sciousness of the Israelites, that many have thought that the doctrine

of immortality was wanting in the Old Testament—the doctrine,

namely, of the higher life of the world to come. But in the days

of the Israelitish nation's misfortune, the prophetic spirit had already

begun to elicit the doctrine of the future which lay a priori in the

theocratic germ of Christianity. 1 Notwithstanding, the predilection

for a visible glorification of the present was always tending to become
powerful among the Jews, and begat various chiliastic fanciful forms.

And thus, in these moments, the disciples appeared as advocates of

that mighty prepossession against the importance of the future

world. They look sadly, gloomily, doubtingly upon all the myste-

rious intimations of Jesus, rich in promises as they were,— so sor-

rowfully, that it never occurs to one of them to inquire after the

nature of that inheritance into which their Master is going, or after

the manner and form of the new life.

It is quite plain here, that fuller disclosures about the future life

would have even then been given in reply to the anxiety of the

disciples of Christ, had they manifested, or been able to manifest,

a stronger inclination, and thence also a susceptibility and capacity,

to receive those fuller revelations. Even in the later and more

considerable disclosures of this kind which the Lord gave to the

apostles, He adapted Himself to the ripeness of their susceptibility

for the revelation of the future state, and to the necessities of His

Church. Thus the richest communications of this nature which

were given to the maturest apostles in their moments of highest

1 Compare Isa. liii. 8.
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illumination, had for the more ordinary mind of the Church an
enigmatical and obscure character. The mind of Christians is,

commonly, still too much entangled in the course of this world's life,

and in the pain of the death which leads beyond it ; but especially

in the thousandfold sorrow of parting and separation which is

associated with that last journey, to be able in this relation to reach

so easily from the stand-point of the vastest spirit-labour to that of

the serene spirit-festival, and thus to comprehend the higher com-
munications of the Lord on the subject of the future life.

But this disposition is still prevalent in the disciples in con-

siderable measure. Instead of their interest being in some degree

aroused by the declaration of Jesus, so full of promise, their heart,

as the Lord now expressly says, was completely filled with sadness.

Thus He goes further now, and tells them most definitely, that even
for their present life it would be an advantage that He should part

from them. ' Moreover I tell you the truth, It is expedient for you
that I go away/ This is the important passage which serves to the

Christian for the first spiritual glorification of the present state.

The proof is divided into two parts. First of all, Christ supposes

the case of His not going away ; then, says He, the Paraclete will

not come to you. Then He declares the result of the fact of His
actual departure :

' But if I go away, I will send Him unto you.'

Thus the Lord returns, with the repeated announcement of His
departure, to the promise of the Holy Spirit. This promise is

associated with the condition, that He Himself in His visible

manifestation should leave His disciples and go out of the world.

Humanity is so deeply sunken by sin into fleshliness and un-
spiritualized sensuousness, that it has unlearned the faculty of

seeing the reality of the spirit before it or around it. Everywhere
the immediate reality appears to it obscured and perished, not only

because it is mostly darkened by sin, and testifies of sin, but rather

because it is most looked upon by sinful eyes. Hence the immense
contrast between poetry and reality. Man regards the ideal as

unreal, the real as not ideal. He attributes to the spirit no sub-

stantiality, to substantiality no spirit. In reality he not only char-

acterizes the sin as evil, but the suffering too. Nay, he rather calls

the suffering the sin, although the suffering is the reaction against

the sin, the first natural judgment upon it, which in consequence

everywhere secures the relative ideality of the reality. And not

only does he call suffering evil, but even the appearance of suffering

manifested to him according to his sinful suppositions ; for instance,

that Christ grew up in Nazareth—that He does not change the stones

into bread—that He does not expel the Romans from the land—
that He is ready to suffer.

Therefore man never beholds the working of God except when
He has passed by,

1
or with the glimpse of hope as He is advancing,

but not in His actual presence. Faith does not fully grasp the

present grace and truth, save by the remote beat of the wings of

1 Compare Ex. xxxiii. 23.
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memory .and of hope. Generally, man thus beholds the earth on its

fairer and more poetic side only in the blue haze of distance, and
he does not appreciate the poetry of home till in a wholly foreign

land he learns it in the home sorrow that vents itself in poesy. 1

Hence he sees in the circumstances that lie nearest to him incom-
pleteness 2 prevailing— in his nearest associations the constant

prevalence only of labour and effort ; his eye is always captivated

by what he cannot possess and cannot reach, as being the more
perfect thing. And thus also he looks upon heaven as only beyond
the stars, or in the starry world ; but the heavenly upon earth dis-

appears from him. Even in those moments when Christ wandered
upon earth, this was the prevalent disposition with the disciples

:

it is the same in later times, when He is continually upon earth in

His Church and by His Spirit. In a word, man cannot see the

working of God in the world purely, because the world has become
to him by his worldliness an enchanted labyrinth of endlessly com-
plicated limitations, and the incarnation of Infinity itself in Christ

seems to him, under the thousand reflected lights of the finite (in

the fact, for instance, that Christ is a Nazarene, a Jew, nay, even

that He is a man), as a finite fact; nay, actually Christ Himself
appears to him as the nature laden with the whole curse of finiteness.

And everything appears to him in this way, because, as the

victim of sinful entanglement, he will see in the divine ordinance

of' conditionality only the curse offiniteness, and not the grace and
truth of the divine definition.

Therefore humanity could not possibly arrive at a clear know-
ledge of the revelation of God in Christ so long as Christ was with

His disciples on earth. If He purposed to complete the revelation

of God as the greatest prophet, He must go far away from the sin-

ful, carnal eyes of His disciples, and the world—far away into a

remote land (Luke xix. 12). Humanity must first learn again to

look3 out of the depth of its nature, and before all things it must
first again learn to see in spirit. This going away of Christ

happened in a threefold gradation with threefold effect. By His

death He was crucified to visible things. Moreover, by it visible

things (in their old, dim, finite, decaying light) were crucified to

His disciples.
4 Nay, thereby was likewise crucified

5
their former

manner of beholding with bewildered eye, in manifold phenomena,

only the fallacious glitter of the lust of the eyes, of the flesh, and of

the pride of life, 6 and not of discerning the substantial lustre, the

beautiful, and in it the Spirit. By His resurrection He revealed

1 Ps. cxxxvii.
2 Ach, Kein Steg will dahin fiihren,

Ach, der Himmel, iiber mir
Will die Erde uie beriihren,

Und das Dort ist niemals Hier.
—Schiller, Der Pilgrim. Compare Faust, Pt. 2, Act 5.

3 Compare Matt. xiii. 16. Probably the reference here is to that emphatic seeing

and hearing which began in the life of the disciples, when they saw Him who was

the express image of the Father, heard Him who was the Eternal "Word.

4 2 Cor. iv. IS.
5 Gal. vi. 14.

6
1 John ii. 16.
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Himself as the living originator of a visibility which is entirely

glorified into spirit (Luke xxiv. 37), of a spirit-life which is mani-
fested in perfect visibility (John xx. 27). Then, secondly, He
thereby set Himself forth as the principle and the pledge of a new
world, which in like manner was to reveal the glory of God—that

is, the pervading rule of God's Spirit through all flesh. And thus

He called forth in His disciples the beginning of this new power of

vision out of the inmost soul, and in the entire power of bodily

vision (John xx. 16). At His ascension He finally comprehended
both these operations in a third, into the highest consummation of

the poetic effect which ideal distance produces upon man. He
made His life the centre of all the aspiration of the higher human
life into the dim distance—the centre of all the affectionate, and as

it were homesick, remembrance of His disciples—of every longing

hope contained in the gaze into the future. And thus He made
His retreat, His heaven the paradise of all the real poetry of the

affections, of pious yearning, of memory, and of hope upon earth.

And thus, finally, to dwell with Him became the great aim of life

to Christian humanity.
And thus Jesus could complete the revelation of God to His dis-

ciples by withdrawing from them to the Father, and leaving behind
to them the memory of His life. But not only as the great Prophet
of God, but also as the High Priest, and as the King of humanity,
He must first by His going home complete His work in the three-

fold gradation of His death, His resurrection, and ascension, before

He could communicate the Holy Spirit to them. We are able at

this place only to throw out suggestions, as we must return to this

point subsequently.

As in the character of Prophet He abolished the illusion of the

flesh by His death, set forth the truth of the flesh by His resurrec-

tion, and established the glorification of the flesh by His ascension;

so in the character of High Priest, by His death on the cross He
expiated the guilt of all the fleshliness of the world ; by His resur-

rection He affirmed the everlasting claim and the value of cor-

poreity ; and in His ascension laid the foundation for the appear-
ance of humanity before God hereafter in the priestly robes of a
perfected corporeity devoted to God. Moreover, as the King of

humanity, He has by His death taken away all the weakness of the

flesh (for instance, the fear of death) ; by His resurrection He
brought to light the imperishable power of victory over death of the

spiritual bodiliness ; by His ascension, finally, He laid the founda-
tion for a kingdom in which the Spirit is everlastingly to pervade
and renew all corporeity—wherein corporeity, received into the con-

sciousness of spirit, is to permeate the world with spiritual power.

In such a manner He completed His life in His going home to

the Father—completed it for the world. And thus it must be
completed, if His disciples were to become partakers of the Holy
Ghost. For, first of all, the Holy Ghost is the living unity of the
perfected revelation—of the perfected life of Christ. Thus, so long
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as His life was not completed in all its characteristics, the Spirit,

as the Spirit of Christ, could not in its fulness pass over to His
disciples. He is, moreover, the Spirit of the Father. Therefore,

so long as the revelation of the Father was not completed in the

exaltation of Christ, He could not, in this determination of His

nature, go forth from the Father. Finally, He is the Holy Spirit

in respect of His own life, the Spirit which absolutely denies every

perishable nature of finiteness in the world ; and in every con-

sciousness filled therewith, makes known His own consciousness in

every consecrated personality—makes known His own personality

in every focus of His manifestation—makes known the infinitely

free, blessed comprehension of all His life. Therefore He could

not make Himself known to the disciples of Christ, so long as the

old world was not abolished by the death of Christ—so long as the

new world was not established by the exaltation of Christ, and both

as well before their eyes as in their hearts.

By the continued abode of the historic Christ in the old world,

there would have been established a threefold, or rather a thrice

threefold deficiency, which must have continued to afflict His

disciples. The world would have remained to them the old world,

in its deceiving, blinding lights, in its terrifying shadows, in its

profane secularity—penetrated with the fear of judgment, with

temptations to sullen self-immolation, with the appearance of an

everlasting war of extermination between spirit and sense—filled

with the terror of death, with contradictions of the possibility of

the glorification of the body, of the hope of eternal life ;—that is,

that to them the world would have remained filled with sheer

hindrances to the revelation of that Spirit which in all the world

denies nothing but sin, and which, notwithstanding, sin denies

through all the world ; and which actually, as the Holy Spirit,

presupposes the absolutely completed holy life in order to make it

a principle of sanctification, and so at the same time of regeneration

and glorification of all life.

It was thus actually a gain for Christendom, for humanity, that

Christ departed from the earth home to His Father. Under this

condition alone, He came entirely close to humanity—He became

entirely its own. We may stand too near to external objects to see

them truly, especially to the forms of the beautiful ; we may stand

externally too near to men to estimate them entirely, or to appreciate

them, especially great men. But Christ must stand nice to face

with humanity in the remoteness of heaven, in order to grasp it by

means of the threefold inwardness of its memory, its hope, and its

desire, in the most intimate manner, till He could become altogether

present to it by His Spirit.

The result has confirmed the truth of His word. For the first

time His Spirit came upon His disciples after His ascension, and

then in its fullest streams. And where it has been wished to

approach more closely to the Lord in an external manner—where
it has been sought to represent Him by official symbols in the
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phenomenal world, there His Spirit has gradually altogether re-

treated, until a frightful abandonment of the Spirit has been the

consequence. But to the entrance into the heart turned towards

Him—to the remembrance associated with His word and His com-
munion, He has always revealed Himself anew as the historical

Christ—to the hope, as the future Christ—to the prayerful desire,

as the heavenly Christ, who makes Himself known from Heaven
by His Spirit.

Thus were the disciples to learn to believe in the advantage which
the going home of Christ brings to them. Not perhaps because

the Paraclete which He sends to them from the Father would be

greater than Christ, but because even Christ first attains His full

greatness for them and communicates His full blessing to them by
the Paraclete. This He now explains to them.

The Holy Spirit will supply to them in a twofold manner the

visible presence of the Lord : first, by granting to them the most
glorious protection against the world ; then by unveiling to them
the riches of the life of Jesus wholly, and making it the property of

their inner life.

' And when He is come, He will (through you and for you)

reprove the world (thus vanquish and cast down, teachingly and
punishingly overcome) in respect of sin, and in respect of righteous-

ness, and in respect of judgment/ Thus, in the most glorious

gradation of His victory, He will bring to nought the enmity of

the world against the Lord and His disciples.

First of all, He will charge upon the world as sin, the sin of not

believing on Christ. He will increasingly bring to light the

identity between the unbelief and the sin which became so clearly

manifest in the crucifixion of Christ—will prove that unbelief

against Christ is the great world-historical sin, that of the new
apostacy ; and therewith it will also become plain, that at all times,

according to its innermost nature, unbelief was against the ever-

lasting Christ,—to wit, misconduct against the Logos as the Light

which is everywhere in the world, and shines out into the darkness.

And thus the whole sin of the world should absolutely be brought

to light as the one sin, which has been discovered and judged in

the crucifixion of Christ.

But how could the Holy Spirit effect this historically great

repentance of the world, if it did not at the same time fill the

world with the faith in Christ ? The knowledge of sin can only

be accomplished in the world by the knowledge of Christ. Thus
also He will cause righteousness to be recognized in all the world

—righteousness simply, as it is opposed to sin simply, as it made
itself known in opposition to that concentrated sin which crucified

the Son of God, as the concentrated world-historically revealed

Pughteousness. But He illustrates the perfected revelation of

righteousness by revealing anew to the world the whole significance

of Christ's ascension to the Father. The return of Christ to the

Father is the unveiling and glorification of righteousness in its
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entire glory—of righteousness as it puts to death and makes alive,

as it is manifest in Him and upon Him, 1 and illuminates the world
through Him like a day of judgment ; but as the deliverance of

the world, justifies sinners. But as His return to the Father in

the abstract develops itself in the three characteristics of His
death, His resurrection, and His ascension, so also the revelation

of righteousness is threefold. We behold in the death of Jesus the

entire destroying power of righteousness. The righteousness of the.

Father allows the Son to suffer and to die on account of His human
and historical fellowship with sinners. And it was actually the

faithfulness with which the Son maintained His righteousness iu

the most fearful temptation that brought Him to death. And this

death becomes also the sentence of death upon the blinded world

which inflicted it on Him. The Father Himself makes the greatest

sacrifice—the Son dies: humanity is judged and appears destroyed.

It is the majesty of righteousness in its absolute proceedings against

sin. Death, and nothing bid death, from heaven, even to the abyss!

But therein is established the deliverance of the world. Righteous-

ness proves itself to be righteousness even by remaining one with

life and love, and therefore allows life to proceed out of the death

which it inflicts. This becomes plain in the resurrection of Christ.

His righteousness breaks through death as life, and is revealed in

His new life : the righteousness of the Father raises Him up for

the sake of His own essential righteousness ; after that, for the sake

of his connection with the world, it has allowed Him to suffer and
to die. But therewith it establishes Him as the righteousness of

humanity, as the Head of humanity glorified in judgment, in which
all men may find their reconciliation with God. Thus righteous-

ness appears now as a new life, tuhich goes quickening from heaven

even to the abyss. 2 But once more it expressed itself in a new form
in the ascension of Christ. The ascension is always the compre-

hension of the death and of the life of Christ in a higher conditiou,

which has taken up and entwined the death into itself ; and thus

also it is here. The perfecting of Christ's righteousness has His
life in glory as its result. He goes as the holy One to the Father

;

the holy Father separates Him as high as heaven from the sinners,

by conferring the reward. Bat now, first in His glory, He sends

to His disciples the Holy Spirit, to fill the world with His right-

eousness. Thus righteousness prevails now as holiness, killing and
making alive, as sanctifying from the height of heaven down into

the depth of the world. Thus, in proportion as the Holy Spirit

1 The disposition to complete these three great statements about sin—about

righteousness—about judgment—by closer definitions, and, e.g., to apprehend the

righteousness only as the righteousness of Christ, amounts in this case to a narrow-

ing, and hence to an altering of the simple and grand meaning of the passage. Its

precision lies strictly in its apparent want of precision.
3 Comp. Rom. iii. 26. Et's rb etvai avrbv diKawv nal olkcliovvto. top e/c 7ti(tt€ws Irjaov.

It is a false abstract comprehension of the divine righteousness which sets it in

opposition to grace, by ascribing to it merely destroying effects, not also quickening

ones. Even the righteousness of God may communicate itself, by making alive ; but

where there is sin, the killing effect must precede. Compare 1 John iii. 7.
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unveils the departure of Christ to the world, He discloses to it the'

great revelation of righteousness.

With these two great effects of the Holy Spirit, the third is

already announced. As He calls the world to repentance, and fills

it with faith, He leads it also to sanctification, in bringing it over
from judgment ; He unveils to it the perfected judgment, in show-
ing to it that the prince of this world is judged. As the sin of the
world has made itself known in the crucifixion of Christ, and the
everlasting righteousness in His return to His father, both of them
in world-historical defmiteness and concentration, so in the same
sense the judgment of righteousness upon the sin in that centre of

the world has become manifest—judgment simply, in its centre.

The prince of this world, for instance, is judged in that fact. But
that is the judgment—that the completed sin has become spoiled

in its completed conflict with perfected righteousness in slaying (as

a deed of the whole world) the Son of God, and thus the very image
of God Himself on the cross. Hence, for instance, it has become
plain that evil operates upon earth not only as a dismembered and
spattered force, but as a dark world-power, whose centre is a diabo-
lical consciousness, which stands behind and above all individual

human sins, in the gloomy background of a fallen spirit-kingdom,

and, as prince of the world in its corruption, weaves all the threads
of evil into one web of enmity against God, and thence especially

against the God-man. Moreover, it has become plain that the world
is enslaved by this prince—that, ensnared by all its individual sins

in his devices, it is enslaved to his service. Finally, moreover, the

absolute venomousness of evil has been manifested. Sin, in its actual

virulent opposition to God, has been characterized as decided enmity
against God, even into all its gloomy elements. And this is, in

fact, the judgment of the Spirit. When the prince of this world
was unmasked, the world also was unmasked, as it served this

prince, and the service with which it was devoted to him. In its

world-historical centre, evil was now lighted up and judged. More-
over, it was not only now judged spiritually, but also as a matter of

fact, and historically, to wit, by the victory of Christ. By His
resurrection were shown the stupidity of the serpent, in the cunning
of the serpent ; the powerlessness of the evil one, in the power of the

evil one ; the humiliation of the world, in the pomp of the world.

The whole great scheme of the evil one appeared, as it were, meta-
morphosed into the great furtherance of God's purpose. As well

evil itself, as the evil one and the kingdom of the evil one, appeared
destroyed and made a mockery of. Moreover, the judgment of

God which one day is to be revealed at the world's end in the last

judgment as a developed and completed phenomenon, is thereby

decided according to its historical foundation. The head of the

serpent is crushed. It is easy to recognize in the light of Christ's

victory, that the tremendous convulsions of its body are not the

movements of a powerful life, but the writhings of death, as it is

now the work of the Holy Spirit to make the world acquainted with
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the mystery of this judgment. He delivers men from the distinc-

tive superstition respecting the power of the evil one, from the
cowardly torpor caused by -the Medusa's head of dark power, which
always results in the fall. He fills them with the spirit of victory,

which streams forth from the victor and the victory, and thereby
leads them up in the way of sanctification to the holiness and the
ideality of the new world.

Thus will the promised Spirit of Truth form the relation in which
the disciples are to stand to the world. The old world is, so to speak,
to vanish before the glorious power of the Holy Spirit which will

fill them. But this victory of the disciples over the world can only
be accomplished by the life of Christ being perfectly opened to them,
by His work and the nature of His kingdom being fully illustrated

to them. And this is actually the operation of the Spirit in the
relation in which the disciples stand to Jesus. First, the Holy
Spirit will disclose to them all the fulness of Christ ; and by that
disclosure He will make them conquerors of the world, but not in

such a way as to lead them away from the personality of Christ.

In this sense Christ says :
' I have yet many things to say unto you,

but ye cannot bear them now.' (The communication of them would
transcend your present powers of faith and knowledge.)

Thus, in precise accordance with the will of the Father, He spares

them in their weakness ; for He has entrusted to them all that the

Father has given to Him for them. From the following words of the
Lord, probably appears in what consist those lessons which they
could not yet bear. He says,. ' When the Spirit of truth is come,
He will guide 3*011 into all truth.' This points especially, no doubt,

to the living developments and applications of the principles which
He had already declared to them, especially also to those con-

sequences which, in part, were most decidedly opposed to their

previous Jewish presumptions. Even the subsequent history of

the disciples shows us how it was especially those consequences

with which they first of all needed to be entrusted by the Holy
Ghost, 1 and which they could not possibly have comprehended
a priori, particularly the release of the institution of Christ from
the husk of the Israelitish element. But even the Holy Spirit

will not tell them all at once. Even as Christ in His instruc-

tion proceeds methodically, so also will the Spirit proceed me-
thodically (6S?77j;cret) ; and will therefore not disclose to them
the whole truth except in gradual development. ' For He shall

not speak of Himself,' says Christ, as He has declared this pre-

viously of Himself, of the Son. ' But whatsoever He shall hear,

that shall He speak.' This passage is explained by whal Christ

has said of His own relation to the Father. Thus, as lie Himself

has only expressed what the Father has communicated to Him, so

the Holy Spirit will only declare what the Father speaks through

the Son. Thus, whatever is suggested, whatever is expedient, what-

ever comes with the power of God's word into His sphere, into the
1 Vide Acts i. 6 ; ch. x. 9.
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circle of the inmost life of the congregation, He will announce and

bring to recognition. Nevertheless He will not in any wise allow

them to remain on an imperfect grade of knowledge ; but it is fur-

ther said, ' He will show you things to come.' He will thus unveil

to them in prophetic manner the future developments according to

their grand outlines. Thus will the Holy Spirit first of all carry on

the work of enlightenment according to the will of the Father, and

in relation to Him and to His ministry. With similar precision He
will, moreover, secondly, refer Himself to the Son, and to His work

:

' He will glorify Me,' says Christ ; for He shall receive of Mine, and

shall show it unto you/ Thus He will spiritually set forth the

nature of Christ in its perfect brightness, by bringing all the words,

acts, and impulses of His life into complete development, also by

unfolding the depths of the life of humanity and of creation in their

relation to the nature of Christ ; thus also further disclosing the

manifestation of the christological ideality in the fundamental plan

of the world. That Christ in the deeper meaning was thus speak-

ing of His own, is proved by the context: ' For all that the Father

hath is Mine : therefore said I, that He shall take of Mine, and

shall show it unto you/ Thus, also, what is the Father's is the

Son's ; and this, moreover, is all the Holy Ghost's. But the Holy

Ghost makes it the inheritance of the Church of Christ.1

As thus this view of the Holy Spirit and His operation is distinct

from those which Spiritualism in its most varied forms has con-

structed for itself, so truly also is it distinct from those which a

lifeless doctrine of inspiration has created for itself. Spiritualism,

in its forms of religious excitement, in the school of Montanism, in

the motive power of the ' Brethren and Sisters of the Free Spirit,'

and in other sects, has always spoken of one period of the Holy

Spirit's agency in which His work is to appear more or less severed

from that of the Father and of the Son. The relation of the Para-

clete, according to Christ's intimation, is altogether otherwise. He
operates according to the impulses of the Father, and in perfect

accordance with the Son, glorifying His word and work. Still more

distinct, moreover, is the Spirit of the Father and of the Son, from

that spiritual form which the secularized spiritualism celebrates,

confounding it altogether without misgiving with the Holy Spirit.

This spiritualism reverences the image of the world-spirit, which, in

the succession of time-spirits, always contradicts itself, always anew

abolishes itself, because the time-spirits are only the impulses of the

unity of the changing phases of time, while the Holy Spirit

remains eternally like Himself, because He is the unity of the

manifold impulses of eternity in time—of the revelation of the

Father and the Son. Moreover, as pure and immutable as this

Spirit is in relation to the Father and the Son, so living is His

operation in the apostles ; and it is likewise false to suppose, accord-

ing to any abstract orthodox scholastic conception, that He has all

1 ' This is the circle, round, and closed, and compacted—all three, Father, Son, and

Holy Spirit, into one eternal divine Being.'

—

Luther.
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at once' expressed everything in all persons in an unconditionally

developed inspiration. Certainly it is decidedly declared that the

Holy Ghost would communicate to the apostles not only the full

revelation according to the necessities of the time present, that He
not only would unveil to them the whole riches of the life of Christ,

but that He would reveal to them also the form of the Church's

future in its great outlines.
_

_ !

In that perfected endowment which the apostles received for their

vocation of establishing the Church, the further operations of the

Holy Spirit were not superfluously brought to a complete develop-

ment of revelation. Eather it is here indicated, as the aim of His

efficiency, that He will disclose and reveal all the depths of life which

belong to the sphere of the Vates, in, their relation to the life of

Christ, as being His own ; then He will carry on to fulfilment the

glorification of the world in Christ, and of Christ in the world.

This promise of the perfect glorification of the world, as the Holy

Ghost should effect it, in its relation to Christ, entirely corresponds

with the complete conquest and destruction of the old world, as He
was to effect it in relation to the world. For thus Christ showed to

His disciples in what degree He would abide by His Spirit in them

in this life, while He in His individual ministry would be acting for

them in the world to come. In this respect the contrast between

the present and the future life is for the faithful disciples substan-

tially done away. Their entire future was to be so glorified by the

fellowship with Christ, and by the seeing of Christ again, that the

brief time of separation from Him which before that glory they

were still to undergo, must appear as a small one, as a brief period

of tribulation.

This, then, is the view in which the Lord comprehends the whole

consolatory representation of the future which He gave to the dis-

ciples in the words, ' A little while, and ye shall not see Me :
and

again a little while,1 and ye shall see Me (again)
;
for I go to the

Father.'
.

To see Him and be with Him—that is even now their happiness

and their life : thus He may lay out the picture of their entire future

in the contrast between their soon seeing Him no more, and soon

thereafter seeing Him again. It is the most lively expression of the

fact, that in their relation to Him they would pass through brief

sorrows to eternal joys. * It is yet but a little while, and ye see Me

no more.' He thus tells them that they are already drawing near

to the great sorrow which begins with the separation from Him, and

peculiarly consists in that separation. That they, however, shall

then see Him no more, is perhaps said with emphasis, just as the

following words that they should afterwards see Him again. In the

hour of separation from Him, it shall be to them as if they had lost

Him. as if He were destroyed, and for them irrevocably gone. Then

they should still be connected with Him in their deepest soul only

i The first p.LKPbv is like the fwctfv of ch. xiv. 19. It embraces the time from the

journey to Gethsemane to the death of Jesus ; the second fiiKpbv indicates the limit

from the burial of the Lord to the showing of His resurrection.
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by the power of faith and their love for Him. And yet, moreover,

He will not then have passed away—only their eyes shall see Him
no more. But as quickly as this sad time comes, so quickly it will

pass by. Again a little while, and they shall see Him again. And
then they were actually to see Him, and in the manner in which
they see Him now (in the light of the Spirit), eternally see Him
(not, perchance, merely in the interval between Easter and Ascen-
sion). The eternal spiritual seeing, again, of Christ, which is

appointed for them, will begin with the historical seeing again (in

His resurrection), will be ever and anon pervaded by Him (in the

death of the individual disciples), will finally be completed in Him
(with the future re-appearance of Christ). The certainty of both
announcements lies in the one assurance, ' for I go to the Father.'

His going home to the Father is thus appointed. It will proceed

through the periods of the death, of the resurrection, and of the

ascension, and be certified in the effusion of the Holy Spirit.

Thus would Jesus speak to the disciples by way of consolation
;

they would now soon have to undergo with Him a sad but brief

sorrow, but only to pass over into an endless period of festival and
joy. Even at this time, however, He had so chosen His expression,

that the disciples were induced to declare their latest offence at His
communications. And thus, moreover, they found in fact His new
announcement totally unintelligible. Some among them began to

dispute with one another about it. What can it mean, it is said,

that He says about a little while, and ye shall not see Me : and
again a little while, and ye shall see Me ; and then again, For I go
to the Father ! First of all, it was enigmatical to them that they
.were so soon to see Him no more, and what that was to import.

Then it was to them still more enigmatic, that they should then
after a little while see Him again ; and especially they knew not how
to reconcile themselves finally to His adding, that ' He was going to

the Father.' l Speedy going away, and speedy meeting again, and
withal, most decided going to the Father, how were they to be
enlightened upon this ? It was most difficult for them to solve this

great riddle in such great haste. Thus they remained standing

astonished, and wondering, ' What is this that He saith, A little

whilef
How could a man have foreseen that the whole marvellous turn

and decision of His and their future would be compressed in the

period of three days ? This wonder even remains a riddle still to

the mind of man entangled with earthly things. He stands over-

come before that great catastrophe, and comprehends not that it could

come to pass so rapidly and so terribly ; that it could bring about
the most tremendous crisis ; that it could transplant the Lord, and
with Him the disciples, yea, the entire human race, first of all into

the depth of the abyss, then into the height of heaven. The disciples

_

1
' The questioners take the enigmatical expression to pieces, and reflectively con-

sider every individual word. At length, in ver. 18, they pause upon the doubled
fiiKpdv as the most difficult.'

—

Liicke.
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must have fully undergone and expressed in that hour the doubting
astonishment of the human mind upon this problem. They could
not getaway from the question, What can He mean by this mysteri-

ous saying. A little while f

In the expression itself lay something which pleased them, and
again something which terrified and embarrassed them. They would
havejiked to ask the Lord what He meant by the expression, and still

did not accomplish it. But the Lord saw plainly that they would
like to ask Him, and met their wish with the words, ' Do ye inquire

among yourselves of that I said, A little while, and ye shall not see

Me : and again a little while, and ye shall see Me ? Verily, verily, I

say unto you, Ye shall weep and lament, but the world shall rejoice
;

ye shall x be sorrowful, but your sorrow shall be turned into joy.'

The first points to them the great suffering that threatens them, in

its first vivid form, as opposed to the jubilee of the world ; the second

expression indicates the same great sorrow in its purer inwardness,

as it shall be changed into rejoicing for themselves. 2

They are thus to know especially that their sorrow shall indeed

be great, but that it shall only endure for a short time ; and that it

is the inevitable condition under which alone they could arrive at

the new position of victorious rejoicing in the kingdom of God—that

it is the suffering itself which is to be changed for them, into joy.

He now sets forth this truth to them in the beautiful parabolic

discourse of the woman in travail. ' The woman when she is in

travail hath sorrow, because her hour (the definite moment of peril)

is come : but as soon as she is delivered of the child, she remem-
bereth no more her anguish, for joy that a man is born into the

world/ He shows to them thus that their sorrows are the birth-pains

of the new era, which they must undergo with Him. The great joy

of the new period will swallow up the affliction of their pains. The
woman in this parable refers to the heavenly or ideal Church, still

more the man who is born into the world, to the risen Lord, in

whom the beginning of the new reon—the first-born from the dead,"

the principle of the divine-human glorification of humanity and of

the world—is given to^ humanity.

The Lord Himself gives to His parable a practical explanation,

as the disciples are now in need of it :
' And ye now therefore have

sorrow ; but I will see you again, and your heart shall rejoice, and

your joy no man taketh from you.' That is the first fruit of this

glorious meeting again,—imperishable effect, imperishable joy. The
second is this—they shall then have the most satisfying disclosure

of all that which now is still enigmatical to them. ' And in that

day/ says the Lord, ' ye shall ask Me nothing.'

1 According to Lachmann, iyxas \vTrrjdrjaea6e, without the connecting 6£, which is

found in the usual reading.
2 ' As soon as the glory of Christ begins to reveal itself, there arises for the world

the painful Aeyxos of the Spirit. It can, if it believes, take part in the joy of the

disciples of Jesus ; but, so long as it remains the world, it will not. But this aspect

of the subject is not carried on.'

—

Liicke.
3 See Col. i. 18, 19.

VOL. III. M
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A short time previously, He had reproached them that they did

not ask Him (in the right sense) whither He was going. Still in

their own fashion they have asked Him much ;—Peter and Thomas,
Philip and Judas Lebbasus, at last all of them together. But soon,

says He, it shall be entirely otherwise with them : they shall have

full explanation ; they shall no more in this grievous way find

everywhere in His words and ways such difficulty, enigmas, and
hindrance. In this He promised them complete enlightenment

about Himself and the course of His life. But they would not pro-

bably be enlightened about Him as about a foreign subject passively;

they themselves must be thoroughly drawn into the fellowship of

His new life. ' Verily, verily, I say unto you,' thus runs His pro-

mise, ' Whatsoever ye shall ask the Father in My name, He will

give it you.' He commends to them the significance of this word,

by adding, ' Hitherto have ye asked nothing in My name.' They
have not yet attained to the simple knowledge of His essential

character, still less to resignation to Him, and thus also not to the

pure interest for Him and His work out of which proceeds the

simple prayer in His strength. They could not then stand and
pray in His name, until that name was wholly glorified by His
Spirit, as it had expressed itself in word and life, and as it was
further to express itself in death and resurrection, and until they in

that name had themselves died and become alive again ; but then

the whole wish of their whole inward life, the entire fulfilment of

the entire petition, was moreover secured to them. ' Then ask,' He
exhorts them, 'and ye shall receive, that your joy may be full.'

It is deeply to be considered how pointedly the Lord, before His
departure, exhorted the disciples to seek for themselves the pente-

costal blessing of the Spirit. It is not to be denied that He has

here this blessing in view again, and promises it to them, and that

this promise is to Him of the like significance with that of the

seeing them- again. He refers also, in any case, to the external

seeing again by the disciples after the resurrection, in its connec-

tion with the spiritual one, which should be fulfilled by the mission

of the Holy Spirit. He describes the effect of this seeing again, as

the attainment of an imperishable perfect joy that should not be

taken from them. They should have the spring of joy in them-
selves, the everlasting power of an eternal festal exaltation of soul,

and elevation of life with God the Holy Grhost. This spirit will then

enable them to dispense with the external association with Christ

in a twofold manner, by bringing about for them an eternal meet-

ing again with Christ in the Spirit. First, as the spirit of enlighten-

ment : they shall have a clear understanding about Him ; they shall

understand the individual impulses of His life, of His words and
works, in the living unity of His nature and ministry in His Spirit.

The Spirit will interpret everything to them, unfold everything.

But, moreover, as the Spirit of the power of faith, He will unite

them with Christ. They shall not stand outside the power of
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Christ's name, but in it ; therefore in the power of prayer, and in the
might of God, who grants their prayer.

In this place, He casts a look back on His previous intercourse

with them, and shows them how His future association with them
would be distinguished from it :

l
' (All) these things have I spoken

unto you in proverbs : but the time cometh when I shall no more
speak unto you in proverbs, but I shall show you in plain immediate
speech of the Father.' All intercourse between men, in which the

simple interposition of the Divine Spirit is wanting, is an intercourse

in words of the manner of a similitude, or even in proverbial expres-

sions. 2 This was peculiarly the case, therefore, between Christ

and His disciples before their enlightenment by the Holy Spirit.

Although He did not speak to them in parables, as He did to the

people, yet still He spoke in words of a parabolic kind. Thus even
at the last He spoke to them of His death as a departure to prepare

for them a dwelling in the Father's house ; likened their relation to

Him to that of the branch to the vine ; showed them the suffering

which awaited them by the sorrow of a woman in travail. Nay,
even although He spoke to them in words without a figure, yet the

word acquired a figurative covering and restriction, even in the dim
medium of their comprehension, as the sun's ray becomes coloured

in the darkened atmosphere. But now this is to be changed. In
the day of His return in the Spirit, He will speak with them in the

heart itself, in the full plainness, immediateness, and unveiledness

in which spirit speaks to spirit. They shall not be any more
embarrassed in the figure, in the fragmentary knowledge, but shall

always perceive in the individual the whole, the infinite. Thus He
will entirely fulfil to them then the knowledge of the Father which
He brought them ; the deep, beautiful, blessed heavenly secret of

His Father's name He will entirely reveal to them. And as He
shall stand to them, so they shall stand to Him. He can say to

them with certainty, ' In that day ye shall ask in My name.' He
adds, ' And I say not, that I will pray the Father for you : for the

Father Himself loveth you.' Herein lies certainly the assurance of

His intercession for them, but at the same time the assurance that

His intercession is not to be regarded as an external work of media-

tion (external to the Father and to them), but as an affection of His

life for them, wherein the living affection of the Father made itself

known to them, and which impressed itself on their own inmost

life's affection. His intercession for them should one day appear to

1 ' It is plain that the dear Lord loved to speak with the disciples in the last hour,

and did not like to leave them in sadness about His separation from them. There-

fore He uses so many words, makes a conclusion as if He had dune speaking, and

still begins again, as people do who dearly love one another and must separate, and

nevertheless continue to talk, and bid good-night again and again.'

—

Luther.
2 The entire speech is a great ira.poip.ia, as long as the Spirit does not explain it ;

proverbial saying, so far as it is identified with the usual modes of representation
;

figurative expression, so far as its figuration of the immortality of the spiritual rela-

tions is not adequate ; enigmatical expression, so far as the difference of the maimer
of thought between the speaker and the hearer darkens and conceals the meaning of

the words.
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them entirely as a manifestation of the Father's love to them, as it

is declared in their own love by their praying to the Father in the

name of Christ.

Similarly also He will speak to them in their heart by the Holy
Spirit, in such a way as if the Father Himself spoke to them imme-
diately ; they should speak in His name, and in the blessing of His
intercession, so powerfully to the Father, as if they were speaking

immediately to the Father. The revelation of the Spirit in their

heart will thus not merely complete the revelation of Christ in

them, but through this also the revelation of the Father.
' For,' He says now by way of explanation, ' the Father Himself

loveth you, because ye have loved Me (have grown to love Me) , and
have believed that I came out from God.' Their love to Him was
expressed in their recognition of the divine lineaments in Christ, by
faith. But their love to Him is a love for the Father ; for it is a

love of the divine origin—of the divine nature—of the features of

the Father in Him. Even still more is their love for the Father a

love of the Father to them ; for they would not have known Him
by His lineaments in the Son, if He had not lovingly beheld and
enlightened them—if He had not made Himself known to them.

Therefore it is, moreover, pledged to them, that the Father will

fully reveal Himself in their heart by His Spirit.

In the last word to the disciples, ' And ye have believed that I

came out from God/ Jesus expressed the entire advantage that

resulted from their previous intercourse with Him. To this benefit

of their foregone discipleship was to be linked, moreover, the benefit

of their future experience, that they should learn to understand His
going home to the Father. Therefore He now addresses Himself

to their thoughtfulness with an expression which contains the watch-

word of His whole life :
' I came forth from the Father, and am

come into the ivorld : again, I leave the ivorld, and go to the

Father.'

From the certainty which they already possess, that He came
forth from the Father, they must go on to learn, that He can only

go to the Father again if He goes away. And the higher the im-

port of the word rises, that He was with the Father, the more fully

is unfolded to them the significance of the saying, that He shall be

with the Father. And further, if they knew what a descent into

the depth was involved in His going out from the Father and
coming into the world, it will also be plain to them what an exalta-

tion it must be when He now soon departs from them to the Father.

Yes, this going home to the Father itself appears to them all the

more essential, in proportion to their being penetrated with the

knowledge that His present and previous position in the world was
not in accordance with His actual glory. And if, finally, they

could consider His going forth from the Father into the world not

as a purposeless work, but as a heroic undertaking to deliver the

world, His return home to the Father may appear to them only as

the progress of the victor, who leads back with Him to the Father
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in His Spirit them and the world (the substantial God-beloved
world) out of the world (the form of worldliness).

Thus, in the same degree as they understood, with faith full of

anticipation, the first passage, I came forth from the Father, and
am come into the world, a wonderful clearness must needs spread

itself for them over the second. Again, 1 leave the tvorld, and go

to the Father.

And thus in fact it happened. A bright beam of light poured,

with the Lord's last word, through the soul of His disciples—the

first flush of the dawning which announced the day that the Easter

sun would bring. Overjoyed, they cried out, ' So now speakest

Thou in this direct manner—no more in proverbs.' Thus they

certainly describe a powerful impression—a distinct presentiment

of the future of the Spirit. They add, '.Now are we sure that Thou
knowest all things, and needest not that any man should ask Thee

'

(should first propose to Thee this question). If has been supposed 1

that the disciples had misunderstood the announcement of Jesus, that

they should one day have no need to ask Him. This supposition

originates probably in a mistake of the characteristic point. The
disciples were standing just on the last mountain-peak of the grow-

ing knowledge of Christ, as it preceded their perfect enlightenment.

They now believe so heartily in the word of His promise, that it is

to them as if it were already beginning to be fulfilled. They have

attained to this point in a twofold manner : first, by the Lord's

drawing forth their question before they had proposed it to Him,
and by His thus entirely seeing through their inmost mind ; and

then by His giving to them, by His watchword, a disclosure which

shed abroad a bright light in their soul, and gave them the first clear

view of the significance of His going home to the Father. There-

fore they say that they already perceived that it would come to pass

as He had said. Already His last address must be such a word of

immediateness (of the Spirit), so really He has advanced them.

Even already they were sure that He knew all things. And if He
has promised them that they would soon need no more to ask Him,
they observe to Him, that also on His side there is no need first of

all to hear the question—that He anticipates, with His all-compre-

hending spiritual glance, the questioning minds, and gives to them
unasked the desired information. Their answer is immediately to

be referred to the announcement of Jesus—One day ye shall have

no need to ask Me anything. By a beautiful turn they say, Even
already Thou needest not that the question should be proposed to

Thee. The expression has the charm of that enthusiastic feeling

which graced the words of ISTathauael, who immediately upon the

testimony of Christ, Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile !

—broke forth into the words, Rabbi, Thou art the King of Israel

!

They manifest that they have perfectly understood His last ex-

pression, by the word, Herein is our faith established, that Thou
earnest forth from God. They thus confirm the fact, that this

1 See Liicke. ii. GC3.
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starting-point of their faitli which His coming was to illustrate to

them, was actually established as He had said. The Lord made
use of this moment to say to them the saddest thing that He still

had to tell them, the rather that they were over-valuing the import-

ance of their disposition, and were expressing themselves as if they

already stood on the summit of the promised enlightenment :
' Now

ye believe.' He cried to them {now, as if He would say, There is

to you a fair but fleeting moment of the blooming of faith), ' Behold,

the hour cometh, and is now already come, that ye shall be
scattered every one to his own concerns

;

' that is, that every one
shall be broken loose, according to that which is sinful and self-

seeking in the character of his own individuality, away from the

head and from the members, into some peculiar mode of despond-

ency. This scattering tendency is displayed most vividly later in

their flight, in the denial of Peter, in the going apart of Thomas, in

the solitary journeys of the female and male disciples to the grave,

and in the lonely walk of the two disciples who went to Emmaus.
' Ye shall be scattered, every man to his own,' said He ; and

added, with deep significance, ' and shall leave Me alone.' 1 But,

comforting them, He gave them the assurance, ' And yet I am not

alone, because the Father is with Me.'

According to the Synoptists, He carried this statement further.

Thus, as He predicted to Judas that he should betray Him, as he
received the sop from His hand with the hypocritical question, Is

it I ? (am I the traitor ?), which ought to have been an assurance

of innocence,—as He announced to Peter his fall, when he was pro-

testing that he would go with Him to death,—so He foretold to the

disciples their faithless flight, just as they had believed, in their

bright presentiment of the new pentecostal time, that they had
already past beyond all difficulties.

' All ye,' said He, ' shall be offended because of Me this night
;

'

that is to say, none of you will entirely endure the temptation of

seeing Me in this night so apparently helpless and undone. Every
one will waver in faith, and will more or less be shaken by unbelief.

This was not only certain to Him by His glimpse into the circum-

stances, but also by His knowledge of Scripture ;
' for it is written,'

said He, ' I will smite the shepherd, and the sheep of the flock shall

be scattered abroad.' That portion of Scripture in the prophet

Zechariah (xiii. 7) to which the Lord refers, is not quoted literally,

but in free recollection. Moreover, it points not merely in typical

prefiguration, but with definite prophetic consciousness, forward

into the days of the Messiah,—namely, into the days wherein in

Jerusalem a fountain should be opened for sin and unrighteousness,

and when not only the idols, but also the false prophets and im-
pure spirits, should be removed out of the land,—thus to the days
of the completed revelation.2

1 Compare Isa. lxiii.
2 The prophet hears in the Spirit how Jehovah summons the sword to come upon

the man of His fellowship, to smite the Shepherd that the flock, may be scattered.
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He then declares plainly, that in this manner they shall be
scattered from Him in consequence of a feeble-faithed wavering in

their hearts. Yet He still gives them the promise, that in this

temptation they shall not wholly be ruined ; He will gather them
again. ' After My resurrection,' He says, ' I will go before you
into Galilee.' In the notion that this announcement does not agree

with the narrative that Jesus first of all revealed Himself to the

disciples after His resurrection in Judea, 1
is involved an oversight

of the leading thought of this announcement. Here, for instance,

the Lord promises that after His resurrection He will gather

together again His scattered people in Galilee ; and, in fact, that

happened in Galilee. That the disciples, moreover, were to tarry

at Jerusalem till after the publication of His resurrection, is dis-

tinctly declared in the assertion, that after His resurrection He
would go before them into Galilee.

The disciples, however, agreed to the disheartening announcement
of Jesus, that they would all be offended in Him, just as little as

Peter had acquiesced in the shameful disclosure of what would
happen to Him. They protested that they would hold by Him
even to death (Mark xiv. 31). Moreover, it appears that they

were induced and stimulated thereto by renewed assurances of

fidelity on the part of Peter, by the definite form of the recorded

word of Peter :
' Though all men shall be offended because of

Thee, yet will I never be offended.' Still more plainly does this

appear from the narrative of Mark (ver. 31), according to which

Peter protested so stedfastly and repeatedly that he would not

deny the Master, that he was ready to go with Him to death, after

He had already announced to him distinctly his fall.

Finally, the Lord comprehended all that He had spoken to the

disciples by way of consolation and warning, into the word, ' These

things have I spoken unto you, that in Me ye might have peace.

In the world ye shall have tribulation : but be of good cheer ;
I

have overcome the world.'

Immediately, and in future times generally, there were impending

over them great afflictions in the world ; nevertheless, they were to

have peace by losing themselves in Him. Moreover, they were to

stimulate the consciousness of this peace in themselves, in order to

lift themselves courageously above the suffering of the world, to

break through the suffering of the world. And how were they to

stimulate this consciousness in themselves? By their sympathy

with the certainty of His consciousness that He is the overcome!"

Here every expression is eminently characteristic : the sword in its generality indi-

cating the worldly power in its judicial operation; the man of Jehovah's fellowship

indicating His Elected One ; the Shepherd absolutely, and the flock absolutely, sig-

nifying the Messiah and the people of God ; the scattering of the sheep of the flock

intimating in general, and chiefly, the separation of the godly of the disciples connected

with the Shepherd in the external theocratic Church. That Jehovah could not

decree the sword upon an actual UTDJP "D3> as Hitzig supposes {die Kl. Prophcten,

153), is an assumption that has no foundation either in the prophets (Isa. lxii.) or

n the actual history. l Vide Strauss, ii. 689.
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of the world ; that He has already actually, in the sphere of the

Spirit, overcome the world, by the assertion of His eternal purity,

of His perfect divine consciousness as opposed to its endless self-

darkening (the representative of which had withstood Him bodily

in the person of Judas, and had gone forth into the night before the

power of His Spirit) ; that He would confirm in His departure the

peace attained by this victory—would realize it in their necessities,

and would extend it through the whole world.

After the Lord had concluded His address to the disciples, He
looked up to heaven, and addressed the Father in a prayer which
may well be called the high-priestly prayer, since it is wholly
inspired by the spirit of sacrifice to the Father. With the full cer-

tainty of victory which He had announced to the disciples, but also

in the presentiment of the suffering of the world, which now was im-
pending over His disciples, and first of all over Himself, he said,
' Father, the hour is come.' He then commended to Him His own
life and ministry, the life and ministry of the disciples, and the sal-

vation of His future Church, in an earnestness of entreaty, in a depth
and vividness of representation, which proves that the whole work
of the glorification of the world presented itself to His soul as a work
decided before God by His victory. First of all He committed to

the Father His own life (vers. 1-8).
' Glorify Thy Son, that Thy Son may also glorify Thee : as Thou

hast given Him power over all flesh, that He 'should give eternal
life to the entire community which Thou hast given Him. And
this is life eternal, that they might know Thee the only true God,
and Jesus Christ, whom Thou hast sent. I have glorified Thee on
the earth : I have finished the work which Thou gavest Me to do.

And now/ Father, glorify Thou Me with Thine own self Avith the
glory which I had with Thee (in Thy heaven) before the world was.
I have manifested Thy name unto the men whom Thou gavest Me
out of the world : Thine they were, and Thou gavest them Me ; and
they have kept Thy word (have apprehended it to keep it). Now
they have known that all things, whatsoever Thou hast given Me,
are of Thee : for I have given them the words which Thou gavest
Me ; and they have received them, and have known surely that I
came out from Thee, and they have believed that Thou didst send Me/

This is His first entreaty, that the Father would now make it

manifest, let it appear, that, in the power of His Spirit, He is the
pervading principle, the Prince of all life,—that His spiritual glory
is the principle of the spiritual glorification of the world, of its sancti-
fication and ideality. But he only craves this in order to manifest
that the Father (in Him), in the power of His Spirit, rules over and
pervades everything. This glorification is founded on the fact that
the Father has given Him a priori power over all flesh, in that He
created in Him, and for Him, humanity and the world ; but that
especially He has given Him a community which was to be un-
folded out of its generality {irav) into a Church of individually de-
fined believers (Sway avrols, &c), iu that He bestows upon them
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everlasting life. And His glorification was to be developed, and
with it the glorification of the Father, in the fact that these chosen

ones receive everlasting life. If they themselves become, through

Christ in His Spirit, possessors of their own life, and joyous, free

from the world,—lords over nature, assured in God of immortality,

a people of kings and priests, who are leading back the earth into

the ideality of the kingdom of God, and still all united under Christ

the Head,—it is evident that He is the King of .glory, that through

Him the Father governs the world.

But it is primarily,manifest by the kind and manner oFthe foun-

dation of their eternal life in God and in Christ. Their spiritual

power and blessedness proceed from the living knowledge that the

Father of their Lord Jesus Christ is the only and essential God.

Thus, also, through all their spiritual power, world-renewing energy

and blessedness, He is revealed as the only and essential God, whose

glory shows forth all other false images of God—world-spirit notions

—attempts at creature deification—as empty phantasms and larvas.

And since the glorification of the Father is only brought about by
the glorification of the Son, the knowledge, also, that He also is an
essential God, must proceed from the knowledge that"Jesus, the sent

of God, is both in one, the Jesus and the Christ, 1 the Son of man
and the Son of God, and therefore the everlasting Prophet, Priest,

and King of humanity ; and as the former knowledge was the glori-

fication of the Father, so this is the glorification of the Son. But
both these facts of knowledge are, according to their nature, one

—

the one harmony of the one eternal life, in which the living Christ,

exalted above the world, testifies of the Christ that liveth and ruleth

over the world of God—that liveth and pervadeth the world.

Thus Christ indicated the purpose of His entire mission. The
God who pervades the whole world in spiritual glory, as He has
founded and completed His work in His express image, must be re-

vealed in the free, world-conquering, spiritual life of His people.

We now therefore perceive how far this work of Christ is already

perfected, and how far it still remains to be perfected.

He glorified the Father upon the earth, in discharging the mission

of His pilgrimage upon earth—in substantially completing His
whole eternal work—to wit, by having revealed His name to the

elect, whom the Father took out of the world and led to Him (John
vi. 44). That is the process of their development. They were the

Father's (in the special sense in which the elect are His, in the

higher tendency of their spiritual life, which is a tendency of the

Father to the Son) ; but the Father brought them to the Son and
gave them to Him, by leading them according to the dim but higher

impulse of their life, which attained its end in faith in Christ.

Moreover, that they were given to Him, is proved by their having
kept His word, as the Word of the Father in its divine accuracy

and brightness. Consequently they arrived at first at the manifold

1 The emphasis lies in loth the designations, and in the unity of both. John, in all

probability, had this ground-thought of his theology from the mouth of Jesus Himself.
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knowledge, that the acts and words of Christ are from God. They
allowed themselves to be penetrated and filled with the divine oper-
ation of this testimony of God, as Christ was perfectly the medium
of it to them. Finally, also, these facts of knowledge resulted in the
light of the one knowledge, that Christ went out from the Father
and was sent by the Father.

This is the present position of the disciples. But Christ has there-
by perfected His work in them, and consequently as to its foundationm the world. He has made it a living certainty and experience
of humanity, that the Father in heaven, as the living God, has re-
vealed Himself through Him in the world. He has made 'Himself
known to them—He has chosen in them for Himself organs by His
word to represent the whole world as pervaded by Him as a kingdom
of His Spirit. The Father is glorified upon earth, fundamentally, as
far as the work of Christ is completed. But now must this seed be
developed in the glorification of the Son in heaven with the Father.
First of all, the Father must of Himself approve Him, as the power
of the Spirit, which has power over all things, by bringing Him
through death to the resurrection. Then He further glorifies
Him with Himself, by proclaiming Him as the Prince of Life, who
has overcome the whole world, enlightening, reconciling, and sancti-
fying it by the outpouring of the Holy Spirit,who proceeds from Him,
mid abides still with Him (so far as He 'enters into those to whom
His name is glorified). Moreover, He carries through and com-
pletes His glorification by perfectly revealing, from the deep ground
of His life, formed through the renewing of the world in His Spirit,
the glory which Christ already had with Him before the foundation
of the world—by thus also bringing out into manifestation the
ideality which forms the ground-plan of the world in its relation to
the Son m a spiritually glorified world. This is the next entreaty of
Christ, in which His necessity is one with that of the disciples, and
with which He passes on to the intercession for the disciples (vers.
9-19) :

' I pray for them : I pray not for the world, but for them
which Thou hast given Me

; for they are Thine. And all Mine are
Thme, and Thine are Mine. And I am glorified in them, and I am
no more m the world, but these are in the world, and I come to
Thee. Holy Father, keep them in Thy name in which (d>) Thou hast
given them Me, that they may be one, as we are. While I was with
them in the world, I kept them in Thy name : those that Thou
gavest Me I preserved, and none of them is lost but the son of per-
dition, that the Scripture might be fulfilled. And now come I to
Thee

;
and these things I speak in the world (as departing, and as

it were calling back a last word to the world), that they might have
My joy as the perfected joy of their inner life. I have given them
Thy word

;
and the world hateth them, because they are not of the

world, even as I am not of the world. I pray not that Thou shouldest
take them out of the world, but that Thou shouldest keep them
from the evil. They are not of the world, even as I am not of the
world. Sanctify them in the truth : Thy word is the truth. As
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Thou hast sent Me into the world, even so have I also sent them
into the world. And for their sakes I sanctify Myself, that they also

may be sanctified in the truth.'

Christ prays, then, for His disciples, but not for the world. Thus
He expresses the power of the solicitude with which He commends
the disciples to God. As in the first part He Himself is more than

the world, and for that very reason Eeconciler of the world ; thus,

in the second part, His apostles, as the bearers of the entirety of

His life, have a purely incalculable value. If they are saved, the

deliverance of the world is secured ; He declares that in the strongest

manner. And so far His word is an assertion that He would not

now pray for the world, because the security of this His apostolic

Church was His care before the Father, prior to that of millions

besides. But He does not pray generally for the world, inasmuch
as He here understands by the world the old worldly form, which
is already overcome and judged with its prince, but out of which
all who are given to Him by the Father are delivered. He knows
certainly that for these disciples He prays effectually. Because they

are His, they are the Father's also ; and therefore they shall be

kept faithful.

But because they are the Father's, they are also His ; and this is

the circumstance on account of which He must earnestly pray for

them. They are His, for His name is already glorified in them as

well as the Father's. They have acknowledged Him as the Lord
of glory. But precisely on that account they stand in greater peril.

And not only they are threatened, but also His work in them.

They bear His name and His work in their heart, but in great

weakness. And yet He can do nothing more in the world for them
henceforth ; that is to say, nothing to supply His place to them by
others, to strengthen them, because He is no more in the world.

The word is to be understood in a peculiar meaning ; it is explained

by the connection. Christ has already concluded His work in the

world, as He formerly established it. He can thus no longer extend

His institution. He must rather consider the disciples, or the fact

that He is glorified in them, as the clear result of His ministry.

Thus, when they are threatened, His work is threatened ; moreover,

if His work is threatened, it is they, and, in them, humanity, which
is imperilled.

And they are remaining behind in the world, in all the dangers

of the world, while He goes home to the Father. The deepest

sentiment is expressed in this contrast ; this is plain from the excla-

mation of Jesus in imploring intercession : Holy Father, keep them !

He here cries to the Father as the Holy One, because He is the

source of all brightness and purity, as opposed to all the self-

complication and darkness of the world, and who accordingly, also,

sanctifying His disciples, and lifting them up into His own bright-

ness, keeps them from the magical spirits of error in the world.

The preserving power, however, lies in the name of the Father.

As long as men know the Father in truth, they are children. If,
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however, the name of the Father is confused and darkened to them,
if it is distorted in them by the falsehood of the world, degraded
and dissolved into the apparent names of other divinities, then they

are no more children. In that illumination of the name of Father
for them, as it is one with the truth, 1

it happened that they also

acknowledged the name of Christ, that they were given to Him.
And the keeping of the disciples of Jesus will be attested by their

remaining one. The measure of their disunion is the measure of

their danger, and of the darkening of their clear recognition of the

name of the Father. But the oneness is not the means of their

acknowledgment of the name of Father ; but the preservation in the

name of the Father is the means of their being one. Thence, before

all things, their unity is the important point in the foundation, from
the foundation, and for the foundation of their salvation ; whereby
unity in appearance may in many ways be obscured, while an external

appearance of unity is able to hide the most fearful abysses of

disunion in relation to the acknowledgment of the one name. That
is the test of the true agreement : they are to be one, as the Father
and Son. Not only so essentially, so freely, so lovingly, so per-

fectly one; but equally also so personally one, that the contrast and
difference of the personal is not defaced, but glorified by the unity.

Thereupon is the true church-unity of the disciples to be acknow-
ledged, that it entirely depends upon liberty, subsists in the Spirit,

makes itself known in love, and glorifies the associated individuals

without losing sight of their individuality.

This essential oneness of the Church of Christ, however, is the

proof that it is based in the name of the Father, in the brightness

of the fundamental view of His revelation in Christ ; and that it is

therewith delivered and protected in its opposition to the corruption

of the world, which has its origin in the self-darkening of the world,

especially in relation to the true knowledge of the name of God.
The essential confession will always be the characteristic sign of

the Church of Christ, in contrast with the essential confusion which
is the characteristic sign of the world.

The word of Jesus becomes now that of most earnest intercession,

as He declares that henceforth the disciples need a new form of

divine protection. For so long as He was with them, He kept

them; yes, faithfully protected them, as a shepherd his flock, so

that none of them is lost, except the child of perdition. What an
assurance ! Yet the flight of the disciples was impending, the fall

of Peter, and all the doubt of Thomas. Nevertheless, the Master

knows that in the impending temptation the entire company will

not be lost. And thus, likewise, it is imminent that Judas, in the

pangs of despair, will curse his treachery. Nevertheless, Christ

knows that he goes thereby into immeasurable perdition. He
names him, in this foresight which is associated with the piercing

glance into his heart of hearts, the child ofperdition, possibly with

reference to the children of perdition which, in the prophet Isaiah

1 Compare ver. 11 with vers. 15-17.
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(Ivii. 4), 1 are opposed to the righteous man (ver. 1), who, indeed,

also perishes, but comes to peace in his chamber. They are traitors

to the righteous man (vers. 4, 5), servants of Moloch, offering

(ver. 5) their evil sacrifices ' in the valleys under the clifts of the

rocks/ Their form, however, is changed gradually in the view of

the prophet into the form of one individual, 2 who has his portion

and perishes in the rocky valley on the stream (ver. 6), of a lover

of the world (ver. 7), of a restless one (ver. 10), of a crafty one

(ver. 11), who however is unmasked (ver. 12), and at length

perishes in his despair without deliverance (vers. 12, 13). To this

last text the declaration of Jesus probably refers, that Judas per-

ished according to the Scripture.3 For here in the prophet the

image of the traitors to the sacred cause of the theocracy was de-

lineated even with the highest energy, even to individualizing them
;

therefore the passage was a type which found in Judas its last and
highest fulfilment. And thus also in this point the Scripture must
be fulfilled, not as a fatalistic foretelling of that which is still un-
certain, but as the design completed with divine foresight of an
operation which must attain in the evil, as in the good, its highest

point.

But the certainty of the Lord, that He till now has securely kept

the company of His disciples, with the exception of Judas, does not

exclude His anxiety for their future. He looked through the danger
which would arise for them from the circumstance, that for the

future they must stand alone. But as He now must depart from
them, He could not only by His intercession, in their presence

(while still speaking in the world), commit them to the Father, but
also animate them to the belief, that to them, the perfect joy of His
own heart, the Holy Spirit should be communicated. This is

generally the preservation which He desires for them. Then He
declares Himself more definitely. First of all, on the danger which
they were encountering. Precisely because He has given them the

word from the Father, they are hated by the world. The world, as

the kingdom of self-confusion, hates the Lord, as the Prince of

world-enlightenment ; therefore hates His disciples also, who have
taken up into themselves the principle of that brightness and glori-

fication (and are not of the world). But hatred is essentially the

negation of love, and of the clearness that is in it ; it is a principle

of obscuration, and seeks to draw those who love into its dark circle,

by the magical inbreathing of obscurity. Nevertheless Christ

cannot ask that God would take them out of the world. He will

neither have His disciples freed from the world by death, nor through

1 As reKva airukdas—airip^a tLvofiov.

2 Originally of the apostate people.
3 Liicke refers this word (678) to the text, Ps. xli. 10, with reference to chap. xiii.

18, and brings forth the ground-thought, that, according to the arrangement of the

righteousness of God in the world by reason of sin, ' even in the holiest company is

one traitor.' But this thought has already been fulfilled in the reference of the

moment of John xiii. 18 to Ps. xli. 10. But here what is spoken of is the perdition

of that traitor.
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a monkish, world-forsaking disposition. It is His desire that they

should remain in the world, in the relations of this present life, but

that the Father should keep them from the evil which rules the world.
' They are not of the world, even as I am not of the world.' For

the first time Christ expressed this fact to explain the hatred of

the world against His disciples. For the second time, on the other

hand, He declares it to explain His assurance that the Father

would keep them. Moreover, they were to be kept for this reason,

that living in the world, they are for evermore separated from the

world. This is plain from the petition, Sanctify them in Thy truth.

This it is which was to distinguish and separate, and thus to

sanctify them from the world, which was to lead them back into

their eternal original relation to God through Christ, as the ideality of

their life—not the Levitical separation, not the priestly garment, not

office, not pious seeming, not external hypocrisy, but the truth, the

breaking through of the everlasting determination and operation of

God, through the illusions and seeming relations of their life. But

the heart and soul of this efficiency of the truth, or of the truth of

the efficiency, is the word of God, which Christ has given to them
—the name of the Father. Thus they must be sanctified therein.

Whilst they were thus inwardly being ever separated from the un-

godly nature of the world by the word of God, they were constantly

most deeply to enter externally into the world with this word, in

order to deliver the world itself from worklliness. Nay, Christ will

send them into the world as decidedly, as definitely, and with as full

power, as the Father sent Him into the world. But that this mission

might be possible, He sanctifies Himself for them, that they also

.might be sanctified in the truth. But how can the Holy One
sanctify Himself anew, except through going home to the Father

(by death, resurrection, and ascension),—leaving the world, and
going to the Father, and appearing in the holiest of all for them ?

(Heb. ix. 24). Only by Christ's going out of the world to the

Father is the work of reconciliation completed, and the Spirit pur-

chased, in whose power the disciples might go out into the world

deeply, with an apparently opposite direction. They must in

Christ have their fulcrum at the throne of God, in order thus to

lift the world from its centres. The real externally perfected

sanctification of the inwardly holy (making unworldly), is the con-

dition under which those who are not yet even inwardly sanctified,

may become, by their fellowship with Him, holy in their connec-

tion with the world. For by this relation they attain, by the Spirit

of truth, life in the truth, which Christ has committed to them in

His word ; but the truth sanctifies man because it brings him back

out of the seeming relations into the essential relations of his life.

As Christ, then, sends forth His people into the world as sancti-

fied bearers of His life, it is plain that He desires the sanctification

of the world. Thus, therefore, is introduced His intercession for

those who are still in the world, but are appointed to become His

disciples (20-24).
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' Neither pray I for these alone, but for them also which shall

believe on Me through their word : that they all may be one ; as

Thou, Father, art in Me, and I in Thee, that they also may be one

in us

:

l that the world may believe that Thou hast sent Me. And
the glory which Thou gavest Me I have given them ; that they may
be one, even as we are one : I in them, and Thou in Me, that they

may be made perfect in one ; and that the world may know that

Thou hast sent Me, and hast loved them, as Thou hast loved Me.
Father, I will that they also whom Thou hast given Me be with

Me where I am ; that they may behold My glory, which Thou hast

given Me : for Thou lovedst Me before the foundation of the world.'

This intercession forms a definite progression in these petitions, in

which Christ, pressing forward, requests greater and greater things

for humanity from God the Father.

He prays, first of all, for those who believe through the word of

His apostles. They were all to be one by faith. All ; and indeed

as the Father is in the Son, and the Son is in the Father, thus were
they to be in the Son and in the Father, and by that means one.

They were not only to be in the Son, but also in the Father—not

only in the Father, but also in the Son ; so that the Father and the

Son reveal themselves through them in their unity, or glorifying

power, which moves the world. This is the perfect unity of all

Christians, consistent with perfect freedom and distinctness of in-

dividualities (in that all are as definitely stamped as the personality

of the Father in that of the Son, and the reverse). Thus they were
to form a glorious, universal, and free Church,—a divine marvel,

which constrains the whole of the rest of the world to the belief that

Jesus came from the Father.

In the second petition Christ declares that He has committed to

His disciples His spiritual power which the Father gave Him. lie
will so fill them with His Spirit, that they shall be perfected, and
therewith perfectly one. The effect of such a manifestation of the

'

royal-priestly people, however, should be that the world not only

believes but acknowledges, and not only acknowledges that the

Father hath sent Christ, but also that He loves believers even as He
loves Christ. In this the glory of the people of Christ has produced
a yet much greater effect on the world.

Still more powerful and comprehensive is the expression of Christ's

petition at the third stage. In the consciousness of oneness with

the Father, He says, Father, I will. As assured as is His will in

God, so certain also is this, that His disciples shall one day be where
He is, with Him in His heavenly kingdom. It was to be the aim
of their life to see His glory which the Father gave Him, in which
He already before the foundation of the world looked upon Him and
loved Him in His eternal nature. The glory of Christ is also to be

1 The passage is more significant if, with Lachraann, according to important autho-

rities, we reject the eV. First of all it was said, that believers should be one ; then it

is said, hoio ? For instance, as the Father is in Christ, and Christ in the Father, so

were they also to be in them (in the Father and the Son), and by that means one.

This may be characterized as the Johannic Catholicism.
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manifested, and be the centre as the unity of a phenomenal world
filled with that manifestation ; and the contemplation of this glory

shall be the perfected blessedness of perfected Christians. They
shall see God in the glory of the Son.

The first petition refers to the believing Church, which has it in

charge continually to realize the unity in Christ ; and still continu-

ally to convince the world that actually Christ their Head is from
God. A powerful world is opposed to it. It prays for the glorifica-

tion of the Church in its unity, and has entirely the character of

petition. The second refers to the Church, as in the character of

Church of the kingdom it shall abide to the end of the world,

mightily filled with Christ—so that every one determines himself in

the spirit of Christ Himself, free and spiritually strong—all of them
His likeness

; so that the world, that still opposes itself, is startled

by the contemplation, All these are beloved of God, and God's
heroes, images of Christ. This second petition is based upon the

character of the promise (SeScoica avroh). The third petition finally

refers to the relation of the people of Christ to Him in the kingdom
of glory. It is not put forward in the form of a prayer, because the

blessedness proceeds as a certain result from the preservation and
confirmation of the faithful. It has therefore the air of prophecy.

Here the world—which withstood the Church, as being in the first

stage interfered with ; in the second, as altogether startled by it

—

has entirely disappeared from the sphere of vision ; only a slight

notion of the contrast returns in the word, Thou hast loved Me be-

fore the foundation of the world. But here He shows us the world
as it is in the light of its foundation, which it has from God ; no
.more in the twilight of its perishableness, which it gave to itself.

Even in its foundation, or in its substantial nature, it undoubtedly

forms a contrast to Christ ; but this contrast is no hostile one ; it

,only expresses the faet that Christ is the living principle of the

created world, but that it extends itself before Him and beneath

Him into an immeasurable region, which is appointed in endlessly

varied degrees to declare and to set forth His glory.

That was the destination of the world. And yet the world is

thus wholly changed, wholly estranged from its purpose. This con-

trast touches the Lord's heart in its full power, and the feeling of it

expresses itself in the close of His prayer :

' righteous Father, and thus (even) the world T hath not known
1 There must certainly be in this place a reference back (although it is disputed by

Tholuck) to the words /cara/3oX7j Koa/xov in tho preceding passage, even although
' koct/ios is here used in an ethical, and there in a physical sense. ' For in any case

there is a relation between the fact that the Father loved Christ before the founda-

tion of the world, and that Christ has acknowledged Hirn in the world. The same
relation must, however, subsist between the fact that the world in its physical form
(as substantial) was subordinate in the love of God to the Son, and the manifestation

that now (as ethical in its self-frustration) it has not known God. It is a moral re-

lation, as between the servant who has only one pound and the fact that he buries it

• in the earth, in contrast with the servant who has the ten pounds and gains ten

pounds. The relation indicated, however, is in no way fatalistic. This apj^ears for

the most part from the freedom of the life of Christ ; here also, from the fact that

Christ calls on the Father as the Righteous One, with reference to this circumstance.
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Thee : but I have known Thee, and these have known that Thou
hast sent Me. And I have declared unto them Thy name, and will

declare it ; that the love wherewith Thou hast loved Me may be in

them, and I in them.'

The expression, ' righteous Father,' is in its entire precision to be
maintained. Nay, the seldomer it appears, the greater is here its

emphasis, its significance. It expresses at first probably the pre-

sentiment of Christ, that He must now experience the full reality

of the righteousness of God in His life, as He acknowledges- Him in

His Spirit. This experience is actually formed out of the contra-

diction involved in the world's ignorance of the Father, and His
knowledge of Him. The world knows not the Father, not even as

the Kighteous One, although the righteousness of God is actually

purposing to express it to it in the heaviest judgment. But Christ

knows the Father—He knows Him even as the Eighteous One

—

just because He is one with Him in His love ; therefore He experi-

ences in His heart the judgment of God upon the world for the

salvation of the world. In the power of His divine feeling, He is

able to combine the expressions, righteous, and Father !—expres-

sions which the worldly-entangled mind is not in a position to com-
prehend together without the first melting into the second,, or the

second into the first, in its acceptation. In the judgment of God
upon the world, He can acknowledge, greet, experience, comprehend,

and attain the reconciliation of the world. Moreover, thus He can

also expect of the righteousness of the Father, that He would give,

even in His disciples, to His Son the victory over the world. And
this is the ground-thought in this conclusion of His prayer. 1 The
world, as world, as knowing not God, according to everlasting jus-

tice, must succumb and melt away in the strife with Him in whom
is the knowledge of God. For His knowledge of God is founded

in His divinity, in His inner, living fellowship with God—is thus

itself manifestly divine power and righteousness. In proportion, on
the other hand, as the world has not known God, it is estranged from
God ; the degree of its ignorance is the degree of its self-frustration,

its powerlessness, its unrighteousness. Therefore Christ's knowledge
of God must maintain the victory over the world's forgetfulness and
ignorance of God. But as it must maintain the victory in His case,

so also in that of the disciples to whom He has communicated it.

They have already attained the knowledge that Christ is sent into

the world from the Father, and so far they have also attained the

knowledge of God. But if they have already known the Son as the

Messiah of the Father, they have not yet known Him as the ever-

lasting image of the Father in His glory before the world. And as

much as is still wanting to them of the knowledge of Christ, so much
is still wanting to them likewise of the knowledge of the Father. But
now Christ prayed for them, that their knowledge might be perfect.

He addresses Himself finally for them to the righteousness of God
itself. Even in the meaning and according, to the equity of right-

1 Tholuck, p. 375.

VOL. III. N
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eousness, He is certain of the hearing of His intercession. He
declares this in the words, ' I have declared unto them Thy name,

and will declare it/

This, moreover, is the purpose and the result,—that that love

wherewith the Father hath loved the Son will also be in them ; as

love to the Son and as love to them, His members, in one love. Thus
shall believers find themselves again in God through Christ. Thus
also will Christ be in them, dwell in them, on the earth. It is the

Amen of this great prayer, the certainty that Christ abides in His

people upon earth till His work is completed.

After the Lord, in this intuitive assurance of dependence, had
committed Himself, His disciples, and His work to the Father, He
took the final decisive step by crossing over the brook Kidron.

1. There has seldom been a more unblushing proof that antagon-

istic criticism is at variance, not singly with the theologic world-

view of the New Testament, but just as much also with its moral
spirit, than in the terrible indignation with which Bruno Bauer
{Kritilc der Evang. Geschichte, iii. 229-232) treats the gradual un-

masking of the traitor in the company of the disciples, according to

the representation of John.

2. The words rcakbv fjv avra), el ovk iyevvijOr) 6 avOpwiros itceivos,

would perhaps be more fittingly rendered, It were better for him
that he had never been born as that man ! instead of, as usually, It

would be better for that man that he had never been born. Comp.
John ix. 2. In the first case, Jesus indeed beholds in the earthly

birth of Judas already the one evil he has brought with him into the

world—a fatal disposition in his special origin. This thought is

perfectly consistent with the Christian view of life. On the other

hand, it is more difficult, if, according to the ordinary interpretation,

the curse on the general growth of Judas is attributed to human
existence. For the reality of his existence must be maintained,

as of a human existence, and of an existence humanly appointed

by God.
3. Neander finds in John xiii., between vers. 32 and 33, ' the

most suitable place for the institution of the Lord's Supper.' But, in

fact, a consistent and harmonious discourse would thereby be broken
through just at the beginning. Against the view that the institu-

tion of the Lord's Supper followed between what Christ says in

ver. 33 and what Peter says, ver. 36, Neander observes, that in

this case ' the attention of the disciples must needs have been
especially directed to this last significant discourse of Christ

;

' and
that it cannot be supposed ' that Peter would have still been spe-

cially thinking on what Christ had previously spoken, ver. 33, when
these words must have been rather detached from their meaning to

him, by the interpolated discourse of the institution of the Lord's

Supper.' But there would have been no danger of this, since even
the Lord's Supper referred to the departure of Christ, and actually
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had the. design to compensate to the disciples for the absence of

Jesus till His return to them. We place the appointment of the

Lord's Supper, notwithstanding, substantially, not between various

verses in John, but in, or even after, the verses 34 and 35.

4. Even Sepp has declared himself (iii. 376), with many argu-

ments, against the supposition that Christ partook of the paschal

feast at the legally appointed time, and was crucified on the first

festival day of the Passover. He brings forward, among other

things, that on great feast-days no judgments were given among the

Jews, least of all on the night of the Passover. But compare
what Tholuck has produced against this argument in his Commen-
tary on the Gospel of John (316). We must take into consideration

the quotation from the Gemara tr. Sanhedrim :
' The Sanhedrim

assembles in the session-room of the stone-chamber from morning
to evening sacrifice ; but on Sabbaths and feast-days they assemble

^r1
? i-e., in the lower enclosure, which surrounded the greater, in

the neighbourhood of the fore-court of the women.' But especially

the citation from the Mischna: 'An elder who does not submit
himself to the judgment of the Sanhedrim, shall be taken from his

dwelling to Jerusalem, there kept until one of these festivals, and
on the festival put to death for the purpose alleged, Deut. xvii. 13.'

The circumstance, that in the night of the betrayal Peter produced
two swords, probably proves nothing, although, according to the
Mischna, it was forbidden to go out on the festival Sabbath with
arms. It may be asked how far such ordinances as these were
actually binding at that time, and how far they were condi-

tional ; in any case, they might be to the Lord and His disciples

probably just as little synonymous with the Mosaic law as other

institutions of a like kind. At least in so extraordinary a night

!

That the water-carrier whom the disciples meet at the entrance to

the city when they are going to prepare the Passover, meets them
just before sunset, is a supposition which Sepp indulges, as ground-
lessly as the one that he had been fetching water for preparing the

unleavened bread. Just as arbitrarily, he assumes that when
Simon of Cyrene was laid hold of and laden with the cross of Jesus,

lie had been publicly carrying ivood on the Sabbath-day, homefrom
the field. As little is the opinion established, that the women after

the crucifixion had made haste to buy the ointment (before the

beginning of the Sabbath). Moreover, that during the feast, they,

just as Nicodemus also, might care for the preparing of the oint-

ment, does not suggest any difficulty. Besides, the expression of

John xix. 31, that that approaching day after the crucifixion was
v

a
great feast-day, is only referrible to the first feast-day, since the

Jews only considered the first and the last feast-days as great feast-

days, but not the intervening ones, which only formed half holidays.

But is the latter true of a special Sabbath-day which fell in the
festival time ?

Finally, the expression of the Apostle Paul, 1 Cor. v. 7, that Christ
was slain for us as the true Passover lamb, cannot with any proba-
bility prove anything about the time.
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5. That the Passover was a sacrifice, is distinctly asserted in

Scripture (Exod. xxxiv. 25). This appears also from the precept,

that the paschal lamb (sheep or goat) must be male, of one year

old, and without blemish ; that it must be put to death in the fore-

court of the temple ; that its blood (which, in the first celebration,

was stricken on the door-posts) must be caught by a priest, and poured
out on the altar ; that, finally, the portions of fat of the animal were

placed upon the altar and burnt. But, as a sacrifice, the Passover

could only fall under the category of thank- or peace-offering (^typ
n3T)

;
especially of offering of praise (comp. Lev. vii.) Hence the

freer treatment of the preparation of this sacrifice. Especially is it

worthy of note, that every Israelite might kill this sacrifice. Therein
was the foundation of the special priesthood in Israel expressed, or the

general priesthood of the Israelitish fathers of families. After the

taking away of the most special parts of the sacrifice (fat and blood),

the offering was entirely eaten. There could be nothing of the

flesh reserved for a special meal ; all that remained must be burnt.

The meal must be partaken of in the place of the sanctuary,—the

booths of the pilgrims, even in the neighbourhood of the city, being

doubtless reckoned as such. But as a kind of praise-offering, which
is related to the atonement, it pre-supposes the sin-offering (Lev.

xvi. and xvii.) ; and it is a complete mistake of the character of

this sacrifice, to seek to bring it into the category of sin-offerings. 1

Hence also it may be explained, that the Jews liked to put to death

on the feast-days (thus also probably on the Passover feast) such as

appeared to be punishable as false prophets ; and besides, seditious

persons (comp. Tholuck, John, 317). We must, in this place, also

have in mind the robbers. As far as concerns the celebration of

the sacrifice, it is plain that the later ritual differs in some points

from that of the first Passovers. Then, the blood of the Passover
lamb was stricken on the door-posts ; later, it was poured out on
the altar in the temple. The guests in the former case partook of

the meat standing, in travelling dress ; in the latter they partook

reclining round the table. There, in that night of terror, they

dared not go before the door ; here they partake of the meal in many
other houses than those in which they dwell (in this case the master

of the house received the skin of the roasted Passover lamb, and

1 [Kurtz {History of the 0. Covenant, ii. 297) shows the bearing of this question on
the Romish view of the Eucharist as a repetition of the sacrifice of Christ ; and that

the proper defence of the Protestant theory is not the denial of the sacrificial nature

of the paschal lamb,, but the maintenance of its typical character. The true nature

of the paschal feast he declares in the following words :
' If the door-posts of the

Israelites had to be sprinkled with the blood of the slain lamb, in order that the

judicial wrath of God might not smite them with the Egyptians; and if Jehovah
spared their houses solely because they were marked with this blood, the only infer-

ence that can be drawn is, that the blood was regarded as j)ossessing an expiatory

virtue, by which their sins were covered and atoned for, though otherwise they would
have exposed them to the wrath of God. And if so, then whether it had all the ritual

characteristics of a sin-offering or not (and we are to bear in mind that the ritual of

Moses wTas not yet appointed), it certainly possessed the essential nature and the full

efficacy of such sacrifices, and pointed distinctly to the one sacrifice for sin. And
thus the Lord's Supper is its exact counterpart, it also being a Eucharist, only because
it is a symbolic commemoration of the same one sin-offering.

—

Ed.]
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the earthen vessel that was used) ; only it is prescribed that they

are not to leave the holy city {i.e., its precincts possibly). Origin-

ally the festival was celebrated according to the appointment, that

one family alone consumed the lamb ; or if it were not sufficiently

numerous, it included some persons more. Later, it was established

that the number of guests was not to be under ten, and not over

twenty. Originally all the members of the family, without excep-

tion, were guests ; subsequently, those of the female sex were not

bound to participate, although they were not positively excluded.

It is, moreover, to be noticed, that, according to the perfection of

the Levitical ordinance, the levitically impure were not to partake

of the Passover lamb. They must hold their Passover on the

fourteenth day of the following month (Zif) ; those likewise who
had been prevented from taking part in the great passover. This

celebration was called the latter Passover. Besides, it is perhaps

possible that in later times the Kabbis totally obscured and altered

many characteristics of original significance : as, for example, this

kind of thing has occurred to the Eoman Catholic theologians with

the holy communion, in that they have changed this real thank-

and peace-offering into a continuous sin-offering.

The feast began with washing of hands and prayer. Thanks-

giving for the feast-day followed, by the declaration that the feast

is for a remembrance of the exodus from Egypt. Thereupon fol-

lowed the benediction of the first cup, with the thanksgiving,
' Praised be Thou, Lord our God, the King of the world, who has

created the fruit of the vine.' To this point Christ first of all gave

a new meaning, in indicating (Luke) the festival as a, pre-celebra-

tion of His death, and as a type of a new celebration which He
should hold with His disciples in His kingdom, ^(l.) The paschal

supper began with a cup of wine ; for the enjoyment of which, and

for the day, the father of the family gives thanks, saying, ' Blessed

be He that created the fruit of the vine ;
' and then he repeats the

consecration of the day, and drinks up the cup. And afterward he

blesseth concerning the washing of hands, and washeth. (2.) Then
the bitter herbs (DmiD) are set on, brought on the table ready

covered. Of these the father partakes, and gives thanks for the

eating of the herbs, dipped in sour sauce. And this first clipping

is used only for that reason, that children may observe and inquire;

for it is unusual for men to eat herbs before meat. (3.) Afterward

there is set on unleavened bread, and the sauce called DDTin, and

the lamb.] Then began the meal, probably thus kept with a

view to make it appear at first as a dim enigma. The table with

the food was placed in the midst. The father of the household

praised God for the fruits of the earth. He then dipped for every

guest a portion of bitter herbs as large as an olive [less than the

1 [The interpolations in this note are from Lightfoot's Hor. Ilcb. on Matt. xxvi.

26, whose account of the Passover is derived from Maimonides and the Talmudic

tract Pesachin. A very interesting chapter on the Passover will be found in Witsius,

De (Econ. Fed. iv. 9, founded upon the elaborate treatment of the subject by Bochart

in his Hicrozoic. ii. 50. See also Kurtz, as above.

—

Ed.
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quantity of an olive he must not eat] into a jelly of apples and
almonds (called charoseth), and handed it to them. The table was
again put on one side, possibly to increase l the expressiveness of the

riddle. [Now they mingle the second cup for the father.] Here
came the question of the son to the father of the family, and then

followed the announcement, as first generally with the performance

of the biblical hymn, Deut. xxvi. 5. To this moment of the feast,

the so-called Hagada—the announcement—probably the word of

the Apostle Paul refers : As often as ye eat of this bread, and drink

of this cup, ye shall show forth the Lord's death till He come.

Then began the more definite explanation of the feast. The
table was again drawn back. First of all the Passover in general

was interpreted :
' Because in Egypt God passed over the dwellings

of the forefathers/ Then the householder lifted on high bitter

herbs, and declared their meaning :
' Because the Egyptians visited

the life of our fathers with bitterness, as is written of them (Exod.

i. 14), they made their lives bitter/ In the same manner he raised

on high an unleavened loaf, and gave an answer to the question,

Wherefore do we eat this unleavened bread ? with the word, ' The
dough of our fathers was not yet leavened when the Almighty God
led them suddenly forth from Egypt, as appears in the law ' (Exod.

xii. 39). Hereupon follows the thanksgiving for the miracle of

redemption [viz., ' Blessed be Thou, Lord God, our King eternal,

redeeming us, and redeeming our fathers out of Egypt, and bring-

ing us to this night ; that we may eat unleavened bread and bitter

herbs']. The song of praise [Ps. cxiii. and cxiv., the first part of

the Hallel] was sung, and the second cup, filled with red wine

[mixed previously, as mentioned above], was consecrated with

thanksgiving, and went the round. These portions of the festival

probably belong to the announcement, as the more distinct explana-

tions thereof.

Then, however, began the peculiar feast, to which the guests

lay down, whereas hitherto they had been standing—the partaking

of the paschal lamb. They eat to it single pieces of bread, which

they clipped into the jelly, or into the sauce which stood on the

table, and into which also the bitter herbs were dipped. Hereupon
followed the solemn breaking of bread with which the second half

of the celebration, the feast of unleavened bread, took its beginning.
' As the Oriental expresses his joy by a superfluity of meats, so his

grief is expressed by a more limited meal ; therefore in this night

bread could only be furnished in pieces, and was also blessed in this

manner.'- This is the distribution of bread which Jesus consecrated

for a remembrance of His broken body.3 As soon as the meal was

1 This ceremony was probably less essential, just as the frequent hand-washings of

the father of the family at various parts of the meal. 2 Friedlieb, 56.
3 [Washing his hands, and taking two loaves, he breaks one, and lays the broken

upon the whole one, and blesseth it, ' Blessed be He who causeth bread to grow out of

the earth ;' and putting some bread and bitter herbs together (Meyer says, 'wrap-

ping a piece of bread round with bitter herbs'), he dips them in the sauce charoseth,

and blessing, 'Blessed be Thou, Lord God, our eternal King, He who hath sancti*
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ended, the third cup was distributed. Thus, as the first cup inti-

mated the beginning of the solemnity, and thus was devoted to the

feast-day, and as the second celebrated the announcement, thus in

like manner the third pointed to the thanksgiving for the meal
partaken of. Thus it was the cup of thanksgiving, the Eucharist

in a narrow sense [ro~Qn NDO]- This cup Christ consecrated into

the cup of the new covenant in His blood. Thence it follows prob-

ably that with the third cup was always closed the solemnity of

the old covenant.

Finally were then sung once more some psalms [cxv.-cxviii., the

second part of the Hallel], and with the partaking of the fourth cup
the assembly was broken up. 1 The festival must be brought to an
end before midnight.

But now the solemnity of the new era of liberation went on
through the circle of the feast-days : the partaking of unleavened

bread in these days indicated the poor but consecrated and joyous

wandering life of the people of God. The consecration of the

beginning harvest, which took place on the second feast-day, when
the sheaf of first-fruits was brought into the fore-court of the

temple, and the grain was there extracted and ground, and out of

the meal a meat-offering was prepared (Lev. ii. 14), expressed the

blending of the theocratic institution with the blessing of civiliza-

tion. Also the partaking of wine referred, probably, not only to

the blood of the thank-offering, but also to the festal joy which
wine, as the blood of the grape vine, the noblest tree of nature,

diffuses, and by which it is appropriated to the representation in

speaking symbol and seal of the highest festal disposition of men,
who attain it by the partaking of the blood of Christ, of the inner-

most expression of His heartfelt surrender and offering up to God
for them. The noblest means of nourishment, and the noblest

means of enlivening on the earth, were consecrated as symbols of

the noblest means of nourishment and of making alive from heaven.

The Passover brought to light the character of the great feast of

thank-offering, in which it formed the contrast to the great feast of

sin-offering, by the fact, that besides the special burnt-offerings

which were daily offered in behalf of the nation, thank-offerings

were again offered for individuals, which then served for special

times of sacrificial feasts. The people celebrated a common and
happy feast of thank-offering of this kind generally just before the

expiration of the 15th Nisan, the so-called Chagiga, in which small

or great cattle, male or female, were used. This sacrificial meal

fled us by His precepts, and hath commanded us to eat ;' he eats the unleavened

bread and bitter herbs together. From thenceforward he lengthens out the supper,

eating this or that as he hath a mind ; and last of all he eats of the flesh of the

Passover, at least as much as an olive|; but after this he tastes not at all of any food.]
1 [Lightfoot does not mention a fifth cup, but Meyer cites an authority to show

that a fifth cup, with the singing of Psalms cxx.-cxxxvii., might still follow. So also

Bynseus Be Morte Christi, i. G18) quotes Maimonides to the following effect :
' Potest

tamen infundi calix quintus, et dici super eo hyranus magnus (the Great Hallel) a :

Celebrate Jehovam, quia bonus, usque : Adflumina Babelis. Sed calix hie non est ex

debito, sicutalii quatuor calices.'

—

Ed.]
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was probably the strongest expression of the feast of thank-offering

that was celebrated through the entire Passover feast.

6. In reference to the rearing of the vine in the East, Jahn
observes (Bibl. Antiq., sec. 68), according to Bochart, ' that the
inhabitants in Antaradus (in Phoenicia) pruned the vine three

times a year—the first time in March ; and after the stem had
hereupon borne grapes, they again cut off the twigs which had no
fruit. The stem then in April bore new twigs, on some of which
again appeared clusters of grapes ; but those which were without
fruit were again cut off in May : the stem then shot forth for the
third time, and the new shoot bore new grapes.' Hence it is not
difficult to suppose that there were laid heaps of cut-off and withered
branches in the gardens of the valleys near Jerusalem, at the time
that Jesus went forth from Jerusalem over the Kidron (in the
night of the 14th Nisan, 6th April). There might be a reason for

piling up brushwood of this kind, if by help of the same the
remains of the paschal lamb were burnt up on the paschal night
(Ex. xii. 10; Num. ix. 12; Friedlieb, Archaol. 59). Here it is

to be considered, that formerly the city of Jerusalem extended
more deeply downwards below Gethsemane, as far as the valley.

If we conceive ourselves outside the valley on the banks of the
Kidron, surrounded with pilgrims' booths, and with Passover
seasons in all their dwellings, which had been just a little before

concluded, it is obvious to suppose that in many cases, in the
gardens around, the remains of the feast (even although it were
only the bones) were burnt by the help of the garden brushwood
that lay there, especially as in this case the Sabbath was so close at

hand.

That this burning must have happened in part outside the booths
or tents, is suggested by the probable danger of fire. It is very

remarkable that the lighting up of the Easter light in the Komish
Church is referred to the night of the paschal solemnity, and at the
same time to the pillar of fire which formerly preceded the children

of Israel. (The connection between the paschal feast and the pillar

of fire appears to be suggested in Num. ix. 16. See Staudenmeier,
' der Geist des Christenthums' 503.) If now even in the Gallic

Church and in the British Church the new fire was lighted on the
night of Thursday in Passion-week (Binterim's Archdologie), this

points back probably from the varying use of the West to the

original custom of the Lord's Supper of Asia Minor, on the evening
after the 14th Nisan, as a characteristic which must have originally

harmonized with this. The whole symbolic nature of lights, how-
ever, will, as well as the Easter fire, become more intelligible if we
return to the supposition that the Jews, on the paschal night, must
have already lighted numerous fires, and that these must probably
have been publicly lighted in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem,
probably abundantly, according to the situations of the dwellings
in the gardens. From this reference is explained the fact, that the

Passover fire, even in Jerusalem, still plays so considerable a part.
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SECTION III.

JESUS IN GETHSEMANE. THE STRUGGLE AND VICTORY OF HIS PASSION

OF SOUL.

(Matt. xxvi. 36-4G. Mark xiv. 32-42. Luke xxii. 39-46.

John xviii. 1-12, 13.)

The garden (/w}7ro<?) of Gethsemane l was situated on the farther

side of the brook Kidron, at the foot of the Mount of Olives. It

was an estate (xooplov), in all probability, with a dwelling-house

upon it, but certainly provided as an olive garden with a wine-press

and a tower. Tradition still points out this garden to the traveller

in Jerusalem, and we have no ground to dispute the accuracy of

this recollection. 2

Hence it was probably through what is now known as Stephen's

Gate, or Mary's Gate, 3 that Jesus went forth from the city with the

disciples. Down the steep declivity of the temple mountain they

descended into the valley, through which ran the torrent Kidron,

the black brook,4 on its way to the Dead Sea. The road over the

brook leads to Bethany.

But at this time the Lord was not going to Bethany. It was

too late for that ; and besides, it was contrary to the ordinance of

the Passover to go at all out of the range of the city. Thus, what
the circumstances in this case rendered necessary, harmonized en-

tirely with what God designed. He turned away from the familiar

road to Bethany into the fatal garden, although He well knew what
would be the result of His entrance there. It was not for the first

time indeed that He turned in thtiher. He had often accompanied

1 N3ft$ J")| oil-press. [The various derivations assigned to this word are given

by Bynseus (ii. 73-7). Lightfoot renders it 'the place of the olive-presses.' This

meaning seems now to be universally adopted, instead of that proposed by the older

scholars (Erasmus, Beza, Vossius, and Grotius), who supposed it to be the same name,

though of a different place, which is found in Isa. xxviii. 1, D\jft^~N\3.—Ed.]

2 Compare Tischendorf, Reise in den Orient, i. 311, 312. Less decidedly, Robinson,

i. 235, although he alleges no reasons against the identity of the place. [Thomson
(Land and Book, 634) expresses himself strongly against the claims of the spot now
shown. He says, "The authenticity of this sacred garden Mr Williams says he

chooses rather to believe than to defend. I do not choose even to believe.' After

mentioning that the Latins have chosen one site, the Greeks another, he goes on

:

' My own impression is, that both are wrong I am inclined therefore to place

the garden in the secluded vale several hundred yards to the north-east of the present

Gethsemane, and hidden, as I hope for ever, from the idolatrous intrusion of all sects

and denominations.'

—

Ed.]
3 According to Schulz, Jerusalem (Berlin, 1845),"p. 90, identical with the ancient

Fish-gate.

4 KeS/xir ; "|1"TTp the black, dark-coloured, or muddy brook. Probably its name

arose from the circumstance that it rushed torrent-wise with muddy waves through

the dark rocky valley. During the period of the nourishing temple-worship, its

water was likewise darkened by the influx] of the blood of the sacrifices from the

temple mountain.—Sepp, iii. 453. [Lightfoot, on John xviii. 1, states that the blood

ran down through a conduit under ground into the brook Kidron, and was sold to

the gardeners to dung their gardens with ; so that the Kidron was ' rather the sink

or common sewer of the city than a brook.'

—

Ed.]
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His disciples thither (avv^x^v)- Probably they might often meet
there after leaving Jerusalem, one by one, to go to Bethany. This
rendezvous might also have served for larger meetings with the

company of His hidden disciples in Jerusalem. In any case, we
cannot but suppose that Jesus was friendly with the proprietor of

that estate ; for he had freely allowed Him to make use of his

property by day and night. 1

But as soon as they had entered upon the enclosure of the estate,

Jesus was seized and shaken by a marvellous feeling. He neither

would nor could endure this experience in their presence ! First

of all, He hastened on from the sight of the eleven, saying to them,
' Sit ye here, while I go yonder and pray.' Then He took farther

on with Him the three most confidential disciples, Peter, and the

two sons of Zebedee, James and John. But they had not advanced
far together, when His sensations became more and more evident

(ijp^aro XvirelaOat /ecu dhrjfjbovelv). He began to be sorrowful and
disquieted, and to feel Himself so terribly abandoned, that the dis-

ciples observed it. He felt Himself oppressed even to astonishment

or terror. This was one aspect of His experience—nameless con-

trarieties of sensation overwhelmed him, and choked and straitened

His heart as if they would have stifled and killed Him. 2 The
infinite living movements of His soul in the Holy Spirit, in the joy

of His God, 3 were restrained by an inconceivable reaction. More-
over, closely connected therewith, He felt Himself namelessly for-

saken, as if every heart and life in the world had refused to Him
the strength and encouragement of its sympathy 4—as if in the

whole wide world no echo would any more respond to the beating

of His heart. These two sensations afflicted Him in so lively a

manner, that He came with His companions to a stand-still, acknow-

ledged to them His nameless distress
—

' My soul is exceeding sor-

rowful, even unto death ;
' and after still further appealing to them,

' Stay here and watch ! '—which, in its significance, includes in it

the words which Luke records, Pray that ye fall not into temptation

1 [There is no doubt that xwpi'o;' frequently means a small estate or property; but
it seems doubtful whether it is so used here, or whether it belonged to a friend of

our Lord. It may be noticed, in passing, that there were no gardens allowed within

the city (except a few of roses), on account of the smell arising from the rotting

weeds and manure.

—

Ed.]
2 This is the meaning of \vire1<j6ai, which Mark at once, in its strongest form,

indicates as iK0a/jLj3e7a-dai. They are the sensations of a positive adverse influence,

which checks and oppresses the soul in its life movements, as if it would rob it of

spiritual breath. The first effect of it is pain. The last, anguish, intensely aroused

opposition of soul. 3 John xvii. 13.
4 This is expressed by aSrjfioveiv, whereby is intimated the experience of a negative

resistance ; first of all, the feeling of remoteness from His people and His father-land,

but generally the feeling of abandonment—of discouragement. [The three words
expressive of our Lord's agitation and agony of soul are most fully explained by
Pearson (Creed, p. 281, note, ed. 1835), and shown to represent Him ' suddenly, upon
a present and immediate apprehension, possessed with fear, horror, and amazement,
encompassed with grief, and overwhelmed with sorrow, pressed down with conster-

nation and dejection of mind, tormented with anxiety and disquietude of spirit.'

Perhaps the author presses too strongly the etymological signification of ddrj/j.ove'LV.—Ed.]
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—He disengaged Himself from them (a.7reo-rrdcr0rj) , and hastened

forward. But He went only a stone's-throw farther, 1 and cast Him-
self down upon the earth, kneeling ; and with His countenance bent

to the earth, He prayed that, if it were possible, the hour might pass

awayfrom Him. In these words, often too little considered, Mark
has told us the ground-thought of Christ's supplication. His first

petition cried, Father, My Father," all things are possible with

Thee. If it be possible, let this cup pass from Me. But not as I

will, but as Thou wilt.

Upon this prayer He experienced the first strengthening. Luke
indicates it, when he says : And there appeared unto Him an angel

from heaven, strengthening Him. That an angel appeared to Him
was chiefly certain to the Evangelists, from the fact that He received

the first strengthening upon the first prayer. And the latter may
be gathered from His being able to return to the disciples after the

first prayer. But how could the Evangelists infer the angel from
the strengthening ? Was, perhaps, the angel to be taken here in

an allegorical sense, as the angel of the hearing of prayer ? 3 Upon
this allegorical view, the Evangelists were perhaps led away, by
placing themselves by the Spirit of Christ into the situation. What
the Lord suffered was, in any case, a consequence of the entire anti-

pathy of the world being now opposed to His soul like a wall (just

as formerly, in the wilderness, the entire sympathy of the world had
hindered Him like a wall, and driven Him back into the wilderness),

whilst the sympathy of His friends wTas so weak that it could no

longer afford Him encouragement. But both the one and the other

were God's ordering, which confounded Him. But when He now
rose up again strengthened, what could it have been whereby the

Father comforted Him? In the world nothing was yet altered.

His prayer had not yet shaken the earth. Perhaps, however, it had
shaken heaven ! The world of blessed spirits drew nearer to Him,
their sympathy revealed itself to Him in a refreshing feeling, which

became His by a glimpse into it, in an appearance of angels which

strengthened Him. The older scholastic theology has resisted the

thought that Christ was strengthened by an angel, because it chose

to consider Him most in His Godhead. But Christ, the God-man,
might possibly be strengthened by an angel in His human feeling

of life. How often the faith even of the little and of the young

1 TlpoaeKdwv fiiKphv, say the two first Evangelists.
2 Mark, 'A/3/3S, 6 irarr]p. [This is beautifully paraphrased by Sir Matthew Hale

in his edifying treatise, Of the Knowledge of Christ Crucified: 'It is not a stranger

that importunes Thee, it is Thy Son ; that Son in whom Thou didst proclaim Thy-

self well pleased ; that Son whom Thou hearest always ; it is He that begs of Thee,

and begs of Thee a dispensation from that which He most declines, because He most
loves Thee, the terrible, insupportable hiding Thy face from Me.' An elaborate

discussion of these words, as, indeed, of every point connected with the concluding

scenes of our Lord's life, will be found in Bynseus. He has very properly named his

work ' Commentarius Amplissimus.'

—

Ed.]
3 ' The strengthening by the angel is to be understood of the accession of spirit-

ual power which came to the struggling Redeemer in Hia deepest destitution.'

—

Olshausen, in loc.
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cheered Him on the way of His pilgrimage ! In any case, the

Evangelist Luke might possibly know historically of such an angelic

appearance ; and. moreover, he might have the certainty, through
the spirit of revelation, that Christ had been strengthened by a
communication from the angel-world (more definitely represented

by the appearance of an angel).

Thus Christ returned, strengthened by prayer to the Father, to

the disciples. But when He returned to them, He found them
sleeping. We might certainly conclude, on the one hand, from this,

that the first interval of prayer did not last merely a couple of

moments
;

1 but on the other hand, also, we might suppose that the

three disciples found themselves in an exceedingly peculiar uneasi-

ness and depression. In any case, they certainly had no clear

consciousness of the significance of this moment ; while a gloomy
feeling of the misfortune in which they were, and of the danger
which threatened them, a terrible sense of despondency, rather

served to overwhelm them with drowsiness than to arouse them
(Luke xxii. 45). Like a giant's might, the sleep of bodily exhaus-

tion, of spiritual depression and discouragement, fell upon them
;

and they did not feel how perilous this spirit of slumber was in this

condition,—that it was comparable to that craving for sleep which
invades the exhausted wanderers in the wintry desert, which induces

the inexperienced to surrender themselves to death, while he who
knows it gathers himself together with anxiety and agitation to

resist the hostile power—labours even to perspiration, and so avoids

the danger. Thus the Lord found them sleeping then, although
they had just seen Him go away in the deepest suffering. Thus
He found them all alike, the spiritual John, the quietly firm James,

the fiery Peter. But to the last He addressed with reason the word
of reproach, since he had most highly presumed (and perhaps also

slept the soundest), ' Simon, sleepest thou ! Could ye not watch
with Me one hour ? Watch and pray, that ye enter not into temp-
tation (enhancing the temptation by your own fault, changing the

external into an inward temptation) : the spirit truly is willing

(with him, Peter, it is still eagerly willing, TrpoOv/xov, but the

flesh is weak' (powerless, aadev>]s). Only the strictest watchful-

ness can abolish the risk which arises from this absolute contrast

between the innermost spiritual impulse and the powerless sensual

nature.

With this word, whose sole importance in this moment only

Jesus Himself knew, the sense of anguish and desertion, according

to Luke, came over Him again even more powerfully, and He
hastened away from the disciples a second time. Mark says that it

was the same word again which He uttered to the Father. This is

perhaps true of the word generally, but in Matthew there appears a

somewhat modified conception :
' My Father, if this cup may not

pass from Me, except I drink it, Thy will be done.' The first

1 Sepp supposes, iii. 457, that the first interval of prayer lasted one hour, as Jesus,

returning, said to the disciples, Could ye not watch with Me one hour ?
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time He supposed the possibility that the cup of sorrows which was
presented to Him might pass away from Him, He asked that it

might be averted, with the expression, if it be possible. But, at the
same time, He declared the submission of His heart to the will of

God. But the second time He expressed His wish that the cup
might pass away in a much more subdued manner, and allowed
distinctly to appear the feeling that He must drink it, by the words,
if it be not possible that the cup should pass from Me. And just

as decidedly He declared His readiness to drink it, according to the
will of the Father. Thus once again He found consolation, and
returned to the three. But again He found them sleeping. Two
of the Evangelists add, by way of explanation, that their eyes were
heavy with sleep. An inexplicable intoxication of sleep weighed
them terribly down ; and when He awakened them, they were so

confused, that they knew not what they should answer Him.
He needed only for one moment thus to see them, when once

more the unspeakable anguish came over Him. Before they had
collected themselves for a reply, He was quickly gone once more
from their eyes. He remained away long, at least so long that the
disciples, who had been twice warned and awakened, sank back
again into their lassitude and helplessness, and for the third time
could go to sleep. According to Matthew, He prayed again as on
the former time. He surrendered His will, He gave Himself to the
Father,, yea, He drank the cup. For now, perhaps, arrived the last

and greatest crisis of His contest, which Luke depicts to us. His
feeling became the most terrible jarring of life, like to a death-

struggle (agony). His resistance to the mighty influence which He
experienced consisted in the fact that He prayed with the utmost
earnestness. The effect of this struggle, moreover, broke forth in

His sweat, becoming like drops of blood, which fell down upon the

earth. 1 But under this most vehement prayer of surrender, His

1 The possibility that, in the case of a man in special circumstances, a bloody sweat
might appear, is perhaps sufficiently authenticated. Compare Ebrard, 418. But
Olshausen reasonably observes that the waeL would be altogether out of place if special

drops of blood were spoken of herewith ; we must refer to the well-known similar

but manifestly false view of the thcrel (ucrel irepicrTepd), Luke iii. 22. Thus the addition,

Ka.Ta(3aLvoi>Tes, &c, does not attain its full significance except by the conviction that
here is a comparison. The sweat of Jesus is compared to drops of blood ; and,
indeed, with such as they appear in their great heavy dropping down to the earth.

Thus much is now certain. The'sweat of Jesus' struggle had in it something altogether
peculiar, which made it similar to drops of blood—first of all surely the large form of

the drops, then the one by one heavy falling clown or trickling upon the ground
;

whether s
also the bloody hue, does not at least appear from the text. Catholic theo-

logians (Sepp, iii. 458) refer here to the 'blood of sorrows, which so copiously appears
in mystically ecstatic persons in the Catholic Church, by way of imitation,' &c. For
the explanation of the special nature of these blood-like drops, probably the history

of the ' Stigmata ' in the Catholic Church might not be altogether without signifi-

cance. In any case, it stands in close relation to the remaining interpretation of this

place. [So far as we know, nothing at all has been advanced which gives ground for

departing from the more usual meaning of tbael, as denoting likeness, and here mean-
ing that the sweat merely resembled blood as it falls in thick, heavy drops. Alford
says that if mere resemblance to blood were meant, the insertion of ctfyiaros- would be
absurd ;

' why not drops of anything else ?
' Because nothing else ooaes out from

the human body and falls from it, as the sweat was in this case rolling down and
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soul finally attained, for the third time, once more its serenity and
rest ; and now for ever His victory was decided.

This was manifest in the changed and decisive manner in which
He again returned to His disciples. He did not wake them up
with the request that they would watch with Him, as the first, and
probably also the second time, but with a rebuking word, which
expressed the celebration of His returning peace :

' Do ye sleep on
now, and take your rest ?

' (the last third pause before the prepara-

tion for the crisis). Therewith it is ended. ' Behold, the hour is

come that the Son of man is delivered into the hands of sinners.

Arise, let us depart : behold, he who betrayeth Me is at hand.'

And now, when finally the disciples had entirely recovered them-
selves, they beheld perhaps the traces of His last struggle still upon
His brow, as drops of sweat like to blood trickled down from it.

To them it was as if they beheld Him already surrounded with
blood, while His soul displayed the noblest majesty of peace.

The narrative of the passion of soul of Jesus in Gethsemane
guarantees its authenticity by its enigmatically mysterious nature.

It is a representation which lies beyond the mental capacity of

ordinary human or Christian invention. It belongs to those por-

tions which the Church, in all its weak moods, members, and
theologians, most of all in its weak critics, would have in many ways
surrendered, because of presumed offences, and which it has only

preserved in consequence of its most substantial motives, namely, in

its historical faithfulness in the transmission of this history—in

the earnest conviction that there were heavenly depths in it, and in

the momentary gleams of knowledge in which they recognized its

profound significance.
1

The manner in which many exegetes have made attempts on this

section, reminds us of the slumbrous intoxication of the disciples.

The conduct of later criticism, however, in respect of this important
moment in the life of the Lord, as it has been manifested in many
critics, deserves to be characterized in an entirely different manner. 2

The fact that the Evangelist John does not relate the passion of

Jesus in Gethsemane, is explained by the strict exclusiveness of his

plan, but not perhaps by the supposition that he followed the rest

of the Evangelists, as a gleaner on the field of evangelical history

—

as completer.3 Moreover, although this Evangelist had previously

described'a similar soul-struggle of Jesus, it does not perhaps follow

falling. ' And drops of blood from what and where ? ' Why, of course, from a human
body, which was here the object in view. Nothing can be more natural and vivid
than such a comparison, and no more natural expression could be given to it than is

given by the words of the text.

—

Ed.] i Strauss, ii. 428.
^Materialistic modes of viewing,—explanations of the passion of Jesus by a bodily

indisposition or cold ; sensualistic, sentimental explanations of it, by the fear of
death or the pain of separation, &c. The most prevailing views are recorded by-
Strauss, ii. 431.

3_The argumentation against the accuracy of this narrative in Strauss (ii. 438),
which proceeds on the failure of the history in John, depends here, as in other cases,
on the untenable supposition, that every Evangelist purposed to communicate every
possible thing in the life of Jesus, without any plan at all.
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thence that that must be confounded with this passion of Jesus in

Gethsemane. On the contrary, even the representation of the

passion of Jesus in Gethsemane testifies in itself of a rhythmic
return of the fearful presentiment of suffering in His life. Thus
it was, moreover, in entire accordance with that wonderful feeling

which finally overflowed the soul of Jesus in three great wave-beats,

and with its highest point reached its end, that the billows of the

same feeling had affected Him long before. The first beginnings

of this presentiment occur early in the evangelic history. Thus
Jesus heaved a deep sigh in Galilee, when He saw Himself con-

strained to allow His contest with the Pharisees to appear publicly,

and to encourage His little flock to constancy He foretold to them
His victory over the hatred of the world ; but even with this anti-

cipation of His victory came also the presentiment of His last

struggle, and He declared that He was greatly straitened till it was
accomplished (Luke xii. 50). * A similar feeling was manifested
when the Pharisees stopped His passage for ever in that region

(Mark viii. 12). Thus He wept over Jerusalem, when in His festal

entry He looked upon the city from the top of the Mount of Olives.

Thus His soul was shaken when, in the enclosure of the temple,2

those Greeks caused themselves to be announced to Him, whom He
regarded as the first-fruits of the believing Gentiles. No wonder if

this same feeling appeared again subsequently in its highest power,

at a moment which was entirely calculated to arouse it.

And thus, as that first stronger manifestation of His anxious pre-

sentiment was a consequence of the vivid foresight of His victory
;

as on the height of the Mount of Olives His great suffering was a
consequence of the great exaltation which His people prepared for

Him in His elect ; and as in the temple enclosure it was the first

demonstrations of homage of the Gentile world which filled Him with
a stronger presentiment of His approaching end,—thus now also His
strongest depression in Gethsemane follows upon the great elevation

which His soul had just undergone, in the removal of the power of

darkness from the company of disciples, in the institution of the holy

communion, and in the great surrender of His life, of His disciples

and His work, into the hands of His Father.

And we must lay an altogether special stress upon this connection

of the soul-passion of Jesus in Gethsemane, with the preceding

consecration of soul, as it was completed in the high-priestly

prayer. Superficial and profane criticism 3 finds a contradiction in

the facts, that Jesus, first of all, in the prayer above mentioned,
' had closed His account with the Father,' and that He then should

once more have had to undergo a struggle in Gethsemane. But
there is not needed any specially profound acquaintance with the

mysteries of the higher life of the soul, especially of the Christian

life of the soul, to know that frequently, upon great spiritual vic-

1 See above, vol. iii. p. 283. Comp. Hug (as above), ii. 144.
2 Probably in tbe fore-court of the heathens, the symbolic destination of -which

changed therewith into the real one. 3 Strauss, ii. 440.
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lories of self-denial, of surrender, of renunciation, which, a man
gains, there still follow great spiritual tempests, which are not to be
considered as relapses, but as proofs of the greatness and purity of

the sacrifice which the heart has made—in that the nature of the

sacrificing heart is now claiming its right. How many a man,
after that moment in which he has sacrificed to his higher calling,

at any time, a happiness of his temporal life, hurries weeping to his

closet ! And we may gather how much the high-priestly prayer is

to be considered chiefly under the aspect of a painful separation—of

a great renunciation,—from that word of Christ, ' I am no more in

the world.' That renunciation in which He had early been com-
pelled to hold afar from Himself, and then, in its enticing deformity

to refuse, the attractive picture of a noble, pure, social life with His
disciples among His people for humanity, in a paradisaically bright

world—that renunciation, which was now wholly completed, He
had now in this manner ended. And thus we might consider the

passion of Jesus, first of all, as the great sympathy of the infinitely

rich, pure, human heart, in the execution of His perfect renuncia-

tion. But it was the same curse of sin which brought about this

renunciation that made its pains so bitter. Jesus had now for many
years sued for the faith of His people, for the love of humanity, and
therein had experienced the coldness and the hatred of the world in

abundant measure. He had now, in His spirit, resisted the contest

with this enmity of the world and of hell continually tempting Him.
He had finished His work, and had commended the certainty of

His victory to the Father, and had solemnized it before Him. But
just now, when thus in spirit He was purified for humanity, and had
assured to them His institution as the means of their deliverance

—

now came over Him the sense of all the injustice suffered—the

whole pain of rejected love. When Joseph had once entirely

mastered himself in the presence of his brethren (Gen. xlv. 1), there

came over his soul a tempest of emotion which broke down his self-

command,—every painful feeling of wrong endured, of rejected love

and faith, rising into the more terrible pain for the formerly so

blinded, now so disheartened, brethren ; and he caused all profane

spectators to depart before he could make himself known to his

brethren ; and wept aloud, that the Egyptians and the house of

Pharaoh heard it.
1 But how much deeper is the link between

Christ and His brethren, than^between Joseph and his ! Thence
we apprehend, that in that moment when He in heart took His
leave of the whole world, which disowned Him ; when He com-
pleted the institution which determines, although yet in germ, only

its redemption (for, with the surrender of Christ to the Father, His
death also is decided), He is then overcome with a feeling of

anguish which threatens to suffocate and to kill Him. It is the

great sorrow of unspeakably mistaken love, as it feels it in the

moment of its triumph.

1 In Joseph also, the great feeling of agony developed itself in a rhythmical order
and recurrence, till it had attained its climax (Gen. slii. 24, sliii. 30, sly. 1).
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But now, it may be asked, why this feeling of Christ expressed

itself not in tears, as it did at the grave of Lazarus, but in a dread
which is aggravated even into the sweat of terror? Here, pro-

bably, we are to consider that the emotion of Christ must imme-
diately be changed into the deepest sympathy with humanity.
Even here His care was not about His life for its own sake, but
about His life in humanity, and this especially about the life of

humanity. Thus He felt His separation as humanity must feel it,

and actually experienced, and still experiences it, although uncon-
sciously: His renunciation, as its consequence, appears in the

mental life of humanity—namely, in the suffering of the world on
behalf of the beautiful temporal life, which, subjected to affliction,

first of all by the curse of sin, and then by the cross of Christ, is

devoted to transitoriness. That suffering of the world, and of His
people in the world, of which He had so lately spoken, has truly,

according to its inmost nature, its foundation in this, that the

kingdom of glory—the new paradise—must needs have been trans-

ferred at the ascension of Christ into the world beyond the grave.

This sorrow approached nearer and nearer to Him, and now it

seized His soul in all its depth. But as formerly, in the desert, the

lust of the world had tempted Him. as impure desire, which was
distorted into a temptation of hell ; so also now He was laid hold

upon, by this suffering of the world, on behalf of the theocratically

beautiful present world, so it again became to Him a temptation of

hell. In the wilderness, His heart had experienced and resisted

the flattering crowd of all chiliastic worldly intoxications in the

world. Here He resisted the storm of that chiliastic, poetically-

coloured despondency of the heart, rent asunder in the wavering
between the world of time and the paradise of eternity,—just as it

had restlessly driven Judas about,—just as it brought the other

disciples into so great danger,—as it continues to be perceived in

the world still in a thousand wild tones of lamentation. But
although He got better and maintained it over the Evil One, yet

this attack, nevertheless, became to Him a great temptation, through
the infinite weight of human feeling which was therein, through
the great heart-sorrow of the world at the remoteness of paradise,

at the great gulf of death that separates earth from heaven. If

thus the entire suffering of the world, all its sadness about the

beauteous appearance of the happy life, fell upon His soul by means
of His sympathy, and would pull Him down with it into an abyss

of despondency, we may probably guess how His soul must be
shaken under this influence, in order to resist the paralyzing poison

of comfortlessness, especially as in this case no forty days were

given Him for the struggle, but only one long hour of the night.

How soon, in such a frame of mind, must the first tears which
perhaps would spring forth be again dried up, and an intense sweat

of anguish gradually take their place !

The retrospect of Jesus upon His life, and upon the significance

of His parting, probably led to such a state of mind. But still

VOL. III. o
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more did His glance upon His present position. For with His
renunciation, and with His separation from the world, was this

infinitely terrible position of loneliness also decided, in which He
was now placed. The entire world in its ungodliness is related to

His godly standing as an infinitely strong antagonism, which as a

spiritual opposition falls like a choking simoom upon His soul.

In the same measure, moreover, as the antipathy of the world now
presses upon His soul, He must be deprived of the sympathy of His
disciples. He sees how His most chosen disciples go to sleep again

and again before His eyes, even in the view of His anguish. And
are not these, in so significant a moment, representations to Him of

the intoxication of sleep with which in all times His disciples so

often gazed upon the more deeply hidden sorrows of His life ? He
thus undergoes a twofold horror,—the horror at the antagonism of

the entire world, and the horror of complete loneliness in the world.

Thus must He tread the wine-press alone in the garden of Olives.

This experience found its expression in the prophetic words, Ye
shall leave Me alone, and in the appeal to the three, Could ye not

luatch ivith Me one hour f

Thus far His experience always appears only as the full sense of

the present, as it is developed out of the retrospect upon the past.

But how could He hide from Himself the future, for which the past

has laid the foundation, that this present is purposing to beget ?

And the more plainly the image of the future appears to His soul,

the greater will be His suspense—His fearful presentiment. To
this presentiment He Himself gave the most decided expression, in

its entire purity and greatness, in the words, The hour is come,

ichen the Son ofman is delivered up, is hetrayed into the hands of
sinners. Well might He be terrified at the hands of sinners, for
He is the Holy One. That which is holy in Him, trembles at this

external power of the unholy over His life—the Spirit, at this sub-

jection to the hands—love, at this look of hatred—the feeling of

justice, at this burning experience of injustice—the nobility, at the

abyss of shame—the heavenly sense of beauty, at the sink of im-
purity through which He would have to pass—the simple delicate

Life, at this coarse and public death. 1 But to the Lord, the falling

into the hands of sinners was less painful than the being betrayed

into the hands of the heathen by His beloved people, the people of

the promise ; into the hands of dissolute Gentile soldiers, by the

fathers who sate in Moses' seat ; to His adversaries, finally, by a

disciple from the midst of His company of disciples—by a disciple

who, with the most eager wakefulness, skulked about to destroy

Him, while the disciples devoted to Him—slept.

Thus the soul-passion of Christ passes over from the sorrow of

sympathy at the glimpse upon the past, through the pain of aban-
donment in the glimpse into the present, to the anguish of fearful

presentiment in the glimpse into the future. But, as we have

1 Ullmann, The Sinlessncss of Jesus, p. 178. Also the quotation from Luther in
Olshausen upon Matt. xxvi. 38, 39.
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1

seen, these experiences could not succeed one another in a distinct

change of tones ; but it was one great sorrow which expressed itself

in the modulation of these experiences. The sympathy of Jesus,

which at the first predominated as the effect of the high-priestly

prayer, and announced itself in the sympathetic words to the dis-

ciples, In the world ye have tribulation, continued in the pain of
abandonment which made itself known in the most vivid manner
in the reproach to the three, Could ye not watch with Me one
hour ? And, in like manner, this pain continued in the fearful

presentiment which finally appeared and manifested itself in the
heavy sweat of His brow like unto blood.

But here we come to the most difficult question of all. Wherein
consisted the sorrow, for the passing away of which Christ entreated
the Father ? The older Protestant theologians said rightly that
He experienced in Gethsemane the burden of the wrath of God in
His soul,1 and that it was this cup of anger for the averting of

which He prayed. In later days, this view has been considered
untenable. It has been found generally objectionable that the
wrath of God should be brought into the question, the rather that
this wrath should have expressed itself against Jesus, and that He
should have been able to experience it as wrath.- It has thus in
late times been supposed that Jesus is once again praying, in deep
presentiment of the greatness of His suffering, for the removal of

that suffering itself ; in which view truly great stress is to be laid

1 [E. G. Pearson (Creed, p. 283) says :
' For if the true contrition of one single

sinner, bleeding under the sting of the law only for his own iniquities, all which
notwithstanding he knoweth not, cannot be performed without great bitterness
of sorrow and remorse ; what bounds can we set unto that grief, what measures
to that anguish, which proceedeth from a full apprehension of all the transgressions
of so many millions of sinners ? Add unto all these present apprehensions, the im-
mediate hand of God pressing upon Him all this load, laying on His shoulders at
once a heap of all the sorrows which can happen unto any of the saints of God.'
And Sir Matthew Hale (as above) says :

' The obligation unto the punishment for
our sins could not choose but work the same effects in our Saviour as it must do in
the sinner (desperation and sin excepted), to wit, a sad apprehension of the wrath
of God against Him. . . . As He puts on the person of the sinner, so He puts on the
same sorrow, the same shame, the same fear, the same trembling under the appre-
hension of the wrath of His Father, that we must have done.'

—

Ed.]
2 Assuredly Olshausen's supposition is no decided improvement upon the old view

—

that in this situation, namely, it was only the human xpvxv of Jesus that struggled,
while the fulness of the divine life withdrew itself, and that thence it may be ex-
plained how an angel could have strengthened Him. But when Strauss criticises

this view with strong observations, not wholly without reason (ii. p. 441), it is over-
looked that Olshauseu has rightly referred to the special significance of the psychic
element in this struggle, and that an infinitely great divine assistance, to which He
is accustomed, truly fails to the man of the help and the sympathy of all souls—not
only fails, but is directly opposed to Him. Certainly the soul of Jesus had here
especially to suffer, in that it bore, in a true struggle of all souls, the temptation of
all souls, in the sympathy with the suffering of all souls. But how could it be so
without the Spirit, without the spirit of its life in its unity with God,—especially

when the soul was hindered on all sides, afflicted through and through ? One might
thus almost turn the passage of Olshausen round, and say that here the Spirit of
Christ has asserted itself in the withdrawal of all inspiration, of all movements of
soul. But, moreover, it may not be denied that even the soul of Christ operated
here, just for the reason that it must struggle with all souls, but in the power of the
Spirit.
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on the fact, that He does not pray for this removal unconditionally,

but with a complete surrender to the will of the Father.1 Accord-

ing to this apprehension, His petition has more the meaning only

of a lamentable utterance of His emotion ; the chief matter of the

prayer is, the surrender—the sacrifice. But this view of the prayer

of Jesus in Gethsemane is, in fact, entangled in a real difficulty in

seeking to escape from a supposed one. It calls forth a contradic-

tion in the evangelical history itself. For it is really not to be

supposed that Jesus would have now asked the Father, even if it

were only conditionally, for the removal of His suffering of the cross

itself, after having so distinctly predicted it, after having given

Himself over, in the high-priestly prayer to the Father, so decidedly

even to death. And what Strauss has said upon the supposed con-

tradiction between the contents of His prayer and the representation

of the passion of Jesus in Gethsemane, has really a meaning, so far

as it may be only turned against the suggested view of the meaning
of the passion of Jesus.

2

Jesus had long before foreseen His death in the Spirit, and had
offered Himself to the Father as a sacrifice, finally with the most
distinct feeling of its approach, in the most solemn manner. But
the flood of experiences of sorrow, of pain, and of anguish, which
now burst over Him ; and, moreover, as sympathy with the disposi-

tion of humanity of limitless depth, and full of the elements of

temptation—this was new to Him. For this was an experience of

His soul which, as such, He could not undergo in the foresight of

His Spirit, but must undergo, first of all, in its own place and
circumstances, in proportion to the childlikeness of His nature. And
thus it came over Him now. as if it would undo and destroy Him.
We must here also remember that the heart of Jesus, even in the

might of His experience, must be estimated as the heart of the Sou
of man, of the Prince of humanity, nay, as the heart of humano-^

.

itself, if Ave would guess at the greatness of these experiences from
afar. He had in every situation substantially to do with humanity,

with God, and with the prince of this world, the Satan ; or, in other

words, with sin, with righteousness, and with judgment.

We must, in the next place, especially have in mind that ©very

experience which individual men cause to Him, is, according to His
high and world-embracing position, an experience of the relation of

the whole of humanity to His life. When thus Jesus was to

undergo the hatred of His enemies, the treachery of one disciple,

the weakness and unfaithfulness of all the other disciples, this ex-

1 See De Wette on Matt. xxvi. 36-46.
2 Neander shows very strikingly, against Strauss, that a change of moods, as

occurring between the high-priestly prayer and the scene in Gethserrjane, has in it

nothing contradictory. He puts prominently forward, for instance, that such a

change in the disposition of Jesus appears even in the single Synop/tists, since every-

where in them the peaceful institution of the holy communion is; placed before the

painful contest in Gethsemane. But it is something altogether 'different to suppose

not only a change of the moods, but also of the purposes of Jesr^s—of His fundamental
thoughts upon the progress of His life. The former is not conly possible, but neces-

sary ; the latter is opposed to the clear determination of the Lord.
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perience became to Him a general sense (% the relation of humanity

towards His soul. Thence follows tha'-iri this He feels the burden

of all human evil nature against Him i*uHis soul.

Further, we must moreover vindicati 'the fundamental fact, that

behind all human perversities, Jesus Uooks upon the diabolical

background, always the prince of this 3/vorld. Thus, in a moment
in which He experiences the whole alienation of humanity in His

soul, He feels its whole entanglement and bondage in the service of

the evil one. Thus also He experiences (through humanity gene-

rally)
l the mightiest influence of temptation of the powers of dark-

ness, and indeed in this case, as a temptation to worldly sorrow for

the world, to surrender to its sadness and despondency. And as

He thrice repelled Satan from Him in the wilderness, when he

assailed Him by the enticements of the lust of the world, so must

He thrice wrest Himself as a victor from the temptation of Satan

which attacks Him with the misery and with the anguish of the

world.

Moreover, we know finally also, that in every actual experience

Jesus looks beyond, not only past the guilt of the world, but also

past the cunning of hell, to the government of God, embracing and

appointing everything that is done ; and that to Him the ordering

of God, even the most painful, remains continually the ordering of

His Father ; and that here also this glory of His divine conscious-

ness abides, is proved by the expression with which he characterizes

the sorrow that is coming over Him. He calls it a cup—a cup,

indeed, filled with the bitterest draught, but still a cup, which the

hand of the Father has formed perfectly as a cup is formed, which

it has filled, which it offers to Him. Thus He also wholly feels

that the Father allows this experience to come upon Him.
The Father allows Him here to shudder and to sweat with

anguish before the eyes of His confidential disciples, as He had

formerly glorified Him before their eyes. And, indeed, He must
undergo this on account of His connection with men. When He
had wholly got the better of Himself in His Spirit,—and thus for

Himself alone, in peace, yea, in triumph, could have given up the

world,—there appeared, in conformity with His love to the world,

in conformity with His connection with humanity, the deepest

suffering—pure compassion about the world, for the world. He
thus experienced, in the most peculiar sense, the sorrow of the

world in His soul. But as the appointment of God, this sorrow of

the world is now, according to its inmost nature, nothing but the

judgment of God upon the world. Thus Jesus also experienced m
Gethsemane really the judgment of God upon the world in its

terrible greatness, as it came upon Him in its spiritual rhythmic

process in that storm of the catastrophe which the religious senti-

ment calls the anger of God,- with the same justice as the religious

1 See my treatise, Worte der Abivchr, p. 45.
2 Those who attack the doctrine of God's wrath have not only to contend with the

Old Testament, but also with the New, e.g., with the passage Horn. i. 18. And not
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spirit characterizes it as] the zeal or the energy of His righte-

ousness.
,

f

And this experience, intj s mysterious greatness, it was which so

strongly affected the Lordifdiat He prayed the Father if it could be

possible that He would lelLihis bitter cup of sorrow pass from Him.
It'was His anxiety in thisyiecessity not to fail, but to assert His
confidence in the Father ; love to mankind in this anguish not to

stand tremblingly before His disciples, as if He were a criminal

who trembled at approaching judgment, as He appeared to be, in

consequence of the infinite sympathy with the criminal, guilt-laden

race. But especially, He felt that in this mind He must not

appear before the enemies. Thus, that was the cup for whose
removal Jesus prayed, but which He declared Himself to the

Father ready to drain even to the dregs ; but it was not the sor-

rows of His death itself. This is intimated in Matthew, by the

expression of Jesus' prayer : If this cup may not pass from Me,
except I drink it, Thy will be done. But the Evangelist Mark
declares still more distinctly the whole solicitude of the contest of

Jesus in this sense, in remarking that Jesus prayed the Father that

this hour, if it were possible, might pass from Him. Thus He can-

not have meant His death-suffering itself, but only that hour of His
temptation. Thus the prayer of Christ is similar to that earlier

one, in an earlier temptation (John xii. 27), where also the petition

fell from His lips that the hour might pass from Him. Finally, it

is also to be considered that in the Epistle to the Hebrews (v. 7) it

is said that Jesus had offered up prayers and supplications with

strong crying and tears, and had been heard (and delivered) from

only with the New Testament itself, but also with the everlasting operation of the

government of the divine righteousness, which corresponds to it. The rule of righte-

ousness is revealed as wrath in the rhythmic process of development which it sup-

poses in the substance of life in nature and history, even to the revelation of the

critical catastrophe {airoKaKv-KTerai air ovpavov) in its victorious contest with the sin

striving against it. The most simple religious glance must everywhere acknowledge

this objectivity. To such catastrophes belong perhaps altogether peculiarly the

moments in which the world, according to God's righteous judgment, advanced on
its perverted way in sorrow and despondency. If Jesus thus experienced in Geth-

semane, in the power of His sympathy, the sorrow and the despondency of the

world, He thus experienced the wrath of God upon the world—certainly not as God's

wrath against Him. Besides, it is to be observed that the conception of wrath entirely

corresponds with the conception of mercy ; and that if the one is violated, so is the

other also. Yea, if all that is purely human is capable of glorification by means of

the divine, yet those who wish not to know of divine wrath, must find human wrath
in all forms objectionable. But this is extremely uncertain. It is, however, un-

doubted that the divine wrath is not to be considered as human affection. This is

true, moreover, of the conception of love, &c. , transferred to God. Finally, we must
still make the fact prominent, that that is strictly the conception of the wrath which

expresses the unity of the righteousness of God toith His life and with His love. [On
this comp. Augustin, I)e Trinitate, vi. 4-7. Turretin says (De Satisfactione Christi,

ii. 5) :
' Justitia et Misericordia nou sunt duse res in Deo nedum contraries, sed una

eademque Dei essentia qua? secundum objecta et efiecta, diversa distinguitur, non in

se, sed respectu nostri, diciturque Misericordia cum liberat miseros, Justitia cum
judicat reos.' As to whether our Lord felt the wrath of God against Him, see

Witsius, Animadversiones Jrenicce, cap. iii. It is there said, 'If by an offended

and an angry mind, you mean a holy will to punish, Christ the Lord felt and bore

the displeasure of God, and the weight of His wrath in the punishment of our sins,

which were translated to Him.'

—

Ed.]
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that which was His feu\ Th's passage has with reason been re-

ferred 'to the transaction in Gethsemane. But at the same time

should have been considered the exactness with which that trans-

action is here indicated. Jesus t^ us also actually drank the cup
after His words of submission ; and thus also the cup still passed

away from Him, according- to His prayer for its being turned away :

for actually, by virtue of His drinking the cup, drinking it with the

purest feeling of human sorrow in it, with the purest resistance to

the satauic temptation in it, and with the purest surrender to the

government of God in it, it thereby passed away. He suffered this

appointment patiently three times as the decree of the Father ; three

times He underwent it trembling and praying, as the sorrow of

humanity ; thence He endured it as the temptation of Satan ; and
in the measure in which He accomplished this surrender in the con-

test, and this contest in the surrender, sorrowing and struggling,

the bitterness of His sorrow was changed into pure peace of soul.

Thus He attained the blessing of this victory. First of all, for

instance, the immoveable fire-proofness of heart against all storms,

sorrows, and pangs which still awaited Him. His soul was now
established in the assurance of His Spirit against His death. But
that struggle and victory in Gethsemane was, moreover, advan-

tageous to humanity. Herein Jesus won for the spiritual life,

especially of His people, an eternal peace—the power of bearing all

the attacks of the world upon their sensibility, all the pains of re-

nunciation, all the experiences of oppression and desertion in the

world, all the woes of love and of honour—every suffering in respect

of life and love—every anxiety of death and of judgment in the

presence of God—of glorifying these things in His light—of accept-

ing them from His hand, consecrated and blessed as a cup prepared

and accredited by Him ; and thereby of overcoming them, or rather

of converting them into a fire of proof, that they might become firm
in heart against every tempest of life, of death, and even of hell.

We can only very imperfectly figure to ourselves the significance

of the soul-passion of Christ in Gethsemane, and the representation

of this significance falls even shorter still of the suggestion of its

entire importance. But we may say, with many who have already

expressed the same thought, that Christ was never greater than

actually in the struggle and victory of His soul in Gethsemane.

The tranquillity of soul wherewith Socrates drank off his cup of

poison has been referred to, in order to represent it as strange that

Jesus did not face death in His calm manner equally. Stoic spirits

have exulted, with a side-glance to this fearful presentiment of

Christ, at the contempt of death with which they have met death

generally, or even execution. 1 And thus even believing Christians

also have sought to explain the great exultation with which indi-

vidual martyrs have died, only on dogmatic grounds, from the fact

that Christ in His contest had first of all to earn the reconciliation

of the world for us ; while such martyrs could pass and die in the

1 Strauss, ii. 428.
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peace of this reconciliation. But in all this it has been totally for-

gotten that the conception of the harmonious greatness of man de-

mands that he should also have a great heart,—that thus the holy Son
of man must be the Prince of humanity, even in the power of holy
experience,—that He must be able, in an individual sense, to take
up into Himself the consciousness of His whole race, to stand there

in the perfected sympathy with humanity, and to tremble with it,

and for it, as no other man could. How far, then, does the Lord's
power of feeling transcend that of a Socrates—yea, even transcend
His forebodings of feeling, without mentioning that the proud ironical

philosopher would hardly have been able to open his heart, in the
pulsation of anguish, to his scholars as Jesus revealed Himself to

His disciples ! And how many have met death thus poor in feeling,

and therewith, even in the sense of life, benumbed by death even in

life, or drunk with the vanity of life even in death, who in their self-

delusion have regarded this state of mind as a peculiar triumph
over death ! In respect of the martyrs, it is true that the peace
which characterized their death was founded upon the struggle and
victory of Christ. But it must not be forgotten, in their case, that
none of them died in any way with the vividness, spirituality, and
depth of the world-embracing consciousness of Christ. As the death
of a thoughtless child in a family is related to the death of a man,
and that of the head of the house, so the death of Christians is re-

lated to the death of Christ ; and thus a similar relation subsists

between the presentiment of death as it appears in the case of the
martyrs, and as it appears in Christ, apart from the many elements
of enthusiastic excitement which to many a dying Christian have
lightened the external circumstances of his death. But in all these
comparisons the main point ought least of all to be left out of sight,

namely, that Jesus in this case had not to do with the ordinary fear

of death as such ; but that a sense of death from the side of the
world came over Him, which thrice upon the spot, even in the
garden^ appeared to wish to destroy Him, and that it was the temp-
tation in this deadly-powerful sensation that He struggled with.
How exalted in this contest must Christ be above the dying heroes
of our race, is proved by the manifold circumstances which embit-
tered the perceptions of that moment.

If now we would present to ourselves the mind of the Lord ap-
proximately, we must remember that all the developments of the
nobler and deeper life of sentiment, as they continue to arise in

humanity under the influence of Christianity, are to be considered as
emanations of feeling out of that spring which began to flow in

Christ.. Even in its feeling, humanity was benumbed—dead ! In
Christ, first of all, this fountain began to gush forth once more in
its original power : thus also it was in the feelings of pain and of
suffering, as in the feelings of peace. Thus, also, every holy cap-
ability of feeling, of Christian humanity, leads us back to^Gethsemane.
We must further recall the bitterest thoughts of our heaviest and
holiest hours, and still more the great attacks which the great God's
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heroes have endured in the decisive moments of their life.
^

Thus
we learn gradually to guess what was the import of the soul's pas-

sion of Christ in Gethsernane.

Moreover, His struggle gives us also the highest security that He led

and closed His Kedeemer-life in true faithful manhood and humanity.

His human nature was distinguished from the divine. His life could

be conscious to itself in a desire, a wish which expressed itself and

represented itself as adverse to the will of God in His historical pro-

cedure, even although it was only to sacrifice itself to Him in fuller

self-surrender. He was capable of suffering as man—capable of

choice, and subject to temptation as man. And just because His

ideally-pure divine-human nature had also an ideal will which pointed

towards a paradisaically pure and blessed life (just as is the case

also approximately with the better ideals of sinful man), therefore

His will must for ever be coming in opposition with the historical

course of the world, into which He was involved, and with the

government of God therein. But immediately the will of God
appeared to Him in this historical form of His government, and

immediately He became conscious to Himself of this opposition

between this will of God and His own will : this only occurred to

fulfil the opposition in pure piety, that is, to lose His will in
_
the

will of the Father. Just for that reason, as the faithful High Priest,

with supplication 'and tears, He could sacrifice His life and the

volition of His ideally-pure life to the Father for the salvation of

the world.1

The great acquisition of the Lord is at once proved by His being

able to go through the long martyr course of His sufferings, with

His feeling heart and tenderly holy life, in immoveable calmness and

firmness, in a tranquillity which almost gives the impression of

something spirit-like. This power shows itself at once in the lofty

calmness with which He wakes up His disciples, and goes to meet

His enemies.

1. On the brook Kidron, Eobinson observes (i. 232), that it is

throughout only a watercourse between high hills, and that the cele-

rated Kidron flows, and flowed probably even in earlier days, over its

bed never but in the rainy season. Upon the spot which is indicated

as the quondam Gethsemane :
' Passing down the steep hill from the

gate (Stephen s Gate) into the valley of the Kidron, and crossing

the bridge over the dry watercourse, one has on the left the half

subterranean church of the Virgin Mary, with an excavated grotto

or chapel called her tomb.' ' Near the same bridge and church, on

the right, is the place fixed on by early tradition as the former

1 Thus the history of the soul-passion of Jesus in Gethsemane has also a vast im-

portance for general Christology. The separation of the monophysite and monothelite

heresies from the doctrine of the Church finds here, as has been elsewhere observed,

its strongest confirmation. At the same time, this place is of the greatest importance

for Christian ethics. It testifies that ' heroical apathy does not bejong to the original

Christian ideal ; ' that rather ' the moral power of the Christian is the divine, which is

mighty in human weakness.' See De Wette on Matt. 223.
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garden of Gethsemane. It is a plat of ground nearly square, en-

closed by an ordinary stone wall/ &c. Within this enclosure are eight

very old olive-trees, with stones thrown together around their trunks.

There is nothing peculiar in this plat to mark it as Gethsemane ; for

adjacent to it are other similar enclosures, and many olive-trees equally

old. (The story that the present trees are the same which stood

here at the time of the Saviour, is of course a fable. 1
). From the

bridge three paths lead up to the summit of the Mount of Olives :

one a mere footpath, strikes up in a direct course along a steep pro-

jecting part of the hill ; a second passes up more circuitously to the

left, where the hill retires a little, and has a more gradual slope
;

and the third winds up along the face farther south. The sides of

the mountain are still sprinkled with olive-trees, though not thickly,

as was probably the case of old, and a few other trees are occasionally

seen. I took the middle path, which brought me out at the church
of the Ascension and the mosque, situated on the summit. Around
them are a few huts, forming a miserable village. Here one is able

to look down upon the city, and survey at least the roofs of the

houses.' At the place where Christ must have undergone His con-

test, a grotto is pointed out. This spot lies to the left from the

Kidron bridge, opposite the olive garden, situate to the right of it.

— Schubert, ii. 517.

2. Upon the contradictions which Strauss wishes to have found

in the account of the soul-passion of Jesus in the several Evan-
gelists, compare Hase, 237 ; Hug, ii. 143 ; W. Hoffman, 386

;

Ebrard, 416. The latter rightly calls attention to the fact, that

Strauss's assertion that Luke says our Lord only prayed once, is set

aside by the words in Luke, according to which a gradation appeared

in the prayer of Jesus. To that, according to our representation, may
be added the significance of the strengthening by the angel in Luke.

3. On the blood-like sweat of Jesus, Hug observes (ii. 145),
' That thereupon might have been consulted Theophrastus de Su-

doribus, p. 456, edit. Heinsii in Wetstein. (Here follows the quo-

tation word by word, then the translation.) There is thus a clear

and a dense sweat. The first, originating externally, is watery and
clear ; the other, coming from a depth, is heavier, almost as if there

were flesh become liquid mixed with it.' Thus also some assert that

it had similarity to blood ; as Monas the physician says, ' as if, for

instance, it had drawn humours out of the veins.' Hug adds, ' It

is thus the blood-like and thick and heavy sweat, on account of which
it ran down upon the ground.' To the question, ' How the disciples

from the distance and in the night could observe the down-falling

of bloody drops on the body of Jesus ?' Hug retorts, ' Mr Doctor, at

the Israelitish Passover the full moon always shines every year at

Jerusalem. As often then as Jesus rose from prayer and went to

the disciples, they could see it, and the easier in proportion as the

drops of sweat were larger.' [The passages referred to in Ebrard

1 ' Since Josepbus declares that Titus in the siege had all the trees in the region
round the city cut down to a distance of a hundred stadia. ' —Tichendorf.
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(as above), and which appear to authenticate instances of bloody

sweat, are also cited from the German Ephemerides by Dr Stroud,

in his work, ' A Treatise on the Physical Cause of the Death of
Christ,' p. 383. The most remarkable recorded instances of this

phenomenon are there given at length, and lead to the conclusion

that violent mental agitation, and especially the fear of death, may
occasion a bloody sweat. The instances are certainly few, and in

some cases perhaps scarcely authenticated. Maldonatus, e.g., did

not (as Ebrard affirms, see an instance of it in Paris, but only says,

' Audio de his qui viderunt aut cognoverunt ante annos duos, Lu-
tetias Parisiorum, hominem robustum et bene valentem, audita in

se capitali sententia, sudore sanguineo fuisse perfusum.' Yet Dr
Stroud and other eminent medical authorities think that the occur-

rence of the phenomenon is both sufficiently established, and that

it can be accounted for on known physical laws. But there are

many (as Bynreus, ii. 133-5) who admit the possibility of such an oc-

currence, but deny that the words of the Evangelists require, or even
allow us to suppose, that it happened in the case of our Lord. As
the work of Bynaaus is not always at hand, his conclusion may be
quoted :

' Si enim summus hide mceror angorque perspicitur, quod
Jesus sudasse sanguinem dicitur, aut sanguineum sudorem, etiam ex
hoc videri potest admodum luculenter,extreinaipsiusanxietas,diraque

et insolita consternatio, quod sudor emanaverit tanta cum copia, ut

grandibus guttis, quales solent esse sanguineas, defluxerit in terrain,

cum sudor neutiquam homini, nisi anxio atque perturbato incredi-

bilem in moduni, erumpat tarn vehementer, praasertim ubi solus, et

sub dio, idque media nocte est, et nocte tarn frigida, qualis haec fuit

ut ignem accendere necesse sit, uti a servis atque ministris in aula

Caiaphaa factum.'

—

Ed.]

4. [Ellicott shrinks from asserting ' the 'punitive withdrawal of

the Paternal presence' from our Lord in Gethsemane (p. 328, note),

and refers the bitterness of this cup to ' the vivid clearness of the

Saviour's knowledge of the awful affinity between death, sin, and
the powers of darkness.' Ought we not rather to maintain that the

whole suffering of our Lord was of a punitive nature ? From first

to last He was our substitute ; and whatever throughout His life

He did or endured, had virtue towards God in our behalf. But
His suffering could not have been thus expiatory without being

also penal. For where there is no punishment, there can be no ex-

piation. And while, therefore, we account for this or that pain and
sorrow of our Redeemer, and explain the natural causes which pro-

duced the suffering endured by Him, we are not to leave out of

account the higher and final cause of His suffering, nor to exclude

the punitive infliction of God. It was because in one form or

another the Lord was ' bruising ' Him that He suffered ; and the

moment that we remove the punitive hand of God from Him, we
make His bitter pains superfluous. If their cause was not the

punitive justice of God, our justification (at the bar of that justice)

cannot be their effect.
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The great difference between the statements of recent writers and
those of the older theologians regarding the passion of our Lord,
seems to be, that the latter dwelt with greater emphasis on the
effect of His suffering, while the former are accustomed to bring
out with greater prominence the constituent elements of His suffer-

ing. The earlier writers exhausted the doctrine of Christ's sub-
stitution, and have left later investigators little to do except to

analyze this connection of Christ with humanity, as it was actually

exhibited in His person and life. Perhaps the former considered

too little the personal and individual aspects of that life in which
they saw a mediatorial work

;
perhaps the latter confine themselves

too exclusively to the demonstration of the human interests and
natural feelings of our Lord, and induce us to forget the divine

connections which ruled His life: e.g., we are told in Dr Hanna's
recent volume, The Last Day of our Lords Passion (p. 236), that
Christ entered into a connection with human sin mainly by ' realiz-

ing, as He only could, its extent, its inveteracy, its malignity ; ' and
that all this vast iniquity being present to His thoughts, as that of

those with whom He was most closely connected, He was seized

with the momentary apprehension that in Himself the death due to

such iniquity was about to be realized. Now, no doubt there must
have been some process of His soul by which He was brought into

real contact with the sin of the world. His wide perception en-
abled Him to realize it, His holy nature was horror-struck in view
of it ; and being man, He felt shame for His race, as a father feels

shame for a guilty family. This was the natural result of His
position in this world; so that whether He had come to expiate

these sins or no, His feelings would have been profoundly sorrow-
ful. But surely we must take into account that feeling which must
have been predominant in the human soul of our Lord, that He
was in this world for the purpose of being the sacrifice for sin ; that

it was not a fanciful but a real connection which He had with sin

;

and that the death He was to die was not the happy and easy trans-

lation due to His innocent life and holy nature, but was a sinner's

death, a ' cursed ' death. Without taking into account this feeling,

we not only do not apprehend the relation which our Lord's suffer-

ing bore to the punitive justice of the Father,- but we do not appre-
hend those human feelings which existed in His soul, and were due,

as natural results, to the circumstances in which He was placed in

this world. Throughout He had to do with sin, not merely as exist-

ing in His presence, but in opposition to Himself. It was He alone

who was to do away with all this sin around Him, and all other

sins, of which what He saw was but a minute proportion ; the

greatest of them He was to bear the curse of, the least of them
deserved a punishment which none but He could bear. The sins

He saw daily accumulating in the world around Him,—all bore
reference—a reference of how portentous a character !—to Himself.
The children becoming hardened and used to sin, their seniors

satiated with common iniquity, and inventing new forms of wicked-
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ness ;—these were His people whom He had come to save from
their sins ; these were the future inheritors of the kingdom of

heaven.

On the expiatory character of the sufferings in Gethsemane, see

two remarkably eloquent and satisfactory paragraphs in Witsius,

Be (Econ. Fed. II. vi. 12 and 13.—Ed.]

SECTION IV.

JESUS IN GETHSEMANE IN THE PRESENCE OF HIS ENEMIES. THE
TRAITOR. THE VOLUNTARY SURRENDER OF JESUS TO BE MADE
PRISONER. THE CONFIDENCE OF THE DISCIPLES, AND THEIR
FLIGHT.

(Matt. xxvi. 47-56. Mark xiv. 43-52. Luke xxii. 39-4G.
John xviii. 1-12, 13.)

Hardly had the Lord awakened His disciples for the last time,

and announced to them that the traitor was at hand, before the

traitor himself appeared in that sacred place. ' Lo, Judas, one of

the twelve, came,' says Matthew, in that form of expression in

which the Evangelists are accustomed to relate the most extra-

ordinary event. He came, and with him a great multitude, armed
with swords and staves, sent by the Sanhedrim, the high priests,

and elders of the people.

John describes this appearance somewhat circumstantially.

Judas also, he observes, which betrayed Him, knew the place;

for Jesus ofttimes resorted thither with His disciples. This re-

mark hints at the way in which Judas had employed his time after

his departure from the company of the disciples. While Jesus

completed the celebration of the Lord's Supper, took leave of His
disciples, commended them to His Father in prayer, and wrestled

with death in Gethsemane, he pursued, under the shelter of night,

the black work of treachery. He hurried to the chiefs of the San-
hedrim, and told them that the suitable moment had now arrived.

His vehemence inflamed the calculating wickedness of the crafty

old men ; they agreed to his proposition. But some time necessarily

elapsed before they had become of one mind—before they had
raised the temple-watch 1—before they had obtained from the

Roman governor his assent to their proposed arrest, and the re-

quisite escort for their expedition. Judas had counted on this loss

of time. And he thus came to the conclusion, that after the end

of this time Jesus would be found in Gethsemane. It appears,

moreover, from all the narratives, that the preparation which, in

1 Vide Luke xxii. 52. ' There were Levitical temple-watches, and a captain of

them, arpaTTiyos, &c, but hardly several <xtpartlyoC.—De Wette, zu, Lulc. 105. The
circumstance of Luke's speaking, Acts iv. 1, of the arpaTTiybs rod iepou in the singular

number, gives us to suppose that he probably knew why he used the plural in the

Gospel, doubtless to indicate subordinate officers of the temple-watch in union with

their chief.
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union with Judas, the high priests made, was considerable, not to

say exaggerated. According to "John, Judas brought with him the

Eoman cohort ((nrelpa). Although this cannot be understood in

its literal meaning, since usually only one Eoman cohort lay in the

castle of Antonia, 1 and such an one consisted of five hundred men
;

yet it must still be supposed that the troops of the Eoman garrison

that were disposable on the moment were employed in a body for

this service—a portion of the cohort which might sufficiently re-

present it. Probably John, in his expression, 'Judas took the

cohort,' means to convey, that it was he who induced the high priests

to apply for so unlimited a defensive force. This is what we might
also gather from Mark's account, according to which Judas re-

commended to his companions to take away the prisoner very care-

fully after they had taken Him {aird'yere aafyaXois). As well the

former crafty calculation as the present exceeding carefulness,

gives us a glimpse into the demoniacal agitation of the traitor. In

the very midst of his treason to Jesus, he was aware that he had to

do with a powerful being.2 Moreover, it is easily understood that

the Jewish rulers must have found it entirely to their interest to

ask for a strong military force. The higher in this respect they

pressed their claims on Pilate, and gave them force with the repre-

sentation that they were engaged in the taking prisoner of a very

dangerous man, the more would Jesus be rendered an object of

suspicion beforehand with the Eoman authority, before which they

must still bring Him, if they wished to accomplish His death.

Neither, perhaps, were they wholly without anxiety lest the fol-

lowers of Jesus should make an attempt to rescue Him. This

excessive carefulness is evident from the fact, that the expedition

was provided with torches and lamps. But for what purpose, then,

were these lights, in a night lighted up by a full moon ? They
furnish a clear testimony to the historical character of the fact,

showing, as they do, how accurately these bailiffs were acquainted

with the rocky valley of the Kidron. There fell there great deep

shadows from the declivity of the mountain and projecting rocks
;

there were there caverns and grottoes,3 into which a fugitive might
retreat ; finally, there was probably a garden-house or towers, in

whose gloom it might be necessary for a searcher to throw light

around. Nevertheless, this precaution also, as well as the one

formerly mentioned, is declared by its result to be entirely fruit-

less ; and its pompousness would be laughable, if it had not arisen

1 See Friedlieb, 67.
2 It has been supposed that he spoke the words, ' Lead Him away carefully, ' to

the armed men ironically, foreseeing that they certainly would fail to do so. But
this supposition is of a piece with the unfounded hypothesis, that Judas, by his

treason, only wished to compel the Lord to appear with His power. It might in-

deed be possible, that even this possibility might have been an element in his temp-

tation, and have formed the grounds of his self-excusing and self-confusion. And so

far an ironical impulse may have flashed through that warning word of his.

3 One might easily find a certain relation between these torches and lamps, and the

tradition according to which Jesus is said to have undergone His struggle of soul in

a grotto.
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from a. great and evil designedness. This premeditated purpose

the Lord saw through at once. They sought, by the greatness of

the parade, to render Him suspicious, and to destroyHim beforehand.

A similar exaggeration of caution is evident in the agreement

which Judas made with the armed men—that he would point out

the man for whom they were seeking by a kiss. It would appear

that he might have accomplished his treachery quite simply ; but

this is only an appearance. The same spirit of mental confusion

which made him a traitor, led him likewise to this devilish refine-

ment—to this unheard-of combination of the disciple's kiss with

the traitor's sign, which has no parallel in the world's history—to

this highest, most pointed expression of the diabolical declension

from God and Christ, in which the most cunning wit degenerates

into the most brutal stupidity, and in which, so far, the serpent's

bite finds its most accurate human copy. No, assuredly the Church
could never have invented the kiss of Judas—no evangelistic mind
could have fabricated it ; only he who gave it could have thought

upon it.

Thus the company which approached towards Jesus was prepared

in every way in the character of diabolical exaggeration. And if,

on the one hand, the temple-watch and the Roman soldiers gave a

legal air to the expedition, this was not in the least degree qualified

by the addition to them of the germs of the popular tumult which

was subsequently excited against Jesus—individual fanatics, as

may be gathered from the characterization of the crowd as a multi-

tude of people,1 as well as from the circumstance that many were

armed with staves or clubs.

In the most definite manner Mark tells us that Judas suddenly

appeared in the background of the garden, in which Jesus had just

brought to themselves the three disciples who had been over-

whelmed with sleep. In affected haste he hurried to the Lord
with the words, 'Hail, Eabbi!' which, according to Mark, he

uttered with apparent affection, naming Him Eabbi, Rabbi, and
immediately attempted to give to Him the traitor's kiss. Luke
appears to intimate that this kiss did not entirely reach Jesus (ver.

47).
2 And this is explained by the situation. Jesus anticipated

those who were hastening towards Him, by offering Himself, of

His own accord, to meet the crowd (according to John) with the

clear foresight of what was before Him. Thus the two must meet

one another ; and as Judas sought to lay hold of the Lord in order

to kiss Him, He cast to him the reproachful word, ' Friend, where-

1 Bespecting the 6'xXos, Hug observes with reason (ii. 152), ' We are not to be sur-

prised at the appellation, a multitude, or at its equipment. The case is entirely

historical. No armed body of men was granted to the high priests and the San-

hedrim, as, for example, there was to Herod and Philip. They had only servants,

v-n-qperas, for the maintenance of the temple police, and similar purposes.'
2 Also the choice of the expression KarcupiXdv in the other Evangelists is probably,

in any case, qualified to intimate the surprising by a kiss which occurred in this

place. [There seems ground for supposing that the compound is used to signify a

more tender kiss than is denoted by the simple word. See Meyer and Ellicott.

Alford, however, says it is 'only another word for £(pl\T}<rev, and not to be

pressed.'

—

Ed.]
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fore art thou come ? Dost thou wish to betray the Son of man
with a kiss ?

' We can only regard the meeting as a passing

moment, in which the Lord, stepping back and rebuking the

traitor, unmasked, and, so to speak, shook him off in order to hasten

forward ; for, according to John, He must have met the crowd as

they were entering into the garden (igeXdtbv). We may conceive,

perhaps, from John's account, wherefore He hastened thus. In

the foreground of the garden the rest of the disciples waited for

Him ; and He wished just as little to expose them as the three, to

the attack of the enemies, but to take up such a position as fitly

secured them. Thus it is explained from the simplest combina-

tion of the several Evangelists in the lively representation of the

moment, that the kiss of Judas became, in its result, an altogether

needless devilish farce ; that its purpose was frustrated partially by
the eagerness of the traitor himself, partially by the quick resolu-

tion with which Jesus pushed him on one side, in order to cover

and to save His company by offering Himself to the enemies almost

at the entrance of the garden.

John holds this view a priori of the faithfulness of Jesus to

deliver His disciples so strongly, that He is able to omit the kiss of

Judas as a disturbing interpolation. Even the question, Whom
seek ye? with which Jesus met the watch, had the purpose of

placing the disciples in security, compelling His pursuers thoroughly

to understand that their instruction was limited only to taking

Him prisoner. And this object He perfectly attained. 1 They
answered Jesus of Nazareth. Thus they substantially renounced

all rightful claim to the taking prisoners the disciples. ' I am He,'

answered the Lord. This word, spoken in the calmness of His

spiritual majesty, made immediately a startling impression upon

the crowd. At this moment Judas was already back among the

people. He must have hastened back quickly upon the sharp

rebuke of Christ. Probably by this hasty retreat also he threw the

first element of sympathetic terror into the mass, which now fully

developed itself at the saying of Christ. At the word, I am He,

they went backward and fell to the ground ! The night, the

locality, and the throng, favoured the impression which the firm

appearance of Christ made on those beating hearts, among whom
the Jews were trembling at the possibility that they might have to

do with a great prophet, while the heathens must be awed with the

thought that perhaps a son of the gods was before them. Who
could have inquired, in the spectacle of that wavering, stumbling,

and thronging coil of men, whether the mass, man for man, fell

down to the ground ? Nay, it is to be gathered plainly, that in so

dense a crowd there must have been some who could not have fallen

to the ground at all. But all the more for that reason the view

became prominent, for which John alone is responsible, that the

1 Hug supposes (ii. 153) that Jesus wished to compel the temple captains to name
His name (by the question, Whom seek ye ?), that so He might be known to the

servants who attended them as blind instruments, because usually an anonymous
person brought in in the night might easily be put on one side and disappear without

trace.
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crowd as a crowd was stricken, was weakened, and recoiling, fell

down headlong. 1

The effects of sympathetic fear are entirely incalculable, just as

are the effects of sympathetic desire or enthusiasm. 2 Moreover,

they are enhanced in proportion as the feeling of slavish awe, of

piety, of conscientious reverence, is increased in the terrified person

towards the object which fills him with terror. Thus great men
even have often infused fear, in the most helpless circumstances,

into those who wished to attack them, merely by the fact of accost-

ing them calmly. One of the best known examples is that of

Marius, who placed the soldier who sought to kill him in fear and

confusion. 3 But in a special manner always might those who have

the consciousness of a bad cause be unexpectedly overcome by the

giant of terror, even although a visible judge of their daring does

not stand before them, to say nothing of the very person whom they

are about to outrage seeming to meet them as an avenger. But
the present moment in this respect stands alone in the world's

history. The involuntary performers of the vilest office, with the

dark consciousness of that wickedness which is making them its

tools, deep in the night, deep in the shadows of the rocky valley of

Kidron, find themselves suddenly confronted with the man whose

name has long had for them a mysterious significance, in whom
some among them reverence the greatest performer of miracles.

Moreover, at the moment when Jesus spontaneously met them,

they must have thoroughly felt the terrible spiritual power of His

majesty,—the more terrible the less able they are to explain to

themselves this impression.

It might have happened to them that Christ should have pro-

duced this effect of astonishment in them without purposing it,

merely by meeting them. But certainly He was designedly con-

scious of this influence. He wished and needed by this act not

only to prove His innocence in His glory in the face of His

enemies, but also to make known the freedom with which He sur-

rendered Himself to the representatives of the Old Testament law,

and still more to the decree of the Father. Besides, this manifesta-

tion served to further the security of the disciples, which He had in

view. If it be now debated whether the effect produced by Christ

was a miracle or a natural but extraordinary occurrence, this ques-

tion commonly proceeds upon a false estimation of the miraculous

in the life of Jesus on the one hand, and of the natural on the other.

As the customary wonders of Jesus are brought about by spon-

taneous faith, this is brought about by the compulsory faith or

1 When Neander thus regards the matter that a part of the troops have amazedly

cast themselves down upon the ground, the original representation is not, perhaps,

maintained in its integrity.

2 We refer here to the great theatre of such sympathies which the Catholic middle

a"-es offer, as it is enlivened by the crusaders, the pilgrims, boy-processions, flagella-

tors, dancers, and such like.

3 Other examples are given in Tholuck upon John, 380. Although the last, con-

cerning Coligny, is laid claim to by Strauss (ii. 458), nothing is thereby determined

against the whole family of such facts.

VOL. III. P
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partial superstition of those who were opposed to Him. It is very

natural that these men must fall tremblingly to the ground at the

word of His heavenly dignity and power. But none the less is it

a miracle, that He thus casts them down with a flash of His word.

Thus His word had often before filled His adversaries with paralyz-

ing fear, in moments in which they sought to take Him. 1 In this

last case, however, He produced a most powerful effect on His
opponents, the impression which He made upon them announced
in His personality the future Judge of the world.

This wondrous influence of Christ upon His enemies, moreover,

is especially calculated to throw light upon the picture which the

world continually represents of Him to itself, and most of all when
it persecutes Him. It is the curse of its unbelief that it is com-
pelled always thus to look upon Him with slavish superstition, in

dark, threatening, gigantic form, in the character of an avenger
threatening destruction. The persecutors here appear to us in this

delusion. To them Christ is a gloomy form of terror. They think

that He comes for destruction upon them. In His word, ' I am
He,' they fancy they already perceive the terror of the last judg-
ment. Still Jesus appears with His second question, ' Whom seek

ye ?
' to call forth an opposite and consoling result. They gather

themselves together, and answered as above. But He now brings

out the purpose of His conversation with them in a marked manner.
' I have told you that I am He. If ye then seek Me, let these go
their way.'

John felt thoroughly how faithfully He had thus taken His
disciples into His protection. He says that this happened that so

the word of Jesus which He had spoken (in the high-priestly

prayer, might be fulfilled :
' Of those whom Thou hast given Me

have I lost none.' The Evangelist, in looking back upon the cir-

cumstance, knew best how closely in this case were linked together

the external and the spiritual deliverance of the disciples, how much
the latter was conditioned on the former ; or, in other words, how
little capable the disciples were at that time to go with Jesus to

death. Thus he knew also that the delivering faithfulness of Jesus

to His people had in this moment crowned His work ; that thus

also that word of Jesus, that He has kept His own, found here its

last fulfilment and confirmation.2

When, after the last word of Jesus, the watch again pressed

forward to take Him prisoner, the disciples saw at length what was
intended (l&ovres to eaofievov, Luke 49), and Peter stepped forward

with the question, 'Lord, shall we smite with the sword?' The
reproaches of the Lord about his sleepiness still pressed heavily upon
his heart ; the word of Jesus, ' Let these go their way,' might like-

wise wound and excite him. Finally, moreover, he saw how pre-

paration was being made to bind his Master. Without waiting for

1 Vide Luke iv. 30 ; John vii. 44, viii. 59, x. 39 ; Matt. xxi. 46.
2 Schweizer finds an interpolation here, Das. Evang. John, s. 63. Compare, on the

other hand, vol. i. p. 170-1.
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the reply of Jesus, lie drew his sword and struck among the crowd.

From the circumstance of his striking the high priest's servant, by-

name Malchus, we may conclude that the said Malchus was among
the foermost ; and this, perhaps, suggests a proof that the high

priest had stirred up his people to the utmost against Jesus. The
mischievous blow of the disciple, however, had only struck the

right ear of Malchus. Of what nature the wound was, it is diffi-

cult to decide. The Evangelists all agree that he cut off his ear.

Luke relates besides, 1 that Jesus, with the words, ' Suffer ye thus

far,' which probably must have been addressed to the watch, who
were just on the point of taking Him into custody,

2 touched the

ear of the wounded man and healed it again. Thence, probably, it

results that the ear was not wholly cut off. It is sufficient if it

would have been lost for the wounded man, unless Jesus had saved

it for him. Hereupon He turned to Peter with the commanding
word, ' Put up thy sword into the sheath : for all they that take

the sword shall perish with the sword. Or thinkest thou per-

chance that I cannot now (even still and now) pray to the Father

for help, and He would give Me more than twelve legions of angels ?

But how then should the Scripture be fulfilled ? Thus must it be.'

According to John, He uttered the last thought more fully :
' The

cup which My Father hath given Me, shall I not drink it ?
'

Peter had shown with his first blow that he was no warrior

;

fortunately he had made a false cut. But it is very significant that

he struck exactly the ear of Malchus. It has always been the ear,

the spiritual hearing, the ready receptiveness, of which the secu-

larized servants of Christ deprived their adversaries, when they

have had recourse to the sword of force. Equally significant is it

that Christ asks for Himself one more moment of freedom from the

enemies, in order that He may do themselves good. Thus He
always continues to interpose with dignified and divine serenity

between prejudiced enemies and prejudiced friends. He alone

remedies the faults of His people against the enemies ; He re-

establishes the susceptibility of the better ones among His antagon-

ists, much injured as it has been by His followers, in consequence

of immature fanatical proceedings. But He teaches His friends to

renounce every appeal to force in the concerns of His kingdom.

Those who take the sword perish with the sword. This is not only

true 'of rebels, but especially also of fanatical champions of the

interests of Christ's kingdom
;
yea, it is a canon which, finally, is

true in the most general sense for all human warfare. It might
also be said that this is a maxim of all spheres of right, of ecclesi-

astical right as of political right, of private right as of the right of

1 Upon the relation of this passage to the fact that Luke was a physician, see above,

vol. i. p. 212.
2 According to others, these words were addressed to the disciples in the sense, Let

that be sufficient ; or, So far and no further ! Against this view is the fact that,

after the healing, Jesus admonishes the disciple. In the first place, the healing

itself was reproof enough. In this case, however, Christ must ask for a delay from
the enemies, since He had already surrendered Himself to them.
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war, only that the maxim is everywhere modified, and that every-

where it is only to be applied to a wilful seizing of the sword of

violence. But for the Church there is in this word a solemn warn-
ing and threatening,—especially for that Church which calls itself

by the name of Peter. The Lord not only rejects the help of the

sword in His cause, because it is opposed to the spirit of His king-

dom, but also because in its own nature it is completely doubtful.

The sword of force calls forth the sword of force ; and thence arises

an earthly secular struggle, in which the risk of the result may
waver between one side and the other. But it is otherwise with the

superiority of which Jesus is assured.

Even in the present difficult situation He knows thoroughly that

He could discover the mightiest supremacy against the enemies, if

it were consistent now to break off the ceconomy of patience, of

grace, and of mercy, and to reckon with the hostile world in judg-

ment. Then He might quickly call forth a great change. He
might ask for Himself the highest miraculous help from the Father

;

He might in a moment obtain the richest development of the might
of His heavenly kingdom against the evil. Instead of poor confused

disciples, He might oppose to the enemies angels of heaven ; instead

of the little company of the twelve, of whom one was already fallen

away, twelve complete legions. 1 But no, the Scriptures must be

fulfilled before all things, even the scriptures of His passion,—the

Scriptures of the covenant of grace, and of the victory of the great

Divine Sufferer over the world.

This is, moreover, true also of every moment of the New Testa-

ment era. If it should be God's will that at any time the ceconomy
of grace, which operates through the holy cross, should be discon-

tinued, the infinite supremacy of heavenly powers over the force of

the enemy upon earth would in that moment be called forth and.

appear. But even so men would break off the work of salvation

before its completion. And this is not to be so ; and because it must
not be so, it cannot be so. And if men wished it, they would thus

tempt God, and summon up powers against the darkness, of which
it would always become evident that they would not be angels of

light from heaven, but disguised powers of darkness, which could only

accomplish a deceiving show of struggle with the manifest powers

of darkness. But over them the redeeming war which Christ

carries on is infinitely exalted. Yea, in order to prosecute this

strife, even the pure angels in heaven are not sufficient for Him,

—

still less the sinful disciples ; only His holy cross is sufficient for that.

After this admonition of Jesus to His disciples, the adversaries

surrounded Him, the watch with their captain and the Jewish ser-

vants. The hands which only a moment before had healed a sufferer

in their midst, were bound as the hands of a criminal.

Still He had never more fully maintained His liberty than at the

very moment when He was imprisoned and bound. He made one

1 The Roman legions consisted in early days of 3200 men, but they were increased

until at length they were 6200 men strong.
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solemn protestation against the treatment which He must suffer. The
conversation between Him and His guards had probably now lasted a

long time. Thereupon some vehement members of the Sanhedrim,

who were extraordinarily eager for the conclusion of the matter,

might have easily lost patience and have sneaked after the guards,

so as to appear just after the moment of the capture. Luke sug-

gests this. There came now some dignified priestly persons into

sight, officers of the temple, and elders. 1 To these Jesus addressed

the rebuking word :
' Be ye come out, as against a thief, with swords

and with staves to take Me ? I was daily with you in the temple

teaching, and ye laid no hands upon Me to take Me prisoner. But
this is your hour, and the power of darkness.'

First of all He accuses their false and cowardly procedure, in

which lies the proof of their evil doing, and of their evil conscious-

ness. Partly, He seems to them as a criminal, because they in their

mental obliquity must fear Him
;
partly they give themselves the

air of thinking Him so, because they wanted to blacken Him before-

hand by their parade of taking Him. Then He proves to them the

clearness and the power of His innocence. He could appear daily in

the temple ; He could peacefully sit down there in the midst of their

sanctuary ; in the very heart of their power could there freely pro-

pound His doctrines to all people, and they never ventured to lay

hand on Him, although they would willingly have done so often.

Then He shows to them that it is they themselves who come out

and behave in the way of criminals, under the shelter of night, in

their alliance with the works of darkness. He appeared in their

presence in the bright daylight, in the temple, as the prophet of God.

They approached Him under the curtain of night, in deep secrecy,

as the tools of the kingdom of darkness.

The last word is so great and important a saying, that in all

probability it was expressed in this form out of the mouth of the

Lord. It declares in a more concrete form the same thoughts

which Matthew, and partially Mark, also record in a more usual

manner. All this was done that the Scriptures of the prophets

might be fulfilled. The last words probably Jesus added, in order

to explain the more mysterious expression.

Thus also Jesus expresses the perfect clearness and composure

with which He finds Himself in this situation. This is your hour.

They have power over Him now. But this hour is the hour of

darkness. Satan has power over them. But this power which

Satan has over them, and through them over Him, he has only

because it is given him by God, who, according to the old Scrip-

tures, had decreed that Christ must once be reckoned among
malefactors. And it is this power of God to which He surrenders

Himself with free resignation, in submitting to their supremacy,

which is only the power of one hour, and only a power of appear-

ance appointed for that very purpose to condemn themselves.

With the last word of Jesus, the disciples knew with certainty

1 See Ebrard, 419.
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that He would make no resistance to His being taken prisoner.

Therewith crumbled the last strength of their hope of an earthly-

temporal kingdom of the Messiah. They felt it deeply as it crum-
bled ; and the power of darkness which Jesus had named by name,
asserted itself in their conduct, although the protecting word of

Jesus had placed them in a position to withdraw peacefully in a
united group. There came over them, nevertheless, an excitement

of terror, as though they themselves were to be taken prisoners.

They dispersed ; they fled. Even although, in the literal meaning,
it was not all of them that hastened from Him, yet subsequently

they had a guilty consciousness when they looked back to this

moment. They had not spiritually stood their ground.

It is deeply worthy of notice, that in those hours in which the

officially called disciples for the most part so miserably withdrew
from the Lord, other hidden disciples came forth more decidedly

than heretofore as His—pious young men, faithful women, dignified

Jewish councillors, as Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea.
Therein is manifested a special characteristic of the immortality of

the Church of Christ—the fact that evermore, as if out of the invi-

sible, appear on the scene new disciples of Christ, when the old

ones have retired, or appear to have done so. That young man of

whom Mark speaks, gives us the first passing but very remarkable

prelude of that fact. A certain young man, it is said, followed

Him, having a linen cloth thrown around his naked body. 1 In
that was revealed the fruit of an enthusiastic reverence for the

Lord. The young man must have belonged to the dependants of

Jesus.2 He must have been asleep near the place where the capture

.occurred, and have been startled by the noise at night from his

couch. 3 But as soon as he perceived that Jesus was being led

away prisoner, he takes the boldest resolution without any calcula-

tion. Only loosely covered with a nightly garment, not dressed, he
will follow Jesus into the city—rushing, as it appears, among the

men, and into the bright light. Thus, again, there occurs to us

here, in a mere isolated fact, a mere isolated symbol—to wit, the

most lively image of those enthusiastic first beginnings of Christian

excitement, in which the proud vibrations of youthful blood are

mingled with the emotions of the spirit, as they sometimes cast

themselves in the arena of battle, without becoming attire and
inward preparation, and therewith afford to the adversaries of

Christianity a shameful sport. Thus it happened here. The
enthusiastic 3

Toung man was seized by the young men, say several

manuscripts, whereby, perhaps, the juvenile element in the whole

1 The nightly vesture in which alone the Orientals are accustomed to sleep. —
Friedlieb, 70.

3 We have above (vol. i. p. 203) given the reasons why we suppose with some that

this young man was John Mark.
3 We might surely make a guess at the estate in Gethsemane itself, if we might

express a conjecture as to the house in which the young man slept; and might con-

nect with that, that the mother of Mark appears to have been a woman of respectable

possessions ; but we can only conjecture.
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character of this episode is slightly referred to ; but he left his

upper garment in the hands of the bailiffs, who would probably

terrify him, and took to flight.

In this hour of darkness only one could stand victoriously against

its power.

NOTES.

1. It is entirely in accordance with the subjective truth of the

Gospels, the Christian individuality of the view of the Evangelists,

that not only in the history of the passion, but also in the history of

the resurrection, the differences between the individual accounts

appear more strongly. In both cases there is evident the agitation

under which these individual occurrences of the Evangelists have

severally formed and fixed themselves : in the narratives of the

passion of Jesus, the tempest of distress ; in the narratives of the

manifestations of the risen Lord, the tempest of joy.

2. The question how the account of John, according to which
Jesus made Himself known to the officers, is to be harmonized with

that of the Synoptists, according to which He was pointed out to

them by the kiss of Judas, has been sufficiently answered by Liicke,

ii. 599 ; Hase, 135 ; Olshausen, iv. 179, by saying that the kiss of

Judas occurred first of all ; then that the Lord met the officers, in

order to make Himself known to them. Strauss, on the other

hand, observes :
' But if Judas had already pointed Him out with a

kiss, and He had so well understood the purpose of the kiss, &c,
He needed not especially to make Himself known, since He was
already made known. To do it for the sake of protecting the dis-

ciples was just as superfluous, since He must observe in the traitorous

kiss that it was designed to take Him away from His followers. He
did it merely to show His courage—thus this was almost theatrical

;

but generally, that between the kiss of Judas and the intrusion of

the crowd, which certainly followed immediately thereupon, Jesus

should have met them with questions and addresses, manifests in

His demeanour a hurry and precipitancy, which under these circum-

stances so ill becomes Him, that the Evangelists scarcely desire to

attribute such a proceeding to Him.' It is strange that the critic has

wholly overlooked in the figure of Judas the theatrical conduct,—the

hurry and precipitancy which might so easily explain to him the

supposed contradiction,—in order to find it in the appearance of

Jesus as John depicts it.

3. ' It has been sought in many ways to explain why the Synop-

tists do not name Peter. That they did not wish to compromise

the apostle, who was still living at the time of the writing of their

Gospels, by naming his name, belongs to the rightly unrecognized

fictions of a falsely pragmatical exegesis ' (Strauss, ii. 4G0). With
what justice is this supposition to be exploded? This hypothesis

must indeed be reformed, as well as the altogether kindred one

concerning the silence about the raising of Lazarus in the Synop-

tists; and indeed, by the remembrance that the oral Gospel tradition,
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which was formed immediately after Pentecost, was always com-
pelled to deal with facts such as those referred to with caution ; and
that omissions in this way became established, which subsequently

became the guides of the Evangelists in the writing of their books.

(See vol. ii. 496.)

SECTION V.

JESUS before the ecclesiastical tribunal of the jews, before
annas and caiaphas. the false witnesses, the true wit-
ness, WITH THE ACKNOWLEDGMENT THAT HE IS THE SON OF GOD.

THE SENTENCE OF DEATH. THE DENIAL OF PETER, AND HIS
REPENTANCE. THE FIRST MOCKERY OF THE LORD. THE FINAL
ECCLESIASTICAL DETERMINATION.

(Matt. xxvi. 57-75. Mark xiv. 53-72. Luke xxii. 54-71.

John xviii. 13-27.)

The armed men that were sent were charged to lead the captive

Jesus before the high priest. This duty was naturally discharged

by the Jewish temple-watch. But they brought Him at first, not

to Caiaphas, the officiating high priest, but to Annas, who had
previously been the high priest, but had been removed by the

Koman authority.

This, as we have already seen, 1 was entirely according to the

theocratic feeling of legitimate right on the part of the Jews. They
considered Annas as their real high priest ; Caiaphas, on the other

hand, they were compelled to acquiesce in, as the high priest ' of the

year/ Moreover, very probably Annas, and Caiaphas, who was his

son-in-law, were so settled in respect of their habitations, that this

double play of the Jews with their two high priests was as little

manifest as possible. Probably they inhabited together the same
high-priestly palace, and thus it might happen that the greatest

part of the watch was waiting in the same hall of the house, while
the locality of the judicial inquiry was changed. We are led to this

assumption by the narrative of Peter's denial in John, in its relation

to the account of the same circumstance in the synoptic Gospels.

The fact also that the latter represent the Lord as being led away
at once to Caiaphas, is explained on the like supposition.

John lays stress upon this previous examination, because it was
decisive. He even hints as much in the remark, that Annas was
the father-in-law of Caiaphas, and that Caiaphas ,was the high
priest of the year ; and that he was the same who gave counsel to

the Jews that it was expedient that one man should die for the

people. After this introduction, it was not necessary that John
should make any more account of the examination by Caiaphas

;

for he had already, by anticipation, pronounced the sentence of

death upon Jesus. If Annas also came to the same decision, the
business was already done. The high priest Annas put to the pri-

1 Vol. ii. 500.
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soner questions about His disciples and about His doctrine. In

both respects He must give exact explanations. In this demand
of the hoary inquisitor was involved the supposition that Jesus had

a secret doctrine, and that He had delivered this to a secret society

of dependants. This supposition Jesus by His answer rejects in the

most decided manner. ' I have spoken openly to the world ; I have

ever taught in the synagogue and in the temple, whither the Jews

always resort; and in secret have I said nothing. 1 Why askest

thou Me ? Ask them which heard Me what I have said unto them

:

behold, they know what I said/ In these words, Jesus characterizes

His teaching as the public and free expression of His life ; and He
points to the whole world as His school, both with perfect truth,

but also with the most conscious exultation of these two charac-

teristics of His work, by which it is raised above all suspicions of

secrecy. Eightly might Christ assert in this forensic sense that He
had spoken nothing in secret ; for even the confidential communi-
cations which He had made to the disciples, He had confided to

them still with the view of their being made public. And when
He called upon the high priest to ascertain from His hearers about

His doctrine, He directed him not only in the more limited sense to

His disciples, but to the people. Annas knew well that the whole

people had been in the school of Jesus, and was filled with His

words and deeds. But when Jesus challenged him to take the

people into council, He directly reproved the malicious secrecy with

which the high priests had taken Him prisoner in the night, and

had withdrawn Him from the presence of the people, of the better

people, in Israel.

It is nevertheless not to be denied that the answer of Jesus has a

distinctly evasive form ; and this perhaps is consistent with the fact

that He was not willing to acknowledge the competency of this

pharisaic hole-and-corner court of justice. If the Jews had publicly

acknowledged Caiaphas, it was contrary to the truth to continue to

receive in secret the high-priestly decrees from Annas. The at-

tendants of Annas, in fact, appeared to take the answer of Christ

as a refusal to recognize this authority : with fierce fanaticism they

seem to have regarded the unexpected answer of Christ ; for scarcely

had He spoken, when one of the servants who stood near Him gave

Him a blow with his hand on the face, with the words, ' Answerest

thou the high priest so ?
' The reproof is entirely significant

;

2 and

just as keenly significant is the answer of Jesus :
' If I have spoken

falsely, bring forward evidence of the falsehood ; but if I have spoken

truly, why smitest thou Me ? ' It was not a merely moral discus-

sion that was in question here, but about the proof legally that

Annas was the high priest.

Thus, in the preliminary examination, the first blow profaned the

sacred countenance of the Lord, because He asserted the publicity

1 In spite of the similarity of this address to that which, according to Luke, He
made to the men who arrested Him, it is evidently wholly distinct both in expression

and tendency. 2 Paul underwent a similar maltreatment in Acts xxiii. 2.
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of His doctrine and of His people, and would not recognize an un-
called, disorderly, hole-and-corner tribunal, which gained its autho-
rity from the wicked equivocation of His people. But in His sacred

bearing and meek reproof of the fanatic, He remembered His own
saying, Whosoever shall smite thee on the right cheek, turn to him
the left also ; and He taught how spiritually to understand and
practise the injunction. 1

Annas now knew certainly that Jesus would endure no further

speech with him. He sent Him therefore over to the official judg-
ment-hall of Caiaphas. But his not allowing His bonds to be re-

moved, but sending Him bound as He had been brought, conveyed
to Caiaphas an evident assurance that the deeply considered judg-
ment of death was confirmed. 2

At the court of the high priest Caiaphas were now assembled so

many members of the Sanhedrim, that from the assembly a session

of the Sanhedrim might be made. This gathering may be regarded
as an unforeseen one, formed from the vehement opposers of Jesus. 3

Here again Jesus was brought to examination. But another pro-

ceeding was now adopted to convict Him of being guilty of death.

The first time it was attempted to stamp Him as a secret teacher
;

this time the assumption was proceeded on, that, as an open teacher

of error, He had said blasphemous things against the Jewish reli-

gion. They proceeded in a sarcastic manner upon His claim that

they should inform themselves of His doctrine from His hearers, by
bringing forward men who were to assert that they had heard scan-

dalous words from His mouth. They sought thus to adduce false

witnesses against Him. In fact, many willingly allowed themselves

to be found to testify against Him : one would have heard this, and
another that. Probably there were such misunderstandings and
misinterpretations of the words of Jesus, as the Evangelists have
frequently informed us of, which now were to be formally adopted
as an accusation against Him. But as the witnesses appeared, their

testimony melted into nothing: one thing contradicted the other

(Mark, ver. 56), and thus they destroyed one another. The Lord
looked on in silence, while the devices of His opponents thus came
to nothing. The high priest was compelled to let drop many
charges at once, from policy ; for instance, all those which concerned

the violation of the pharisaic institutions, in a narrower sense, on

1 According to Jewish justice, maltreatments of a similar kind were prohibited

under heavy penalties (Sepp, iii. 467). Spitting in the face, a sign of the deepest
contempt, was punished with a fine of 400 drachmas (Friedlieb, 94). [The words of

the law referred to are given by Bynanis, ii. 320, where there is also a collection of

references showing the insult implied in spitting among the western nations, as well

as in the east. Compare Num. xii. 14. He also tells us (ii. 267), that a blow with
the open hand incurred the penalty of 200, with the fist of 400 drachmas. With
reference to the precept Matt. v. 39, he justifies the conduct of Jesus on the ground
that His silence under the blow might have been construed into a confession that He
was in fault.

—

Ed.]
2 Consequently the aivhreCKev, ver. 24, needs not to be understood as the pluperfect.
3 Sepp supposes (iii. 484) 'that the midnight session had only been opened by the

little council of the three-and-twenty, or the members of the priesthood in the house
of Caiaphas.
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the part of Jesus, because otherwise the party of the Sadducees
could Very easily have been induced to make resistance.1 At length
came forward two men, who thought that they were certain of their

case. They asserted that they had heard Him say, I can destroy

the temple of God, and build it up again in three days. According
to Mark, several came forward, and the accusation ran, I will de-

stroy this temple, which is made with hands, and will in three days
build up another, which is made without hands. The Evangelist

adds, Even thus there was no unanimous testimony. Here he refers

to another view of the testimony which he relates, as it probably
occurs in Matthew. These people alluded to that word which Jesus
had spoken two years before in the temple, by way of credentials of

His purification of the temple. The word, in its simple form, as

Jesus had spoken it, could not be used as an accusation, because it

pointed to the Jews themselves, as the destroyers of the temple—to

Himself, as Him who would build again the destroyed temple in a
wonderful manner. But now, while they turned it about, they dis-

agreed with one another. Some did not make the charge strong

enough for the others, whose judgment Mark relates. The mean-
ing of the accusation, indeed, was the same in all. Jesus must have
threatened the temple, consequently the Israelitish religion, whose
type the temple was,- with destruction. Even at these charges Jesus
was silent, not only because they contradicted one another, but also

because the Sanhedrim were fully aware that the witnesses were
false.

3 How strongly this silence spoke, is shown by the impatience
with which at length the high priest sprung up from his seat, and
came forward into the middle of the hall to the accused, with the
question, ' Answerest thou nothing ? What is it which these wit-

ness against thee ?

'

Jesus persisted in His silence. The wonderful effect of this

silence disconcerted the inquisitor himself. For a while the judge
confronted the accused as if he himself were condemned. It is felt

that the official high priest, whom Jesus was to have stood before as

a culprit, was himself the culprit. The assumed culprit revealed a
dignity which attested the real High Priest. Finally, the judge
actually set aside the greatest part of the false testimonies ; only he
continued to hold the appearance of thinking that Jesus had pro-

mised to build up the temple again in a marvellous manner—that in

these words He had thus given Himself out for acknowledgment, as

in other ways, as the Messiah, and indeed as Messiah in the highest

sense, as the Son of God. Thus from that false testimony, appar-

ently, he advanced at a bound to the very solemn appeal :
' I adjure

thee by the living God that thou tell us whether thou be the Christ,

the Son of the Blessed !

'

Jesus answered, 'lam!' 4

1 Sepp, iii. 472 ; Acts xxiii. 7. - Thus Stephen also, in Acts vi. 14.
3 The Talmud specifies the manner in which the false witnesses were employed

against the supposed false prophets. See the cpiotation in Sepp, iii. 407.
4 The manner of expression, Thou sayest it, is also common among the Rabbis.

—

Friedlieb, 91.
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He knew that this word, in which He declared His consciousness
of His divine nature and of His heavenly dignity, brought death to
Him. Nevertheless He declared it. He assented to the adjuration
of the high priest with this acknowledgment; and thus He con-
firmed His statement of His consciousness, and mediately His whole
doctrine, with a judicial oath, in the presence of death. He stood
fast as the true, the faithful witness (Rev. i. 5), who here, and
before Pontius Pilate, witnessed a good confession, as the great
Prince of all martyrs—of all confessors.

It was a moment which was filled with the powers of eternity in
a most mysterious manner. Here, in the oath of Christ, the Ever-
lasting swore by Himself (Isa. xlv. 23).

But it was a tragical moment, as never any other was. For this
word—-I am He, the Messiah—the people of Israel had waited for
centuries as for the watchword of their redemption. The Jews had
for years sought to elicit this word from the Lord ; and at first,

perhaps, with the desire to worship Him, if only He would be a
Messiah after their sense ; and now, when He declares it, it is to
them a savour of death unto death. They charge it upon Him as
a crime worthy of death.

Jesus sees that His judges had expected, in the obduracy of un-
belief, the statement that He was the Messiah. He feels how little

they are now capable of recognizing in His poor and suffering con-
dition His spiritual and essential glory. Therefore He announces to
them how He will authenticate Himself to them, must authenticate
Himself by the judicial revelation of His glory. 'Nevertheless I
say mito you, Hereafter shall ye see the Son of man sitting on the

hand of power, and coming in the clouds of heaven/ 1

this address the high priest perceived nothing of the rolling

thunder. He had expected such a declaration. He had, doubtless,

previously considered the ceremony which now accompanied the
exclamation, Blasphemy ! He rent his clothes, with the words,
' He hath blasphemed God

!

'

2

* Dan. vii. 13, 14. From these words of Christ, it does not follow, as Strauss
thinks (ii. 469), that He foretells His speedy parousia, and indeed precisely as second
advent (in the chronological sense of the critics). For the coming in the clouds of
heaven is evidently to be understood, first of all, of the spiritual reign of Christ in
His glory (comp. Neander, 456), certainly so far as this reign brings about pre-
cedently the visible second advent of Christ (vide Ebrard, 423).

2 It was a Jewish ordinance, that the clothes should be rent on the hearing of a
blasphemy ; and herein it was specially ordered that the high priest should rend his
clothes from below upward, whereas ordinarily the rent was made from above down-
ward. This rent was not to be sewn up again, Sepp, iii. 473. Upon the ceremony
of the rending of the clothes, see Friedlieb, 92. The high priest certainly was not
to rend his sacred garments ; but he wore them only on high festivals in the temple,
92. [The passages forbidding the high priests to rend their garments are Lev. x. 6
and xxi. 10. Bynaeus tells us (ii. 311) that the Jewish doctors understand this to
refer only to the sacred robe used in the temple-service. He adds, that it may refer
only to the rending of garments as a sign of mourning, which the connection of the
passage seems indeed to indicate. He also tells us the rent was to be in front, from
the bottom to the top. Ellicott, however (p. 337, note), says, ' the rent was to be
from the neck downwards.' This Bynajus gives as the rule for ordinary persons.
Lightfoot, on Matt. xxvi. 65, quotes from the tract Sanhedrim: 'They that judge

X
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c What need we now any further witnesses ?
' he adds, with a

word which acknowledges how terribly the self-destructiveness of

the testimonies of the bribed false witnesses had brought him and
his companions into perplexity. It was a deeply recovering sigh of

stupid malignity, which here betrayed its whole device, its whole
work. But at the same time there was a craft in the word.
Caiaphas called the attention of his colleagues to the fact, that at

this word it was finally time that the accused should be dealt with,

as the stock of false witnesses was come to an end ; and immediately
he abruptly tendered to them the sentence that they were to pass.

' Behold, now ye have heard His blasphemy. What think ye ?'

He does not leave their judgment in the least free as to the fact

of Jesus having uttered blasphemy, although this is the substantial

question. And yet they are to declare their opinion, to deliver their

vote. This can have no other meaning than that they are, without
further consideration, to declare the sentence of death. Caiaphas,
however, well knew that he could thus anticipate his companions.
They all agreed in the sentence :

' He is worthy of death !'

In this sentence of death. Israel had in legal form, but in sub-
stantially false application of the law, rejected their Messiah. Thus
had the people rejected itself, and abolished the theocratic political

value of their law. 1

As soon as the high council had designated the Lord as a heretic,

He was at once treated as a heretic by the surrounding servants of

the temple. They spat in His face
;

2 they smote Him on the head,

on the ear and cheek, with their fists.3 This might] happen here,

in the presence of the high council ; it was even looked upon as the
national exercise of the right of zealots against the Lord. This
whole confederacy, stirred up by hellish passions, ventures, in the

manner of Zion, to avenge the honour of Jehovah upon a blasphemer.
The judgment of death was declared against the Lord. But it

could not at once be executed, because its confirmation must still

be applied for at the hands of the Roman governor. 4 And as the

morning had not yet dawned, the condemned could not yet be led

forthwith to the Roman procurator. 5 Moreover, this was not
practicable on other grounds. The Sanhedrim, which had just

condemned Jesus, was a college which, by concert and agitation,

had been formed from the concourse of vehement opponents of

a blasphemer first ask the witness, and bid him speak out plainly what he hath
heard ; and when he speaks it, the judges, standing on their feet, rend their garments,
and do not sew them up again.'

—

Ed.]
1 Against late vindications of the proceeding of the Jews against Jesus, the remark

is sufficient, that Jesus was only condemned because He declared that He was the
Messiah, and indeed, more precisely, the Son of God. Vide Hase, 246.

2 See above, vol. ii. p. 104.
3 Olshausen has rightly discovered a type of these experiences of the Messiah in

the prophets (Isa. 1. 6 ; comp. Micah iv. 14), especially in Isaiah. Strauss, however,
thinks (ii. 470) that it is against the connection of the passage to find here a pro-
phecy of the Messiah, because he does not understand the conception of the typical

prophecy. 4 See Neander, 457 ; Joseph. Antiq. 20, 9, 1.
5 According to Roman law, no judicial sentence given before break of day was

valid. Sepp, hi. 484.
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Jesus. Thus there must still be a more legitimate session of the

college, called together in a formal manner, which might then,

indeed, confirm in form what was already decreed. This morning
session, moreover, seemed to be requisite for other reasons. The
Sanhedrim might not sit in the night for judgment upon capital

crimes. Moreover, the sentences were not to be accepted hastily
;

nay, sentences of death were not to be pronounced on the same day
in which the hearing occurred. 1 With these requisitions probably

the enemies of Jesus might be satisfied, seeing that they had de-

termined to hold a formal session of judgment again at break of

day. But in addition, the accusation must be brought in another

form if they wanted to be certain of carrying their purpose into

effect with Pilate. Thus a pause occurred. Jesus was led away
out of the council chamber.

According to intimations in Mark and Luke, 2
it is most probable

that He was taken through the hall in which the servants were
warming themselves to another guard-room,3 and, indeed, actually

at that moment when Peter had just, for the third and last time,

denied Him.
Among the fugitive disciples, Peter first of all took heart again,

in conjunction with a second disciple, of whom only John knows
any closer particulars, and in whom, according to his usual custom
of designating himself by a circumlocution, we are to recognize

1 Vide Friedlieb, 95 : 'Because the Sanhedrim, to which, in its business with
Jesus, haste was everything, had appointed the trial in the night, and then again in

the morning, it probably thought that this would satisfy the above requisitions and
so evade the law. For, although they did not thus pass judgment of death at the
first hearing, it still occurred on one and the same day, because the day was reckoned
from evening to evening.'—P. 96. Upon other violations of the legal appointments
for judicial procedure, of which the Sanhedrim was guilty, see the same, p. 87

;
[or

Lightfoot on Matt, xxvii. 1, who quotes the Jewish canon :
' They handle capital

causes in the daytime, and finish them by day.' Three other irregularities are also

dwelt upon in the same place.

—

Ed.]
2 According to Mark, Peter was in the hall below, in opposition to the judgment-

hall, which was thus above. In Luke, Jesus turned Himself round and looked on
Peter when he denied for the third time. He must thus have come again from the
judgment-hall above into the hall below : [i.e., into the court a few steps lower than
the judgment-hall. Robinson says (see Andrews, 424) :

' An oriental house is usually

built around a quadrangular interior court, into which there is a passage (sometimes
arched) through the front part of the house, closed next the street by a heavy folding

gate, with a smaller wicket for single persons, kept by a porter. In the text, the
interior court, often paved and flagged, and open to the sky, is the av\rj (translated

"palace," "hall," "court "), where the attendants made a fire ; and the passage be-

neath the front of the house, from the street to this court, is the TrpoavXiov or ttv\wu

(both translated "porch").' The place where Jesus stood before the high priest

may have been an open room on the ground-floor ; so that from the place where He
stood, He might look upon Peter.-

—

Ed.]
3 Sepp goes so far as to assert (484) that after the servants had indulged their

petulance on Jesus, they had cast Him into the dungeon. But nothing is said of

this ; rather from the context it seems plain, that Jesus was guarded by the servants

of the temple in a kind of prison-room, and that they there spent their time in ill-

treating Him. The reading in Mark, ZXaflop, ver. 65, which has been found a diffi-

culty, may thus be explained by this leading away into the prison-chamber or guard-

room : pairiaficuriv avrbv %\a(3ov—They took Him into custody with abuse. Certainly

also the other reading, tpaWov, attains its true force under the point of view referred

to—They drove Him tumultously forth out of the hall of judgment. Still the
reading £\aj3oi' is the best attested.
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himself. They followed the procession which led Jesus away,

although only at some distance. When they came to the palace of

the high priest, that other disciple found direct entrance into the

front hall, because he was known to the high priest. He appears

boldly to make use of an old access to the house, the ground of

which is unknown to us. 1 Peter, on the other hand, appears to

have been rejected at the door by a female doorkeeper, 2 and his com-
panion seems not to have missed him until he himself had entered

the hall. Then he goes back and speaks to the doorkeeper, and
immediately he is allowed to bring Peter in.

This intimation is of inestimable value. We could not suppose
that the other disciple of Jesus had here denied his relation to

Him. Certainty he was not prepared in his spirit to enter into the

judgment-hall, and there to testify against the false witnesses on
behalf of Jesus ; but he submitted to the sentence of his Master,

seeing that he was not yet qualified for anything else, and delibe-

rately took the place of being a sympathizing observant friend of

the accused. Neither can we suppose that he would have been
spared on account of his connection with the house of the high
priest, if it had been generally intended to take proceedings against

the disciples of Jesus at the same time as against Himself. At the

best, this connection only gave him the necessary consideration

among the servants of the house, and the power of passing freely

in and out so long as they were willing to take no notice of him.
If he thus stood with such security on this ground, it is a proof to

us that Peter might have entered with equal security under his

guidance. That lie was purposely overlooked, although it was
probably known that he had given the sword-cut to Malchus, is

proved by the circumstance, that he had been allowed to escape in

Gethsemane just after the event. Probably they were very glad to

let him go, because they must have acknowledged the wonderful
healing of Malchus by the hand of Jesus, if ever they took proceed-

ings against him on account of what he had done.

We must thus recognize in the difference between the security

of the one and of the other disciple, under their circumstances, a
very great contrast between their states of mind. The other dis-

ciple might also have found special reason to be afraid, for the fact

of his being known in that house might just as easily be mischievous

to him as afford him protection. But with great inward security

he depended upon this precarious acquaintance, and seems there-

with to act perfectly freely. Certainly, however, he is not yet a
perfect master of the knowledge of the soul, or he would not, under
existing circumstances, have led Peter on this slippery ground

;

but, in any case, he acted in a good faith, which even here refuses

to take any advantage over his companions in the following of

Jesus. It may, perhaps, be supposed that this disciple depended

1 According to the tradition, John must have been known in the house of the

high priest as a young fisherman, Sepp, iii. 474.
2 On the female doorkeepers among the ancients, see Sepp, iii. 474.
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with peculiar confidence on the word of Jesus, by which He obtains

for him and his companions free passage among the enemies. But
this very security with which he enters, gives us a glimpse of the

great insecurity with which Peter goes into the hall of the palace.

The explanation of this is, perhaps, in the fact, that Peter went

in with the consciousness that he had just before drawn the sword

against the servants of this house—that he had wounded a servant

of the high priest. He can only pass over the threshold of this

house with an evil conscience and with great anxiety. Nay, he

cannot occupy this position without a sad presentiment, for Jesus

has very plainly announced to him that he would deny Him. This

great insecurity of his soul cannot fail to impress itself plainly, in

so lively a character, and all the more in proportion as he wishes

to suppress it. And it was just this effort which appears to have

given the first suggestion to his temptation. It was a cold night

;

the servants had lighted a fire of coals, which was burning in the

hall, and were seated around it warming themselves. Peter came
into the midst of them to warm himself also. According to

Matthew, we must at once suppose that at first he sat himself

down, probably to make the expression of his ease and security

more perfect. But still his inward disquiet would soon induce him
to stand up again. This association of the disciple with the servants

attracted the girl who kept the door, who probably found at once

that he did not belong to them. She stept forward and asked him,
' Art thou not also one of this man's disciples ?

' He thus saw

himself betrayed in the company of the avengers of the blood of his

enemy: trembling and confused, he forgot himself and denied.

This first denial, however, seems almost to be willing to deny itself.

Very probably Matthew has here transmitted to us the accurate

expression of the falling disciple :
' I know not what thou sayest/

In the troubled state of mind in which he now was, he might at

first persuade himself that this answer was only a prudent evasion.

According to Luke, the maid, with this charge, had sharply fixed

her eyes upon him in the firelight ; he, on the other hand, repelled

her with an anger which made his excitement evident :
' Woman,

I know Him not.' This was the first denial ; it occurred in the

hearing of the whole company. Peter had already fallen in the

trial of the maid.

It was about the time when Jesus referred Himself in the high

priest's trial to His hearers :
' Ask them ; they know what I have

said.'

According to the two first synoptists, Peter appears immediately

after the first denial to have purposed leaving the dangerous place.

But, according to John, it might be supposed that he still remained

some time at the fire with the servants. Probably he did not want

to betray his inward perplexity, but thought to secure his retreat

by a little delay. But at the moment when for that purpose he

wanted to go back from the hall into the outer hall (in which pro-

bably the other disciple had cautiously remained), the second
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temptation fell in his way. This time the mental disturbance of

the distressed disciple was very great. According to Mark, the

first cock-crowing was heard without bringing the wavering disciple

to recollection. Even in the narratives his excitement has expressed

itself. The maid looked on him again, says Mark, and began to

say about him to the bystanders, ' This also is one of them.' Another

maid looked upon him, says Matthew—the statement which he

attributes to her is in meaning the same. Another looked upon
him, says Luke, and he said, Thou also art one of them. And
according to John several of the servants which stood around the

fire asked him, Art thou also one of His disciples ? And then, also,

the reports of the second answer of Peter are not alike. This

apparent complication without constraint assumes a very expressive

form. This time it was the girl who kept the door again—the

terrible, who accused him. But the earlier doorkeeper appears,

since Peter's first denial, to have been replaced by another, to

whom Peter is quite a new appearance, and who feels herself like-

wise impelled to denounce and provoke him, and to make him
uneasy. Possibly her predecessor had told her of the reserved and
yet defiant man. For it was a duty of doorkeepers to keep in view

suspicious persons who intruded. One conceives it,—from the dis-

position of the servants in the high-priestly house, from female

fanaticism, or even from female desire to provoke and to practise

mere mischief,—that now this one repeats the evil game of the first

doorkeeper. She found the special inducement to do so in the fact

that the stranger was just purposing to leave the company of the

servants. He approached the door, he seemed to wish to slink out

of it. But when he was thus laid hold of for the second time, the

position of the disciple seemed to be in the highest degree critical.

He denied once more, he confirmed the word with an oath
—

' I

know not the man.' In the meantime, the maid's word had taken

fire in the company of servants. At first one individual called him
to account with the assertion, ' Thou also art one of them.' This

one also he deceived, once more recollecting himself, and saying,
' Man ! I am not.' He attained thus much by the energetic decla-

ration, that the men of that company became uncertain, and only

pressed him with the question, ' Art thou not also one of His dis-

ciples ?
' Hereupon he confirmed the previous statement that he

was not.

But now Peter found it probably no more desirable to withdraw at

once. He must now wait, as it appeared, till the attention of the

dangerous men has passed away again from him. Thus, according to

Luke, he spent about an hour more among them—a time which in

that painful position must have been to him almost an eternity.

We know not whether he was silent or spoke during that time. It

might almost be supposed that he must have spoken a good deal to

divert the company from the notion of his being a disciple of Jesus.

At least he said so much, that they came to a decided impression of

his Galilean dialect. The observation of this, that he spoke the

VOL. III. Q
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Galilean dialect, brought one man to the full conviction that he

must he a Galilean ; consequently, also a disciple of Jesus. For
what coulcl a Galilean have to do in the general way, at this hour,

in this place ? If he had spoken the Jewish dialect, the man might

have thought that he belonged to the elements of the mob, which

had already assembled, and to which was destined by the high

priest so momentous a problem for the next morning. The more,

however, Peter had asserted that he was no disciple of Jesus, the

more this man became aroused ; and he doubtless would vindicate

in a lively manner his clever combination, since it had become
certain to him that he belonged to the company of Jesus' disciples.

Suddenly he confronted him with the assertion that he must posi-

tively be a disciple of Jesus, for his speech betrayed him. Even
this man also Peter passionately contradicted :

' Man, I know not

what thou sayest !
' But this accusation aroused the whole com-

pany, which only a little while before probably had troubled itself

about him ; and soon they were standing in numbers around him,

to provoke him with the assurance that he was certainly a disciple,

for his speech betrayed him. They could not, indeed, found any

absolute certainty upon this indication ; but now the peril increased

once more to an immense degree when another man in the company
recognized him again, and cried out, ' Did not I see thee in the

garden with Him ? ' And this man, says John, was a servant of

the high priest, a kinsman of him whose ear Peter cut off. John
continues simply, that he denied again ; but Matthew and Mark add,

with their significant ' and he began,'—And he began to curse and

to swear, I know not the man !

. At this fatal moment the cock was heard to crow ! It was for

the second time.

At this same moment Jesus was led past the group which threaten-

ingly surrounded the denying disciple. He probably heard the last

words of his imprecations. He turned round and looked upon him !

His look declared how deeply the disciple had fallen—how
terribly he had wounded His heart—and how it bled, not only by

his means, but also for his sake. Moreover, probably the disciple

could still see the traces of the ill-treatment which Jesus had under-

gone ; or the excitement of the rabble, which could not fail to have

ill-treated the Lord, told him that He was condemned by the high

council, and sentenced to death.

And now he came to himself again. How he remembered in the

depth of his soul the word of Jesus, Before the cock crow, thou wilt

deny Me thrice ! and he went out and wept bitterly.
1

1 [Bynasus devotes sixteen pages (ii. 371-86) to an investigation of the meaning of

eirifiakuv (Mark xiv. 72), which is rendered in the E. V. 'when he thought thereon.'

He agrees with the interpretation of Theophylact, who judged it equivalent to ' veil-

ing his head.' The fitness of this meaning to the sense, and its appropriateness as

occurring in the narrative of Mark, are strongly in its favour ; but no instance^ has

been produced of iitL^aXKeiv used in this sense without a following accusative, indi-

cating the object that has been drawn over the head. Alford takes it to mean 'the

thinking, or, as we say, "casting it over,
7
' going back step by step through the sad

history.

—

Ed.]
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We read no further of his being now any more stayed, hindered,

or checked. In the depth of his sorrow he saw no more enemies, he

knew no more danger, he feared no more death. He felt that he

carried all enemies, all dangers, and even death itself, in his heart

;

and without consideration of them he passed forth through the

group of opponents ; and although even the circumstance that now
the leading away of Christ was occupying the attention of the whole

household of the high-priestly palace had not favoured his depar-

ture, still the view of the terrible sorrow in the broken man of rock

might have arrested, as a sign of God, the profane disposition of the

common crowd, and made a way for the contrite one.

Peter went out. He felt that here there was no help in an ordinary

recantation. He knew only one satisfaction which could avert the

curse of the guilt, and this had announced itself to him in the look with

which Christ looked on him. He knew only one way of appropriating

this satisfaction—the way of the deepest humiliation before God.

Hence it was that he willingly allowed to fall upon him the shame of

being a denier among men, while he declared himself guilty in the

judgment of God.
He went out into the night—but not into the night of despair,

like Judas. Bitterly weeping, he went to meet the morning twilight.

The angel of grace led him on his painful way into the judgment
of the spirit, which was to doom his old life, especially his old arro-

gance, to death ; and he was so reconciled to death, that he could

go to death with Christ in an entirely different, but a far more
wholesome sense, from that which he had contemplated. His

repentance must first be completed ; he must first obtain the peace

of grace and reconciliation from the mouth of Christ, before he could

offer the satisfaction of his guilt towards men in a great confession,

before which the scandal of his terrible guilt disappeared.

It is carefully to be observed that Peter, in the progress of his

conversion, stands as the first great and brilliant type of the true

course of salvation ; while Judas, in his remorse, took the contrary

way, and would be the first to afford the human satisfaction to the

enemies with whom he had guiltily involved himself—but not in

this way coming to Christ. Moreover, we must not overlook the

typical significance that is found in the inducement to Peter's fall.

It was a little maid who kept the door who caused the denial of

the first disciple—of him to whom were committed the keys of the

kingdom of heaven. Girls terrified him ; and his fall became more

and more deplorable the longer he remained among the servants by

the fire of coals. And thus also a church-fellowship may prepare

for itself a downfall by false popularity, by slavishly succumbing to

servile and fanatical tendencies among the people, by association

with the multitude in their ungodly aims.

The watch to whose keeping the Lord had been entrusted until

the morning, entirely participated in the fanatical disposition of

their superiors, and appeared by degrees to be changed into a band

of assassins. They occupied the time in ill-treating the Lord. The
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first cruelties had begun while they were yet in the presence of the

high council. While they were leading Him away also, they seem
to have struck Him ; and now that they had brought Him into the

guard-room, mockings and blows seem to have alternated one with

the other. Thence they soon devised a mischievous game, which
combined both mockery and violence. They threw a veil over His
face, and striking Him, asked, ' Prophesy unto us, Thou Christ

!

Who is he that smote Thee ?
'

This was the treatment of the long-desired Messiah among the

watchmen of Zion. They derided His Messianic dignity, especially

His prophetic office. He could not have suffered so fearfully if He
had fallen into the hands of cannibals,—at least, they would not have

racked His inmost heart with that frightful insensibility with which
these men denied and mocked the dignity of their Lord and King.

Moreover, according to Luke, they devised many other blasphemies

of a similar kind, and a round of wanton tricks, in which they

derided everything which ought to be sacred in Him to His people.

At those moments, when He in this manner was abandoned to the

devilish licence of a savage troop, He might well recall that passage

in the Psalms, ' Be not Thou far from me ; for trouble is hard at

hand, and there is none to help me. Great oxen are come about

me ; bulls of Bashan surround me. They gape upon me with their

mouths, as it were a. ramping and a roaring lion ' (Ps. xxii.) The
prophetic feeling of that theocratic singer, which he expressed in

these words, found its fulfilment in these circumstances.

Towards the break of day the formal meeting of the members of

the Sanhedrim occurred (Luke xxii. 6Q).
1 And there assembled

there all the priests, and elders, and scribes. Every one of these

three classes had special motives of enmity against the Lord beside

the common one. The one class it offended, that He exalted obedi-

ence above sacrifice ; the second, that He made revelation the test

of institutions ; the third, that He opposed the spirit of the word to

the service of the letter.'
2 They felt that they had been in a thou-

sand ways attacked in their delusion by Him ; and now they

believed that the day of vengeance had come for them. Thus they

led Him up before their high council. 3 The expression seems to

1 It is plain that this examination which Luke describes is an entirely new one,

having its own peculiar character. We arrive at this conclusion also from the obser-

vation, Luke xxiii. 51, that Joseph of Arimathea had not given his voice (avyKara-

TtdtLfxevos) to their counsel and plan. The nocturnal judgment at the house of

Caiaphas was composed, indeed, of fanatics voluntarily assembled, and of one mind
(Mark xiv. 64) ; the formal court in the morning, in which even the few friends of

Jesus in the Sanhedrim could bear a part, was not unanimous : so far Luke's refer-

ence to it leads us to conclude that Joseph of Arimathea took part in this session.
2 Compare Sepp, iii. 486.
3 'Avijyayov avrbv els rb avveSpiov. It is not to be supposed that they could have led

Him openly out of the guard-chamber into the upper hall of the high priest's palace.

According to the Talmud, the sentences of death must be pronounced in the Gazith

(Friedlieb, p. 97; where, however, this statement is questioned). In any case it

seemed necessary to a thoroughly formal session, that the Sanhedrim should assemble

on the temple mountain. Thus it usually assembled on the Sabbaths and feast-days

in a locality within the lower walls (Tholuck, John, 385).
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imply that they conducted Him in a large procession out of the

palace of the high priest into the regular council-chamber, on the

mount of the temple. They had now an interest in making a
decidedly formal appearance ; on the one hand, that they might
prevent contradiction among their own people ; on the other hand,

that they might obviate opposition from Pilate. The trial which
now once more they were preparing for Jesus was intended, as has

been already hinted, so to formulate His statement that He was the

Messiah, that it might be used as an accusation against Him before

Pilate. He had confirmed this assertion by oath in the form of

His being Christ the Son of God—a form in which they had charged

His assertion upon Him as blasphemy against God. But now it

was their anxiety to leave on one side as much as possible the theo-

logical import of the expression, and to bring forward, on the other

hand, the political significance which the name Christ might
assume ; or, in other words, to make out of the ' Christ the Son of

God,' in the sense of Jesus, a ' Christ the King of the Jews,' in their

sense. 1 For only in the form of such a Christ, according to their

view, could they charge the Lord before Pilate as a criminal, namely,

as a rebel. They could only obtain their end by bringing their

Messianic ideal—their hope, the thought and aim of their heart

—

their own darkened nature in the form of Christ—before Pilate,

and effecting His condemnation—effecting it in complete self-

blinding and self-contempt. Christ observed at once that in this

false purpose they now asked Him once more, ' Art thou the Christ ?

tell us
!

' He answered, ' If I tell you, ye will not believe Me ; and
if I also would ask you (asking by way of instruction), ye would not

answer Me, nor let Me go' (if it turned out that ye could not answer

Me).
In every case, He says, it is entirely in vain if He tells them

that He is Christ. The first case, that they should believe on Him,
cannot at all be supposed. The second case would be, that by ask-

ing He should prove to them that He was Christ ; but then He
says they would not answer Him, and so accept His proof. And
plainly for this reason, lest they should be compelled to let Him go.

Thus He has sharply characterized the desperately evil purpose of

their question. And doubtless He now retreats again into the

consciousness which alone could maintain Him in this fearfully

painful crisis of His deepest humiliation with the words, Hence-
forth shall the Son of man sit on the right hand of the power
of God.

There is no difficulty in the fact of Jesus making this assertion

for the second time. As He had for the first time declared this to

the smaller assembly of the Sanhedrim, so it was probable that He
would repeat it also before the greater assembly. He must announce

1 This formulating, strictly taken, was no introduction of another ground of com-

plaint, as Meander thinks, p. 458 ; but only the transferring of the same charge ' into

another form,' as he says ; or, more strictly, a misrepresentation of the same assertion

of Christ on another side.
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to them that His judicial control over them would begin from the

moment in which they in their judgment rejected Him. It was
His purpose to cut off from them every pretext in respect to the

meaning in which He had made Himself known to them as the

Messiah. Just as easily is explained the circumstance, that the

Sanhedrim would have Him once more to repeat the assertion that

He is the Son of Grod ; as in this assembly there might be many
members who had taken no part in the previous trial.

Although, however, they did not succeed in obtaining from the

Lord Himself a declaration which might be misinterpreted still

more easily than the previous one, they nevertheless knew how to

manage, when they decided to avail themselves of His statement

that He was the Christ first of all in a political sense, before Pilate.

Probably their last secret consultation, which occurred immediately
before the leading away of Jesus, referred to that. They deter-

mined upon the leading.Him before the forum of Pilate, and agreed
upon the course of proceeding

;
probably also the measures were

discussed by which the Jewish people were to be stirred up.

Their manoeuvring began by their now breaking up in a mass, as

the morning broke, to transfer the judgment to the Eoman procu-

rator (Luke xxiii. 1). They probably calculated that a cause which
induced them, the whole respectable community, to appear so early

in the morning, on the morning of the feast, in procession before

the house of the judge with the accused, must assume in the view
of the judge the appearance of an altogether aggravated crime.

1. The peculiar relation between Annas and Caiaphas has been
explained in many ways. According to Hug, they must both have
been high priests by agreement between themselves, and have inter-

changed by years or by festivals. The former plan Hug thinks the

more probable. Friedlieb also follows him in p. 73. But an

official change of dignity of this kind would have contradicted the

hierarchical assumptions of the Jews, and the Eoman arrangement
as well. But it is historical that Annas, after his official deposition,

still in a political capacity exercised an influence upon the re-

appointment to the high priest's chair. His son-in-law Caiaphas
followed many of his sons in that office. No wonder that the Jews,

in their spirit of opposition against the Eoman appointment of the

high priest, looked upon him as the peculiarly legitimate high

priest.

2. The difficulty arising from the fact, that, according to John,

the denial of Peter takes place in the house of Annas, according to

the synoptists in the house of Caiaphas, has been explained by
different people in different ways. It is remarkable that it should

be thought necessary to start from the hypothesis generally, that

those men dwelt in two houses remote from' one another, and not

from the supposition that Peter was guilty of the three denials in

one and the same hall during the trial at the house of Annas and
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of Caiaphas, and that it should be at once decided to argue from the

former hypothesis against the actuality of the evangelical represen-

tations. At the bottom of this treatment of the subject lies the

unreasonable opinion, that two respectable men must necessarily

have two houses remote from one another, even in the case of one of

them being a rightful, the other an officiating high priest, and
besides of one being the father-in-law of the other. From this

fixed idea, for which there is no historical foundation, an argument
is gathered against actual historical statements, instead of proceed-

ing upon an actual historical observation, namely, the narrative of

the three denials of Peter in one household, near a coal-fire. It is

natural that Strauss should find this solution of the difficulty too

artificial, as Euthymius found it before (ii. 473). It may also be
attempted to find a solution by supposing, with Schleiermacher,

Neander, and Olshausen, that the second and third denials of Peter

occurred during the leading away of Jesus from Annas to Caiaphas.

But this is contradicted by the long period of about an hour which
intervened, according to Luke, between the second and third

denial. Moreover, according to the course which John represents

the trial as taking immediately in the house of Annas, it must
have been very soon ended.—For the supposition that Annas and
Caiaphas inhabited the same palace, compare also Ebrard, 425.

3. The Galilean dialect was so coarse, and generally so unintel-

ligible to the Jews, that the Galileans were not suffered to read in the

Jewish synagogues. The Talmudists relate a number of anecdotes

of ludicrous misunderstandings arising from the unintelligibleness

of the Galilean manner of speaking. Friedlieb, 84 ; Sepp, iii. 478.

4. It is true that it was contrary to the Levitical notion of purity

to keep fowls in Jerusalem, ' because, as they hunted for their food

in the dirt, they scratched up all kinds of unclean creatures, and
therewith made the sacrifices and other sacred things unclean.'

But ' what did the Boman soldiery in the citadel of Antonia care

for Jewish ordinances ? And even of the Jews themselves we read,

that once at Jerusalem a cock was stoned by the sentence of the

Sanhedrim, because it had picked out the eyes of a little boy and
killed him.'—Sepp, iii. 475 ;

[or Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. on Matt.

xxvi. 34 ; who also shows that ' cock-crowing ' was commonly used

among the Jews as a designation of time.

—

Ed.]

5. Pliny names as the time of the second cock-crow (gallicinium)

the time of the fourth watch of the night, that is, the time after

three o'clock in the morning. On the regular recurrence of the

nightly cock-crowing in the East, comp. Sepp, iii. 477. [Grcswell

says, ' At the equinox, the last cock-crow would, it may be sup-

posed, be about four in the morning, and consequently the first

about two, and the second about three ; for experience shows that

between two successive cock-crows, as such, the interval is com-
monly one hour ; from which natural effect, too, the division of

time itself, as founded upon it, must have been originally taken.'

—

Dissert, iii. 216.

—

Ed.]
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G. It is entirely characteristic that John records the first trial;

Luke the third, Matthew and Mark the intervening one. The first

comprised the rejection by the Jews of Christ in its distinct origin,

the hatred of Annas,—the second in its secular conclusion,—the two
others in its visible centre.

7. That the evangelic history has only related three denials of

Peter, is sufficiently explained by Bengel in his Gnomon :
' Abne-

gatio ad plures plurium interrogationes, facta uno paroxysmo, pro
una numeratur.' And although Paulus and Strauss make out a
considerable round of denials (Strauss, ii. 476), they owe this

attainment to that modern contention about trifles which has so
often lost the meaning of the inward characteristics of the history

in question. •

8. The denial of Peter has been palliated on several opposite

grounds. On the rationalistic apologies, see Hase, 242 ; a Koman
Catholic one see in Sepp, iii. 481.

SECTION VI.

JESUS BROUGHT BEFORE THE JUDGMENT-SEAT OF PILATE. THE END
OF JUDAS.

(Matt, xxvii. 1-10. Mark xv. 1. Luke xxiii. 1. John xviii. 28.)

The fanatical train of hypocrites composed of the members of the

high council, which wished to give itself the credit of a gigantic

theocratic procession of zealots, as it advanced with its sacrifice

from the house of the high priest to the residence of Pilate, shows
to us the Jewish people in that fatal moment in which it consum-
mates the great treason against its Messiah—in which it goes and,
in an act of desperation, perpetrates a self-murder on its own theo-

cratic popular life, and thus lays the foundation for Jerusalem's
becoming for long future ages a desolation, a field of blood, a place

of burial for wandering strangers.

This proceeding of the world-historical Jews found in the gloomy
proceeding of Judas, in the most expressive features of frightful

reality, its symbolical manifestation. It is not known what became
of him after the hour of the betrayal. But it is plain that he could

have found no peace. Immediately the sentence of death is pro-

nounced upon Jesus, he is aware of it : he sees it probably because
the procession then begins to form.

And, now he begins to see clearly, he is startled, and begins to

repent of what he had done. His remorse is very great ; for it

induces him immediately to make the greatest sacrifices, by turns :

his alliance with the high priests,—the pieces of silver,—his life

itself. But it is evident from his first step that his repentance is

terribly gloomy,—that an impure element of despair poisons it, and
changes it into a sorrow unto death.

His sorrow has been sought to be explained in connection with
the view, that by his deed lie wished to compel the Lord to mani-
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fest Himself as the Messiah. Now, it is said, he saw that his

project" had failed, and with the failure remorse took possession of

him. But in this case he would, in the utterance of his sorrow,

have in some way expressed his nobler, better intention, and his

repentance would probably have had another issue. Moreover, on

this supposition he would certainly not have assumed the absolute

failure of his intention in this moment. The same superstition

which would have allowed him to hope that, in the moment of his

being taken prisoner, Jesus would decide upon the revelation of His

power, would have continued to keep him in suspense even to the

moment of the crucifixion itself.
1

And, moreover, it must perhaps be supposed that something of

a feeling of disappointed impure expectation poisoned his repent-

ance. Certainly he had not conceived that the whole reward of his

deed of shame was to consist in thirty pieces of silver. After such

endeavours as his, he must have counted upon special marks of

distinction from the high council. This expectation expresses itself

instinctively in his hastening, at the beginning of his repentance,

to the high priests. But it was just in this expectation that he

was deceived. He must now feel that the rulers of the people have

long ago dropped him again, as an instrument become needless.

The Judas is already forgotten by them, or, what is still worse,

they might already have begun to regard him with contempt.

Under this experience his conscience may begin to work. The life

of Jesus passes once more before his soul. His last words echo in

his ears. And now, at the moment when Jesus is consigned by

the high priests to the Komans, it is evident to him, that all the

curse and all the shame of this, Israel's great deed of sacrilege, will

recoil upon him above all others. And as a compensation for all

this degradation and this curse, he has only the thirty piecesof

silver in his hand. The most frantic avarice could no longer main-

tain his apparent peace against the grief of his ambition, and

against the fear of his soul—the distress of his conscience. Hence
originates the terrible condition which soon drives him comfortless

to death.

The great gloom of his sorrow is first of all shown in his fancy-

ing that he can repair his fault again by himself. He hastens to

the high priests and elders. He goes not to Christ, but to them,

in the delusion that they could, or that they would advise him.

Thus gloomy is the beginning. His acknowledgment, 'I have

sinned, in that I have betrayed innocent blood,' is a grand testi-

mony to the righteousness of Jesus, in the mouth of a man who
would gladly have disburdened his conscience with any kind of

appearance of reproach against Him ; but it is too little to appear

as the measure of a penetrating repentance. Had such a repent-

ance inspired him, he would have borne a more worthy testimony

1 [And, as Ellicott very distinctly shows (p. 340, note), the expressions of our Lord

Himself concerning Judas (John xvii. 12 ; Matt. xxvi. 24) militate strongly against

the idea that the traitor only wished to force our Lord to declare Himself.

—

Ed.]
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to the honour of Jesus ; he would also have counted it a happiness
to be able to die by His side, instead of one of the malefactors.

That his having recourse to those enemies of Jesus was a new
source of error, is shown by the harsh rejection conveyed in the

abrupt words thrown to him, which were his portion, ' What is that
to us ? See thou to that.' Thus thrust forth from the cold hier-

archical spirits, who doubtless, a few hours previously, had seemed
as if they received him as an angel of light, he hurried forward,

and now he sought for peace in the desolate temple. There he
threw from him the thirty pieces of silver, probably into one of the
boxes for offerings, 1 and retreated back into solitude (eW^a^cre). 2

But the offering of the blood-stained gift in the temple could not allay

the deadly storm in his soul. He went thence and hanged himself.

As soon as the high priests knew of the donation which Judas
had made to the temple, they scrupled to place these pieces of silver

in the proper treasury of God. ' It is not allowed,' say they ;
' for

it is the price of blood.' 3 And then, in their pretended holy zeal,

they had another sitting about the application of the thirty pieces

of silver—about the blood-money which they had given to the
traitor—how it might be applied in a religious manner, and yet

apart from the sanctuary. This is again so characteristic a feature

of refined sanctimonious wickedness, that here also only a want of

perception could attribute such a trait to the invention of the

Church. They came to the conclusion of buying the potter's field,

and of making it into a place of burial for strange pilgrims. Hence,
says the Evangelist, that field, well known in Jerusalem, is named
the field of blood to this very day. He adds, Then was fulfilled

the word which was spoken by the prophet Jeremiah, when he said,

They took the thirty pieces of silver, the price of him that was
valued, whom they of the children of Israel did value, and gave
them for the potter's field, as the Lord appointed me.

It is first of all remarkable, that this passage, literally, does not

appear at all in the prophet Jeremiah. And then, again, that the

passage in the prophet Zechariah, xi. 13, to which evidently the quota-
tion of the Evangelist primarily refers, has not been literally quoted.

This phenomenon has been sought to be accounted for in many
ways.4 It is probably best to suppose here an entirely free applica-

1 [It is decidedly against this supposition that Judas is said to have cast the money
down h> ro3 vacS, in the holy jrface, where only the priests might enter. Meyer sees

the violence of his despair in this, that it hurried him into a forbidden place. Were
there a dropping of the money into a box intended, not ptyas but (iaKwv would have
been used. Comp. Mark xii. 41-4. Besides, that such an interpretation detracts

considerably from the power of the scene.

—

Ed.]
2 That Judas, after the offering of the money in the temple, before his suicide,

experienced one more interval of solitude, is suggested not only by the expression

avexihp-qae, but also by the following passage, koX awekdwv, &c. As soon as he had
confessed his sin, offered a human satisfaction, then made a donation to the temple,
he tries to live as an anchoret (a monk), but all in vain ! [So Bynasus, who says (ii.

430) the word is used 'de secessu in locum desertum, atque ab hominum consortio
remotum.'

—

Ed.] 3 Compare Deut. xxiii. 18.
4 Olshausen, iv. 201 ; Friedlieb, 101. [The leading suppositions are, that 'Iepe/j.iov

is a wrong reading,—that the prophecy existed in some writing of Jeremiah which is
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tion of .the prophetic word by the Evangelist. In the eleventh

chapter, the prophet Zechariah depicts the misery of Israel, as it is

being destroyed by the wickedness of its shepherds. He himself,

the prophet, is speaking in symbolical manner in the name of

Jehovah, as the representative of the chief shepherd. He rules in

this capacity over shepherds and sheep, with the staff suffering, and
the staff gentleness. But the corruption prevails to that degree that

he sees himself compelled to break to pieces the stall gentleness,

which up to that time he had wielded on behalf of the suffering,

nobler sheep, whereby the existing covenant was abolished. There-
with also precisely his service of chief shepherd over the people is

at an end ; and in order to bring to light the greatness of its in-

gratitude, he requires that his reward should be weighed out to

him. The sheep of the flock, however, think so little of him, that

they appoint for him a compensation of thirty pieces of silver,—this

contemptibly small sum, which signifies a trifling amount,—whereby
not only his assiduity, but his life itself is put at a value, since his

life was pledged for the sheep. But now, when Jehovah has been
thus despised in His chief shepherd, He Himself comes forward as

the speaker. Cast it away 'for the potter,' 1 He says—the goodly

now lost, or was uttered by him but not recorded, or was erased by the Jews from
the existing book of his prophecy. Meyer and Alford follow Augustine in supposing
that Matthew has here made an error through want of accuracy in memory. Light-

foot's view is peculiar : that Jeremiah stood at the head of the prophets, and that

therefore any of them might be quoted under his name, as any book of the Hagio-

grapha may be cited under the title of 'the Psalms.' Calvin's decision is perhaps as

'much as can be made of the difficulty :
' Quomodo Hieremiee nomen obrepserit, me

nescire fateor, nee anxie laboro. Certe Hieremias nomen errore positum esse pro

Zacharia, res ipsa ostendit : quia nihil tale apud Hieremiam legitur, vel etiam
quod accedat.' Bynams has carefully collected all the opinions up to his time (ii.

460-78).—Ed.]
1 1 can only thus explain the determining expression "lUrH^X as it is more closely

defined by the circumstance that the pieces of silver were brought into the temple,

and according to the rendering of the LXX., els to x^vcvT-qpiov. In the temple there

was probably a reservoir which contained the metal for melting, and close by also a

division for worthless material, with the inscription "lUl"!!/^ 'for the potter,' or

in other words, ' destined for the potter,' who provided the temple-vessels—to be
taken away into the valley of Gehinnom. The LXX. had that arrangement in view

;

and in order to explain the unintelligible word, chose the comprehensive definition :

for the melting-furnace. The conjecture of Hitzig, that instead of "l^" should be

read ")2J" = ~)2klN treasury—temple-treasury, God's coffer—departs from the obvious

and appropriate meaning, and instead, adopts one which contradicts the connection.

For it cannot be the purpose of Jehovah to lay up these pieces of silver as a treasure

in His treasure-coffer. On the grammatical difficulties of this interpretation, see

Hengstenberg {Christology, iv. 40). But if the word is referred directly to the potter

in the valley of Gehinnom—so that the expression would convey the meaning of ' to

an unclean place' ('to the dogs,' or 'to the hangman,' according to Hengstenberg), it

gives, it is true, a very suitable thought, but the thought is still not appropriately

suggested : but especially this is true of the circumstance that the prophet was first

of all to place the money in the temple. Hengstenberg indeed gives a more exact

explanation of the latter destination. Because the temple was the place where the

people appeared before the presence of the Lord, there must the people be reproached

with their shameful ingratitude, by the giving back of the contemptible piece. From
thence it must be conveyed to the potter. The LXX. induces us to abide by the

above explanation. It is acknowledged that in the temple the several boxes for
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price that I was prized at of them. And, says the prophet, I took
the thirty pieces of silver, and threw thern into the house of the
Lord ' for the potter.'

It is now probably evident that the prophet is here depicting the

Old Testament theocracy in its universalism, consequently in its

typical features, as they are fulfilled in Messianism—that he here

depicts it to its close, even to the abrogation of the ancient covenant
with Israel, expressed by the final breaking of the staff ' gentleness.'

Hence the prophet represents Jehovah as He is valued in His Mes-
siah by the people at the close of that covenant, after all His care.

Even the circumstance that the thirty pieces of silver are indicated

as bad or polluted coin, which was to be thrown away, or in any
case to be melted down, is deeply significant.

Thus that passage in Zecbariah, penetrated with typical elements,

could not be overlooked by the Evangelist. Especially the funda-

mental thoughts which distinguished it were entirely prophetic.

There and here Jehovah had been valued at thirty pieces of silver

:

there, in the work of His prophet ; here, in the life of the Messiah.

There and here this price had been destined to be treated with re-

jection, to be exchanged. And yet the Evangelist found the literal

application of the passage difficult, on account of formal dissimi-

larities between the typical and the real transaction. He intimates

an unlikeness : what was ordered to the prophet to do there, Judas
and the high priests in common perform here, in that the former
brings the money into the temple, the latter lay it out in the valley

of Gehinnom. Moreover, in that place of the prophet, the circum-

stance, that instead of the money a potter's field was bought, was
not expressed. But this circumstance was typically foreshadowed
in substance with great clearness by the prophet Jeremiah, namely,

in chap, xxxii. There the prophet is commissioned by the Lord, at

a time when the hope of the people appears to be gone, when the

Babylonish captivity is impending, actually to buy a field at Ana-
thoth, which his relative offers to him for purchase. He was thereby

to put forward a symbolical sign that there still exist the promise

of God and the hope of the prophets for the restoration of the land

and of the people. The prophet amplifies this comforting thought
throughout the whole chapter. He describes how the land is pro-

faned, especially by the service of Moloch, in the valley Ben-Hinnom
(ver. 35)—how it must therefore become a desert. Nevertheless,

he says, the land should again be dwelt in. In this land, given up
to desolation, shall still be bought fields for money (ver. 43), in the

land of Benjamin and around Jerusalem, and thus round about

through the land.

This then is probably the living and great word of Jeremiah, 1

which the Evangelist quotes according to the meaning, whilst he

offerings had all their special destinations. One thing might still be asked, Ought
not the potters of the temple also to have charge of the business of melting down
and remoulding for themselves ?

1 Olshausen, indeed, thinks that the reference of the quotation to Jer. xxxii. 6 de-

serves no consideration.
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more closely defines it by the representations of the prophet Zecha-
riah. Jeremiah bought a despised neglected place in the land, for

a sign that others also would come and buy such abandoned places.

And thus, after all, these came and bought the most abominable

spot in the land, the potter's field in the valley of Gehinnom,

—

bought it in the hope that in future times many pilgrims would
continue to come to Jerusalem, and actually bought it for the price

which had been paid for the Lord Himself. They knew not what
they did, the Evangelist seems to say ; but unconsciously they estab-

lished a great and hopeful sign for the future, in a similar manner
to that in which Caiaphas unconsciously was constrained to utter

the great doctrine of the atonement in that sentence, It is better that

one man should die than that the whole nation should perish.

The citation of Matthew in this place very much reminds one

of that quotation, The prophets said that He should be called a

Nazarene. 1

The Apostle Peter also, according to Luke (Acts i. 17), spoke of

the end of Judas ; in that passage wherein, after the ascension, he
refers to the vacancy which had arisen in the company of disciples

by the falling away of Judas. ' He was numbered with us,' he says,

' and had obtained the lot of this ministry. Now this man pur-

chased a field with the reward of iniquity ; and falling headlong, he

burst asunder in the midst, and all his bowels gushed out. And it

was known unto all the dwellers at Jerusalem ; insomuch as that

field is called, in their proper tongue, Aceldama, that is to say, The
field of blood.' Previously the apostle said, that what the Holy
Ghost, by the mouth of David, spake before concerning Judas, must
needs have been fulfilled ; and now he cites the psalms referred to :

' His habitation must become desolate, and let no man dwell therein,'

is freely declared in the first one (Ps. lxix. 25) :
' His bishoprick let

another take,' runs the second (Ps. cix. 8). The first passage ex-

presses the positive curse which befalls the enemies of the true

servant of God, who can say of himself, ' The zeal of Thine house

hath consumed me, and the reproaches of them that reproached

Thee fall upon me.' The second is associated with the very terrible

words of the curse which is pronounced upon those who returned to

the singer, consecrated to God, his love with hatred. Both the

psalms express in powerful forms of feeling the presentiment of that

experience which the Messiah must undergo on the part of His

worst enemy,~and are also certainly psalms which have found their

fulfilment in the life of Jesus.

It has often been found difficult to harmonize 2 the differences

between the account of Matthew and that of Peter (according to

the statement of Luke), especially in the two critical points of the

narrative. According to Matthew, for instance, Judas met his death

by hanging himself; according to Peter, by a fall. According to

the former, the high priests bought the potter's field; according to

1 See above, vol. i. p. 31 6.

2 On the several attempts at harmonizing, see Strauss, ii. 4S1.
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Peter, one might think that he himself purchased for himself that

piece of ground with the pieces of silver. 1 But even if we had to

do with the narrative of Peter alone, we should still be compelled to

ask, whether it is actually the meaning of that narrative that Judas

bought that piece of ground with his money. What is intended

here by this dry notice, in a place which expresses the highest contrast

with rhetorical vivacity ? This Judas, the apostle desires to say, had
with the others obtained the glorious lot of carrying on with them
the apostolic service—was, just as they were, appointed to the in-

heritance of the whole world ; and now that corner of a field in the

valley of Gehinnom is given to him as the reward of unrighteous-

ness, xind how is it fallen to his lot ? First of all, by his terrible

death-fall the plot of ground became his own by his being precipi-

tated on to its soil, bursting asunder, and, so to speak, dissolving

into the dreadful inheritance. Thus, first of all, the plot of ground

received the name of the field of blood among the inhabitants of Jeru-

salem, who were aware of the circumstance of his suicide ; although

the more informed knew also that the field might be named, on alto-

gether a different ground, the field of blood—namely, on account

of the blood-money for which it was acquired. In this manner the

apostle has at the same time hinted at the inducement which might
lead the high council to buy the field for the thirty pieces of silver.

The first consideration which led to this was the burial of Judas.

The place which by the suicide of Judas had lately become infam-

ous, might easily be attainable at a cheap rate, and it was an obvious

thing to bury the shattered body quickly in the same spot where his

bowels were scattered. The high council had, moreover, its special

reasons for getting rid of the remembrance of Judas as soon as pos-

sible. But since the wretched man had once destined his money
for a pious purpose, the high council clung to the notion of making
a charitable application of it. And it was entirely worthy of the

inventive genius of the pharisaic spirit, that they appropriated the

piece of field in which Judas lay buried for a burial-place for the

strangers who should die in Jerusalem.

As to the manner of the disciple's death itself, Casaubon has

already discovered the harmony : that, according to Matthew, Judas
hanged himself over an abyss, the rope gave way, or the branch to

which he hung broke, and thus, according to the account of Peter,

he fell down headlong and was burst asunder. Against this lively

representation it has been objected, that it is entirely inexplicable

why Matthew should in this case only relate one half of the pro-

ceeding, and Peter only the other. 2 This question is answered, how-

ever, from the different points of view of the two men. Matthew
wished to depict the despair of Judas in his death, but the last criti-

cal act of that was. that he hanged himself. What was beyond
that, the Evangelist neglects, because he had to represent there the

1 In connection with this is the different motive for the naming of the field—the
field of blood—as given in Matthew and in Peter. See what follows.

2 Strauss, ii. 483.
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characteristic conduct of the Sanhedrim with respect to their Old
Testament types. Peter, on the other hand, was concerned before-
hand with the lot of Judas—with his office and inheritance vacated,
which he had forsaken that lie might go to his own place (acquired
by him and suitable to him), (ver. 25). Thus he looks at his end
in the special purpose and result, in the moment when, shattered in
death, he was spread out on the field of blood, and thus in the
special meaning perished in his inheritance. The mauner in which
the obtaining by purchase of the field for the thirty pieces of silver

occurred, Peter could not describe, since it was in his mind to repre-
sent, in a painfully rhetorical antithesis, the ironical working of the
curse, that instead of the curse-laden money, the disciple should only
receive an inheritance equally accursed.

The time which elapsed from the beginning of the despair of
Judas to his end is not specified, but probably the single incidents
unfolded themselves towards his death in rapid succession. Its

beginning, however, leads us back to the death-journey of his people—the procession of the Sanhedrim.
Prom the sixth year after the birth of Christ, Judea, with the

deposition of Archelaus, had lost its independence, and, together
with Samaria, had been annexed by Caesar Augustus to the Eoman
province of Syria. Judea was thus under the Eoman propraetor
or praises of Syria, but was governed by a special procurator,
who was, indeed, subordinate to the propraetor, but generally occu-
pied the place of the governor, commanded the troops of his district,

exercised justice, and managed the administration. This procurator
usually resided in Caesarea by the sea ; but he came often to Jeru-
salem, especially at the time of the festivals, and, indeed, accompanied
by a body of troops. It was natural that at a time when the entire

power of the people of Israel was gathered together, and dangerous
disturbances might so easily arise, the Roman power should be in-

duced to present themselves in their highest dignity in this place to

the people subdued and striving against their bondage. Besides this

political necessity, however, the governors had also an individual in-

terest in being present at the great festival-times of this remarkable
people, especially at the Passover. At this time were assembled here
the Jewish great men (as, for instance, at this time, Herod Antipas is

represented as present from Galilee) ; hithercame many dignified stran-

gers, partlyfrom curiosity, partly from religious creed; and, under these
circumstances, a showy worldly life must needs have been developed.

Moreover, it was characteristic of Pilate to wish to be there, for

both aspects of the festival excited and attracted him with equal
force. He liked to let the Jews feel his power—to treat them with
the most imperious insolence, to practise acts of violence and oppres-

sion, for which especially there was abundant opportunity at such
festivals. 1 Moreover, it was in accordance with the frivolous woiidli-

ness of the weak-charactered, inconstant man, that precisely the

worldly side of the Passover-feast attracted him strongly. And thus
1 Luke xiii. 1.
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at this time also he might have promised himself considerable en-

joyment, without foreboding that this festival was also ordained to

sit in judgment upon his character—to present him to posterity as

a type of the moral powerlessness of the proud world-spirit as it had
been cultivated among the masterful Romans, and to place him in

apposition in which he laid the more definite foundation for his sub-

sequent tragical end.

The procession arranged by the Sanhedrim went from the session's

hall of the high council over the temple-mountain in a northerly

direction to the palace of the governor, which stood at the northern

foot of the mountain. As the house of the high priest was on the

northern declivity of the uppei city, or of the hill of Zion, and as a

high covered way ran along over the valley Tyropaeum, which
united the temple-mountain with the hill of Zion, Jesus had pro-

bably been previously brought in the train of the high council over

this high covered way into the council-chamber on the temple-

mountain ; and, as we may suppose that the Galilean prince, Herod,

when he was in Jerusalem, resided in the palace of Herod, which
likewise was situated on the northern side of Mount Zion, so Jesus

was probably at a subsequent period led backwards and forwards

once more over that high covered way from the common hall to

the temple-mountain—an ignominious spectacle for the inhabitants

of Jerusalem.

1. Strauss takes great pains, in his section on the death of the

traitor (ii. 480) , to disconnect the end of Judas as well from a relation

to the rope as to the fall, in order to, leave him to ' retire into ob-

scurity ' after his ' departure from the company of Jesus'— ' in which
obscurity the historical knowledge of his subsequent fate was lost/

He attempts to explain the origin of the several narratives con-

cerning his end from the Passages of the Psalms referred to. What
wholly different forms, however, from those of the evangelic accounts

must have originated in a mythical counterfeit of the evangelical

history according to externally conceived passages of the Psalms, he

has himself illustrated (p. 490) ; and how freely, not especially in

this case, Matthew has expounded, not perhaps the New Testament
history according to the Old Testament, but the Old Testament
according to the New Testament history.

2. Pilate caused disturbances by his acts of violence in Judaea

and Samaria, was accused to Vetellius, the praeses of Syria, sus-

pended, and sent to Rome by him, where he was deposed about the

year 36 after Christ. Subsequently he is said to have made away
with himself under the Caesar Caius Caligula. Many judgments
have been passed upon his character. Compare Winer's R. W. B.

,

the article concerning him. Neander, 459.

3. The high priest's palace after the exile was situated at the

foot of the Mount Zion (Nehem. iii. 14-21) ; whilst the Asmonaeans
established a secular fortress on the northern side of the temple-
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mountain, named Baris, which Herod the Great restored anew, and
named Antonia, in honour of Antonius.— (Joseph, de Bello Jml. i.

21, 1). Sepp, upon these notices, remarks (iii. 4G'5) :
' For the rest,

we find here declared as on a monument, by the position of the

different judicial palaces on Zion on the one side, and on Moriah on
the other side, that the spiritual jurisdiction was secularized, and the

secular power was established in the place of the spiritual.' Doubt-
less Pilate now dwelt in the palace which was connected with the

fortress Antonia, where the soldiery were stationed at his command.
There also was the prsetorium, the house of the governor and judge
—as the tradition, moreover, has assumed. But the special palace

of Herod was situated in the upper city, where Herod built two
gorgeous palaces. (See Josephus as above, and v. 4, 4.)

SECTION VII.

JESUS BEFORE THE SECULAR TRIBUNAL. [THE THREEFOLD CHARGE :

THAT HE IS A STIRRER UP OF THE PEOPLE—A BLASPHEMER OF GOD
—AN ENEMY OF CAESAR. THE THREE TRIALS : BEFORE PILATE

—

BEFORE HEROD—AND AGAIN BEFORE PILATE. THE THREE WARN-
ING TOKENS : THE IRRITATION OF THE SANHEDRIM—THE DREAM OF
PILATE'S WIFE—THE ASSERTION THAT JESUS WAS THE SON OF
GOD. THE THREE ACQUITTALS. THE THREE ATTEMPTS AT DE-
LIVERANCE : BARABBAS—THE SCOURGING—THE FINAL RESISTANCE
OF PILATE. THE THREE REJECTIONS OF JESUS BY THE JEWISH
PEOPLE. THE THREE CONDEMNATIONS : THE DELIVERY OF JESUS
TO THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE—THE SCOURGING—THE DELIVERY TO
DEATH. THE SECOND AND THIRD MOCKERY OF CHRIST. THE HAND-
WASHING OF THE HEATHEN. THE JEWS' IMPRECATION UPON THEM-
SELVES.] THE CONDEMNATION TO DEATH.

(Matt, xxvii. 11-31. Mark xv. 1-20. Luke xxiii. 1-25.

John xviii. 28-xix. 16.)

The high council had hardly been able to wait for the break of

day to pronounce the last formal sentence of death against Jesus

(Mark xv. 1) ; they had then put Him in chains anew as a sign of

His condemnation (for during the trial He had probably been re-

leased from the bonds), and with the pomp of a great procession of

accusers He was led to the common hall or praatorium 1 of Pilate.

But before the palace the procession halted. Its members could

not enter the house of the heathen, for fear of polluting themselves.

This was the requisition of the Passover. Whoever polluted him-

self was forbidden to eat the Passover. The eating of the Passover

thus as a rite lasted through the whole feast-day. 2 Here again,

1 The prsctorium (irpaLTupiov) is, first of all, the general's pavilion in the Roman
camp'; then the dwelling of the head of the province (prcetor, proprietor), where he
administered justice also. See Winer, article Richthaus. The praotoriuni of Pilate

was the old royal palace of Herod, Sepp, iii. 527.
2 Vol. i. p. 164. It is remarkable that, according to the Jewish tradition, the

members of the Sanhedrim were bound to spend the day fasting on which they had
condemned a man to death.

VOL. III. R
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also, there is manifest to us a wide contrast between actual right-

eousness and the righteousness of the scribes and Pharisees. While
they are making a sin-offering of their Messiah, and surrendering

Him to death, they will keep holy the external Passover-feast with

the most exact zeal.

Pilate yielded to the popular custom by coming out of the palace

to them. But probably the disturbance at so early an hour, as well

as the ostentatious form of the procession which awaited him before

his door, annoyed him. He was all the more disposed to get rid of

the affair quickly, asking without further delay after the substantial

matter, ' What accusation bring ye against this man ?
'

This question presupposes that he has first of all to inquire, and
consequently to determine in the character of a judge upon the

guilt or innocence of the accused, whether He is innocent or not.

Thus he placed the members of the high council, who had assumed
the dignity of judges, in the position of complainants. These, on
the other hand, proceeded upon a totally different assumption.

They thought that Pilate was antecedently to acknowledge their

judicial dignity, as well as their sentence of death, and only formally

to confirm the latter. In this sense they said, as if insulted, ' If

He were not a malefactor, we would not have delivered Him up
unto thee.' They thus implied that they attributed to the Koman
State no right to revise their hierarchical capital sentence—that

they wanted to make him the executioner of their fanaticism, while

they took the credit to themselves of acknowledging the supremacy
of his tribunal. But Pilate felt himself offended in his pride of

office by the arrogant speech of the priests ; he ironically replied,

' Then take ye Him, and judge Him according to your law
!

'

They were thus made to feel that they could only award death to

the accused, by substantiating the proceeding against Him before

the Eoman forum, which should condemn Him in the legal form
;

but if they wished their priestly law to decide against Jesus, they

must needs be satisfied with inflicting the priestly punishment upon
Him—the punishment of excommunication. The answer of Pilate

was thus, in a juridical sense, perfectly appropriate. It compelled

the Jews to speak out plainly what they wanted ; and they did so

in the words, ' It is not lawful for us to put any man to death.'

The Evangelist adds, ' that the saying of Jesus might be fulfilled,

which He spake, signifying what death He should die.' Had the

Jews dared to put Him to death as a presumed blasphemer, accord-

ing to their law, they would have stoned Him (as subsequently

they actually put Stephen to death in riotous violation of the exist-

ing ordinance). But in surrendering Him to the Komans for

death, they obtained for Him the kind of death with which the

Komans were accustomed to punish the greatest crimes—the

punishment of the cross. 1 This was exactly what Christ had fore-

1 Crucifixion was not only customary among the Romans ' (according to Cicero,

since the time of Tarquin), but also among the Persians, Africans and Egyptians,

Greeks, and especially the Achseans,' but it was only used for the lowest criminals,
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seen and foretold ; and as He bad thus defined the manner of His
death, the word must be fulfilled.

But it was consistent with the most special decrees of the fore-

sight of God, that Christ must die on the cross. The sign of the

deepest curse of the world, the cross, was to be changed into the

sign of the highest salvation by His death—the salvation of the

world. The pain, the disgrace, the slowness, the consciousness,

the publicity of this kind of death, made it in the highest sense the

peculiar death it was. The death on the cross was the prince of

deaths, and no sign could be so lively as that of the cross. The
tree of excommunication, or the cursed branch of the Israelites,

—

the sign of abhorrence and contempt for the Eomans, the notorious

stake of ignominy,—this sign could be actually, as the crown of all

curse and as the symbol of all judgment, converted, through the

grace of God, into the extreme opposite : might be changed from

the cursed tree into the tree of life ; from the disgraceful beam of

the outstretched arms of malefactors, into the uplifted standard of

the outspread arms of the Deliverer ; from the cross into the star

of salvation. And thus this instrument of death stands in its signi-

ficance before the spirit of the Christian Church, and Christ Him-
self has in many ways referred to the significance of this mode of

death.

The last word of the Jews comprised the decided assurance that

Christ had committed a crime for which the punishment of death

was due to Him. They now complied (as appears from what fol-

lows) with the demand of Pilate, and declared the charge on which

the Eoman had to found his proceeding. They asserted that Jesus

made Himself King of the Jews. Nay, they ventured moreover to

declare that He forbade the payment of duties to Caesar, although

they had known the exact opposite. We have seen how, with

perfidious consciousness, they could distort His statement, that He
was the Messiah, into a statement of this kind. So now, as on

their side they reconciled themselves to the claim of Pilate, he on

his part was also constrained to go into their complaint. It ad-

dressed itself to the charges of conspiracy, sedition, and high treason.

Pilate now set about the judicial examination of Jesus. 1 He
withdrew into the interior of the praetoriuni, and had Jesus sum-

moned thither. We observe in the sequel, that the Koman judge

alternately occupies a threefold position. When he speaks with

the Jews about the proceedings, he is standing without on the

square in front of the palace among them. When he undertakes

the judicial hearing, he withdraws with the accused and with the

and especially slaves. Among the Hebrews also, there was practised the hanging of

an outlawed person on the tree (Deut. xxi. 22, 23 ; Joseph, viii. 29, ch. x. 26 ; 2

Sam. xxi. 9). But in this case the putting to death generally preceded the sus-

pension ; and this was done to those who were condemned, for blasphemy or for

idolatry, by stoning. Sepp, iii. 532. In substance, the public exposure on the tree

was, among the Hebrews, an original token of cursing and destruction ; thence the

symbol of the brazen serpent, and the references of Jesus, John iii. 14, xii. 32.

1 Upon the Roman mode of procedure, see Friedlieb, 105.
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witnesses, who take part in the proceeding, into the judgment hall,

carefully, no doubt, attended by some representatives of the com-
plainants. 1 But when he declares the judicial sentence, he mounts
the judgment-seat, which is erected on a consecrated foundation on
the elevated stone platform. 2 Thus is plainly evident the power-

lessness of the weak wretched j udge, who wants to accomplish, and
cannot accomplish, the judgment upon the actual Judge of the

world, against the great judgment of the world,—that he goes back-

wards and forwards into three positions, ever returning again to

the trial, ever again mounting the judgment-seat (Matt. ver. 19
;

comp. John xviii. 13) to pass the judicial sentence.

He began his trial with the question to Jesus, ' Art Thou the

King of the Jews ?
' Jesus recognized at once the difficult and

perilous double sense of this question, which the Eoman judge did

not perceive ; and it was likewise plain to Him how the malice of

His adversaries intended in this matter to deceive Pilate. He could

not possibly therefore answer directly to this question. If without

more words He said, Yes, He acquiesced in the meaning in which
the Eoman asked Him—He acquiesced in the charge of sedition

which was brought against Him. If He said unconditionally, No,

then, according to the deepest consciousness of His accusers, He
disowned the hope of Israel, His Messianic dignity, the whole
importance of His personality. Hence the counter-question to the

judge, which was to elicit the meaning of the question, ' Sayest

thou this thing of thyself, or did others tell it thee of Me ?
' In

other words, Is the expression of the charge thy expression in thine

own meaning, or the expression of My accusers ? Thus is implied

that in the latter case the expression is a captious and entangling

one. Pilate likewise begins now to notice, that in the mouth of the

Jews the word has a different meaning from what it has in his own.

1 See Luke, ver. 14 ; eyw ivdnriop v/mQv dvaKpipas. Pilate could not have with-

drawn into the prsetorium with the accused in order to hear Him in secret, for

Roman judgments must be held publicly (Friedlieb, 104). He withdrew, it is pro-

bable, that the trial might be proceeded with undisturbed. Therein the complainants
were represented by individuals who determined to renounce the keeping of the
Passover, with the purpose of celebrating the smaller Passover subsequently. Such
a participation in the trial, moreover, according to the principle of publicity, was
free also to the dependants of Jesus ; and among them some might determine to be
present at the trial, at the cost of the keeping the Passover, more easily than most
of the Jews. Thus the question of Strauss is answered, "Whence had the Evangelists

knowledge of the trial going on in the inside of the prajtoriura ?

2 The judge must pronounce the judgment from a dignified position—from the

judgment-seat. The Roman judges placed this on a conspicuous stone platform (Lithos-

troton), which might be adorned in various ways with beautiful mosaic work. Such
stone platforms were taken by Roman generals even in war along with them. But
it was natural that before the praetorian palace especially a high pavement of such a

kind should be erected (Gabbatha). Winer has, however, reasonably doubted (Art.

Lithostroton) whether the Lithostroton mentioned by Josephus, De Bello Jud. 6, 1, 8,

is here meant. [Bynceus (iii. 167) gives the definition of Lithostroton from Pliny, a

pavement, 'parvulis certe crustis,' i.e., as above, a mosaic pavement. He also quotes

from Suetonius' Life of Julius Cassar, that he ' in expeditionibus tessellata et sectilia

pavimenta circumtulisse.' In the same place it is very distinctly made out that

Gabbatha, while a name of the same place, signified the slight eminence on which
the tribunal was raised, ' quo magis conspicua sedes foret.'

—

Ed.]
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He feels the weight of the distinction of Jesus, and on his side

makes 'it prominent with Koman pride. ' Am I a Jew ? Thine
own nation and the chief priests have delivered Thee unto me.
What hast Thou done ?' The dim consciousness that he may have
been duped by the complainants by an enigmatical expression in

respect of the accused, appears to put him out of humour. Peevishly

he repels the notion of his having himself so formulated the expres-

sion of the complaint, or of his being willing to receive it in the

Jewish sense. This distinction places him, in respect of honesty,

far above his rivals. Their Jewish pride has not withheld them
from perfidiously confounding in their complaint the Eoman and
the Jewish view with one another. Pilate, on the other hand, in

his Eoman pride, will have them sharply distinguished. There is

a theocratic and world-historical significance in the saying of the

heathen,—of the representative of the heathen world to the Messiah,

Thy people and the high priests have delivered Thee to me. But
now, that no fallacy of misunderstanding may slip in, Pilate asks

directly, in the spirit of the Roman world, ' What hast Thou
done?' (What is Thy actual crime?) To this Jesus could not

immediately answer that He had done nothing, without giving to

the matter an entirely wrong turn. The Roman is to know that

Jesus is not only innocent in the sense of Roman j ustice, but also

that He is a King in the sense of the Israelitish religion. He must
know that there is a totally different world from the world of

Roman doing, namely, the kingdom of truth, and that Jesus is

King in this kingdom. Finally, he must know that the accused

has fallen into his hands, not in consequence of complications of

private justice, but in consequence of a decisive war; namely, in a

dispute of two kingdoms,—of the kingdom of God and the kingdom
of this world,—in which He indeed externally is subdued, but in

order that He may spiritually conquer. In this sense Jesus answers

him, ' My kingdom is not of this world. If My kingdom were of

this world, then would My servants fight, that I should not be de-

livered to the Jews.' In that case, He says, the power of His

kingdom would probably know how against the weak Jews to

maintain Him, whereas the proud worldly might of the Romans
could not maintain Him. ' But now,' He adds, ' is My kingdom
not from hence.'

In these words we find the world-historical encounters between

the Spirit of Christ and the genius of the Roman world, just as, in

the same significant opposition, a short time before, the first meeting

of Christ with the Grecian world-spirit occurred in the limits of the

temple. 1

The words, Sayest thou this thing of thyself, or did others tell it

thee of Me ? were in this more general symbolical meaning highly

characteristic. It was the spiritual weakness of the Roman, with

all his energy, that in religion, as well as in philosophy and poetry,

he was in many ways not original, but appropriated to himself alien

1 John sii. 14. Comp. above, p. 43.
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and foreign modes of thought and expression. 1 Thus as, on the one
side, he often consented to obscure his own special point of view,
so, on the other, in the pride of his limited energy, he was deficient

in that he would recognize no real world except the world of action,

wherein he reigned with such power. Thus Pilate must learn
from the mouth of Jesus that there is another kingdom besides the
kingdom of this world, and that this kingdom is more mighty than
the kingdom of the world in all its earthly fulness of power, even
although it should be granted that its king is treated as an evil-

doer
;
yea, that this kingdom triumphs in the way of suffering, and

must, as the kingdom of a new world, take the place of the old
kingdom of this world. This perception was wanting to the Koman
spirit,—that the highest power of the greatest kingdom proceeds
from the deepest suffering, just as the perception was wanting to
the Grecian spirit, that the purest glory of beauty must proceed
from the spirit of self-renunciation, from the grave, from death, and
apparent annihilation. And how hard it is even now for those two
great world-spirits to grasp these truths

!

The mysterious word of Jesus arrested Pilate's attention. ' Art
Thou a King then ?' 2 he asked ; Jesus answered, ' Thou sayest it

!

Yea, a King I am.' The Synoptists have made this chief assertion

prominent, that He is the King of the Jews, as the acknowledg-
ment of Christ,—namely, in the deeper meaning of the scripture,

—neglecting the qualification of them.
Pilate, the proud representative of the Ptoman Cassar, could not

but appreciate this moment, in which Christ enunciated His per-
fect kingly consciousness before him; and there was a deep but
brief pause

!

Then Christ, explaining and meeting the mistrust of the Eoman,
which would be likely to show itself, adds the words :

' To this end
was I born, and for this cause came I into the world, that I should
bear witness unto the truth !

' Every king is, according to His idea,

a born and called witness—that is to say, the first world-historical

witness and maintainer—of the idea of his kingdom. Thus Christ
is the witness and maintainer of the truth, which is the highest
kingdom

; and therefore Christ is the King of the highest kingdom.
But He is this King thoroughly, entirely,—altogether born for it,

and altogether chosen or sent for that purpose. Thus He was a
King in the complete power of right of birth and right of choice.

When Christ had thus declared Himself to Pilate as the prince

in the kingdom of truth, He adds a word which is addressed to

Pilate's conscience: 'Every one that is of the truth heareth My
1 [So that the state policy of Rome has received for its motto these words from

Tacit. Annal. xi. 24 :
' Transferendo hue quod usquam egregium fuerit.'

—

Ed.]
2 Rauschenbusch (Lcben Jesu, 401) observes: 'Pilate remembered that formerly,

in Rome, many sacrifices could only be offered by kings, and that thus, in the times
of the Republic, for these sacrifices a 'sacrificial king,' as he was called, was chosen,
for it was the name of a ' king' that was wanted. Just so, even to the times of Pilate,

some families had the undisputed surname of 'king' (Sueton., Life of Cwsar, 6th
ch.) Pilate must, indeed, first try whether he is to give the title of king to Jesus
from Jewish traditions.
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voice!' Whoever is accustomed to surrender himself to the

attraction of eternal truth, must perceive the spiritual and real

royal power and authority of this attraction in the word of Christ.

The citizens of the kingdom of truth feel the power of their King
when they perceive His voice and adore Him.

This was a moment when a spirit that felt its need of truth

would have hearkened and questioned ; Pilate, on the contrary,

appeared to begin to find the debate troublesome. With the often-

quoted expression, 'What is truth?' he hastened forth out of the

hall, to give to the Jews without, the statement ' I find no fault in

Him !
' That contemptuous expression has rightly been considered

as a proof of his want of the higher perception of truth. If he had
sought for truth, he would not have thrown forth the question in

displeasure, without caring for the answer ; but have impressed it

as a true question, yea, as a prayer for the truth, and he would
have waited for the answer. It cannot be said, moreover, that he
threw out the question as an actual sceptic, who had gone through
the systems of philosophy, and had ended by coming to despair of

the knowledge of the truth. In this case he would have at least

been still anxious to know about the system of Jesus. Doubtless

he was infected, in his frivolous worldliness, with the sceptical

atmosphere of his time ; but the soul of his word was plainly the

arrogant indifferentism which by anticipation chooses to find all the

higher questions of the spiritual life wearisome. 1 But if he is to

refer the expression of Christ, that He is the King in the kingdom
of truth, in its practical meaning, to the accusation in question, 2 he

might probably think that the kingdom of truth is an airy and con-

temptible fairy-land. Thus, whoever wishes to be king there in a

harmless world of devout phantasy, cannot hurt the Roman eagles.

But if we regard the two last sayings of Pilate in the relation of

theory and practice to one another, we see at first that he himself

contradicted his doctrine by his deed ; for in the words, I find no

fault in Him ! he declared a great truth. But we soon see like-

wise, that such a judicial mode of treatment as depends upon the

unsound foundation of despair of the truth will not abide the proof.

The Evangelist Luke tells us in this place (ver. 5 et seq.), that

the Jews fiercely resented the declaration of Pilate, that Jesus is

without fault, that He is no seditious person ; and that they asserted,

on the contrary, that He in any case stirs up the people by going

round through the whole of Juda3a teaching. But when they could

not help seeing that Pilate was also convinced of the innocence of

Jesus, on the ground that in the range of his administration Pilate

had never known anything of Him contrary to the law, they de-

clared with emphasis that Jesus had at first begun His ministry in

Galilee, and proceeding first from thence on His expedition, had

finally come also to Jerusalem. Doubtless they wished to suggest

the thought to the judge, that Jesus had not yet been long enough

1 Sepp assures his readers that this is actually the standpoint of modern Pro-

testantism. * Kbrard, 428.
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in Judaea for Him to be charged with much in the way of sedition

(except His festal entry, to which they might refer) ; that in

Galilee, on the other hand, he had excited the people for a much
longer time ; and many histories of Him were known there. But
Pilate did not allow himself to be thus ensnared. As the proceed-
ing had for some time begun to be uncomfortable to him, he eagerly

caught at the intimation that Jesus had at first appeared in Galilee,

—he asked whether He was a Galilean ; and at once availed him-
self of the information, that Jesus was by birth a subject of Herod
Antipas, to direct Him to that prince, who was keeping the Pass-
over in Judaea.1

The Galilean prince was conceited and frivolous enough to notice

nothing of the necessity and difficulty which this prisoner caused
to his judges. He rejoiced exceedingly when Jesus was referred

to him in this manner. He rejoiced, because he had long wished
to see Him, without having his wish satisfied. The origin of this

wish was his having heard so much of His miracles, which he
regarded probably altogether as specimens of a supernatural magical
power, and because he would fain have seen the like performed by
Him. Thus he had now no other wish than that He would only
thus perform a miracle, as Herod conceived it.

With this view, he appears to have asked Him question after

question with many words. Perhaps He might prophesy to him
;

perhaps give intelligence about John the Baptist : we know not.

But it is plain from the connection, that Herod was very far from
thinking of taking proceeding against Him with judicial dignity;

still less, however, of regarding Him as a prophet of God. Jesus
might amuse or interest him, as a mighty magician, or perhaps
might announce good fortune to his egoistic superstition. Anything
else he sought not from Him. It is a terrible sign to see how this

prince had caricatured to himself his representation of this first
among his subjects, although Jesus had excited his whole territory

by His Spirit. And thus indifferently he would regard Him, not-
withstanding that the Baptist had lived in his neighbourhood, and
had made some impression upon him by the spirit of the prophets.
It was, however, wholly characteristic of the Spirit of Jesus, that He
answered no word to all the questions suggested by the fawning
excitement and folly of the frivolous man.2 Not only was not
Herod His judge, but he did not conduct himself as His judge.

It has been observed with reason, that in this painful position

Jesus expiated the sins of all those who profane their talents for the
sinful entertainment of the great. 3 But He just as much expiated

1 He referred Him from the 'forum apprehensionis ad forum originis vel domicilii.'

Friedlieb, 107. 'This policy was not strange in the Romish kingdom.'— Comp.
Dionys. Hal., L. iv. c. 22. In a similar way, also (Acts xxvi. 3), Festus seized a
favourable opportunity not to disoblige the exasperated Jews who panted for the
blood of Paul.—Comp. Sepp, 495. On the later palace of the elder Herod, in which
probably the Galilean prince Herod resided during his sojourn in Jerusalem, compare
Sepp, 496.

2 Thus there is no question of a 'guilty answer,' as Strauss wishes here (ii. 498).
3 See Rauschenbusch, Lcbcn Jesit, 405.
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the excessive vanities which thus in a thousand ways obscure the

courtly life, especially the sins of the Herodians. 1 But whilst He
thus by His silence held the mirror up to His former ruler, in which
he might recognize his own unworthiness, the priests and scribes

stood by and accused Him severely. But notwithstanding that

Herod felt himself greatly annoyed by the silence of Jesus, he did

not venture to condemn Him to death. 2 He must have known too

well, that there had been nothing to charge against Jesus in Galilee

which deserved punishment ; moreover, he had probably heard that

Pilate had found no guilt in Him. Besides, the remembrance of

the execution of the Baptist might still make him somewhat fearful

in the matter of the murder of the prophets. But, on the other

hand, he ventured just as little to set Jesus at liberty. He was
probably prevented from this, not only by ill temper and annoyance

with Him, but also by consideration of the feeling of the people
;

but especially by the wish to return the compliment of the Boman
noble, which consisted in transferring the prisoner to him, by send-

ing Him back before his court. But he could not dismiss the Lord
without insult : as he formerly had yielded the life of the Baptist

as a prize to his courtiers and officers, so he did now with the

dignity of Jesus. He and his company began to treat the Lord
contemptuously, to make a mock of Him, and finished by sending

Him back to the Boman in a brilliant white robe : that was the

second mockery of Jesus.

By the white robe, the vain prince gave to Pilate something to

think of. This robe might indicate the innocence of Jesus ; but it

might also characterize Him as a visionary, who wished to be

regarded as a victorious King : it might finally designate Him as

the claimant—the candidate, in the Roman meaning—who wished

to obtain for Himself, among the Romans, a King's crown, as the

King of the Jews.3 The last meaning was probably the thought of

Herod—a thought in which, so to speak, the dream of his own soul

betrayed itself ; for his soul was already far on the road to Rome, to

ask for himself there, in the character of a claimant, the royal crown.

Pilate had sent Jesus to Herod specially for two reasons. The
one was, that he wished to rid himself of the proceedings. This

intention was frustrated by the politeness and foolish frivolity of

Herod. All the more plainly Pilate saw the other accomplished.

1 Sepp, iii. 496.

2 The supposition of Olshausen, that it appears on this trial that Jesus was not

born in Nazareth, but in Bethlehem—and so not under the jurisdiction of Herod

—

and that this influenced the trial, is really trifling.—Strauss, ii. 498.
s Friedlieb, 109. [Ellicott (344, note) says that it seems 'very doubtful ' whether

this was the white robe of the ' candidatus,' and prefers to consider it a gorgeous

robe, designed to express Herod's contempt for the pretensions of this king. What
he says, however, upon the word Xafxirpos not being applicable to the robe of the

candidate, because not necessarily involving the idea of whiteness, would equally

apply to caudidus itself. That \a/j.irpbs may be used to express the glittering

whiteness of the candidate's robe, is plain from the fact that in Polybius, x. 15, Xa,u-

jrpbs is the very word chosen for that purpose. Whether it be so used here admits

of doubt.—Ed.]
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He had wished to conciliate the tetrarch, with whom till then he
had lived in disagreement, 1 There is a fearful emphasis in the
expression of Luke : The same day, Pilate and Herod were made
friends together. 2

It was the clay of the union of all evil men, of all

wicked men, of all sinners against the Lord.
In the evil pleasantry wherewith Herod had ended his hearing,

Pilate could, indeed, find no decisive judgment. But he probably
found a sign therein that he held the accused to be a dangerous man,
even as a fanatic ; and this confirmed him in his own judgment.
To complete this in a formal manner, he now ascended the judicial
throne. Here he had the accusers of Jesus formally cited (Luke,
ver. 13), the high priests, the elders, and the people; although
probably the greater part of them had formed a tumultuous convoy
to Jesus, first on His way to Herod, then back again to Pilate, and
thus were already on the spot. Pilate waited till the tumult sub-
sided (Matt. ver. 17), till he saw the parties of the accused and
accuser again opposed before him. This would take some time, for

the members of the Sanhedrim had mingled themselves among the
crowds of people in order to stir them up, and to instruct them in
case the judge should declare that Jesus should be set free, as they
saw to be likely.

Pilate, in the meanwhile, had time to reflect upon the relations of
the proceedings. He might for a still longer time have had some
intelligence of Jesus, and have known that He had not concerned
Himself with political but with religious matters. On the requi-
sition of the high priests, he had placed at their disposal a large

body of men to take Jesus prisoner ; and it is natural that the
officers who were with this company must have soon been convinced
in Gethsemane that the summoning of this armed force in this case
was something more than a needless pomp—that it argued a per-
sonal enmity of the high council against the wonderful man whom
even they learnt to fear. And if in this feeling they perhaps made their

report to the procurator, the way was sufficiently prepared for him
to conclude from the whole passionate conduct of the opponents of

Jesus, that they had delivered Him out of envy, that Jesus must
have in some way enraged them by the exercise of great spiritual

powers. In this thought there was for him the first great warning
against the condemnation of Jesus. Thus he awaited the appear-
ance of the accusers, when a special circumstance strengthened him
in his purpose to set Jesus at liberty—a message from his wife. She
sent to say to him, ' Have thou nothing to do with that just man, for

I have suffered many things this day in a dream because of Him/
According to the tradition, Pilate's wife was called Claudia

1 "We are referred, in this place, to the fact that Pilate had formerly put to the
sword in Jerusalem certain Galileans (Luke xiii. 1). But the disunion between a
tetrarch of Galilee and a Roman procurator hardly needed this special explanation,
particularly if the characters of the two men be taken into account.

_

2 Sepp makes the remark here (501) :
' Thus the Lord, in His extremest humilia-

tion, was still the means of reconciliation among His enemies.' Could the important
saying of the Evangelist be more mischievously misunderstood ?
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Procla, and belonged to the class of devout heathen women who. at

the time of Jesus, had become, as proselytes of the gate, friendly to

the religious faith of the Jews, and to their religious worship in

the synagogue. 1 The dream of Pilate's wife can offer no difficulty

to the unprejudiced mind. The supernatural and the merely

humanly natural are here entirely at one. If Pilate's wife were n
devout woman of noble mind, she must probably have given to the

intelligence about Jesus a totally different kind of attention from
that of her husband. But now the messages of the high priest had
come late on the previous evening to the house of the procurator,

and had asked for the troops to be sent against Jesus. Probably
the Eoman lady did not go to sleep till late, on account of her

excited thoughts about this marvellous history. An uneasy morn-
ing dream, in which Jesus as an exalted mysterious personality, as

the Righteous One, formed the centre, in which her husband was
involved in the guilt of others against this righteous man, or might
become involved in that guilt, awakened or frightened her up. She
now learned that Pilate was officially busy already with the proceed-

ing against the Galilean. The near tumult of the people told her

how full of importance the case was considered by all ; and impelled

by pious fear, affectionate solicitude, and anxious presentiment, she

sent the warning message to her husband. 2 It is a frequently

occurring phenomenon, that noble and religious women walk, like

watching guardian angels, by the side of husbands frivolous and
entangled in the world, and in the most critical moments check

them with warnings. It is, further, an entirely natural phenome-
non, based in the idea of contrast in which extremes meet, that

just the men of cold, calculating intellect, of unbelief and worldli-

ness, are they who experience in themselves the reaction of the most
mysterious signs of the higher world of feeling, whose existence they

ignore; that, finally, the voices of innocent children, of foreboding

women,—that visions of the night, and dreams, terribly cut across

the bold security of their easy world of intelligence or worldly

sphere, confined and limited as it is. But that the dream may
become the organ of warning, divine voices a medium of God's

Spirit, is plain from the nature of the dream-life itself, and the mani-

fold facts of general as well as theocratic history testify thereto.

And if ever a night was sufficiently important to suggest such
1 Chiefly in the apocryphal gospel of Nicodemus. An ancient Roman law of the

State, which Augustus had once more put in force, prohibited Roman statesmen and
legates from taking their wives with them into the provinces entrusted to them.
They wished to avert the prejudicial paralyzing influences which they might exercise

upon the course of world-subduing policy. Evidently a prelude of the Roman
Catholic celibate. But under Tiberius these decrees were so far modified, as that

the governors were to be held responsible for all the intrigues of their wives. Sepp,

iii. 507 ; Tacit. A nnal. iii. 33, 34, iv. 20. [The note of Lipsius on the passage cited

from Tacitus contains all the information necessary on this point. Bynseus (iii. 106)

quotes in addition from Ulpian : 'Proficisoi autern Proconsulem melius quidem est

sine uxore. Sed et cum uxore potest : dummodo sciat Senatum, Cotta et Messala

consulibus, censuisse futurum, ut si quid uxores deliquerint, ab ipsis ratio et vin-

dicta exigatur.'

—

Ed.]
2 As formerly Calphurnia warned Caesar of the fatal day. Sepp, iii. 506.
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dreams to susceptible souls, it was that night in which Jesus was
betrayed. The notorious critic, indeed, who usually, in the theo-

logic region, can know nothing of the theologic conception of a
purpose, 1 but has been able to ask in this as in other cases, ever

after the purpose of religious visions and voices, forgets himself in

this place so much as to seek for the purpose of this warning voice,

after the purpose of a significant woman's dream. 2

Thus prepared, Pilate from the judicial throne delivered before

the assembled complainants his sentence :
' Ye have brought this

man unto me as one that perverteth the people (as a revolutionary

demagogue)
; and,|behold, I having examined Him before you, have

found no reason in this man for the accusations which ye bring
against Him. No, nor yet Herod ; for I sent you to him, and lo

(this is the result) nothing worthy of death is done unto Him. I
will therefore (thus runs the judgment itself) have Him chastised

and let Him go !

'

The sentence of acquittal was thus not simple and without con-
ditions. The punishment of scourging was to satisfy the hatred
and the hostile feeling of the Jews against Jesus. But how could
Pilate bring this sentence into harmony with his judgment, that

Jesus was without fault ? He might have persuaded himself that

He had deserved some little correction for His fanatical influence

upon the people, by which He had already caused him so much
trouble. 3 But it is more probable that lie would have the scourg-

ing undertaken in accordance with the right which he had of

putting the accused to the torture. 4 It is true that the punishment
of torture was not applied when the sentence of acquittal was already

pronounced
; but as it belonged once to the right of the judge, he

might think that he could reserve to himself the supplementary
execution of it—all the more if he intended the punishment to

convince the accusers still further of the innocence of the accused.

And this purpose he actually referred to the scourging, according
to John (xix. 4). At the same time, he tried a second means of

making the acquittal more acceptable to them :
' Ye have a cus-

tom,' said he, ' that I should release unto you one at the Passover :

will ye therefore that I release unto you the King of the Jews ?'

This question did not mean, Will you altogether approve that I

should acquit Jesus ? but, Is it right in your eyes that I should
release Him under that form? The Jews might be induced to

1 Strauss, Dogmatik, i. 3S9.
2 Strauss, ii. 502. On this exaggeration of a pettifogging mode of arguing, see

Ebrard, 431.- 3 Neander, 461.
4

' A twofold scourging was in use among the Romans. The one was inflicted on
those who were already condemned to crucifixion. It was so barbarous, that the
criminals often gave up the ghost during its execution. Further, scourging was also

applied without the consequent punishment of death, either to bring delinquents to

some sort of confession, or to punish them for a crime. The latter kind of scourging
was what Pilate allowed to be inflicted on Jesus. It was not inferior in cruelty to
the former, although its severity depended wholly on the will of the magistrates.'

—

Friedlieb, 114. On the difference between the Jewish and Roman scourging, see
Sepp, hi. 510.
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assent to that by two motives—first, because in tliis manner Jesus

would be publicly designated for one moment as a real offender, a
malefactor subject to the law— because He would be at least set

forth as a fanatic deserving pity, and would be visibly destroyed in

the estimation of the people if He were thus dismissed with disgrace,

which must appear to their hatred still more desirable than if He,
without any further concern, went away acquitted ; and, in the

second place, because in this way Pilate gave an opportunity for

the exercise of a customary right in the most obvious manner,—

a

right of which we know nothing accurately as to how it originated

—to whose exercise, however, they attached a considerable value. 1

By this proposition Pilate might still suggest some hope, especially

to the disposition of the people—to the disposition of the many
worshippers of Jesus among the people.

But he made a mistake when, in this manner, he forsook the

path of righteousness to tread the by-road of false political craft.

He did not perceive what cunning powers were opposed to him in

this operation. The people were already prepared for his proposal

—the masses already knew their watchword ; and hardly had he
uttered the proposition that Jesus should now be released as the

poor sinner of the Passover—favoured by the people—than the

crowd began to cry out, ' Not this man, but Barabbas.' Nay,
according to Mark, many of the people seem to have broken forth

before the right moment with the word which had been taught

them by the high priests, as they began to cry out that he should,

according to the customary rights, release to them one prisoner at

the feast (ver. 8).

The frightful comparison between the person of Jesus and that

of Ban-abas, did not thus proceed from Pilate ; it was the idea of

the high council, and was carried out by the Jewish people. This
comparison was extremely characteristic—a bringing into compari-

son of Christ with the dark counterpart of His personality, pure as

light. That criminal was one prominent above others. He was in

chains, because he had taken part in bringing about an insurrection

in the city, probably even had headed it, and therein had committed a

murder (John and Luke). This was actually the form of criminal

1 That the Israelites were glad to execute great criminals at festivals, appears

entirely (as Sepp supposes, iii. 502) to refer to a parallel between their mis-doers and
the scapegoats, which were slain on the great day of atonement ; and therefore their

disposition also to release a prisoner at the feast might be referred to the goat, which
was let go free into the desert (Lev. xvi. 22). Sepp supposes that this custom was
very ancient among the Jews. But since up to the time of Pilate they had lost their

domestic jurisdiction over criminal offences to the Romans, they would have acquired

for it the right alluded to, by which that old custom was maintained. This observ-

ance may have orginated all the more easily, that even the Romans at all times were

accustomed, at the Lectisternia and Bacchanalia, to allow an amnesty for criminals.

From the passage of John, indeed, follows nothing more than that Pilate, and perhaps

also his predecessors, had adopted this custom.—Friedlieb, iii. [Some, with apparent

justice, found on John xviii. 39, ' Ye have a custom,' and conclude that this was

purely of Jewish origin. So Bynrcus, and Gerhard, who thinks that the liberation

of prisoners was appropriate at a feast which commemorated the deliverance from

Egyptian bondage. See also Ewald, p. 480.

—

Ed.]
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that the enemies of Jesus"would have liked to make of His person, in

order to inflict death on Him. Even the name of the criminal in this

connection is remarkable also; Barabbas means the Son of the Father.
1

The Jewish people, in an election, which has become the world-

historical type of all popular elections misguided by seducing

demons and exaggerated in themselves, asked for the release of this

black criminal, and therewith rejected Jesus, who had been com-
pared in value with him. In this act the form of Christ had
become changed for the enemies of Jesus into the form of Barabbas,

the form of Barabbas into the form of Christ. Such had been the

web woven among them by the spirit of lies. This was the first

act of the last formal rejection of Christ—the first degree of the

world-historical expression of the rejection of the Messiah from the

interests of the Jews to the heathen.

But Pilate was not at once in the mind to yield to the demand
of the Jews. Rather he continued his purpose to abide by the

execution of his sentence. Therefore he caused the Lord to be led

away to be scourged. Those who were thus punished were bound
to a post, generally chained in a bent position to a low post, so that

the naked back, tightly stretched, was exposed to the severe stripes.

The scourge consisted of sticks, or else of leather thongs, to which
was given a special force in weight and swing, by loading the ends

with lead or bone. The execution lacerated the back of the

victim ; it might result in fainting, or even death. In this manner
Christ was scourged by the Eoman soldiers.'

2 That they could not

have performed their office with any forbearance, is plain from the

wanton malice with which they added mockery to the scourging.

Moreover, it was to Pilate's interest that Jesus should be fearfully

beaten ; because he hoped to spare His life by means of the dis-

figurement in which he would bring Him before the Jews.3

1 According to a reading of Origen, he must have, besides, borne the surname of

Jesus. Olsbausen has found a significance in both the names in connection with the
personality which here represented the mournful caricature of Jesus. Strauss mocks
at it (ii. 501), whereby he must assume that names could never gain an ironical

meaning for those who bear them, and wherein he must overlook the fact, that Bar-

abbas was actually the caricature which the Jews wanted to make of Jesus. [The
reading, Jesus Barabbas, is adopted by Ewald, Meyer, and others, but rejected by
Tischendorf, Alford, and Ellicott. Ewald (p. 480) thinks the similarity of the name
might suggest him to Pilate as a substitute for Jesus. So also Meyer on Matt, xxvii.

16. Ewald and Renan (406) prefer Bar-Rabban (Son of a Rabbi) to Bar-abbas ; and
on the connection between the titles Abba and Rabbi, see Ewald, p. 233.

—

Ed.]
2 Generally the scourging was inflicted by lictors. But Pilate, as sub-governor,

had no lictors at his disposal, and therefore had it inflicted by soldiers. Thus Jesus
was probably not scourged with rods, but with a scourge twisted of leather thongs.

—Friedlieb, 115. [Full details and ancient authorities may be seen in Bynseus (iii.

131, et seq. ) Between the rods and the thongs he makes the distinction, ' Liber virgis,

servus csedebatur flagellis ;' and quotes the following lines from Prudentius :

—

' Vinctus in his Dominus stetit sedibus, atque columnse
Aduexus, tergum dedit, ut servile, flagellis.'

—

Ed.]
3 On the frightful weight and effect of the Roman scourging, and the shocking

thirst for blood of the Romans of that time generally, comp. Sepp, iii. 511 : 'Still

the sufferings of Jesus have ever thus testified their redeeming power ; so that where
His word penetrated, this arbitrariness decreased from day to day.'—Rauschenbusch,
Leben Jesu, 409.
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The moment had arrived in which the Roman band of soldiers

gave way to the strong reaction of their wild heathenish feeling,

against the deep awe with which Christ had inspired them on the

previous night. It is in itself a natural impulse of the rude mind
to seek to shake off uncomfortable impressions of slavish awe with a

daring show of bravado. Hence the diabolical excitement into

which the soldiers were brought by the circumstances of Christ's ill-

treatment with Herod, and by the tumult of the Jewish people. It

was an hour of the licence and triumph of all the gross tumultuary
powers in humanity—of their public revolt against the Anointed of

God ; under the eyes, with the permission, and the approving laugh
of civilized and high authorities. The rude humour of the diaboli-

cal excitement inflamed the soldiery
; they determined to finish the

game which the soldiers of Herod had begun to play. 1 Upon the

claim of Jesus to the royal dignity in the white robe (the costume of

Roman candidates), must follow His crowning in a purple robe of

state, and the homage belonging thereto, as it was usually practised in

earnest, and still more often in jest. 2 With this purpose they led Him
into the hall of the praetorhum and called together thither all their com-
rades, the whole company. First of all the crowning was set about.

The soldiers plaited a crown of thorns, 3 and placed it on His head.

They knew not that Jesus had now become king of patience in the

great and holy kingdom of undeserved suffering, which is converted

by God's righteousness and faithfulness into the kingdom of glory.

Then came the investiture. They stripped Him, which probably
means they took from Him His upper garment. Although they
they had stripped Him also before the scourging, yet it was
part of the ceremony that He should be first of all invested again
with an upper garment, and formally divested of it. But probably
it was the very white robe from the house of Herod which they first

threw over His naked shoulders, and immediately again took off, in

order perfectly to represent the ironical coronation. Then they
adorned Him in their manner with the princely purple cloak, for

which, according to Matthew, a plain pallium must have served

—

a war-cloak, such as princes, generals, and soldiers wore, dyed with
purple : probably, therefore, a cast-off red robe of state out of

the praetorian wardrobe.4 Hereupon they gave Him the sceptre, a

1 Friedlieb, 116. 2 Compare Fredlieb, 117.
3 It is just as little possible accurately to define the kind of thorns with which

Christ was crowned, as has been frequently attempted (Sepp, 513 ; Friedlieb, 119), as it

is reasonable with Paulus to make of the thorns mere hedge shrubs. [Of the attempts
to identify the species of thorn, Bynreus says (iii. 145) :

' Nemo attulit aliquid certi, et

profecto aiferri omnino nequit.' The remark of Ellicott (p. 348, note) should be kept in

view :
' As mockery seems to have been the primary object, the choice of the plant was

not suggested by the sharpness of its thorns : the solders took what first came to hand,
utterly careless whether it was likely to inflict pain or no.' However, there can be little

doubt that they would prefer a painful mockery, if that were equally at hand.

—

Ed.]
4 Matthew here declares exactly that the cloak was a plain pallium, dyed with

coccus. The designations in Mark and John, purple, and purple robe, are not merely
explained by saying, ' that the two names of purple and coccus are often interchanged
because of their similarity,' but rather, perhaps, from the circumstance, that these
Evangelists already have in viewiu the expression the symbolical purpose of the robe.
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reed-staff, 1 pressed into His right hand. According to Matthew,
the hand seems to have grasped the staff. But John omits this

point ; whence, perhaps, it may he concluded that the staff did not

remain in His hand. It is here hard to say what the pure passivity

of the Holy One did in this case. But if we suppose that the hands

of Jesus were bound, it is manifest that the staff might rest for a

time in His hand without His holding it. Upon the clothing, the

mocking homage occurred—bowings of the knee, and greetings, as

they generally were :
' Greeting (Hail to Thee), King of the Jews!'

But even the mockery was not yet sufficient for the spirit of out-

rage which had intoxicated them; it carried them on beyond

this to the grossest ill-treatment. They gave Him blows with

sticks ; took the staff of reed, and struck Him with it on the head,

and spat in His face. If we suppose that the reed might have fallen

from His hand, this circumstance might perhaps have furnished a

reason for the soldiery passing on from mockery to ill-treatment.

They wanted then to chastise Him with the blows of the sticks

;

because He had not held fast the reed, they picked it up with irrita-

tion, and struck Him on the head with it, in order to drive the

crown of thorns more deeply into His flesh, and exhausted their

rage by spitting its foam into His face.

Thus was the Messiah rejected of the Jews to the heathen, and
received by the general heathen world ; after the elected ones of

the heathen world had previously saluted Him,—Magi from the

east, pious Grecians from the west. Even this mockery and ill-

treatment Pilate appears to have been not sorry to see. When this

cruel usage was finished, he came before Jesus on the open square,

and said to the people, ' Behold, I bring Him forth to you, that ye

may know that I find no fault in Him.' These words only have a

meaning on the supposition that Pilate must have considered the

scourging of Christ as torture—as a torture by which nothing had

been elicited from Him which betrayed His guilt. At the same

time, he might wish to make manifest, by the appearance of Jesus

in the obtrusive mocking masquerade of the kingly attributes, that

He jested at the political danger which had been attributed to the

accused. When Pilate had thus announced the appearance of

Jesus, the latter was actually brought before the people, and shown

to them with the crown of thorns upon His head, and clothed with

the purple mantle. At His appearance, Pilate broke forth into the

expression, ' Behold the man !

'

2 From the brief and very pregnant

form of the words, it might perhaps be concluded that a better

feeling had overcome his worldliness in this expression : the latter

feeling would have probably been uttered in a more declamatory

manner. The exclamation of the judge has been with reason

regarded by the Church as an involuntary prophecy of this moment
1 Probably a so-called reed of Cyprus (now called a Spanish reed).—Sepp, iii. 516.
2 The tradition which still shows in Jerusalem the arch ' Ecce homo,' on which

Pilate placed Christ before the people, with the words, 'Behold what a man it is !

'

(see Von Raumer, Palastina, 291), reasonably assumes that Jesus was placed as a

spectacle to the people upon an elevated place.
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of suffering, extorted from his feeling by the power of Christ's ap-

pearance. His first conscious feeling is connected with the most
unconscious by a series of links. Behold the man ! It is as if

Pilate would exclaim, There He is—the poor man—a spectacle for

compassion
; as if in this deepest misery the Man first of all ap-

peared to us again in His fall human form, and awakened our entire

human feeling. The Koman knew not in what measure He pro-

phesied. According to his conscious purpose, however, he wished,

doubtless, by his words, to preach sympathy and compassion to the

high priests and their attendants, by the sensible effect of Christ's

appearance. But the heathen man of the world preached humanity
in vain to the Jewish hierarchs. As soon as they saw the man
appear in the crown of thorns, they became deeply irritated, and
cried, ' Crucify, crucify Him !

' The sorrowing Messiah is to the

Greeks foolishness—to the Jews an offence : this moment proves

this. The heathenish mind, in its disposition to worship fortune,

and to count misfortune as sin, or even as a curse, cannot at all per-

ceive the power in the idea of triumphant and redeeming sorrow :

therefore it is laughable to it ; and the representation of this idea

seems to it to be involved in a foolish fanaticism, which deserves

compassion. But the Jewish mind is able to perceive so much of

the truth of that idea, and of its confirmation in Christ, that the

momentary appearance of it results in offending and agitating it in

the strongest manner in its ardent but darkened worldliness. There-

fore Jesus, in the present pomp in which He appeared as the jest

of the heathen world, and in Him the idea of a King of the Jews,

served for a mockery to the heathen world—became to them more
odious than ever. It is extremely characteristic, that immediately

a frightful paroxysm of rage was developed in them at this view of

Jesus—a hurricane which carried them altogether into the position

of the heathens, without their being conscious of it, seeing that they

now themselves dictated for the Lord the heathen punishment of

the cross in the cry and roar, ' Crucify, crucify Him !
' This was

the second degree of rejection wherewith the Jews delivered their

Messiah to Pilate.

Pilate appears to have felt in a lively manner the inconsistency of

the position of the Jews on the heathen standing, in themselves

determining the punishment of the cross for Jesus. He answered

them mockingly, ' Take ye Him, and crucify Him, for I find no

fault in Him.' He mocked in these words, indeed, not merely the

desire for the punishment of the cross, which had taken possession

of them ; but also the insolence with which they wanted to bluster

him out of the execution of this sentence. But the assertion that

he found no fault in Jesus, they at once contradicted. ' We have

a law,' said they, ' and by this law He ought to die, because He
made Himself the Son of God/
They thus for a while dropped their political complaint, because

they saw that they did not prevail with this, and went back to their

Jewish theocratic accusation, charging Him with blasphemy. Thus
vol. in. s
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also they returned mediately to their first claim, that Pilate had
only to confirm and to execute their sentence of death.

But as now in the wild medley of passions and authorities they

had previously, by the political charge and the Eoman sentence of

punishment, hurried themselves into the position of the worldly

judge, so the Eoman also now grasped at that to which he was not

competent, and adopted the position of the theocratic judge, in wish-

ing to come to a decision upon the last charge,—that Jesus had, by
the statement that He was God's Son, blasphemed God, and for it

had deserved death,—and to decide it by his own proper investi-

gation. Certainly it is chiefly probable that fear induced him to

this attempt. For a long time, as John intimates, Jesus had in-

spired him with a slavish awe or terror ; but this terror increased con-

siderably after he had heard the last words of the Jews about Jesus.

He remembered now probably the account of the soldiers of the

occurrence in Gethsemane, and his wife's dream gained for him a
new significance. The notion of gods and sons of gods who appear
disguised upon earth, and might be here denied or mistaken by men,
and thus leave to them the curse—this was proper to the heathen
world-view ; and the more Pilate, in his unbelief, in the moments
of his common pleasure might fancy that he was above that notion,

the more powerfully it would come over him again in the moments
of the reaction of his superstition to terrify him. He thus wanted
to come to some clear idea of the personality of Christ, which threat-

ened to become more and more uneasy to him. He withdrew again

into the prastorium, and began the trial again. 'Whence art

Thou ?' asked he of Jesus. He asked Him, not in the social mean-
ing, but he wanted to have some information about His spiritual

' descent. But on that subject Christ could give no account to him
in the form of judicial treatment. He was silent (Matt. ver. 12

;

Mark, ver. 5). This silence astonished Pilate. ' Speakest Thou
not unto me ?

' he asked Him ;
' knowest Thou not that I have

power to crucify Thee, and power to release Thee ?
' On this

answered Jesus to him :
' Thou couldest have no power at all against

Me, except it were given Thee from above : therefore he that de-

livered Me unto thee hath the greater sin.' The two passages

separately are quite plain, but their connection is somewhat obscure.

In the first portion, Jesus maintains the freedom of his position

before Pilate. He has yielded Himself up, not to the might of

Pilate, but to the power of God, who has given to Pilate power over

Him. Thus He characterizes the Eoman as the unconscious instru-

ment of the high providence to which He, with consciousness and
freedom, resigns Himself. But then, in the second portion of the

passage, He characterizes him as the slavish, sinful instrument of

violent men, whe are bringing about His death. They, says Christ,

have the greater sin ; and thus is declared that Pilate likewise is a
sinner, in that he is intending to become a contemptible tool of the

Jews. But how does the second passage flow from the first? This fact

that Jesus was given up to the power of Pilate, has been occasioned
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and brought about by the great guilt of the Jews in rejecting their

Messiah. Thus follows from this fact, that the guilt of the Jews is

greater than that of Pilate. This statement of Jesus appears to

have much struck Pilate. He felt that in moral relations Jesus

stood before him as a judge; that He looked through him, treatedhim
as a poor sinner,—so accurately and yet so justly He measured his

guilt. And from thenceforth, says John, in his emphatic manner,

Pilate sought to release Him. He had indeed hitherto taken much
pains for this purpose, but rather in a playful manner. But now,

for the first time, he shows himself decidedly as one who throws

his whole earnestness into it. He demanded now of the Jews that

they should specify definite facts, on account of which Jesus was to

be declared a malefactor. Thus he declared that he would not

have regard to the last suggested but not proved charge of alleged

blasphemy. But just as little were the Jews inclined to engage in

the proof. Instead of proof, they rather began to cry out still more
excitedly, that Jesus must be crucified. But in order to give em-
phasis to their cry, they returned to their first charge, that Jesus

was a seditious person, and declared that they would assert this

charge before Caesar himself against the judgment of Pilate. They
threateningly cried out, ' If thou let this man go, thou art no friend

to Caesar: whosoever maketh himself a king speaketh against Caesar.'

As the imperial governors, as well as the princes dependent upon

Borne, were named by the title of honour, 'Friend of Caesar,' 1 the Jews
gave it by this appeal to be understood by Pilate, by a mischievous

ingenious ambiguity, that there would be an end of his governorship

as soon as he released Jesus ; because they would then accuse him
to the Caesar as the friend of a revolutionary Jewish pretender to

the crown. This trial was too strong for the soul of Pilate. For a

long time he had had no easy conscience concerning his government

of Judea hitherto, and could not thus but fear to drive the Jews to

extremes, to induce them to appear in Rome with a complaint

against him. 2 He knew also that it was not according toRoman policy,

in popular disturbances in the provinces, to defend the right at any

price, especiallythe right of individuals, but that the State in such cases

was accustomed to make very considerable concessions to the turbu-

lent feeling of the people. 3 But what most deterred him from the

purpose of defending the life of the accused,was the fear of the anger

of the Caesar Tiberius, who, with the distrust of a despot, encouraged

informations in respect to politically suspected persons, and to whom
it might very easily appear an unpardonable crime if his officials in

the provinces were to discourage such information.4 This fear turned

the scale. Hardly had Pilate aroused himself strenuously to main-

tain the right, than the temptation which threatened him with the

1 Sepp, iii. 519.
2 He did not indeed escape this destiny, since subsequently he was complained of

on account of his acts of violence, and deposed. [The history of Pilate is continued in

Josephus' Antiq. xviii. 4; and his tragic end briefly mentioned by Eusebius, Eccl.

Hist. ii. 7.

—

Ed.] 3 Compare Acts xviii. 17.
4 Majestatis crimen omnium accusationum complemeutum erat.—Tac. A nnal. iii. 3S.
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fall from the height of his worldly prosperity overcame him. When
he heard that saying, says the Evangelist,—the threatening of the

Jews, he brought Jesus forth, and sat down in the judgment-seat, in

a place that is called the Pavement, ' high place ;' but in the

Hebrew, Gabbatha. 1 He was afraid now also perhaps of the ap-

pearance of having conversed with Jesus too long in private in the

praetorium, and of not having carried on the proceedings in the
strict form, throned on the judgment-seat ; therefore he hastened
first of all to restore the formal proprieties. He had mounted the
judicial throne first of all to release Jesus. He ascended it the
second time to condemn Him. Meanwhile a long time had elapsed

before it came to this. John specifies the time of this event, be-

cause it was the critical moment, in the way that he generally likes

to fix the time of such events (chap. xi. 39). He says it was the

preparation of the Passover, and about the sixth hour. It was
about the time of noon. 2 Pilate was now proudly seated on the

judgment-seat. But it was as if from henceforward his conscious-

ness was entirely wavering in an alternation of cowardly dejection

1 ' The form of the judgment was not prescribed, but it was to be brief and valid.

Usually it was, "ibis ad crucem." But the reasons of the sentence might be added.'
Adrichomius gives a formula which he professes to have taken from ancient annals,

as the judgment of Pilate.—Friedlieb, p. 112.
2 The specification of the hours was often made indefinitely according to the four

divisions of the day,—about the first or the third hour, &c. If John, however, says
that it was now about the sixth hour, while Mark says it was the third hour when
they crucified Him, it apj^ears to prove a contradiction. Moreover, I cannot solve
this, as Tholuck and others, by the supposition that John is here following the calcu-

lation of the hours in the Roman form, and Mark the Jewish mode. For it is
{
plain

that the members of the Sanhedrim did not hold their last sitting till six o'clock in
the morning ; and from that time till the final sentence of Jesus, so many intervening
circumstances occurred, that after their lapse it could no longer by possibility be
about six o'clock in the morning. If we suppose that it was some time past nine
o'clock, John might write that it was about the sixth hour, since the times of the
day were named separately in relation to the third, sixth, and ninth hour, those times
being appointed for prayer (Friedlieb, 126). The sixth hour was kept holy by the
Jews, especially on the Sabbath-days, and probably also on feast-days. Josephus,

( Vita, 54) tells of a stormy gathering of the people, which was dissolved by the con-

sideration of the near approach of the sixth hour, which was especially strictly

observed among the Jews (Wieseler, 411). Sepp (p. 531) wishes to bring out, from
consideration of the astronomical relations, that it was about eleven o'clock in the fore-

noon, or somewhat after, describing the day as a summer day. But apart from the
observation that the numbering of the hours among the Jews remained alike, in all

probability, at all seasons of the year, reckoning from six o'clock in the morning, it is

especially to be had in mind that the 7th April, on which Jesus was crucified, is not
far beyond the spring equinox, at which the day begins at six o'clock. The main
point is perhaps that John means to say that the sacred hour of noon, which had hur-

ried the Jews (and mediately Pilate) to the conclusion of their transaction, had already

drawn near, when Pilate sate down on the judgment-seat to complete the judicial

sentence. But when Mark writes that it was the third hour when the crucifixion of

Jesus began, and thus refers us to the time after nine o'clock in the morning, it is to

be considered that the Synoptists, who regarded the details of Pilate's waverings less

than John, reckoned the scourging of Christ and the crowning with thorns as an in-

troduction to the crucifixion (see Note 2). Thus the special hour of the crucifixion

which Mark puts forward by way of supplement, is referred to the retrospect of the
whole course of events from the moment when the crucifixion began, according to the
view of the Synoptists, with the scourging (ver. 15), to the moment when it was com-
pleted (ver. 24), and is thus dated at the beginning of the scourging. [The early

opinions are carefully collected by Byneeus (iii. 178-94), and the recent may be seen in

Andrews, p. 457-9.

—

Ed.]
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and ironical haughtiness. The more the supremacy of the Jews had in-

wardly overcome him, the more unbecomingly he sought to bring out

his external supremacy. ' Behold your King !
' he cried, mockingly, to

the people, as he pointed to Jesus. It appears as if he had, in exas-

peration, wished to throwback on them the reproach that he was not

Caesar's friend. The Jews, however, cried out, 'Away with Him, away
with Him; crucify Him !

' And to the sarcastic question of the judge,
' Shall I crucify your King ?

' the high priests declared, ' We have

no king but Caesar.' Therewith they renounced altogether the

theocratic hope of the Messiah, in order only to satisfy their thirst

of blood against Jesus. It was the third and last step of the rejec-

tion of the Messiah to the heathens. They threw away even the

hope of the Messiah, as well as the person of Jesus, to the heathen,

in order that they might destroy this personality. After this asser-

tion, the Jews rightly fell altogether under the Eoman power. But
equally also Pilate had fallen under the diabolical power of the

Jews hostile to Christ, and he determined to deliver the object of

their persecution to them to be crucified.

To deliver Him, we must say with John ; and Matthew explains

to us more particularly how this is to be understood. As the dis-

turbance against Pilate waxed greater to an uproar which wore
the appearance of a legitimate revolt in the interest of the Roman
Caasar, against the pretended political unfaithfulness of Pilate;

and as he was unable any longer to resist the tempest of threats, he
took water and washed his hands before the people, saying, ' I am
innocent of the blood of this just man, 1 see ye to it' (it is now your

affair). Then answered the whole people, ' His blood be upon us,

and upon our children/ 2 Pilate imagined thus at last to consent

to the demand with which the Jews had come to him at the first,

—

namely, that he would merely confirm and execute their sentence of

1 Strauss thinks that the handwashing, as an expression of purity from blood-

guiltiness, was a specifically Jewish custom, according to Deut. xxi. 6. Specifically ?

Can that be gathered from the passage quoted ? Does it at all say that the hand-
washing of this kind was not the custom among the heathens ? How comes the critic

here in possession of that expression, ' specifically ?
' He thinks, moreover, that

Pilate could not have cared much for intimating his innocence of the death of Jesus.

In fact, the critic here blackens Pilate above measure, contrary to the testimony of

the Evangelist, who is not at all willing to characterize the condemnation of Jesus as

a trifling matter, which could not have given much anxiety to so great a man of the

world. That the washing of the hands was acknowledged both among the Greeks

and Romans as a sign of innocence, comp. Ebrard, 432 ; Sepp, iii. 525. And even
although 'nothing similar is found in Roman trials' (Friedlieb, 123), still Pilate

might have been led to its performance by his familiarity with the meaning of

a symbolical treatment, even if the Jewish view had not induced him to it; for it is

not to be forgotten that the events of the evangelic history exercised a peculiarly ex-

citing influence over the feelings, which might suggest the formation of proverbs

and practices, and so also the invention upon the spur of the moment of a symbolical

treatment.
2 ' But this is evidently only expressed from the Christian standing.' Strauss

evidently makes this observation (ii. 504) on the supposition that it is not possible

for a raving crowd of people to express au imprecation of the kind intimated; or, on
the other hand, that it is not permissible, ' iii the misfortune which soon after the

death of Jesus broke over the Jewish nation in stronger and stronger shocks,' to seek

to discover the blood-guiltiness which arose from the execution of Jesus.
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death. But therein he deceived himself, and thus the ceremony-

had none the more truth in it that he washed his hands to confirm

his innocence. Had he done this immediately at the beginning, at the

bringing before him of Jesus, and in the conviction that he was
therein allowing a right of the Jews to decide in religious matters

on life and death, his cause at least would have been wholly
different from what it was now,—when for some hours the proceed-

ing had been opened against Jesus, and it could no longer be dis-

continued,—when he could no longer abandon the accused to the

Jews with conviction, but only with cowardly ignoble fear, and
against his own conviction. As powerless as was his ceremony of

cleansing from sin, so powerful was the imprecation of the Jewish
people ; and subsequent times have learned how terribly it has been
accomplished.

In this moment the three great powers of human association

combined—the hierarchy, political power, and the people—to con-

demn the Lord of Glory to death: the hierarchy, in the double
mummery of political subjection, and of the most abject demagogic
popular infatuation

;
political power, in the whole show and pomp

of its independence, righteousness and humanity in its deepest

humiliation, under the imperious caprices of the hierarchy and of

the mob ; the holy people, the pretended everlastingly free people,

in the complete form of the no people, of the mob, rejecting in

fanatical uproar its rightful Lord, revolting, in hypocritical devotion

for the Cresar, against his representative. Where can be seen

political tyranny, legitimate hierarchy, and mob-uproar, in a wilder

medley than here, where all political powers have united to raise

themselves in one great diabolical chaos against the Prince of the

kingdom of God ? (Ps. ii.)

The Jewish hierarchy is the most deeply guilty ; next to that,

the people of the promise, which is here changed by its own agency
into a people of the curse. It cannot, indeed, be asserted that here

it was, in the main, the same voices which cried out the ' Crucify

Him, crucify Him,' against Jesus which a few days before hailed

Him with the hosanna. There the best of the people appeared in

the foreground, here the worst ; and only a medley of slavish and
wavering minds would find themselves here again among the rabble

of the high council, who had then attached themselves to the royal

priestly people of the Messiah. But where in this case were the

better ones who had shouted hosanna ! Thrice resounded the great

liturgy of death spoken by the Jews on the temple-mountain against

the Messiah, Crucify, crucify Him ! There was heard no contra-

diction. Thus had the elected people fulfilled against itself the

doom of self-rejection. Moreover, even the heathen world had
doomed itself. Greek civilization and Eoman justice had become,
in the person of Pilate, the servants of the Jewish fanaticism which
was hostile to Christ. The mighty worldly pomp, the nursery of

civic right, had become a slavish executioner of a degraded priestly

caste, and of an inquisition hostile to humanity. The entire old
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world accomplished the judgment of self- rejection in sealing the

doom of the Prince of the new world, the inheritor of its blessing.

The rejection of Jesus was actually declared when Pilate released

to the Jews their Barabbas. The spirit of Barabbas, the seditious

man and the murderer, became thenceforth the gloomy genius of

the political life of the people. This is proved by the history of

the Jewish war. But whilst he was set free in triumph, Jesus was
once more stripped of the soldier's cloak and dressed in His own
clothes, and was hurried away to the place of execution.

Certainly this condemnation and leading to death of Jesus re-

sulted, moreover, in the redemption and release of still another

Barabbas, namely, of fallen man in general, as having committed
sedition against God and murder against its brethren, and there-

upon is fallen into the heavy bondage of sin. Christ goes away to

release the prisoners who long for freedom. 1

NOTES.

1. The circumstance that only Luke narrates the leading away
of Jesus before the judgment of Herod, while all the other Evan-
gelists are silent about it, is said by Strauss to result in this, that
' the conjecture must remain open that the anecdote originated in

the endeavour to place Jesus before the tribunals assembled in

Jerusalem in all possible ways, and to say that He was indeed

treated with contempt by all authorities not hierarchical, but that

still His innocence was acknowledged either implicitly or explicitly,

and that He Himself maintained before all His equal dignity and
demeanour.' The critic has evidently observed something of the

ideality of this characteristic of evangelic history, and it is this

which induces him to question its being historical. The fact that

Luke alone narrates the circumstance referred to, proves just as

little as the contrasted phenomenon that Luke omits the execution

of the scourging, whereupon the critic wishes to conclude ' that in

Luke there was no actual scourging.'

2. The fact that among the Komans there was a twofold scourging,

—the one which served for torture (quaistio per tormenta) or for

punishment, the other as preparatory to execution (comp. Sepp,

509),—may enlighten us upon the difficulty which has arisen be-

tween the narratives of the two first Evangelists and that of John,

in reference to the scourging of Jesus. We may beforehand, for

instance, suppose without difficulty that Pilate allowed the same
scourging which was at first intended as torture or as punishment,

to satisfy the thirst for revenge of the Jews, to pass subsequently,

when the execution was decided on, as its introduction. Thus the

Evangelists might apprehend this scourging according to its dif-

ferent aspects. John regarded it according to the original motives

under which Pilate had arranged it, and Luke also brings out this

reference strongly (ver. 16). Matthew and Mark, on the other

hand, represent the scourging, in its world-historical importance, as

1 See Sepp, iii. 526.
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preparatory to, and the beginning of, the sufferings of the cross of
Christ. Thence it is plain, moreover, that they take it away from
its original connection, and place it at the close of the sufferings of

Christ before Pilate's tribunal. Nay, even the apparent differences

between the specifications of time of John and of Mark respectively,

become set aside by this observation (see the above note). To
suppose a twofold scourging, as Ebrard does (433), is not allowable,

for this reason, that the act of scourging, of which the first Evan-
gelist speaks, perfectly resembles that described by John, and re-

ferred to by Luke in its issue in the history of the crowning with
thorns.

_
3. According to Von Baur's familiar criticism (see his above

cited work, 163), 'this whole manner of treatment pursued by
Pilate proceeds from the interest of the Evangelist in order to roll

back all the guilt from him, the executioner of the punishment of

death, upon the Jews, the special contrivers of the death of Jesus/
&c._ And yet in the section referred to it is the guilt of Pilate

which is expressly spoken of. According to V. Baur's supposition,

the author of the Gospel must have written so awkwardly as to

have flatly contradicted his own idea and purpose ! or rather, Herr
von Baur is generally unfortunate here in his daring reference to

him, contradicting, as it does, the text that he has given. But
apart from that expression of Christ, ' He that delivered Me unto
thee hath the greater sin/ does this description of Pilate's character

in John give the impression that he comes out from this intercourse

without guilt ? Thus our critic appears to understand the judgment
of moral character ;

' he finds Pilate guiltless according to John'
And the author of the Gospel is not only to remain guiltless, but
also here to be the noble idealist who changes his ideas in a
praiseworthy manner into fictitious histories, although he seeks to

falsify the true character of Pilate, which has so much importance
for the Church of Christ, in the very face of that Church. The
picture of this idealist is a creation of Mr Yon Baur, which may
place itself according to his moral taste, free from reproach, and
deserving of praise, near the guiltless Pilate of his pretended
imagination. Comp. Thiersch, Versuch zur HersteUung d. his-

torischen Standpunktesfur die Kritik d. N. T. Schriften, p. xxiii.

SECTION VIII.

JESUS LED AWAY TO GOLGOTHA.

(Matt, xxvii. 31-33. Mark xv. 20-22. Luke xxiii. 2G-33.

John xix. 16, 17.)

In Jerusalem, the so-named street of suffering (via dolorosa, via

cruris) runs from the northern foot of the temple-mountain in a

westerly direction, somewhat inclining to the south, to the Church
of the Holy Sepulchre. Tradition undertakes, in this street, to in-

dicate the way by which Christ must have been led from the judg-
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ment-hall to the place of execution (Golgotha) ; nay, it points out

several places in which special events of the history of the passion

(of which the four Evangelists make mention, or which tradition

records) must have occurred.

As for these stations, they belong, for the most part, to tradition.

Even the road itself has been left to the decision of tradition ; and,

indeed, the genuineness of the point of departure indicated by tra-

dition, and still more that of the point of destination, has been
absolutely and decidedly questioned.

In respect of the place of departure, the genuineness of this may
be not unreasonably denied ; for it is much more likely that Pilate

resided in the palace on the temple-mountain than in the palace at

the foot of the city of David. If thus the destination—namely, the

determining of the situation of Golgotha—be rightly specified by
tradition, then the general direction of the via dolorosa must be
rightly indicated ; if, after the desolations that Jerusalem has un-
dergone, anything can be said of the correctness of the direction

of this street in general.

The authenticity of that locality, however, has been of late more
established again than ever. For a long time it has been asserted

that the place of Christ's crucifixion, as well as His grave, was out-

side the city of Jerusalem, while the place of the holy sepulchre that

tradition has consecrated is enclosed by the walls of the city. But
now lately it has been shown that the district of the crucifixion of

Jesus, the new city (Bezetha) before the building of the walls of

Agrippa, or up to the time of the death of Jesus, had been situated

entirely in the open ground. 1 This observation is more and more
confirmed by the latest inquiries. 2 The testimony of the tradition,

moreover, in this case, obtains an entirely special importance, because

to the time of Constantine it searched after the place of the cruci-

fixion of Christ exactly on a spot which must have had for the

Christian mind much that would cause its rejection, since the Em-
peror Hadrian had built there a temple of Venus. 3 The Christians

would not have been likely to have decided thus easily, without ob-

jective reasons, on consecrating this profaned spot to their holiest

recollections. 4

It must, besides, be mentioned in this behalf, that even the diffi-

culty of identifying the traditional situation of the holy sepulchre

with the statements of the evangelical accounts, testifies eventually

for the truth of the tradition. For tradition could have contrived a

much more easily comprehended account, as it appears, if in this

case it had been willing to invent. Certainly there were not many
ways open out of the city in which to seek a locality such as the

evangelic history has designated as the place of the crucifixion.

If, indeed, the theatre of the crucifixion is to be sought for again

on a mountain-top or a high hill, as Christian traditional poetry

1 See K. V. Kaumer, Paliistina, 355 ; Scholz, Be GolgotliCE situ. Comp. Friedlieb,

137.
2 Schulz, Jerusalem, 96. 3 See Note 1.

4 Schulz, 90.
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has suggested, the difficulty continues. But the Evangelists not only
afford no pretext for such a proceeding, but they absolutely pre-
clude such a notion, by speaking merely of the place of Golgotha,
the place of skulls. 1 It is not likely that, by this name, a hill formed
like a skull is intended to be pointed out ; rather it is suggested that

the place received its name from the executions which occurred
there. Moreover, that field was no even ground, but an elevated

hilly place, which, according to its purpose of showing to the people
those who were exposed to public ignominy, was appropriately pro-
minent above the surrounding gardens, estates, and dwellings. If

we seek for it in the place indicated by the tradition, it was a rocky
tract which, according to the latest conjectures, ran out near the
city into a projection which very probably fell away steeply towards
the north and east. 2

The heaps of rubbish under which a great part of the streets

and squares of old Jerusalem lies buried, have obliterated the
definite form of this elevation, by filling up the hollows that sur-

rounded it.
3

It was in accordance with the Israelitish as well as with the

Eoman custom, to execute malefactors in the front of the city.
4 And

yet it was intended by the executions that they should occur in a
crowded place, as also was the Roman custom. The new city was
a district which at once answered both purposes.

Thus Jesus was actually led forth from the city by the street run-
ning from the temple-mountain westward, in order to be put to

death before their gates,—among gardens, and country houses,

and new buildings, and cultivated lands, in the centre of the
glow and life of a growing new city,—and made a spectacle to the
world

!

5

Immediately the judgment of death was pronounced against the

accused, it was probably urged by the Jews that He should be led

1 NJ"Pilz3 (the Chaldaic form for Jl737il), properly the skull. 'According to

old explanations, the hill must have either taken its name from its form, which re-

sembled a human skull, or from the head of Adam, whose grave was placed there by-

tradition. Orig. in Matt. iii. 44.'—Friedlieb, 136. [Ewald thinks the name denotes
a low, bare knoll, rising like a skull out of the ground. He identifies it with the hill

Gareb of Jer. xxxi. 39, which also etymologically denotes a scraped, unfruitful, or
scabby piece of ground. See his Geschichte Christus, 485, note. The manner in
which Luke names it 'the place called upaviov' (skull, calvaria, Calvary), is against
its derivation from the skulls of executed criminals lying about on the spot ; for on
this supposition some addition would almost inevitably have been made to the word
(skull-heap or skull-hill), or, at least, it would have been given in the plural number.
—Ed.] 2 Schulz, 30. 3 Schulz, in loc.

4 Heb. xiii. 13. Compare Grotius in the Gospel of Matthew. [Examples of exe-
cution without the gate of the city or the vallum of the camp may be seen in Bynseus
(iii. 220) or Pearson on the Creed (Art. iv.) Taubmann, in his edition of Plautus
{Miles Glor. ii. 4), quotes Lipsius as saying, ' Supplicia pleraque apud Romanos sumi
solita extra portas ; credo, ne frequenti sanguine et casde contaminari oculi civium,
aut delibari videretur libertas. Itaque et carnifex domum habuit extra urbern.' And
so at Athens, and in other cities, the gate through which criminals were led to execu-
tion was called xaP^veia Gvpa. Ewald remarks (481), that the Jewish dread of con-
tamination from dead bodies was sufficient reason for their executions being without
the gate.—Ed.] 6 Compare Friedlieb, 113.
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forth to Golgotha as quickly as possible. For, according to their

festival custom, they must wish that if possible the crucifixion

should be completed before mid-day, and even that the crucified

should be removed and placed in a grave before sunset. We may
therefore suppose that the procession hastened towards the result in

a rapid tumult.

Although Jesus now once more wore His own clothes, yet pro-

bably the traces of the ill treatment He had suffered were still

plainly visible on his head and face. Instead of lictors, soldiers

led Him forth, commanded by a chief (centurion) on horseback. 1

Together with Him were led forth to execution two malefactors. On
a white tablet 2 the cause of His execution was recorded. We know
not whether He bore it on His neck or whether it was carried be-

fore Him, for both modes were practised. 3 According to the usual

procedure, Jesus was also required, on this rapid journey, Himself

to bear His cross. Even although the frame of the cross had not

that gigantic form and size in which it is commonly represented, it

still must have been a grievous burden. 4 Added to this, the Lord,

by the previous sufferings, had been already greatly shaken. The
great labour of spirit and heart of the previous Passover-eve, the

sharp struggle in Gethsemane, the night-watch, the separations, the

rendings of His heart, finally, the frightful scourging,—all these

precursors had exhausted His strength ; and now the hasty leading

away under the burden of the cross aggravated all His fatigues. 5

In what concerns the previous spiritual exhaustion of His life, His
struggle in Gethsemane had already agitated Him, even to death.

But in what belongs to the bodily exhaustion, we know of the

Roman scourging that it could in other cases sometimes inflict

death upon the victim ; and we may gather from the circumstances,

how in this case all the rage of diabolical excitement had stimulated

the stripes of the soldiers. Thus was the Holy One exhausted when
He was urged along under the burden of His cross. And He came,

notwithstanding, with His burden before the gate. Whether He
at length sank down here under the burden, as the tradition says,

1 By Tacitus called ' Exactor mortis ;
' by Seneca, ' Centurio supplicio propositus.'

—Friedlieb, 128. Comp. Sepp, 533.
2 It was called titulus, aavis, or also \e-uKUjxa, alrla. [According to the definition

of Suidas, quoted by Pearson, the \eiKw/ia was a tablet or table, whitened with a

coating of gypsum, and commonly used for writing any public notices on. But
whether this was carried before the Saviour or hung round His neck, seems uncertain,

but the former much more probable ; and so it is commonly represented in pictures of

the Via Dolorosa.—Ed.] 3 Friedlieb, 128.
_

4 [Lipsius observes, that the whole cross was not always laid on the criminal,

but sometimes only a part. In some cases this cross-bearing could not be observed,

as when a man was nailed to a tree. Since Tertullian, it has been common to find a

type of Christ's bearing His cross (' lignum passionis sure bajulantis,' Adv. Jadceos,

c. 10) in Isaac's bearing the wood on which he was himself to be laid as the victim.

—Ed.]
5 It has been well observed that our Lord must not be conceived of as having been

a man of exaggerated bodily powers, or as having had any faculties in disproportionate

prominence ; even in the susceptibility—the delicacy—the sensibility to injury of

His perfect heroic manliness, and of the holy freshness and fulness of His life, He
must needs have been the King of humanity.
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or whether He faltered, or whether the Bornan soldiery, without
that, were moved by a feeling of pity for Him, we cannot tell. In
any case, they provided for Him a substitute to carry His cross
forward, as soon as they had gone forth with Him out of the city.

Possibly the centurion, who subsequently beneath the cross showed
himself so deeply moved by the innocence and lofty dignity of

Christ, felt already a peculiar attraction to Him, which induced
him to interest himself in the exalted sufferer. This interest,

indeed, displayed itself in a soldierly manner. Before the gate
there met the procession a man, by name Simon of Cyrene (in the
African Lybia, where many Jews resided 1

), who was coming from
the country. The Evangelist Mark, at the time of the composition
of his Gospel, knew him as the father of Alexander and of Rufus,
two men who must have probably been known to the Christian
Church of his time doubtless as partners in the faith. 2 Simon as
yet perhaps stood in no very near relation to Jesus, at least he had
during His sufferings before the Eoman tribunal remained away in
the country. 3 And perhaps the attention of the procession was
actually arrested by his coming up nearly to the gate thus alone in
an opposite direction, while all the people were pouring forth from
the gate in the company with Jesus. The soldiers thus laid hold
on this man, and compelled him, in the form of a military requisi-

tion {rj'yyapevaav)* to carry the cross of Jesus after him. The
distance from here to the place of execution, indeed, could not now
be far.

Thus has many a man been suddenly involved in this world-
historical crucifixion journey of Christ, coming as it were from the
country, and has been compelled to bear the cross after Him. But

' many have quickly reconciled themselves to this blessed call, and
have received the blessing of Christ for themselves and for their

children, and in many ways have their names thereby been for ever
rescued from oblivion.

Among the large crowd which followed Jesus were many who
adhered to Him. For a long time it had appeared as if His de-
pendants were unknown, and had vanished. They were struck
dumb by all the terrors of hell, which were let loose upon Jesus.

1 'Ptolemy Lagos, when he received Palestine into his supreme authority, had
100,000 Hebrews settled in the Pentapolis of that place. They maintained a special
synagogue at Jerusalem.'—Sepp, iii. 535. It is worthy of notice, in fact, that we
find quoted in the Acts xiii. 1, a Simeon Niger associated with Lucius of Cyrene,
whereto Sepp calls attention. The tradition, on the otherhand, that this man was
Simon the leper, deserves no consideration.

2 The similar names in Acts xix. 33, Rom. xvi. 13, have been referred to this place.
3 Olshausen, in loc. [Bynreus suggests that he may have been coming in because

it was a feast-day. The supposition that he had been labouring, is certainly insuffi-

ciently supported. Meyer thinks he must have been a slave, and was therefore
chosen for the degrading office, though so many Jews were around. But would a
slave be at once known by his dress or bearing? And if the soldiers were heading
the procession, is it not natural to suppose, that as Simon was meeting them, he
would be most readily laid hold on ?

—

Ed.]
4 On such requisitions compare Tholuck, die Glaubivurdiykeit, &c, 365. Upon

the expression see above, vol. ii. p. 108.
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But now the first faint breezes of another disposition were begin-
ning to breathe, the precursors of the courage of the cross would
manifest themselves. And, indeed, these are first distinctly mani-
fested in the weaker sex. A group of women began first of all to

utter aloud their grief about the Lord ; they lament Him, they lift

up a loud wail over Him. The usual ceremony of the lament for

the dead is not to be thought of here, for it was even forbidden
among the Jews to lament in the customary manner a man who
had been executed. 1 Here, then, the lament over Jesus proceeded
from a mere deep sense of sorrow, so powerful that it even broke
through the limits of customary observance without fear.

When the Lord heard the lament of these women, it seemed to

Him as if He saw Himself transplanted already into the tempest of

destruction which was to come upon Jerusalem ; and with the

great sympathy of His faithful heart He turned and cried to

the mourners, ' Ye daughters of Jerusalem, weep not for Me, but
weep for yourselves, and for your children. For, behold, the days
are coming in the which they shall say, Blessed are the barren, and
the wombs that never bare, and the paps which never gave suck.

Then shall they begin (it will come to that with them that they
begin) to say to the mountains, Fall on us ; and to the hills, Cover
us. For if they do these things in the green tree, what shall be
done in the dry ?

'

These sorrowing women lamented for the Lord in faithful kind-
ness, but they did not understand the depth of what was occurring.

They did not feel that they with their people were the unfortunate
ones, a thousand-fold more so than He, and, indeed, on account of

this very deed of His crucifixion ; and this they were to know.
The compassion with which they looked down upon Him as the
poor Jesus, must give place to a terror with which they looked up
for help in presentiment of their need to Him as the deliverer. 2

Even in this glance upon the divine judgment which was to

come upon Jerusalem, He grieved before all for the mothers—the

poor mothers. He felt beforehand the nameless sorrows which
were impending over most of them. 3

Yea, even that frightful depth of wretchedness in which afflicted

1 Compare Sepp, iii. 537.
2 Olshausen remarks : We are not to think, as among this company of women, of

those faithful women who, according to Luke xxiii. 48, looked on from a distance at
the death of the Lord ; for there, in fact, the words of the Lord were not appro-
priate. For, for the great visitation of doom of which Jesus spake, these would
already have no need to fear. Here, indeed, nothing is said of needing to be afraid,

but of the sorrows of love which even Christ Himself already experiences by antici-

pation with the mothers in Jerusalem ; which thus even the godly faithful women
must bear a part in, although they need not to be afraid in the common sense. But
that the special female friends and disciples of Jesus from Galilee are not meant
here, is certainly plain from the connection.

3 Here is to be recalled that frightful event in the last siege of Jerusalem, that a
mother killed her own child, roasted, and ate of it. Joseph. Be Bell. Jud. vi. 3, 4

;

comp. v. 10, 3. Mothers snatched—how horrible !—the food out of the mouths of
their own children ; from the sucklings wasting away in their arms they did not
shrink from taking away the last drop of milk, according to Gfrorer and W. Hoff-
mann.
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Jews sought to hide themselves in the foulest corners, channels, and

holes of the city before the whirlwind of shame and of death which

foamed 1 through the streets and houses, when to many it would

have seemed a great boon if mountains had covered them, or clefts

of the rocks had hidden them,—all appeared in distinct view before

the soul of the Lord. 2

But He would clearly indicate the fundamental law of that

divine doom. If they did this in the fresh green tree, who can say

what would be done in the dry tree ? If they put to death the

Holy One on the cross, who can fathom the judgments which then

must be meted to this wholly withered, hardened world of sinners,

which slew Him on the cross, according to eternal justice? 3

Thus is the Lord, even on His journey to the death of the cross,

so earnestly engrossed by the glimpse of the nameless sorrow which

threatens His people, and especially the weak, the mothers, the

loving among His people, that His own grief is forgotten by Him
therein.

Pilate had immediately again taken courage, after the storm of

Jewish excitement which had broken down his judicial dignity was
appeased. But he had taken courage after his own manner. It

was customary, as already mentioned, that the crime of the male-

factors who were crucified should be specified on a tablet which

was fastened over the cross. Pilate availed himself of this circum-

stance to avenge himself on the Jews for the humiliation that they

had caused him. He put upon the tablet the inscription, Jesus of

Nazareth, the King of the Jews ; and to make the inscription in-

telligible to all, he had it written in the Hebrew, Greek, and Koman
languages. He intended, without doubt, thereby to put a decided

insult upon the Jewish nation ; nevertheless, the greatness of the

occasion made him in his turn an involuntary prophet, without his

being aware of it. He was constrained to give to the Lord His

rightful title—the dignity on account of which, in the most peculiar

sense, He was crucified ; and, indeed, to give it Him in the three great

leading languages of the civilized world.4 In the hurry and excite-

ment of the procession, the Jews for a long time did not notice this

inscription. But probably also by anticipation the arrangement

was part of the revenge of Pilate, by which now the malefactors

were led away with Jesus to be crucified with Him, at His right

hand and at His left. Certainly the Jews might have had an

interest in representing Jesus, by means of His execution between

the thieves, as being the most notorious miscloer of all, and so in

utterly degrading Him. But it turned the scale the other way
when they reflected that these multiplied executions were mightily

disturbing the repose of the feast-day, especially when they occurred

1 Joseph. De Bell. Jud. vi. 8, 5 ; ch. ix. 4.

2 ' Jerusalem was situate upon several hills, into whose subterranean depths fled

the inhabitants in the later times of the siege. The hills were tumbled upon them,

and the mountains covered them ; for the city was made like to the earth, and the

ruins filled up its valleys.'—Sepp, iii. 8, 38.
3 Ezek. xx. 47; coinp. xxi. 3.

4 Hase, 252.
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at the hour of noon. And, moreover, in any case, the Jews could

only have proposed to Pilate the execution of the two thieves with

Jesus, but they could not themselves have determined upon it.

But in the mood in which Pilate then was, this would probably

have been a reason for not completing those executions, that he

might not gratify the Jews. Pilate, on the other hand, in his vin-

dictiveness, might feel actually induced to order the leading away
from him with Jesus of the two thieves, who probably were already

condemned to death, and were to be executed during the festival.

His intention probably was to disgust his Jewish opponents with

the procession to the execution of Jesus by these additions as much
as possible, but especially to mortify them by crucifying the King
of the Jews in the midst of criminals. 1 It was plainly to be under-

stood that he would figuratively destroy the Jewish nation on the

cross, with its fanatical notions of freedom, represented by the

thieves and by Jesus, who must appear as their King ; that he thus

regarded the Jews one with another as a contemptible mob of

robbers. He did not consider any further what the personality of

Jesus was to suffer therein, since he prosecuted the thought of his

vengeance, in requiting the public humiliation which he had ex-

perienced from the whole people by a great public degradation of

the person of Jesus.

1. The reasoning by which Robinson (i. 408) seeks to invalidate

the proofs adduced by Chateaubriand for the authenticity of the

locality assigned to the holy sepulchre, is not satisfactory. The
first supposition of Chateaubriand, that the Christian would have

known the places of the crucifixion and of the holy sepulchre to the

time of Hadrian, is not shaken, even although the tradition referred

to were not supported by the regular succession of Christian bishops

from the time of St James to the reign of Hadrian, for that tradition

might exist without this succession. The second supposition, that

the Caesar Hadrian erected heathen temples about the year 135

upon Golgotha, and on the sepulchre, is not weakened by the fact

of the intimations of this first occurring in Eusebius and Jerome,

and that these writers are not strictly agreed with one another. As
Jerome must have been very well acquainted with the topography

of the later Jerusalem, and as his account stands to that of Eusebius

in the relation of a more exact and complete narrative, it is not to

be understood wherefore he should not deserve credit in the testi-

monies referred to. If Eusebius relates that godless men had built

a temple of Venus over the sepulchre of Jesus, it is only more

closely determined by Jerome by the first notice, that Hadrian had

that temple built, and first corrected by the second, according to

1 The account of John speaks for the supposition that the union of the execution

of the thieves with that of Jesus was a thought of Pilate, and had the intention

suggested above, especially the connection of the account of that offensive drawing

up of that inscription with the ordering of the execution of the thieves in the words

(ver. 19), "Eypa^e 5£ /ecu t'it\ov 6 ILXcu-os.
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which the marble equestrian statue of Venus stood upon the ' rock

of the cross,' but over the place of the sepulchre the figure of

Jupiter. Moreover, when subsequently Sozomen relates that the

heathen had erected these images in these places with the view of

scaring away from them the Christians who made pilgrimages thereto,

he maintains this assertion by distinct allusions to the fact, that the

heathens had been at pains to make the holy places inaccessible to

the Christians. Certainly the authenticity of the locality of the

holy sepulchre is not in the abstract proved still. But if the above-

mentioned circumstance be taken into consideration—and how hard
it must have been for the Christians again to attach their reverence

for the holy death-places of Jesus to places thus desecrated !—the

supposition that they were constrained thereto by the historical

truth of the tradition, assumes a high degree of probability (comp.

V. Schubert, Beise, ii. 504). The history of the holy sepulchre,

see in Robinson, i. 373. [The arguments for and against the

genuineness of the sites now shown as those of the crucifixion and
of the holy sepulchre are very lucidly stated by Andrews, Life oj

our Lord, pp. 479-488. Ewald (485, note) observes, that it is not

at all probable that the early Christians made pilgrimages to the

tomb of their Lord, like Buddhists or Mussulmen, or even accurately

marked it. But may we not justly ascribe to the early Christians

at least as much interest in these sites and objects as exists among
ourselves, and as has been sufficient to induce so many travellers to

engage in the most arduous investigations ?

—

Ed.]

2. The cross was represented in three forms. ' The first was
called "crux decussata," and had something the shape of the letter

X. The second form, the so-called " crux commissa" was made
by fastening a shorter beam in the middle, at right angles on the

end of the upright one, whereby the cross resembled the letter T.

The third form of the cross is the familiar Roman cross, where a

shorter beam is so fastened at its middle, at right angles to another,

that one portion of the actual trunk of the cross as it were projects

above it. This cross is called " crux immissa.'" The ecclesiastical

tradition has decided that Christ's cross had the third form ; and
the ' more general opinion ' of the testimony of the Church fathers,

upwards to the earliest, speaks in favour of this assumption.

—

Friedlieb, 130. According to Lipsius, the cross must have been of

oak. According to Cornelius a Lapide, it must have been put to-

gether of the several kinds of wood—palm, cedar, cypress, and
olive. Certainly that wood was generally taken which came most
conveniently to hand ; as in Palestine, the sycamore, the palm, or

the olive-wood (Id. 135). [All needful information regarding the

cross is collected by Lipsius in his treatise, De Cruce (published

separately at Antwerp 1595, and Amstel. 1670, and in the second

volume of his collected works, Lugduni, 1613, pp. 765-802). Both
Lipsius and Bynaeus give well-executed plates of the various forms

of the cross. The original definitions from which the above of

Friedlieb are taken, are as follow:
—'Est decussata, est commissa,
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est immissa, Ilia prima milii dicitur, in qua duo ligna directa et

sequabiHa, inter se obliquantur (the St Andrew's cross). . . .

Jam commissam crucem appello, cum ligno erecto brevius alterum

snperne, et in ipso [capite committitur, sic ut nihil exstet (the T
cross). . . . Denique Immissa crux est, cum ligno erecto,

transversum alterum injungitur atque immittitur, sed sic ut ipsum

secet' (the Roman cross, as commonly represented in pictures of

the crucifixion of our Lord). Attention should also be given to

that essential part of the cross which is often overlooked—the short

horizontal bar projecting from the middle of the cross, and on

which the crucified was seated astride, as on a saddle, so that the

weight of the body might not rest on the nails. This is very fully

described by Salmasius in his treatise, De Gruce, extracts from

which are given by Stroud, Physical Cause of the Death of Christ,

p. 368, &c. The most ancient definition of this part of the cross

is given by Justin Martyr (Dial. Tryph. sec. 91), to iv ra> /xecr&>

Tnjyvvfievov &)? tcepas, ical auro i^e-^ov, ecrriv, icfi u> iiro-^ovurai, ol

aravpov/xevoi. With Bynreus it is called the sedile of the cross.

—Ed.]
3. ' Notwithstanding what Strauss says, the narrative of John,

that Jesus, Himself bearing the cross, was led away, in no way
contradicts what we must add to it from other sources,—that He
was afterwards relieved of the burden on account of His exhaustion.'

—Neander, 463. The expression, ' Notwithstanding what Strauss

says,' is very well chosen here. In respect of the relation of John
to the other Evangelists, the interlacing of the expressions is to be

well considered, fiao-rdfov e£?fkdev in John, and e^epxofxevot, 8e

evpov in Matthew ; comp. Ebrard, 436.

4. The tradition of the holy Berenice or Veronica has linked

itself to the narrative of the women who lamented for the Lord.

—

Sepp, 537.

SECTION IX.

THE CRUCIFIXION—THE DEATH OF JESUS.

(Matt, xxvii. 33-56. Mark xv. 22-41. Luke xxiii. 33-49.

John xix. 17-30.)

As soon as the representatives of the old world, who led the Lord
away to crucifixion, were arrived with Him at Golgotha, the execu-

tion was prepared. They began it by offering Him a draught of

benumbing effect—namely, a wine spiced with myrrh. They con-

sidered it an act of kindness to offer Him in the usual manner a

means of stupifying Himself, and thereby of deadening His percep-

tion of the horrors and torments of the frightful death of the cross.

The inclination apparently to strengthen himself with intoxi-

cating drink, is generally characteristic of the man of the old world

immersed in the slavish life of nature. But he mostly believes

that he is justified and instructed in arming himself by this means
VOL. III. T
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against sorrow and suffering, against tortures and terror. It is

therefore not to be wondered at, if this custom was generally pre-

valent, especially in pre-Christian antiquity. The Roman soldier

carried his wine with him, which was of an inferior quality, but

was often strengthened in its effect probably by mixture with

spices.
1 Among the Jews, even in later times, it had become a

prevailing custom to offer a draught of intoxicating and stupifying

wine to those who were being led to execution

;

2 and the Eabbis

conceived that they saw therein a custom of pious gentleness, which

they sought to base even upon a passage of Holy Scripture. 3 Even
in the days of the Christian martyrs, it still occurred that "sympa-

thizing brethren in the faith, and friends of those condemned to

death, offered in compassion such a cup to them on their journey

to the place of execution.4

Even to the Lord this cup was thus handed. The Evangelist

Matthew says, that they gave Him vinegar mingled with gall. It

is evident that he selected this expression with distinct remembrance

of a passage in the Psalms, in the text, ' They gave Me also gall

for My meat, and in My thirst they gave Me vinegar to drink ' (Ps.

lxix. 21). But it is to be observed that he has not cited the passage,

probably because the typical sign was not reflected again in its

Christologic fulfilment with sufficient definiteness for his manner

of consideration. In any case, it cannot be supposed that he would

have designated the draught by an unfitting name for the sake of

the text in the Psalms. 5 It was likely that only a bad sort of wine

would be given to those who were led away to capital punishment,

especially, moreover, if the wine was to be changed by the addition

of bitter spices into a compound draught. Moreover, the ancients

were actually accustomed to describe such poorer sorts of wine as

vinegar wine, or slightingly even as vinegar. 6 Thus it was also

natural to make the dose of bitters which was put into the win3 as

strong as possible, if it was required to make of it a stupifying

potion for a condemned person. 7 And such an ingredient miglit

1 Rosemmilleri Scholia in Matt, in loc. Compare Plautus, Miles. Glor. iii. 2, 23.
2 Kuincel, Evany. Matt, in loc. Friedlieb, 141 ; Sepp, 540. That it was a Roman

custom to give such a draught to the condemned, as Olshausen observes, iv. 230, is

not proved. [Lightfoot quotes from the Talmud, ' To those that were to be executed,

they gave a grain of myrrh infused in wine to drink, that their senses might be

dulled ; as it is said,
'

' Give strong drink to them that are ready to die, and wine to

those that are of a sorrowful heart." '

—

Ed.]
3 Prov. xxxi. 6. Compare the places referred to.

4 Neander, 464 ; Sepp, 541.
5 As Strauss thinks himself compelled to assume, in order to make out a differ-

ence (ii. 514).
6 Friedlieb, 141 ; Hug, 178. 'Between ohos and ci£os, they (the ancients) had a

medium o^ivns, tasteless as wine, and nearer to vinegar, but too weak for a good
vinegar.'

7 Tholuck, die Glaubiriirdigkeit, 365 :
' The Jewish Sanhedrim prescribed for this

purpose a grain of frankincense, mixed with a cup of wine, which, according to

Dioscorides, must have the distinct effect ; but the same physician proposes myrrh
also for this purpose, and we read also of4 its use in such a case in Apuleius.'—Sepp,

541. [These references, and many others, are given in the learned and valuable

work of Bynseus above referred to (iii. 263). He quotes from Faber, ' Dioscorides
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then be. characterized as gall.1 The draught presented to Jesus

must have had, according to Matthew's expression, the two qualities

in the highest measure—it was as poor and as intoxicating as

possible.

Thus the old world came also before the Lord with this supposed

remedy of its ability. Sepp thinks that the pious women who
lamented Jesus had prepared for Him this myrrh and wine. Thus
it must have been a Jewish custom for the women in Jerusalem to

interest themselves sympathizingly in the malefactors in this man-
ner, and to care for them with the usual restoratives. But we
cannot suppose that pious women, who lamented for the Lord,

offered Him vinegar and gall. 2 Bather might we conceive of the

ancient world as being represented in this case by an old but kind-

natured enchantress, who knew no better counsel and comfort

against the terrors of death and the mockery of hell, than her sense-

confounding medicated wine.

Jesus received the cup handed to Him with divinely free simpli-

city. For He had been long athirst, after so many tortures and
troubles of body and soul. He was athirst, but nevertheless He
first of all placed the vessel to His lips to prove and taste it. But
when He had tasted, He would not drink of it ; He recognized at

once the meaning of this draught. A whole world of temptations

exhaled before Him from its intoxicating odour. It was as if the

great world-delusion, which fancies that it actually overcomes the

critical moments of life by reeling in intoxication over them, had

accredited this cup to Him. And as, in that moment when He
addressed the weeping women of Jerusalem, the unhappy mothers

were present to His soul, who, in the destruction of the city, should

fill it with their lamentations ; thus He saw assuredly in the Spirit,

at this moment, millions of unhappy men who sought for their

strength in the stupefaction of the intoxicating cup. Thus as He
answered for His own soul, so reconciling and redeeming He became

security for humanity, which even in this way, greedy and deceitful,

charmed and chained by the dark wonder-powers of nature, wished

to reel towards the abyss. He knew that there was still a struggle

awaiting Him, which He could only undergo in perfect clearness

of spirit. His pure soul revolted a thousand times more from the

slavish condition into which the false use of the powers of nature

notat myrrhse vim inesse ko.pwtikt)v. Ideo qui gravia subituri erant tormenta, quo

fortius en tolerarent, leviusque sensibus gravedine sopitis afficerentur, myrrham
prffisumebant. ' And then the instances from the Ass of Apuleius are given.

—

Ed.]

1 Friedlieb, 141 :
• xoA?? is the Chaldee Tlfyb, which everywhere signifies the bitter

material,' &c. [Meyer and Alford refuse to reconcile Matthew and Mark on this

point. Lightfoot supposes that Mark gives the cup its usual customary technical

name ; while Matthew specifies the ingredients actually mixed in this particular cup,

which were, ' for greater mockage, and out of more bitter rancour,' vinegar and gall.

Olshausen and Alexander agree with the author in supposing that the cheap sour

wine of the soldiers is accurately named 5£os, and that myrrh, gall, and other bitter

substances are put for the whole class.

—

Ed.]
2 Sepp will have it that the soldiers had taken away the ' rich and fiery wine ' from

the pious women, and substituted in its stead that poor and common draught.
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can bring man, than from the benumbing effect of torture and
anguish which might be made ready for Him by the world. And
how could He have recourse to the stupifying slumbrous juices of

nature, 1 when He had come to redeem the world from all sin, also

from all the corruption of self-distraction, of self-darkening, and
self-poisoning, by the misuse of the powers of nature,—from all

mingling of the pure inspiration with the ecstacy of drunkenness,

—from all superstition in magic potions and arts of poisoning,

—

when He recognized Nature herself in her dim life as a groaning

creature, which He would glorify by the freedom of the children

of God ? Thus here, as ever, He asserted the heavenly perfection

and divine dignity of His personality. He declined the draught,

and, as the Evangelists significantly remark, He would not drink

it. Although, probably, they would have constrained Him, He
would not.

Thus He gave to the world a sign, and threw a light especially

upon the carnal meaning in the supposed kindliness of the Kabbis,

which pleased them so well.

We do not indeed read anything of His having condemned that

cup in the abstract. For He knew well that poisons and medicines

in nature are not absolutely opposed : as if, according to super-

stitious fancy perchance, the former were the creation of Satan,

and must of necessity always be hurtful ; and the latter, on the

other hand, were gifts of heaven, and must, under all conditions,

operate healthfully. He knew well, that in the use of nature every-

thing depends upon measure and relation ; that man is to learn to

value, to use, and to master everything in his spirit as a work of

the Spirit. Thus freely He took the refreshing draught at the end
of His struggle, just as He here, with royal repugnance, declined

the stupifying cup.

In that moment when the soldiers fastened the cross in the

ground, when they placed in order the instruments of torture, when
they were preparing to draw Him up by cords, and to nail Him to

the cross, even the rudest men among those who surrounded Him
might have been seized with a feeling of horror ; and the sympa-
thizing spectators might think again and again that it would be
better for Him to take a restorative after the usual manner. But
although even His holy tender life trembled before the torture of

the cross, as the lily quakes in the tempest, yet He suffered patiently

in the great calm purity of His Spirit, till the rude hands laid hold

of Him, stripped Him,2 and drew Him up upon the cross.
3

1 The Romans named a draught of this kind, expressively, ' So2)or.'
2 On the unclothing, Friedlieb, 143. [Or Lipsius, De Cruce, ii. 7. Also, Apuleius

has the striking comparison, 'naked as a new-born babe, or as the crucified.'

—

Ed.]
3 There was a twofold manner of crucifixion. ' Either the condemned were lifted

up to the cross, already erected, or they were fastened to it while it was still on the
ground ; the former manner seems to have been the more usual.' The proofs of this

are in Friedlieb, 142. [Lipsius shows that both modes were used. Of Pionius, the
martyr, he quotes, that ' he divested himself of his garments, stretched himself on
the cross, and gave the soldiers liberty to fix the nails,' and then ' eum igitur ligno
fixum erexerunt.' But he shows that it was much more common first to erect the
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First of all, the outstretched arms were bound to the cross-beams.

The body rested in the middle, as if seated upon a projecting peg-,

that its weight might not tear down the hands from the nails with

which they would be fastened. The feet also were bound. Here-

upon came the nailing. 1

And that it was not only the hands but the feet also that were

nailed, is plainly deducible from the passage of Luke (xxi. 39) ;

according to which, Christ, after His' resurrection, showed to the

disciples the marks of His crucifixion in His hands and feet. It is

plain, besides, from the most definite testimonies of the old Church
fathers, who lived in a time when the punishment of crucifixion

was still in use ; which testimonies are likewise confirmed by the

intimations of heathen writers. 2

Negative criticism, which so timorously avoids the spirit of the

prophecy how, according to the tradition, the Prince of this world

was to be associated with the cross, will gradually lay less stress

upon the assertion that the feet of Jesus were merely bound, if it

finds that ecclesiastical theology of our day cannot any more lay

altogether the same weight upon the reference of this fact to the

text, Ps. xxii. 17, as the elder Church theologians have done.3 It

has become more ready to look without prejudice in this respect,

since it no longer depends upon the hypothesis of the seeming death

of Christ, and thus also needs no more to proceed on the supposition,

that at His resurrection He must have had sound (unwounded)

feet. 4

But even although the feet of Jesus had not been pierced, the

internal relation between His crucifixion suffering and the 22d
Psalm would not be in the least degree set aside. This relation

consists in the fact that the sacred singer, in a wonderful significant

form of feeling (that is to say, lyrical-prophetical, not conscious and
historical-prophetical), by anticipation perceived and represented

the sorrow of Christ, and that this representation, unconsciously to

himself, but to the spirit which inspired him consciously, expressed

the most manifold sympathies in special features of the passion of

Christ. To these sympathies belongs also the above-mentioned

place in the Psalms.

After that Jesus had been thus nailed to the cross, the tablet

with the inscription, Jesus of Nazareth, the King of the Jews, was

fastened over His head. But as now the soldiers hereupon were

prosecuting their duty, and crucified the two criminals on the right

and the left hand of Jesus, it would for the first time be quite plain

what this arrangement—namely, in connection with that inscription

cross, and then to set the condemned on the small projecting bar and proceed with

the fixing to the cross. It seems doubtful whether ladders were used for this pur-

pose. Bynreus agrees with Salmasius in thinking that the ordinary height of the

feet of the crucified above the ground was no more than three or four feet, although

in some cases it was undoubtedly much greater. The hyssop stalk on which the

sponge was presented to our Lord on the cross was only 1^ foot long ; and the stroke

of the spear was probably a level thrust, and not from below upwards.

—

Ed.]
1 Friedlieb, 144.

'
2 Note 1.

3 Neander, 464. 4 Strauss, ii. 513.
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—must mean. Matthew has brought out the significance of this

relation in a lively manner, by associating the crucifixion of the two
thieves with the notification of that inscription. 1

The Jews observed immediately what this contrivance of Pilate

implied. They found in it the bitterest outrage upon their nation.

The circumstance excited the more attention, that the inscription

was drawn up in the three great languages of the world. 2 This
observation resulted in the rapid spreading of the intelligence of

this affront into the city, and the hastening out of many citizens of

Jerusalem to read the offensive inscription. John calls attention on
this occasion to the circumstance, that the place of skulls was
adjacent to the city, whereby it was easy for the offended people to

run backwards and forwards between Golgotha and the city. The
matter was so grievous to the Jewish popular spirit, that the high
priests considered themselves engaged to present themselves to

Pilate with the petition that he would correct the inscription ; that

it should be that Jesus had said of Himself that He was the King
of the Jews. But the offended man, who had proved himself in the

region of justice so helplessly weak, was acting now again in the

element of his assumed power of stubbornness, of arbitrary power,

of haughtiness, and of vindictiveness. He rejected the petitioners

briefly and arrogantly with the word, ' What I have written, I

have written.'

As if he had meant to say, You have, it is true, made me take

back my spoken word, but my written word I will maintain in-

violate. In what was written he would abide immovably. Thus
•he spoke not only in the reaction of his wounded obstinacy against

his fickleness, but also in accordance with the laws of his adminis-

tration of the bureaucracy which he represented ; and especially he
spoke thus as a Roman.

This was not the last time that Eoman pride and arrogant assur-

ance uttered the words, What I have written, I have written.

Thus the rulers of the Jewish people were sent home from Pilate

with a fresh humiliation. For at this moment the retribution was
beginning quietly to operate which made the Jewish people a con-

tempt and a scorn for all peoples ; for that the Jews in rejecting

Christ had cast away the inmost heart of their nationality—their

glory. Thus it was ordained of God, that the crucifixion of Christ

itself was to assume a form whereby it would become a disgrace to

the Jewish nation.

This decision appeared to favour the honour of Jesus. But the

arrangement had another barb, which wounded the heart of the

Lord in a peculiar manner. And Luke tells us how, in that

moment when they had crucified the two thieves with the Lord,

the one on His right hand, and the other on His left, Jesus turned
1 T6re aravpovvTai avv ai/rui, &c. As Strauss has not acknowledged the motive of

the intelligent Evangelist in mentioning the execution of the thieves put here in this
connection, he has come to the observation that Matthew refers to something of
peculiar consequence.

2 On the characterizing of these three languages by the Jews, see Sepp, 549.
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Himself praying to God, ' Father, forgive them ; for they know not

what they do
!

'

In this intercessory prayer, Christ plainly refers to all those who
have been concerned in His crucifixion,—not merely the four

soldiers who might thoughtlessly, in an obtuse and rough manner,

discharge the office of nailing Him to the cross in the more precise

sense, but also the worldly powers in whose service they acted—the

Jewish hierarchy, the Eoman government—nay, humanity itself in

its old nature, as represented in this case by the spirit of the Roman
and Jewish people. The first word that Christ uttered on the cross

was thus an intercession for His enemies. Hence it is manifest

that He keeps and approves His doctrine as expressed in that most

difficult precept which closes with the words, ' Pray for those which

despitefully use you, and persecute you'—keeps it even in the

sharpest moment of trial, and even to death. This intercession,

moreover, was at the same time the loosing of the power of the

death of the cross ; a gospel which revealed to humanity that His

love was victorious over its hatred, and that thus also His death

would tend not to their condemnation, but to their reconciliation ;

that His blood, which had begun to trickle down from hands and

feet, and was reddening the soil of the accursed place of skulls,

speaketh better things than the blood of Abel (Heb. xii. 24).

For the word of the intercession is to be taken, first of all, in its

most general meaning. The world nails Him on the cross, Christ

prays for forgiveness of their guilt. But yet the special circum-

stances under which He spake these words have to be considered,

—

namely, that they crucified Him in this form as the King of the

Jews, with His imputed companions. Therefore they reckoned

Him among malefactors, according to the word of the prophet

(Mark xv. 28 ; comp. Isa. liii. 12). They set Him forth as the

prince of malefactors
;
yea, they suffered Him to appear with the

two criminals as the symbolic image of that mysterious kingdom in

which the Jews hoped. In the form of the three crucified ones

upon Golgotha, the world-spirit sought to represent the Messiah

with His elected ones, Him and the whole kingdom of heaven,

as a contemptible mingling of fanaticism and crime. The Jewish

hierarchs probably felt something of the burning mockery of their

religion which Pilate allowed in this arrangement, but they did

not feel that it was they themselves who had impelled him to this

exposure. With their darkened spiritual vision, they could only

see in the fact an insult to their people, who, nevertheless, were

still supposed to be so rich in honour still ; while that insult did

indeed represent a great mockery of the kingdom of God in its

King and in His elect, of which their unbelief was in the greatest

measure guilty.

If we have in mind the special relation of the word of Christ, we
perceive, moreover, the expression of His kingly consciousness, of

His perfect assurance of the kingdom, in the words, ' they know not

what they do
!

' It must not be overlooked that Christ founded His
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intercession for men on the words, They know not what they do

!

The world in general was entirely benefited by this intercession

;

for it knew not effectually, in the dream and slumber of its infinite

perplexity, that in this moment it had nailed to the cross the Lord
of glory. But it benefited the individuals who were involved in the

guilt of the crucifixion, in proportion as they in fact knew not what
they did. But none could know it entirely. For how could the sin

become wholly clear to itself ? But He who knew altogether what
they did, set infinite love, eternal grace, over against overwhelming
guilt.

Those to whom the intercession most immediately referred—the

soldiery, namely, who executed the crucifixion—gave the most evi-

dent testimony that they knew not what they did. After they had
finished their work they shared among them His clothes, which by
Boman right fell to their lot.

1 Of the upper garment they probably
made four parts, loosening the seams.'

2 But the under garment
could not thus be unsewn, because it was without seam—worked in

one piece—a kind of dress which resembled the priestly garment,
as it must have been in use, however, among the poor Galileans

generally as well. 3 That they might not spoil this garment by
rending it, they drew lots for it. John observes that the scripture

was thus fulfilled, ' They parted My raiment among them, and for

My vesture they did cast lots ' (Ps. xxii. 18). Thus did the soldiers,

he adds significantly, as if he would say, Even these rude men from
distant lands were placed under the law by which they must co-

operate to the fulfilment of Scripture, although naturally they did

so with entire unconsciousness. In thus casting lots upon the

vesture of Christ, the amusement of the soldiers took the character

of a game at dice,—a character which the deeper consideration of

the contrasts involved in the history of passion cannot have over-

looked. In any case, in the eagerness with which even at the

foot of the cross the soldiers participate in the booty, in the haste

with which they arrive at the thought of casting lots upon the
garment of Christ, they show that they are engaged, even in these

circumstances, with great power of roughness and carelessness, in

the element of the common worldly life of the soldier.

Thus they sate there (at all events beginning to play), and took
charge of their service of watching, in respect of the Crucified One,
which was appointed to prevent the criminal from being prematurely
or illegally taken away. 4

The friends of Jesus had not, in the meantime, lost sight of Him.
They had followed Him from far, at greater or less distance, accord-

ing as they could, either with a view to external circumstances or

to internal dispositions (Luke xxiii. 49).« But now, in the first

moments in which Christ hung upon the cross, the greatest possi-

1 Friedlieb, 149.
8 John, vers. 23, 24 ; comp. Sepp, 553. Four soldiers were required, according to

the Roman appointment of military service, 'ad excubias.'—Hug, ii. 181.
3 Friedlieb, 149 ; Sepp, iii. 552. 4 Friedlieb, 149; Sepp, iii. 553.
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bility became manifest to them of approaching Him more nearly.

The Jews in multitudes ran back to the city, in vexation at the

inscription on the cross ; the high priests wrangled with Pilate

;

the Koman soldiers divided the relics of Christ, and cast lots for

His vesture. It was a moment of which true love availed itself.

Soon some members of the family of Christ were standing close by

the cross, of whom, for instance, "John names to us the mother of

Jesus. His mother's sister, Mary, the wife of Cleophas,
1 and Mary

Magdalene. We gather from the result, that John himself Avas

also there. Jesus looked upon His mother, and saw standing by her

the disciple whom He loved ; and now it became plain how infinitely

rich He still was, although hanging naked upon the cross ;
and

although the soldiers had just divided His clothes among them.

He had nothing earthly to bequeath to His disciples, and what

would it have been to them in this moment ? He was the source,

however, of a nobler legacy. Turning to His mother, He said,

' Woman (trembling, helpless being 2
), behold thy son ;' and to His

friend, ' Behold thy mother.' It is doubtless of special meaning

that Jesus does not name the names ; it testifies of the everlasting

rule of that sharp-sighted prudence, which, in its indissoluble har-

mony with the true simplicity of the dove, was comparable even

to the wisdom of the serpent ; and even in the moment of self-

sacrificing heroism did not forget its office and its duty. Although

now only individual witnesses were standing under the cross, Jesus

might be willing, nevertheless, to avoid naming the names of His

people, in order not to betray them to their enemies. What a

comforting light-beam of love, strong as heaven, He threw with

this double saying into the mournful darkness of His disciples !

How spiritually and how holily He knew how to link these two

together—two of the most chosen souls whom, after Him, the earth

had seen, and who, just for that reason, must suffer, mourn, and be

afflicted, more terribly and deeply for Him than any others ! And
how marvellously He knew how to support them ! The desertion

of the mother He entirely relieved, by giving her a son. The most

comfortless thing to the woman, in her destitution of comfort, is

when she loses the accustomed spiritual support, the strong manly

firmness to which she was accustomed. Hitherto Mary had been

accustomed to lean upon the holy Son, as upon a rock : this support

was in some measure supplied to her now (as it could not be sup-

plied to her by her step-sons the sons of Alphaeus) ; it was given to

her in the friend of her Son. But what most of all sustains the

man for whom life seems to have lost its value, is the- sense of

a new important duty which binds him to life with new bonds.

Such a great duty the Lord gave to the favoured disciple, in com-

mitting to him the care of His mother. John and Mary would

indeed have remained, even without this arrangement of Jesus, in

close spiritual fellowship ; but the Lord gave to this fellowship a

form by which it became right and duty in the face of the world,

—

1 According to Wieseler, p. 146. 3 See above, vol. ii. p. 20.
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a defined sacred household tie—the highest, tenderest relation of

piety—between mother and son. And thus, likewise, is declared,

that in this appointment Christ cared at the same time for the

others who stood near,—namely, for Mary Cleophas and Mary
Magdalene. To the two other Marys, and to all His friends, He
gave a central place in the house that He founded in their midst,

and in which, so to speak, His house-fatherhood prolonged itself

upon earth. The household of John was from that time to form
the ground of union for His elected ones. John understood Him
even in this moment. From that hour he took Mary, as his mother,

unto his own home. In the spiritual meaning, however, John has
remained for all times the central point for the elect and nearest

kindreds of the family of Jesus. And in this character He will

remain till Jesus comes again (John xxi.)

Thus, little knew the Spirit of the dying Christ of despair ; thus,

little did He become indifferent to the necessity and the equity of

life, of need, of friendship, and of love. Down from the cross, on
the place of skulls of the old world, He appoints those associations

which, as the hearths of faith, of love, and of hope, surrounded by
the fragmentary world of unbelief, of hatred, and of wretchedness,

point across to the everlasting city of God, which is their home.
But if John tells us that from that hour he considered Mary as

his mother, and took her to himself, he gives to us therewith a token
of peace out of the night of the disciples, male and female, of Jesus.

They thus understood His institution, and acknowledged it, as a

security for the continuing prevalence of His love, for the continu-

ing value of life. Although, even in these hours, a sword passed

through the mother's soul, yet she still proved, by acquiescing in

this appointment of her Son's love, that her soul did not despair,

but with His Spirit struggled upwards out of the darkness of

this temptation—that she still loved, lived, believed, and hoped.

This is true also of John, and all the disciples. Although the

manner of their hope might be very various, they did not re-

main so absolutely destitute of comfort, after such signs of faith,

as they are usually represented to be by Catholic poetry and
tradition. Yet, even at this moment, when their earthly world

and hope was altogether crumbling to pieces, the presentiment

of the new world must have unfolded itself in the depth of their

soul, at the glimpse of divine power with which the Crucified

died, veiled indeed, at first, in the twilight of unconscious longing

and in severe birth-throes. The whole spirit and connection of

evangelic history assures us, that even the sons of Alphasus, who in

a peculiar degree had hoped for the earthly glory of Jesus, and
therefore probably had also been in a peculiar degree shaken, stood

in need now of a supporting and comforting centre, such as was
given to them and all the disciples in the person of John.

The tide of the enemies of Jesus which for a while had ebbed
from Golgotha, to rush angrily back upon the judgment-house on
the temple-mountain, soon flowed back again as strongly as ever.
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As soon as the answer of Pilate was known, the Jews thought they

had a reason for venting their rage in aggravated measure against

Jesus. They wished now, in spite of the inscription, to manifest

very decidedly that they had nothing to do with the Crucified One.

Thus they stood now close by the place of execution, passed back-

wards and forwards, and reviled Him, wagging their heads at Him.
For the most part, the reviling was coined into the catchword, 1

1 Ha, Thou that destroyest the temple, and buildest it again in three

days, save Thyself ! Come down from the cross !
' Between whiles

occurred the expression, ' If Thou be the Son of God, come_ down
from the cross.' Plainly they wished now to bring into prominence

as strongly as possible the religious reproach that He is a blasphemer

of God, in order to form a counterpoise to the inscription of Pilate.

They thought that His claim to be able to build a new temple was

contradicted most fatally by the cross. Of an operation by the

Spirit through suffering they had thus no presentiment, in spite of

the voices of their prophets. They were therein glad to submit to

the misinterpretation which the word of Christ about His building

of the temple had undergone in the mouth of the false hearers and

witnesses. They did not perceive that it was they themselves who
were even now putting down the temple of God, and that Jesus

decided the speedy rebuilding of it in His present sufferings by His

labour in the Spirit. Gradually a second class of mockers associated

itself from the people with' these despisers of Jesus, Pharisees and

scribes, even high-priestly persons. These could introduce more
variety into their mockery, but at the same time they enhanced the

bitterness and malice of it. ' He hath saved others, Himself He
cannot save.' How gladly would they have made use of the fact

that He was now sacrificing His life on the cross, and which they

laid hold of in the distorted form that He could not help Himself,

in order to blot out the great recollection that He had helped so

many others. Nevertheless they did not venture directly to deny

this. Still they combined the compulsory acknowledgment in such

a manner with the wondering question, Can He not help Himself ?

that this must needs throw back a doubt even upon that acknow-

ledgment. But their outcry proved that they were wholly unable

to conceive of the miraculous power of Christ as the Holy Spirit's

power, which was conditioned upon obedience, even to the death

upon the cross, but only as a limitless magic of absolutely arbitrary

power, of which they fancied that He must needs turn it before all

things to His own advantage, if it were generally in any measure

at His command. The second word with which they mocked Him
is manifestly at the same time a bitter criticism of the inscription

over the cross, ' If He be Christ, the King of Israel, let Him now

descend from the cross, that we may see it, and believe on Him.'

We think we perceive in this cry, again, the dull sound of the in-

1 ' Uneducated men frequently choose a catchword, which they constantly repeat,

because they do not know how to bring out any connected discourse. Thus here it

was the word, The destroyer of the temple,' &c.—Kauschenbuscb, 420.
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veterate enmity with which the Jews rejected the Lord, because He
would not be a Christ in their sense,—an enmity which Pilate had
lately roused anew. In minds which were so darkened as these,

the superstition might even now be longingly looking askance at

the possibility that Jesus might, by a miracle, free Himself from
the cross, and destroy the Romans. In their ecclesiastical pride,

they fancied that He must still always receive it as a favour if they

did homage to Him. This, indeed, is not the first meaning of their

words : they mock, and mean to mock. But out of the frivolous

mockery is always suggested a serious thought, a fancy, or even an
ejaculation. And thus it is here ; at all events, the fathers in Israel

must have a dim, despairing, and bitter feeling that they have re-

jected their Messiah, even although this does not come up to the

level of consciousness. Thence is explained, also, the form of the

third reviling, 'He trusted in God; let Him deliver Him, if He
will have Him : for He said, I am the Son of God ' (or, according

to Luke, His elected). It is not to be denied but that these words
of the reviling of Christ pass over into the blasphemy of God. They
must needs acknowledge, however unwillingly, that Jesus trusted

in God. If His confidence, then, is confounded, as they assume,

the reproach falls back upon God. The word, moreover, has in

itself the form of the bitterest ill-feeling against God Himself—of

real blasphemy. The critic who wants to make it out improbable
that the Jewish hierarchs thus spoke,1 has never observed apparently

how frequently fanaticism, in the moments of rage, when it pur-

poses to be exceedingly zealous for God, involuntary falls into

blasphemy of God.2

This time also, according to Luke, the example of the Jews
operated contagiously upon the heathen soldiers. They copied

their example by beginning likewise to deride the Crucified One.
They stepped up to Him, offered Him (probably pledging Him, in

soldier fashion) their sour soldiers' wine, and required Him, if He
was the King of the Jews, to deliver Himself. Luke, in this place,

mentions the inscription over the Crucified One, an intimation that

the soldiers took occasion from its words to mock Him again. It

might perhaps be possible, moreover, that they quoted the words
in the meaning of Pilate, in order, by the way, to irritate the Jews.

The sound of revilings, however, was to attain its highest point

in a still more frightful fact. The malefactors also who were
crucified with Him reviled Him, according to the account of the

first Evangelists. Luke, on the other hand, relates, with more
circumstantiality, that one of the malefactors suspended with Him

1 Strauss, ii. 526. It would indeed make the acceptance difficult, of the fact that

the members of the Sanhedrim thus blasphemed God, if it were to be supposed that

they consciously made use of the words which, in Ps. xxii. 8, were attributed to the

enemies of the godly man. But this supposition is in no wise necessary. For the

rest, it is just that the same criticism which cannot allow man in good things to

transcend the sphere of a school-boy mediocrity, should seek in evil chiugs to main-

tain him as much as possible in the sphere of security.
2 For example, in frightful imprecations.
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reviled Him, saying, ' If thou be the Christ, save Thyself and us
;

'

but that He was rebuked by the other malefactor with the words,
1 Dost thou not fear God, seeing thou art in the same condemna-
tion ? And we indeed justly ; for we receive the due reward of our

deeds : but this man hath done nothing amiss.' Then turning to Jesus,

he said the words, ' Lord, remember me when Thou comest into

Thy kingdom !
' This distinction is not easily explained. It is not

sufficient here to observe, that the two first Evangelists only narrate

indefinitely, while Luke gives a more accurate account. The two

declare, with sufficient accuracy, that Jesus was reviled by those

who were crucified with Him ; while Luke, as it were by anticipa-

tion, represents a contrast between the hardened and the repentant

thief. In the first testimony, it is not to be overlooked that it is

furnished by the Evangelists of whom one is an apostle ; neither in

the second is it to be disregarded, that it bears on itself the charac-

teristic features of truth in a high degree, and entirely belongs to

the family of those extraordinary traits of the operation of grace

which Luke gathered with so much zeal. Besides, it would con-

tradict the general credibility of that Evangelist, if it were to be

supposed that in this place he has taken up an apocryphal narrative

instead of a genuine one. Therefore those who conceive that both

testimonies must in some measure be received,—namely, that first

of all the two thieves were hostile to the Lord, but that subsequently

the one became of a changed mind and repented,—appear to be

justified in, and indeed compelled to, this assumption by the pre-

cision of the evangelic narratives. It is certainly very difficult to

figure to one's self such a change ; but it is not impossible. How
often, in the case of one called by God to repentance, even in the

midst of the last temptation to seek peace once again in the way of

the old life, does the conscience become fully aroused ! Thus,

perchance, according to this view, the better of the thieves, in spite

of deep movements of heart towards repentance, which occurred in

him in spite of the first holy impression which he had received from

Jesus, may have allowed himself at first to be carried away once

more by the spirit of fellowship to join with his companion in

wounding the Lord with unbecoming speech, whom that more evil

associate, who probably had hitherto been his master in evil—his

evil genius—had set him the example. But even while he was
thus, for the last time, striking the old note, he might have become
conscious of the falsehood that it contained,—of the contradiction

involved, to the better feeling which was working itself upwards

from his heart. And it would be no wonder if in this case his last

error should have hastened his conversion. In this behalf it is,

moreover, to be remembered, that the two first Evangelists tell us

of the two thieves that they reviled Jesus (ooveihi^ov)
; while in Luke

it is said of the wicked thief, that he blasphemed Him (i^Xaa^/jiei

avrbv). This difference is very important, and if carefully con-

sidered, may perhaps lead to a solution of the difficulty.

When Jesus was thus scoffed and mocked by the most various
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persons as He hung on the cross, His fellow-sufferers also began to

revile Him, or to utter reproaches to Him.1 But they abused Him
in the most different feeling, in the most different manner ; and in

the one his heart was soon turned to the repentance from which
proceeded the prayer of faith, while the other became the victim

of the despairing rage in which he blasphemed the; Lord. But
how could such a contrast be developed out of the fact, that they

had both first of all assailed the Crucified One, and wounded Him
with reproaches ?

These thieves were both of them probably robbers in the manner
in which at that time there appeared many in Judea ; chiliastic

plunderers, probably seditious men, such as Barabbas; perhaps

also partakers in the same conspiracy in which he had committed a

murder. The fact that the Jews so passionately begged the release

of Barabbas, was no doubt suspicious to Pilate, with reason: it

testified of the secret sympathy which was felt by the Jews of that

time for all actual theocratic demagogues and rebels against the

Koman power; and this induced him to have the two seditious

men who had remained in prison led to execution immediately.

But the disposition and the vices of these rebels seem to have been

radically different. Both had revolted for the liberty of the Jews,

for the theocratic kingdom, and had become criminals in the

fanatical excitement, whereby they wished to bring about that

liberty. But the one appears to have devoted himself with an

honest, if a darkened and deluded mind, to the freedom and the

hope of Israel, while the other had made that idea serviceable to

his gloomy passions. In the former, the thoughts of angry dis-

content against Jehovah and His coming Anointed, which often

strongly affected the better minds in Israel,—as, for instance, they

were illustrated in that doubt of the Baptist about the mission of

Christ, and in the sword-blow of Peter,—became exaggerated and

embodied, till they resulted in a crime against society, and guilt

that deserved death ; while in the latter, that gloomy, thoroughly

sordid, despairing and desperately wicked chiliastic feeling which

animated the policy of Caiaphas and the treachery of Judas, had

become realized in the form of political crime. In this respect

they were both substantially at one, that the failure of their under-

taking had filled them with rage. Thus they were led with Jesus

to Golgotha, They saw that they were set forth as partakers of

one offence with Him. They knew, no doubt, that many among
the people had expected that Jesus would redeem Israel ; and they

perhaps had a dim feeling that He was the man on whom, in some

mysterious manner, the destiny of Israel depended. Thus their

rage was naturally directed against Him. But thus different was

their disposition ; thus different was the spirit in which they bore

1 The word omSifeu' is of very comprehensive meaning. It has not only the signifi-

cation to abuse, to revile, but also to make reproaches, blamingly to upbraid anybody
with anything, &c. The word 6veidos, whence it is derived, 'was used originally

without question, as n\eos, (pvi^V, tivofxa, Jama and honos—as well of good as of evil

report
;

' thus overflow may mean also to praise—to exalt—to glorify.
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ill-will to Him ; and thus contrasted were the results also which
these dispositions ensured. In that hour in which the hope of

Israel in the kingdom of God was more than ever shaken ; in that

hour in which Christ Himself, in the perfect sanctity of His feeling,

could utter the cry, My God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me ?

in which a sword passed through the soul of Mary, and in which
John the Baptist, in disturbed mood, could have, with repeated

emphasis, urged the question, Art thou He that should come ?—in

such an hour, it might easily be understood how an erring, mis-
guided man, who had become a criminal by theocratic delusion,

and who really had a heart for the freedom and hope of Israel in

their higher meaning, should, at his first glance on the crucified

Jesus, express the final ebullition of his bitter discontent in a sinful

manner, by making reproaches against Him, because He had not

proved His spiritual power by the destruction of His enemies and
the enemies of His people. He might angrily and abusively, and
yet with an honest intention, challenge Him to come down now in

triumph from the cross, and turn judgment to victory over His
enemies. If he reproached the Lord in this meaning, it was at

least a proof that he regarded Him as the Messiah, but that he had
not yet submitted to Him in spirit. He was then, so to speak, a

lively representation of all those feelings of anger with which the

disciples at first perceived that their Lord was determined to go
the way of suffering. But He might now also become a type of all

those Jews who turned to Christianity, when they beheld, in the

destruction of Jerusalem, their hope of the present manifestation of

their people's glory crumble into ruins ; nay, a type of the purified

Messianic hope of the disciples themselves. And thus it happened.
With the last effervescence of his anger his haughty spirit gave
way. He broke down in view of the divine patience and assurance

with which Christ met death. And now, even the evil spirit of

despair, with which his companion in guilt began to blaspheme the

Lord, helped to bring him to a decision.

Both the thieves, in their addresses to Christ, prove themselves

to be men who had formerly hoped for the Messianic kingdom, and
probably had, in the character of chiliasts made a disturbance for

it. But in the case of the hardened one, the worm of despair

breaks forth from the heart of his scattered hope ; in the case of

the repentant one, there rises from the dissolving smoke of a
criminal fanaticism the flame of the assurance of the future king-

dom of God brightening heavenward. The despairing one cries

out in mockery : If thou art Christ, save Thyself and us. If this

present life be not saved—if it is to pass to death through the

suffering of the cross,—he cannot believe on the Christ. Only a
Christ of this world has any reality for him : with his life here his

Christ melts away from him. But the other begins to see with
perfect clearness, when he beholds this man, usually, in all proba-
bility, so imperious in spirit, now so lamentably despairing. As
plants ripen under the tropical sun, thus his repentance and his
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faith are developed under the twofold influence under which he
finds himself in that critical hour, between the heavenly, victorious

spirit of Christ, and the hellish despair of his companion. It is

certain to him that this Jesus overcomes everything by His
patience. Thence also it is certain to him, that in His sufferings

He proves Himself to be the Messiah, and that through His suffer-

ings He establishes a kingdom, and that in the glory of this king-

dom He will one day come even to the spirits in the kingdom of

the dead. And in the light of this acknowledgment he beholds

now the guilt of his companion as well as his own. Thus he

rebukes his partner in guilt, he acknowledges his own misdoing,

and he entreats Christ for His grace. For all that, there still is

left the question why the two first Evangelists have recorded

nothing of the repentance of this thief, and Luke nothing of his

previous offence. But here once more, it is perhaps to be remem-
bered that several of the notices of Luke bear the stamp of being

attributable to the evangelic recollection of the mother of Jesus. 1

This appears to be the case with this communication. Mary must
have been standing very near to the cross when this conversation

between Jesus and the thief occurred. She thus could know the

particulars of his conversion ; and if she regarded his first unbe-

coming expressions with reference to his conversion, she might
easily let them slip. On the other hand, the two first Evangelists

appear to represent a group of disciples to whom the unfolding of

the contrast between the two thieves did not come so immediately

into view.

The repentant thief implored the Lord with an expression which
was very customary in Israel, especially at departure, ' Bemeinber

me ! remember me,' he prayed, ' when Thou comest in Thy king-

dom.'

But the Lord consoled him with the great promise, ' Verily I say

unto thee, This day shalt thou be with Me in Paradise.' In this

word all is certainty. The confidence in the earnestness of the

sorrow of the thief, his pardon, the assurance of eternal life, the

promise of his blessed union with Jesus, the speedy fulfilment of

all his wishes, the promise of his exaltation into heaven even on

that day ; all is introduced and affirmed by the dying Jesus with

an oath.

The repentant thief, with the word of his repentance which he

uttered, had also done a great deed of repentance. In the hour of

death he had set himself free from the strong bands of fellowship

which had previously chained him to a daring offender ; and had

openly acknowledged his sins. And thus the word of his faith in

Jesus was a great act of his faith also. He attained to the faith,

and confessed the faith in the glory of Jesus in an hour in which,

outlawed, condemned, regarded as one among malefactors, ap-

parently forsaken of God as he was forsaken of men, Jesus Himself

hung dying on the cross. But the royal majesty with which Jesus

1 See above, vol. i. p. 296.
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received him—with, which he welcomed the notorious robber, who
had been obtruded upon Him in external fellowship in suffering, to

a spiritual fellowship of His present sufferings and of His coming
glory,—with which He received him without conditions, without
appointment of any intervals of delay ;—this was the first manifesta-

tion of that boundless glory of grace which first began to operate

with His crucifixion. In all points His grant went far beyond the

prayer of the poor man. Remember me ! he asked. On the other

hand, Jesus gave him the assurance that he should live with Him
as His companion. He would have been gladly cheered with the

expectation of an undefined future. Jesus, on the other hand, says

to him that this day his blessedness should begin. He did not

hope to be received among the members of the kingdom before the

revelation of the kingdom ; but Jesus gives him the assurance that

He will take him up after his death into paradise—thus into a
spiritual kingdom of heaven. 1 Thus limitlessly could His grace,

which was just now breaking through the darkness of the world's

curse, be revealed to the thief, because the faith of the thief was
so great. That penitent owed nothing more to the world—he was
free from it by the payment of his life. From his wicked comrade
he had become free by his word of admonition. Moreover, from
his guilt, as from his old Jewish delusion, the grace made him now
free which had disclosed to him the kingdom of patience as the

kingdom of the victorious spirit. The beam of certainty of life in

the asseveration of Christ made him free from the fear of death
;

and that spirit of salvation, for whom one day can be as a thousand
years, and whose rapid and great effects of salvation he had im-
plored by his rapid and great repentance, set him free from all the

conditions of the time of expectation.

The first word of Christ on the cross was a triumph of His love

of His enemy in the presence of the enemies who nailed Him there.

The second word was a triumph of His love of His friend in the

face of a destruction of life which seemed to bid defiance to all

bonds of soul. The third word is a triumph of His grace in the

face of the final doom itself, with its sanguinary terrors. Since the

time that Christ thus on the scene of death (upon the place of

execution) pardoned the bleeding criminal in the dying hour, while

He Himself, the true High Priest in the form of the criminal,

hung there with pierced hands ; since then, the faith in His heroic

form has expanded in the world,—the faith which is often manifest

in the repentance of the most degraded malefactors, in the repent-

ance of the dying,—the faith which believes in the possibility of the

conversion of great sinners, in the truth of late conversion,—the

faith which can see the place of execution change into an entrance-

hall to the throne of everlasting grace, into the sanctuary of recon-

ciliation, and which gladly ventures to preach the Gospel even to the

poor in the hour of death, in prisons, and on places of execution.

It has been rightly pointed out that the frightful form of that de-
1 On the Jewish doctrine of paradise, see Sepp, iii. 557.

VOL. III. U
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spairing man who died in the midst of blasphemies of the Crucified

One, whom he beheld by sight, does not permit any misinterpretation

of this glory of grace, in the interest of presumptuous frivolity.

In the first period of Christ's passion on the cross, He had enjoyed

quiet for a moment, and had been able to take leave of His disciples.

Then followed the period when the hatred of men raged at large

against Him, for the last time in which the 'procession' of blas-

phemers passed by Him, the floods of mockery overflowed upon
Him. Mockery is at all times the show of spiritual ascendancy, the

appearance of victory. The mockery of the wicked is the triumph,

the scornful laughter, of the wicked. Thus Jesus allowed to pass

over Him now, in every form of mockery, the great scornful laughter

of hell, which regarded Him as destroyed. But the appearance of

victory melted before the certainty of victory with which He par-

doned the thief. Hatred was dumb, and His love kept the last

word. Despair was dumb,' and His living Spirit preached immor-
tality and meeting again. The judgment, the shame, and the death

vanished away as His grace, so to speak, took the thief by the hand to

lead him up into the lofty heaven. But now gradually approached

the third, the greatest and most mysterious period of His passion.

Already, from the sixth hour, the clearness of day, of the mid-day,

began to be obscured. Gradually there spread a darkness over the

whole land, increasing in fearful intensity even till the ninth hour.

This darkening of the earth, according to an acknowledged obser-

vation, did not proceed from an eclipse of the sun (since such a

phenomenon in the days of Easter, at the time of the full moon,
could not occur) ; rather, according to Luke, the darkening of the

sun was the last result of the darkening of the earth. Consequently

this darkness must have had its cause in a peculiar derangement

of the terrestrial atmosphere. The signs which occurred later give

reason to suppose that this darkening of the land was a precursor

of a great earthquake.

But the darkness which went forth to heaven was an external

image of the condition of soul which the suffering Christ was now
undergoing in silence upon the cross. The bodily effects of His
suffering on the cross began to be manifested. The external fire-

brand of the wounds in the hands, in the feet, on the brow, on the

lacerated back, stretched upon the rough beam of the cross, and the

internal glow of fever, were wasting His strength. The great dis-

turbances in the peaceful living flow of His pure blood oppressed

His head, agonized His heart, and perturbed the transparent mirror

of His pure sense of life. In these tortures Jesus hung there quiet,

silent, and struggling, under the mourning aspect of heaven, which

was darkening more and more. Thus He hung for more than two

hours, till nearly three o'clock in the afternoon. At length the diz-

ziness of weakness must declare itself generally,—that condition in

which consciousness will begin to reel, to dream, and then perhaps

again to start up again among frightful forms of fancy. He saw
death always approaching and overshadowing His life ; and He
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tasted it as only the subtle pure life itself could taste death. A flood
of unconsciousness would throw itself over that clear consciousness
of eternal life,—a dreamy form of nightly horrors over that spirit
of eternal clearness,—a sense of groundless failure and decay over
that confidence with which, in His innermost heart, He constantly
sate in the bosom of the Father. But when death thus came upon
Him, He felt how thoroughly one He had become with humanity,m its destiny of death, by His faithful love ; it was to Him as if
His consciousness would melt into one with the consciousness of
suffering, dying humanity,—as if all its feelings of being forsaken
of God in death would be crowded together as into a focus in His
breast. He felt the death of humanity ; humanity came to the
perfect feeling of its death in His heart. And now, for the last
time, the tempting spirit once more approached Him. With that
sympathy of death, He would inspire Him with all the wild phan-
tasms of the gloomy horror of death as felt bv His race. He would
represent death as a dark divinity, fill His soul with despair, and
suggest ravings out of His own spirit. Against this temptation,
however, Christ gathered Himself together with the whole force of
His being

;
and as with the wrath of a lion directed against the

fear of death, as with the supplication of a child turned to God, He
cries out, < My God ! My God ! why hast Thou forsaken Me ?'

This word of Christ may easily be misunderstood more than any,
because it is just the last decisive word of His contest in which He
wins the victory,—and because, therefore, in it is combined into one
the deepest appearance of human despair with the deepest resistance
of divine dependence,—nay, because in this word death appears in
its last struggle with life as it is entwined with victory. In the
apprehension of this we attain before all things the right tone of
every individual expression in the Spirit. According to the several
partial tones is modified the understanding of the word. It may,
indeed, be probably assumed that Christ uttered this cry with con-
scious remembrance of the words with which the 22d Psalm opens.
For as there the sacred singer, in the spirit of Messianic longing
cried upwards to God out of the depth of the Spirit of Christ, so
now Christ cries up to God in the spirit of Messianic sympathy out
of the depth of the human death-need. But if it is thought that
Christ would not thus have uttered these words if He had not by
reciting or praying, according to the old Scripture word, wished to
strengthen Himself l by that Psalm, it is forgotten that every Mes-
sianic feeling of the Old Testament must be realized in Him,—that
Christ did not externally imitate, but in the deepest truth internally
accomplished, what was written. If it were otherwise, the mysterious
words of Christ would be deprived of all the original freshness and
energy of His spiritual utterance. Moreover, if we take the ex-
pression, My God, My God, here in the diluted form of a cry become
more or less habitual, and if we overlook the emphasis in the ques-

1 Thus Schleiermacher, Glaubenshhre, ii. 154 ; Neander, 466 : and others. Compare
on the other hand, Olshauseu, iv. 239 ; Strauss, ii. 529.

;
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tioning Why ? in order the more to lay stress upon the subsequent

expression of neglect, we come to the view that the words could con-

tain an outcry of real despair, or even the testimony of a darkening

of the consciousness of God in Jesus. 1 But thus is denied the definite

emphasis which the outcry, My God, My God, must needs have in

the mouth of Christ. In these words it is determined that God
remains His God, that His consciousness even now is in perfect

harmony with God, as if He embraced Him with both arms. The
questioning Why ? moreover, is the perfectly devout question of the

suffering holy child to His Eternal Father, the concentrated ex-

pression of all questions which sorrowing humanity addresses to the

Unsearchable ; the great ivherefore, which is permitted to the

troubled human race, on the administration of God in His infinitely

pure glorification. This question of Christ looks back to the guilt

of humanity, which must be atoned for ; it looks up to the counte-

nance of the Father, in which judgment is transfigured into deliver-

ance ; it looks forward to the salvation which proceeds out of this

suffering. Because humanity had forsaken God, God appeared to

be willing to join with it in forsaking their Holy Prince, who would

not forsake humanity ; but because He would neither forsake God
nor forsake humanity, the terror of the desertion of God incurred

by the world must be loosed in His soul, and even in the depth of

this terror He must find God once more in the glory of His grace

on behalf of humanity. But, finally, the words may be weakened

in their meaning, if the complaining cry, Thou forsaken Me ! be not

apprehended in their full force and depth. 2 The more we yield our-

selves up reverentially to the power of this word,—a power derived

from all its associations,—the more we feel that it is just at this point

that the great apparent contradiction—the deepest desertion of God,

and the closest nearness to Him—judgment and reconciliation

—

consciousness of death and victory over death—is solved ; that thus

Christ has completed His work with this saying, which is His last

and greatest work.

If it were to be asked, how could His bodily experience on tly

cross depress Him again once more into this depth of misery, aft
ej

He in His Spirit (John xiii. 32) and in His soul (in Gethsemai^ i

had already overcome the world, it is to be considered that in Chi Tfc

the Word became flesh; and that for that very reason the c -i •
-

lasting Word in Him must suffer in the death-pangs of His cc t-

reity ; or, in other words, that His suffering of death was jus-' e

completion of all His other suffering—in the same way as
;

• ^.s

corporeity was the completion of His incarnation. In His deaff • jh

the cross He underwent the whole death-pang of humanity, L
W(

a

completeness that in the Spirit alone He could not have underlie
it. In this passion, His spirit- and soul-life must thus also uncU -

f

o

i The latter view is to be found in De "Wette on Matt. 233.
'' 9

2 As De Wette, p. 239. He indeed contends with reason against the view of Ols
hausen, according to which, in this suffering of Jesus, His physical tortures must
have been combined with a divesting of His soul of divine power.
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a new depth of human wretchedness, 'which it had not yet ex-

perienced ; and yet the struggles that He had passed through before

were not repeated in this passion. At the Passover He endured the

final contest with the worldly mind of the fallen world ; in Gethse-

mane, with its sorrow and its aversion. Here upon Golgotha He
went through the contest with death itself, and, indeed, He went

through it in the unity of His nature, so that spirit, soul, and

body were working together here also in one power. For how
could His corporeity have suffered without a soul ; and, destitute of

spirit, how could His bodily suffering have become His, since His

body was the manifestation, the organ, and the highest and closest

expression of His soul -and spirit-life ? But it is thought that in

the unity of His contest might still be perceived the various mani-

festations of the several powers of His nature ; while the Spirit of

Christ addresses to the Father, as a simple child-like question, the

significant Why f He opposes it as a thing infinitely foreign,—to

death in its human deformity (in the aspect which he presents to

Him as the king of terrors). While the soul of Christ, with deepest

reality, takes refuge in God with its twofold appeal to Him, it de-

clares, at the same time, the horror with which the frightful form

of death fills it ; and while He complains of His bodily feeling of

death to His God, as the last and deepest suffering of His life, He
intimates, at the same time, that death in itself is the manifestation

of the desertion of God.

But these several points of the complaint of Jesus must pre-emi-

nently be recognized in their unity. This unity consists in His utter-

ing before His Father the confession, that in the feeling of His death

He is experiencing a sense of His desertion ; but in His declaration,

at the same time, of His assurance, that He nevertheless abides, under

this wonderful appearance of desertion, indissolubly united with Him.

And therein consists the victory of Christ over death, that He
acknowledges it as the appearance of the desertion of God, and names

it by its right name ; that He saw in this desertion an inscrutable

arrangement and judgment of His God ; and that, nevertheless, in

this judgment, He found His God, acknowledged and held Him fast

as His God, in the deepest and most special sense.

And thus, before His consciousness, the threatening form of death

is dissolved in the form of the desertion of God : this desertion is

lost in the form of inscrutable arrangement, and the gloomy decree is

finally lost in the certainty of the presence of His God. All terrible

forms disappear from His eyes before the form of light, into whose

arms He has thrown Himself, with the appeal, My God ! My God I

In God's judgment He has hailed God as the deliverer. It is

manifest, from His whole feeling of His life and of His work as Ee-

deemer, that He thus appealed to God in the name of humanity.

It is manifest, also, from' the significant, simple, child-like question

Why ? The answer of God to this question lies in the assurance

which thenceforward He attained, that the salvation of the world

was accomplished.
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How could it be doubted that, in dying as Christ died, in dying

with Christ's consciousness, He had experienced death in its deepest

human depth—that He thus tasted death by God's grace for all ?

But if He has experienced the death of humanity in His death, so also

He has experienced the desertion of God, which humanity is conscious

of in a thousand troubled and confused perceptions. He has acknow-

ledged in His Spirit-bodily life, in a perfectly defined feeling of the

effect of this desertion, that this desertion is the spiritual essence of

death. And if He has considered this suffering as an act of God,

He has pointed to it as the judgment which He endures in Himself,

because He endures the death of humanity in Himself ; whose form,

however, is changed in His consciousness into the announcement of

His God—thus even into deliverance itself.

Thus this word of Christ is His greatest deed. But the act of

Christ corresponds to the act of God. That moment in which, as

the Lion of Judah, He cries out to His Father against the threaten-

ing and terrible form of death (as it seeks to appear to Him, in His

sympathy with humanity, as an independent power in the appear-

ance of a gloomy divinity, and so to tempt Him to despair), and
throws Himself, nevertheless, on the heart of the Father, through

the real terrors of death, of the desertion of God, of the world, and
the world's judgment,—that is the point at which the Father, as in a

holy exultation, draws Him up to His heart, as His thoroughly ap-

proved, well-authenticated child, as the truly discovered Priest-King
of humanity. The cry of Christ, My God ! My God ! expresses the

presentiment that just at this time God appears out of His retirement

—that the Sun of Grace shines forth from the clouds of judgment.
• If the question be suggested, How could Christ have felt Himself

forsaken of God, since He was still the Son of God? 1 it is the same
as is expressed in other words, How did He undergo the feeling of

death ? how could He die ? And this latter form of the question is

not the easier, but the more difficult form. For the appearance of

God's desertion is just the first spiritual name—the first explana-

tion of the dark riddle which we call death. Certainly, even this

first explanation of death has still its obscurity ; this is plain from

the great Why f of Christ. The fuller explanation of death consists

in the fact that this desertion is an arrangement of God—a judg-

ment upon the world, which is changed through Christ's conscious-

ness into nearness to God, sense of God, and reconciliation. The
Adamic view of the world is indeed of a totally opposite disposition.

It is confessed in the gloomy error, that the judgment is explained

by removing the agency of God far away from it ; that God's deser-

tion is explained by conceiving of it only as death and the feeling of

death ; and death is explained by putting it back into the gloom of

absolute natural necessity. Thus generally it is minded to regard

punishment as being explained in its apprehension entirely as evil

;

or rather, we should say, it will not apprehend it, because it will leave

it as an absolutely dark thing of nature, as a fatality, to the decision

1 Strauss, ii. 529.
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of fate.- On the other hand, evil is enveloped in gloom, if it is con-

sidered as the will of God ; but especially if it is considered as

punishment. Christianity, indeed, loses sight of the conception of

punishment in the kingdom of grace ; but here it is not condemned

into the not understood form of evil, but it glorifies itself into the

chastising arrangements of delivering grace.

The most difficult question thus remains, How can the Son of

God have suffered death ? And in the most difficult view, this is

its purport. How is the fact that Christ died, to be reconciled with

the doctrine of His Godhead ? First of all, the great misunder-

standing must be got rid of, which encourages the notion that the

conditioned is the limited,—that that which is determined is a

matter of fate, a matter removed from God's control. The Son of

God represents the nature of God, just in His self-determination, in

His self-conditioning. And in His human manifestation He ad-

vances from conditional to conditional, even to the death on the

cross. But exactly the point at which conditionality threatens to

become the annihilation of His being, is the point at which all His

conditionality is perfected in God, as self-conditioning. He dies with

the perfect consciousness that He dies in His God ; and therewith

He abolishes the old significance of death, according to which it

had terrified humanity, as if it were another gloomy God. He has

the power to lay down His life, and He uses it ; therefore also He has

the power to take His life again. He can allow His sense of life to

melt away in God's ordinance, therefore He can attain it again in

the depth of the divinity. And as He glorifies all finiteness by

His finiteness, all conditionality through His conditionality (He

being the most contemned and unworthy of all), so also He explains

the darkest depths of all human conditionalities—death.
_
He changes

it into a mysterious point of new formation of His life in God. In

Him also the consciousness of the divinity itself comes in contact

with the consciousness of death. The heart of God feels thebreath

of death in the dying heart which forms the centre of humanity, but

absolutely for that reason death dies in the heart of God. The
Eternal God, who in the mission of death makes known the lofty

supremacy of His administration over the creature, expresses in the

death of His Son the sympathy of His nature with the death of

humanity. But when the death of the Son of God is changed im-

mediately into the victory over death, there is revealed therein the

truth that death is only a special appointment in the administration

of God, only a special angel among the spirits of His revelation,—

that its apparent independence constantly melts away in its omni-

presence, the death of the mere creature in His new creating breath

of life, the death of the sinner in His punitive righteousness, the

death of the faithful in His grace, the death of the only beloved Son

in His present divinity itself.

Thus, then, the answer to the question is anticipated, How could

the Son of God feel Himself forsaken of God? The question is,

first of all, How could He sive this name to the sense of death—the
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sense of God's desertion? Here we must observe, before all, that

for Him the feeling and the consciousness of life was absolutely one

with the feeling and the consciousness of the presence of God. When
thus the presentiment of death came over Him as a convulsion of

His life, as a darkening of His consciousness, when the dizziness of

weakness veiled His spirit, we understand that His consciousness of

God was disturbed in the same measure that His consciousness of

life wavered. Here occurred the moment when the sphere of His
conditionally on the part of God threatened to shrink even to the

annihilation of His consciousness ; therefore this form of His con-

ditionally must have appeared to Him as an expression of the

desertion of God. Added to this, He experienced in Himself, in

His feeling of death by the sympathy of His Spirit, the world's

sense of death, and was tempted by the unbounded despair in this

sense of death. In a moment in which His self-consciousness

wavered, that dark feeling of death in its giant-might threatened to

surprise Him in His weakness, and to obscure His consciousness of

God. The abyss of all the God-desertion of the world yawned be-

fore His failing sense of life. Hence He both could and must
characterize His position as a feeling of apparent desertion of God.
But just as in the divine knowledge of His death He overcame death,

He overcame, in the consciousness of God contained in His Spirit,

that appearance of desertion of God in His feeling. In the endur-

ing clearness of His God-consciousness, He did away with the gloom
in the suffering of His own consciousness. Moreover, if we refer this

experience of Christ specially to His divinity, there will indeed arise

the deepest contradiction in the assertion that God saw Himself
•forsaken of God. But that great mystery does not occur in this

formula, since it cannot once be said that the Son of God saw Him-
self forsaken by the Father. He felt the desertion of God, but He
did away with this feeling in the God-consciousness of His Spirit.

And thus in His death-pang that contrast was manifested which
pervades the whole world,—the contrast according to which God is

present not only in doing, but also in suffering ; not only in the

terrors that the world excites, but also in the fears that the world
suffers ; not only in man's deep sense of life, but also in his dread

of death ; not only in the revealings, but also in the hidings of His
glory. And it actually constitutes the significance of that cry of

Christ's, that it represents this contrast in its deepest power, in the

crisis of its world-historical variance, in which it seems to become
an absolute contradiction, but only to disclose its everlasting har-

mony. Here, where the trembling of feeling of God-desertion is

combined with the loud appeal of God-assurance in the dying heart

of Christ, and where the former is dissolved into the latter,—here it

is plain that God has adopted into His consciousness not less the

dying pains of all the world than the ordinances of death upon all

the world, and that in His Spirit they are explained everlastingly

as ordinances for the salvation of the world.

It is manifest that we may not rest in the explanation of this feel-
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ing of Christ as being a feeling of God-desertion, as we have said,

from the question itself that Christ utters, Why hast Thou forsaken

Me ? We cannot for a moment conceive that Christ in this word
intended to reproach the Father, or that He meant to complain with

displeasure of the suffering appointed for Him. But the question

cannot be only a formula
;
just as little, finally, can it be a question

of perplexity or of suspicion, as though He had not known at all

wherefore this desertion of God came upon Him. But what in His

spiritual consciousness He well knew already, He craved to know now
also in the feeling of His life. He asks the Father out of His own
heart, and this heart expects and obtains the answer which makes
itself manifest in the great peace of His death. But for our know-
ledge He has already answered this question in His wandering upon
earth ; for example, in the words, This is My blood of the New
Testament, which is shed for many for the forgiveness of sins (Matt.

xxvi. 28). For the sake of humanity, therefore, He felt Himself for-

saken of God. He thus underwent the judgment of God which, in

the gloomy God-desertion of the world, makes itselfknown (especially

also in the fact that it crucified Him) in His suffering of death.

But not in His consciousness as punishment, not for His heart as

judgment. The elder theology, when it ventured upon this assertion,

made a way for the attacks and mistakes which it subsequently in-

curred on this point. As closely as it accords with the nature of

Christ's consciousness that He must experience in His sympathy
with the world the doom of the world, so closely likewise does it

accord with that nature that in His experience this doom should

brighten into deliverance ; that the form of punishment should

change to Him into the form of salvation. In the suffering of the

Son of God, it must be plain that God does not as an enemy prose-

cute man, in chastising him—in allowing His judgments to pass

upon him, as the conscience-stricken man is always ready to fancy.

And thus in the suffering of Christ there was given to man the sign

and seal of reconciliation with God.
Those, therefore, who should separate the judgment of God upon

the world from the suffering of death that Christ sustained, would
also, without perceiving it, deprive that suffering of God's light and
salvation, and darken the newly beaming day of grace, in which the

old terrors, death, despair, the sense of God's desertion, and all the

darkness of punishment, are softened and changed into certainties of

chastisement, into angels of salvation. They must, moreover, sup-

pose that Christ's question, as a question, had no meaning, and that

the Inscrutable had never answered that Why ? even to this day.

We must acknowledge it as a mystery, that in a sinner's awakened
consciousness of guilt it is one and the same conscience which
represents itself at once as God's punishing angel and as a poor

trembling sinner,—that it thus appears to divide itself into a hostile

opposition, and nevertheless in the unity of his being is more
effectual than ever. And thus also we know that the true human
judge may grow pale and tremble in the power of sympathy with
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the human malefactor, whom he must condemn, as if he himself felt

his guilt in his own heart, although at the same time he represents
with judicial severity the sacred justice which judges the sinner.

And was not Christ in His human feeling to be conscious of the
judgment of the world at the moment when God had given up the
world into that doom of its blindness that it nailed Him on the
cross ? But just as the human judge beholds, in the punishment
which he tremblingly decrees for the ill-doer, a justice and a bene-
volence of God, so Christ in His unity with God knows that the
grace of God to humanity will reveal itself in that judgment whose
consciousness only He possesses. And therefore He may well im-
plore for His heart this unveiling of God's grace with the question
Why ? and express in thej question itself the confidence that God
will answer Him. Thus, as God is everywhere present in the
awakened conscience of the sinner, and not only in his terrors, but
also in the suffering of his repentance ; as He is present in the
punitive severity of the judge, as well as in his trembling sympathy,
so in His highest glory He is present in the sacred consciousness of

Christ, that now the judgment upon the world is come to pass

—

present in His anguish as well as in His triumph. And this con-

sciousness of Christ informs us of the consciousness wherewith God,
in the sacred darkness of His righteous administration, fulfils through
all the world His inscrutable judgments, in that all their deadly
and painful effects are known to His sympathy, while His grace
changes these terrors into salvation.

If we thus fairly present to ourselves that the soul of Christ could
express itself in no higher strain than in that exclamation to God,
My God, My God, why hast Thou forsaken Me? and that this

question of Christ certainly met a substantial answer from God which
was in proportion to itself, we have this acknowledged, that with
this appeal of Christ the work of salvation was also substantially

decided as a victory over death.

But because this word of Christ expresses the moment in which
judgment is accomplished in victory, while the feeling of the world's

judgment flashes through Him, and this feeling through His faith-

fulness to God is changed into the assurance of the world's redemp-
tion ; thus also the earthly mind, as it is still disposed to despair,

may think it perceives even here the most terrible cry of despair,

although the saying is always more and more revealing itself to faith

as the watchword of Christ's victory over death.

Thus, under the cross of Christ itself, Christ's appeal was even at

that time perceived by the disciples, although only dimly in its

divine power. Even to its original expression it stamped itself

indelibly on their minds. 1 By others, on the contrary, the same
word, even on the spot, was most wickedly misinterpreted. Some
of the people who stood under the cross remarked at the same time,

1 In the most exact manner in Mark, in the Aramaean dialect, Eloi, Eloi, &c. Here
probably it is to be remembered, that in his great death-struggle, as in his conscious
circumstances, a man frequently speaks most accurately his original dialect.
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' Behold, He calleth Elias
!

' These must have been people who
were in some degree familiar with the Jewish theology. They
knew that Elias was to return as Christ's forerunner, and to prepare

a way for Him. 1 They alluded to that, in observing, mockingly,

that Jesus called for Elias. But even in this hateful disfigurement

of His word, the involuntary acknowledgment is expressed, that His
cry to God was filled with an energy of soul, a freshness of life, Avhich

astonished the hearers ; a prayerful cry as clear and strong as if Ho
had called some one at hand to help,—notwithstanding in this inter-

pretation we have a proof that Christ was crucified by His enemies,

not only in His personal manifestation, but also in His individual

sayings. That exegesis was a type of the thousandfold twisting of

His word out of the infinite into the finite, out of the wonderful

into the unusual, out of the Christian into the heathenish, which
it was to experience even down to the latest days.

Whilst in the meanwhile the spectators were still busied with

this saying, they heard a new cry of Jesus—the word, ' I thirst.'

This saying probably intimates no new access of His suffering.

Eather it is a proof that the evening-time had begun to appear in

His soul. Hitherto the tension of His spiritual conflict had not

suffered Him to think of the ardent thirst which consumed
Him. But with His last, hottest struggle, He won the victory.

God must have answered Him in His soul, otherwise He could not

even now again have thought specially upon His bodily need, and

on its satisfaction.'
2 John also suggests this. He writes, ' When

Jesus knew that all things were now accomplished (that the Scrip-

ture might be fulfilled 3
), He said, I thirst !

' It is plain, as the

undistorted meaning of the Evangelist, that He does not mean to

say that Jesus spoke this word with a purpose only of fulfilling the

Scripture. If we assume the contrary, 4 we must suppose that,

according to the view of the Evangelists, He did not really thirst,

and that He did not care in the most exact sense, therefore, to

receive a draught. Moreover, it is forgotten that the same John,

a little before, and altogether in a similar manner, says, that the

soldiers would not rend the garment of Christ, that the Scripture

might be fulfilled—to wit, the passage of the Psalms quoted. In

that place (xix. 24) it is certainly not to be thought of that the

soldiers would have cast lots about the vesture of Christ for the sake

of the fulfilment of the Scripture, of which they knew nothing. In

that case, therefore, the Evangelist referred the act of the soldiers, in

the most significant manner, to the ruling of Providence which led

them, so that they unconsciously were compelled to fulfil the Scrip-

i Generally Elias was among the Jews a patron of the distressed. Comp. Sepp, 566.
2 Thus also the consciousness of hunger on the part of Jesus in the forty days'

temptation in the desert, was restrained until towards its conclusion ; and also the

Lord still did not think of the satisfaction of His hunger so long] as the- tempter

appealed to that necessity, and generally was before Him.
3 Comp. Luke xxii. 37, 38.
4 As Strauss is quite inclined to do (ii. 517), with the timid expression, ' Thus He

appears almost to wish to say.

'
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ture. And was he here, on the contrary, in the most spiritless

manner, to relate an entirely cognate fact ? Certainly the Evan-
gelist might, with entire confidence, assume that Jesus, in this say-
ing also—I thirst—thought on the prophetic element of that
description of the fearful thirst in the 22d Psalm, as He generally
referred in His sufferings to the prophetic tone of that psalm.

If we have rightly apprehended the previous word of Christ, in
which He complains to the Father of His desertion, the word ' I
thirst ' looks like the word of a hero who had not been conscious
that his wounds were bleeding, and that he needed strengthening,
until the rage of the battle had ceased ; of a hero who begins, in
the feeling of his victory, to think upon his own refreshment, and
now^ requests a draught from those who stand around. Thus
Christ, in the presentiment of His death, asks for one more draught
for refreshment, after He has already struggled through the great
contest with death. And so also this word is to us, first of all, a
great and auspicious sign.

Moreover, in that case, the same word is to us a faithful repre-
sentation of His position. The Man with the gushing spring of ever-

lasting life in His heart, who formerly spoke the word to the Samaritan
woman, Whoever shall drink of the water that 1 shall give him shall

never thirst again, here makes the acknowledgment, I thirst. This
word has exactly the same special emphasis with which it is related

of Him that He was hungry after He had fasted in the wilderness
for forty clays. There He was overtaken by hunger in its gigantic
power, here by thirst. Even in the endurance of hunger and thirst,

He is the fellow-sufferer with humanity, and has become its Prince,

its Comforter, and Deliverer. It was to Him now as if all the
freshness and fulness of His life were dried up, so wasted was His
strength, so withered His life, so breathed through by the fever-

glow of His suffering: His whole nature cried out for a last refresh-

ment. 1 And yet even now He was the miraculous spring from
which streams forth unfailingly the water of everlasting life, from
which it streams even forth in the complaint itself—I thirst

!

There is a thirst of the soul which only God can appease—the

need of the eternal refreshment of that everlasting creation of God
out of the fulness of His eternal life. In this respect Christ could

never suffer the wasting thirst; rather He was Himself, in His
unity with God, constantly the living spring. Even in the feeling

of His desertion itself, it was only for a moment that the terrors of

that thirst, of that want of the world separated from God, filled

Him with dismay. But there is also a thirst of life which, accord-

ing to God's ordinance, can only be satisfied by nature, by life, and

the love of men. The life planted in the world must be refreshed

also in the currents of the actual life of the world. And this thirst

Jesus must have actually experienced in the most susceptible man-
ner when He was placed and appointed in the midst of the world

as the absolutely sound man, to be refreshed by the whole creation,

1 On the torment of thirst in the crucified, see Sepp., 560.
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to be gladdened by the blessings of the entire humanity. Thus He
experienced more than any what it means to thirst—to be in want
of the refreshing freshness of nature, the comforting hand and love

of humanity. But that He expressed this experience in one single

complaining cry, is to us a direct proof that His soul altogether

depended on God, and was anew refreshed with His divine fulness.

For with this saying He turned again to humanity.
He might now with one last effort have been able easily to over-

come His thirst, if He had cared to be able to do so—to seal the

bravery of His life with an action of proud stoicism. But such
apparent heroisms belong to the pre-Christian standpoint. The
Founder of a religion which preaches the resurrection of the body,

even in His complaint, I thirst, asserted the claim of corporeity, the

claim of One parched with thirst, especially of One thirsting in the

hour of death
;
yea, not only the claim, but also the duty of the

thirsty One, to seek for Himself refreshment in the ordinance of the

sacred life which God has appointed for His life. Thus also He
separates His case from all false super-humanity of human pride,

whether it be characterized as stoicism, as monachism, or as spiritual

abuse of that which is corporeal.

Doubtless it was not permitted to the friends of Christ to hand
Him one more refreshing draught. Nevertheless, Jesus uttered

His complaint. In the midst of the company of His rude guards
—of His stern enemies—He let fall the word, and in so doing has
been found the greatest triumph of His love ; and rightly. Neither
pride nor rancour, nor even mistrust, seals His mouth in this com-
pany ; not pride ;—not even now, when the great feeling is coming
on Him, that He has accomplished the deliverance of the world.

The first word which He utters in this perfect consciousness, that

He henceforward is the King on the throne of grace, is a prayerful

complaint, like the word of a beggar. And, moreover, no rancour
restrains Him, although these men would already have given Him
to drink in scorn and mockery, and are representatives of a world
which has given Him to drink, at His departure, of gall and
vinegar. Even the simple but difficult tension wherewith for a long

time He must have restrained Himself in silence towards these

men, is past now. He not only can, but He must even now show
them again the entire divine impartiality of His love—show it in

the form of so humiliating a complaint
;
yea, He will, and must

:

it is a necessity to Him, for the breath of God's reconciliation blows
around Him, the Spirit of peace begins to brighten the dark world
anew for Him ;

and in this mood it becomes even a necessity for

Him to give to men one more final sign of love, to receive one more
token of love from them. As thus He thirsts for the refreshment

of the draught, so He thirsts for the draught of refreshing love

;

thus also for one last human greeting, for a human blessing. And
if this feature of His thirst be prosecuted even to its deepest mean-
ing, it may perhaps be said, that here there is an entirely peculiar

degree of feeling—He thirsted after the souls of men. But it must
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always appear to us especially remarkable in the word of Jesus, that

no mistrust restrained Him from confiding His necessity to the

bystanders. After all the experiences which He had had of the

power of evil in the human heart, He had nevertheless preserved

His confidence in the return of the Spirit of love. And how should

He not, when He had just rescued the dying love of humanity in

His heart ? Even now He began to awaken it in the hearts again

of them that stood around, and no word could be more appropriate

for that purpose than the word of His faithful prayer.

And the word of Christ produced an instantaneous effect. Close

by stood a vessel filled with the common wine frequently alluded

to ; immediately one of them sprang to it, filled a sponge, fastened

it to a reed (of the hyssop plant 1
), and came and gave Him to

drink. According to John, several were concerned in doing this
;

but it is strange that in Matthew's account the rest at this moment
cried out, ' Stop ! (a</>e?) let us see whether Elias will come to save

Him ;

' whilst in Mark the man who offered Him the draught said

these words, as crying to the others to stop (a^ere). According to

Mark, it is plain that the cry could not have been intended to

withhold the draught. It might be supposed that this action indi-

cated the separation of two worlds. In the words of this people

there is still perceived a faint echo of the previous mockery ; but in

their deed is manifest already the power of Christ's spirit, which
constrained them into the service of love. But apparently, even in

this latter expression itself, the mocking spirit was much subdued.

The heaven above them had become more and more gloomy. The
impression made on them by this marvellous darkness, by the dying

Christ, by the unprecedented excitement of feeling of the whole

people, had become more and more powerful. Finally, the piercing

cry of Christ filled them with a dismay never known before.2 Thus
probably a disposition had come over them, in which they would
consider it probable that Elias, as the prophet of retributive punish-

ment, might actually break forth out of the invisible world (comp.

Luke xxiii. 48). A great terror of spirit would seize them in spite

of the military watch which was present, in spite of the publicity of

the place and the multitude of spectators. Already, even at the

moment in which Jesus cried out the words, ' Eli, Eli,' the spirit of

fear must have influenced them, in order to lead them to that

marvellous idea, ' He calleth for Elias/ They put this idea, it is

true, into the form of mockery ; but probably only to enable them
to resist their fear. But the thought does not leave them ; and
when they now cry to one another, ' Hold, let us see whether Elias

will come and help Him,' it is as if we heard a crowd of frightened

men, who seek to rid themselves in a dark forest from the fear of

1 Upon this plant, compare Sepp, 563.
2 Olshausen has denied the jesting tone in the words ; but, on the other hand, he

rightly refers to the mysterious awe which came over their spirits. Strauss thinks,

indeed, that this awe and trembling belongs rather to the unscientific disposition of

the biblical commentator (531). According to him, it would not be scientific to

observe the slighter expressions of a reasonable awe in the presence of the cross.
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spirits, and so cry to one another, as if for a jest, the name of

the dreaded being. They appear to joke ; but if we listen more
closely, we observe how they tremble ; and it was probably this

disposition especially, in which the man who handed to the Lord
the last draught said these words. He could only approach Him
with fear.

Jesus accepted the last poor refreshment which the man offered

Him. He drank the sour wine ; the draught of honour which was
administered to Him at the completion of His work. How often

with such wine, sour as vinegar, has the world again and again

given Him to drink,jin like manner, in His misunderstood, struggling,

bleeding, dying witnesses !

And now, with His last strength, He took leave of His1

, friends,

as He cried to them, ' It is finished.' Finished was His holy life
;

with His life, His struggle ; with His struggle, His work ; with His
work, the redemption ; with the redemption, the foundation of the

new world. And therewith substantially, in the sight of Ixod, in

His eternity, in the depth of life of the world and of the believing

heart, all was finished. With this triumphant cry He confirmed
the Gospel to His disciples—the Gospel which He had announced
to them, and had bestowed on the world. In this word He once

more comprised all that He had said to them in the high-
priestly prayer. At that time all had been finished in His Spirit,

but now also all is finished in the destiny of His life. This word
was His last to men. John kept it in his heart, and delivered it to
the Church as the great word of His farewell to humanity.

But then Jesus turned to His Father, crying with a loud voice,
' Father, into Thine hands I commend My Spirit !

'

No shadowy form of a dark destiny stands before Him at the end
of His career, although He must die on the cross ; the countenance
of the Father shines before Him. He does not behold His life

melting away into the gloomy floods of mortality. He commends
it into the hands of His Father. It is not alone in the general

spirit of humanity that He will continue to live. He will live on in

the definite personality of His own Spirit, embraced by the special

protection and faithfulness of His Father. Thus He does not sur-

render His life despondingly to death for destruction, but with
triumphant consciousness to the Father for resurrection. It was
the very centre of His testament : assurance of life ; surrender of

His life into the hand of a living Father. With loud voice He ex-

claimed it to the world, which will for ever and ever sink into the

heathenish consciousness of death, of the fear of death, of despair of

immortality and resurrection, because it for ever and ever allows

the consciousness of the personality of God, and of personal union
with Him, to be obscured and shaken. With the heart of a lion,

the dying Christ once more testified of life with an expression which
was connected with the word of the Old Testament Psalm (Ps.

xxxi. 5), and testified that the Spirit of eternal life was already

operative in prophetic anticipation in the old covenant. Thus
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living as ever, He surrendered His life, through death, to the

eternally living One. His death was the last and highest fact, the

crown of His holy life.

The Evangelist Luke probably is indebted for the remembrance
of this last word of Jesus to a witness who, at the death of Jesus,

stood beneath His cross, probably as in the case of many other re-

membrances,—to the mother of Jesus. Disciples standing farther

away had b'£en, for the most part, startled by the penetrating

awakening tone of this last word of Christ. This indelible im-
pression stamped itself on the two first Gospels. They only relate

that Jesus, with a loud cry, gave up the ghost. 1

At the moment when Jesus, with a loud voice, surrendered His
Spirit to the Father, there ensued a great earthquake, which rent

the rocks. Probably the darkening of the face of the earth, which
had already lasted three hours, had now reached its crisis. It had
been the premonitory symptom of the earthquake. This earthquake

was its accomplishment. The history of the world is full of sug-

gestions that the evolution of the earth's destiny runs parallel with

the history of humanity ; and therefore great earthquakes and other

natural phenomena have been referred to the death of great men.
But that the death of Christ was actually attended by a great

earthquake, is entirely in accordance with that mysterious connec-

tion between the royal centre of this world and its external cosmical

circumference. The earthly world feels that its King dies—that

His death lays the foundation for its destruction and for its glorifi-

cation. It feels a birth-pang of development, through which it

progresses into a new stage of its dark life, as is accordant with

this revolution of humanity which has now begun. 2

These appearances in nature, however, become to us at once

symbols of the effect of the death of Jesus in the moral world—of

His influence upon the hearts of men. This influence showed itself

first of all in the most remarkable manner in the case of the Roman
centurion who stood beneath the cross, and had the charge of the

execution.

It is a circumstance of indescribably beautiful spiritual truth

which the Evangelists narrate, that the heathen captain actually,

by the startling power in the last cry of Christ, arrived at an

assured conviction of His glory. The Roman warrior thought,

perhaps, that he had long known what it was to die. And probably

he knew, in fact, what honourable death was, according to the

principles of Roman bravery—he might have become familiar with

it upon many a field of slaughter. But the majesty of voluntary

death, which made itself known in the thunder of the power with

which Jesus committed His soul to God—this was new to him,

and took possession of his soul, as a revelation of the Eternal God-
1 ' Jesus must ' (Strauss, 531), ' according to Matthew and Mark, merely have cried

aloud ; but according to Luke, He must have cried aloud the words, lldrep, &c.

As though He must not, according to Matthew and Mark, have cried something aloud,

if He cried aloud at all.'— Ebrard.
2 See above, p. 93. Compare Rom. viii. 13.
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head. This divine death awakened him to a new life. As if

beside himself for excitement, the man began to speak wonderful
words. He praised God on account of this event ; and it was the

least thing, that he praised Him as a righteous man, whom he was
commissioned to put to death as a malefactor (Luke, ver. 47). He
asserted with an oath, that Jesus is the Son of God. He did not,

perhaps, assert this in the sense of a developed Christian acknow-
ledgment ; but neither did he assert it in the spirit of heathen

superstition. Doubtless the centurion knew of the reproach under
which the Jews had brought Christ to the cross,—namely, that He
had made Himself the Son of God. This was what he now con-

firmed by oath, the assertion of Christ about Himself, although he
only knew very dimly how to develop to himself its meaning. That
this was the reference of his word, Matthew gives us certainly to

infer :
' Yea, in truth, this was the Son of God.' As if he had

meant to say, It was in truth as He said; and He was not a
blasphemer of God, as His enemies wished to stamp Him. The
earthquake especially led him to this certainty, with the signs by
which it was accompanied. He saw in it a testimony of God.
Even his companions were possessed by this spirit. Full of fear,

they agreed in his testimony.

Thus this believing heathen, with his companions upon Golgotha,

became the first representative of the heathen world, which in after

times bowed the knee before the might of Christ's cross. Yea, this

witness of Christ, with his assertion that Christ was verily the Son
of God, seems already to deliver to the Jews a sentence of punish-

ment for their rejection of Him as a blasphemer of God. But the

Jewish people began to quake under the great signs of God which
testified for the honour of Christ : many a conscience awoke—many
people were moved—a sense of fearful foreboding ran through the

crowds, noisily cursing and triumphing. They had come in a crowd
diabolically stirred up to crucify the Lord ; silently, dejected, one by
one, they stole away from Golgotha. Many smote on their breast.

1

And thus, finally, the opponents left the field to the disciples of

Christ. The acquaintance of Jesus—who had stood afar off in

order to look towards Him always as if they had been chained to

the place, especially the pious women who had joined themselves,

for the sake of service, to His procession from Galilee, and among
whom especially Mary Magdalene, the Mary of Cleophas, and
Salome, are named to us—were the last upon the sacred spot. They
did not lose the dying One from their view ; and the signs also by

which God glorified His Only-begotten in death were not lost for

them. But the more these signs began to appear, and the more
the adversaries began fearfully to retreat, so much the more
courageously they could advance. Probably they were even there

as ear-witnesses, when the Roman centurion asserted the righteous-

ness and glory of Christ. And when Jesus had died, they might

advance as His heirs.

1 The critic Strauss will not understand this, 545.

VOL. III. X
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The bequest of His last words had been already communicated
to them. As, after the deluge, the seven-coloured rainbow arched

itself in the clouds over the earth and announced to the family of

Noah the return of the delivering sun ; as it was made to him a

sacrament of the covenant that God would not henceforth destroy

humanity with water, so the seven last words shone forth to their

shattered hearts as the spiritual rainbow of grace. Doubtless they

were afflicted even to death. The death of Christ had buried their

old world in its waves, as formerly Noah saw the old world buried

in the waves. But as the sign of the covenant of the seven colours

of the celestial light comforted him, so the sign of the covenant of

the seven heavenly words comforted them. They could not take

leave of Golgotha comfortless when this heavenly sign shone to

them. Although even now they still felt it to be gloomy, yet they

had received the consolation that they should attain a new life out

of this flood of death, into which in spirit they had been plunged

down with the Lord, so that to them a fairer world than the new
world of Noah must emerge out of this deluge. And as they were

the inheritors of the last words of Jesus, they now hoped with

stimulated courage to become also the heirs of His corpse.

Moreover, the death of Christ manifested its effect in other ways
—in events which of themselves indeed were of a dark and enig-

matical kind, but in connection with the leading occurrence became
the liveliest symbols. The Evangelist Matthew has preserved the

reference to these features, and has recorded them in words which
in fact have the ring of a hymn, without at the same time losing

their historical character. For here the history itself takes the

character of a hymn. The earthquake, under the sign of which
Jesus died, had not only been announced by the darkening of

heaven, but also by a peculiar occurrence in the temple. Just as,

in the general way, the actual appearance of a convulsion of the

earth is known at first by objects in the dwellings beginning to

shake, by houses cracking, bells in the towers ringing, or dwellings

bursting into flames, so in this case the earthquake especially

announced itself by the veil of the temple (which separated the

holy place from the holiest of all) being rent in twain from the top

to the bottom. 1

The details of the rending of the veil were of secondary importance

to the Evangelist. And although he has not declared himself on

the symbolic significance of this event, yet probably it was this

significance which induced him to record it. It is true that the

moment of the death of Jesus was not primarily the crisis at which

the temple was forsaken of its Divinity. Bather the temple had

become a desolation when, on account of the unbelief of His people,

Christ had been compelled to take leave of it.
2 But that invisible

fact was now manifested in a definite sign, and actually contem-

1 According to Luke's account (ver. 45), the rending of the veil might be considered

as a sign of the approaching earthquake, since here also it follows the darkening of

the heaven. 2 See above, p. 74.
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poraneously with the moment in which the unbelief of the Jewish
people became in the most glaring manner a world-historical phe-
nomenon—in the death-suffering of Christ, which it inflicted upon
Him. When, in so momentous an hour, in an extraordinary manner,
the curtain which veiled the Holy of Holies was rent, this must
appear to the believing mind as a sign from God that the old wor-
ship of the temple was now abrogated, and for the time to come
rejected, by Jehovah. But it is not God's manner to abolish old

institutions without bringing forward their essential principle in

new appointments. He does not allow the shell to break until the
kernel is fully ripened. Even in this point Christ is the very image
of the Father—Christ as not having come to destroy the law, but to

fulfil it. And such a fulfilment was even now coming to pass. In
the place of the symbolic atonement came the real one in all its

powers. The work of the real High Priest abrogated the symbolic
priesthood ; the sacrifice of His blood, in the power of His everlast-

ing Spirit, supplanted the types of the symbolic blood of the sacrifice

of animals ; the symbolic day of atonement was displaced by the
holy feast-day of the great surrender of Christ to the Father in the

name of humanity ; and the offering of the real sacrificial blood did
not occur in that place where the presence of the holy God was
represented by mysterious signs and terrible concealment, but pub-
licly on the accursed place of execution, where Jesus found the
presence of His God even in the midst of the horror of apparent
desertion by Him, in the midst of ignominy and shame, suffering

and death, in the glory of grace, and surrendered Himself to the
Holy One with the sacrifice of His life. If we now keep in view
the characteristic fact that Jesus accomplished His sacrifice through
death and entered into the holiest of all ; the true holiest of all is,

in fact, heaven itself.
1 But the real veil which, at the same time

with the symbolical one, was rent in twain from the top to the

bottom, is therefore that terrible curtain of the fear of death, of the
suffering of death, and of judgment, which had until then terrified

humanity, and thus deterred it from returning to God. With the
death of Jesus this curtain is rent in twain—this was to be intimated

by that sign of God in the temple. It is rent in twain from the top

to the bottom, or, as Luke says, rent in the midst. The old heathen
horror and Jewish trembling at suffering, at the cross, at disgrace,

and the night of death, and at the judicial administration of God in

this relation, is completely dissolved through Christ for all who
believe on Him. The Christian finds now, in the midst of the
judgment of Christ, the atonement ; and by this knowledge, again,

he finds the peace of the atonement, even in the judgments of

his life. The entrance into the holiest of all, the admittance to the

throne of grace, is thus free for all the world through the blood of

Christ—for all who come thither in the power and fellowship of His
death.

Another event which, according to Matthew, was associated with
1 Heb. ix. 24.
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the death of Christ, was still more mysterious. We must seek to

follow out the view of the Evangelist according to its inward
motives, even to the point where He allows this event to appear in

the full expression of its mysterious nature. Thus the first change
which was connected with the death of Jesus was that the veil of

the temple was rent. Thus an essentially new relation appeared in

the centre of the present spiritual world. Thereupon was perceived

the earthquake itself. Bending of rocks testified of His power, and
proved that earthly nature itself had experienced the influence of

this suffering of death. But here, in the deep foundations of the

earthly sphere, the effect of Christ's death did not cease. The
Evangelist continues :

' And the graves were opened, and many
bodies of saints which slept arose.' Thus the death of Jesus has

not only changed the relations of this present spiritual world in

association with the circumstances of the earthly world, but also the

relations of the after world of spirits of the kingdom of the dead in

its deepest ground and centre, and has therewith announced a

gradual transformation of it, which must one day be completed.

But whence has the Evangelist any certain information of the last

event ? ' And they came out of their graves.' He relates further :

'And after His resurrection they went into the holy city, and
appeared unto many.' These appearances form the foundation of

this special information. The poetic colouring of the narrative

cannot justify us in this case in denying its historical intention and
nature. In a circle of living people, which was equally friendly to

the saintly dead and to the living Evangelists, several men contem-
poraneously, after the resurrection of Christ, related that the spirits

of pious dead people appeared to them. These appearances had
the peculiarity, that they were so frequent—that the risen saints

appeared to many. In that case, they represented themselves to

those who saw them in the dawn of the new life of corporeality.

They were thus of a happier kind—blossoms of resurrection ; and
they even characterized themselves thus, that they referred all

to the death of Jesus, although they did not appear till after His
resurrection.

First of all, it is manifest that the Evangelist answers for the'

truth of those occurrences by His testimony. In the circle of

believers, sights of this kind were frequently experienced after the

resurrection,—appearances, namely, of risen saints. But, conse-

quently, the Spirit of truth also which guided the Evangelist gives

security, as a spirit of examination, for the objective truth of these

events. The visions of good men in the world of time were actually

occasioned by changes in the condition of spirits in the kingdom of

the dead, in which changes the future resurrection was announced
;

and these visions were caused by intelligence which related to the

resurrection. But that the Evangelist intended to speak of the

commencement of a proper resurrection, and of purely external

appearances—this does not appear from his statement. The great

fact to him is rather this, that the death of Jesus exercises an
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animating influence upon the world of the dead,—that this is first

of all expressed in the kingdom of the pious dead, in the beginnings

of embodiment, and made itself known by wonderful bright appear-

ances in the night-life of pious living persons.

Thus the death of Christ has annulled death, even down into the

kingdom of the dead. He declared His power in all the spheres of

life. In mighty signs He has manifested Himself as the power of

the awakening of spirits, of the reconciliation of the world, of the

glorification of the earth, and of the resurrection of the dead.

1. The supposition of the ancient Church, that in the crucifixion

both the hands and feet of the Lord were nailed to the cross, was
disputed since 1792, by Dr Paulus, who maintained that the feet of

Jesus were only bound. This assertion was expressly confuted by
Hengstenberg, Hug, and Bahr. (Comp. Tholuck, die Glaubwilr-

digkeit, p. 367.) Lately Hug has reverted to the question in his

Gutachten, ii. 174. Compare also Friedlieb, p. 144. The text

referred to in Luke furnishes the first proof of the complete nailing.

The testimonies of the oldest fathers of the Church confirm this

—

fathers who wrote upon this subject at a time when the punishment
of the cross was still in use, especially the passage in Tertullian,

adv. Marcion, I. iii. 19, where he represents the nailing referred to

of the hands and of the feet as the peculiar atrocitas crucis. See

Neander, p. 464. Among the testimonies in the heathen writings,

the familiar passage in Plautus (31ostellaria, Act II., scene i. 13)

has considerable weight.

' Ego dabo ei talentum, primus qui in crucem excucurrerit

Sed ea lege, ut offigantur bis pedes, bis brachia.'

Here, for instance, it is assumed that the hands and the feet are

similarly affixed. Hug has adduced special data in his Gutachten;

still the quotation, which relates of a Turkish crucifixion of the

13th century, cannot perhaps be considered as proof. Sepp has a

special proof that the feet also were nailed, namely, ' those who were

marked with the stigmata since St Francis of Assisi.' ' The nailing

of the feet was done in two ways : namely, they were placed, in the

one case, over one another ; in the other, they were placed by the

side of one another. In respect of the crucifixion of Christ, some-

times the former and sometimes the latter manner has been sup-

posed.'—Friedlieb, 145. The unusual ways of crucifying, for

example, with the head downwards and otherwise, are mentioned

in Friedlieb, 146, et seq. Upon the sign of the cross among the

ancients, see Sepp, iii. 573.

2. Upon the import of the words tyl) *T *"M?j compare Heng-
stenberg, Chrisfohgie, i. 178 ; Hitzig, die Psalmcn, ii. 37 ;

Ewald,

die Psalmen, 168. The agreement especially of the Alexandrine

and Syriac versions is in favour of the usual ecclesiastical interpre-

tation. When, however, Hengstenberg desires to show that the

text cannot in this sense refer either to David or to any other
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sufferer except the Messiah, he proceeds from a standing which

does not distinguish between the lyrically unconscious prophecies,

which generally pervade the Psalms (according to their nature),

and the portions that contain historically conscious prophecies.

And this argument is substantially turned against himself, if it is

remembered that the Psalm must first of all set forth the poet's

feeling. Ewald, with reason, insists that the word must be taken

in the connection of the situation described. Therefore the passage

speaks of a sufferer whom the adversaries have already condemned
to death, and whose clothes they are purposing to divide. Thus he

understands, with reference to the root, TQ 5 "liO, &c, the word

which he reads, ^^, of binding, chaining. But the word appears

actually in the connection to be intended to convey a much deeper

sorrow. Perhaps the view of the poet is engaged with these images.

In vers. 13 and 14, the enemies compass him about. In vers. 15 and

16, his bodily strength and his living courage entirely give way, and

he sinks down. In vers. 17 and 18, they begin to lay hold on him,

surrounding him like greedy dogs (smelling around and snapping)

to destroy him. Here is suggested a considerable enhancement for

the parallel case, which as yet is to be expected. The image of the

dogs may be enhanced, when it is said of the wicked that they fall

like a lion upon his hands and feet (as if to gnaw them off). The
interpretation of Paulus and Hitzig corresponds to this. Just in

the same way, moreover, the image of the eagerness with which
they show enmity to him may be enhanced. This occurs as well in

Ewald as in the ecclesiastical interpretation. Whilst, however, the

latter, according to ordinary comprehension, is little accommodated
or clear, the former gives, as we have said, a meaning too feeble.

Thus, we might be inclined to give the preference to the interpre-

tation of Fuller and Jahn, who, following Aquila, give to the word

"HD the meaning fcedare, if this meaning were properly established

(comp. thereupon Hengstenberg, 181). The dogs, for instance, had

already begun to gnaw the limbs of the sufferer, to tear off their

flesh. The picture of the mistreatment is completed, ver. 17. The
destruction of the sufferer is then considered as decided, when the

adversaries began to part his garments among them, ver. 18. He
seems to them to be destroyed. But now, moreover, he attains new
vitality in the recourse to his God, although, so to speak, he gets

into the jaw of the lion, ver. 21. The frequent recurrence of the

lion's mouth commends, especially in one passage, the interpreta-

tion ;

—
' as a lion.' But still the old interpreters must have had

significant reasons in their agreement for their view. But if we
abide by this, the view must probably be thus defined, that the

teeth of grinning wild beasts must have at first hacked (yea,

pierced through) the hands and feet of the sufferer ; and this re-

mains a vivid prophecy of the passion of the cross.

3. Strauss intimates (ii. 523) that the author of the fourth

Gospel must have gathered the information about the soldiers

sharing amona; themselves the clothes of Jesus, and casting lots
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upon His vesture, from the passage in Ps. xxii. 19, and that with-

out consideration of the Hebrew parallelism in that place. ' So that

we should thus have in the fourth Evangelist precisely the same
treatment which we have found in the history of the Entry. In

the case of the first, in both cases, there is the reduplication of an
originally single feature, arising from a mistaken apprehension of

the t in the Hebrew parallelism.' We should thus have the very re-

markable circumstance, that the first Evangelist does not recognize

the Hebrew parallelism in the first case ; in the second, however,

he has recognized it ; whilst, on the other hand, the fourth Evan-
gelist did appreciate the parallelism in the first case, but in the

second did not. Upon the assumed difficulty that the first Gospel

seems to imply that the lots were cast upon all the garments of

of Jesus, comp. Ebrard, 436.

4. Tradition has given names to both the thieves. See Sepp
thereupon, 557. Upon the tradition in respect of the age of Mary
and of John at the time of the crucifixion, see Sepp, 5G0.

5. The many relations between the 22d Psalm and the history

of the passion, which induced Tertullian to observe of that psalm,

that it contained 'totam Christi passionem,' have been rightly

brought forward by Strauss (ii. 525) ; but if thereupon anything

should be inferred against the authenticity of the evangelic history

of the passion, it proceeds out of the same horror entertained by the

critic against all prophetic significance in the relation between the

Old and New Testaments, which has induced him so often to re-

gard the greatest New Testament facts as the paltriest imitations

of Moses, arising from Old Testament sympathies.

6. The contradictions that Strauss seeks to discover in the several

narratives of the Evangelists upon the presence of the friends of

Jesus at the crucifixion, in that the two first merely mention several

Galilean women ; Luke, all the acquaintances of Jesus, and thus

probably also the twelve ; but the fourth Evangelist names John,

and among the women, ' instead of the mother of the sons of Zebedee,

the mother of Jesus,'—are probably sufficiently explained by the re-

mark that the individual Evangelists have not sought to draw up
any register of the friends of Jesus who were present beneath the

cross ; but, besides, they may be explained from the fact that their

several assertions, as has been shown, rest upon the most subtle shades

of the individual evangelic recollection, view, and representation.

The same remark applies to the communication of the seven say-

ings, as recorded by the several reporters. Comp. Ebrard.

7. On the narrative of the darkening of the sun at the death of

Jesus, Strauss remarks, that the supposition ' of a supernatural

origin of the darkness, in default of any sufficient purpose for such

a miracle, appears without foundation.' As regards the supernatural

origin, Theism must needs maintain such an origin for all obscura-

tions of the earth and sun, irrespective of the mediation of the same

by nature. But if the critic here finds the mysterious fact without

foundation, in ' default of any sufficient purpose,' it is to be added
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to the long score of his offences against his own philosophy and his

own dogmatism. Assuredly, according to such criticism, one might
expunge from history everything of deep significance, everything

mysterious, everything aetherially subtle, tragically great, theocrati-

cally marvellous ; nay, everything that should seem strange to the

common-place mind, in officially pronounced default of a sufficing

purpose. Even in the rending of the veil of the temple, our teleo-

logic critic again will feel the absence of the purpose. It is re-

markable that the critic probably has a consciousness that the

several extraordinary events at the death of Jesus must have been
only several branches of one great event, but that he nevertheless

separates them into wholly distinct prodigies—darkening of heaven,
rending of the veil, and earthquake.

Upon the mention of the darkening of the earth recorded by
the Evangelists, in ancient writers, comp. Neander, 467. ' The
fathers of the first century refer frequently to a statement made by
Phlegon, the author of a chronicle under the C«3sar Hadrian.
Eusebius quotes his words in his Chronicon, under the fourth year
of the 202d Olympiad : l/cAe^i? ffkiov pueiylarr] reov i*yvcoap,iva>v

irporepov, /cal vv£ copa €kttj t?}? I'l/xepa^ iyevero ware teal aarepas
ev ovpavoi <pavrjvau A great earthquake in Bithynia had destroyed

most part of Nicasa (1. c. p. 614). Consequently, the eclipse of the
sun mentioned by Phlegon was no ordinary one, but a phenomenon
associated with a great earthquake. Hence, when Hug remarks
that the passage of Phlegon is nothing to the purpose, because he
speaks of an eclipse of the sun, which is not to be thought of at the
time of the Israelitish Passover, he has overlooked the close relation

of that eclipse to the earthquake. Strauss remarks against the

application of the passage, that in it there is only the Olympiad men-
tioned, scarcely the year ; but certainly not the time of year nor
the day. From the omission of the last, indeed, no difficulty would
arise if it were conceded that the fourth year of the 202d Olympiad
was about coincident with the year of Jesus' death, 783. But the

two historical points, according to our chronological assumptions,
do not harmonize sufficiently for us to appeal to the passage indi-

cated, since the fourth year of the 202d Olympiad falls in the year
785 u.c., thus two years too late for us (Brinkmeier, Chronologie,

208). The more accurate definitions we leave to the consideration

of chronologists. Even from the circumstance that the ancients

frequently referred eclipses that occurred to the deaths of great

men which followed nearly at the same time, Strauss will borrow
an argument against the reality of this darkness. On the other

hand, Hug observes :
' At the death of Komulus there occurred an

eclipse, also at the death of Csesar, and also at the going out of

Pelopidas to the ill-omened murder of Perseus,' &c. Hence the

following conclusion is drawn :
' Instead of being defences of the

credibility of the evangelic history, these parallels are so many
premisses to the conclusion that even here we have only a Christian

tradition, arising out of widely diffused ideas, which would have all
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nature join with her solemn garb of mourning in solemnizing the

tragic death of the Messiah.' A counter question is, Are the ap-

pearances themselves untrue, because the popular opinion conceived

that when they occurred together with great events, preceded or

followed them, they were associated with them, and took them for

heavenly intimations—ostenta, portenta, prodigia? In fact, and
finally, extraordinary phenomena must be actually taken out of

the recollection of the world, in order fundamentally to remove the

indestructible inclination of ' susceptible people ' to bring the great

moments in the life of nature into relation with the great moments
in the history of humanity.

By the KaraireTaaixa can only be meant the curtain of the Holy
of holies ; not, as Hug thinks (188), the outer

4
veil4 (comp. Heb. vi.

19, ix. 3, x. 20). Hug thinks that the high priests would have

hushed it up if it had been the inner curtain. Sepp, on the other

hand (581), says that the priest who looks after the evening sacri-

fice in the temple had related with pale astonishment to the people

outside what had happened. If we consider the great inaccessibility

of the Holy of holies, it is clear that in the case mentioned the

temple itself was made inaccessible for a while to most of the

priests, until the Holy of holies was veiled again, and the curtain

was again repaired, and that thus a cessation in the worship of

sacrifice would arise. Thence probably such an event must have

been known to the people. Strauss finds it difficult, according to

the order of precedence of Lightfoot, to refer the rending of the veil

to the earthquake, since it is not easily understood ' how this latter

would be able to rend a flexible, freely suspended curtain.' It has

been answered thereto that that curtain was strained (Sepp, iii. 510).

But then Strauss asks again, how it happened that no part of the

building was destroyed previously. On the other hand, however, it

is asked, Whence is the critic aware that this was not the case ?

According to Jerome, the gospel of the Hebrews related that an

immense beam of the temple did fall down. If we suppose, then,

that such a beam fell athwart the covering of the veil, we have sug-

gested to us the possibility of the rent occurring from the top to the

bottom. The Jewish tradition plainly points to noticeable events in

the temple, when it relates that, forty years before the destruction

of the temple, the light on the golden candlestick was extinguished,

the gate of the temple flew open at night-time of its own accord, &c.

(comp. Sepp, 581). Even in kindred traditions, which refer to the

time of the destruction itself, the gloomy feeling of the
_
Jewish

people is expressed that God had forsaken the temple (Tacit. Hist.

v. 13). For the rest, if a critic will suppose that the New Testa-

ment writers must have appealed to the rending of the veil in the

arguments against the Jews (Strauss. 537), we are reminded of

the familiar charge of that critic, that John the Baptist must have

testified to the Messiahship of Jesus, on the authority of his mother

Elizabeth.

Even for the appearances of the spirits which were connected
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with the death of Christ, Strauss again can find no ' sufficient pur-
pose.' On several explanations of the place referred to, compare
Strauss, 541.

8. At the close of the consideration of the crucifixion, the critic

(Strauss) refers to the time. ' The numbering of the hours makes
a peculiar difficulty in this case.' We have noticed it above.

SECTION X.

the burial of the lord.

(Matt, xxvii. 57-66. Mark xv. 42-47. Luke xxiii. 50-56.

John xix. 31-42.)

It had been determined in the counsel of God that an honour-

able burial should be prepared for the deceased Prince of men ; and
in order to realize this decree, the motives and feelings which actu-

ated the Jews were made to co-operate in the most remarkable

manner with the inmost wishes of believers.

The Jews could not but feel an urgent desire to have the bodies

of the crucified taken down and buried before evening, at which

time the Sabbath commenced. It was against the law, in its general

terms, to let bodies remain all night upon the tree (Deut. xxi. 22,

23) ; and in this case there was also the special consideration, that

the next day was the Sabbath, and that the Sabbath-day was a high

day (John xix. 31). They could not bear the thought that the

bodies should remain hanging upon the cross during the greatest

day of the feast.
1 Besides, they doubtless felt a mysterious impulse

from an evil conscience which urged them to hurry into the grave

the body of Jesus, which hung upon the cross as a living reproach

against them, that they might, if possible, consign to oblivion both

His person and His cause.

Therefore, in the idea of fulfilling, as they best could, the duty of the

day of preparation for a Sabbath of particular solemnity, and before

they knew of our Lord's death, they went to Pilate and besought him
that the legs of the crucified might be broken, and that they might

be taken away. They knew that the course of crucifixion usually

lasted so long before death ensued, that the time until evening was

not sufficient for it ; therefore they wished to see the ordinary mode
of execution hastened by another. 2 The mode which they proposed

was not suggested to them by any Ptoman custom of supplementing

crucifixion in that way. It was an idea of their own ; although it

no doubt contained reference to the fact, that breaking the limbs

(crurifragium) was a separate punishment customary among the

Komans, which, from its nature, might be conjoined with cruci-

1 See Friedlieb, 163.
2 ' It was not the custom of the Romans to take the crucified down from the cross;

they were left on it until their flesh mouldered, or was devoured by birds of prey and
other wild animals. As a rule, their sufferings were not shortened, they had to die a
lingering death ; sometimes, however, they were despatched by a fire kindled below
them, or by lions or bears sent to devour them.'— Friedlieb, 163.
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fixion or supplement it.
1 Perhaps the cognate punishment of stoning

to death was floating in their minds when they made their proposal.

At all events, the more speculative among (hem might have a
special motive which made them wish that the body of Christ should

be broken. Pilate assented to their proposal. So the soldiers who
were entrusted with this task came and began it by breaking the

legs first of the one thief, and then of the other. They left our

Lord to the last, evidently from some feeling of respect for Him,
which was perhaps due to the influence of the believing centurion.

When they came to Jesus, they saw that He was dead already.

From this we may infer, that Pilate had sent other and fresh sol-

diers to execute this order. As Jesus was manifestly dead, they

gladly spared themselves the trouble of breaking His legs. But, for

securing the certainty which their office demanded, they did an act

equivalent to breaking the legs. One of the soldiers thrust a spear
2

into Jesus' side. This could not have been done with the intention

of testing whether He was dead or not, for they were all convinced

of His death already. It was rather designed to give an official seal

to that conviction, by giving in addition a stroke of itself sufficient

to have caused death.3 Consequently we must consider it as a

deadly thrust aimed at our Lord's heart. The position of the sol-

dier, face to face with Jesus, naturally gave occasion for aiming at

His left side. That the wound inflicted on the body was of con-

siderable size, is proved by the circumstance, that Thomas could

afterwards desire to thrust his hand into it for the purpose of assur-

ing himself of our Lord's resurrection.

This spear-thrust was followed by a striking appearance ; blood

and water immediately flowed from the wound. All this had deep

significance for the Evangelist John • he writes with peculiar em-
phasis, ' And he that saw it bear record, and his record is true ; and
he knoweth that he saith true, that ye might believe.' And why
does he hold these facts to be so significant ? ' For,' he continues,
' these things were clone that the Scripture should be fulfilled, A
bone of Him shall not be broken:' Exod. xii. 46. And again

another Scripture saith, ' They shall look on Him whom they

])ierced :
' Zech. xii. 10.

It seemed to him very remarkable that, under God's guidance,

Scripture was fulfilled by an act of a Ptoman soldier who knew
nothing of the Scripture—by an act apparently so fortuitous, and
caused by such peculiar circumstances. But he thought it still

more remarkable that two passages of Scripture so far apart were

1 See Friedlieb, 164. Crurifragium, it is true, did ' not always kill the delinquents ;

'

we must not, however, overlook the fact that, in the case before us, it was employed'

for the very purpose of putting the crucified to death. Besides, the coup de grace

was, as the rule, combined with crurifragium. [See an interesting note in Neander's

Life of Christ, 472.—Ed.]
2 ' The \oyxv was the ordinary Roman hasta, a lighter weapon than the pilum, con-

sisting of a long wooden shaft with an iron head, which was the width of a hand-
breadth and pointed at the end, and so was egg-shaped.'—Friedlieb, 107.

3 See Friedlieb, 167.
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fulfilled by this one act, and fulfilled as distinctly as if the spear
had been expressly made for effecting an almost literal fulfilment.

But it seemed to him most remarkable of all, that in this way even
here Scripture was fulfilled, not copied, but realized in its very
essence, and that in both features already referred to.

In respect to the first, i.e., the singularity of this fulfilment of

Scripture, even a talmudic verbal criticism, destitute of the Spirit,

cannot help seeing that, in the Evangelist's view, the Koman soldier

had no conscious intention of fulfilling two passages of Scripture

when he thrust the spear into Jesus' side. Even sucli a criticism

must see that John's astonishment was caused by the infinite power
of adaptation displayed by Providence, in connecting so great de-

signs and the fulfilment of Scripture with an apparently blind,

arbitrary, and unusual act of a heathen soldier.

In respect to the second, the Evangelist was specially impressed
by the mysterious combination of the two passages of Scripture in

one fulfilment, and by the exactness with which both were fulfilled.

He considered Christ as the true Paschal Lamb ; and therefore the

ordinance in respect to its preparation, ' Neither shall ye break a
bone thereof,' had to be kept inviolate when He was put to death.

He considered Him also as the true and highest representative of

Jehovah. Therefore also that fearful fact, seen by Zechariah in

prophetic vision, that Jehovah's people would aim a deadly thrust

at their covenant God Himself in His representative, and would be
compelled to look on Him whom they had pierced, had to receive a
first and very striking fulfilment in the hour of Jesus' death.1

Here was much that was singularly striking : first, the secret con-

nection between two passages of Scripture so far apart—between
an early typical ordinance of Moses and a symbolic prediction of

one of the later prophets ; next, God's connecting the accomplish-

ment of His great designs with an act so isolated and unexpected.

A bone of Him was not broken, although, when the soldiers broke
the legs of the two thieves, it was highly improbable that they
would forbear doing the same to Him. However unlikely it was,

until the very last moment, that the man who represented Jehovah
should, just before His interment, still receive a stroke by which
the word of the prophet was fulfilled almost literally, yet that stroke

He had to receive.

But when John speaks of the fulfilment of Scripture, he speaks

of it, as Matthew also does, in a sense which lies far beyond the

sphere of vision of our critics. He has in view essential fulfilments

—the unfolding and realization with power and completeness of the

Messianic history, which were intimated long before by prophetic

types and sayings. This was the case here also. Jesus was the

true Paschal Lamb ; therefore He had to be put to death and offered

1 The Evangelist's citation is free and inexact. The passage stands in the prophet
thus :

' And they shall look upon Me whom they have pierced.' Yet it is to be

observed that many copies read V^N (they shall look on Him). See Hitzig, Die
Zivolfkkincti Prophctcn, 150. Compare Hengstenberg's Christology, iv. 74 (Clark's Tr.)
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in sacrifice indeed, but not crushed and disfigured. The form which
had manifested the life of the Holy One must remain unmutilated,

although life had departed. At the same time, it had to become
evident that His enemies did not put Him to death with calmness

and composure, but in a tumult of excitement and anxiety, as if

they had been hunted by the terrors of judgment. 1 But the Evan-
gelist found quite as remarkable a fulfilment of the second passage

referred to, in the fact that the dead body of Jesus was pierced by
the spear, and that blood and water immediately flowed from the

wound. It is evidently not the mere spear-thrust, but also and
principally its peculiar result, which he regarded as referring to that

passage of Scripture. In this result he saw a sign—a sign fitted to

alarm and reprove the enemies of our Lord.

The question arises here—In what respect did he see a sign in

this streaming forth of blood and water from our Lord's side ? It

has been thought 2 that he pointed to this fact as a telling refuta-

tion of the opinion of the Gnostics, who maintained that the

Eedeemer had only the appearance of a body. But this idea

is unfounded. Had John intended to refute the Gnostics by
pointing to the first trace of blood on the body of Jesus, he
would have pointed to that which [must have issued from the

wounds of His hands and feet when nailed to the cross. 3 But
John knew better—he knew that such an argument as this

would have had no effect on the Docetists. These men, who let

themselves be driven by their system impudently to declare the

reality of the corporeal appearance of Christ to be mere semblance,

must have held it still more suitable thus to characterize a single

phenomenon of this corporeity attested only by John. John knew
better how to refute the Gnostics, by showing that the world was
made by the Eternal Word in His unity with! the Eternal God,
and that without this Word nothing was made. Besides, it is

manifest that he considered the sign as a sign for those who stood

on Golgotha as adversaries of Jesus ; and certainly they were no
Docetists.

Equally untenable is the view, that the Evangelist gave this sign

as a proof of the certainty of our Lord's death. 4 Those who take
1 See Book I. v. 5, Note 1.

2 By Olshausen, for example ; see iv. 249 (Clark's Tr., 2d Ed.)
3 [John could not have pointed to the blood flowing from the hands and feet,

because almost no blood issued from the wounds of the nails ; there being no large
vessels cut by them, and the nails ' plugging ' the wounds. And whether John
appealed to the blood flowing from the side as proof of the reality of the body or not,

it is very certain that those who succeeded him in the Docetic controversy did most
constantly and confidently so appeal. See instances of this in IrenEeus, Origen, and
Athanasius (and surely these men knew what was effectual against the Docetse)

given by Burton, Heresies of Apostol. Age, p. 472. See also Waterland's Works, v.

190.—Ed.]
4 This view became the prevalent one in modern times, since the two Gruners

transferred the subject to the domain of medical science, and showed the possibility

of blood and water having flowed from Jesus' side. Friedlieb, 167. In primitive
times the event was looked on as miraculous ; comp. Tholuck on John, 400 (Clark's

Tr.)—[Dr Stroud, in his treatise On the Physical Cause of the Death of Christ (Loud.
1S47), adopts and very ably advocates the view that our Lord died from rupture or
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this view overlook the fact, that not only John, but, according to

him, the Konian soldiers also, were convinced of Jesus' death

before He was pierced by the spear. No doubt John rightly

found in this piercing an official attestation of our Lord's death,

and an equivalent to breaking His legs. But that he, on his stand-

point, should have felt the need of pointing to this strange stream-

ing forth of blood and water as a physiological proof of our Lord's

death, entirely contradicts the character of an apostolic Christian,

to say nothing of his being an Evangelist. Even had he really

desired to descend to this standpoint of anatomical investigation,

he could scarcely have adduced as proof of Jesus' death a sign

which cannot be considered an ordinary sign of death, 1 but rather

a strange phenomenon.

Strauss, indeed, goes so far as to charge the Evangelist with

having reasoned himself into the belief that a separate substance

must flow from the body of one who has just died, because after

bloodletting the blood drawn separates into clots of blood and

water, and with having upon this erroneous supposition invented

the story to prove the death of Jesus. This is charging the Evan-

gelist with two defects, the one of a mental, the other of a moral

nature. This monstrous levity must be attributed to the custom

which the critic has, of explaining the lofty problems of the

apostolic region by the trivialities of common life.

It may be regarded as the rule, that when incisions are made
into a body which has become stiff, no more blood issues from it,

because the blood, the circulation of which ceased with the last

beat of the pulse, begins ' to coagulate an hour after death.' But
there are cases in which the blood retains its fluidity a longer time,

•namely, when death has been occasioned by nervous fever and

suffocation;
2 and so 'passive issues from the larger vessels' may

take place even after death. 3 Professional men have maintained

that such an issue may be represented as an effusion of blood and
water ; that is, lymphatic humour may accompany the flowing

blood, especially when the pleura (containing as it does lymphatic

vessels) has been wounded.4 It has been shown lately, that it is

even possible that, under certain circumstances (after internal

effusion of blood as it may occur after violent straining of the

muscles), blood decomposed while in the body may flow forth from

breaking of the heart ; he thus accounts both for the cessation of life being earlier

than is usually occasioned by crucifixion, and for the effusion of blood and water.

Valuable medical opinions on the same point are appended to Dr Hanna's The Last

Day of our Lord's Passion (Ed. 1862).—Yet it is to be considered that there are

strong argumeuts for supposing that it was the right and not the left side that was
pierced. It will be remembered that some of the most celebrated early paintings

represent the wound as on the right side. The literature of the subject is very

extensive, but probably most readers will be satisfied with the treatises of Quenstedt,

Ritterus, and Sagittarius, which are included in the Thesaurus Theol.-Phil. appended

to the Critici Sacri. The note of Lampe is well worth referring to, were it only

for the devout deliverance of Gretser cited therein.

—

Ed. ]

1 See Strauss, 549.
2 See Strauss, ii. 550.

3 See Ebrard, p. 442 (Clark's Tr.)
4 See Hase, 258.
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an incision made into it.
1 But it is very questionable if we can

suppose • these special circumstances in the case of Christ's body.

We are not compelled to assume a violent straining of the muscles
when He was stretched upon the cross. Even if we should assume
that such pathological disarrangements might have taken place in

the body of the dying One, and been shown by the wound in His
side, still such an appearance would have to be considered as an
exception to the rule. John therefore could not have adduced it

as a known and acknowledged sign of actual death. But it is very

evident that he by no means cites the fact he mentions as a thing

to be expected with certainty, but as an appearance which could

not fail to astonish those who stood around. It may well be
assumed that he has no inclination to attribute this singular

circumstance to former derangements in Christ's organization.

Besides, the question still remains, if the expression he uses will

permit us to think here of proper blood decompounded into san-

guineous and aqueous matter. Even if it does so, at any rate he
considers the easy and ready streaming forth of this substance,

separated into blood and water, as something extraordinary—as a
sign in which the word of the prophet, They shall look on Him
whom they pierced, received its first fulfilment ; consequently as a
sign which might become a reproach, or even a sign of terror, to

our Lord's enemies. Thus those fathers who found a miracle here

hit on the right sense of the passage.2 Yet it must be observed

that no abstract miraculous appearance can be meant here. The
wonderful appearance harmonizes with the peculiarity of the life

and death of Christ ; and this is to be conceived of as quite a
peculiar phenomenon of the silent change now taking place in His
higher nature.

We may observe that, in ordinary cases, the first stages of cor-

ruption commence immediately after death. But this cannot be
supposed in respect to Christ's body, in the very peculiar state in

which it was in the interval between His death and resurrection.

We must rather assume that, in accordance with the peculiar

condition of His body, quite a different change from that caused
by corruption could not fail to commence in it immediately after

death ; therefore we do not keep inside the circle of Christology if,

when discussing this question, we set out with the supposition that

Christ's body, even in death, must have gone through the same
processes as other bodies ; and that we must confirm the truth of

1 See Ebrard. Comp. Tholuck on John, 401.
2 See Tholuck on John, 400. Weisse too thinks, ii. 330, that the Evangelist means

to relate a miracle here ; he is, however, of the opinion, that this passage, taken in

connection with 1 John v. 6, is designed ' to point to the body of Christ as the living

source from which the sacraments of the Church have flowed,—not blood alone, but
also water,—without which no man can truly come to life.' For an opposite view
comp. Ebrard, p. 440. ['Venerat enim per aquam et sanguinem, sicut Joannes
scripsit, ut aqua tingeretur, sanguine glorificaretur, proinde nos faceret aqua vocatos,

sanguine electos. Hos duos baptismos de vulnere perfossi lateris emisit, quatenus
qui in sanguinem ejus crederent, aqua lavarentur, qui aqua lavissent, etiam sanguinem
potarent.'—Tertullian, de Baptismo, c. 16.

—

Ed.]
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the fact which John relates by examples from common anatomical

experiences.

John relates a primary phenomenon in the history of the body of

Christ, which anatomy or medical science in general may inquire

into if it chooses, and, indeed, will continue to inquire into.

But he is far from giving information respecting it in the way of

scientific reflection, as if he meant to say, These men laid a disturb-

ing hand upon this mysterious and unparalleled metamorphosis

during the sleep of death, they lifted the veil which concealed the

sacred process of transformation which Christ's body was under-

going in its passing from the death of this life into the resurrection-

life, and then that singular sign appeared, giving indication of the

very mysterious condition of this body. He rather views this, as

he does everything, on its religious and christological side.

These men treated the body of Christ as a common corpse.

They pierced the sacred form in which the Lord of glory had dwelt

and acted, and over which even now the (Spirit of glory brooded

with a blessing, to preserve it from corruption, and to prepare in it

the new birth for heaven ; but the divine and sacred sign which
their onset called forth immediately rebuked them. Thus the

piercing of His side was the last and most pointed symbol of the

great blindness with which the people of Israel, and the world with

them, denied the Lord of glory and aimed a deadly thrust at His
heart ; and its extraordinary result was the first symbol and real

beginning of those signs of Christ's pre-eminence and glory, which
are disclosed on all attacks of this kind on the body of Him who
seems destroyed, and which rebuke and enlighten the world.

That denial of Christ still continues in part, and the piercing of

His side is repeated a thousand ways in its spiritual signification
;

but as often as Christ, as He appears in time, receives deadly injury,

new tokens of His life and majesty burst forth from His mystical

body, and even from the graves of His saints. These signs of

Christ have already opened the eyes of those whom He has created

anew to be the core of humanity, and they have long since begun
to mourn for this holy dead One, as one mourns for an only son

;

but the completion of this enlightenment is still future for the

world, and especially for the people of Israel : Zech. xii. 10.

The profound and eagle-eyed Evangelist has confidently stamped
this passage with his authority, in opposition to the judgment of

the critics, who maintain that nothing is to be found here except a

tissue of confused literalism. In his view, these occurrences were
of the highest importance. He writes that he has, as an eye-

witness, given testimony to them. From that time forth he had
always testified of them ; * the event, therefore, was still present to

him as if he saw it. He adds, his record is true ; i.e., in accord-

ance with the reality of the case, in so far, namely, as he here

relates not merely the outward fact in an outward manner, but also

exhibits it in its ideality, in its unity with the eternal spirit ot

1 See Book I. v. 5, Note 1.
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Scripture, which was also the spirit of his life. But he is as certain

of the historical actuality of the event, as he is of its christological

ideality : he expresses this by the words, ' And he knoweth that he

saith true, that ye might believe.'

If it be asked with wonder, how does the Evangelist come to

employ these repeated asseverations ? the answer is, that he relates

here the last fact in Christ's pilgrimage, in which he saw His glory.

The spear-thrust forms in his view the' conclusion of Christ's suffer-

ings ; and he relates with exultation how, even in this climax of

His sufferings, His pre-eminence was so wonderfully brought to

view, and how, even here, types and prophecies of the Old Testa-

ment met, and were fulfilled in Christ's being glorified, on the one

hand, as the suffering Paschal Lamb, and on the other, as the Lord

of glory ruling judicially even in death.

The passage, then, forms a conclusion, just as the passage xii. 37,

where John looks back upon the public life of Christ among the

people ; as the passage xx. 31, where He sums up the proofs by

which Jesus showed Himself after His resurrection ; and lastly, as

the passage xxi. 24, where he points to the things in which Christ

symbolized His perpetual abiding in the world after the ascension.

After our Lord's death, but before tidings of it had been brought

to Pilate, one who honoured Him went to Pilate, and besought him
to give him the body of Jesus. This man was Joseph of Arima-

thea, 1—a disciple of Jesus, says John, but secretly, for fear of the

Jews. He was a good man and a just, as Luke says ; and as he

had waited for the kingdom of God (with earnest longing for its

revelation), his faithfulness and piety had brought him into fellow-

ship with Christ. But worldly considerations had hitherto pre-

vented him from coming forward openly in behalf of Jesus, as they

had likewise for a long time restrained Nicodemus. According to

Matthew, he was a rich man ; according to Mark, an honourable

counsellor : so he had much to lose. He had already given in the

council undeniable tokens of a favourable disposition towards Jesus.

Luke says, ' He had not consented to the counsel and deed of

them.' 2 Yet he had not hitherto openly acknowledged Jesus. But
now he acts differently.

It is a fact of the highest truth, and of touching effect, that our

Lord's two rich adherents, who, from worldly considerations, had
hitherto held so ambiguous a position towards Him, come forward

so decidedly as His disciples now when He is dead. The holy influ-

ence of His death has broken in pieces the stony ground of their

former state, and torn the veil through which they saw their nation's

1 According to Eobinson (ii. 239, 241, 2d Ed., Lond.), Rama (Arimathea) lay east-

wards from Lydda in the direction of Jerusalem ; but it is not the same place as

Ramlah, which means 'The Sandy;' while Rama signifies 'a height.' Neither is

this Arimathea the same as the city of Samuel. [Robinson's conclusion is, ' The
position of the scriptural Arimathea must, I think, be still regarded as unsettled.'

But see Thomson's Land and Book, 530.

—

Ed.]
2 The latter (deed) may possibly imply a protest against the resolution of the San-

hedrim, and the former (counsel), that he had been outvoted in it.

VOL. III. Y
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former state of existence in a dim and sacred light. He lias deeply

reproved, shaken, and freed them. Since, for them, the poles of

the old world have been so thoroughly reversed, in the sufferings of

Christ—since in these sufferings, the death of the cross has become
the highest honour in their eyes, and the suffering of death a
divine victory, their position towards the world has become entirely

different.

First of all, both at the same time decided to come forward,

willing henceforth to live and to suffer as disciples of Jesus. They
next show their zeal for the honour of Him who was covered with

shame, by purposing to rescue His body from the usual common
interment, 1 and to prepare an honourable burial for Him. Whether
the two acted in concert from the beginning, or whether the bolder

Joseph first went forward and drew Nicodemus along with him, we
know not. At all events, as friends of Jesus, they were the friends

of one another : the inward experiences they were both undergoing
had a sympathetic connection ; while distress and zeal, in addition

to the most urgent business of this hour, soon brought them
together outwardly also. When the day was drawing to a close,

and the execution on Golgotha was to be finished, Joseph, as Mark
says, ' came, and went in boldly unto Pilate, and craved the body
of Jesus.' Pilate heard with astonishment that He was already

dead, and seemed scarcely willing to believe it. He therefore called

the centurion who kept watch on Golgotha, and asked him whether

He had been any while dead. 2 From this we may infer, that he
thought it possible that Joseph might wish to deceive him, or had
deceived himself in respect to the death of Jesus. Pilate thought

that it pertained to the cares of his office to ascertain the reality

of our Lord's death, before giving His body to one who honoured
Him.

It follows from this statement, that the death of Jesus must have
taken place very speedily, when compared with the usual lengthened

course of suffering upon the cross.
3 This may be partly explained

from our Lord's great sufferings before the crucifixion,4 but also,

1 ' Among the Jews, persons who were executed were not laid in the family bury-

ing-place, along with honourable people. The Sanhedrim appointed two special

burying-places for them : the one for the beheaded, hanged, and crucified ; the other

for the stoned or burned to death. Their bones might be collected and laid in the

sepulchre of their fathers only after the entire decay of the flesh' (Sepp, iii. 602).

Moreover, among the Jews it was a great disgrace to receive no honourable burial :

to bury the neglected dead, was therefore reckoned among the good works ; and
Josephus counts it among the heinous crimes of the Zealots and Idumeans, that when
besieged in Jerusalem, they did not bury the dead. See Friedlieb, ] 69.

2 The true meaning of the writer is destroyed, if we suppose, with Sepp, a synchysis,

or trajectio verborum, according to which Pilate asked, Is He dead already ? and the

officer replied, TrdXai, 'Long ago.'
3 That Jesus died soon, shows that the two thieves survived Him. We must re-

member, however, that they were nailed to the cross later than He. As a rule, a few

hours seem to have been sufficient to cause death to the crucified. Josephus' experi-

ence
(
Vita, §75) confirms this view. He was able to rescue only one of the three cruci-

fied whom he was allowed to take down after they had hung a few hours. See Neander,

472 [Bohn]. [The two following notes are also important.

—

Ed.]
4 See liauschenbusch, 433.
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without question, partly from the energy wherewith His holy and
healthy life expedited the slow separation between soul and body. 1

After the governor had received from the centurion satisfactory

information regarding the death of Jesus, he gave His body to the

counsellor, perhaps in some measure moved by Joseph's honourable

position.2

And now grateful love began to prepare most honourable burial

for the King in the kingdom of love. The body was taken down
from the cross. Joseph bought fine linen in which to wrap Him

;

while Nicodemus procured the spices which were put into the linen

clothes, making them an aromatic bed for the body. Nicodemus
felt the need of honouring the Lord with a princely expenditure

now, as had shortly before been done by Mary in Bethany. He
brought a mixture of myrrh and aloes,3 about a hundred pound
weight.4 This preparation was manifestly not measured by bare re-

quirement. It was the custom of the age to prepare costly obsequies

for venerated persons.5 And so Jesus was, according to Jewish
custom, wrapped in linen cloth ; and this was, as usual, cut into

parts, to cover the body, the limbs, and the head.

The sepulchre was most providentially prepared. Joseph pos-

sessed a garden near the place of execution, in which he had hewn
himself a new tomb out of the rock, wherein was never man yet

laid.7 He did not esteem this tomb too precious for the body of

his Lord. John observes, that they laid Jesus in this sepulchre

1 "When Tertullian supposed that Jesus' death was supernaturally hastened by Him-
self, he had some notion of that mysterious energy with which the force of life can

show itself even in expediting the death-struggle by strengthening the pangs of this

second birth, just as the energy of a strong woman expedites the pangs of the natural

birth. Compare Umbreit on dying as a voluntary and personal act of man. Stud,

unci Krit. 1837, iii. 620. [And whatever we think of the physical cause of Christ's

departure from life, we must maintain, with Augustine, ' non earn deseruit invitus,

sed quia voluit, quando voluit, quomodo voluit.'

—

De Trin. iv. 16.

—

Ed.]
2 Besides, this permission was no great favour on the part of Pilate. Similar cases

often occurred, and were even provided for by the law. Friedlieb, 170.
3 We are indebted to Ehrenberg for the exact description of the myrrh-tree (Bal-

samodendron Myrrha) which grows in Arabia and on the opposite coast of Ethiopia.

See Winer, Art. Myrrh. ' The resinous matter, at first oily and then somewhat bitter,

is of a yellowish white, becomes gradually gold-coloured, and hardens to a reddish hue.'

Comp. the same, on the aloe (woody aloe). Because of its strong and pleasant fragrance,

the wood of this plant was used for perfume, and even for embalming bodies. These
spices were pulverized before being used for embalming.

4 It is the Attic litra of twelve ounces that is here spoken of.

5 ' Among the Romans there were various gradations in burying the dead.' There

is also a dissimilarity found among the mummies, &c. Nicodemus' estimation of the

man whom he intended to honour is to be gathered from the rank in which he

wished to place His body. Hug, 200. On costly funerals among the Jews in some
cases, see Sepp, 605.

6 See Friedlieb, 171. The Jews generally used, for wrapping the bodies of those

who had been executed, old liuen which had served for covering and binding the rolls

of the law. Sepp, iii. 607. [See the interesting notes to Pearson on the Creed, Clause
' and was buried.'

—

Ed.]
7 The new sepulchre reminds Strauss (560) of the ass on which no man had sat.

He thinks the one narrative throws suspicion on the other. It is remarkable with
what boyish eagerness antagonistic criticism always mounts the two asses mentioned
most prominently in the Bible : Balaam's ass in the Old Testament, and the unridden
colt in the New.
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because of the Jews' preparation day. Luke remarks, that the

Sabbath was drawing on. If this was the reason why they laid

Jesus there, it would seem that, with more leisure, He would per-

haps have been buried elsewhere. And very possibly other dis-

ciples could have brought forward superior claims. But the

expression, perhaps, bears reference to the conduct of the Jews. It

was, no doubt, galling to them that Joseph took care of the Cruci-

fied One ; and they must have wished, since he did so, that the body
should be quickly removed out of sight. After He had been
hastily interred, Joseph rolled a great stone to the door of the

sepulchre. The Sabbath was near—the last acts of the crucifixion,

the concluding act of the execution, the taking down of Jesus from
the cross, and His burial, had all followed in quick succession

during the decline of the day.

The women who followed Him were also present at His inter-

ment. They carefully observed the sepulchre, and saw how the

body was laid. After the manner of women, they took exact notice

of everything, and even in the midst of their deep sorrow they could

rejoice at this honourable burial of their beloved Master, while yet

they could find much to take exception to in the form in which it

was gone about, and this made them wish a fresh and more taste-

ful embalming. The eyes of so many women could easily discern

defects in preparations which had been made in the greatest haste,

and that by men. 1 They were not satisfied even with the spices.

They wished to introduce greater variety. With this view, some
of them returned to the city and prepared spices and ointments

that same evening, towards the approach of the Sabbath. They
then rested the Sabbath-day according to the commandment, how-
ever hard they felt it to be obliged to defer a whole day their pre-

paration for honouring the body of Jesus.

But while some of the women thus hastened home, impelled by
love to Jesus, the same love kept two of them in the neighbourhood

of the sepulchre until late in the evening. These were Mary Mag-
dalene and Mary the mother of Joses, or of the sons of Alpheus.

These sat themselves down by the grave. They were most probably

of a naturally fearless disposition
;
and as followers of Jesus, they

had long been imbued with the spirit of devotedness to their Master,

and now their Christian heroism had reached maturity in the trials

around the cross.

These women, who, with the love of true sisters of the Crucified

One, the courage of fearless minds, and the self-forgetfulness of

deep affliction, sat throughout the evening twilight opposite the

sepulchre in the lonesome garden, silent and sunk in deep medita-

tion, form a noble contrast to those bands of mourning women who
1 John's words, kclOus 'eOos eori tols 'loiSaiois, cannot, as Strauss maintains they do,

exclude the idea that the women found it still necessary to supplement the sepulture

of our Lord. A sepulture may be correct, complete in every form, without our being

able to say that it is in every respect satisfactory to all the mourners. The critic

cannot raise himself above the standpoint of formal correctness, but seems inclined

to say when a thing is finished, it is finished.
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are often to be seen in the East lying on the tombs in clear daylight,

giving utterance more or less loudly to their wailings for the dead.

The spirit of faithfulness is here revealed on its New Testament in-

wardness, freedom, and sublimity. With Christ they had died to

the world ; like departed spirits who have through the King of

spirits become familiar with the otherwise dreaded realm of spirits,

they sat there until late in the evening. Meanwhile the time for

procuring spices for the anointing before the Sabbath had passed

away. Yet they could not forbear adding something of their own
for decorating the body of Christ. As soon as the Sabbath was over

(after six o'clock on Saturday) they made a purchase, in which they

were joined by Salome. 1

Thus we see the disciples of Jesus animated by a holy emulation

to testify their devotedness to Him even when dead, and to render

the richest honours to His body in the tomb. Joseph of Arimathea,

besides his office and influence, brings as an offering to Him a highly

prized possession—a new tomb hewn in the rock, probably at first

intended to receive his own body. Nicodemus has long enough
withheld his homage ; but now, in the hundred pounds of costly

spices which he brings, we recognize the strong expression of a de-

votedness which knows not how to do enough, and the deep repent-

ance and soaring faith of an aged man who has found in the death

of Christ his second and everlasting youth. We need not wonder
if the pious women also will not be behind in glorifying the beloved

dead. And how characteristically was this company of women
separated into two divisions by the influence of love ! Some of them
hasten home to procure as soon as possible what is nesessary for the

second anointing of Jesus ; the others cannot for a long time leave

His tomb, and afterwards join those who are preparing the solemn

anointing.

Our Lord thus received one simple but ample anointing in His
chamber of the tomb, and three were intended for Him. He was
buried with such princely magnificence that the antagonistic criti-

cism,2 which would readily comprehend the like in the case of any
Persian satrap or Arabian emir, finds it utterly incomprehensible

because the whole great reality of the New Testament is still covered

with a veil for that criticism, and seems to it a realm of fable, or

because it imagines the burial of Jesus was a matter on which as

1 We thus explain the supposed difference between Mark and Luke in regard to

the time when the spices were purchased, which the Wolfenbiittel Fragnientist, and
more recently Strauss, ii. 556, have asserted to be inexplicable. The explanation is

very simple. We have only to consider both accounts carefully, and make use of

Matthew to explain Mark.
2 See Strauss, ii. 557. Comp. on the opposite side, Ebrard. It is affirmed that

Matthew knew nothing of the spices, because he does not mention them when he
speaks of wrapping the body in a clean linen cloth. It is true that ' even the Wolf-
enbiittel Fragmentist granted that the wrapping in a clean linen cloth, mentioned by
Matthew, included the Jewish embalming.' But our critic, -who is in general led by
mere outward similarities and appearances to overlook essential relations, can here
persuade himself that Matthew meant to represent the anointing of Jesus in Bethany
as a substitute for the supposed omission of the embalming.
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little as possible ought to have been expended. But the Scripture

had to be fulfilled in this point also, even the saying, Isa, liii. 9,

A grave was given Him with the rich. 1 We say 'be fulfilled' in

the sense of Matthew and John. It is a primary fact, that God's

Anointed was during His life treated as the most despised and un-

worthy, and after His death buried as a rich man. The love and
faithfulness due to Him remained at first an unpaid debt ; but after-

wards tokens of gratitude, too long deferred, were brought to Him
in the tomb, with burning tears of repentance, in a rich funeral

offering. Christ had already experienced this lot in His fore-

runners the prophets. In His own life this fact was exhibited in

all its clearness and magnitude. But it recurs again in a thousand

shapes in the experience of His Church and the lot of His faithful

witnesses.

The enemies of our Lord had vainly imagined that His death

would bring them repose ; but they soon found, that when dead, He
caused them still more uneasiness than He had done when alive.

This anxiety sought an outlet, and must find it, as certainly as sick-

ness of soul always finds its fixed idea. They remembered that

Jesus, when alive, had said that He would rise again on the third

day. It has been asked, How could they know that He had said

this ? And it has been replied, possibly they learned it from Judas,2

or, such an expression might have been openly uttered by one of the

disciples and have come to the knowledge of the council. 3 This

answer is quite correct : if they got only the slightest hint of this

kind, it could furnish them with the key to His enigmatical expres-

sion, ' Destroy this temple, and in three days I will raise it up ;' and this

the more readily as the)7 had to examine Him concerning this say-

ing, and might be convinced that He did not mean their temple on
Mount Zion.4 But the remembrance of this saying of Christ now
alarmed them like the spirit of the dead. Even as soon as the night

after the murder, it appears to have alarmed them to such a degree as

to drive them to hold a consultation at a most unsuitable time/ on the

1 The passage might be rendered freely, but in accordance with its meaning, some-
what thus : His grave was intended to be with poor outlaws, and in death (He was)

in the vaulted sepulchre with the rich and respected.
2 See Hug, ii. 202. 3 See Ebrard.
4 Hase thinks (262), it would have been strange if the Pharisees had come to un-

derstand aright that saying of our Lord sooner than the apostles did. The strange-

ness of this supposition disappears when we reflect that the Pharisees, just because

they were conscious that they intended to put our Lord to death, must have under-

stood sooner than the disciples His intimations that they meant to do so. Now the

first part of our Lord's saying referred to the fact that they intended to put Him to

death. When they apprehended rightly this first part, the explanation of the second
followed as matter of course. They were supported in their view by the circum-

stance that they had to make inquiries regarding the saying
; and finally (as has been

said), they might also have received information that Jesus had foretold His resur-

rection. We must also take into account that they were masters in combination and
interpretation, and could find the meaning of a saying of our Lord more readily than the

disciples, when, as here, a historical idea was in question. But it does not in the least

follow from this, that they had come to believe in the resurrection of Christ.
5 Matthew indicates this circumstance in his description of the day, i]Tis earl yuera

T7)v TrapacrKevr)v. This 'is truly a strange description of the Sabbath,' says Strauss

(561), who takes no notice of the deep meaning of this expression.
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morning of their great paschal Sabbath. This was no formal sitting

of the council, but an improvised conference of the more decided

enemies of Jesus, in which the form of a session was intentionally-

avoided because of its being the Sabbath. 1 In this conference they

came to the conclusion, that our Lord's sepulchre must be sealed and
furnished with a watch until the third day was over. Thus minded,

they went to Pilate, going, as it would seem, one by one, and ex-

pressing their desire with their petition ; but so many went, that it

gave the appearance of a conference held in his house. They
evidently wished to avoid the form of a procession, as they had
avoided a formal sitting; still, there arose the monstrosity of a con-

ference in the house of a heathen. 2 They addressed him, saying,
' Sir, we remember that that deceiver said, while He was yet alive,

After three days I will rise again. Command therefore that the

sepulchre be made sure until the third day, lest His disciples come
by night and steal Him away, and say unto the people, He is risen

from the dead : so the last error shall be worse than the first.' They
had, it is clear, already invented the subterfuge which they would
employ if, in a few days, it should be proclaimed—He is risen.

Meanwhile they deceived themselves with the wretched figment,

that possibly His disciples might steal the body of Christ, might
then proclaim that He had risen again, and produce surprising

effects by means of this deception. And on account of such an
illusion as this, they assembled and held consultation on the most
solemn morning of the year, and, casting aside their reverence for

the Sabbath, hurried as petitioners to Pilate, applying for a watch
—for a watch to guard the grave of a criminal. But beyond doubt

it was something far different which mysteriously distressed and
alarmed them, namely, the possibility that Jesus might really return

from the dead. With a strange and superstitious belief in the effi-

cacy of their own official seal and of the Roman watch, they dreamed
of being able to prevent the possibility of His resurrection and re-

newed activity, and of the infliction of a severe retribution for their

deed. Above all, they hoped to be able to shut up their own base

fear within His tomb. Pilate seems to have agreed to their pro-

posal with the languid listlessness of a great man who is fatigued

and wearied out. He dismissed them curtly with the words, ' The
watch is granted you : go, make it secure, as ye know how ' (as ye

are acquainted with the custom). Negative criticism 3
is of opinion

that, from Pilate's character, he could not but dismiss with derision

the persons who wished to set a seal on our Lord's sepulchre. This

is not a bad idea ! Their proposal was a mockery of their own
doings. And who knows that Pilate did not dismiss these men,

with their paltry ostensible motive for a paltry proceeding, with a

jeering expression, as if he had meant to say, The watch is at your

1 See. Hug, 204.
2 2w^i)«'w "Kpfe HiKdrov, says Matthew. Lex Mosaica interdixerat operatn

manuariam, ut et judicii exercitium, non vero ire ad magistratum, ab eoque petere

aliquid, pnesertim cum periculum in mora esset.—Kuinocl, Ev. Matth. p. 813.
3 See Strauss, ii. 556.
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service ; be off now, and set about the sealing, as you are so well up
to it!

And they actually went. They were not ashamed: they pro-

ceeded to the tomb, impressed the seal upon the stone in the pre-

sence of the watch, and handed over to these men the charge of the

sealed sepulchre. That was the culminating point of this self-con-

tradictory Jewish Sabbath-service. The members of the high
council hold private consultations on the most solemn of the

solemn Sabbath-days; they run hither and thither, and even
assemble for conference in the house of the heathen procurator

;

they go and seal the stone over the sepulchre of our Lord, and
commit the keeping of it to the Koman watch. The whole matter
was evidently judicial. The high council (and embodied in it, the
spirit of Jewish traditionalism) laboured and toiled with anxious
fear on the year's most solemn day of rest around the sepulchre of

Christ, for no other purpose than to seal in the lasting silence of

the grave the ever-active Spirit of Christ, and His new life en-

kindling in the concealed depths of the Godhead for the work of a
new and eternal Sabbath.

At the same time, this act of the Jews was the last and highest

expression of their rejecting the Messiah and giving Him over to

the Gentiles. As they thought, they sealed in the tomb the last

ray of possibility that Jesus as the Kisen One could be preached to

their nation and shake the world. Thus in their design they im-
prisoned for ever the Messianic hope of their nation, like as if the
spirit of freedom were to be immured in cloisters, and they com-
mitted the keeping of the grave to a Eoman guard, on which
henceforth all their false security rested. According to their idea
and wise procedure, the theocratic kingdom had now fallen so low
that all its security reposed upon the fidelity of a Eoman heathen
guard.

Finally, this act betrays the greatest folly, and by it the unbelief

of the council makes a mockery of themselves. They thought to

enclose within the tomb what Christ had already accomplished
before His death, calling it ' the first error.' And they wish besides

to imprison in the grave His second and more mighty working after

death, of which they had a dark presentiment, calling it 'the last

error' which might be worse than the first. And so, with their

priestly official seal (a bulla), and with a band of dull mercenaries
begged from a foreign nation, they mean to seal up for ever in the

sepulchre the Spirit of Christ—the Spirit of His past, present, and
future—His life and the unfolding of His glory—the new life, the

new kingdom, the new age, and the new world. That was their

last official procedure in regard to the Messiah, and they went
about it with lofty officialism, while the idea and design of their

office was to prepare for the Lord of glory a way to His people and
to all the world. But in this act is symbolically set forth the folly

of all false labourers in the service of the Church, of all carnal

theologians, of all watchers and workers of the old world, in which
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sin and, death reign ; and this folly which ever anew seeks in a
thousand ways to seal the sepulchre, is therein condemned as the

climax of all folly and self-mockery.

Thus the stone was sealed, and a guard set over the sepulchre.

Should His disciples now come to visit it, they would be roughly
warned away. But His friends could keep the solemn Sabbath
with more repose than His enemies. They seemed to have passed
the day so quietly, that most of them heard nothing about the

watch which had been set over the sepulchre. At any rate, we
may assume that the women who went early next morning to the

sepulchre knew nothing of this measure. 1

The solemn realities of the crucifixion and the darkness of the

tomb had cast a gloom over their life also ; but now in them, as in

the sepulchre and body of their Lord, there was preparing an
awakening to newness of life.

NOTES.

1. Baur in his treatise {On the Composition, dc, 165) says it is

a ' pure impossibility ' for blood and water, and especially in visible

separation, to have flowed from a dead body when pierced. He
then proposes the question, How can the Evangelist, we must ask
again, have seen what, from the nature of the case, could not pos-

sibly be seen ? He gives as answer :
' What cannot be seen with

the bodily eyes may be seen spiritually ; where there is no place for

the sensuous and material view, there always remains room enough
for that higher view in which the outward and the material moulds
itself into an image of the spiritual,' &c. The more livingly one is

impressed with the significance of a mighty incident, the more
powerfully does the whole tenor of the ideas which float before his

mind press upon him in a concrete view, in which everything be-

comes not merely form and figure, but also action and incident.'

Self-criticism of 'criticism' has surely reached its climax here.

Mournful lot ! that that proud discipline must in our days some-
times transcend the bounds which even itself has set to its fancies.

Thus far is clear, if a man can boldly affirm that an Evangelist

writing his Gospel could conjure up every kind of illusion (for it is

not pretended that he is poetizing here), he himself must have first

come to view things in such a manner that he can conjure up any
kind of illusion in the realm of ' criticism.'

2. According to Strauss (554), the two statements, that Joseph

of Arimathea was not afraid to take charge of the body of Christ in

such adverse circumstances, and that he was a counsellor, gave rise

to everything else which the Evangelists, influenced possibly by the

passage Isa. liii. 9, &c, said about Him, and this renders the whole

liable to suspicion. The passage in question is one of the many in

1 Possibly, however, they knew of the watch over the sepulchre without knowing
of the sealing, and had hoped that the watch would not hinder them in a workfof

piety. W. Hoffman, 402. Yet it seems to us more probable that both facts were

unknown to them.
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which the character of this ' criticism ' is very plainly mirrored.
Compare Ebrard.

3. On the construction of Jewish sepulchres, compare Schulz,
Jerusalem, 97; Friedlieb, 173

;
[Jalm's Bibl. Antiq. (Ed. Upham),

p. 100. Several of the dissertations appended to the Critici Sacri
are devoted to this and kindred subjects.

—

Ed.]
4. According to Strauss (560), there is a difference between

Matthew and John in respect to the right of possession which
Joseph had to the garden in which Christ was laid. * According
to John,' says Strauss, 'it was not because Joseph owned the
sepulchre that Jesus was laid in it, but because time was pressing
they laid Him in a new tomb, which happened to be in a neigh-
bouring garden.' Hug (199), has triumphantly repelled this sup-
posed damaging attack. ' Is the doctor of opinion that a proprietary
or family burial-place could be made use of without ceremony?
The ancients did not think so. Everybody must remember many
inscriptions on Koman and Grecian burial-places, which invoke the
vengeance of the gods on the wrong-doers who dared to lay there
the body of a stranger not belonging to the family,' &c. Besides,
it has been shown above why John should account for the burial
of Christ in the way he did, although he knew that the sepulchre
belonged to Joseph.

5. Sepp observes (604), ' But among the Jews the cross, as also

the stones employed in stoning to death, the rope used in hanging,
and the sword used for beheading, were buried on the spot of

execution ; and in all likelihood the crosses and bodies of the two
thieves were buried in the so-called "valley of dead bodies" (Jer.

xxxi. 40), to which the corpses of executed criminals were con-
signed.' This observation speaks in favour of the genuineness of

the
_
relics of the cross. Friedlieb remarks, on the contrary,

' Without the intervention of this man (Joseph), Jesus would
probably have been buried on Golgotha like the two malefactors

'

(169). The very name, ' Place of skulls/ favours the opinion that
malefactors were buried here on the very place of execution. 1

6. Strauss is of opinion (564) that the apostles, in their defence
before the council, should have appealed to the fact that the
sepulchre had been sealed, and that this would have been a power-
ful weapon in their hands.

This, as well as the question, why they did not appeal to the
rent veil of the temple, belongs to the rubric which says, John, in
giving testimony to the Messiah, should have appealed to what he
had heard from Elisabeth, his mother. The apostles moved in the
sphere of religious, dynamic, and incontestable certainty, and there-

fore, when testifying before their opponents, they could not built

upon such certainties as arise from the affixing or removal of ar.

official seal.

1 [It is, however, supposed by competent authorities, that this name, 'the place
of a skull,' may have been given on account of the shape of the rising ground or
rocky hillock resembling a skull. For a complete discussion of the topography of
Calvary, see Robinson's Researches, i. sec. 8.

—

Ed.]
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7. Matthew treason against the Messiah, spulchre, xxvii. 62-

GG, agrees exactxj
i

.
• 11-15, that the sol-

diers of the watch vr&h- He could impart Hir by the chief priests.

Nothing can he concWft/fam's prayerful rorical character of these

statements, from the circimto&avliftat Matthew alone imparts

them ; although, among others, Hase thinks so, 262. They were

of special importance for the Jewish Christians, for whom Matthew

directly wrote ; they were also in keeping with the distinctive pecu-

liarity of his Gospel, while the other Evangelists could not feel the

same interest in relating these facts. There would unquestionably

be a considerable difficulty, if we must suppose that Matthew,

xxviii. 12, meant to say, that the council at an ordinary sitting,

and after formal consultation, resolved ' to bribe the soldiers, and

put a lie into their mouth.' Compare what Hug has said against

this view, 207. We have already seen (Book II. vii. 6) that the

party in the council who were fanatical and mortal enemies of Jesus

often held private conferences, distinct from the official sittings of

the council. Besides, the Evangelist by no means says that that

consultation, which was unquestionably a private conference, for-

mally resolved to bribe the soldiers. They held a consultation, in

which probably the chief priests, with a self-accusing conscience,

proposed, with a silent understanding respecting the means to be

employed, to secure the silence of the soldiers about what had

occurred at the sepulchre. The particular way to effect this would

be left to the chief priests. It may be held as a sign of the naivete

of the antagonistic criticism, that it cannot imagine an arrangement

of this kind, not avowed, but well understood, such as may often

occur in the council of the ungodly.

SECTION XI.

CHRIST'S SOLEMN SABBATH ; THE REDEMPTION AND RECONCILIATION OF

THE WORLD ; CHRIST'S ENTRANCE INTO THE WORLD OF SPIRITS, AND
THE MYSTERY OF HIS BIRTH FROM DEATH TO NEW LIFE.

While the spirit of carnal Judaism, like an unblessed spectre,

wandered restlessly on the quiet Sabbath-day around the sepulchre

of Jesus, and while the Koman power guarded the seal and the

stone of His sepulchre, Christ was resting in His chamber, or rather

in the bosom of His Father. He was solemnizing the great sabbath

of eternity after the heat and labour of the day on which He had

finished the work of redemption. Some of the finest of the hymns
which sing of our Lord's passion are dedicated to His rest in the

grave. 1 We feel that in them breathes the peace of Christ's sab-

bath—the second and great sabbath of the world , in which the first

divine sabbath has been renewed in a higher form.

The first divine rest consisted in this, that with the formation of

the first man God had reached the aim of His creation. This aim
1 See Note 1.
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was the heart of man
S

j^
c^ot oi ±h& hosi[le powers exercised over

He could reside. There.? 1™ his statemtnder which men as sin-
pressionof the rest of God—di 'i*b*«ros$

. Opened the estrange-

But this first human heart abandoned and lost lio-L-v tv,-

God, and thereby lost its calmness, its composure, and its peace.

Disquiet and restlessness, this was the heart in the heart of the

world. The loudest expression of this disquiet was the fierce

fanaticism with which the Jew zealously laboured and strove for

the stiff form of a dead sabbath-repose.

But now there was founded in the midst of the world a second

and higher sabbath—the sabbath which the heart of Christ had
regained in His death. Adam had lost the sabbatic rest of his

heart even in the midst of the natural peace of the paradise which
surrounded him. The wild throbbing of his sinful heart broke the

appointed rest of the world ; from the disquiet of his heart issued

all the trouble and toil which ever since has distracted and encum-
bered all below the sun. But Christ preserved the peace of His
heart amid the disquiet of the world, in the ardour of His contest

with all the temptations of the world. And the sabbath of His soul

was perfected in this, that He maintained the quietness, composure,

and stedfastness of His soul amid the labour of the cross, the wild

excitement of men, the pangs of shaken nature, and the billows of

God's judgments. See Isa. lxiii.

The broken heart of Christ is the pure, strong, and calm heart

which, firmly fixed in God, is hidden in the infinite depths of the

Godhead from all the disquiet of life, and in which the Father can

sit securely enthroned more peacefully than on the rocky heights of

earth or the stars of heaven. Therefore the heart of Christ, tried

and approved, is itself the new sabbath of the world. It is the

source whence issues all divine peace which has been allotted to the

world. The pacification of the world, the reducing of its confusion

to order, the stilling of its commotions, and the transformation of its

cheerless toils into sacred and solemn joy, all proceed from Him in

the power of His righteousness, Spirit, and life. For man is the

heart of the world, and Christ is the heart of mankind ; but the

heart of His heart is the divine peace of His soul which He pre-

served amid His sore labour and won for man.

The great disquiet of man consists in his always fleeing from

God and His judgments with a consciousness of guilt. But flight

from God is in its very nature the severest and most painful toil.

For where shall we flee from His presence and find rest ? Flight

from His judgments is flight from all the ills of life, from every

semblance of the ills, and from every thought of that semblance. It

is flight from distress and all her messengers, from death and all his

shadows ; nay, more, it is flight from all earnest inward life—from

conscience and all its mysterious warnings and alarms. Therefore

this flight is the curse of sin. While man flees from God in His

judgments, he sinks deeper into the ruinous unrest of sin.
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lUS a fuN ana" faithful surrender of Himself to

shaken by thf>
"* JLaos^i mrfatnomable judgment of God, the centre of

an aw,"augments. In the death of the cross He sought and found for

the world the grace of God. This is the reconciliation of the world.

But to perceive the fulness as well as the definiteness of the

world's redemption which Christ has finished, we must distinguish

between redemption, expiation, and reconciliation.

Christ comes as the great Prophet from God. In His name He
comes to men. As the Mighty One of God He puts Himself at the

head of mankind to redeem them from their hereditary enemies

—

from sin, death, and hell, and from that servitude to the prince of

darkness into which they had fallen. The power of this enmity is

represented by the ungodly principles, suppositions, and powers of

the old world. 1 The bonds of their servitude consist above all in

the fear of death, which includes fear of hatred, persecution,

suffering, and shame. 2 Even Christ was claimed as vassal by
the old world because He was man. He seemed to it to be a ser-

vant as all others are, because He had the form of a servant. So
the old weapons of the kingdom of darkness, calumnies, suspi-

cions, examinations, excommunication, and outlawry, the scourge

and the cross, must be employed to disable and bind Him. But He
yielded not before the spell of these old-world terrors. He main-
tained the glory of His new life unshaken by all its imperiousness

and power. In order to retain its honour, its repose, its life, the old

world entered into conflict with Him, seeking to seize and bind Him
to itself; but He relinquished all, even His body, to secure His
independency of it. If freemen, when contending against outward
odds, would gain security from slavery, the infallible means is to

yield their life to the enemy. At this price Christ maintained His
freedom against the power and the claims of the old world, and at

the same time laid the foundation of the world's freedom. He pur-

chased the freedom of mankind ; it was not for Himself alone, but

for mankind, that, while opposing the darkness of the world, He
maintained His inward life by surrendering the outward. He de-

stroyed the spell which the fear of death laid upon them. The
preaching of the cross produced on earth the holy courage to face

death and the cross, against which the power of darkness put forth

its might in vain. All who believe on Him know that in Him they

are already free. And this freedom becomes theirs by their enter-

ing into the fellowship of His death, and being ready for His sake

to surrender their lives to the old world. This is the redemption

which Christ has obtained by His blood. 3

1 '~E\vTpiL'dr]Te €K T7js p-araias v/xwv avacrTpocprjs TrarpovapaSoTOv. 1 Pet. i. 18.
2 See Heb. ii. 15.
3 The Xirrpwens or airo\i>Tpw(Tis. In the New Testament redemption is generally

conjoined with reconciliation in accordance with its concrete view and manner of

expression. Hence these expressions commonly denote reconciliation ; but we take

it here in the narrower sense, with special reference to 1 Pet. i. 18.
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But in that despotic sway whicf/<!l£. -hostile powers exercised over
man, the judgment of God was revealed tnder which men as sin-

ners had justly fallen. But this at first only caepened the estrange-
ment arising from sin. Man, with his guilty consignee, perceived
the righteous judgments of God in the consequences 6i sm. ''buz

God's goodness he could not perceive in His judgments. The
righteousness of God was to him something harsh and inexorable.
With the cowardly and slavish mind of conscious guilt, he saw
hostility in the countenance of the Judge. Hence his continual
fleeing from God. Hence the infinite difficulty of bringing this

terrified slavish mind to stop and turn. But Christ removed this

ban. Coming as the great Prophet from God to men, He has gone
to God as the great High Priest in the name of mankind. Submis-
sion to God is the soul of all religion, and the root of all sacrifice.

The full and free submission to the judgments of God which one
relatively guiltless yields in fellowship with guilty persons, and for
them, forms the heart and essence of priesthood. And every
surrender of this kind to a death of relative sacrifice has something
relatively expiatory. Many a priestly heart has thus atoned for the
historic crimes of his house, and by expiation prevented the
reappearance of its curse. But the essential expiation must extend
over all time and all space : it must embrace mankind in the power
of the Eternal Spirit. This reconciliation Christ has effected. God's
judgment on the world lay in their nailing Him to the cross. This
He clearly and consciously perceived, felt it in sympathy ; and, in
faithful submission to God, transformed it into light and salvation.

He freely surrendered Himself to the unsearchable and unfathom-
able depths of divine judgment, in the full confidence of finding
therein His God, and the grace of His God for His people. Thus
He expiated the infinite flight of the world from God by an infinite

fleeing to Him, through, the midst of all His judgments. And now,
through the power and blessing of His offering, men are drawn to
God, as formerly they had fled from Him. The symbol of this

drawing is the brightness and glory of the cross. All who find
essential expiation in Christ, have at the same time learnt to see the
rescuing hand of God even in the judgments which they undergo,
and to turn these sufferings, through priestly submission, into
salvation and blessing. 1 Thus Christ, in the eternal spirit of His
surrender, has brought in the ever-abiding and efficacious atoning
sacrifice.

But when Christ comes in God's name to men to redeem them,
and in their name appears before God to expiate their guilt, He is

not divided, but One, in this twofold acting. Nay, He thereby
completes the eternal unity of His divine-human life, and exhibits
in this unity the consciousness of kingly power.
As the true King of man, He maintained the unity of His being

and His freedom of spirit in a contest in which the feeling of discord
1 This is the expiation included in the XvTputris or awokvTpucris, and denoted more

distinctly by i\a<rfx6s or iXaar^piov.
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between man and the righteousness of God pierced His soul, and in

which the distractions of the world sought to distract His heart.

He held fast by God, and preserved the divinity of His life, when in

His oneness with mankind, in His sympathy with man, He was
shaken by the feeling of God's desertion. And He held fast by man
when with perfect and divine consciousness He acknowledged in His
death God's judgment on the world as death-deserving. And thereby

He achieved the reconciliation between God and the world. God was
in Christ reconciling the world unto Himself. 1 In His heart God
remained His God, notwithstanding that He withdrew Himself

from the world in its judgment ; the world continued the world

beloved by Him in His heart, notwithstanding that it seemed
separated from God and sunk in death ; and He Himself main-
tained the union of the divine and human by maintaining His position

as the God-man, while it seemed as if the waves of human anguish
in His breast would quench His divinity, and the thunderbolts of

divine justice would destroy in Him the humanity of the Son of

man. Thus in this victory of Christ lay the reconciliation of the

world and the removal of its curse.

The heaviest curse of sin consists in this, that man turned the

knowledge that divine punishment necessarily follows sin into a new
and pernicious delusion. He began by misunderstanding that con-

nection. He was not satisfied with identifying sin and punishment,

and thus confounding the rule of the prince of darkness with the

rule of God's righteousness. He accustomed himself more and more
to see in sin only an ill of life, an inevitable fatality, and again in

this ill the real evil. He let himself be fettered by sin, as if it were
an unavoidable destiny, or even a fixed law of life ; on the other

hand, he grew terrified at the judgment of God on guilt, as if that

were the real evil to be avoided at any price, and which he could

succeed in escaping from. This fearful confounding of sin and
suffering decided the slavery of man in the service of darkness. It

cast a spell over him, which made temptations seem right, and
God's j udgments wrong.

This curse none but Christ could abolish. And this He did by
becoming a curse and suffering for us, while preserving the blessing

in His heart. Seemingly given up by God to die as man, He held

fast by the divine and drew it clown with Him into the depths of

death ; rejected and thrown back by man into the bosom of God, in

the faithfulness of His heart He drew humanity up with Him into

the Father's bosom. As the Prophet of God, He broke sin's power
of temptation—as the High Priest of man, He revealed the gracious

design of God's judgments ; but it was as the royal God-man that

He demolished the delusion in men s minds which had changed
temptation into a divine law, and judgment into temptation. He
demolished this delusion in the one great fact of sacrificing His
life. For this sacrifice was so voluntary, that to this day it appears

wilful to most men, and its accordance with the higher law is com-
1 This is the KaraWayrj. See 2 Cor. v. 19.
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pletely hidden from the eyes of the world. But its spontaneity
proclaims in the strongest manner the freedom, in the exercise of

which Christ gave a pure and absolute denial to the pretensions of the
world's temptation, and at the same time laid down His life. But
this sacrifice was as legally demanded by God, and historically

necessary, as it was voluntary ; and therefore it is altogether a deed
of Christ's submission to the will of God, when His judgment on
the world was revealed, and a testimony of perfect confidence that

God's gracious presence is to be found in His judgments. And
thus is the old curse abolished : the temptation of the cross was
entirely different from the judgment in it; temptation was proved
powerless, but judgment was glorified as a heavenly power of

rescue.

The death of Jesus finished redemption, expiated sin, and brought
in reconciliation. Thus He entered into the realm of spirits sur-

rounded by the glory of this victory, Himself being made perfect

and His work of redemption completed.

If we believe in the certainty of immortality, we must also believe

that there is a world of separate spirits corresponding to the world
of men in the body. But as men in this world are subject to

mutual influence, we must assume the same in respect to men in

the kingdom of the dead, and this the rather, as there is no absolute

separation between the two worlds. Hence it follows, that the
entrance of Christ into the world of spirits was for it a great event,

the report of which must have spread far and wide through it. And
so much the more, as through the realm of death He was going to

the Father. For that must imply that, in the unfolding of His
life beyond the grave, He ascended through the domains of imper-
fect life, of longing and waiting, to the height of perfect spiritual

life ; through all the regions of that spiritual kingdom which is

poor in manifestations, to the region of the highest and richest

revelation of the Father's glory. Thus His death was necessarily

and essentially a triumphant march through the waiting lower
world in paradise. Now as He went in the power of the unfolding
of His being through every region of the life beyond the grave,

from the lowest limits of the kingdom of the dead to the highest of

the resurrection, He had experience of them all, and His transit

affected them all. But as He passed through them in the full

power of the living Redeemer made perfect in God, His passing
through each region necessarily caused commotion in it, and assumed
the shape of a divine revelation of salvation for its inhabitants.

The very entrance of Christ into that kingdom was, in fact, an
announcement of the completion of redemption, a preaching of the

Gospel for departed spirits, and an actual transforming of the re-

lations of that world.

If we, as Christians, are convinced of the reality of the world of

spirits beyond the grave, we must at the same time believe that, so

long as redemption was not decided, its relations necessarily re-

main more or less undecided, as states of longing, of waiting, and of
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^ .lation. But we must equally assume that in that region thou-

sands of God's elect had grown ripe for the day of decision ; as in
this world there had been matured Zacharias, Elisabeth, Simeon,
Anna, and especially Mary ; and that it needed only the annuncia-
tion of the perfected Eedeemer to make them partakers of the
blessings of the New Covenant, and joyful messengers of salvation

for the world of spirits, so that Christ needed not go through a
course of wandering, wonder-working, and teaching there. Every-
thing was ready for the final decision. His entrance into the world
of spirits announced His victory with a shock of life which could
not fail to shake all its regions, and the working of that mighty
power, from its very nature, continues active through all times and
spaces of that world.

But we cannot consider this effect of Christ's victory as uninten-
tional ; nay, it rather belongs to His mission and the work of His
life. He was sent to mankind, not merely to men in this world. 1

The old predilection of the Israelite for this world shows itself

again in the tendency of the old orthodox scholasticism to assign

to it exclusive claims to the redemption which is in Christ ; and
perhaps this is partly the cause that in our day the ' modern ' spirit

turns away in disgust from considering the state of the dead, owing
to the gloomy representations given of it. This abridging and
limiting the sphere of the Gospel contradicts not only the Apostles'

Creed,- but also the Holy Scriptures, 3—not only Scripture, but
also the power and grace of Christ, the whole idea and significance

of His work and kingdom. When He, as the perfected Saviour of

the world, entered into the kingdom of the dead, and thousands of

elected saints, millions of repentant souls, were waiting for Him
there, was it not quite in accordance with His spirit and His rela-

tion to this great waiting congregation, that He should preach the

Gospel to them on His entrance? (See Ps. xxii. 25.) And He
really did preach the Gospel in the kingdom of the dead. But the

proclamation of it was so prepared for these, that it only needed
His salutation of peace to form a church of spirits, and to surround

Him with a triumphant congregation. Thereby the new paradise

was founded, into which He received the penitent thief also, a

centre for the saving work of Christ in the other world. But as

the Gospel works in this world under conditions of freedom, so also

there. There are many who would maintain that the preaching of

the Gospel to them that are dead could only tend to condemnation,

1 Compare Nitzsch, Si/stem of Christian Doctrine (Tr. Clark) 391 ; Kouig, Die Lehre

Christi Holknfahrt, 213.
2 Descendit ad inferna. The rendering, descended into hell, is certainly liable to

be misconstrued ;
yet this might lead to an exaggeration of the doctrine of salvation

in the other world rather than to the reverse. It is, besides, very characteristic,

that the heroes of the day are specially perplexed with this article, evidently in un-

thinking fear of the sound of the words, while the article in its idea gives the support

of the Church to the utmost amplitude of Christian hope of redemption. Compare
Ackermann, Die Glaubcnssatze von Christi HMcnfahrt und von der Auferstehung des

Fleisches, &c.
3 Compare Matt, xxvii. 52, 53 ; Eph. iv. 8-10 ; 1 Pet. iii. 19, iv. 6.

VOL. III. Z
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while others think that it could tend only to salvation. These are

two contrary kinds of superstition which are doomed to maintain a

resultless contest with each other ; hut they both agree in making
time lord over grace, and in exalting space into a fate over the free-

dom of man's self-determination. The Gospel acts everywhere

according to its nature and the nature of the sinful human heart.

It is of itself a savour of life unto life, which yet unto many becomes

a savour of death unto death through their own fault. It pro-

duces decision everywhere, in the other world as in this, and so lays

the foundation for judgment and for resurrection. 1 The expression

usually employed by Christ, when speaking of His coming death,

was, that He was going to the Father. His death was in the most

proper sense a merging and sinking Himself into the bosom and
heart of God, which implies that by death in God He recovered

from death. Therefore, maltreated, suffering, and toilworn, He
had to die really—to yield to death—in order to be thoroughly

quickened and revived to new life in God. Had He recovered

from being half dead, or from a semblance of death, He would
have brought His deadly wounds back with Him into life, and the

apparently Risen One would have been in reality a sick person,

who afterwards must have succumbed to the effects of the deadly

strokes which He had received. There would then have been a

sickly and diseased human form, where now the Christian may and
must see only the Risen One—the essential type of eternal life—the

embodied power of the resurrection. It is death which first frees

the sufferer from His sickness ; it is death which first destroys the

effect of deadly wounds.

Thus Christ was really dead, and by death became free from the
• fatal effects of His sufferings, and from the power of the death of

this world. But His death, when accomplished, had to be trans-

formed immediately to resurrection in the mystery of a new birth.

We must, in the first place, consider His death as the absolute

repose of His spirit in God, in the enjoyment of the victory He had
achieved ; further, as the deepest and most inward life, and conse-

quently as the most vitally powerful impulse to become visible, as

1 On the doctrines of the Jews and heathens concerning Hades, compare Sepp,

iii. 621. The doctrines of the fathers and of the moderns are exhibited in the learned

and valuable work of Konig which we have referred to. [The opinions of the fathers

are very fully exhibited by Pearson on the Creed (article, ' He descended into Hell').

He is himself opposed to the view advocated above ; saying of it, that 'as the

authority is most uncertain, so is the doctrine most incongruous. The days which
follow after death were never made for opportunities to a better life. ... If they

be in a state of salvation now, by the virtue of Christ's descent into hell, which were

numbered among the damned before His death, at the day of the general judgment
they must be returned into hell again ; or, if they be received then into eternal

happiness, it will follow, either that they were not justly condemned to those flames

at first, according to the general dispensations of God, or else they did not receive

the things done in their body at the last ; which all shall as certainly receive as all

appear.' Pearson's own view, that the end for which He descended was, 'that

He might undergo the condition of a dead man as well as of a living ' (' legem

mortuorum servare,' Irenaeus), seems on many accounts preferable even to Calvin's,

for which see Instit. II. xvi. 10.

—

Ed.]
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a power, which forthwith develops itself into a living paradise, and
begins to form a new paradise surrounded with spiritual beauty.

But as Christ sinks Himself and moves in God, God works in

Him. Christ's repose in God corresponds to God's solemn joy in

the perfection of His heart. Thus the victor-joy of Christ in God
meets with an absolute announcement of God's joy over Him in His
Spirit. But the most inward revelation of the Father's quicken-

ing glory in the Son, corresponds to the inward life of the Son in

the Father. Finally, God's breath of life, as the creative power
which awakes Him from the dead, meets with the tendency to

manifestation and appearance of the life of Christ in God.

In any case Christ must have risen again from the dead, because

His being as man had been perfected in God, and thereby became the

perfected power of life and appearance ; therefore He must have risen

again immediately, or very shortly after His death, because He, in

the glory of His being, had risen above the matter and the time of

this world. Even if He had not risen in it, yet He must have
solemnized His resurrection in the other world. But would that

have been perfect resurrection ? Was the power of His spirit and
life to obtain dominion over the whole world, and not over His own
dead body ? Was He, in the power of His life, again to assume a

living visible form, and, in doing so, pass by and neglect the body
which had first really served to manifest His life ? That would
have been to pass by and neglect humanity. For how could men
be able to recognize Him as the PJsen One, had He appeared in

another body ? And if He had not appeared to men here in His
resurrection, His resurrection would have had no significance for

man. Would it then have been the real, full, and perfect resurrec-

tion ? Would the redemption of the world have been decided, to

say nothing of its being crowned and sealed by the resurrection ?

The tendency of Christ's life to manifestation in newness of life

was, above all, an impulse of His heart to bring to His mourning
people here, and to this sinful world, the greeting of peace—the

peace of the resurrection and of reconciliation. But it is not merely

on these more general grounds that we must hold the dead body of

Christ to be the necessary organ of His resurrection. Was not

this body the pure image of His being, the pure formation of the

Holy Ghost ? Was it not impenetrated by His holy dispositions,

His works of wonder and spiritual victories ? And now, finally, it

had been impenetrated by His sufferings—the fire of sacrifice had

passed through it, permeated and dedicated by the lightning flash

of justice. Thus the body of Christ was thrice dedicated for His

resurrection—by His holy birth, by His holy life, and by His holy

death. Therefore this sacred body was brought always nearer and

nearer to eternal life, and that chiefly and at last by means of

death. When death deprived it of existence in this world, it

reposed in the bosom of the presence of God as the pure life-form

of the Holy One, which corruption durst not approach, which the

Father only needed to breathe upon and Christ to touch in His
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tendency to resurrection to raise it up to eternal life, to awaken in

it the holy initiative to resurrection, to beget the first birth from

the dead. 1

We must here remember that, according to the deep and living

view of Christianity, man was originally to pass to eternity, not

by entire separation from his body, but by transformation. The
idea of the transition in paradise was without doubt that of a meta-

morphosis, resembling death, but not really death. Not the cor-

ruptible corn of wheat, but the butterfly bursting forth from the

chrysalis, is the symbol of the transition originally designed for man.

Christ had to go the way of death with sinners to redeem them
from death. But as soon as He was dead, the power of the resur-

rection had to be realized in His body, in that form of transfor-

mation in which man in paradise was destined to pass from the first

to the second life, and which shall be realized in the case of the

righteous at the end of the world. 2 Thus it was in the central point

of the body in which He had formerly existed that the spark of the

new life commenced, that mysterious movement of transformation

which was completed with His resurrection on the third day. He
was not, like Lazarus, to return into the old and first life. He was

not to belong exclusively to either world ; but His perfect life was

to embrace both realms of life. He had to experience the death of

separation from the body as well as that of transformation, so that,

as Prince of the resurrection, He might have power over the entire

realm of death, and at last entirely abolish it, transforming it into

life. Thus the divine mystery of the coming resurrection was work-

ing unseen in the sanctuary of our Lord's sepulchre. The powerless

spirits of corruption dared not approach that
L
mighty form which

the Spirit of eternal life had already breathed upon with His breath

of flame.

The world knew not this mystery. Its dominant thought was

death ; its desire, the stillness of the grave. But the kingdom of

spirits was in great commotion ; the gentler movements also of the

earthquake seemed still to continue ; and even the men of this

world had secret presentiments, of which they were not clearly con-

scious, respecting that mystery. His enemies were guarding the

stone and the seal with superstitious fear ; His friends were pre-

paring the anointing for the dead with as devoted love as if they

had been providing royal honours for the living.

notes.

1. Among the hymns referred to which celebrate with deep
Christian feeling the death of Christ, and His rest in the grave, we
may mention the following in particular : Es ist vollbracht ! Er ist

1 Schmieder (in his treatise, The Sjnrit of the United Evangelical Church) ingeni-

ously refers the article in the Apostles' Creed, descendit ad inferna, in the first place

to this event. But, at the same time, he ascribed to our Lord an activity in accord-

ance with this transformation.
2 The first proposition follows from the second. On the second, see 1 Cor. xv. 51,

comp. 2 Cor. v. 2; Rom. viii. 22. See my essay in Stud, und Krit. 1836, iii. 693.
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verschieden, by S. Frank ; Traurigkeit, Herzeleid, by J. Eist

;

Am Kreuz erblasst, by Ch. Fr. Neander ; Nun schlummerst du,

nach : So ruhest du, by S. Frank. The three last hymns have the
same tune, which touchingly expresses the feeling of Christ's sab-

bath-rest. [The air referred to may be seen in ' The Chorale Booh
for England;' the hymns translated by Cath. Winkworth, the

melodies arranged by Prof. Bennett and Otto Goldschmidt. Lond.
1863.—Ed.]

2. From not sufficiently distinguishing the three elements in the

deliverance of the world, namely, redemption, expiation, and recon-

ciliation, the most one-sided notions have been adopted ; and these

notions again have been much misapprehended. It was in accord-

ance with the natural development of this threefold dogma that the

fathers Irenaeus, Origen, &c, should specially bring forward and
unfold the element of redemption ; that afterwards the Scholastics,

particularly Anselm of Canterbury, should develop the element of

expiation ; and finally, modern theology that of reconciliation in the

narrower sense. What is one-sided in this development arises from
neglecting these distinctions, and still more from misapprehending
them. For example, how many contemptible and unfair remarks
have been made on this doctrine of Origen and his associates : The
Redeemer gave His soul as a ransom, not to God, but to the devil I

(See Von Baur, die christliche Lehre von der versohnung, &o, 49.)

It has not been considered that the fathers were specially called

upon to exhibit the first practical side of redemption, the freeing of

man from the power of darkness. Von Baur shows how they were
specially led to this in order to correct the doctrine of the Gnostics,

according to which Christ had to satisfy the law of the Demiurge
by His death. They felt themselves bound to insist, at least mainly,

upon the element of redemption, but they virtually included that of

expiation. Similarly we may explain the one-sidedness of Anselm'

s

theory, and also the one-sidedness of many unfair critiques on it.

Thus it is said, Anselm should have given special prominence to

the idea of reconciliation ; but his calling was to set forth the

weight and importance of expiation. Modern theories of recon-

ciliation (in the narrower sense) are pretty generally one-sided

and inadequate from the same cause, for the ideas of redemp-
tion and expiation are apt to be left too much out of view when
giving a one-sided prominence to the idea of reconciliation. While
making the above-mentioned distinctions, we must firmly hold that

the three elements work together in living unity in the concrete fact

of salvation, and the practical expression of Scripture agrees with

this view. The idea of redemption least of all bears being treated

of apart ; because the judicial government of God must always be

taken into account when treating of the historic power and preval-

ence of the darkness of the world. What Von Baur says (p. 7) by
way of distinguishing between redemption and reconciliation, is

partly inadequate and partly incorrect. Thus he says, ' Reconcili-

ation is consequently the inner, which necessarily presupposes re-
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demption as the outer
;

' or, as Christ is Eedeemer, by His whole
manifestation and actions, He is Eeconciler by His death.

He further remarks by way of explanation (p. 9) : Keconciliation

may be regarded, in the first place, as a process in the being of God
Himself, whereby He mediates with Himself, in order to realize the
conception of His own being. This view, which flows from later

Greek, to say nothing of later and lower Christian notions, can only
confuse the Christian's idea of God. The distinction between the

idea of expiation and that of reconciliation has been insisted upon and
explained by Nitzsch in his System cler christliclien Lelire (Clark's

Tr. 268). Nitzsch points to the difference between KaraXkajf],

reconciliatio, and l\aa[xo^, expiatio. By reconciliation he under-
stands the testimony—completed by the death of Jesus—of God's
grace to men ; by expiation, the fact, that Jesus as innocent, who
had not to suffer for Himself but for others, consequently suffered

death in their stead, and overcame death, so that He might be the
end of all purely legal condemnation or pardon. Although this,

and what he further says in explanation, does not quite express the
idea of expiation, yet the venerable divine plainly condemns the

aversion which is felt by many theologians to the very idea of ex-

piation. On the relation between punishment and guilt, and the

connection between punishment and forgiveness, compare the pro-

found treatise by Goschel : Das Strafrecht und die christliche Lelire

von cler Satisfaction in cler Schrifi desselben : Zerstreute Blatter,

i. 468. Another jurist, F. J. Stahl, in his work, Fundamente einer

christlichen Philosophie, has, in his doctrine of expiation, 156, given
a contribution which throws light upon the doctrine of reconcili-

ation. Yet he appears to us to have failed in his attempt to dis-

connect the idea of expiation from that of punishment. He fails to

perceive that the two stand in eternal relation to each other, that

2>unishrnent (as it proceeds from God) always tends to expiation,

that expiation (as appropriated by man) is always brought about
by free submission (in conformity to a moral demand) to punitive

justice. He says of punishment: ' It is morally and intrinsically,

like guilt itself, infinite, eternal ; the incessant pain,' &c. He should

have stated here that he refers to punishment not in its active but in

its passive sense, not as it is inflicted by God, but as it is suffered by
man. Then we dispute the proposition, that the endurance of

punishment must, as a matter of course (even in the case of those

who are conscious of the presence of the spirit who punishes), con-

tinue eternally, incessant pain. "When it is said of expiation, It is

distinguished from punishment by its effeet, this difference in effect

must be founded upon the difference between the mind and spirit

of him who makes the expiation and the disposition of him who is

punished. Our author then cites a series of examples in which
relative expiation is illustrated, and very properly dwells on the

example of Antigone. He then gives this definition : The idea of

expiation is to avert eternal punishment by submitting to sufferings

which come to an end. This proposition, by being general, is too
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inexact, for it includes mere relative expiation. To guard against

misunderstanding, it is well to remark, that any particular kind of

expiation always bears reference to a particular law and its sphere

of operation, and to the sin, curse, punishment, and removal of the

curse within that sphere. Expiation, in its highest grade, is the

removal of sin from man by means of punitive suffering. Sin as the

curse always increases suffering, but free submission to God's grace

in this punitive suffering turns the curse into a blessing. The sig-

nificance of the submission, however, is always to be judged accord-

ing to the sphere in which it is exercised and to which it bears re-

lation. For example—Antigone expiates the historical blood-guilti-

ness of her house, its offence as a family against the spirit of social

morality. She does this by voluntarily devoting herself to death, ap-

proving her fidelity as a sister and priestess, and so glorifying the

spirit of the family which that guilt substantially quenches. But in

the sphere of universal spiritual law, in which righteousness in God's

sight is demanded, she must be regarded not as expiating, but as

standing in need of reconciliation. The author himself brings out this

distinction, since he regards reconciliation in Christ as expiation in its

absolute form. ' Here alone,' says he, ' is true expiation ; elsewhere,

only presentiment and symbol.' This is perhaps going too far on

the other side. Certainly relative expiations are mere presentiment

and symbol in relation to the absolute expiation. But in their own
conditioned conception and sphere, they have at the same time a

real side. Even the Old Testament expiations by the blood of

animals had a real side in relation to the sphere of Levitical law.

This law was, indeed, altogether symbolical ; and if the offerer did

not acknowledge this, his Levitical righteousness was an offence

against the essential law of the kingdom of God. But that did not

nullify the conditioned value of his offering. The penitent thief on

the cross could not expiate his guilt before God, but by his death

he gave satisfaction for his civil offence against society, nay, he

even expiated it in this relation so soon as he, by reconciliation in

Christ, freely accepted God's punishment in his sufferings. The
author therefore is wrong in thinking that the guilty can never

accomplish expiation through punitive suffering ; for if a pardoned

criminal still thought death his proper due, that would be held as

an expiation of his former guilt, that is, when we speak of expiation

in a somewhat indefinite sense. When a prince pardons a criminal,

he does so because he finds the expiation, in the circumstances of

the case, supplemented by a mitigated punishment, or because he

takes it on trust that the crime is expiated. How else would the

pardon have removed the punishment ? But as the pardon of the

criminal can expiate his punishment, so also can his voluntary

surrender to punitive suffering. True, this is only relative expia-

tion of relative punishment, and not absolute reconciliation. Ex-

piations of this kind are so rare, because the criminal generally sees

only an act of hostility in his sentence, and therefore in his suffer-

ing sin still continues a curse. The more superficial or external
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the sphere is, so much the easier is it for him who is punished to

make expiation through the blessing of a deeper region of life.

Conversely, the difficulty is increased with the increasing power of

the curse and of fear. Finally, in the sphere of absolute justice all

men were enemies, that is, they all saw hostility in God, the Judge
;

and so here the unshaken, holy, and pure consciousness of Christ

could alone stand before all the terrors of God, and accomplish

expiation by full surrender, in divine confidence, to grace in

judgment. Stahl is right in maintaining that the first requisite in

expiation is voluntariness
;
yet we must add—connected with a

deep moral necessity. Further, he who makes the expiation must
be innocent (at all events, innocent relatively to the sphere in which
the guilt is contracted and the expiation made), when he removes
by expiation another's punitive sufferings. Yet, we must add, that

besides freedom from guilt, community of life with the guilty is

requisite, and such a community as can legally be considered unity

of life. Finally, expiation requires vicarious suffering ; at least, as

the rule, it requires this. Keeping in view this last limitation, we
can remember nothing against this definition. Nay, it may be
maintained that even the penitent thief, who expiated his civic

guilt by his believing death, suffered more or less vicariously for

the crimes of his associates. Our author rightly maintains, against

one-sided scholastic views, that Christ was not punished by God,
that He did not undergo divine punishment simply as punishment

;

but He has not sufficiently taken into account that His suffering

was punitive suffering for guilt and for the guilty, although he has
acknowledged that Christ really underwent a great punitive judg-
ment of God on men, and thereby turned it into a blessing.

' Could men, in the centre-point of time, incur a greater judgment
than crucifying the Lord of glory, in the blindness to which they
were given over? This was the guilt of the world and the divine

punishment which lay upon Him, the burden of which He felt by
His sympathy with us, that we might have peace ; for His love

outweighed the guilt, and His firm trust made the punishment an
act of love. Stahl has shown that the contrast between God's love

and righteousness in the work of reconciliation forms no dualism.

His distinction also between expiation and punishment must tend
to throw light on the doctrine of reconciliation, by leading us to

distinguish more clearly than has hitherto been done between the
voluntary expiatory suffering of an innocent person which turns

judgment into deliverance, and the involuntary punitive suffering

of the guilty which perverts salutary punishment into a baleful

curse. It is cheering to see the doctrine of reconciliation advanced
thus by believing jurists, while many theologians are unthinkingly
opposed to all the deeper spiritual relations of human life, and
especially deny entirely the historical significance of guilt, curse,

and reconciliation. How many are there who cannot conceive of

the love of God except as identical with an eternal natural tender-

ness, and think this so passive, that they cannot suffer iu it the
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contrast of righteousness and grace ! They will not hear of punish-

ment, curse, and reconciliation, least of all of a curse which the

innocent can suffer along with the guilty, or of an expiation which
the guilty may partake of through the innocent. They talk more
willingly of dark mishap, death, and destruction; and instead of

discovering in the Greek tragedians presentiments of judgment and
expiation allied to Christianity, they rather introduce their own
later-Greek, pagan ideas of destiny into the works of those trage-

dians. We may safely assert that Sophocles, in particular, knew
more of guilt, curse, and expiation, than many a doctor of divinity.

For the doctrine of the Eabbis regarding reconciliation, see Sepp,

iii. 589. 1

1 [The precise meaning and scriptural usage of the words spoken of above ; the
connection between expiation, reconciliation, and redemption ; and the relation of

the sufferings of Christ to the punishment due to sinners and to the punitive justice

of God, are discussed in all the works bearing on the Socinian controversy at large.

Those who desire to compare the author's views with the ordinary and received

opinions, will find ample material in Grotius, Defcnsio Fid. Cathol. lie Satisfactione

Christi adv. F. Socinum (c. vi. 'An Deus voluerit Christum punire,' and following

chapters, De placatione, reconciliatione, redemptione, expiatione per mortem Christi

facta). Also, the defence of this work by G. J. Vossius, and the reply to Crellius'

attack upon it, by Stillingfleet, in his masterly Discourses on Christ's Satisfaction ;

Turrettin, Be Satis/. Christi Disput. pp. 70, 200, 324 (Ed. 1696) ; Magee, Discourses

on Atonement, Illustrations 26, 27, 28; Pye Smith's Four Discourses on the Sacrifice

and Priesthood (especially Disc, iv.) ; Cunningham, Historical Theology, ii. 286.

—

Ed.]



PART VIII.

OUR LORD'S RESURRECTION OR GLORIFICATION.

SECTION I.

THE FIRST TIDINGS OF CHRIST'S RESURRECTION.

(Matt, xxviii. 1-10. Mark xvi. 1-11. Luke xxiv. 1-12. John xx. 1-18.)

At the head of the women who had united in a resolution to

anoint our Lord in the tomb, were Mary Magdalene, Mary, the
mother of James, sister to the Virgin Mary, and Salome. The
latter, as we have seen, joined the two first-named, when they
had set out on Saturday evening, after the Sabbath was over, to

make the last purchases for the anointing, Mark xvi. 1. Salome
was one of the women who had made their purchase already on
Friday evening ; and perhaps her joining the others served, in the

first instance, only to ensure unity and agreement among the women
in regard to the things to be provided, and the measures to be taken.

But trom that time she continued associated with them. Their
strongly excited emotions drew her along with them. They had
kept watch by the sepulchre on Friday evening until far on in the

night; and now again, on the night after the Sabbath, they felt

themselves irresistibly drawn to our Lord's tomb. They had bought
their spices in the evening ; at daybreak 1 they were already on their

way to the sepulchre. While on the way, a difficulty occurred to

them of which they had not thought before. Who shall roll us

away the stone from the door of the sepulchre ? was their anxious

question, as they drew near the tomb.

From this evidently original saying, it is certain that at least

l Matthew says, 'Oipe de oa.83d.Twv, rg iirMpwcrKOucrr} els p.ia.v <jo.33&t<j}v. This is very
significant : late in the evening of the (old) Sabbath, with which the dawn of the

(new) Sabbath commenced

—

opdpov Badeos, very early in the morning ; John, irput

CKorias 'iTi otia-ns, early, when it was yet dark ; Mark, \lav Trpuit dpareCKavros toO

jjklov. This last expression does not contradict the others (Strauss, ii. 571). Hug
remarks (ii. 20S), ' The phrase dvareiXavTos tov i)\lov does not mean orto sole, as

Jerome inexactly renders it, but oriente sole, as the Latin translator in Cod. D. Canta-

brig. has rendered it, &c. The \iav irpwt which precedes might have shown that

Mark meant to say : very early, &c. ' There is the additional consideration, that the

twilights are shorter in warm countries than in Europe.—[The 5th section of West's

Observations is devoted to this point ; but for a most satisfactory treatment of it, see

Robinson in Bill. Sacra (1845), p. 166. The most convincing instanceof the use of the

aoristin this sense is Judg. ix. 33 (LXX.)

—

Ed.]
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several women had set out for the sepulchre in great haste before

night was well over. But we may also conclude from it, that a part

of that larger company of women which Luke mentions (ver. 1)

did not immediately join those who first set out. For a numerous
company of the women who had lived in the school of Jesus would
certainly have resolved to roll away the stone themselves.

Who shall roll us away the stone from the door of the sepulchre ?

This word, spoken by these three anxious women in
o
the stillness of

night, near the lonely and dreary sepulchre, towards the twilight of

Easter morning, has become the symbol of all sighing of mankind
in their longing for the revelation of the resurrection. 1

Who shall roll us away the stone from the door of the sepulchre ?

they ask in perplexity. It was about the time when the place was
again shaken by a great earthquake. Without doubt they also

felt the trembling of the earth. But the heaving of the earth

could no longer alarm these women, for whom the world had become
a thing of nought. Yet they knew not that there was an answer to

their question in this very shaking of the earth—an answer which
probably had anticipated the question.

The Evangelist Matthew explains the higher significance of this

earthquake, xxviii. 2-4 :
' For the angel of the Lord descended from

heaven, and came and rolled back the stone from the door, and sat

upon it. His countenance was like lightning, and his raiment white

as snow ; and for fear of him 2 the keepers did shake, and became as

dead men/
But how could the Evangelist know of these events ? It is clear

from the context that he does not, as has been maintained, found

his account on the testimony of the women. For the women would
hardly have ventured to go into the sepulchre 3 immediately after

being affrighted outside of it by the appearance of the angel. Be-

sides, had they then gone in, they could not have received the first

tidings of the resurrection from the angel. It must have taken

place before their eyes, and they must have somehow recognized

the rising Lord. 4 We can very easily see how Matthew came to

know of the earthquake. Doubtless he felt it himself, along with

others in Jerusalem and its neighbourhood, in that morning twilight,

and afterwards rightly connected it with the resurrection. He
might know that the angel had descended from heaven on this

occasion, from the fact that the women afterwards saw him in the

sepulchre. The keepers were probably discovered by the women in

the neighbourhood of the sepulchre, while yet in their state of

amazement and confusion. But whence the information that the

1 See Goschel, on the Proofs of the Immortality of the Human Soul in the Light oj

Speculative Philosophy; the Preface.
2 It is not said that they saw hiiu in the specific form of an angel, but that they

became with terror aware of his presence. All the preceding circumstances of the

case had disposed them for the feeling of terror, especially after they had kept watch

the whole night beside the sepulchre of that mysterious man who had, in Gethsemane,

sent the Roman baud reeling to the ground. Compare Acts ix. 7.

3 See ver. 8, /ecu i^XOovaai, &c. 4 See W. Hoffman, d. a. AV. 205.
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angel sat upon the stone ? When the stone began to roll, there was
already over it a divine terror, which filled the Roman soldiers with
consternation ; and then, when it ceased to roll, it became to them
the seat of this divine terror, of which they continued to have the
liveliest impression. What they saw or did not see, we knOw not

;

but it is to be observed that the fright caused by the angel made
them like dead men. It was enough for them that this divine

terror descended and rested right upon the official seal of the stone

which they had to guard, so that they never would have ventured
to attempt to thrust back the stone to its former position. All this

may have been told by themselves, before they were bribed by the
chief priests and elders. The believing centurion, too, who now in

his heart belonged to the company of Christ's disciples, might
easily have received such communications, and imparted them to

his companions in his new faith.
1 The angel thus seated himself

upon the stone of the sepulchre, as a sign first of all to the Eoman
watch, and the Jewish and heathen authorities. The stone was
rolled away for ever from the door of the sepulchre.

The angel who descended and sat upon the stone, which he had
rolled away from the door of the sepulchre, forms the loftiest con-
trast to the seal which the Sanhedrim had impressed upon it. The
might of heaven triumphs over the might of earth ; the blessed

spirit from on high sits in solemn repose upon the shattered emblem
of the impotent authority of the Jews and Romans, which sought
to shut up the Lord, and with Him the hope of His people, in the
kingdom of the dead for ever.

This wonderful event at the sepulchre took place while the
women were on the way to it. When they drew near, they ob-
served that the stone was already rolled away. They could see

this some distance off, for the stone was very large. The sight

made a deep impression upon all three ; but the effect of that im-
pression was very different. Treachery on His sepulchre, on His
body ! must have been the first thought of Mary Magdalene, for

immediately she hurried away, and ran to the city. She seemed
desirous, in great indignation, to call for the help of His friends ; and
it was significant that with this view she applied first to Simon
Peter. Simon must by this time have won back the respect of the
other disciples by truly expressing his deep repentance. Mary felt

herself specially drawn to him, the repentant and the strong, who
was able to form quickly a brave resolution. To John also, who
however was probably with Peter, she brought the news that the

sepulchre was open, with the hasty inference which probably she

had drawn along with her companions : They have taken away the

Lord out of the sepulchre, and we know not where they have laid

Him. If the women saw the keepers still standing, lying, or slink-

ing about near the sepulchre, terrified and confused as they then
were, the thought might readily occur to them, These men are

1 Besides, we cannot from ver. 11 conclude with certainty that all the keepers
were corrupted.
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sent by the council to take the body away. While Mary Magdalene
was summoning the two disciples in the city, the women who had
remained behind went to the open sepulchre. They ventured in.

Here they saw an angel in the form of a young man, sitting on the

right side, clothed in a long white garment. They were affrighted

at the heavenly vision. The angel saw a question in their coun-
tenance, and gave a reply :

' Be not affrighted
;
ye seek Jesus of

Nazareth, who was crucified ; He is risen ; He is not here : behold
the place where they laid Him. But go your way, tell His disciples

and Peter that He goeth before you into Galilee ; there shall ye see

Him, as He said unto you.'

But the women could not at once comprehend this great message
of joy. Fear contended with joy in their minds. They fled from
the sepulchre and from the garden. Where they halted, we know
not. But we learn from Mark (ver. 8) that they ran away as if out
of their mind, and wandered about without venturing as yet to

bring to the disciples the message, which they themselves did not

yet rightly understand. Probably they first sought for the other

women who had also designed to visit the sepulchre to anoint the

body of Jesus.

In the meantime Peter and John had set out in company with
Mary Magdalene, and came to the sepulchre. They both ran, but
John outran Peter. Probably Mary, already tired, was some dis-

tance behind. It was not to be thought that the disciples should,

in this hour of great excitement, walk quietly together to the

sepulchre. So John arrived there first, stooped down, looked in,

and saw the linen clothes lying
;
yet went he not in. But Peter

went into the sepulchre as soon as he came. This delicate touch
again describes the two men to the life.

1 They now discover that

the linen clothes, and the napkin that was about our Lord's head,

were not lying together, but that the napkin lay wrapped up in a
place by itself. By this token they could not fail to perceive that a
spirit of deep repose and calm collectedness had ruled here, and not

the confused mind of workers of iniquity. And now John too

overcame his apprehension of finding in the tomb omens which
might fill his mind with horror, and he likewise went into the

sepulchre. He saw these signs, and believed. We must assume
that he believed the resurrection by viewing what he saw here in

connection with what Jesus had before said of His rising from the

dead. John observes, that as yet the disciples did not understand

those announcements of the resurrection contained in the Scripture.

Therefore they had first to see such signs, to be able to take in its

literal acceptation what our Lord had said before. We read of

Peter (Luke xxiv. 12), that he ' departed, wondering in himself at

that which was come to pass.' Then the disciples went away again

unto their own home, full of hope and expectation. But these

signs did not quiet Mary's mind. She could not leave the sepul-

chre ; she stood without weeping ;
' and as she wept, she stooped

1 See Book I. vii. 2.
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down and looked into the sepulchre, and seeth two angels in white,

sitting, the one at the head, and the other at the feet, where the body
of Jesus had lain.'

If we firmly believe that the spectators' state of mind in regard

to the other world is the medium through which they see heavenly

visions, there is no difficulty in this, that first the two women see

one angel in the sepulchre, that Peter and John afterward see none,

and that still later Mary Magdalene beholds two in it.
1 The angel

world was, doubtless, now more deeply moved than even at the birth

of Christ—the spirits of heaven were keeping watch and ward over

the place of His second birth. But to become actually aware of

their presence, was conditioned by the most delicate spiritual rela-

tions, and the divine order regulating them.

That Mary was by her present frame of mind very nearly on a

level with the angels, is shown by what follows. Woman, why
weepest thou ? asked the angel. The Evangelist says nothing

which would in the least justify us in thinking that Mary was
amazed or alarmed at the sight of the angel and the question he

put. They have taken away my Lord, and I know not where they

have laid Him. This was her reply ; and when she had given it,

she turned round from them, looking inquiringly through the gar-

den. The word of the angel cannot engage her attention and calm
her spirit ; she seeks her Lord. She turned round and saw Jesus

standing, and knew not that it was Jesus. This is a perfect guarantee

of the objectivity of the appearance. In the opposite case her seeing

of Jesus might have been only a fancy, springing from her longing

after Him. The unknown asked her, Woman, why weepest thou ?

adding significantly, Whom seekest thou ? Mary now thinks, This

is the gardener, he may be able to give me some information. And
this not, as has been thought, because Jesus had put on the gar-

dener's clothes ; for the Prince of the resurrection and the new
world needed not to borrow a covering from a man of this world.2

It was^rather because Mary's imagination outran the reality, from her

mind being filled with infinite longing for a sight of Jesus, while

the hope of the resurrection was yet wanting in her. We see here

the errors which arise from love when unaccompanied by a due

measure of faith ; not indeed from love itself, but from the im-

patience and fancifulness of a love not yet firmly settled in the

faith. But the very fact that Mary thought she saw the gardener,

1 The first three Evangelists did not separate Mary's experience from that of the

other women. This explains why Matthew and Mark, following the tradition of the

women, speak of only one angel having appeared to Mary Magdalene ; and why
Luke, following the tradition of Mary, speaks of two angels having appeared to the

women.
2 Compare Olshausen (iv. 271). 'When stripping the crucified, nothing was left

except the subligaculum, the linen cloth ; Jesus was buried with only this covering.

But this was also the only article of clothing worn by fielddabonrers ; ami this

favoured Mary's supposition.' Tholuck, John, 410, after Hug. [' Nudus quoque
prodiit (from the tomb) tanquam secundus Adamus, victo peccato, tanquam opprobri,

quod in nuditate est, unico fonte, imagine Dei perfecte vestitus, vestesque Candidas

•"ustitise et salutis vendens.' Lampe, iii. 666.—Ed.]
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is an additional guarantee for the pure actuality of the appearance

which met her view. In her supposed seeing of the gardener there

is observable a ray of hope, which was kindled in her by the first

word of Jesus. She no longer thinks that the body had been taken

from the sepulchre by the enemies of our Lord. A hope arises

within her, that the faithful gardener of the devout disciple to

whom the garden belongs, had without fail at the right time placed

the body in security from the plots of His enemies. ' Sir,' said

she, ' if thou hast borne Him hence, tell me where thou hast laid

Him, and I will take Him away.'

And again she turned round, as if once more to seek Him in the

sepulchre, or to hurry on before the supposed gardener. Jesus then

calls her by name, Mary. She again turns round, saying, Kabboni,

Master ! She recognized Him by the sound of the voice she had
heard so often, and which once had spoken to her inmost soul.

His naming her awakened her as somnambulists awake when spoken

to by name. She now sees Him with her waking eyes, but for a

moment she knows not if she is still on earth ; for her, time and
space have disappeared. Like one translated into the kingdom of

blessed spirits, she seeks to clasp our Lord's feet, and to continue

gazing on Him. Jesus therefore addressed her : Touch me not,1

for I am not yet ascended to my Father. He reminds her that

they are both still in this world, that they have yet to separate, that

He has still a work and she shall have a mission upon earth.

Therefore she should be present at the time and place of His revela-

tion, and not desire to pass now for ever beyond the limits of earth.

And then to lead her back to the sober but salutary limits of a

Christian's course on earth, He tells her, Go to My brethren, and
say unto them, I ascend unto My Father, and your Father ; and to

My God, and your God. This is the first Easter message of our

Lord Himself to His people. He calls them His brethren. He
goes to His Father, who is also their Father ; to His God, who is

also their God. They are to know that He is now to ascend for

their benefit also ; that they are to know God as their Father in

the full glory of His love, as He has known Him ; that they are to

1 ' The word aTrreadai. which John employs, xx. 17, means to seize, to lay hold of

anything, by no means necessarily a mere momentary touching. It can also be

applied to the embracing of an object that one intends to retain hold of for some
time, and to the beginning of a continued occupation with any object.' Neander,

p. 477. [But see Alford and Stier in loc.—So far as the word goes, either interpreta-

tion is admissible. Alford cannot mean that the rendering, ' a laying hold of to

worship,' is a ' forced' rendering of the word, but of the word in its present connec-

tion ; for the Greek language does not possess a word more appropriate to the clasp-

in" of the knees by a suppliant or worshipper. Ellicott (p. 387) has a good note on

the words ; and in Meyer's note some of the absurd rationalist interpretations may
be seen. Lampe, following Cocceius, says (iii. (577) that Jesus spoke to the thought

of Mary. ' Cum enim Christus et abitum ad Patrem, et reditum ad suos secum
assumendos promisisset, existimasse optimam famiinam, quod finis hetissima hujus

catastrophes jam appropinquasset, quod abitus Domini ad Patrem jam contigerit, et

quod nunc actu rediret suos secum in gloriam assumturus. Ab hoc erroi-e Dominum
voluisse amicam suam liberare, eique siguificare, quod tantuin absit, ut a Patre

rediret, ut potius iter adhuc ingredi propositus haberet.'

—

Ed.]
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know their Father as their God, as He rules in the full majesty of

His power to help.

Mary received with joy the high commission with which the

Lord entrusted her. The first appearance of the risen Saviour was
to her, the sinful woman out of whom the Lord had cast seven

devils
;

1 she was the first messenger of His resurrection among the

disciples.
2 For she was dead in heart to this world before many

others, and her state of mind was more in unison with that world

from which Jesus now came forth. She was the truest type of the

elect Israelite mind in its departure from God and return to Him,
when freed by Jesus from the seven devils of love for the world,

called to repentance, and made conversant with the divine peace of

the cross. Because much was forgiven her, and she loved much,
her love heroically bade defiance to the terrors of night and corrup-

tion among the tombs. She always saw the Lord, even after His
death, as the Living One in the kingdom of the dead. Thus she

sought for Him ; and according to her faith it was unto her, for He
showed Himself to her first after His resurrection. And now she

hastened as a comforter to His disciples, who still mourned and
wept for Him. But they could not receive her message that the

Lord was alive, and that she had seen Him ; they believed "not.

The two women who, according to Mark, first entered into the

dark and lonesome sepulchre with the new courage derived from
fellowship in the cross of Christ, and then again had felt the terrors

of the world of spirits and fled from Jesus' tomb, must have soon

after met with the other women who were waiting for them at the

sepulchre to anoint the Lord's body. By taking either a different

lane through the suburbs or a different street in the city from Mary
' Magdalene, who brought the two apostles to the sepulchre, they

might readily return thither without meeting her.

Among the women who formed this second company, Luke
names Joanna, 3 who was one of the women who followed Jesus

from Galilee.
4 They undoubtedly returned again to the sepulchre

after Mary had left it, for they could not relinquish their design

of anointing Jesus until they were convinced that His body was no
longer in the sepulchre. The discovery that it was empty, could

not fail to make a great impression on the women who had last

come. They yielded assent to what their companions related, and
they all resolved to go quickly and announce to the disciples the

appearance and message of the angel. As they went, Jesus met
them and gave them a morning salutation. They knew Him
immediately, gathered around Him, held Him by the feet, and
worshipped Him. Their recognizing Him at once, was doubtless

mediated by their having already for some time meditated on the

1 See Book II. Part iii. 9.
2 Neander's opinion, that Jesus appeared first to the other women and then to

Mary Magdalene, is unfounded, and does not agree with Mark xvi. 9.

3 Wife of Chuza, Herod's steward. See Luke viii. 3.
4 The doubtful reading ko.1 rives viiv avrals would imply that Jewish women were

along with the women of Galilee.
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message of the angel, that He was risen from the dead. Besides,

they were not so excited as Mary Magdalene, and so they saw Him
more distinctly. The peculiar tone of His greeting did the rest.

The more they felt awed in His presence, the more He sought to

cheer them. Be not afraid, said He, soothingly. He suffered

them to clasp His feet. Then sent He them also as messengers to

His disciples. He bade them tell His disciples, as His brethren, to

go into Galilee, and there He would see them. The women delivered

with joy the message entrusted to them. But they met with the same
reception as Mary Magdalene. Their words seemed to the disciples

as idle tales.
1 The message which the angel had already given to the

women for the disciples, that Jesus would go before them to Galilee

and meet with them there, was repeated by our Lord Himself.
' To Galilee

!

' was the watchword of the day, given immediately
after the greeting of peace. To Galilee to meet the Lord ! A hint

of this had been given to the disciples by the Lord before His
resurrection, Matt. xxvi. 32, Mark xiv. 28. But how does this

command to go to Galilee agree with the fact that Jesus showed
Himself in Judea to some disciples that same day, and again to

the Twelve eight days after? In most discussions on this subject,

it is entirely left out of account that Christ was connected not only

with the Twelve and the little company of believing women, but
also with a greater number of disciples, most of whom dwelt in

Galilee, but were now present in Jerusalem, and who were just as

much shaken by His death as the others, as anxious, and standing in

as much need of the comfort of His resurrection. 2 Thus it was not

His apostles alone who formed His comfort-needing Church, but
His apostles together with this larger band of mourners. And
when He showed Himself to some of His disciples in Jerusalem,

this larger community could not fail to expect that He would show
Himself to them also in the place where He had triumphed over

His sufferings. But this was not His intention. Such an appear-

ance of Jesus in the midst of His assembled disciples in Jerusalem
would have been contrary to His spirit and aim.

In the first place, possibly all these disciples were not in a fit

state, in regard to spiritual apprehension, for seeing Him imme-
diately. They needed some preparation for this. We learn this

from the gradual way in which the Lord made Himself known to

His Church. Appearances of angels first prepare their minds for

seeing Him. Then He first shows Himself to Mary Magdalene,

whose mind, longing for His appearance, had brought her so near

to the other world, that she no longer was alarmed at the dismal

tombs, the shadows of night, nor the angels of heaven. And in

general He showed Himself first to the most receptive and needful

of comfort, and made them messengers of His resurrection for the

men. 3 Thus His desire to comfort those who need it brought Him
1 A X%os signifies in many passages of the ancients, foolish prating, and from that,

the ravings of fever, &c. - For an opposite opinion comp. Ebrard.
3 Probably the mother of Jesus was one of the second company of women.

VOL. III. 2 A
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to Peter and the two disciples who were walking to Emmaus.
Then He came to the Twelve. Now all this was well fitted to

prepare for His appearance to His whole Church. There were still

many in it who could only by degrees reach a right frame of mind
for seeing Him in the glory of His new life. Therefore He neither

could nor would show Himself at once to the whole Church. And
least of all would He do so in Jerusalem, the camp of His enemies.

Of course He had nothing further to fear from His enemies, but
His disciples had. Had He at once showed Himself in Jerusalem
to all His disciples, they might have proclaimed His triumph pre-

maturely. They would perhaps have openly announced His resur-

rection before they were prepared by mature reflection and collected-

ness of mind for receiving His Spirit, and experiencing the actual

living power of His resurrection in the outpouring of the Holy
Ghost. But then their announcement would not have been free

from the impure elements of fear and resentment ; and they might
have provoked their adversaries to persecution, for which they were
not prepared, and under which they might have readily succumbed.
Their certainty of Christ's resurrection might have given way before

their own doubts and the contradictions of their opponents, in spite

of His repeated appearances. And thus would their new feelings

have been nipped in the bud, and would not have come to the full

bloom of the flower, as they did at Pentecost. So the watchword
of the day was, To Galilee ! and that soon. Yet care was taken
by the order of the feast that they should not set out too soon.

The feast of the Passover lasted eight days, and if during that time

the Lord showed Himself to the narrower circle of His disciples,

there was not in this any contradiction to the message which He
•had sent to the whole Church, especially as the leaders of the

Church had first to be certain of His resurrection, before they were
certain of His going before them to Galilee ; and this certainty they

could not have from the affirmations of the women. While the

eleven were in this frame of mind, more frequent appearances of

Jesus in their circle in Judea were really necessary than would
have taken place had they all believed at once, although we must
not say that thereby Jesus was made to alter His plan. 1

It might, indeed, be supposed that the adherents of Jesus, who
were assembled in such numbers in Jerusalem, could have begun
to proclaim His resurrection in Jerusalem on the word of the

apostles, and before they saw Him face to face. But this could not

be ; first, because of their continued uncertainty, and next, because

of the intense longing with which they hoped to see Him in Galilee,

according to His message from the sepulchre after His resurrection.

In this state of mind, they were least of all in danger of desecrating

the tidings of his resurrection by premature announcements.-

2 As Olshausen supposes, iv. 275.
2 [Sherlock, Trial of the Witnesses (571, ed. Memes), seems very justly to .ascribe

the delay of the apostles in proclaiming the resurrection to the unlikelihood that
their testimony would be received until substantiated by miraculous powers.

—

Ed.]
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With this observation we come to the old question which has

been asked so often, Why did not Jesus show Himself to His
enemies after His resurrection? This question has been often

asked in the bitter spirit of unbelief ; in the meaning of that rich

man who was in torment, and asked that Lazarus might be sent to

his brethren that they might repent. The reply which the rich

man received, is the proper reply for all who ask in that spirit:

' They have Moses and the prophets : if they hear not Moses and
the prophets, neither will they be persuaded, though one rose from
the dead.' They need to be prepared for rightly receiving the

testimony of the resurrection by faithful discipleship in the school

of Moses and the prophets. Religion does not begin with the

resurrection, and still less with a view of the risen Saviour. The
declaration of the risen Saviour is a holy of holies in revelation

which can be disclosed only to those who have already passed

through the court and the temple, i.e., repentance and faith. How
readily the Risen One might have become to the profane eyes of

the world an appalling spectre, had He shown Himself to them, is

proved by the example of the doubters among the disciples. In

proportion as they doubted, they felt a terror at His appearance,

which departed as faith resumed its sway. But how could Christ

have exposed the holy mystery of His resurrection to the world's

profanity and hostility, to its slavish wonderment or shuddering

terror ?

But the same question may be propounded in a more inoffensive

sense. Yet even then it must always be considered as a question

which betrays ignorance in the Christian life—an ignorance pro-

ceeding from more than one false supposition. It proceeds in

great measure from the notion that Jesus returned into His former

state of life in this world ; so that He might have shown Himself

in the streets and market-places, as fittingly as in the way He did

show Himself. Those who take this view do not know that His

showing Himself in His new life was always at the same time a

revelation of His glory, and consequently of His Spirit, and hence

presupposed a corresponding receptivity. This last is entirely

overlooked by those who put the question in the way we have

mentioned. They assume that Christ could have been suitably

recognized as the Risen One by men in their ordinary state of

mind, and in the tone of everyday life. Even ecclesiastical schol-

astic opinions rest in various respects upon this supposition. But
this view is not founded on Scripture. The true body of the risen

Saviour could be seen by His disciples before they were in a right

state of mind ; but outward recognition was always simultaneous

with spiritual recognition ; see Luke xxiv. 31 ; John xx. 16.

There is, however, an element of truth in the question. It was,

and always continues to be, expected that Christ should show Him-
self as the Risen One, even to His enemies. But we must bear in

mind, that had He appeared to them before the time, it could only

have been for judgment. This appearance of Christ to all the
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world is therefore deferred until the end of the world. That He
conceals Himself from His adversaries until then, is a strong de-

claration of His mercy. He will leave them time to reflect. And
so the measure of the interval between the resurrection of Christ

and the end of the world is the measure of His mercy towards the

world ; and the depth of His concealment from them may be
considered as the power of His long-suffering wherewith He re-

strains Himself, in order to train them in the painful aeon of

relative Christlessness by Moses and the prophets, by His apostles

and His Church, for beholding His appearance, and in order to

keep them from the torment, of a more decided Christlessness in

the coming aeon of judgment. 1

The differences between the accounts which the Evangelists give

of the first tidings of the resurrection, are at first sight very signi-

ficant. It is remarkable that precisely here, where Christian faith

seeks and really finds the first seal of all its certainty, the notary or

protocol certainty of the Gospel testimonies threatens to disappear

more than anywhere else. This cannot be explained, with Hug,
by the circumstance that the reports of the women were at first

considered as idle tales, and, as such, despised. 2 For, in this re-

spect, things took a favourable turn soon enough for making pos-

sible a careful inquiry into what the women had seen and heard.

Just as little can it be attributed to a wavering tradition or mythic
accounts ; for it has been justly remarked, that the history of the

resurrection given by the early Christian Church would have had
the greatest unity if the Church had poetized it from its own sub-

jective intuitions. 3 But the striking differences on this topic

cannot be accidental. It is rather to be supposed that they are
' connected with the peculiar experiences of the women at the

sepulchre, and the different attitudes of the disciples towards their

accounts. And this is actually the case. These differences are at

bottom only the signs of the extraordinary effect which the first

tidings of the resurrection produced upon the disciples. Before

analyzing this, we must again recall to mind the character of the

Gospel histories. They do not aim at giving a mere outside re-

presentation of the course of events, but show the facts as they
wrought on the hearts and embodied themselves in the minds of

men. We have in the Gospel records no narration of a series of

mere outward facts detached from their living effects, but we have
history as it is individualized in the individual view of the historian,

and as it has been appropriated by his spirit in joyous satisfaction.

This must be specially the case in regard to the first account of the

resurrection. For the resurrection of Christ, with His Church's

experimental knowledge of it, has formed historical Christianity.

And here, in the very focus of its immediate historical effect, we
see the events connected with it, as they have passed over into the

1 [For other and important reasons for Christ's not showing Himself to His enemies,
see Sherlock's very entertaining and acute Trial of the Witnesses, p. 569 (ed. Memes).
—Ed.] 2 See ji, 210. 3 See Hase, 265.
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flesh and blood of the Church, indelibly impressed and fixed in

memorials which took different shapes according to the standpoint

of different disciples. We would altogether misapprehend the

noble nature of Gospel history, were we to think that the Evan-
gelists should have compared all these reminiscences in order to

obliterate the subjective reminiscences, after establishing a general

objective memorial. 1 The spirit of Gospel history rose far above

this very unreasonable request. It makes the subjective form of

the resurrection history an eternal memorial of its truth ; for we at

once see here how strongly it must have worked upon the minds of

men. The various witnesses of any great convulsion always give

different forms to their accounts of it, because each proceeds from
the standpoint of his own experience. Thus everything is found

standing and lying in Pompeii as it stood and lay when lava from
Vesuvius covered the town, spreading the terrors of death around.

But in the resurrection history tremors of joy indelibly fixed every

reminiscence ; we possess in it an indelible impress of the first

actual Easter solemnity.

John's account evidently gives his own experience. It bears the

impress of his breadth of view ; he sketches what he saw only in

its great living and essential outlines. Mary Magdalene was for

him the principal person among the women who went to the

sepulchre, as she first brought the tidings of the empty tomb to him
and Peter, and afterwards the account of the first revelation of

Jesus. He does not expressly mention that she went to the

sepulchre in company with the other women, and that she designed

to anoint the Lord's body. His view did not require that he

should
;

yet he has sufficiently hinted at the former by relating

Mary's expression, 'We know not where they have laid Him ;' and
we shall see, as we proceed, that he may have had good grounds for

omitting reference to the latter.
2

Mark, again, follows an account in which the other women come
into the foreground, and their experience forms the substratum of

the narrative. This is specially obvious in the very characteristic

and significant remark, that for some time the women did not

venture to say anything to the disciples about the sight which they

had seen. This leaves room for the inaccuracy of still including

Mary Magdalene among the other women
;

yet he in a measnre

removes this inaccuracy by the remark which follows (ver. 9) : He
appeared first to Mary Magdalene. 3 We see here two traditions

1 Strauss in particular seems to desire this, 579. Yet his remark is unfounded when
he says :

' We cannot comprehend how each of the Evangelists could adhere with such

rigidity to what this or that woman had casually told him.' Were it really the case

that they did so, there would have been none of those inexact statements and inter-

mingling of accounts in the synoptics, which are now imputed to them as contradictions.

2 When De Wette says (ore Matt. 243), 'According to John xx. 1, only Mary
Magdalene came to the sepulchre, and she came without any design of embalming

the body,' this saying contains a double and unjustified negation.
3 When Neander assumes that Christ appealed first 'to the women who first left

the sepulchre,' and then to Mary, who remained behind, he contradicts the account

given by Mark.
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completing each other. The first is perhaps to be attributed to

Mark's mother (who possibly was one of the women who went last

to the sepulchre). This supposition would specially explain why
the account concludes with the words, ' Neither said they any thing

to any man, for they were afraid;' i.e., the second company of

women found the first in that state of mind when they met. The
second tradition is to be attributed to the more general accounts in

the Church.
Matthew blends the two accounts given by the women, briefly

sketching their leading outlines and omitting all more individual

touches. From this, various inaccuracies have arisen. He makes
no mention of Salome. The reason for this lies in his having
already named the two Marys as they sat over against the sepulchre,

and they formed the nucleus of the first band of women. He takes

no notice of their design to anoint the Lords body. If we consider

here that John also omits reference to this design, we may venture

to think the omission intentional. The two apostles knew the state

of mind prevalent among the disciples on Easter morning. They
well knew that a secret germ of hope was stirring in their hearts,

especially in the hearts of the women who went to the sepulchre

not merely to anoint the Lord, but still more just to visit and see

where He lay. This impulse of secret hope contributed, we doubt
not, to form the resolution of the women to undertake a second

anointing after the Sabbath. Perhaps it was even partly the cause

of the women's forgetting to bring assistance with them to roll away
the stone from the sepulchre. The apostles, knowing the deeper

and more secret emotions of hope in the hearts of the disciples, were
called upon to do justice, in their account, to this unconscious

but powerful impulse, which was lying hid under the avowed inten-

tion of going to anoint the body of Jesus. On the other hand,

Mark and Luke, who were not apostles, were called upon to give

j)rominence to the avowed and conscious motive with which the

women went. Had all four Evangelists given exclusively the anoint-

ing as the motive, that secret and living germ of Christ's promise,

which must have been stirring mightily in the hearts of His dis-

ciples during the time of His death, might have been entirely over-

looked. Matthew and John have guarded against this one-sidedness.

Further, Matthew does not mention the circumstance that Mary
Magdalene and the other Mary parted company at the sepulchre.

Besides, he makes the second angelic appearance, which was seen by
Mary Magdalene, coincident with the first, which the otherwomen saw;

and the first revelation of Christ, which was made to Mary Magda-
lene, coincident with the second, which comforted the other women.
And finally, he has (ver. 8) blended into one the first departure of

the first band of women from the sepulchre and the second departure,

which included both bands. We must not here imagine the pre-

dominance of the one or the other tradition derived from the women,
for the different accounts of the women are intimately blended to-

gether. Just as little can we think of a careful comparing and
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adjusting of tlie different accounts, for in that case so many inexact-

nesses would not have slipped in. It is very plain that Matthew

gives, the facts in their general outlines as they first made known

to him the resurrection of our Lord.

Finally, Ave owe to Luke the information, that the women came in

considerable numbers to the apostles, and brought them news pi the

wondrous occurrences at the sepulchre. He gives most prominence

to the fact, that the women with their message could find no belief

with the disciples, but rather got a very unfavourable reception,

being rejected and vilified as fanatics or dreamers. These are the

two main elements in his account: the first testimony of the resur-

rection is that of the female section of the Church, and this testi-

mony was rejected as the utterance of a dreaming fancy by the

doubting male section. Besides, he has preserved the
_

pregnant

expression in the address of the angel, Why seek ye the living among

the dead ? and also the admonition, ' Eemember how He spake unto

you when He was yet in Galilee, 1 saying, The Son of man must be

delivered into the hands of sinful men, and be crucified, and the

third day rise again.' Finally, there is the added clause, ' And they

remembered His words.' Behind these main matters the single points

retire more or less into the indefinite. The history of Mary Mag-

dalene is comprehended in that of the women in general. We have

only the fact left, that she saw two angels ; but this is blended with

the experience of the other women, who saw only one angel. The

most striking thing is, that he here altogether passes over the ap-

pearance of Christ to the women. Perhaps the history of the dis-

ciples who went to Emmaus, into which the statements of the women

were interwoven in their first form of wavering reports, exercised an

obscuring influence upon the tradition which Luke had received

through the women.
Besides, the custom of the Apostle Paul not to cite the women

among the witnesses of the resurrection (see 1 Cor. xv.), might also

have Influenced the Gospel of his scholar Luke on this point. Yet

we must observe that Paul does not name as witnesses the disciples

who went to Emmaus, while Luke gives a lengthened accountof

their experience. The position also of the account of Peter is in-

exact : that he arose and ran unto the sepulchre, is told after the

narrative of the return of the women who announced the appear-

ance of the angels. It is shown by ver. 24, ' Certain of them that

were with us went to the sepulchre,' that the Evangelist, when in-

timating that Peter went to the sepulchre, did not mean to exclude

John. °This shows us that we are not justified in pressing the in-

accuracies of the Gospels in the spirit of a notary.'-'

Thus the actual first announcement of the resurrection is pre-

sented to us, not in the shape of its merely objective particulars,

i Strauss a^aiu allows himself to be guided to a decision by outward similarity of

sound and show, when he thinks that this address sprang from the direction in

Matthew, that the disciples should go to Galilee.

2 E.g. the inexactness between John xx. 1 with the words of ver. J, \\ e know

not,' &c.
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but in connection with its living effect ; not in a calm form, but as
it lived and wrought in the hearts of the first witnesses and mem-
bers of the Church of Christ : we have it in the lively description
of the tones it called forth. These tones, however, do not fall upon
our ear in the measured manner of a chorale sung by a single voice,
but in the form of a four-voiced, a very lively, and a very involved
fugue. A boy cannot understand the intricacies of a fugue ; the
seemingly unutterable and unintelligible confusion of voices seems to
him strange, or even unpleasant. Criticism seems in various respects
to be still in this boyish disposition in relation to the great fugue of
the first Easter tidings. It would have an altogether monotonous
chorale, or rather a litany. But we maintain that a fugue is the right
symbol. For, as the fugue is truly that manifestation of the higher
harmony which proceeds from the apparent conflict of the indi-
vidual vibrations and voices of an enthusiastic choir with the common
feeling which inspires them, and from the constant dissolving of this
apparent conflict, it lets us see the mystery of the higher harmony
of the individual parts in their living unity, as this necessarily re-
sults from their separating and combining according to rule. Thus
it is a symbol of the Christian Church ; and very specially of the
Christian Church as it was exhibited on its solemn birth-day. Hence
the first Easter tidings necessarily assumed the form of a bold
fugue (comp. Acts ii. 4).

Under this point of view, Luke's account forms the first key-note.
We hear a numerous choir of women, at first only mourning and
quietly seeking, then alarmed and agitated ; next experiencing
blissful emotions, yet kept from uttering their feelings of joy by a
strong spirit of dejection and doubt. In the next place, in Mark's
•account, we hear single voices of women ; they mourn and ask

;

they scream from fear, but this cry of terror is soon changed into
tones of triumph

;
then a timid stillness ensues, until again a power-

ful voice raises itself from their choir, and announces, with solemn
conviction, a message of great joy. The same voice is heard by
itself in John ; at first greatly moved and troubled, then as a loud
weeping and lamentation, and next in solemn tones of blessed joy
uttering a message of comfort and gladness. Finally, we hear in
Matthew the song of a united solemn choir passing in regular suc-
cession from great suffering to great sorrow, then from great terror
to great joy, and lastly from a state of happy wonderment to a
lengthened exclamation of joy. We feel, indeed, at the conclusion of
this first Easter tidings, that we have reached only the beginning of
the Easter message, but still we are certain that it is the beginning.
How exactly do the accounts accord with the character of the

Evangelists ! Mark and Luke, in conformity with their character
as Evangelists, build upon special communications derived from the
women

; the one gives a more individual experience from that com-
pany of women, the other gives a more general form of the
tradition as it respects them. On the other hand, Matthew and
John, who were apostles, communicate to us through their own
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experience the message brought by the women, and each does it in

his own peculiar way. Matthew lets the particular disappear in

the general, John makes the general appear in the most important

individual.

The scholars of apostles have rather described the outward be-

haviour of the women; the two apostles described rather their

internal feelings. The two former introduce them as downcast

mourners who were desirous of anointing the Lord, but were terri-

fied by seeing angels at His sepulchre, and had their Easter joy

repressed and held down by the spirit of doubt in the male portion

of the Church. The two latter, again, rather let us surmise the

secret unconscious hope of these mourning women, and so they give

greater prominence to the confidence with which the women an-

nounced the message of the resurrection.

And it is just when we thus view those women in every aspect

that we see in them the most lively type of the Church of Christ,

as she, with a secret but living presentiment, comes through mortal

agony, through sorrow, fear, and terror of spirit, suddenly to the

certainty of the new life of Jesus ; then as she, in the ingenuous-

ness of new life, joyously gives testimony of the resurrection ;
and

further, as she, intimidated and repressed by the spirit of doubt and

pusillanimity in the world, scarcely ventures to preach this Gospel,

until finally her certainty again breaks forth, proclaiming in full

assurance, with all the power of life, that Jesus lives.

NOTES.

1. The real and pretended differences, adduced by the Wolfen-

biittel Fragmentist, between the different accounts of the resurrec-

tion given by the Evangelists, have, as is well known, been again

brought forward by Strauss, who pushes to the utmost every

appearance of contradiction. On the other hand, besides former

attempts at explanation and adjustment, many more have been

recently made ; among others, by Tholuck, on John, 407 (Tr.)
;

Hug, d. a. W. ii. 210 ; W. Hoffman, 408 ;
Neander, 47G

;
Ebrard,

447° A short list of the most important differences is found in De

Wette on Matthew, 24.4:.
1

2. Strauss also asks what was the aim of the angels' appearing at

the sepulchre, ' What was the use of the angels at this scene ?

'

(p. 585.)

3. AVeisse asserts (ii. 355) that the dialogue between Jesus and

1 [The Wolfenbiitfcel Frag, was first answered by Michaelis in 17S3, in his ErMa-

runt) cler Begrabniss unci Auferstchunrj s Gcschichtc. For a list of other writings in

which attempts are made to harmonize the four accounts, see Robinson's concise and

lucid article in the Bibliotheca Sacra for 1845, p. 189. To this list add Gilbert West's

Observations on the Resurrection, and Sherlock's Trialofthc Witnesses and The Sequel;

Ellicott's Historical Lectures, &c, Lee. viii., and Westcott's Introd. to the Gospels, p.

305. (Da Costa, The Four Witnesses, is not to be followed here.) Robinson does not

agree with the majority of harmonizers regarding the priority of the Lord's appear-

ance to Mary. He is of opinion that He first appeared to the other women, and

maintains that Mark (xvi. 9) uses irpwrov not absolutely, but only relatively to the

appearances he himself narrates.—Ed.]
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Mary Magdalene given by John lias a strange and surprising form,
which compels him to pass a harsher sentence on it than even
Strauss has done. Then follows Herr Weisse's harsher sentence on
the dialogue. He is quite inexorable !

4. According to Strauss (589), the following is one of the most
important contradictions:—According to Matthew and Mark, Jesus
commands the disciples to go to Galilee to see Him ; while accord-

ing to Luke, He tells them not to depart from Jerusalem until they
are endued with power from on high. But in the criticism which
seizes upon this apparent contradiction, the historical relations in

which Christ's disciples stood are entirely misapprehended. They
were still Israelites, and respected the theocratic and civil observ-

ances of Israel. They continued to have the relation of Israelites to

the temple until they were gradually detached from it by the out-
pouring of the Holy Ghost, and their after-experiences. Among
other things, this implies that, in the meantime, they retained their

former theocratic relation to the Jewish Church. They returned to

Galilee soon after the Passover, and afterwards came again to

Jerusalem at Pentecost. We can clearly see this substratum of

Israelitism through their Christian experiences after the resurrec-

tion, and the double change of scene. By this we explain the

precepts of Christ which have been referred to. When Christ sent

a message to His disciples, saying that He would see them again in

Galilee, it is taken for granted that they would continue at Jeru-
salem during the feast of the Passover ; and when He commands
them to tarry in the city of Jerusalem until they should be endued
with power from on high to preach to all nations, beginning at

Jerusalem, this has in the first instance a theocratic sense. They
should remain as Israelites at Jerusalem until they should be led

out by the Spirit of God into all the world. But that did not need
to hinder them making the necessary visits to their homes in Galilee.

The apostles as Jews had to depend upon home for their support,

until as preachers of the Gospel to all the world they could live by
the Gospel. It is evident from the context, Luke xxiii. 47, that

our Lord desired, in the first instance, by this order to guard
against the disciples leaving Jerusalem too soon, and going into all

the world preaching Him. Strauss observes, on the other hand,

that to go from Jerusalem to Galilee was no mere walk, but the

longest journey which a Jew could make in his own country. That
is true, and yet in a certain sense it was less than a walk ; it was
the journey home which was customary, or commanded by circum-

stances, and not a mere pleasure-walk (comp. W. Hoffman, 411).

Thus it is a total misapprehension of the true state of matters, when
the Wolfenbiittel Fragmentist asks, Why were the disciples obliged

to take a long journey to Galilee in order to see Jesus ? Yet Strauss

could be pleased with this gross perversion (p. 592). The Frag-

mentist thinks further, that before the outpouring of the Holy
Ghost, the disciples would have discerned no impulse in themselves

How does he know that? It is a
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well-known facWan old affliction of Christianity—that many dis-

ciples of Christ wish to go to all the world before they arc duly

qualified and furnished for it by the Holy Ghost ; and the apostolic

Church, even in its downcast condition, experienced, after seeing the

risen Saviour, and through the Spirit's influence, at least a tem-
porary stirring up of an impatient hope, which longed for the

appearance of the kingdom of God (compare Acts i. 6). Thus the

two commands of Christ which are referred to, form no mutual
contradiction, even if they had been both uttered at the same time.

But when we compare Luke xxiv. 49 with Acts i. 4, we must admit
that even the command given in the Gospel, that the disciples

should tarry at Jerusalem until the time appointed, had a narrow

literal sense, and must have been given after the disciples returned

from Galilee. Strauss, it is true, thinks there is no ground for

interposing an interval of nearly five weeks between ecpayev, ver. 43,

and et7re 8e, ver. 44, while there is an appearance of an immediate
connection. But the first question is, Can we do so ? and if so, there

is ground enough for doing it. Now there is nothing in the con-

struction el-rre 8e which compels us to assume that what follows took

place at the same time as what precedes. But the expression, ver.

44, ovTot ol \6yoi, &c, contains an explanation given by Christ

which without doubt belongs to the first time of His meeting
with His disciples. On the other hand, totc Bnjvnigev clvtwv tov

vovv denotes a continuous activity of Christ, which began indeed on
that evening, but lasted through the whole forty days. For the

opening of the understanding of the disciples cannot surely be con-

sidered as a spiritual act completed in a moment. Therefore we see

in the passage 45-49 a resume given by Luke of what Christ did

during the forty days. And on this supposition the command, ver.

49, naturally falls towards the close of that time, and consequently

may be further explained by the passage in Acts i. 4.

5. According to the present standpoint of Gospel criticism, it can

no longer seem strange that Matthew says nothing of the principal

appearances of Christ in Jerusalem, and Luke nothing of those in

Galilee. The way and manner in which each Evangelist relates

the Easter history are sufficiently explained by the peculiarity of

his Gospel. Thus, for Matthew, it was the main aim to tell of that

appearance of our Lord in Judea which put an end to the mourn-
ing lamentation of His people, and of that in Galilee, by which He
showed Himself to the assembled Church as the Lord of glory who
founds the absolute kingdom of heaven. Mark finds his task

ended after having shown how Christ, in His divine power, had
overcome the unbelief of His disciples by His first appearances in

Judea (on the first day of Easter). The facts from the history of

the resurrection given by Luke are evidently designed mainly to

show how the sufferings of Christ were necessary, according to the

counsel of God revealed in the Old Testament, and foretold by
Christ. See vers. 8, 25, 32, 44. 45 ; besides, the true corporeity of

the new life of Christ is set forth (vers. 37-43). This formed a
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powerful motive for giving the history of the disciples going to

Enimaus, and relating the first appearance of Christ in the circle of

the disciples at Jerusalem—two Jewish facts of the resurrection

time. John shows us in strongly marked outlines how Jesus
cheered the troubled disciples, paying most attention to those who
needed most ; hence the accounts regarding Mary Magdalene,
Thomas, and Peter. Hence he feels specially the need of portraying

the continual presence of the Spirit of Christ in His Church ; hence
the more exact future destiny of Peter and John related by him. He
gives us Jewish and Galilean facts, until he has reached his aim of

setting forth the Lord's glory, and His abiding with His people for

ever. Matthew's Jewish and Galilean facts run parallel with those

of John. Mark and Luke give us the supplement, by mentioning
the last appearances in Judea, with which the history of the resur-

rection closes. Mark and Luke give also clear intimations of the

first appearances in Judea, and although they have not, in their

short and inexact presentation of the resurrection history, distinctly

mentioned the Galilean appearances, yet these are suggested by the

general summaries, Mark xvi. 15-18 ; Luke xxiv. 45-48.

SECTION II.

INTIMATION OF CHRIST'S RESURRECTION BROUGHT TO HIS ENEMIES.

(Matt, xxviii. 11-15.)

As the friends of Jesus who designed to anoint Him in the tomb
for the sleep of death were sent back to the comfortless community
of His friends as messengers of His resurrection, the servants of

His enemies who had kept watch over His sealed sepulchre were
also sent to the representatives of His enemies. The risen Lord,

with one forth-putting of the power of His victory, made an end of

the mourning and dejection of His friends, and of the seal which
His enemies had set, and their intoxication of victory. The two
bands of messengers hurried away from the sepulchre, impelled and
borne onward by the awe-inspiring display of His eternal power

;

but the one band was animated by the trembling joys of the new
life, and the other by the paralyzing terrors of judgment.
The Evangelist found both facts very significantly connected in

one circumstance. ' Now when they (the women who had seen the

Lord) were going, behold, some of the watch came into the city,

and showed unto the chief priests all the things that were done.'

According to this account, some of the bewildered keepers must
have been seen in the streets of Jerusalem by the women returning

home. It was according to military regulations for one part of them
to remain at their post, while the other gave information of the ex-

traordinary occurrence.

Thus, according to God's decree, intimation of Christ's glorifica-

tion had to be given officially and formally to His enemies, the

authorities of this world who had put Him to death ; and they

themselves had furnished the occasion for this by their official seal-
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ing of His sepulchre, which included in it the official denial of His
resurrection. But the authorities of the world suppressed the effect

of this intimation by perpetrating and permitting deceit. The
certainty of Christ's resurrection, which God afforded the world in

the form of worldly certainty and attestation, was deprived of power
by the most glaring act of cabal and falsification which the world

has seen ; and God left this work of shame to run its wretched
course, because the tidings of the resurrection must be spread abroad,

not in the shape of worldly certainty, but of heavenly certainty, by
showing, namely, that Christ's resurrection effected essential sealings

and unsealings in the kingdom of the Spirit and of essential life.

The chief priests held a council with the elders, in which they
discussed the news brought by the watch. This assembly knew
what was suited for the knowledge of the world better than ' modern
criticism ' does. 1 It was at once seen that the account of the legiti-

mate watch must be acknowledged. We may imagine as we best

can how much perception of the truth was here, and how much
suppression of that perception, how much secret perplexity and
how much hypocritical show of quietness of mind and of taking the

matter easy. We are not told what was determined on in this

unblessed council. This much is certain, the members had long
been skilled in every evil practice. The issue of this consultation was,

that the chief priests gave large money unto the soldiers, and at the

same time inculcated on them that they should spread abroad the say-

ing, ' His disciples came by night, and stole Him away while we slept.'

This was certainly to demand from the soldiers an act of base

boldness. They were bidden to become unfaithful to the most
sacred experience of their lives, for they had, so to speak, stood

before the Holy One under the lightning flash of judgment; they

were told to do their best to nullify this by an audacious falsehood.

They were to tell a falsehood which contained the double and gross

contradiction, that they as sleepers had seen and known Jesus'

disciples, and that as watchers they had suffered His body to be
taken away. They had finally to expose themselves to the danger
of being severely punished by the Roman governor, for their pro-

fessed negligence in watching.

How often do unstable men allow themselves to be seduced to

surrender a matter of conscience for much money ; especially

subordinates allow themselves to be thus seduced by men in high
positions ! But on one supposition the chief priests might plausibly

represent the matter to the rough heathen soldier as a falsehood

now become necessary ; namely, if they threatened to tell Pilate

that the soldiers had not guarded the sepulchre against terrors

which they might represent as imaginary, or if they insinuated that

the disciples were magicians able to raise such terrors. As to the

1 See Strauss, ii. 565. Besides, the assertion, They believed the sayings of the
soldiers, that Jesus rose from the grave in a wondrous way, pushes the fact too far

for the aims of ' criticism.' Nothing can be gathered from the Gospels, except that

they let the reports pass which the soldiers gave concerning their extraordinary ex-

perience ; what these reports were, is not said.
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contradiction, its sharpness would be concealed if the testimony of

the watch, that they had slept, was treated as really true, and the
story about the stealing as a bold conjecture of the soldiers, founded
upon this or that sign. Finally, the danger in telling this story

was not great, in so far as it only circulated as a report among the

people. The Romans could distinguish between official statements

and private rumours. But in case of necessity, the chief priests

promised to persuade Pilate, which implies that they would, if

asked, reveal to him the truth of the occurrence.

But were the Roman soldiers open to bribery ? One who knows
human nature might smile at this question. History can tell much
of the corruptibility of ancient and modern Romans, and especially

of Roman guardians of Christ's- sepulchre. As matter of course,
' criticism,' in order to dispense with belief in the incorruptibility of

the Gospel history, finds the corruptibility of the Roman soldiers

very improbable in this case, in which they were asked to tell a

falsehood which supposed inattention to duty. 1

The soldiers thus entered into the proposal, and a saying arose,

which was commonly reported among the Jews until the time that

Matthew wrote his Gospel, nay, traces of it are still to be found in

Jewish literature ;'2 a kind of myth, which asserts the non-resurrec-

tion of Jesus. But this myth is by its nature doomed to remain
always an obscure piece of gossip among the Jews. The only,

significance which it has attained to is, that it serves for a symbol
of all the vain attempts to represent the news of the resurrection of

Christ as the consequence of a trick played at night, or of the self-

deceit of the disciples—of a trick regarding which the initiated, the

seeing sleepers or the sleeping seers (men of mere science who pre-

tend to know how matters of faith, e.g., visions and appearances,

are formed), especially the Jews of the later antichristian tradition

who speculate upon the possibility of miracles, 3 assure us they are

able to set us right.

SECTION III.

THE WALK TO EMMAUS.

(Mark xvi. 12, 13. Luke xxiv. 13-35.)

The history, preserved by Luke, of the two disciples who walked

to Emmaus, proves to us, that the message which the women
brought from the sepulchre was not sufficient to convince the dis-

ciples of Christ's resurrection ; that most of them sat still or

wandered about discouraged and comfortless, and therefore scat-

tered and isolated from each other, even although the hidden germs
of hope were no doubt powerfully excited in their hearts ; nay, it

even proves that the wondrous tidings brought by the women had
1 See Strauss, ii. 565. Ebrard, 456, excellent on the opposite side. ' The whole

of Christendom, that multitude of humble, quiet men, may have devised and ad-

hered tenaciously to a barefaced lie ; but the murderers of Jesus were incapable of

persuading the soldiers to propagate a trifling untruth, which their own position

rendered necessary.' - See Sepp, iii. 560. 3 As Spinoza, for example.
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not only intensified hope, but had also increased dejection and
doubt in the circle of the disciples.

These two men belonged to the wider circle of disciples
; tradition

says they were of the seventy. One of them was called Cleopas,
ver. 18. It is rather striking that the name of the other is not
given. Ancient commentators have, on this ground, held that it

was Luke himself. We have given above (I. viii. 2) the grounds
which favour this hypothesis. 1

The place to which they were going was not, as Eusebins and
Jerome thought, the town of Emmaus which was situated in the plain
of Judea, and was the chief town of a toparchy under the Koman
dominion ; for this town was much farther from Jerusalem than
the place mentioned by Luke, which was only sixty stadia (about
seven miles) from the capital. Even the village El Kubeibeh,
which recent travellers have taken for Emmaus, and which lies

north-west from Jerusalem, is too far from the capital, ' since it is

at least three hours, or more than seventy stadia, from it.'
2 Robin-

son asserts that every trustworthy tradition concerning the position

of Emmaus was lost even before the time of Eusebius and Jerome.
Yet Sepp reminds us that Josephus (de Bello Jud. vii. 6, 6) speaks
of an Ammaus sixty stadia from Jerusalem, 3 and that he relates

that, after the Jewish war, the emperor settled 800 veterans on the
territory of that village ; and then he remarks, this place could
hardly have received any other name than Colonia, after being
occupied by a colony of veterans. ' Now, further,' he says, ' there
is hardly a pilgrim who does not pass Culonieh, 4 the village two
hours' moderate walking west from Jerusalem, where there are
still traces of the old walls with forty large square stones ; and this

is the former Emmaus.' This is a very simple and happy com-
bination, and nothing can be inferred against the probability of this

view, from the circumstance that the hot spring has disappeared
which formerly gave to the place the name of ' warm baths.' 5

1 The name Cleopas, too, favours the opinion that we have to seek Hellenists or
Greeks in the two disciples. Cleopas does not mean the same as Clopas (which we
forgot to mention above), but is a Greek name contracted from Cleopatros (see Sepp,
651). Thus Cleopas was probably of Greek descent. For similar contractions, see
Sepp, a.a.O.—The expression of Cleopas, 'Art thou only,' &c, tends in the same
direction. [Wieseler, who identifies Cleopas with Alpheus, conjectures that the
unnamed disciple was his son, the Apostle James.

—

Ed.]
2 See Robinson, ii. 255.
3 Josephus (iv. 1, 3) speaks of another Ammaus in the neighbourhood of Tiberias,

the name of which he translates 'warm baths,' D^ft Df7.

4 On the position and name of the village, see Robinson. ' The name appears to
be derived from the Latin colonia, but I know of no historical fact for this ety-

mology.'
5 That, according to Robinson, Culonieh is only an hour and a half from Jerusalem,

makes some difficulty. Yet this may be explained thus : the colony of veterans was
settled in the territory of Ammaus, but not limited to the small spot around the
village. Thus the colony might be situated eastwards from the village of Emmaus.
[Robinson (iii. 146-150) discusses the claim of Amwas, the ancient Nicopolis, and
concludes, ' After long and repeated consideration, I am disposed to acquiesce in the
judgment of Eusebius and Jerome,' i.e., that the Emmaus of the narrative and Am-
was are identical. Amwas, indeed, is 160 stadia from Jerusalem, but some MSS. of
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The Sabbath regulation for walking or riding was applied only

to the strict Sabbath-days. Yet in the case of these two disciples

there might have been the additional element of Grecian freedom,

which made them walk so far into the country on so solemn a day.

If they were Greeks, and if Emmaus lay to the west, it looks as if

they were drawn by a secret impulse of their soul towards the sea

in the direction of their native land, because their hope seemed to

remain unsatisfied at Jerusalem. At all events, it is significant

that Jesus came to these men first, after having already, as we
shall see hereafter, greeted Peter. He showed Himself first to the

great apostle of the Jews, and then to the Greeks. It is worthy of

observation, that these men meditate on His sufferings with deep
dejection, and cannot understand His death ; and that He finds it

necessary to enter into a lengthened explanation with them, to

show from Scripture the necessity of the death of Christ, which
the Grecian spirit found still more difficult to comprehend than
the Jewish. 1

It must have been late in the afternoon when the two men set

out from Jerusalem, for it was about sunset when they arrived at

Emmaus. It was the crucifixion of Christ, and the message of the

angels that He was alive, which occupied their thoughts and sent

them out in that direction. As they walked, they talked with one

another of all these things, forming conjectures regarding their

meaning. A traveller going the same way overtook them ; they

knew not the Risen One in Him. This circumstance places the

objectivity of Christ's resurrection before us in the strongest light.

They walked with a man in whom they did not recognize the Lord,

whose appearance, therefore, could not have been a figment of their

•longing for Christ's appearance. Their eyes were holden, that they

should not know Him, says Luke. He appeared to them in another

form, is the account Mark gives. This implies that Christ's form
had altered since His death. The lustre of a new life surrounded

Him ; the curse and the woe of the world, and the anticipation of

the death of the cross, no longer weighed upon His soul, but the

joyous serenity of eternal victory beamed from His countenance.

Yet they would have recognized Him in consequence of the con-

tinued identity of His being and spirit with His former mode of

being, had not their eyes been holden by the turn which their

minds had taken, by a state of mind in which they saw only dark-

ness, death, and the cross, and Jesus only as extended on it.
2 So there

was a correspondency between the two causes of their not knowing
Him. 3 Jesus asked, with compassion, what manner of communica-
tion they had with one another, and gently censured them for being

Luke read 160 : and if this be thought too great a distance for the disciples to re-

turn that night, Robinson thinks the circumstances warranted such an amount of

travel.

—

Ed.]
1 Hence also Luke's account of the resurrection is impenetrated with the idea,

Christ ought to suffer according to the Scriptures.
2 We see here that there may be a one-sided view of Christ crucified, which renders

the knowledge of Christ exalted difficult. _ 3 See Ebrard.
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so sad, and for only deepening their sadness by their conversation.

They, on the other hand, expressed their astonishment that He
seemed to know nothing of this great matter ; His extraordinary
serenity even appeared offensive to them. ' Art thou,' said Cleopas,
1 the only stranger in Jerusalem who has not known the things
which are come to pass there in these days ?

' And on His asking
them, What things ? they continued (both, it would seem, pouring
out their heart, interrupting or supplementing each other), ' Con-
cerning Jesus of Nazareth.' And after they had told what manner
of man He was, a Prophet mighty in deed and word, both in His
inward relation to God and His open works among the people
(equally great in secret contemplative and in public active life),

they named the things which they meant, and with which their

minds were occupied, namely, how the chief priests and their

rulers x had condemned Him to death, and crucified Him. They
then expressed their sorrow of heart at this event. ' But we trusted

that it had been He who should have redeemed Israel ; and beside

all this, to-day is the third day since these things were done. Yea,
and certain women also of our company made us astonished, who
were early at the sepulchre ; and when they found not His body,
they came, saying, that they had also seen a vision of angels, who
said that He was alive. And certain of them who were with us
went to the sepulchre, and found it even so, as the women had
said ; but Him they saw not/ This was the utterance of

their complaint, forming a confused and faint echo of the first

account of the Easter message ; like Easter news in the tones of

Ash-Wednesday, or an Easter sun amid the mists of dejection and
doubt, casting only straggling rays through the gloomy clouds by
which it is surrounded. Christ found that they could not yet share

in the solemn joy of His resurrection, because they had not yet

understood the counsel of God in His death. They must be
baptized more deeply in heart into His death before they were
able to recognize Him as the Eisen One. Therefore He reproached

them, saying, fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the

prophets have spoken : ought not Christ to have suffered these

things, and to enter into His glory ? They had received the pro-

phets ; they had received and acknowledged one side of the pro-

phetic revelations, namely, all that had been said of the glory of

the coming Messiah, the glory of His redemption-work and king-

dom ; but the whole side of the prophetic word which spoke of His
sufferings, which set forth His great course of suffering as the pre-

vious condition of His entering into glory, had continued entirely

concealed from them, and concealed because they were void of pre-

sentiment (could not apprehend with their reason), and slow of heart

(with all their walking and asking after the truth, still wanting

in the freshness and joyousness of inward devotedness to God) for

1 Kcd ol dpxovTes rjfiuv. This may be referred to their political rulers, as it is

separated by the article from the apxiepas.

VOL. III. 2 c
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the testimonies of God's word concerning the sacredness and ne-

cessity of the theocratic sufferings of Christ (and of His people).

And now He took them to school. Beginning at Moses and all

the prophets. He expounded to them in all the Scripture the things

concerning Himself, especially what had been foretold of His
sufferings. He gave them a comprehensive view of all the pro-

phecies which related to His passing through death to glory. Thus
they walked listening to His instruction, peripatetics in a higher

sense than the philosophizing Greeks before their time had been.

How short in such company the road must have seemed, and how
quickly their journey ended ! When they arrived at the village

where they intended to lodge, He made as though He would have

gone farther. Westward from this time forth the Spirit of Christ

bent its course, as it afterwards did in the history of Paul (see

Acts xvi.) His making as if He would have gone farther was a

trying of them. If, after being thus instructed regarding the ne-

cessity of the cross of Christ, they had let Him depart without

fully confiding in Him, He really would have gone farther. But
His Spirit had subdued them ; they stood the test : they constrained

Him, saying, Abide with us ; for it is toward evening, and the day

is far spent. Thus they painted the appearance of nature, but also

described unconsciously their own spiritual condition. The sun of

their old world was just about to set, the sacred night of the cross

was sending a solemn shudder of awe through their souls, like

western breezes announcing with a still lingering shiver of death,

yet full of joy, the morning of the resurrection to newness of life in

the Spirit. Greeks imbued with the spirit of their nation needed

specially to be brought to this standpoint, if ever they were to

rejoice in Christ's salvation. 1 He complied with their request, and
went in with them. When they sat down to supper, they felt that

the position of head of the house, or Rabbi, was due to the mys-
terious stranger ; they left it to Him to break the bread, to pro-

nounce the usual blessing over it, and then to distribute it.
2 But

just as He began—when He was handing to them the bread over

which He had pronounced the blessing—their eyes were opened,

and they knew Him. 3 It was the same Man they had before heard

praying as if entering into or coming out of heaven, and who had
perhaps, besides, broken the bread with the words, the divine and
living tones of which they could not forget.4 A moment stood He
before them in the full clearness of His being, Christ the Risen

One, and then vanished out of their sight. But they were certain

1 See above, Book II. vi. 5. - See Sepp, 654.
3 [It is an old supposition, and not so shallow as it may at first sight seem, that

the pierced hands, shown as He brake the bread, identified the crucified and risen

Redeemer.

—

Ed.]
4 According to Sepp (a. a. 0.), Christ Himself here first dispensed the Lord's Supper

under one form. But he has not reflected that Jesus' disciples let the bread be
broken by a man of whose descent and dignity they knew nothing, and who conse-

quently had not for them even the form of a legitimate priest. Besides, this spiritual

meal, which was certainly a Lord's Supper in the higher sense, forms the greatest

contrast to the mass, the supper under one form.
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that it was He, and said one to another, Did not our heart burn
within us, while He talked with us by the way, and while He
opened to us the Scriptures ? Thus they had both at the same
time felt that burning of heart which only the word of Christ from
the cross can produce—even that sacred glow which penetrates,

consumes, and transforms the heart as an offering to God. With
these words they rose up, and returned the same hour to Jerusalem.

They had become evangelists of the resurrection, who could not

rest until they had told the tidings to their mourning companions.
It -was a peculiar dispensation of providence which made them
thus hasten by night as the first messengers of Christ from the

heathen of the west to Jerusalem, to announce there the tidings

of Christ's resurrection. How light their step going down the

valley and up the other side, and then across the stony plain, till

they reached the city, where they sought for the apostles, and
found the eleven assembled, and other disciples with them ! For
the spirit of joy, faith, and hope was already beginning to display

its power in assembling and uniting the disciples, whom the spirit of

disconsolation and dejection had scattered. And now ensued one of

the most glorious events in the Easter history ; a high and real anti-

phony which God made. They were just about to tell the assembly

that they had seen the Lord, when the assembled disciples met them,

saying, ' The Lord hath risen indeed, and hath appeared to Simon
!

'

They answered this joyous salutation by telling that Jesus had walked
with them, and that He was known of them in breaking of bread.

Christ's appearance to Peter must have taken place before He
showed Himself on the way to Emmaus. For the disciples in Jeru-

salem would have met, as their custom was, about the same hour in

the evening as the two disciples arrived at Emmaus. But when
Peter joined his friends about that time, he could tell them that

Jesus had appeared to him. Thus the disciple most in need of

comfort was the first to receive it. The appearing of Christ to him
of itself implied his pardon. Our Lord's dealing with him must
have been very intimate and mysterious, for nothing further is any-

where told of it
;
yet the fact is reckoned by Paul, 1 Cor. xv.,

among the chief revelations of the risen Saviour. 1

At the same time we here learn, that after his fall Peter named
himself, and was named in the Church, Simon, not Peter. He was

like a priest who has laid aside his priestly robes because he has

defiled them, or an officer who has given up his sword because he

failed to maintain the dignity of a soldier. Jesus alone coidd

restore his name of honour, Peter. He was now, by having seen

the Lord, again received among the disciples, but not reinstated into
1

forfeited apostleship. But in his present disposition it was the

.tin matter with him, and sufficient grace, that Christ had brought

,o him the salutation of peace.

1 It forms an antithesis, that among all who were called to the office of apostle,

Christ appeared first to Peter and last to Paul ; in the middle there was a special

appearance to James.
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NOTE.

The conjecture of Paulus, that Jesus was on the point of return-

ing to G-alilee when He joined the disciples going to Emmaus, but

was induced to return to Jerusalem because He had learned from

them the continued dejection of the disciples, has influenced even

Bohr {Palastina, 174) in determining the position of Emmaus.
We have here a very spiritual geography as product of a very cor-

poreal (material) apprehension of the Easter history.

SECTION IV.

THE FIRST APPEARANCE OF CHRIST IN THE CIRCLE OF THE APOSTLES
ON THE FIRST SUNDAY EVENING.

(Mark xvi. 14. Luke xxiv. 36-44. John xx. 19-23.)

The two disciples who had hastened from Emmaus to tell the

assembly of the apostles at Jerusalem that they had seen the risen

Saviour, had not finished their account when Jesus suddenly stood

in the midst of them, saying, Peace be unto you. This was the

salutation which, shortly before His departure, He had promised

His disciples on seeing them again. With this evening salutation

the full light of the eternal Easter morning first arose upon them.

It brought them the real peace of His resurrection. It was He, the

Lord ; He had kept His promise by coming from the grave and the

state of the dead to salute them.

But how had He returned into life ? How had He come into

their midst ? The disciples well knew that He could not have

entered by the door, since the doors were securely shut ' for fear of

the Jews/ Thus they saw that somehow and somewhere He had in

a wonderful manner found an entrance into their hall of assembly,

notwithstanding the shut doors, if not by passing through them. 1

This circumstance served to increase the fear which His unexpected

appearance from the other world caused them. Great terror seized

the assembly, notwithstanding that it contained members who had
already seen the Lord. Thus in the first instance the predominant

feeling was that of those who were not yet able to believe His resur-

rection. The whole assembly was paralyzed with terror, through that

fear of spirits which, as often as the other world presents itself, pro-

claims its existence as a characteristic feeling of the human mind,

1 As many in ancient and in modern times have supposed. See Tholuck on John,

413. This author denies that a miraculous entrance of Jesus is here referred to
;

and adds, but even if this were the case, we may still conceive of a miraculous opening

of the door, &c. This hypothesis is a fresh proof of the powerful influence imper-

ceptibly exercised on the exposition of this passage by the common notion that the

entrance to the house is by the door. The Lord must enter the house by the door

either by miraculously passing through it when shut, or by miraculously opening it.

And yet Gospel history tells of a paralytic who came in by the roof ; and how much
more, must this and similar ways be free to Christ after His resurrection ! See my
treatise, Worte tier A bwehr, 109.—[Calvin says here, 'Sic igitur habendum est, Chris-

tum non sine miraculo ingressum esse, . . . interea tameu verum esse minime con-

cedo . . . Christi corpus penetrasse per januas clausas.'

—

Ed.]
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which has not yet become thoroughly reconciled with the other

world and God's rule in it. They thought the risen Saviour a

spectre. What a moment was that in which the Lord and His
disciples stood face to face—He in all the bliss of victory, they in

all the unhappiness of dejection ! His whole being was elevated

with consciousness of life, with the joyful fruition of new and eternal

life. He came to His disciples with cordial love and joy, with the

full and happy consciousness of Comforter and Eedeemer. They,

on the contrary, felt dejection and doubt, fear of spirit and terror

for spectres, in the presence of their Lord—the entire revulsion of

their painful old-world feelings from the opening glory of the king-

dom of heaven which now stood impersonated before them. It was
that moment of awe and pleasure in which the elect children of the

Old Covenant saw the new world entering into this world, and be-

came children of the New Covenant by becoming reconciled to the

new world. We might almost think that the sufferings of Christ

began again immediately after His. resurrection ; and so they did in

a certain sense : not in Himself, for in Him distress was swallowed

up in solemn joy, but in the hearts of His assembled disciples, in so

far as these were already believing hearts.

Christ could see, in the dread of spectres which they exhibited on
His appearance, the measure of the bliss to which they were now to

be at once raised. But it was He Himself who had to effect their

recovery from terror, and convince them of the reality of His resur-

rection. This He did by first of all upbraiding them for their

unbelief and hardness of heart, because they believed not them who
had first seen Him after He was risen. Even the blessed can

upbraid, but their upbraiding comes with the tones of heavenly

gentleness and peace, showing its heavenly nature in its working by
love, in its power to break not the courage but the discouragement

of the men of little faith. Christ's upbraiding was the reproving

gleam of light which His very salutation of peace cast upon their

hitherto dark state of mind and feeling. He then began to calm
their fear of spirit, saying, ' Why are ye troubled ?

' It seemed

strange and inappropriate to the Prince of blessed peace that His

appearance should, instead of comforting them, spread terror in

their midst. ' And wherefore/ continued He, ' do thoughts arise in

your mind ?'

He sees springing up in their hearts the mean and base thoughts

of the melancholy despondency which cannot think it possible that

He can have really returned from death to life. And now He
directly meets their doubts, and condescends to prove to them the

reality of His resurrection and new life. He shows them the ele-

ment from this world in it ; He shows them that He has a true

body, perceptible to the touch and vision of this world. They
knew quite well from the beginning that He would continue to

live and would rise again beyond the grave; they also believed

that He now stood before them as a spirit. But it was just this

belief which caused their alarm, because they thought He stood
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there as a mere spirit, surrounded by all the terrors of a supposed
abstract existence as a spirit. But they could not comprehend and
would not believe that He stood before them with a true body, and
yet free as a spirit in His bodily movements ; belonging to the other

world, and yet endued with the powers and qualities of this world

;

belonging to this world, and yet possessing the attributes of the

other, or rather as the perfected King of the great kingdom of God
which exists in both. And so the risen Saviour condescended with
the utmost lowliness to their faint-hearted condition. He asked
them to behold His hands and feet, showing them that He was the

very person who had been separated from them by the death of the

cross. They ought to know Him by the prints of the nails on His
hands and feet. He asked them even to handle Him, to examine
closely, adding, ' A spirit hath not flesh and bones as ye see Me
have.' He could not express Himself more strongly as to the full

reality of His corporeity. It appears that they now listened to His
invitations, and He showed them His hands and His feet. According
to John, He showed them at the same time the wound in His side.

He thus showed them the print or marks of the old wounds of

the old life in the light and brilliancy of the new. They could not

now fail to believe that He was the same whom they had seen as

their Lord hanging on the cross, the man whose hands and feet

w^ere pierced. ' And yet,' says Luke, ' they believed not for joy,'

—

a remarkable expression of the deeper psychology, which, with
many similar expressions, we owe to the most profound psycholo-

gist among the Evangelists. As their belief in the resurrection of

Jesus tended to develop itself, their joy at this revelation of the
new life was also evolved with such over-quickness and strength,

that it hindered the calm unfolding and completion of their belief

itself. The glory of this new life seemed to them so superlative,

that it always recurred to them as something beyond belief. The
infinite greatness and heavenly glory of the Christian salvation

always seem incredible to the poor, sinful, depressed child of man,
whose Christian courage is hampered in a thousand ways. The
best thing he can receive, he calls incredible ; and the more unex-
pectedly God bestows His gifts upon him, the more they seem to

him surpassing belief. In the midst of the reality of heaven, he
could not at once recognize the truth of heaven ; nay, the over-

powering effect of this reality makes this blissful state seem a dream
to him. In the very presence of the light of his salvation he still

needs time to collect himself, in order to enter with assurance into

the fulness of joy which it brings ; the very sight of its magnitude
may for a time increase this difficulty, as his eye is unable at once

to sustain its brightness. In this respect the early Church has be-

come a type of Christendom. It can still, in a certain sense, be
said of Christ's disciples, ' They believe not for joy.' The very

pleasure which they feel in the heavenly blessings conferred by
Christ often forms a hindrance to their appropriating the faith of

the resurrection with deeper knowledge, firmer confidence, and
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purer devotedness. Thus the feelings of the disciples for a time

rapidly alternated between the heavenly rapture at the resurrection,

and the fear caused by deeming it incredible. Their feelings kept

them, so to speak, suspended between heaven and hell. Above all

things, they first need to have their feelings calmed ; they must

recover from their amazement ; they must come to themselves.

Jesus therefore gave them a second token of His appearance in the

body which had no tendency to excite their feelings like the marks

of the wounds on His hands and feet, but rather to calm them. He
asked, saying, ' Have ye any meat ? And they gave Him a piece

of broiled fish, and of an honeycomb. And He took it, and did

eat before them.' This was a fresh proof that the new life of Christ

was capable of performing the functions of life in this world. 1 And
now He showed them how they might have been in two ways pre-

pared for what they saw ; namely, "by what He had foretold them,

and by the prophecies of the Scripture. ' These are the words

which I spake unto you while I was yet with you, that all things

must be fulfilled. which are written in the law of Moses, and in the

prophets, and in the psalms concerning Me.' Here it is asserted in

the most distinct manner possible, that the promises and types of

Christ's resurrection equally pervade every part of Scripture.

And now at last the Lord had filled His disciples with confidence

in His new life. They were glad when they saw the Lord, says

John. Their grief for His death, as well as their doubt of His resur-

rection, was overcome and removed. Christ's first salutation of

peace had become a reality. And because they had not until now

known, seen, and heard Him with settled minds, He repeated to

them the salutation : Peace be unto you. So friends who meet after

separation often salute one another a second time, when the first

excitement is over, and when they can with calm and collected

minds rejoice in mutual recognition. But this second ' Peace be

unto you' was accompanied with a rich and glorious gift. The

first had elevated them above the world, sin, distress, and death
;

the second opened to them the whole inheritance of the kingdom of

heaven. After the salutation, He continues :
' As my Father hath

sent Me, even so send I you.' This saying strongly expresses their

redemption and preservation, and also their calling ;
it shows the

certainty of their salvation, the greatness of their vocation and dig-

nity, the sublimity of their life, the blessedness of their earthly

career, and the glorious goal set before them. He then breathed

on them, saying, Keceive ye the Holy Ghost ; whose soever sins ye

remit, they are remitted unto them ; and whose soever sins ye retain,

they are retained.

} Hase maintains, 271, ' But if Jesus took food in order to convince His disciples

that He was no mere spirit, yet if this did not belong to the usual function of the

state He was then in, it was a deception.' This can be maintained only by putting

the alternative : Either a spectre, or a usual human life needing daily bread. But

this alternative is false. If Christ in His new corporeity had the power of eating, He

might exercise it to establish familiarity with His disciples, who needed food, with-

out pledging Himself to the daily use of earthly food.
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This breathing upon them was certainly, in the first instance, a
symbol of the Holy Ghost which He intended to bestow upon them.
Wind is a general type of spirit ; the breath of life in man is the

manifestation of spirit in him, and therefore the symbol of his life.

But the breath of Christ is the symbol of the Holy Spirit which
animates Him. When He as the Kisen One, now breathes upon
His disciples, this is not a mere emblem of His bestowing the Holy
Ghost upon them. He lets them feel the warm breath of His new
life, and thus gives them the last and liveliest proof of the corpo-

reity of His new life. By breathing upon them, He completes in

their hearts the certainty of His resurrection. But this is the com-
pletion of the preparation of their inner life for the reception of His
Spirit, and consequently it is the beginning of the bestowal of the

Spirit itself. As soon as the perfection of Christ's life was present

to their souls, it began to pass into them as spirit. We cannot
doubt

4
that the Lord here made a first gift of the Spirit to His dis-

ciples. It was not indeed the outpouring of His Spirit, not yet the

endowment of the whole Church with all the fulness of the Spirit,

but it was the real beginning of the promised sending of the Com-
forter—the pledge, precondition, and point of contact for the coming
miracle of Pentecost. And this so much the more, as Christ's

breath of life from the very beginning bore the Spirit from whose
working His incarnation proceeded, and as after His resurrection it

had become the breath of His eternal life.
1

With the glorious gift which He bestowed upon them, He an-
nounced again the glory of their calling. Whose soever sins ye re-

mit, they are remitted unto them ; and whose soever sins ye retain,

they are retained. This saying, it is clear, is closely related to that

with which Christ had formerly bestowed on Peter the keys of the
kingdom of heaven (Matt. xvi. 19). There is possibly a reference

to Peter's fall in the fact, that Jesus now so expressly gave to all

the disciples an authority which He had formerly committed to

him in the first place. For although He had taken Peter into

favour again, Peter was not yet restored to the apostleship. But in

making this reference, we must not forget that even before His
death Christ had given this jurisdiction to all the apostles together

(Matt, xviii. 18) ; nay, that even from the very first it was not given
to Peter in an exclusive sense, but as representative of the circle of

the apostles. At the same time, it cannot be denied that Peter here
received in the general the hope of reinstatement, since Jesus con-
ferred the great gift on the whole circle of the assembled disciples,

which included more than the apostles. 2

1 On the question, whether this breathing upon them is to be looked upon as a
symbolof a future gift or one then imparted, see Tholuck, 415. Tholuck makes an
unfounded objection against the supposition that the real imparting of the Spirit be-
gan here. He says the specific imparting of the Spirit is a consequence of His
So^acr/xos, and this begins with His sitting at the Father's right hand. Why should it

not begin with His resurrection ?

2 Tholuck says, 415 :
' This spiritual judgment is not an indefinite feeling, but

attached to the rule of Christian faith and life ; so far the jus clavium in the Church
is a right of the clergy.' Should then the clergy alone have to decide upon the rule
of Christian faith and life ?
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But there is still another distinction between the first bestowal of

the power of the keys on the disciples and the present bestowal.

Then it was chiefly promise, or the bestowal 'of a right which was

only in future to be exercised ; but now it is reality, spiritual ability,

and heavenly power, in gradual development, which was completed

atJPentecost. The apostles began to be a savour of life unto life

for the receptive, and a savour of death unto death to the perverse

and obdurate ; for they began to live in Christ as children of His

Spirit. His resurrection begins to be realized in their inward re-

surrection. How could He have announced that to them more
strongly, and in a more comforting manner, than by the assurance

that they would be manifest in all the world as the power of His

resurrection ?

notes.

1. ' Paul too speaks of this appearance. It is, according to him,

the first which was vouchsafed to the Twelve. He calls them the

Twelve, roi><; SooSeKa, 1 Cor. xv. 5 ; as at Eome the college sep-

tem virorum, decern virorum, centum virorum was commonly called

septem viros, decemviros, centumviros, although, through death or

other cause, the number was not complete.'—Hug, 220. ' Hence,

as according to John only ten apostles were present, the evheica of

Luke must as little be pressed as the ScoBe/ca of Paul, as in either

case Judas must be left out of the reckoning.'— Strauss, ii. 601.

2. Tholuck (415) brings yet another objection against the sup-

position, that in the transaction between Christ and the apostles,

John xx. 22, a real impartation of the Spirit took place, or that

there was anything in it of essential importance for the apostles.

He asks, Could Thomas, who^ was then absent, dispense with it

without detriment? We may observe, in reply, that Thomas' ab-

sence matters least when a work of Christ's essential power, and not

a symbolic act founding an outward legality, is in question. Thomas
could by no means have been absent from an act of the latter kind.

But if the Lord here performed a symbolic action, which was at the

same time altogether a working of His power, an essential impar-

tation of His Spirit, this impartation would redound to the benefit

of the absent Thomas through the college of his companions ; be-

sides, he himself experienced the working of the same power, if not

in precisely the same form, the first time that Jesus showed Himself

to Him.

SECTION V.

THE SECOND APPEARANCE OF CHRIST IN THE CIRCLE OF THE APOSTLES
ON THE SECOND SUNDAY : THOMAS.

(John xx. 26-31.)

Thomas called Didymus (the Twin), one of the Twelve, was
absent when Jesus first showed Himself to the apostles. We have

already learned to know him as a faithful man, but melancholy and
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irresolute. 1 To a man of this disposition, the test to which all the

disciples were put by the death of Christ must have been a peculiar

trial. The thought of the death of Jesus appears to have sunk his

melancholy heart in a fathomless abyss of sorrow. This state of

mind was doubtless the reason why he was absent at the first assem-

bling of the disciples. The spirit of doubt, sorrow, and dejection

distracts and isolates the soul. In those days Thomas went com-
fortless his solitary way. This is shown by the reply which he gave

the disciples who told him, ' We have seen the Lord.' With the

most rugged resoluteness, he said, ' Except I shall see in His hands

the print of the nails, and put my finger into the print of the nails,

and thrust my hand into His side, I will not believe.'

By this saying, Thomas has justly become the representative of

the partial unbelief which often presents itself in various forms in

the very midst of the life of faith ; of that unbelief which from its

connection with nobler motives may be called well-disposed, in con-

tradistinction to the baser kind of unbelief.

Although it had now, through the most positive testimony of

his companions, become his duty to accept, in their literal accep-

tation, the promises which Christ had given of His rising again on
the third day, yet he would not receive them in their historical

sense, though he might still take them in a spiritual sense, as the

other disciples formerly did. He gave his companions a mortifying

refusal of the belief due to them in this matter of history. And
what was worse, and the most ambiguous symptom in his state, he

laid down definite conditions— conditions which seemed to imply

the most obstinate doubt, merging in the most wilful caprice, under

which alone he would acknowledge the Lord Himself as the Risen

One. It might in the meanjtime be very much a question, if Christ

would reveal Himself under such conditions.

We see here again how fearfully the circle of the apostles was
sifted by the period of the cross. All the disciples were put to flight

outwardly and inwardly, and forsook their Lord ; but the storm of

temptation beat most" violently on three : Judas goes down before

it ; Peter is rescued with difficulty ; and Thomas, eight days after

the resurrection, is still in great danger.

Yet Thomas was far from being so unbelieving as he appeared to

be. This is proved by his being found, after eight days, in the

company of those who believed in the resurrection. Had the resur-

rection-message of his friends been offensive to him, he would have

avoided their society still more than he did eight days before. That
he was really among them, tells of the spirit of hope which strongly,

although unconsciously, animated him. He was not afraid of being

convinced of the truth of their belief ; but he wished, he hoped to

be convinced of it. This is the distinctive mark between honest

doubters and thorough-going unbelievers. The latter have always

a practical motive in their breast, which acts as a repellant against

the world of faith, and makes vain all testimonies for the truth.

1 See II. iv. 13.
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They therefore more and more avoid the opportunity of being con-

vinced by these testimonies. They shun the company of believers,

whose resurrection-joy is hateful to them. The former, on the con-

trary, have a principle within them which shows itself as an indis-

soluble bond of fellowship between them and the world of faith, and
is always working as an attracting power. This principle leads

them through all doubts of their understanding and heart into the

centre of faith. They therefore become always more and more
stedfast in adhering to the society of believers. This was the case

with Thomas. Hence Christ could, without compromising His
sovereignty, consent to his seemingly too stiff conditions. Thomas
did not desire the Lord to visit him in solitude, he gave Him oppor-

tunity to meet with him in the church. In the affections of his

suffering heart he went longing and waiting for meeting with the

Lord, while his proud and troubled but true and faithful mind,

which would yield to no phantasmic illusion, was still uttering the

strongest doubt.
' After eight days,' says the Evangelist, ' again His disciples were

within (eaco, within; in the accustomed place of meeting), 'and
Thomas was with them.' If it be asked, how it came to pass that

the twelve still tarried at Jerusalem, although the Passover had
ended on the previous Saturday, and although Jesus had com-
manded them to go to Galilee, Thomas' state of mind is sufficient

as a first answer. He was still without the conviction needed for

his going to Galilee in jo}rous hope. And if an apostle, one of the

eleven, was still without that conviction, how many might be found

in the wider circle of disciples in whom also it was wanting ! It

was natural for these to linger a while before they could separate

themselves from the scenes where Jesus had suffered, where they

had once seen their Messianic hopes borne to the grave, and where
they were now again beginning to awake from death, under the

wonderful tidings of His resurrection, in which they thought they

did not believe, while yet faith was already springing up in the

depths of their life. But how could those disciples who were joyous

in the faith abandon the weak in the faith, the loiterers, and by
their inconsiderate disregard expose them to the clanger of lapsing

into unbelief among Christ's enemies at Jerusalem ?

Even had they wished to depart at the earliest opportunity, they

could not have set out until the morning of this eighth day, for the

day before was the Jewish Sabbath. The present, however, was
the first Sunday after the great Sunday of the resurrection, on
which the Lord had shown Himself to them ; and it may easily be

supposed that they already considered this day as their new Sab-

bath. The first Christians could not depart from Jerusalem, the

place of their Lord's crucifixion and glorification, on the first re-

turning Easter Sunday of the Church. Even if they had not

consciously resolved to solemnize this day, yet a secret and powerful

feeling would have kept them from beginning their journey on it.

But probably they had this day, with the presentiment of a speedy
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separation, once more met with their companions in the faith who
abode in Jerusalem.

The doors were again shut as they were before, and the miracle
of the former Sunday was renewed. Jesus stood suddenly in their

midst with His well-known salutation, Peace be unto you. He then
turned immediately to Thomas, saying, Eeach hither thy finger

and behold (examine) My hands, and reach hither thy hand and
thrust it into My side ; and be not faithless, but believing.

There can be no question raised about how Christ could know of

the unbelieving expression of Thomas. We have seen that He had
risen to superterrestrial, free life in glory. Hence follows, that He
could, while invisible, draw near to the disciples. But in His
words to Thomas Ave again recognize the spirit of solemn and
heavenly joy. He consents to Thomas' demands with unclouded
serenity, and thereby reveals again His condescension and love, and
at the same time His pity, which well knows Thomas' need of

comfort, and recognizes the willingness to believe in his apparent

unbelief. But by consenting to Thomas' very terms, He changed
his proud and stiff demand into a confession of poverty and need.

Thomas may use his finger and apply his hand, in order to pass

from unbelief to faith. Thus the word of highest love, especially

its concluding clause, Be not faithless, but believing, is at the same
time a word of reproof and correction for the disciple. He must be
made to feel it as a reproach, that he wished to handle before he
believed.

1 At the same time this saying of Christ's enounces, that

it is possible that the reality of the new life may be touched with

the finger and grasped by the hand, without producing faith.

Our Lord's expression is like an ever-during, sorrowful-serene,

irenic-ironic smile of His spirit, at all the marks of pusillanimity

shown in the Church by little faith and inability to believe. Ay,
use the finger and touch the mark of His wounds—the marks on
His hands in His body the Church on earth

;
put your hand into

the ever-bleeding, ever-healing scar of the wound in His side—His
heart-wound which is always anew inflicted on Him in His Church;

and in order to be convinced of the truth and power of Christ's

resurrection, feel, by this touching, the always new and ever-warm
life in this mysterious body.

Thomas felt at once the certainty of the appearance of Christ,

and the full heavenly power of His words of comfort and rebuke.

Trembling with delight, he exclaimed, My Lord, and my God!
One must quite misunderstand the spirit which gave utterance to

this exclamation,2
if he can find in it a mere formula of astonish-

ment. The exclamation was owing to the appearance of Christ to

the eyes of Thomas in the brightness of His glory and Godhead.

Thomas now knew everything at once—knew that Christ was
1 [Christ ' repeats to him his own words, and calls him to his own conditions

;

which, to a man beginning to see his extravagance, is of all rebukes the severest.'

Sherlock.

—

Ed.]
2 Like Theodore of Mopsuestia. See Liicke, ii. 800. [See a note upon this, and

also on the Socinian interpretation of these words, in Lampe, iii. 708.

—

Ed.]
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living and standing before him—that He was risen—that He was
his Lord and his God—specially knew that He was his Lord and
his God from His heavenly knowledge concerning his unbelieving

words, from His heavenly pity for his poor weak heart, and from

the divine certainty and power with which He translated him
from a disconsolate and forlorn condition to the blessedness of

belief.

Believing Thomas conld not now think of realizing his request.

In this we again recognize the honest doubter, as distinguished

from the obdurate unbeliever. The latter would perhaps have

applied his finger and his hand, and then kept silence, outwardly

convinced ; but after a moment, he would again have discovered

fresh evasions. Perhaps he would now refuse to acknowledge the

sufficiency of the very proof he had desired, but would immediately

propose new conditions of belief. Thomas, on the contrary, had
sufficient proof in the visible and tangible appearance of the living-

Saviour. He recognized His spirit and life, and sought not to

realize his foolish demand, of which he was now ashamed. Jesus

sealed his faith with the words, ' Thomas, because thou hast seen

Me, thou hast believed : blessed are they that have not seen, and
yet have believed.' He recognizes his faith as true, and therefore

blessed. The truth of his faith was shown by his not taking the

last step, of examining the Lord's body by handling it ; his blessed-

ness manifested itself in his reverential glorifying of Christ. Yet
Christ calls blessed above others those who believe although they

have not seen Him, although they have not previously received that

degree of evidence of His resurrection. Not that He means to say

that they who, like Thomas, first see and then believe, must con-

tinue less blessed. Paul attained to belief by seeing the Risen

One ; and who could have more joy in believing than he ? But to

see and then believe must always be considered an extraordinary

case ; the ordinary way is to proceed from faith to beholding.

Only men who are by nature singularly honest and upright, are

capable of arriving at belief in the first-mentioned way. Most of

those who take this path, take it with such deceit of heart, that

they can scarcely come to faith. And even the most upright con-

tinue unhappy, so long as they reject the call to faith because they

have not yet seen the Lord, or have not yet, by the way of investi-

gation, convinced themselves of the truth of the resurrection.

Nay, even in the very act of outwardly beholding the glory of

Christ Himself, they must at last exercise an effort of faith, inas-

much as they cannot see His glory with their bodily eyes alone.

Thus blessed above them are those who come to faith as soon as

the real grounds of faith and unmistakeable evidences of a blessed

life are presented to them. Thus this saying of our Lord sets forth

the eternal order, that man comes not to faith by beholding, but

through faith to beholding ; and also intimates the blessedness of

those who take this order, and the great suffering and danger of

those who partially reverse it. But our Lord's pronouncing those
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who follow the appointed order blessed, implies a reference to others

in future who may not be willing to follow it.

His word is certainly to be considered as an abiding warning to

those who will not believe because they see Him not. Thomas is

set as a perpetual testimony precisely for those who doubt, with

the resurrection, the whole truth of our Lord's life. He is in a

special sense their apostle ; he represents and sets forth their

doubts, in so far as they are honest. He therefore stands as a per-

petual guarantee, that Christ's disciples did not arrive at the cer-

tainty of His resurrection through easy faith or fanaticism, but in

a spirit of cautious circumspection, and partially as doubting

inquirers. 1

Thomas, in this position, is a solemn sign for judgment on those

who, in their investigations and inquiries, depart always further

from the faith. But he is just as much the patron saint of all

honest inquirers and doubters in the bosom of the Church and
among her catechumens. The Inquisition, taken in its widest sense,

is always to be considered as a gloomy and alien spirit in a church

in which Thomas, with his stubborn doubts of the resurrection, was

long and faithfully borne with and tolerated—in a church in which

his sighs of disconsolateness were permitted to mingle with the ex-

pressions of joy at the resurrection. 2 The Inquisition seeks to

convince the doubter, not by pointing to the marks of Christ's suf-

ferings on its own body, but by inflicting painful and deadly wounds
on him. As Paul, by his coming from seeing to believing, is set

for a lasting sign to the Church, that one may attain to believing

knowledge of Christ otherwise than by historical tradition and suc-

. cession, though these be the usual means; nay, that Christ can

turn even honourable opposition to His name into a kind of means
of knowing Him ; so Thomas went the same way in order to make
known to the Church that the grace of Christ can transform even

the path of doubt into a way of faith. But the main thing we
should look at in the way he was led, is expressed by Christ's

words, ' Blessed are they that have not seen, and yet have believed.'

He recalls the refining, doubting, discouraged, feint-hearted spirits

from their inward torturing thoughts, to simplicity of heart and
divine courage begotten in their inmost soul, and thereby to faith.

With this narrative John concludes the statements which he

designed to adduce as proofs of Christ's resurrection, and mediately

as proofs that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God. He does not

speak of His miracles in general, but only of the proofs by which He
showed Himself after His resurrection, which seem to Him as a new
kind of sign by which He made Himself known to His disciples as

the KisenOne. 1 He remarks, that there were many other proofs of

1 As Leo the Great remarked regarding the doubts of the disciples, and of Thomas
in particular. [' Dubitatum est ab illo, ne dubitetur a nobis.']

2 See above. Compare my work ilbcr d. Gcschichkichen Charalcter, &c, 131.
3 Which He did ivwiriov t&v (iadr)TQv avrov : comp. Liicke, ii. 802. Tholuck, on

the contrary (419), refers this expression to the miracles of our Lord in general. He
thinks that John could not have spoken of many other appearances of the risen
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this kind, but that lie had selected these, and arranged them accord-
ing to their tendency to promote faith in Christ.

Yet he does not mean these to be the last communications which
he gives from the life of the risen Saviour. But what he further

adds no longer aims at proving the glory and divinity of Christ
;

it serves rather to exhibit His continued and lasting rule in the

world.

NOTE.

Baur applies the words, Blessed are they that have not seen,

and yet have believed, so as to attain the result, that one should not

believe because of what takes place outwardly, but should be sure of

what his faith contains in itself ; and that everything outward is

only a means for what is, in itself, certain, which means again

nullifies itself.

SECTION VI.

THE THIRD APPEARANCE OF CHRIST IN THE CIRCLE OF THE APOSTLES.

THE FIRST REVELATION IN GALILEE.

(John- xxi.)

With the second revelation of our Lord in the circle of the

apostles at Jerusalem, they had all become certain of His resurrec-

tion. They could now return to Galilee. The Lord designed to

show Himself here to all His disciples as His brethren. But for this

they had to wait for some time. Then He first showed Himself to

a small select circle. By the Sea of Galilee He met first His

most intimate friends. And He showed Himself in a way which
was so significant, that John could recognize in it the type of all

His future rule over His people ; and this induced him to give a

lengthened account of the transaction, and to make it the conclusion

of his gospel.

There are evidently three different parts in this revelation. In

the first, He shows Himself to all the disciples assembled here,

giving them a blessed conclusion to their former means of living,

and preparing for them a festive meal ; in the second, he restores

Peter to the apostolate ; and, finally, in the third, He gives Peter

and John a glance into their future, and portrays the future of His

Church, as typified by their future life. Seven of His disciples

were here : Simon Peter, Thomas called Didynius, Nathanael of

Cana in Galilee, James the Elder and John, the two sons of

Zebedee, and two other disciples, who belonged, perhaps, to the

wider circle of disciples, and therefore are not named. 1 They were, in

Saviour. But why not, if he would consider one thing with another ? Tholuck

further asks, How should he have come to use crrnxda iroie'iv, referring to miraculous

appearances ? Just because it can be said that the miraculous was the most promi-

nent element in the appearances. But the supposition, that the Evangelist concludes

his treatise here, is untenable, when we take, as was done (p. 337), a connected view of

the whole series of similar retrospects by John. l See Liicke, ii. S06.
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all probability, in the former home of Peter and the sons of Zebeclee

by the sea-side, had entered into their former domestic relations, and
were busied setting them in order, and making arrangements for

breaking them up as required by the approaching separation.

Then Peter suddenly declares his intention of putting to sea to fish,

and the others join him in this proposal.

Thus they put to sea as they had been used to do. They seem
to be again treading their old accustomed paths, after an interval in

which they had passed through strange and wondrous experiences.

They set out from the hearth which had formerly entertained

them ; the fishing-boat and nets are undoubtedly their own ; and,

of course, they make for what they think the best fishing-ground.

They go at the old accustomed time too, pushing off from the shore

in the evening, as skilled fishermen do. 1

It had now been very possible, that the outward quiet and peace

of former days, the pleasantness and repose of life in a village and
amid the seclusion of the sea, the solemnity of nature, and the air

of home by which they were surrounded, should awaken a melan-

choly remembrance in their souls. But they felt a new desire of

home, even longing for their Lord, which allowed the old no longer

to arise within them. Besides, from their experience, their former

home enjoyments were for them no longer surrounded by an air of

fascination. They had once more to experience as great a disap-

pointment in their labours as ever they had done ; so that it

seemed as if they had lost their skill as fishermen : the whole night

they caught nothing.

In the morning twilight after that anxious night, they saw Jesus

standing on the shore, but knew not that it was He. The man,

whose form they dimly saw through the grey twilight, called to

them, saying, ' Children,2 have ye any meat ? ' They answered

Him, No. The voice then cried, ' Cast the net on the right side of

the ship, and ye shall find.' This instruction may have possibly

awakened the remembrance of a former and similar experience

(Luke v. 5), so that they could not refuse obedience to this mys-
terious man. They cast the net, and soon felt that they were not

able to draw it for the multitude of fishes. After this experi-

ence, John scarcely needed to cast another glance of his eagle eye
;

then he said to Peter, It is the Lord. And with what wondrous

quickness was Peter's character then displayed in its peculiarity

!

As soon as he heard that it was the Lord, he girt on his upper coat

(for he was naked, had only his under-clothing on), and cast himself

into the sea. Thus the strong and fervent disciple swam in haste

to meet the Lord, while the others came afterwards in the ship (and

they soon arrived, for they were only about two hundred cubits

i See Liicke, ii. 807.
2 UaiSia. ' Criticism ' has thought that among others this is a suspicious mark for

the genuineness of this chapter, that Jesus did not say reKvia, as elsewhere in John.

But this is not taking into account that Jesus speaks here as one unknown to His dis-

ciples, and therefore cannot speak to them in the language of familiarity. The
labourers were addressed with the expression llaidia. See Liicke, ii. 807.
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from the shore), dragging the net with the fishes. When they
stepped on shore, they must have seen that preparations for the
morning meal were already arranged. They saw a fire of coals, and
fish laid thereon, and bread.

Whence came these preparations ? These coals, this fire ; these

fishes, this bread ? Even the glorified Redeemer does not work
without means in things of this world. And so He must have pro-

cured them mediately in some way. And how easy was this for

Him by this sea, where the hearts of thousands of fishermen warmed
at the sound of His name ! But what is wonderful in this matter
lies in the risen Saviour's kindling a fire, and preparing a morning
meal of this world's food for His disciples. On the preceding
occasion they entertained Him with food of this world ; He will now
entertain them. This circumstance presents the Lord exercising an
act of omnipotence, showing His power to rule in matters of this

world, and displaying the greatest familiarity in His intercourse

with His disciples in combination with the spiritual majesty of His
providential care for them. And this makes His very appearance
this time so eminently wonderful, that the exegete may be tempted
to find here something that looks like 'a very extraordinary miracle.'

When the disciples had stepped on shore, Jesus said to them,
Bring of the fish which ye have now caught. Peter went on board,

drew the net to land, full of great fishes. They were counted, and
found to amount to a hundred and fifty-three. The critic is aston-

ished that the Evangelist kept count of the number. This statement

must, he thinks, be fabulous (Strauss, i. 567). But the critic may
well be asked, Do you not recognize here the characteristic mark of

a narrator who must have been at one time a fisherman ? As an
old sportsman hardly forgets the number of the branches on the

antlers of the stag he has last killed ; as an old soldier remembers
exactly the circumstances of the last battle in which he was engaged

;

so John, the former fisherman, noted carefully, and never forgot

again, the number of fishes caught in the last miraculous draught

of fishes. He thinks it well worth the trouble to write down the

number, because the swarm of large fishes is vividly present to his

mind, and because he has retained the definite indication of the

great and miraculous favour conferred upon them at the close of

their career as fishermen. The circumstance also, that the net did

not break with this great draught of fishes, seemed to him worthy

of remark. This could not be exactly' miraculous, but it was won-

derful : as one of the features of the prosperity and success which

the Lord conferred upon them, it pertained to the aggregate of that

morning, full of blessing, produced by Christ's drawing near to

them after such an anxious night. Sufficient provision, then, was

made for the meal of which they were to partake. Next followed

our Lord's invitation : Come and dine. And they sat down and
ate with Him familiarly, as in former days when dwelling with

Him by the shore of that same sea. Still a peculiar and mys-

terious spirit shed its influence over this assembly. Something

vol. in. 2 c
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supernatural must have shone forth from Jesus, distinguishing His

present from His former appearance. Hence the Evangelist can

make the observation, ' None of the disciples durst ask Him, Who
art Thou ? ' This implies something strange and mysterious—

a

majesty in Christ, which filled His disciples with reverential awe,

and repressed every expression of familiarity on their part. And
yet they did not feel themselves estranged from the Lord by this

peculiarity in His being. They knew with perfect certainty that it

was He, and in this certainty they were perfectly joyful : they knew,

says John, that it was the Lord. Jesus then came, broke the

bread, and gave it to them ; and fish likewise. As in former days,

He exercised among them them the office of father of the family
;

an act kindly reminding them of the past, and full of promise for

the future. This was the third time, says John, ' that Jesus showed

Himself to His disciples, after that He was risen from the dead.'

Manifestly the apostle reckons here only the appearances of our

Lord in the circle of the apostles, to this circle as a whole, or as

represented by a considerable number of its members. By this

observation he interposes a pause between what follows and the fact

last mentioned, which pause we cannot and must not overlook.

After they had dined, the Lord turned to Peter—the disciple

who had fallen and been raised up again—with the question,

Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou Me more than these love Me?
Peter answered, Yea, Lord, Thou knowest that I love thee ! Jesus

replied, Feed my lambs. Peter seemed now to be fully restored to

his calling. The Lord had, by His question, not only humbled,

but also proved him. He had questioned his love, and at the same
time reprovingly alluded to his former presumption, with which he

had affirmed that he really loved Him more than the others did,

declaring, Although all men shall be offended because of Thee, yet

will I never be offended. But Peter bent in silence under the

humiliation ; he stood the test well, simply appealing to the fact

that Jesus well knew that he loved Him, without entering upon
the collateral question, Whether he loved Him more than the

others. He chose an expression, moreover, which presented His
love rather in the character of hearty affection than of enduring

devotedness. Then the Lord again committed to him the charge

of feeding His lambs.

But how surprised Peter must have been when Jesus asked him
the second time, Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou Me ? This went

further than the former question, Lovest thou Me more than these ?

He now asks simply and solely, Lovest thou Me ? Hast thou love

for Me ? is now the question. And this He asked in solemn tone,

with the same appellation, Simon, son of Jonas. The disciple must
now have felt that our Lord by this significant repetition withheld

the name of Peter from him, and designated him as the son of

Jonas, as him who had shown himself to be a weak and sinful child

of man, flesh born of the flesh, but not a child of His Spirit. How-
ever much uneasiness this second question may have caused him,
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yet he could again appeal with confidence to Christ's knowledge :

Yea, Lord, Thou knowest that I love Thee. Jesus then a second
time invested him with the same charge, using the stronger expres-

sion, Feed My sheep. The first time He committed to Him the

care of His lambs ; the second, He appointed him to be the shep-

herd and leader of His sheep,—not only for their nourishment and
support, but also for leading the flock—not only for guiding the

babes and sucklings, but also those of riper age.

Peter's restoration now seemed complete when Jesus once more
reiterated the question, Simon, son of Jonas, lovest thou Me P

1 He
now questions the disciple's love even in the more modest form in

which Peter had assured Him of it, as if He had meant to ask,

Dost thou really hold Me to be precious as thou sayest ? Then
was Peter grieved. Well did he understand that the thrice-

repeated question had a very serious import. Jesus doubtless meant
to remind him of his thrice-repeated denial and falling from his

love, of the loss of his apostolic office and prerogative, and the

weakness of his heart, from which had proceeded this great trans-

gression of his life. But as the disciple had bitterly repented of

his fall, and deeply humbled himself under Christ's words of reproof,

so he was now certain of his sentiments towards the Lord, and
could with an asseveration appeal confidently to His divine know-
ledge of the heart : Lord, Thou knowest all things, Thou knowest
that I love Thee. Jesus could not refuse this appeal to His know-
ledge of the heart, and said comfortingly to him, Feed my sheep.

How tenderly did He thus pronounce judgment on Peter's former

life ; and yet with a spiritual power which must have penetrated

to the very heart of the disciple ! These questions expressed the

greatest tenderness, and yet, at the same time, all the awful majesty

of Christ's divine severity. How deeply moved must Peter have

been by the thrice-repeated appellation, the question three times

put with a lowering of the demand at each time, and doubtless by
the very pauses which intervened ! But as much must he have

been comforted by the threefold restoration to his office.

The confidential disciples of Jesus needed this treatment. It

was necessary for them to see how Christ humbled the disciple at

his fall, and again received him after he gave proof of faith.

Peter himself needed it yet more. Not until now had he again a free

conscience, and confidence of the renewal of his apostolic vocation.

He doubtless regarded this act of our Lord, by which He again

received him into the circle of the apostles, as an infinite favour,

without its occurring to his mind that Jesus designed to invest

him, above the other apostles, with special legal prerogatives to be

legally inherited by successors.
2

Peter's restoration shows us the main matter in Christian life,

especially in the vocation of ministers of the Gospel. Lovest thou
1 The first two times He asks him, dY<x7ras /te (the first time with the addition of

n-Xelov tovtuu) ; the third time, <pt\ds /xe ;—[The distinction between these two words

is fully discussed aud applied to this passage by Tittmann, Synonyms of the X>i<>

Test. i. 90 (Clark's Tr.), and by Trench, Synonyms of Ar
. 7'., 5th Ed., p. 48.— Ed.]

2 As latterly Sepp has with great parade laboured to show again, iii. 672.
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Me ? Such is the first, second, and third question. Love to Jesus

is the very soul of the office of His messengers, the fundamental

condition of their worth and blessing.

By this restoration of Peter the Lord re-established, or rather

founded, the power of the circle of the disciples. So long as Jesus

had not formally restored this man, who formed the strongest link

in the apostolic chain, and served as the rallying point for the

whole band, all the disciples could not but be paralyzed and weak-

ened by the uncertainty concerning his call. The new assurance,

again, which he received, restored the former connection, and
renewed the feeling of power in the whole circle of the apostles.

Nay, the complete reconciliation of this apostle formed the con-

clusion of the reconciliation of the others also. In their inward

state of mind they had fallen as Peter fell, and so now they had
inwardly to share the judgment on him, but they thereby became
partakers of his new confidence.

And now begins the last mysterious act in our Lord's dealing at

this time with His disciples. He first opens to Peter a view into

his future, and that with a reference to his past. ' Verily, verily, I

say unto thee, When thou wast young, thou girdedst thyself, and

walkedst whither thou woulclest ; but when thou shalt be old, thou

shalt stretch forth thy hands, and another shall gird thee, and
carry thee whither thou wouldest not.' The Evangelist explains

to us the meaning of these mysterious words :
' This spake He,

signifying by what death he should glorify God/
When Jesus speaks here of Peter in his youth, He refers doubt-

less to the strong self-reliance with which he formerly went his way.

He then girded himself, formed his resolutions according to the voice

of his own feelings, and went whither he would, the way of his own
will and choice. True, he did not always act thus, or he would never

have become a disciple of Jesus. But he was originally accustomed

to act thus, according to his old nature, as Simon the son of Jonas
;

and so he acted again, when, in his denial of Christ, he fled from

the path of His sufferings. When Jesus tells him as a contrast to

this fact, that he would become old and stretch forth his hands, it

is, from the connection, a promise that self-will shall die in him.

This is declared with the greatest force in the expression, that he

would stretch forth his hands. This cannot contain an allusion to

his death by crucifixion, for it is added, ' Another shall gird thee,

and carry thee whither thou wouldest not/ The stretching forth of

his hands upon the cross is first expressed by the words, ' He shall

carry thee whither thou wouldest not.' According to the exposition

hinted at, 1 the idea that Peter would die the death of a martyr

would have been twice expressed ; on the contrary, the previous

idea, that in future he would no longer walk in self-will, but in sur-

render to God, would not have been expressed at all. But the Lord

must have expressed this idea, and He did express it by the words,
' Thou shalt stretch forth thy hands.' As an old man is dead to

the world in a natural sense, so shall Peter be dead in a spiritual

1 See Lucke, ii. 817, doubtful; more distinctly, Tholuck, 425.
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sense. And as a decrepit old man who needs help, must stretch

forth his hands to let himself be clothed, girded, and led, so shall

Peter hereafter stand free from sinful self-reliance in the spirit of most
decided and devoted surrender to his Lord. And then the Lord will

gird him, determine his will, decide his destiny, and lead him
whither he would not—to an issue which the will of his old life

had most formally gainsaid (Matt. xvi. 22), from which even yet

his expectation recoils, and from which his nature would possibly

recoil to the end—his nature, we say, but not his spirit. The words
of our Lord evidently contain a hidden prophecy respecting Peter's

martyr-death. But when the Evangelist was writing down these

words, that prophecy had already passed into fulfilment. Peter, by
his death on the cross at Rome, had glorified God. By this expres-

sion the death of martyrs was usually denoted. 1

After the Lord had in these words told Peter how his life would
end, He said to him, ' Follow Me.' After the disclosure made,
that saying, ' Follow Me,' must have filled the disciple with a pe-

culiar awe and dread. It was as if Jesus had now called him with

the voice of a spirit, saying, ' Come with Me, follow Me into My
new home beyond the grave.' Peter had rightly felt the dread

summons of death in Christ's voice. But he did not yet at once

understand that Jesus was calling him to follow Him cheerfully, at

a future time, through the death of the cross. He rather thought

that Jesus designed to make him even now, in some lonely

place, familiar with the terrors of the transition into the world

beyond the grave. For, with the words, ' Follow Me,' our Lord
seems to have moved away from the circle of the disciples. We
learn by implication from John, how He walked away, how Peter

went after Him, and how also John himself rose up to follow Him.
Peter must have really thought that he ought now to follow the

Lord to be initiated into the awful mystery of the transition into the

world beyond the grave. With this idea he followed Christ, without

knowing what stood before him, and thereby expiated, in so far as

his outward walk was concerned, his former attempt to turn our

Lord from His course. But it seemed strange to see John also fol-

lowing, and he asked, ' Lord, and what shall this man do ?
' He

supposed that John's following was a mistake. He therefore wished

to know what was appointed for this disciple. His wish arose cer-

tainly from no feeling of jealousy, nor from any conscious desire of

receiving a definite explanation regarding John's future, but from

compassion, which perhaps would spare John a grave experience,

such as he thought was designed for himself alone.

But John may here with propriety remind us, in his gentle

manner, that it was he who leaned on Jesus' breast at the last supper,

and said, ' Lord, who is he that betrayeth Thee ?
' He understood

our Lord's word to Peter better than Peter himself, and knew well

that it did not refer to outward and instantaneous following of Christ.

Our Lord's reply to Peter confirmed this view :
' If 1 will that

iSee Lucke, ii. 818.
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lie tarry till I come, what is that to thee ? follow thou Me.' He
said this evidently in strictest connection with the first command,
' Follow Me.' Thus what He said concerning John serves

to explain what He had said regarding Peter, inasmuch as it

delineated the future of John, exhibiting it in distinct contrast to

that of Peter. Jesus pronounced His decision regarding John con-

ditionally indeed, yet assuredly not with the intention of making it

appear as uncertain, but to make the inquiring disciple feel that he

must not let himself be deceived concerning the cross at the end of

his life, by the different manner in which John might depart, but

that he must leave Him, the Lord, alone to decide upon the pilgrim-

age of himself and his fellow-disciple.

So we may understand our Lord's saying concerning the future

of John thus :
' I will that he tarry till I come !

' That is, he shall

not follow Me in the same sense as thou, by the way of death on the

cross, but shall remain on earth till I come Myself to take him

home (by natural death).

This also explains what He had said regarding the future of

Peter : he shall follow the Lord in his life, and especially at its

close ; he shall glorify Him by dying a martyr's death, and for

this he shall henceforth hold himself in readiness.
>

Our Lord's

expression regarding John was doubtless kept dark intentionally
;

for the two disciples should know their future course, not in sharp

historic definiteness, but in the form of presentiment, in the twi-

light of an obscure prophecy growing gradually clearer. Our

Lord's saying regarding John might therefore be misunderstood

afterwards among believers. The expression, ' Until I come,' was

referred to His return to raise the dead ; and the inference was

drawn, that John was not to die, that he was to live on

earth until Christ's return. And so this saying went abroad

among the brethren, that that disciple should not die. The

Evangelist found himself obliged to repeat .in his Gospel the

correction which he had doubtless given orally often enough,

remarking, ' Yet Jesus said not unto him, He shall not die, but, If

I will that he tarry till I come, what is that to thee ? ' Even the

Evangelist himself gives no explanation of Christ's mysterious

saying, but, enlightened by humility, he rejects the untenable inter-

pretation which had spread among the disciples, that Christ's saying

might retain its full value.1

It is very characteristic that John concludes his Gospel with a

word well fitted to dispel from our minds vain-glorious myths

regarding his own person, and to exhibit himself simply in the glory

which the light of Christ's word gives him. It is certainly himself

who concluded his account with the words :
' This is the disciple

who testifieth of these things, and wrote these things.' The sup-

1 How can any one call this verbal quibbling (as A. Schweizer, 57), if we bold that

verbal quibbling consists in attaching incompatible meanings to different expressions,

while the thoughts of these different expressions are the same ! John restores here

the real thought of Christ, which is very essentially different from the supposed

thought attributed to Him by the brethren.
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plement may have been added by a member of the presbytery of

the Ephesian church, 1 namely, the word :
' And we know, that his

testimony is true. And there are also many other things which
Jesus did, the which, if they should be written every one, I suppose
that even the world itself could not contain the books that should
be written.' 2

This conclusion of the Gospel points distinctly to the infinite ideal

which is contained in all the manifestations of the life of Jesus.

This symbolical character presents itself in every part of the Gospel,

but comes out most clearly at its close. This has been long under-
stood, and hence an allegorical signification has been specially

attributed to the last chapter. 3 And however one-sided the old

view is, which attributes an allegorical sense to these communica-
tions, yet we must allow that it is a presentiment of the fact, that

the Evangelist imparts to us here individual facts of Gospel history

which symbolize Christ's whole future government of His Church.
We have here a view of the way in which Christ glorified con-

tinues to act towards His Church, as she is represented by the seven

disciples. His Church wrestles with the troubles of this world
upon the sea of life ; but she bears in her heart His word, His life,

and the remembrance of Him as her morning star, and the Lord
stands on the shore of heaven and casts a helping glance at her.

In the morning twilight, after the privations of the toilsome night

of earth, she sees Him standing there, and hears His morning salu-

tation. At His word she casts out the net, and gains the richest

blessing not only in temporal things, but much more in those that

are spiritual. And now she recognizes Him and exerts all her

powers to meet Him. As soon as she lands on His shore, she finds

that He has prepared already the wondrous meal of an eternal re-

freshment for her. And the best and brightest feature of that

reunion with the Lord is, that He has no occasion to employ special

means to make them recognize Him, and they do not need to ask,

Who art Thou ? The living intercourse of believers with Christ

in the new world is thus assumed to be a continuation of their in-

tercourse with Him here. And this reveals the beautiful truth,

that Christ in His exaltation was never separated by a great gulf

from His saints in their state on earth. Fundamentally both

regions were one ; in their inmost life, believers were always united

with the Lord. But there lies a special glorification of their life in

1 See Tholuck, p. 45.
2 The writer of these lines distinguishes between himself (o7,uai) and the others who

know (oidafjLev), and in whose name he speaks. But what he says of the fulness of

the manifestations of Jesus, and of the books which might be written concerning

them, is not so wonderful as has been thought. A scholar of John's knew the facts of

the life of Jesus not merely- according to their outside : he knew their inward richness,

he knew that every single fact in its ideality embraced the whole world. Hence he

could express the conviction, that a detailed exhibition of the life of Jesus would

necessitate a multitude of writings which the world could not contain ; in other words,

it would be impossible. We may find in these words the presentiment expressed,

that in the course of centuries the mass of christological writings would really swell

to aworld of books. 3 See Liicke, ii. 812 ; Olahausen, iv. U07.
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this, that they are to augment, by their draught of fishes here, the

banquet of eternal bliss which He has prepared for them.

We have next unfolded to view the two most essential character-

istics of Christ's administration of the Church on earth, as shown
in Peter and John as contrasted types of the Church. We see

how Peter, as representative of the rulers of the visible Church,
was again restored to his office. The leaders of the visible Church
have to endure a great contest with the flesh and blood of their

natural descent. The Lord must thrice put to them the question,
' Lovest thou Me ?

' ever reminding them of their great unfaithful-

ness and triple fall, and they must thrice give Him the assurance

that they love Him. He always presses them more and more
closely with His searching and reproving question which apparently

doubts their love. He first commits to them only the charge of

caring for the young of the flock

;

x next, that of tending those of

riper years; 2 and finally, He confides in their ability to feed even

those of riper years with the nourishment of His Spirit according to

their need.3 We see here three grades of ecclesiastical rule clearly

distinguished. First, the missionary labour of Christ's servants

among young and growing Christians ; then, their paadagogic-

political guidance of the Church grown to a state of manhood ; and
finally, the work of their mature life, when they are able to offer

the true spiritual nourishment to Christians arrived at manhood.
The more the Church becomes visible the more she is inclined,

under the influence of a refined lust of the world, to forsake the

path of Christ's sufferings in order to enter upon that of outward
dominion. She girds herself in her youthful feelings, and walks

.whither she will. She forsakes the paths of the Spirit of Christ,

and wanders astray in the ways of worldly ambition and power.

But Christ's Spirit still keeps her under discipline. The Church
grows old, her best servants begin to renounce the world and to

devote themselves to the Lord, willing to endure suffering. The
first blossoms of this willingness appear in the early Christian

martyrs ; its full ripeness is shown towards the close of the world's

course in a Church of true confessors of Christ, who overcome the

world through great sufferings. But the general and main charac-

teristic of the visible Church is, that she follows the Lord on the

outward way and to the outward death of the cross. And this is

one form of Christ's administration of the Church by the presence

of His Spirit in her.

"

But there is a Johannean type of the Church distinctly different

from this Petrine type. It represents the Church in her quiet

depth, in eagle-like soaring above the world, in her spiritual calm-

ness and angel-like concealment as she passes in the silence of her

inner life through the deepest sufferings of Christ, and as she

withdraws herself from the outward persecutions of the rude world,

not by unfaithfulness and fleeing from suffering, but through the

heavenly delicacy of her nature. The disciple whom Jesus loved
1 BdcKe to, dpvia fj.ov. ' HoLpaive tcl vpdj3aTd [xov. 3 B6tr/ce to. irpopaTa /jlov.
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lucidly exhibits to us this type of the Church in his patriarchal life

on earth, prolonged without suffering to a great age, until the Lord
comes, so that it is said of him, ' He shall not die.' The deep inner

essence of the Church, considered on her human side, is just this

Johannean Christian spirit, which the eye of the world does not

discover while it passes spirit-like through its streets—which the

thunder-bolts of the world do not approach, because it is sunk in

holy quiet and concealment in contemplation of the Lord. How
strikingly does tradition set forth the power and prevalence of this

spirit when it relates, that John caused a grave to be dug for him-
self during his lifetime ; was laid in it apparently deceased ; but

his death was only a slumber, for the earth which covered him was
gently moved by his breathing

!

: In reality, the old world is

moved continually by the breath of the Johannean Christian spirit,

which appears to lie in the grave only because it works in the con-

cealed depth of all noble and elect Christian hearts, and waits for

the coming of the Lord while secretly preparing the way for Him.
This symbolic power which lies in the patriarchal life and deatli of

John has, notwithstanding his own explanation, preserved the say-

ing of the brethren, that that disciple continues to live.

We are not told how the Lord dealt further with the two disciples

who followed Him away from all others. But it is very probable

that it was through them that He appointed the meeting in which
He designed to greet and take leave of the whole body of Galilean

disciples.

NOTES.

1. According to Strauss (G01), the handling of Christ's body,
' which John says took place at the appearance after eight days,

and the eating of broiled fish which John has at the still later ap-

pearance in Galilee,' have been misplaced by Luke among the

occurrences at His appearance in Jerusalem, on the day of the re-

surrection. As if the touching of Christ's body (which, besides,

does not appear to have been done by Thomas at the time referred

to) and the eating of the broiled fish could not have occurred more
than once ! Moreover, Strauss supposes that the fifth appearance,

which Paul mentions 1 Cor. xv. 7, is identical with the third, which

John mentions. That supposition is entirely groundless ;
he thinks

fit, however, to hold to it without further proof, and then argues

against the identity of the fourth (he should have said third) ap-

pearance mentioned by Paul—that, namely, to the five hundred

disciples—with that in Galilee mentioned by Matthew. He says,

' Jesus and the Twelve must thus have gone to Galilee and met
upon the mountain after those first manifestations at Jerusalem,

then returned again to Jerusalem, where Jesus showed Himself to

Thomas, then back again to Galilee, where He appeared at the side

of the lake, and finally returned to Jerusalem fur the ascension.'

' Very well imagined,' observes Hug, ' to introduce complete con-

1 See Tholuck, 427.
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fusion into the course of the events.' This piece of ' natural

magic' is certainly one of Strauss's theatrical performances in this

way ; of which, however, many more might be collected. A special

example of these masterpieces of magical celerity, is his showing

that the narrative of the occurrence at the Sea of Tiberias is a

secondary conglomerate from Peter's walking on the sea and his

miraculous draught of fishes.

2. It may be inferred that the appearance of Jesus to the seven

disciples preceded His showing Himself to the wider circle of

Galilean disciples, because the latter presupposes an earlier mani-

festation in Galilee. For it is said in Matthew, xxviii. 16, that

the believers had assembled on a mountain where Jesus had ap-

pointed them. Now, since no such definite instruction was con-

tained in the intimations given to the women in Judea, it must be

assumed that the Lord first commissioned the apostles in Galilee

to assemble the disciples on a certain mountain. And as there is

no mention of a third revelation of Jesus in Galilee, we may pre-

sume that Jesus gave this commission to the two apostles, who
accompanied Him for a little after He took leave of the seven.

Moreover the revelation by the sea tells by its tone that it is a new
and unexpected manifestation of Christ, after a lengthened inter-

ruption of intercourse. But we must specially observe that John
could not call this manifestation by the sea the third, if the mani-

festation to the wider circle of the disciples in Galilee preceded it

(see Ebrard, 463). For John xxi. 14 reckons only the appearances

of Jesus to a company of disciples, omitting His appearances to

individuals. As to the relation of this appearance of Jesus to those

mentioned 1 Cor. xv., Paul evidently blends the second and third

appearance of Jesus to the apostles with the first.

3. The reason why I assume that the words, John xxi. 24, ovtos

iariv, &c, down to teal 6 ypd-^ra*; raina, should be ascribed to the

Evangelist himself, lies in the fact already referred to, that the

Evangelist always concludes a section of his Gospel by a retrospect

or a general testimony. The greater number of these retrospects

have been given already. It is worthy of remark, that even the

prologue concludes in the same way, chap. i. 16-18.

4. On the relation of chap. xxi. of John to the whole of his

Gospel, and especially on its genuineness, see vol. i. p. 109. Comp.
Tholuck, 420 ; Credner's Einleitung ins neue Testament, I. i. 232.

SECTION VII.

JESUS SHOWING HIMSELF TO HIS DISCIPLES ON THE MOUNTAIN IN GALI-

LEE. HIS TAKING LEAVE OF THE WIDER CIRCLE OF THE DISCIPLES.

(Matt, xxviii. 16-20; Mark xvi. 15-18; Luke xxiv. 45-49. Comp.

1 Cor. xv. G.

Thus the meeting in Galilee was prepared, which the Lord had

caused to be announced to the larger circle of His disciples on the
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first Easter morning, and the longed-for hour at last came, in which
He showed Himself to all those at once who had made the pilgrim-

age to Galilee in the hope of meeting Him. This revelation was
so significant, that Matthew could consider it as the most solemn
revelation of the Lord to His people, and so close his Gospel with

an account of it. He omits all the appearances in Judea after the

first appearance to the women. He hastens onward to relate what
he considered the highest expression of the Lord's glory—His
revelation to the assembled brethren. The eleven apostles went
back to Galilee, to the mountain where Jesus had appointed them,

and there He met them.

We can affirm with confidence, that this was the same manifesta-

tion of Jesus as that of which Paul relates (1 Cor. xv. 6), that it

took place in the presence of more than five hundred brethren, the

greater number of whom were alive at the time he wrote. The
following are our grounds for believing so : As Jesus had before

appointed that the distinctive meeting with His Church should take

place in Galilee, and we know of no greater assemblage He met
with there than that of the more than five hundred brethren

referred to by Paul, that meeting must have taken place in Galilee.

But due preparations must have been made for it, for such a large

number of disciples would not easily meet together without a dis-

tinct arrangement. And if an arrangement was made, a lonely

place would certainly be selected for assembling in ; for the mani-

festation of Christ glorified to His Church tolerated no profane

person, whether as member or spectator. But even before this,

Christ was accustomed to hold such meetings of His more attached

disciples in retired districts
—

' upon the mountain.' All this

exactly suits the character of that assembling of the eleven which
Matthew mentions. They went to the mountain where Jesus had
appointed them. Then Christ's manifestation of Himself to the

wider circle of the disciples, as it was not to be repeated, necessarily

assumed a very solemn*character ; on the one hand, that of a meet-

ing after separation, and on the other, that of a farewell. These

characteristics appear very prominently in the meeting described

by Matthew. At our Lord's appearance, His disciples fall down
and worship Him ; which was at least not always done at His

earlier and more familiar appearances, and the words which He
speaks to the disciples are such as must be considered words of

farewell. If it be objected, that Matthew names only the eleven

disciples, without mentioning that others were present at the

meeting described by him, we must remember that the eleven

were the leaders of "the disciples who were commanded to go to

Galilee, and therefore special mention of them does not exclude

the idea of more being assembled with them. Matthew had a

special reason for naming them alone, as he desired above all things

to represent the last commission which the apostles received from

the Lord in its theocratic form. Among things already referred

to, the description which he gives of Christ greeting them, ver.

\
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17, shows that he was aware that a larger circle of disciples were

present. 1

The mountain on which the Church of Christ assembled is not

named. But we must here remember that tradition has pointed

out Mount Tabor as the mountain on which the transfiguration

took place. We have seen that tradition was wrong in making
Mount Tabor the place of His first glorification. Must it thence

follow that that tradition is entirely unfounded ? How easily in

course of time could what was said of the second glorification of

Christ before the eyes of His Church, in announcing His resurrec-

tion, be confounded with the narrative of His first glorification,

especially when after a time His resurrection was not called His
glorification so often as at first ! How well suited, besides, was
Mount Tabor for the purpose of assembling the Galilean disciples

to solemnize their first Easter festivity ! That the mountain was
then inhabited, speaks against such a scene as the first glorification

having taken place on it, but says nothing against its being ap-

pointed for the place where a large number of Christians should

assemble. Only a few of the inhabitants of the mountain might be

present ; and we can imagine various ways in which the assembly

of Christians might be so situated as to suffer not the slightest

interruption, while the sublime summit seemed quite adapted for

serving as the temple of the assembled Easter Church, waiting for

her Lord's appearing. 2

As to the persons composing the assembly, it is certain they were

mainly Galilean disciples ; but after the instruction which our Lord
had given to His followers, it might be very possible that many of

His disciples from Judea and Perea also joined the procession which
set out from Jerusalem to Galilee. The effect which Jesus' appear-

ance produced on this assembly was quite extraordinary. As soon

as they saw Him, most of them worshipped Him with respectful

reverence. In some, however, there arose a contradiction against

this full measure of New Testament reverence given to the God-
man. 3 The first elements of the Ebionite feeling, which was after-

wards developed in the Church of the Jewish Christians, seem to

announce themselves here.

But Christ confirmed the truth of the feeling of a blessed sensa-

tion in the Church at seeing Him : He came unto them, and said,

' All power is given unto Me in heaven and in earth.' Without
doubt He now gave those here assembled more definite explanations

regarding the foundation upon which the kingdom of His power
and glory rested. He also explained to them (Luke ver. 45) the

necessity and signification of His sufferings, which explanation they

1 His account of the Sermon on the Mount also shows that Matthew did not always

describe exactly the circles surrounding our Lord. 2 Comp. Sepp, iii. 694.
3 I refer the oi 5£ iUaraaav to what immediately precedes—the observation that

the assembled disciples fell down before the Lord. Consequently it does not express

doubt of the resurrection of Christ, or doubt of the identity of Him who appeared

here with the Risen One, but doubt of the propriety of such unbounded reverence

for Jesus.
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needed above all things. He had first to remove from His as-

sembled followers the last shadow of offence at His cross, by opening
their understanding, that they might understand the Scripture con-

cerning the suffering Messiah. He next showed them how the
glory of His resurrection was founded on His sufferings, and how
the salvation of the world was accomplished by His death and
resurrection. He then (Luke ver. 47) announced to them that

repentance and forgiveness of sins might and should be preached
in His name among all nations. But this proclamation of salvation

must begin at Jerusalem ; it had to form there a home and centre

for the Church of His salvation, and thence to spread abroad into

the whole world.

Thus the revelation of His glory was unfolded to the spiritual

vision of His hearers from the dark but divine mystery of the cross

:

from it proceeded the certainty of reconciliation for all the world

;

and in the realization of that reconciliation they saw the realization

and unveiling of the kingdom of His infinite power which was given

to Him over heaven and earth. But it denoted also the quiet,

gentle, divine-human, and spiritual character of the power whereby
He would spread His kingdom through heaven and earth.

And now they had to learn fully that they were to stand before

Him in His glorious power, not as strangers, not as servants, not as

childish, gazing wonderers, but that they were called as His trusted

friends and members of His kingdom to extend His kingdom. He
now showed them their calling as disciples in a new form by de-

claring to them ' Ye are witnesses of these things.' They were to

consider themselves thenceforth witnesses of His death and His
resurrection, of the judgment and reconciliation of the world in His
victory, and of His divine and royal power.

Finally, He repeated to them the promise of His Holy Spirit,

which He designated as the promise of His Father. He signified

to them that they should receive this power in Jerusalem, 1 that

they should not begin to act openly as His witnesses before being

endued with it, that they should wait quietly and patiently until

they should be penetrated and borne onwards by the blessed cer-

tainty that they had been endued with power from on high. Then
they should arise and go forth to all the world, and preach. He
now announced their mission in solemn terms, which have become
an everlasting royal mandate of Christ for all His disciples in all

ages. ' Go and teach all nations ' (make them disciples) ! And
how are they to do this ? First, by baptizing their novices in the

name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost ; next,

by teaching them to observe all things whatsoever Christ had com-
manded them.

The first general instruction comprehended the whole. It ex-

presses their whole calling as it is exhibited in the living unity of

1 It was very necessary that the Lord should now make this distinct announce-
ment to the whole Church, that as many of the members as possible might make
ready for returning to Jerusalem before Pentecost. This did not exclude later and
more definite injunctions of the same kind.
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all His instructions. 1 But the Lord shows in His further instruc-

tions how this first general command (the ixadrjreveLv) branches out

into two functions.'3 The first is chiefly practical : its centre-point

is baptism, as it is mediated by practical preaching of repentance,

by the testimony of Christ convincing of sin and announcing salva-

tion, by working on the nations paedagogically.3 Although teaching

in its higher form is not brought forward here, because it presup-

poses a continuous walk in the practical paths of Christianity, yet

no unspiritual or merely outward baptism is referred to here. This

baptism with which the Lord commissioned His disciples, must be

in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost.

The catechumens must thus be made acquainted with the three

great names in which God through Christ has glorified Himself in

the world, and with their unity in the Trinity. The three-one God
must be made known as He who sends to them the message of

salvation.4 They must be baptized by His commission, in His

presence, into fellowship with Him, and for blessed knowledge of

His being. 5 They must be baptized into the name of the three-one

God.
But as the practical influence of Christ's disciples is designed to

bring men into the kingdom of the blessed knowledge of God and
of Christ ; so, on the other hand, their theoretical influence is de-

signed to bring men to a practical realization of the blessed life in

the obedience of Christ. They are to teach the nations—to teach

in the proper sense, to bring them to living knowledge, to the free-

dom of spiritual life. But they are to teach the nations to observe

what Christ has commanded them. They are, on the one hand,

not to seek to persuade, terrify, or compel men to obedience against

the commands of Christ, for that would be a contradiction. The
commands are fully carried into practice, only in proportion as they

are truly learned and freely obeyed, because they are perceived to

be the right paths for the free spirit to walk in. On the other hand,

Christ's disciples could never think that they taught by His com-

1 Hopevdevres p.adr)T€vaaTe.

2 The construction is the following : iropevOivTes /j.a67]Tev<Ta.Te, &c. : 1. fiairTi^ovTes,

&c. ; 2. SLddcrKovres, &c. Compare Olshausen, iv. 296. Olshausen rightly remarks,

that the construction does not permit the passage to be explained, ' first teach and
then baptize them.' That is, so far as the higher Christian instruction is understood as

signified by teaching. But when he maintains that it was the practice of the apostles

never to teach before baptizing, he is one-sided and incorrect. "Was not the naming
the name of Christ, which mediated confession of His name, teaching ?

3 For this reason Clement of Alexandria placed his \6yos TrporpeirTiKos Trpbs"Fj\\yjvas

before the 7rcu3a7U76s, and that again before the OTpwyuara.
4 Neander points out, that the doctrine of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost was

contained in the parting address in John.
5 The definiteness of the formula for baptism must be traced to the word of Jesus

Himself. This is plain from the very nature of baptism. The institution of baptism

in a new form demanded that the name into which the baptism was to take place

should be exactly designated. If in the New Testament baptism is likewise spoken

of as baptism in the name of Christ Jesus, or similarly, this does not, as Strauss

supposes, say anything against the fuller form already mentioned, but is rather to be
considered as the shortest historical designation of Christian baptism, as distinguished

from Jewish baptism.
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mission, if, in mistaken freedom, they sought to teach men to make
small account of, or set aside, what Christ had commanded them.
Thus Chrises witnesses are, first of all, to lead their catechumens
through a psedagogic treatment, which is represented by baptism, to

inward knowledge of the Trinity, and thereby to Christian manhood.
But they are then, by means of free spiritual exercise, the type of

which is doctrine, to lead confirmed Christians, so that they may
always more and more see the light of divine truth in all Christ's

commands, and the light of blessed wisdom in the highest practical

faithfulness to all these commands.
They will effect this the more successfully, the more faithfully

they themselves continue in the living unity of their mission, going

forth to preach, and in the midst of ceaseless travel making men true

disciples of Jesus. 1 With this great commission, the Lord now
gave them a most comforting promise, both for themselves and for

those who through their word should believe :
' And, lo ! I am with

you alway, even unto the end of the world.' The contents of this

promise are boundless. They are not to imagine that in course of

time it would be far otherwise with them than on the day when He
stood in their midst ; that wide tracts of the world would remove
them far from His throne ; that through the afflictions of their life

they might possibly be separated from Him. They are to continue

bearing testimony to Him cheerfully, with the certainty that, in

the power of His Spirit, and in the might of His royal rule, He
will abide with them and confirm their testimony with victorious

power, as if He visibly accompanied them. And through continued

presence of their Lord, they shall be enabled to labour as His wit-

nesses unto the end of the world
;
yes, and in His strength shall

bring on that end of the world at which its judgment and transfor-

mation takes place.

Mark gives us this promise of Christ in a more developed form.

In the first place, their commission is expressed in stronger terms

:

' Go ye into all the world, and preach the Gospel to every creature.'

Conjoined with this commission is the announcement of the judg-

ment of the world which will result from the message of redemption.
' He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved, but he that be-

lieveth not shall be damned.'

Then the signs are named by which the Lord will give evidence

of His continual presence with His people, the signs of His power

which accompany believers and show them to be His. And ;is the

working of the disciples in the time of the outpouring of the Holy
Ghost, and the future demonstrations of the Spirit of Christ in

ylievers unto the end of the world, are here spoken of, we may well

assume that the promise of miraculous signs which the Lord here

gives His disciples has a general, a symbolical sense.

In the first place, they shall victoriously approve themselves in

the world of spiritual life as messengers bearing Christ's salvation.

They shall cast out devils ; shall overcome devilish and sullen dis-

1 As travelling preachers (ver. 19), which means more than ' preaching travellers.'
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positions in the world, break demoniac powers, and cast demoniac

influences out of the world. They shall gain these victories over

spiritual diseases in the power of the new and blessed spiritual life,

which shows itself in their speaking with new tongues. The power

of their saving life shall also show itself in the realm of nature

:

they shall take up and cast out serpents, 1 and their own life shall

be able to withstand the pernicious influence of the deadly poisons

which shall be given them. 2 Finally, they shall prove themselves

to be true messengers of Christ's healing power in the sphere of

bodily life. They shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall

recover.

Thus in Christ's name they shall, in the sphere of the spirits of

men, of bodily life, and of outward nature, remove disorder and
spread health, until the transformation of the world, and in the first

place its birth-crisis, the judgment, has been prepared ; and thereby

they shall show the continued prevalence of the power of Christ in

His people and His presence in their midst. With this promise

the Lord took leave of the wider circle of His Galilean friends. He
left with them the impression that He continued with them in the

might of His life. But they saw how He in His individual person-

ality retired into the hidden kingdom of His new existence. This

departure of Christ was for them a kind of ascension of Christ,

namely, the free return into His Father's house.3

NOTE.

' There are thus found in the New Testament three different

views of the imparting of the Spirit to Christ's disciples, and they

form a climax in a twofold respect. With respect to time, Matthew

places it earliest,4 in the time of the natural life of Jesus ; Luke

latest, in the time after His entire departure from earth ; John

between these, in the days of the resurrection.' 5 So Strauss, 647.

After what has been said above concerning the living progress

of the impartation of the Spirit from its beginning until its comple-

tion, I need scarcely enter into closer consideration of this supposi-

tion of Strauss, which rests upon a quite mechanical apprehension

of the passages in question. It is evident that the bestowal of the

Holy Ghost (Matt. x. 19) is represented as a thing to be expected

and future. It is characteristic, that Dr David Michaelis, who is

said to have once argued against the internal testimony of the

Holy Ghost, remarking that he had never experienced such testi-

mony, had much trouble reconciling John xx. 22 with the narrative

of Pentecost.

1 See Acts xxviii. 5.

2 This passage presents most strongly the more general and symbolical character

of this promise. 3 Compare Section 10, Th,e Ascension.
4 Probably he refers to Matt. x. 20. 5 This refers to John xx. 22.

6 [The following tabular view of the appearances may be found serviceable ; a

similar one is given by Robinson :

—

To whom. By whom recorded.

1. The Women returning from the Sepulchre, Matthew.

2. Mary Magdalene, .... John and Mark.
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SECTION VIII.

THE TRUTH OF THE RESURRECTION OF JESUS CHRIST.

(Comp. 1 Cor. xv.)

When we speak here of the truth of the resurrection of Jesus
Christ, we can, according to the christological view which guides

us, mean only the truth of His historical resurrection, only the

reality of His resurrection. Even those who are not able to appre-

hend this reality, are yet, for the most part, willing to acknowledge
the resurrection in some sense, only not in the great historical sense

in which it forms the centre-point of the world's history. Since the

doctrine of the God-man, and especially the doctrine of the glorifi-

cation of His body, culminates in the resurrection of Christ ; and
since that doctrine is in its very starting-point, in the birth of Christ

from the Virgin, contested by the hostile spirits of Ebionitism and
Gnosticism ; it is quite natural that these spirits should be specially

anxious to obliterate from history the reality of our Lord's resur-

rection, with its great and clear view of Christology.

We recognize the Ebionite view of this matter in all the views

which grant indeed that the Crucified continues to live in the Eisen
One in the sense of individual existence, but only under the con-

dition that His continued life falls more or less under the cate-

gory of common reality. This tendency, however, takes a twofold

direction. The leaders in the one direction seek to persuade them-
selves and others that Christ only assumed the appearance of death, 1

or that He really was apparently dead, 2 but was rescued from actual

death by special and happy dispensations of Providence. In that

case, the Eisen One is only an apparently risen one, a pale and
sickly human form tottering to the grave, liable to the reproach of

permitting the double semblance of His death and of His new life

to be taken for reality, or rather, indeed, of representing it as such
;—a meet comforter for them who in matters of religion are inclined

to take moonshine for sunshine, that is, mere glimmer, whose pale

ray enlivens nothing, for the creative and enlivening sight of the

spiritual sun. The leaders of the other direction accept the truth

of the death of Jesus, but they reduce the announcement of His
resurrection to this, that Christ's disciples in some way or other

received certainty of His continuing to live in the other world, and

To whom. By whom recorded.

3. Peter, ..... Luke and Paul.

4. The two Disciples on the way to Emmaus, Luke and Mark.
5. The Apostles, Thomas being absent, . Mark, Luke, John, and Paul.

6. The Eleven Apostles, . . . John.

7. Seven Apostles by the Sea of Galilee, . John.

8. The Eleven and 500 Disciples on the
Mount in Galilee, . . . Matthew and Paul.

9. James at Jerusalem, . . . Paul.

10. The Eleven immediately before the Ascen-

sion, ..... Luke (in Acts) and Paul.

The first five appearances occurred on the day of the resurrection.

—

Ed.]
1 Thus Bahrdt. See Strauss, ii. 627. ' Dr Paulus. See Strauss, ii. 628.
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of His blessed entrance into heaven, either by combinations, infer-

ences, visions, or ghostly appearances, from which it cannot be

determined whether they were subjective intuitions of the disciples,

or objective manifestations of Christ Himself from the other world. 1

In both cases, not only the actuality of Christ's resurrection, but

in that its ideal pre-eminence, its divineness and world-overcoming

power, are sacrificed to the suppositions of the old reality of the

Adamic sphere.

The Gnostic spiritualistic view, again, is inclined here to hold as

firmly as possible the spiritual significance of Christ's resurrection,

but can under no condition be brought to understand and appreciate

the resurrection in its proper sense, as the new life of the Crucified

One. It even imagines that it makes an improvement on the doc-

trine of the resurrection, while it speaks of a mere revival and con-

tinued life of the Crucified One in supposed visions of His disciples, 2

or in only furnishing them with a supply of the Spirit of Christ.3

But this gnosticizing view also fails to make due acknowledgment

of His true body and actual life in the light of Christology. A
spirit is referred to which remains powerless behind appearances,

and which is as far different from the Spirit of Christ as any of the

most sickly and wan forms of Heathenism from the blooming life

of Christianity in the apostolic Church.

It is characteristic of modern criticism in its most degenerate

followers, that it has ventured to dispute the reality of Christ's re-

surrection from the fifteenth chapter of 1st Corinthians. 4 Because

Paul classes the appearing of Christ to him with the other mani-

festations of Christ to His disciples, it is said that all these mani-
• festations should be judged in entire accordance with that made to

him, although he himself suggests the difference, xv. 8. But fur-

ther it is said, that because the state of mind for seeing visions was

developed in the case of Paul when he saw the Lord, this appear-

ance of Christ was nothing but a figment of his inner life, although

the biblical idea of vision infinitely surpasses this caricature ; to

say nothing of the idea of such a vision in which the state of mind
for seeing visions is to be considered as only the medium through

which a heavenly appearance shows itself.5 And finally, because

Paul's vision must have been a mere illusion, so also must have been

the experiences of all the disciples, in which they thought they saw

the Lord. How decidedly has Paul, with all his Christianity, his

faith, his testimony, and his citation of the witnesses of the resurrec-

tion, contended and guarded himself most solemnly against this view

which they seek to attribute to his word

!

An attempt has been made to find in John also support for a

411. 2 Strauss, ii. 633. 3 Baur, 179.
4 See the above-cited passages of Strauss.
5 Compare my Worte der Abwchr, 35. It is high time for theology to learn to dis-

tinguish moi-e strictly than it has hitherto done between subjective illusions and true

visions, which are always to be considered as coming from God, and as the conse-

quence of spiritual intimations, and no longer let the confused dreamings of exalta-

tion be adduced as visions, as Strauss still ventures to do, 634. Compare Hug, 236.
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spiritualistic view on this point,
1 against which his testimony is

most distinctly directed. Eecourse has been had to the idea of death

itself, in order to contend against the idea of a personal resurrection.2

And indeed, if we must conceive of the body as only the externality

of the soul, and of the soul as only the internal of the body, and
death as the raising up of the soul by the dissolution of the body,

we could not speak of the resurrection of a dead person. 3 Modern
Pantheism, which takes the liberty of calling itself modern cultiva-

tion, 4
first confounds the real essential body, the eternal plastic force

always immanent in the human soul, with the material, corporeal

form. And in the same way it confounds the sensuous breath of

life, the mere animal vitality, with the free spiritual power which
rules over the body, and which cannot be considered as merely the

ideal or dynamic unity of its powers ; for it is able to surrender and
sacrifice this animal life, and so maintain its own freedom in con-

trast to it. But little as this Pantheism understands the body or

comprehends the soul, just as little does it know of the real nature

of death ; and how then could it recognize the miracle of the re-

surrection ? To the modern ' critic' this fact is unreal just because

it is a miracle; 5 for according to him a miracle implies a con-

tradiction. It certainly does imply that contradiction which obtains

between the power of a higher principle and a subordinate sphere

of life, and which is shown by that principle breaking through this

sphere.

However, when one has acknowledged the miraculous in the life

of Christ in general, he has arrived at the conviction, that the in-

dividual miracles spring from the development of this life, and that

they were therefore nothing but foretokens which must necessarily

culminate in the great miracle of His resurrection. The first pledge

for the truth of His resurrection lies in the types and prophecies of

the Scripture, the second in His own predictions, the third in His

life, the fourth in His death, the fifth in the testimony of His dis-

ciples who beheld Him after He rose, the sixth in the outpouring of

His Holy Spirit, and the seventh in the life of His Church ! Now,
none of these pledges guarantee to us His rescue from apparent

death, or the certainty of His immortality, or His appearing as a

spirit, or the continued prevalence of His Spirit in His disciples

;

but they guarantee to us the truth of His resurrection and the

mystery of His new life.

If we would reduce all these propositions to one, we would say

that the resurrection of Christ is the culminating point of theocratic

history, and the deepest foundation of the Christian view of the

world, and so the centre-point of the whole world of living faith in

God. And as, on the one hand, this whole world is sealed by the

resurrection of Christ, so, on the other, it must, with every pulse of

its life, give testimony to the truth of that resurrection.

1 See Von Baur, and Sehweizer, 215. " See Strauss, ii. 623.

s See Strauss, ii. 624. * See Strauss, ii. C26. Compare Ebrard.
5 Yon Baur.
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But we must limit ourselves here to setting forth the historical

testimonies to the resurrection of Christ. It is a fact which needs

no discussion, that the disciples of Jesus belonged to the noblest

spirits of mankind, that they were the chosen organs of the divine

word and life, that they offered their lives for the truth as cham-

pions of the truth, and sealed, or were ready to seal, their testimony

with their blood. We can by no means allow the assumption, that

a company of such men, the very aim of whose life was to seek the

truth, deceived themselves in the most important question of the

world's history, that they were able by a gross illusion to transform

the idea of the resurrection into its reality. This assumption is

quite inadmissible in three respects, when we see that these men
were conscious of the distinction between the idea of the resurrec-

tion and its reality, and that they found upon the latter, and by

it alone are inspired with confidence to announce the truth of the

resurrection.

But were the disciples of Christ, in their frame of mind after His

death, any way inclined to ponder and promote the idea of the re-

surrection until it could take the form of an (illusory) vision ? We
see the very opposite. They had a threefold prejudice against the

thought of the real resurrection of Christ. The risen Lord had to

break through and remove their fear of spectres, their comfortless-

ness, and their spirit of doubt, before He could get a quiet hearing

from them. 1 If the disciples had been inclined to impose upon

themselves by fancied visions (which as fancied would have been far

from equal to real visions) for the purpose of asserting the resurrec-

tion of Christ, they would not have held the message of the women

to be idle tales ; Mary could not have believed that she saw the risen

Saviour in a gardener, or conversely the gardener in the risen Savi-

our ; the disciples who walked to Emmaus could not have held an un-

known man to be Him, or for a long time beheld in Him a stranger

;

and finally, the assembled disciples would not have trembled before

the Lord as before a spectre, instead of rejoicing at His appearance.

Neither, in this case, would it have been necessary for the Lord to

convince them of the certainty of His return in the body from death,

by partaking of their meal, and showing them the marks of His

wounds.

The testimony of the disciples to the resurrection of Christ, is a

quite conscious testimony to a quite definite reality—a testimony

which forced its way through all kinds of doubt concerning the re-

surrection and attempts to explain it away. And in this form it is

the testimony, not only of the Twelve, but of the collective mem-
bership of the first Christian Church. 2 But the inward spiritual

1 See my Osterboten, i. 42.
2 This was undoubtedly formed by the 500 Galilean disciples in conjunction with

the apostles. Kinkel thinks {Stud, und Krit. iii. 607) that since the number of the

disciples who waited in Jerusalem for the outpouring of the Holy Ghost amounted

to only 120, we must assume that the manifestation to the 500 brethren took place

after Pentecost, when the number of disciples had increased. But this does not take

into account that many of the Galilean disciples might not be able to go to Jerusalem,

and that the number given Acts i. 15 refers to only one particular assembly.
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truth of. this testimony rests on a threefold certainty which inter-

penetrates all assurance of Christian spiritual life, and manifests

itself in its unity and completeness as the certainty of the glory of

the risen Lord.

The first certainty is this, that the human soul is beloved of God
and chosen in His eyes, and so always existing in him as a divine

thought and capable of life, bearing in itself the capability and
model of corporeity as an energy always tending to embodiment,
rejuvenescence, and renewal ; in short, it is a sovereign principle in

the world of appearances, which cannot be consumed by the canker-

worms of the lower world, but is always capable of recovering and
renewing itself in God for the purpose of drawing energies of earthly

origin into the circle of its embodiment, and making them service-

able fpr manifesting itself ; and so, finally, it is an essence which
death from without can approach only in the form of death-like

rest and transformation ; but real death can be produced only by
itself admitting into itself with sin a falling away from God, who is

the source of its primal capability of life.

The second certainty consists in this, that the grace of God is the

power which can and will eradicate sin, that is, death in its proper

sense, from the heart and soul of man by coming to judge and
rescue, and by renewed communications of the peace and spirit of

God, and of the divine element of life ; and that by the working of

this grace in the soul of man the foundation is laid for the quicken-

ing anew of this soul, for the renewal of its body, extending even to

the resurrection of the flesh.

The third certainty is, that Christ is the Son of God, and as the

Son of God He is the express image of the Father, in which the life

of the Father reveals itself in its eternal self-certainty, and which,

therefore, as being the life of the Father Himself, is in death supe-

rior to death.

As the Son of God, Christ is the elect among elect men, the form

on which the Father's eye always rests, the thought of God in which

all His thoughts are one, the only beloved in whom it must become
evident that the love of God to His elect is stronger than death,

and more stedfast than hell (compare Song of Sol. viii. 6) ; for in

Christ's life outward death manifested its original destination as a

transmutation of the essence of man from the old life into the new.

As Mediator of the grace of God, He Himself is the divine ray of life

in life ; that is, the divine ray of love which mortally wounds and

destroys death in death, i.e., the sin of man ; therefore He Himself

is the very element of the resurrection, which necessarily had to

fight with greater force against death and destroy it the more
quickly and suddenly, the more violently death made its attack

;

which, to speak with the prophet, could not but be the plague of

death and the destruction of the grave (the world of shadows) :

Hosea xiii. 14. But because He, as the Son of God, presents in

living unity the two qualities of the elect holy Son of man, and of

the Godhead in the might of its grace, His victory over death had
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to bear the mark of both—the human as well as the divine nature

had to manifest itself in this victory.

And Christ's victory over death really does bear in it the linea-

ments of the human as well as of the divine life, and that in all its

stages—in its foundation, progress, and completion. Christ con-

quered death in its root, its deepest foundation, the guilt of man-
kind, by penetrating as the holy Son of man into all the depths of

human death, and offering Himself to God for mankind, having

passed through death to the Father, and by removing, as the holy

ray of God's grace, the guilt of mankind in the peace of His spirit,

which broke through and dissolved the terrors of death, transform-

ing them into the bright form of union with the Father in His per-

fection. Thus the foundation for His resurrection was laid at the

same time with His death, and began from it. This victory of Christ

necessarily unfolded itself in accordance with its nature. As the

holy Son of man, Jesus must have awakened on the day of the

resurrection of all who sleep in death on earth, as He was the

Mediator of their resurrection. But as Mediator of divine grace,

He had to break the bands of death immediately and appear in the

new life. Hence in the unity of the divine-human life He rose again

on the third day. The time that His death-sleep continued ex-

pressed the human need of His nature to accomplish the rest of

the grave and the human development of His new life, while the

shortness of its duration revealed the divine power with which this

life burst through the limits of time.

Finally, the two sides of His divine-human being are revealed

also in the form of His victory. We see how He, as the glorified

holy man, still bears on Him the tokens of His hardest human con-

ditionally, the marks of His death-wounds ; how He can freely

enter into fellowship of every human conditionality with His people,

can partake of their food ; but we also see how He, as the Son of

God, has attained to full possession and enjoyment of uncondi-

tionality, of His divine life, moves freely over the earth and presents

Himself as the moving-centre, the power of all powers in heaven

and on earth. In this unity of the divine and human He presents

Himself as the living resurrection of mankind. He is not merely

the risen man, not such an one as must die again ; but He is also

not simply the awakener of the dead, who Himself knows nothing

of death. He continues, through fellowship of His spirit with

men, to enter into the death of men and into the life of His people

here ; and by the divine power of His Spirit He continues to raise

them up from death unto life, preparing them for the resurrec-

tion.

Now this influence of the risen Saviour is perpetually experienced

by His Church, and it is just this which forms the unity of the

threefold certainty which runs through her whole spiritual life.

She knows that Christ is the Son of God ; that the grace of God in

Him abolishes the sins of men ; that souls transformed by His

grace appear as the chosen children of God and heirs of eternal
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life. She. knows all this in the one certainty that Jesus lives as

the Risen One, as the power of the resurrection of the world.

They who would represent the Lord as only passively risen, as

merely a risen individual, renounce the enlightening and enlivening

knowledge of the majesty of His being ; for them, His appearance

shrivels into the pale and flickering form of one continuing to live

beyond the grave, or fortunately reviving in this world, or of one

hovering like a shadow between both worlds ; or He dissolves, for

them, in the cloud-light of a false vision, or in the brilliancy of the

spiritual effects which followed His disappearance, but Himself, the

true Eisen One, they have not. But they who are certain of the

power of His resurrection are also certain of the fact that He has

really and corporeally risen from the dead.

The former, in losing Christ, lose in Him the key of all ideality

of the world ; they see the matter of the world gaining a continual

victory over the spirit, and the worm monads ruling over the royal

monad of psychical life ; they see the devastations of sin triumphing

over the hope of life, and the dust of death overspreading the glori-

ous centre of personal being. The latter are in the Eisen One
certain of the principle of the transformation of the world. They
have recognized in Him the King of spirits ; for them, spirits are

transformed in His light to kings of psychical life ; souls are ideal

bodies, eternal potencies of embodiment ; and the full life which

tends to manifestation in the children of God is an ideal, predo-

minating principle, which is able, in Christ's strength, to draw over

the whole world from the service of vanity into the glorious liberty

of spiritual life (Eom. viii. 21). Therefore, every new ray of light

and life by which the world is enlightened, spiritualized, and trans-

formed, becomes for them a new testimony to the reality of the

resurrection of Christ.

NOTES.

1. According to Strauss (596, 638), with whom Weisse here

agrees in substance, the pretended sights by which the disciples con-

vinced themselves of our Lord's resurrection were concocted while

they resided in Galilee, and far away from His sepulchre. We can

easily see the motive which these critics had for making Galilee the

birth-place of these illusions. For, in the case of such self-deception

in Jerusalem, the possibility of convincing themselves of the con-

trary by a visit to His sepulchre could have at any moment unde-

ceived them. At the same time, we see how flatly they contradict

the accounts given in the Gospels, and have not once thought of

Christ's disciples in Jerusalem who lived near His tomb, and were

bound, in the case which the critics imagine, to oppose and correct

the ideas of the fanatical Galileans. On the same ground, Strauss

thinks that the disciples did not need to return to Jerusalem so

soon as Gospel history says they did. Weisse, who makes Christ's

resurrection to be not a resurrection from the grave into a new life,

but an ascending from hades into heaven (379, 414), thinks that the
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disciples at first believed only in a resurrection of Jesus in that

sense, and that this gave the Jews occasion to declare that the dis-

ciples had stolen Christ's body out of the grave, and this again

gave the disciples ground for assuming that His tomb was empty,
and consequently that He had risen in the body (ii. 344) ; and
that the result of all this was, that they invented apocryphal stories

of a corporeal resurrection, which they found useful in contending

with such false teachers as maintained, that the only true Christ

was He who, as the Kisen One, showed Himself by incorporeal

appearances, but that ' the Jesus who suffered the death of the

cross under Pontius Pilate, was a different person from that Christ,

and only inspired by Him' (391). This hypothesis needs only to

be mentioned. The apostolic church which it supposes is a most
wretched caricature.

2. Strauss argues (625) against the possibility of restoring a
dead person to life, and especially from the assumption, that with
the very entrance of death the change in the body begins which
leads to dissolution. ' Thus, if a departed spirit could of itself, or

compelled by another, revisit its former habitation, the body, it

would at once find it uninhabitable in its noblest part, and incap-

able of being used/ This argument decides nothing whatever
against the resurrection of Jesus, when we recollect that the agency
which immediately followed His death operated in a quite opposite

direction to it, and necessarily brought on that change whereby He
was kept from ' seeing corruption.' Besides, that the life which
was in Christ was possessed of positive power, able to assail and
overcome corruption itself, is involved in the idea of its relation to

corporeal things. If it can bring back the soul into the visible

world by infusing life into its inward body, why could it not do
that by means of the former body, using it as only material for

manifestation, which, according to need, the soul in its becoming
visible assimilates to itself, by a powerful and sifting process which
may reject all the useless matter?

SECTION IX.

THE CORPOREITY OF THE RISEN SAVIOUR.

The revelation of the risen Lord was given in a series of appear-

ances which were in many respects highly superterrestrial. The
figure of Jesus had become new and different, and His disciples with

their troubled minds could not always at once recognize Him in it :

Mark xvi. 12 ; Luke xxiv. 16. His appearing was something like

that of a spirit. More than once He came in a wonderful manner
and stood in the midst of His disciples (John xx. 19, 26), and His

disappearing was still more wonderful (Luke xxiv. 31).
1 He no

1 This mode of expression, &<pa.vTos eyivero aw avrwv, occurs often in the Greek
tragedy and elsewhere, when poets represent gods and heroes suddenly disappearing

from the sight of men. But the same words are used also when any one suddenly
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longer resides in the accustomed circle in which He formerly re-

sided on earth, but in a mysterious region, which is to His disciples

a region of the invisible, and from which He comes forth from time
to time, always making Himself more clearly known to them. And
so the recognition of Him presupposes a corresponding state of

mind or due preparation (Luke xxiv. 31 ; John xx. 16). Hence
His making Himself known to His disciples at various times is

spoken of as showing Himself to them. 1 The higher nature of
Christ's corporeity was very strikingly displayed in His last depar-
ture from His disciples. He was received up into heaven, Mark
xvi. 19 ; taken up, and a cloud received Him out of their sight,

Acts i. 9 ; He ascends to the Father, John xx. 17 ; He was carried

up into heaven, Luke xxiv. 51.

He gives many clear proofs of the truth of His corporeity. He
bears upon His body the marks of His wounds. He is specially

recognized by the sound of His voice and the tones in which He
calls His disciples by name, John xx. 16 ; by the way and manner
in which He prayed and pronounced a blessing, Luke xxiv. 30 ; and
the eagle eye of John recognizes Him at a distance by the peculi-

arity in His mode of being, John xxi. 7. He can walk the paths
and be taken for a traveller of this world, Luke xxiv. ; can even be
taken for a buyer of fish, John xxi. 5. He has corporeal flesh and
bones, and can let His disciples handle His hands and His feet,

Luke xxiv. 39. He can breathe upon them with breath of His
new life, John xx. 22 ; can take food with them, Luke xxiv. ; and
even prepare for them a morning repast, John xxi. 9. This con-

trast of decided spirituality and indubitable corporeity has given
occasion to different views.

Some seek to set aside the want of harmony by holding solely to

the superterrestrial in the appearance of the risen Lord. 2 Others
again would view the resurrection of Christ as if He had returned,

for the meantime at least, into the life of this world, and had not

entered into the life of glorification until the ascension.3 But in

either case one must leave a whole series of Gospel facts unaccounted
for, and gets a very one-sided and defective Gospel history, or rather

loses its peculiar and most essential life. For this life just lies in the

mysterious unity of the above-mentioned contrast. It is nothing

particularly difficult or great, on the one hand, to get a sight of a

brilliant appearance of spirits ; and on the other, Gospel history

tells of various persons who were raised from the dead, and yet

they did not even become apostles, far less heads of the Church.

But the point of living contact whereby we come to a due estima-

tion of the new life of Jesus, lies in the union of this contrast and

ceases to be seen by his fellow-citizens, from his having set out on a journey, been
spirited away, or put to death secretly.

1 'E<pdm], Mark xvi. 9 ; {(pavepwdrj, vers. 12, 14 ; i(pav£pucrev iavrbv, John xxi. 1 ;

irapiaT-qtTfv iavrbv j'ciWa iv wo\\ocs TtKfi7)pLot.s, &c. ; 6irTa.v6p.evos avrols, Acts i. 3 ;

uxpd-rj, 1 Cor. xv. '- See Weisse.
3 See Hug, ii. 223. The author conjectures that duriug the 40 days Jesus resided

with His mother.
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in the knowledge of a resurrection in which the highest spirituality

and the most decided corporeity have mutually interpenetrated one

another.

To set out, therefore, by depriving these two sides of the mani-

festation of the new life of Christ of their points of juncture, is an

erroneous procedure. For it is just the definiteness of these two

sides which forms the key-stone of this wonderful contrast, and sets

forth the glorious mystery which here comes to light. Strauss does

well when he points out this contrast in the Gospels in all its de-

finiteness. But when he calls it an insoluble contradiction, this

simply amounts to a subjective renunciation on his part of all

benefit from a primary phenomenon which might be designated as

the clearest of all primary phenomena of human life in the glory

of the God-man, and in which human life first fully discloses to us

the eternal depths of its personal power and destination. He re-

nounces the blessing of the fact through which life and immortality

have been brought to light (2 Tim. i. 10).

We by no means deny that we have here a contradiction of the

old-Adam experience. In the sphere of the old life, life in the

body is nowhere to be met with save in the conditionally of the

earthly existence; and when we form a conception of spiritual

beings who have been freed from this conditionality, we think of

them as disembodied spirits which have lost power in regard to the

things of this world. But the question here is, whether this con-

tradiction in the old experience of man forms at the same time a

contradiction in his eternal being. Were the latter true, we must

give up a succession of glorious Christian ideas : the idea of the

spiritual or glorified body, the idea of the glorified Church, and

the idea of the transformation of the world. But this would at the

same time undermine the most intimate and proper suppositions

and demands of Christian spiritual life, and particularly this, that

the spirit of man, by its awaking to Christian freedom, must always

gain more and more the mastery over the body, take it into its

consciousness, imbue and ennoble it. And at last the issue would

be seen, that attacks made on the idea of the transformation and

sanctification of the natural body would amount to a denial of the

very first and foundation principle of all life, according to which

the life of nature is identical with the being of the spirit, and is

destined to be always increasingly apprehended, penetrated, deter-

mined, and moved by it. Thus we are finally compelled to trace

back and find the source of all this contradiction in the false sup-

positions of a confused and comfortless dualism.

Our opponents will doubtless object here, that they too maintain

the identity of nature and spirit in the life of man, and desire that

they should increasingly interpenetrate each other ; only this inter-

penetration cannot remove the limits of earthly existence. The

more firmly it is established, that earthly conditionality is a kind

of spirit—a legal spiritual life, the more it is proved, they think,

that the spirit cannot break these laws without becoming alien to
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its own essence. They arrive at this conclusion by the same as-

sumption as that whereby they come to the denial of miracles

;

the assumption is this : There is only one ason of man, only one
development of human life, and only one form of human existence.

This proposition, however, cannot be at all justified by a general
law of life. Such a law would have to be expressed somewhat thus :

No kind of created being can by any possibility appear in more than
one form of existence, nor can it ever pass from lower stages and
forms of life into new and higher. But an assertion like this

would be at once refuted by a whole series of facts. One needs
only to recollect the connection between the caterpillar and the

butterfly to establish the proposition, that it is quite possible that

the life of a particular creature may undergo a very extraordinary
change of form, and may appear and reappear in quite different

modes of existence.

But if the proposition is meant to be limited to human existence,

it is lowered to a proposition of the old common Adamic experi-

ence, that is, to a proposition by which nothing is proved against a
new Eeon of human life ; nay, which we must suspect of being a
false proposition, the more it becomes manifest to us by the life of

Christ, that the old Adam-aaon of man is to be considered as a
sunken and abnormal historical development, and the more glori-

ously the life of Christ shows itself as standing in opposition to that

old life as a specifically new and yet true human life, and conse-

quently as the principle of a new aeon. Even in this life we
recognize a dawning of light which points, as a mighty prophecy, to

that new aaon. There is first of all the idea of the transformed

body which forms the centre of the new a3on, the transformed

world, which is mediated by the facts of the religious and moral

life of the spirit. How very much is man, at the beginning of his

earthly pilgrimage, in the dark power of nature ! And in how
great a measure can he, under the influence of the life and power
of Christ, and by the light and victory of the Spirit, gradually set

his life free from this power and, reversing the case, change his

body into an organ of spiritual life ! He can always increasingly

take up his bodily existence into his consciousness, and penetrate it

with the ray of his spiritual being. What ascendancy can he

exercise over his earthly need, and reduce it to a minimum ! He
can mortify the immoral in his impulses, take up what is pure in

them into his consciousness, and by his freedom ennoble what is

necessary in them. His outward life may be so penetrated by the

warm breath of his inward spiritual life, that, notwithstanding the

death in his members, it becomes in every part refined and spirit-

ualized. His form may become a consecrated manifestation of a

spiritual life, which strives with ever increasing success to become

fully one with the bright form of its eternal being in God. What
a difference in all these respects is there between a rude, dull, un-

developed, or vicious and ruined man, in whom the spiritual is held

down by the rude mass of a rank materiality, or darkened by the
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distorted figure of a morally ruined corporeity, and the appearance
of a divinely consecrated man which is surrounded by the halo of

spiritual consecration, prayer, self-control, refined consciousness,

and spiritual beauty

!

The most consecrated human life is not, indeed, set free from the

conditions of earthly existence. Christ Himself was, in His first

stage of life, placed under the law of human indigence. But the

question here is, Whether the high measure in which man in this

life approaches to the ideal, glorified life, must not be taken by us

as a prophecy of the realization of this ideal in the other world, and
a pledge of a life in which the great qualities of man, spirituality

and corporeity, have fully interpenetrated one another. Christian

assurance has really found in the dawning light on earth the pro-

phecy of the glorified body. The spirit of revelation has called

this expectation into being in every Christian, has nourished and
confirmed it, and has indicated the temporary change of Christ's

form on the Mount of Transfiguration as the highest and clearest

prophecy of this future transformation of man.
The word glorification (verkldrung) has often been employed in

an obscure sense. The glorified body has often been represented as

a corporeity surrounded by an effulgence of light, without any very

clear idea being formed of it. But the effulgence which surrounded
the Lord at His first glorification was only the foretoken—the pro-

phetic blossom—of His coming essential glorification. We do not

read that an outward effulgence of light surrounded the risen Lord,
and yet His glorification was then completed. Glorification is the

raising up of life into the being of his spirit. The glorified man is

one in whom the spirit rules, whose corporeity has become entirely

spirit, ivhose spirit has fully attained to the power of corporeity.

Hence follows, that the idea of glorification removes the contrast

between both worlds. The glorified man belongs to a new and
higher world, which stands above the world on this side and the
world beyond the grave, as synthesis does above thesis and antithesis,

and which is thus the living union and fulfilment of both. The
three essential features of the spiritual glory of the transformed
man are, in accordance with the image of the glorified Messiah,
truth, freedom, and beauty.

The glorified Messiah is, above all, a true man. The eternally

essential in His existence has now first come to full maturity,

realization, and manifestation in Him, while all the functions of

life which belonged merely to the nascent world are definitively set

aside, or rather raised to something higher. He has risen to a life

of true manifestation in a body which is altogether substance, organ,

and power of His life—in which matter never preponderates over

vital energy, but vital energy always preponderates over matter 1—
nay, in which the material has been altogether swallowed up in the

1 [See the remarkable speculation of Isaac Taylor on the 'enlarged power to
originate motion,' as a property of the glorified man. {Physical Theory of Another
Life.)—Ed.]
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ideality, of the vital power. Thus His new body is always in vigour,

absolutely sound, and infinitely more real than His old earthly

body. The pre-eminence of His being appears in every feature,

even in the peculiar features of His pilgrimage here and departure
from this earth. He is the same, at heart, as He was before,

especially in the tone with which He greets men and with which
He prays to God. He retains distinct and clear remembrance of

all that He experienced in His life on earth. He can point to the

marks of the wounds He there received. Thus He is manifested as

the perfected child of Eke earth—like a ripe fruit on the tree of

earthly life which, just because it has become ripe, detaches itself

from the earth and falls into the bosom of heaven.

Consequently He is also the free man. He has emerged from
the obstructions and needs of earth into self-sustained life. The
conditionalities of His former life have been, by His death, repose,

resurrection, and life in God, transformed in their very essence into

positive principles of eternity. His nature is no longer like an
unwrought material hanging about Him, a foreign law imposed
upon Him, or an outward life which may be violated, for He has

taken it into His inner life. He has become familiar with the

mystery of all its laws, has taken them into His consciousness as

appointed of God, and has imparted to His nature a perfect com-
patibility with His inner life. Hence He is free not only from the

limits of earthly existence, but free also from the limits of immature
creaturely subsistence in general. As the spirit moves Him, He
goes freely through the world, appears and disappears as He in-

wardly determines. The secret of His eternal life consists in this,

that He always retires into the depths of the Godhead as into the

deepest repose of death, and always comes forth from these depths

with renewed youth, as if in the power of a new resurrection. He
is the perfected child of heaven.

Finally, He is beautiful in the unity of His truth and freedom.

"What He became at first in spirit, has now come to manifestation.

The new name of His ideal subsistence has been revealed in full

clearness. The image of God is pre-eminently mirrored in Him
through the pre-eminence of His being. Thus He has become the

perfect member of God's household, whose inheritance is a new
heaven and a new earth (2 Pet. iii. 13).

Does then the idea of such a glorified life necessarily contradict

the idea of human corporeity ? We need only lift up our eyes to

the stars to see that there are not only earthly, but also heavenly

worlds ; and surely there is also a heavenly body. As a second life

for man is certain, it is not only possible, but conformable to the

law of his being, that he should pass from an earthly body to a

heavenly. Is he to be raised in spirit above the whole universe,

while his body remains subject and confined to this earth alone?

Even his mortal eye sees beyond this earth, and is conversant with

the universal. But even if man can attain to a heavenly corporeity,

does he thereby gain the possibility of a body which moves spon-

<v
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taneously and freely in God, which can appear and disappear to the

mortal eye, and with ever-circling living energy renew its youth in

God? We can distinctly see this possibility, when we consider

distinctly the different qualities of bodies. How invisible and yet

enlivening is the air which encircles the earth,—what force is in

the storm ! How freely does the sunbeam dart through creation !

The white cloud disappears in the blue ether and again reappears.

But the star sustains and renews itself for thousands of years in the

sea of ether which surrounds and nourishes it. May not God im-

part these and similar corporeal capabilities to the perfected body

of man ? The very idea of the perfected man implies that all the

powers of nature must be united in him, and be manifested in a glori-

fied form. The royal supremacy of man over the creature must yet

be revealed by showing that, in his bodily substance, all the powers

and faculties of creatureliness are gloriously manifested in the light

of the law of the spirit. We cannot deny the possibility of the

glorified life of the body, if we regard man as the real prince and
vicegerent of God in the circuit of nature. There must be in him
the capacity of unfolding in his being all the qualities of nature,

and" presenting them in a glorified form. This expectation has

been realized in the life of Christ. But as Christ has risen, not

merely in a passive but also in an active sense, He is in this higher

sense the glorified man. He is ever working in the depths of

humanity as the principle of its glorification, and thereby brings the

earthly temporal nature into the position where it is delivered from

the bondage of corruption, into the glorious liberty of the children

of God.

It contradicts the specific idea of the resurrection of Christ, as

it has been confirmed by the collective testimony to it, to assume

that essential changes took place in His body between the resurrec-

tion and the ascension. It is a groundless assumption to affirm,

that Jesus was gradually strengthened after His return from the

grave, and that the words, ' Touch Me not,' which He said to Mary,

prove that His body was at first too sensitive to bear well a firm

grasp. (See Strauss, ii. 612.) Whether we attribute this supposed

sensitiveness of His body, with Paulus, to His having just recovered

from apparent death, and being still weak and sickly, or, with

Schleiermacher, to the tremulous tenderness of the first stage of His

new life, the supposition is in either case disproved by the way He
walked, and by His whole conduct on the first day of the resurrec-

tion as related in the Gospels. We must also reject as untenable

another and a nobler view, according to which there went on during

the forty days a process of gradual refining of Christ's corporeity till

it was completely glorified. Christ's body must, according to the

idea of His resurrection, have come forth from the grave entirely

new and heavenly. If we would consider the forty days (see Ols-

hausen, iv. 259), or their close (on the fantastic hypothesis of a
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Tiibingen theologian, comp. Strauss, ii. G21), as the time of His
transformation process, we would make a kind of death, or at least

a process similar to it, take place in this very period of His triumph.
Against this supposition we have the fact, that on the first day of
the resurrection Jesus proved His spirituality ; as also the fact, that
beside the sea of Galilee He showed Himself possessed of a body
having full power to perform the functions of life in this world.

Comp. Kinkel. 1

SECTION X.

THE ASCENSION.
(Mark xvi. 19, 20. Luke xxiv. 50-53. Acts i. 1-12.

After the last appearance of Jesus in Galilee in the circle of His
disciples, which may be considered as the most open of all His
appearances, there followed a quite private one to James alone

(1 Cor. xv. 7). This appearance is not mentioned in the Gospels.
Tradition has erred, certainly in regard to the time it took place,

and most probably in regard to the person to whom it was made.
According to Jerome, this James was the second of that name in

the list of the apostles, and the brother of our Lord. It is said that

he took an oath to take no more food after partaking of the Lord's
cup, until he should see Him risen from the dead ; and that the

Lord freed him from his vow by appearing to him on the first day of
His resurrection. 2 It might indeed be thought that this tradition

refers to a different fact from that mentioned by Paul. But this is

not probable, since Paul makes particular mention of James. Now
we can hardly believe that Paul, in the passage referred to, men-
tioned the appearances of our Lord so much out of order, as to make
the one on the first day of Easter the second last in his list ; and
still less can we allow that James the Less is meant when mention
is made of a James in a narrative of Easter. James the Less was
one of the last among the apostles, while the elder James was
one of the first. He, with John his brother, and Peter, formed the

inner circle among the disciples. And even after Pentecost he held

a very prominent position in the Church until his martyrdom, which
soon followed. For Herod seized him to put him to death even

before he seized Peter ; which indicates that James was regarded in

Jerusalem as the first representative of the Christian Church. At
any rate, a tradition of the time of Easter must mean him, when it

i [An article by Professor Robinson on the Nature of our Lord's Resurrection-body

will be found in the Bill. Sacr. for 1845, p. 292. He thus distributes the opinions on
the subject :

' On this subject three different opinions have prevailed more or less at

various times in the Church. Some have held that the body of Christ was changed
at the resurrection as to its substance; so that it was in its substance a dif-

ferent and spiritual body. Others have regarded the Lord as having had after the
resurrection the same body as before, but glorified ; or. as the earliest writers express

it, changed as to its qualities and attributes. The thl 1 and larger class have sup-

posed that the body with which Christ rose from the dead was the same natural body
of flesh and blood which had been taken down from the cross and laid in the
sepulchre.'

—

Ed.] 2 See Sepp, hi. 705.
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says that a special revelation of Jesus was made to a James, without

saying which James it was. But very probably the motive for this

appearance was quite different from that which is given by the

legend. We may perhaps discern the motive when we consider

attentively this appearance of Jesus in its probable relation to the

next following appearance of our Lord.

The last appearance of Jesus to the apostles mentioned by Paul

(ver. 7) is undoubtedly the same as that which, according to Mark
and Luke, found its conclusion in the ascension. The appearance to

James might stand in close relation to this latter manifestation.

We cannot fail to entertain a strong presumption that this is the

case, when we see that the disciples this time went so unusually soon

to Jerusalem for the feast of Pentecost. They would scarcely have

been in Jerusalem ten days before the beginning of the feast, unless

by our Lord's special command. Were it otherwise, they must have

been anxious to avoid further manifestations of the Lord ; for

Galilee was the place specially appointed for these manifestations.

This inference, that the disciples went so early to Jerusalem only by

our Lord's special command, is corroborated by what Luke says

(Acts i. 4), of Jesus being assembled together with His apostles in

Jerusalem. This meeting took place in consequence of an inti-

mation which the Lord must have given the last time that He
appeared before this. Now this was the appearance to James ; so

that, in all probability, this commission of our Lord for the apostles

to return to Jerusalem was the proximate design of this revelation.
1

The actual ascension of Christ is related only by the Evangelists

Mark and Luke. The former gives only a general account of it, pre-

senting it in a few outlines ; the latter relates it twice—first, with

great brevity at the close of his Gospel, and secondly, more fully at

the commencement of Acts, and each time in consonance with the

aim of either treatise. From the circumstance that Matthew and

John say nothing of the ascension, inferences have been drawn

against its historical character. 2 But, in the first place, this is

setting out from a false view, as if the Evangelists designed to give

a full description of every important event in the life of Jesus. We
have already shown repeatedly how much the peculiarity of the

Gospels is overlooked in these suppositions. The decisive fact has

also been disregarded, that both Matthew and John, and the New
Testament writers in general, proceed in all their views upon the

supposition that Christ's ascension followed His resurrection.

When Matthew at the close of his Gospel makes the Lord say,

' All power is given unto Me in heaven and in earth,' he must have

gone on the supposition that Jesus was just about to ascend the

throne of heaven (comp. Matt. xxvi. 64). And when John tells us

that Jesus announced to Mary Magdalene after the resurrection that

He would ascend to His Father, the ascension must have been in

1 Comp. Ebrard, p. 468. t .

2 [Meyer, inconsistently enough, only goes the length of inferring, th^ S(
in^

ras not

visibly witnessed.

—

Ed.] *S?-J
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his thoughts
;
as also in the passage (vi. 62) whore Jesus told the

disciples that the Son of man would ascend up where He was before.

In the Apocalypse also, John proceeds on the idea that Christ sits

on the throne of heaven (Rev. i. 5-7).

Peter is not less full of the assurance that Jesus has gone to
heaven (1 Pet. iii. 22). Besides this direct testimony from Peter,
we may refer also to the account which Luke gives of his first

preaching in Jerusalem, as testifying to the same effect (Acts ii.

31-33, v. 31). The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews gives an
equally distinct utterance (ix. 24, x. 12). That the Apostle Paul
considered the fact of the ascension as the proper culminating point
in the glorification of Christ, might be inferred from the history of
his conversion ; for his conversion was founded on a manifestation
of the glorified Lord from heaven. It is worthy of remark, that
just that Evangelist who was his scholar and companion in travel

—

that Luke in the Acts of the Apostles—frequently gives prominence
to facts which imply Christ's exaltation in the heavens ; such as

Stephen's vision (vii. 55) and Paul's second vision (xxii. 17). We
have, besides this, repeated and unambiguous expressions of the
apostle himself, which allude to Christ's exaltation in the heavens
as a known fact (Eph. ii. 6, iv. 8 ; Philip, ii. 6-10). In one place

(1 Tim. iii. 16) it is even said that Jesus was received up into

glory (iv Sotjp). Those, therefore, who consider Paul as the best

authorized witness of the New Testament history, should also be
ready to acknowledge the ascension as one of its most strongly

attested facts.
1 Paul, in his conversion, is to be considered chiefly

as a fruit of Christ's ascension.

We could not, however, help thinking it strange that the two
Evangelists, who were also apostles, give no historical account of

the ascension, if at the same time we were bound to believe that

the early Christians distinguished and separated the ascension from
the resurrection, and regarded the former as an entirely new kind
of miracle; as was doubtless done by the later Church. As
Christians, in the course of time, decreased in inward spiritual

power, the resurrection lost in their eyes in depth and significance,

and in the same proportion the ascension came into view as a
miracle detached from it. And when, finally, they fully came to

regard Christ's resurrection as a return into this life, or as a new
yet real tarrying in this world, the foundation was laid for the sup-

position that the most wonderful of all Christian miracles began at

the ascension.

But the early Church thought more highly of the Lord's resur-

rection. She saw in it not a kind of isolated and passive resurrec-

tion, but the one active resurrection simply ; not a mere entrance

into the new life, but the decisive entrance into eternal life; not

merely a preliminary freeing of Christ's person from death, but His

1 Even those of them who, with Baur'e arguments, bold the most of Paul's

Epistles to be spurious, are not at liberty to disregard the close connection of the

apostle's conversion with the supposition of the historical glorification of Christ.

VOL. III. 2 E
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eternal victory over death gained at once for Himself and for the

whole world. She thus knew the power of the resurrection, and
knew that the ascension was virtually contained in it. If Christ, in

His very death, really went with His spirit to the Father, He
certainly went into heaven itself—to the Father. Now, after His
resurrection, He was raised in soul, nay, even in body, above distress

and death, and above the transitory state of things in this world

;

and consequently, even while tarrying on earth, He had already

entered into the higher sphere of life which makes heaven in all

worlds, which forms the new and hidden paradise even in the midst
of earthly relations. All outward changes which were still to take

place in the life of our Lord, were in substance already decided

;

even His outward ascension was prepared by His inward.

This view agrees also with the expressions with which Christ at

His death took leave of the disciples and spoke of His return to the

Father as close at hand, and, by announcing it, comprehended in

one, His death, His resurrection, and ascension. 1 Now it is evident

that the early Christians with such views could not attach the same
importance to the outward side of the ascension as is done by such
ecclesiastical exhibitions as fail to present the force and fulness of

the resurrection. We grant, on the other hand, that it is an unten-

able spiritualistic view to think that the early Church made the

ascension coincident with the resurrection, 2 or at least made it

follow on the first day of the resurrection

;

3 for it is evident that

the Evangelists make a clear distinction between Christ's resurrec-

tion and His ascension. It is true that Christ, as soon as He rose

again, was exalted in His mode of being above the earth, and
always retired again into the sphere of the invisible, from which He
had come forth to show Himself to His disciples. Manifestations

1 See Kinkel.
2 Weisse (ii. 377) quotes in support of this view the passage in the Epistle of

Barnabas, chap. xv. : Ato /cat ayo/xev ttjv iifiepav rr\v oyoorjv eis ev<ppo<Jvv7]v, iv rj /cat 6

'Irjaovs aviar-q e/c veKpuv /cat <pavepudels avefi-r} eis tous ovpavovs. Weisse, however, in
his argument overlooks the fact, that the author of that epistle was, as is evident
from the contest, nowise concerned about showing that Christ rose and ascended
to heaven on one and the same Sunday (even if this were the case) ; but that he
only wished to show that the day of the ascension, like that of the resurrection, was
a Sunday. The 675617 which he refers to is not that particular Sunday of the resur-
rection, but simply the Sunday as Christians still celebrate it. Besides, the two
propositions, /cat avecrT-q, &c, /cat cW/3??, &c, clearly form a contrast. The (pavepwdeis,

moreover, points to what took place between the resurrection and the ascension.
See Ebrard, p. 466.

3 See Kinkel, 620. Kinkel grounds his view, 'that the ascension took place be-

tween the morning and the afternoon of the day of the resurrection,' on a false

interpretation of John xx. 1 7. He afterwards modifies his view to this :
' That

Christ ascended to heaven many times ; that He ascended after each appearance to
His disciples, often so that He only disappeared from them, and often visibly
ascending before their eyes ; so that the ascension on the fortieth day comes into
special prominence only because the regular appearances and communications to the
disciples ceased with it.' The true in this hypothesis is its antithesis to the gross
representations which make the Lord dwell again in the proper sense on this earth
after the resurrection ; the false consists in overlooking the distinction between the
mere retirement of Christ into the heavenly condition (which took place after every
appearance), and His entrance into the heavenly region, which was appointed for the
first revelation of His sovereign glory.
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in this form, however, cease only with the ascension. 1 Christ, in
His individual form, leaves the earth and ascends a throne in a
region which corresponds with His glorified being, and which
mirrors forth the heaven of His inner life as the pure sphere of that
life. Bat we must always maintain firmly, that this second change
is a necessary consequence of the first. Christ as the Risen One
cannot by any possibility tarry on the earth with His disciples as
He formerly did ; and still less can He again leave earth by death.
When He leaves it, it must be in accordance with His new mode of

being, in a way conformable to the glorified life. 2 Hence follows,

that the whole history of the resurrection of Jesus bears the character
of an ascension. The whole of the resurrection may be compared
to a tree, representing His ascension in the wider sense, and its top
the ascension proper. The opponents of the historical ascension
would have gained nothing even had they succeeded in setting aside
the distinctive account given of it. They would only have crushed
the top of the tree, or rather broken off one of its branches. 3 Had
the history of the last manifestation of the risen Lord not been the
ascension, the one before the last would have been so ; had this also

been doubtful, it would have been the one that preceded it ; and so
on. And if Jesus had not been seen after He showed Himself to

the disciples who went to Emmaus, His vanishing out of their

sight in the chamber where He broke bread with them would have
been the history of His ascension. Thus this fact is as well estab-

lished as His resurrection itself, and in this sense the early Church
lived in the certainty of the ascension.

But nothing can be inferred from this more general, more ideal

ascension, against the more definite historical ascension.4 On the con-

trary, it gives us the very reason why the apostles did not all relate

the ascension proper. For them, the ascension was a matter of

course flowing from the resurrection. Matthew, for example, might
consider our Lord's last departure from the Galilean brethren as a
preliminary Galilean ascension. So they who have argued against

the ascension on the supposition that it could still have been doubt-

ful after the resurrection, have quite lost their labour, so far as its

immediate tendency is concerned; 5 their toil and trouble have been
useful in stirring others who advance a sounder view. But the

fact of the ascension is said to have internal difficulties. According
to 3trauss (ii. 651), the one main difficulty consists in this, that it

must be questionable how a palpable body, having still flesh and
bones and partaking of material nourishment, can be adapted to

a superterrestial residence ; and how it could be so exempted from
the law of gravity as to be capable of ascending through the air

;

and how could God by miracle give the body of Christ a capability

1 Paul, it is true, places the revelation of the risen Lord to himself on the same
level as all the earlier revelations of Him after His resurrection, aa a n al and objt ctive

appearance of Christ ; yet it does not follow from this, that lie would have denied the
distinction, as to tin nearness and externality of the appearance*, between the earlier

revelations of the Lord and the later revelation which he received himself,
2 See Neander, 485 [Bohn]. 3 See Olahausen, iv. 317.
4 As Strauss supposes, ii. 660. 6 Oleum et operant pcrdiderunt.
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so contrary to nature ? Ebrard rightly replies (p. 469) : The critic

here confounds earthly and bodily in too gross a manner. He surely

thinks that all corporeity ceases beyond our atmosphere, that the

stars exist only in imagination ! Besides, the critic might know
very well that there are even earthly bodies which are capable of

ascending through the air, bodies which have not only bones, but

also beaks and talons—eagles, for example. He might know that the

law of gravity is essentially conditioned and partially nullified by
organization, and that the new corporeity of Christ must be con-

ceived of as an infinitely potentialized organization, as a form of life

in which the body has become altogether the organ of the spirit.

He might have thought of how the ice which lies heavy on the

ground may, by the mere influence of heat, undergo a series of

metamorphoses until it quickly disappears as a white vapour up in

the blue sky ; and from this fact he might have been able to see,

how much the earthly material body is conditioned by the inner

disposition and tone of life which animates it. And if he would but

duly entertain the idea of a second life, and of a transformed body,

he could not be far from the thought, that the inward energy which
impels man in the other world must be capable of passing over

altogether into spirit, since even in this world it can be acted on by
the spirit and drawn into its circle and relationship. In all these

ways he might have been able to approximate to the idea of a body
which, not through an imparted, counternatural (momentary) capa-

bility, but by its inward quality as being fully leavened with the life

of the spirit and born for the universe from the death of this earthly

life, can mysteriously reach the place of its heavenly destination,

upborne by the gentlest inward impulse—not by means of an
ordinary ascent through the air, but in the way the ascension took

place, concealed by a cloud. The critic seems inclined for a moment
to dismiss us with the deliverance, that the grosser parts which the

body of Jesus still had after the resurrection were laid aside before

the ascension, and only the finest extract of His body ascended with

Him to heaven as a covering for the soul. He finds, however, that

this view puts too great difficulties in the way. And indeed we
would have grave doubts at the very outset about accepting this

explanation, when we consider that the representation given of the
' grosser parts ' in reference to the body is quite immature and
inadequate. At bottom, all matter is infinitely fine—that is, so far

as its laws are determined by the spirit. The contrast of grosser

and finer in bodies is first formed from the different relations of the

material to the determining spirit. Hence, according to the relation

in which they are spoken of, a metal may be called fine, and a hand

gross. Now in respect to the body, it would be something odd to

describe the sound bones as the grosser parts. We should rather

say that the material in the body may be called the grosser, only

when it begins to have an inorganic relation to the body. And in

this respect the soft white phlegm which the mouth must eject

belongs to the grosser parts, while the hard white tooth, of which it
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has need, does decidedly not belong to thera. Now if we think of

the body in its glorified state with the full energy of its living

power, in which, like a living wheel tranquilly performing its

ceaseless rounds, it retains fully everything which properly belongs

to its life, while it immediately casts off everything which no more
belongs to it, as a person breathing casts off the refuse of the air

which he has used to sustain his life ; it becomes evident that we
cannot talk about grosser parts in such a body. Thus the system
of our critic shows that it bears here, as elsewhere, the mark of

Manichaean darkness and prejudice against the body. He goes on
to say :

' The other difficulty lies in this, that according to correct

views, the seat of God and of the blessed, to which Jesus is said to

have risen, is not to be sought for in the regions of the upper air,

or indeed in any particular place ; locality in this matter belongs to

the childish and circumscribed representations of the old world. We
know that he who will come to God and the realm of the blessed

makes a superfluous circuit, if he thinks that for that end he must
soar into the upper strata of the air ; and assuredly Jesus, familiar

as He was with God and divine things, would not have done this,

nor woul'd God have permitted Him to do it/ Ebrard observes,
' That the writers of the Old and New Testaments knew as well as

Strauss' (and much better), ' that God is a Spirit, incorporeal, in-

visible, and not limited by time and space.' They doubtless knew
much better ; for, according to the view of this philosopher, the

Divine Spirit is everywhere deeply involved in the process of life,

in which He cannot appear otherwise than conditioned by space. It

is quite true that God has no seat in a literal sense. But it is an

example of the unconscious rapidity of dialectic magic, to set out

with identifying the ' seat of God and that of the blessed/ and then

to maintain by help of this confusion that the latter, the seat of the

blessed, must not be sought for in any definite locality. If there

be a church of the blessed (and our critic has not done away with

that truth), it must have its definite locality, although certainly not,

we grant, in the ' upper air,' or ' the higher strata of the air.' The
air is described (Eph. vi. 12) as the home of the aerial spirits

among the evil spirits. It forms no proper locality in the narrower

sense. When Scripture points to a higher world in this sense, the

higher is not to be understood as referring to space. The contrast

between above and below in regard to space disappears even in

astronomy, not to speak of religion. But the true above of Scrip-

ture is the world in which the life of the spirit rejoices in its

transformation, and the true below is a region in which the spirit of the

power of the earthly or hellish is still fettered by sin and its curse.

Now in order to attain to the conviction that there is a place of the

blessed, we need only to know that Christ withdraws in His trans-

formed body from the former proximity to the earth to a distance

from it and into a definite locality. 1 For He is the Prince of the

1 [' "When we say, Christ ascended, we understand a literal and local ascent, not of

His divinity (which possesseth all places, and therefore, being everywhere, is not
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blessed, and the living centre which draws them all around itself. But
if there is such a seat of the blessed above, it must be regarded also

as the seat of God, not indeed in the literal sense, but in the lan-

guage of the spirit of religion. We have already seen how the heart

and being of Christ have become distinctively the throne of God's
repose. ' He, as the first-fruits of His brethren, exhibits the filling

of the creature with the eternal essence' (Ebrard). Thus in His
new life He is the throne proper of God, as He exhibits in His
being the transformation of the world, and perfectly unites or forms
into one the creaturely and spiritual life, and mediates by His work
and spirit through all the world. But in so far as His blessedness

unfolds itself in the blessed who surround Him, this throne of God
comes to manifestation, forming a contrast to the lower world, in

which God still continues to exercise His rule in a concealed form
c

in the midst of His enemies.'

We have then no difficulty in this, that Christ ascends into a
heavenly region, that this region is made through Him the seat of

the blessed, and in a spiritual sense the seat of God. But the fol-

lowing is a difficult question : If it is Christ who first forms the

centre of heaven, in which the seat of the blessed is, so to speak, first

constituted above, how can His departure from the earth be called

an ascending to heaven to the Father ? And how can even His
rest in heaven be represented as a sitting at the right hand of the

Father ? At any rate, it declares that the sphere of the manifesta-

tion of Christ's glory was formed before His ascension. The
habitation was already formed when He went to heaven, although
He first made it a place of reunion for His people (comp. John xiv.

2). That is, there was already a heavenly sphere, in the outward
proportions of which the inward heaven of His eternal essence had
given a pure impression of itself, and in which the Father had given

the highest expression of His power and honour. This world is a
mystery to us. The fundamental thought, however, of this mystery
is, that there is, corresponding to the eternal essence of Jesus Christ,

a pure world which is to be considered as the ethereal realization of

the ideas of His life, and as the ideal antitype of the transformed

world which He will bring into existence on earth. The reality of

this thought may be illustrated by the ethereal nature of the

higher starry world. That heavenly world into which Christ enters

is quite capable, from its purity, of being transformed into the

heaven of Christ and His saints in bliss. In its freedom from all

that is gross, it is a symbol of the dynamic spirituality and omni-
presence wherewith Christ in His state of glory rules over the world.

But as it is a body, it is the place of the risen Saviour where He sits

enthroned, sharing in the Father's government.
In contesting the fact of the ascension, the critics again part com-

pany,—some, as usual, taking the naturalizing direction, and others

subject to the imperfection of removing any whither), but of His humanity, which
was so in one place that it was not in another.' Pearson on the Creed (art. He
ascended into Heaven).

—

Ed.]
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the spiritualizing. According to the fancies of those who attempt a
natural' explanation, Christ withdrew from the disciples, and hid
Himself among woods and mists. He was snatched away from
them by secret confederates;, and then either soon died of debility,

or retired into a lodge of Essenes, or finally still lived for a long
time, quietly labouring for the good of mankind. But the sense of
truth has long ago pronounced that in any of these cases He would
have closed His life with a gross deception. Comp. Strauss, 653.

Yet just as little do we arrive at the top of Olivet by the Gnostic-

spiritualistic path. According to one, the story of the ascension

was formed principally from Old Testament reminiscences (Strauss,

ii. 661) ; according to another, from New Testament misunderstand-
ings and polemical interests (Weisse). In either case it arose from a
gradually-formed misapprehension of the ' spiritual ' nature of the

resurrection history and abstract fancies regarding it. Underlying
these views is a misapprehension of what is meant by the bodily,

the historical, and the actual, similar to that which forms the essen-

tial characteristic of a Gnostic or spiritualistic darkened and con-

tracted view of the world.

The Evangelist Luke, in his Acts of the Apostles, first cast a

retrospective glance to the time of the infallible proofs by which our

Lord showed Himself alive to His disciples after His passion.

Luke says that He was seen ofthem forty days. The more indefinite

representation given in his Gospel does not clash with this fixing

of the time. 1 We must, however, probably consider the forty here

as a round number for forty-two, denoting a space of seven weeks.

We are led to this surmise b}r the above-mentioned passage in the

Epistle of Barnabas, according to which Jesus ascended to heaven

on a Sunday. (Comp. Ebrard, 466.) This information becomes
the more important when we reflect that the former great manifes-

tations of Jesus always took place on Sundays, so that the Church
might be brought with certainty, through these great and repeated

revelations of her Lord on this day, to celebrate it for all time to

come as her festival and Easter day.2

Luke says that during these manifestations He spoke to them of

the things pertaining to the kingdom of God. All His appearances

show this, and especially that one when He walked with the two

disciples to Emmaus, and explained to them the great contrast in

the history of the kingdom of God, the basis of which contrast was

exhibited in His suffering and in His glorification. It is also

shown by the first appearance in Galilee, when He portrayed the

future of His Church in the future of her two chief apostles
;
and

by the second, during which he instituted the apostolic office of

teaching and baptism in its New Testament form (as a visible

institution founded by the Lord ruling in the transformed world).

1 As Strauss thinks, 591. For the opposite view, comp. Ebrard, 165.

2 [Witsius (Exercit. in Symbohm) remarks, that as forty days after His birth our

Lord was presented in the temple, so forty days after Bis resurrection, in which He
was acknowledged the Son of God, He was presented in the temple not made with

hands. The whole treatment of the article on the Ascension is masterly and compre-

hensive.

—

Ed.]
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Even at His last appearance our Lord returned to the things
pertaining to His kingdom. The disciples had by His appointment
assembled at Jerusalem, and here He again appeared in their midst.

(Comp. Luke xxiv. 50, and Acts i. 12.) He led them once more,
as in former days, to the Mount of Olives, and it looks as if Bethany
were their destination, as it had so often been before. During this

manifestation, in which He disclosed His mind to them more
familiarly than He had done since the resurrection, He announced
to them that the great and longed-for promise of the Father (which
He had communicated to them in His parting address) would be
fulfilled not many days hence. The moment of His leaving them
was accompanied by a very great risk for them, namely, the danger
of separating before the time and commencing His work, partly with
immature enthusiasm, and partly with' only the courage of a half
faith ; in either case, without the full unction of the Spirit. He there-

fore comforted them with the assurance, that not many days should
elapse, until the Spirit of power from on high would come upon
them. With equal distinctness He commanded them not to depart
from Jerusalem, but to keep together there, and wait for the ful-

filment of His promise. To give them a clear idea of the promise,
He reminded them of the saying of the Baptist, which distinguished

between his own mode of working and that of Christ. ' John/ said

He, ' baptized with water, but ye shall be baptized with the Holy
Ghost.' It must have had great influence upon them to be thus
reminded of the state of mind in which they had first entered the

school of John, and attained to the presentiment of a new life. He
promised them a new experience of life, which should surpass that

beautiful enthusiasm of their first spiritual awakening as the
heaven is high above the earth. They were now to be baptized in

the streaming floods of the Spirit of God in His most glorious form
and efficacy—as He manifests Himself as the Holy Ghost, and with
world-overcoming power leads the heart out of the old world into a
new world, which is rendered glorious by the name of the three-one

God, and is consecrated to Him.
When the Lord had said to the disciples that not many days

would elapse until they should receive the promise of the Father,

the hope awakened once more in their hearts, that the time for the
restoration of the kingdom to Israel was near. For it seemed to

them, that in the great outpouring of the Holy Ghost the fundamental
condition was given under which the kingdom of Israel could
appear in its ideal form. That they wished for no outward or un-
spiritual kingdom of Israel, is evident by their inferring the pro-

mise of the kingdom from the promise of the Spirit when they
asked :

' Lord, wilt Thou at this time restore again the kingdom to

Israel ? ' They were perfectly right in inferring that the kingdom
of glory must proceed from the Spirit of glory. The primal ele-

ments of the world must have been evil, if the outpouring of the
Spirit on mankind should not really produce at last a transformation
of the world, a kingdom of heaven in humanity, in which not only
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the Israelite but also the Christian mind cannot fail to salute in

love the real antitype of David's kingdom in its symbolical signifi-

cation, and its restoration according to its inmost being. This was
not their error ; but they were wrong in thinking that the appear-

ing of the holy kingdom must necessarily coincide with the out-

pouring of the Holy Spirit, so that if the latter soon follows, the

former is to be soon expected. But their practical error would have
been still more dangerous than this theoretical error, had they really

proceeded to apply themselves to the things pertaining to the king-

dom of God with impatient longing for its outward appearance.

One remarkable circumstance, however, might have greatly contri-

buted to make the disciples venture to ask Jesus :
' Lord, wilt Thou

at this time erect again the kingdom of Israel ? ' He Himself
seemed to them to have given just then the greatest reasons for

expecting it. For He had never walked with them so openly and
familiarly since the resurrection. He seemed willing again to

devote Himself entirely to their circle in this world. Their feeling

therefore must have risen to the highest hope that He would now
abide with them. But when He likewise gave hints from which a

speedy departure might be inferred, and consequently anxious fore-

bodings mingled with their joy, they were still more brought to the

resolution of gently insinuating to Him their wish that He would
abide with them.

The Lord took occasion of this utterance of theirs, to bring them
back to a due consciousness of that to which they were appointed,

according to which they should live devoted to the establishing of

the kingdom, without expecting its appearance with calculating

impatience. ' It is not,' said He, ' for you to know the periods or

the epochs1 (we might say, the times of concealment or fulfilment),

which the Father hath put in His own power/ They ought neither

'to know nor wish to know in regard to this point. One thing they

should know, that the times of the development of the kingdom of

God, what retards and what furthers its future appearance, are

special secrets of the Father's power, because He, in His power as

Creator and Father, settles, sees through, and guides the grand

developments of the creation, of the earth, of mankind, and of the

family of the elect as it conditions the process of the development

of the kingdom of heaven. The opinion is well founded, that the

Son in His state of glory has perfect insight into this secret of the

Father, and even, from time to time, makes partial and special dis-

closures of it to His people
;

2 only we must hold firmly, that the

peculiar and essential office of the Spirit of the Son is to guard

against the premature and alien appearance of the kingdom, in

order to further the laying of its eternal foundations in and through

His followers. And with this intent the risen Lord continues His

discourse :
' But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost

is come upon you ; and ye shall be My witnesses !
' This saying

seems to lower their expectations, but in reality it leads them far

1 Xpdvovs 7) Kaipovs.
2 See Olshausen, iv. -313.
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beyond these expectations. They are not to know of the kingdom
as of an object standing before them, but they themselves are to have
in the Holy Ghost the fundamental power of the kingdom, so that

they are in the kingdom and the kingdom in them. They are not

to look out, gazing for the kingdom with unfree and calculating long-

ing, as if they were still essentially without it ; much rather are

they themselves to help to found it by becoming witnesses of

the life, death, and victory of their Lord. They are to become
His witnesses, His martyrs : this word signifies the strongest contrast

to the appearing of the kingdom. The Lord also enounces the law
in accordance with which the appearance of the kingdom must
everywhere be founded upon a testimony to Him which braves the

threat of death. The appointment is in these terms :
' Ye shall be

witnesses into Me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judea, and in

Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the earth.'

This expresses, in the first place, the certainty that His cause

would advance until its completion, and then the order in which it

must proceed, that is, in a theocratically organic way faithfully fol-

lowing the historical preparatory workings of the Spirit of God
through the Old Covenant and all other divinely appointed means,
through which, in the most various forms, He has prepared and still

prepares the way. It also implies the necessity for His Church,

always continuing a Church of patiently enduring witnesses, and
that His cause must advance through martyr-fidelity until the end
of the world, and consequently until the end of time. Lastly, these

words express the assurance, that through these means His kingdom
would, according to theocratic promises, spread from Jerusalem
through all the world, and would therefore finally appear, even in its

revelation, as the actual kingdom which proceeded from Zion.

Thus the Lord gave His disciples a promise of the kingdom
which far surpassed their expectation, and led it back into the right

path—the path of humility, faith, patience, loyal service, and calm,

strong, and invincible hope. He had to see them in this position

before He could take leave of them ; for the very fact of His de-

parture should signify that much must intervene between the out-

pouring of His Spirit and the visible manifestation of His kingdom.
So the time had now come when He could leave them as to His
bodily appearance, that He might soon fill them with all the

spiritual power of His being. He prepared the disciples for His
departure, not only by the tenor of His last instructions, but also by
the solemn manner in which they were expressed. He spoke to them
with uplifted hand, as one bestowing a blessing. And now they

observed that He always retired farther and farther from them with

His face still towards them, and blessing them. He no longer walked

with them, but soared away from them. They had by this time cer-

tainly gone beyond the top of the Mount of Olives ; Bethany lay before

them. 1 But Christ, when withdrawing from them, seemed to take

1 Lachmann reads Luke xxiv. 50, £ws 7rp6s Brjdaviav, not ews as; and so the pas-

sage may be well rendered : to a point opposite Bethany.
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the direction towards the summit of Olivet. Here the great son-

trast in the appearances by which the risen Lord had shown Hi' iself

to them, rose to its utmost height. His hands still beckoned to them,

bestowing blessings and inwardly enlivening them ; His words of

consecration still sounded into the depths of their hearts; but the

fashion of His appearance was changed into a soaring celestial form.

A cloud mysteriously gathered around Him which gradually quite

veiled Him, and vanished with Him out of their sight over the top

of Olivet.

The disciples seem to have been drawn towards the Lord from

the further descent of the mount to its summit. Here they still saw

Him soaring on high. They sank down in adoration, and looked

stedfastly up to heaven. Their outward behold jug became more
and more an inward one. It was with them as n luey had been

taken up with H?m into the triumphant kingdom of their Lord. We
infer from this, that they were first brought to themselves from their

enraptured gazing by the appearance of two angels. But this was

now to them a secondary sight, an occurrence belonging to the lower

reality, in comparison with"the last view of their glorifiedLord. The
two angels in white apparel necessarily bore to them mainly the ap-

pearance of two men. They became aware of the presence of the

angels only when these stood close by them. It was as if this vision

of angels were the first thing to recall them into the circle of ordi-

nary consciousness, so high had their souls flown, gazing in rapture

after their Lord. The words of the angels were, ' Ye men of Gali-

lee, why stand ye gazing up into heaven ? This same Jesus, who is

taken from you up into heaven, shall so come in like manner as ye

have seen Him go into heaven.' The disciples understood this

heavenly message. They now knew that their Lord had risen from

this world of earth by the impulse of His own being as well as by

the attraction of heaven, and wras seated at the Father's right hand

in the kingdom of glory. They were reminded of their calling, and

of the words by which Christ had consecrated them to it. The
ascension was set for them as a sign and a seal of a certainty of their

Lord's return in glory, and at the same time it gave them the pro-

mise that they should then rejoice triumphantly in the fulfilment of

their longing and of their work through the appearing of His kingdom.

The pain of separation was swallowed up in the sublime and

spirit-like frame of mind in which they now saw the course of their

Lord closed by His glorification. They returned from the Mount of

Olives to Jerusalem, having their hearts filled with imperishable

joy. Their path led by Gethsemane ; and perhaps in passing they

thought of the great contrast which has since moved and com-

forted so many a Christian heart. A little while before this, Christ

had, from love to His people, descended to the pains of hell at the

foot of this mount, and now from its summit He has ascended to

heaven. 1

1 [The nearness of Christ's deepest humiliation to His highest exaltation is thus

exhibited by Archer Butler {Sermons, ii. 190) : 'As His last step on earth was upon

\
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This frame of mind was the living testimony to the truth of the

ascension. In consequence of it they walked through the world as

men who had breathed the air of heaven, and been penetrated by
the spirit of eternal triumph. They went through the tribulations of

this world with the lofty bearing of citizens of heaven. 1 Thus their

life gave evidence, in the first place, that Christ's ascension is not

only attested by the effects which still flow from it, but also that in

these effects it still abides on earth, that His ascension decides also

the ascension of all believers. 2

NOTE.

(Acts i. 12) The Evangelist Luke describes Olivet as a mount
which is from Jerusalem a Sabbath-day's journey 3 (two thousand

average paces). Its top may be reached in a quarter of an hour.

It got its name from the olive-trees covering it, especially on its

western declivity ; only a few of these trees now remain. It stretches

from south to north, and consists of three detached eminences. The
southrnost, at the foot of which lies the village of Siloah, is called

the Mount of Transgression (of Offence, Mons offensionis), because

it is thought to be the hill on which Solomon offered to Chemosh
and Molech (1 Kings xi. 7). On the northern peak there was once

a tower called ' Viri Galilei,' because the two men in white apparel

(Acts i. 10, 11) stood there during the ascension. The middle

eminence, about 300 paces from that tower, is, according to the

legend, the place of the ascension, on which are the remains of the

Church of the Ascension, built by the Empress Helena, and a

Turkish mosque, an octagonal building with a cupola. There is

. shown here a footprint in the rock, said to have been impressed by

our Lord ; the Turks are said to have taken the second into their

great mosque. V. Kaumer, Palastina, 304. Kegarding the Mount
of Olives, comp. Schubert's Journey, ii. 520.

that mount which held witnessed His agonies in the garden, so even beyond the clouds

did He bear us, and our sorrows, and their remedy. The very imprint of suffering

upon hand and side is still visible to all heaven, and bids many an astonished angel

cry aloud (as the Jews of old), ' Behold, how He loved them !
'

—

Ed.]
1 See Fredrika Bremer, Morgenwachen, 48 ; Ullman, Historisch oder Mythiscli, 3.

2 [' The great value of this transcendent fact is, not merely that it is an example of

our future ascension, but that it is our ascension begun,—we in Him having risen

to heaven, we in Him being at this time present before God, we in Him being united

with the eternal plans and procedures of heaven, so that we are for ever blended

with Christ, His property, His purchased possession, the very members of His body.'

Archer Butler's eloquent and profound Sermon on the Ascension, ii. 189.

—

Ed.]
3 Bethany, though two or three Sabbath-days' journey from Jerusalem, was on the

Mount of Olives, whose roots sprang about a Sabbath-day's journey from Jerusalem.

There is therefore no discrepancy between the statement in the Gospel and that in

the Acts.

—

Ed.]



PART IX.

THE ETERNAL GLORY OF JESUS CHRIST.

SECTION I.

THE TESTIMONY TO THE GLORIFIED MESSIAH IN THE OUTPOURING OF HIS
HOLY SPIRIT, AND IN THE LIFE OF HIS CHURCH.

(Acts i. 12-26 ; ii. 1-43.)

' This same Jesus, who is taken up from you into heaven, shall so

come in like manner as ye have seen Him go into heaven.' These
words contain the verdict of Heaven, God's own explanation of the

significance of Christ's ascension : they are a sentence of revelation.

But they are equally the expression of the heavenly confidence with
which the disciples of Jesus returned from the Mount of Olives,

—

the confidence, namely, that the Lord would yet return again from
heaven in personal form to bring His work upon earth to an end.

Their future course of life, their whole conduct and conjoint action,

their looking up to the glorified Lord in heaven, their receptivity

for the fulness of His Spirit, and the establishing of His Church,

were all founded on this certainty ; it entered, as an expression

that could not be shaken, into the depths of the Church's life, and
became one of the main pillars of her hope.

The disciples, shortly before this, had, from the first knowledge

that Christ had come from the Father into the world, acquired the

second knowledge, that He must again leave the world and go unto

the Father; and now by revelation from heaven, accompanying

their view of Christ going to heaven in the full glory of spirit and

of life, they attained to the additional confidence that He would

again return from heaven to earth.

But this confidence comprehended three things. They had now
certain knowledge that their Master was exalted in His individual

personality into the kingdom of supreme glory at the Father's

right hand, that is, into the kingdom of power ; translated to the

dominating point of things which appear, which must at the same

time be the centre of the world's dynamic relations, that so He was

made perfect as the Prince or principle of the transformation of the

world. But they knew, further, that henceforth He would from

His throne begin to sanctify and transform the world in the power
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of His perfected life and work through the outpouring of His
Spirit, and the general rule which He exercises over the world in

the power and fellowship of the Father. They knew, finally, that

the work of the transformation of the world, or of perfecting His
spiritual foundation and bringing it to manifestation or regenera-

tion, and renewal of the visible world in the depths of its spiritual

life, must necessarily be completed by His reappearance—in short,

that His appearing is necessary to complete the glorification of the

Church on earth, and perfect its union with the Church above.

They waited, therefore, with all their soul for Him and His
coming. They looked for His revealing Himself henceforth in the
' thunder of His power,' in the quiet and gentle influence of His
Spirit shaking the heart and overcoming the world, until the whole

earth should glow with the fire of His love and the light of His
Spirit—until His coming as lightning from the other world into

this to complete its transformation in its judgment. But He had
told them with sufficient distinctness that He would not, in the

first instance, reveal Himself to them in that new form of appear-

ance, but by sending His Holy Spirit, who should glorify His

entire formation and growth in them, whereby He designed to fill

them, in the first instance, with His presence, and with the full

peace of the presence of the Father Himself (John xiv. 23).

Hence they waited for that mystery with their souls strung to the

highest tension.

They felt the more intensely, as they were not as yet aware of the

form assumed by the life of Christ in its fulness and power. It

was first a commencing and growing power of life in their spirit.

And now He had withdrawn into the inaccessible regions of

heaven, while they were surrounded on all sides by a world which,

being prone to darkness, could not but express a natural antagonism

to the principle of the transformation of the world which was in

them—namely, the birth of the glorified Christ (John xvii. 13, 14).

Thus, as formerly Herod, the gloomy representative of the world's

power, sought to kill the new-born Messiah as a denizen of this

earth, so now the spirit of the world, which Christ had vanquished

on the cross, rose up, threatening to quench the risen Saviour—that

is, to hinder the implanting by His Spirit of His glory in their

hearts. They felt this, and therefore withdrew with their blessed

secret into an upper chamber in Jerusalem (i. 13) to cherish there

continued devotion, although they still regularly visited the temple

also, praising and blessing God (Luke xxiv. 53). They were all

assembled with one accord, like a flock which apprehends a storm,

or which has heard the shepherd's voice calling them to other pas-

tures. They knew that they needed to keep together in order to

retain the remembrance of their Lord in all its vividness, and that

the sparks of their individual reminiscences of Christ must be col-

lected upon one hearth if the flame of the Spirit should be kindled

upon it. Each disciple seeks and loves the other, because he sees

in him a living relic of his Lord, and recognizes in him lineaments
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and similitudes of the life of Christ of which he himself stands in

need. Thus they form a compact circle for the purpose of faith-

fully retaining remembrance of Christ, refreshing and enlivening

each others' memories with respect to Him. The centre of this

assembly was formed by our Lord's disciples, His relatives, and the

holy women who had followed Him. It is worthy of remark, that

Mary too (who is here mentioned for the last time in the New
Testament history) is named as a member of this praying church
which waited for the outpouring of the Holy Ghost. From the

same ground, in order to be quite complete and prepared for the

reception of their Lord in the glory of His Spirit, they seek to fill

up the void caused in their midst by the fall and ruin of Judas.

In those days Peter stood up in the midst of an assembly which
consisted of 120 names, 1 and proposed that the place of Judas
should be filled up by another apostle. Referring to Judas, ho
said : The Scripture must needs have been fulfilled ; namely, those

two sayings referred to above. Judas, who had obtained part in

the desirable ministry of the apostles, had in his downfall exchanged
it for the field of blood as a burial-ground.'3 Therefore one of the

men who belonged to the wider circle of the disciples from the

beginning of Jesus' public ministry, should come in the place of

Judas, to be, with the rest of the apostles, a witness to the resurrec-

tion of Jesus. The assembly agreed at once to this proposal ; they

all acknowledged that it would be conformable to the will of Gc \
and to the theocratic significance of the number of the apostles, if

the sacred circle of twelve should be again completed. But how
ought they to fill up the place of an apostle ? They chose two

men, and then committed the decision to the lot, or rather to the

Lord through the lot. There was no hazard in using the lot in

this case. The Church doubtless chose the two men who seemed

to be most suitable : she did not apparently know which of the two

to prefer. So the lot fell, at all events, upon a man of apostolic

dignity. But in this individual case there was something positively

to recommend the using of the lot. As the other apostles had been

called individually by the Lord Himself, the disciples believed that

they would encroach on His sovereign right were they to choose an

apostle by their own judgment alone. The full significance of His

institution came into consideration here, in contrast to the action of

the Church ; and all the more prominently, as this was a case con-

cerning an apostle who required to have not only the spiritual

dignity of the New Testament, but also the full measure of Old

Testament theocratic authority. This latter circumstance might

1 The expression 6'x^os dvo/xdruv might induce lis to understand here, under the

number 120, the working members of the Church in particular, as distinguished from

the women and the younger members of the circle. [So Calvin.]

2 Olshausen maintains that vers. 18 and 19 are to be considered as a historical

addition by Luke, so that ver. 20 must have immediately followed ver. 17 in Peter's

address. But the necessary explanations would then be wanting for the address in

ver. 20,' without taking into account that the £5« w\r)pu0rjvai would then have to be

referred to the fall of Judas himself, and not to his lot.
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specially recommend the employment of the theocratic form of the

lot. But perhaps the disciples humbled themselves once more for

their former intercession in behalf of Judas, by committing the

decision in this case to the Lord, who knows the hearts of all men,

as expressed in the prayer with which they consecrated the lot.

The two men whom they thus placed before the Lord were Bar-

sabas, surnamed Justus, and Matthias. The lot fell upon Matthias,

and he was associated with the apostles.1

But the internal attitude of the disciples still continued their most

essential preparation for the coming of the Holy Ghost. They were

inspirit withdrawn from the world, and lived in the contemplation

of "their glorified Lord ; their eyes hung on His throne ; they were

of one heart in the most earnest entreaty for the fulfilment of His

promise. They continued for days in the state of meditation and

longing, like one great heart absorbed in the depths of heaven and

crying to God. We may in some measure form a conception of the

greatness and the mystery of this prayerful repose, of this withdrawal

and rapture, when we consider it as the continued effect of the im-

pression left by Christ on His disciples at His ascension, or as the

depth of that mental frame which corresponded to the full stream of

the Holy Ghost which they received at Pentecost.
2

The Israelite Pentecost drew near ; they were again assembled

with one accord, and now the Lord fulfilled His promise to them.

They were very probably assembled in a porch of the temple, for'it

was at an hour of prayer which they would be inclined to spend in

the temple, especially during the time of the feast (Olshausen, iv.

359). The Spirit came accompanied by great and marvellous

signs, striking on the ear in a sound ' as of a rushing mighty wind,'

and appearing to the eye in cloven tongues as of fire. He thus an-

nounced Himself in signs so long as He was outside of them : first

in a sign of His circumambient universality, and then in a sign also of

the definite individualizing of His rule in individuals. But as soon

as He filled them with His inward presence, His sway was revealed

in the first festal form which it assumes in the human heart. They
began to speak with other tongues. The porch in which they were

assembled was filled by a concourse of participants in the feast.

All heard them speak with wondrous clearness, beauty, and solem-

nity in the language of their home, their people, and their heart.

And yet there was the highest unity in this wondrous manifoldness

of the different voices, a unity of the spirit and the understanding,

which formed a perfect contrast to the confusion of tongues at

Babel. The feast of the reunion of the nations into one family, the

feast of the spiritual harvest of mankind on the field sown by Christ, 3

1 According to Eusebius, he was one of the seventy disciples ; according to Nice-

phorus, he is said to have preached .the Gospel iu Ethiopia, and to have suffered

martyrdom there.
2 [The attitude of the disciples waiting for the outpouring of the Holy Ghost is very

vividly depicted by Arthur in the Tongue of Fire, chap. ii.

—

Ed.]
3 To keep in remembrance the giving of the law on Sinai was unquestionably the

first motive for the appointment of the Jewish Pentecost ; although from the connec-
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the solemnization of God's new lawgiving, destined to be written
in the 'heart of God's people in all nations, had begun, and
always continue silently ever since. The tenor of all the inspired
utterances of the individual members of this choir was very easy to

understand : they proclaimed simultaneously the great acts of God,
and the eternal significance of the great acts in the life of Jesus
which was now glorified by the Spirit. It belongs to the history of
the apostles and of the Christian Church to treat fully of this event
and its consequences. What in the meantime must engage our
attention, is the founding of the first Church, and how it sets forth

the divine glory of Christ.

The New Testament Church commenced her existence, not as

toiling, but as keeping holiday. She formed first a heavenly choir,

which by speaking with new tongues proclaimed the glory of God
in Christ, and of Christ in His spiritual rule. The most opposite

opinions were formed of this spiritual life by the people who crowded
around. Some expected wonders from heaven. Others mocking,
said, ' These men are full of new wine.' The great division of the
people into believing and unbelieving which had shown itself in our
Lord's presence when on earth, became again manifest as soon as

the glory of His Spirit was revealed in His disciples. This division

was the significant beginning of a crisis which must be completed
hereafter in the final judgment. The hostile attacks upon the new
life of the disciples made Peter raise his voice to justify and explain

this fact. From the solemn joy of one speaking with tongues, he
turned to the labour of addressing a very mixed audience, partly

receptive and partly unreceptive, and gave them his first testimony

to the resurrection of his Lord.

The power of his address immediately showed that the greatest

change had taken place in the disciples,and that theyhad now become
apostles. ' The new time,' said he, ' has now appeared which the Lord
promised by the prophet Joel, and these are its signs. The resur-

rection from the dead, of which David prophesied, has now come
to pass in the person of Jesus. Him has God exalted to His right

hand, as was aforetime prophesied by David, and thence He has
shed forth this fulness and power of the Spirit and of the new life

with which the new time commences, even Messiah's kingdom in its

spiritual glory. Thus God declared Jesus to be the Christ by the

things which they saw. By the outpouring of the Holy Ghost, God
has evinced that that same Jesus whom ye crucified is the Christ.'

Tli is Jesus, whom ye have crucified, hath God approved as the

Christ through the outpou ring of the Holy Ghost : this testimony of

Peter's pierced the hearts of all the receptive among the Jews pre-

sent. And now he could call upon them to repent and to renounce

by baptism the old world and the old life that they might receive,

tion of the theocracy with the blessings of nature, it was celebrated chiefly as the feast

of harvest, and this in proportion as the reference to the giving of the law was lost

sight of. [On the connection of Pentecost with the giving of the law, see Bauni-

garten's Apostolic History, i. 50, or Jenniug's Jewish Antiquities, p. 4bs.

—

Ed.]
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in the name of Jesus, remission of sins and the gift of the Holy
Ghost. About three thousand souls were added to the apostolic

Church on that day. The Church of Christ was now introduced

into the world by His disciples, the institution founded by Him was
planted among His people.

According to the express declaration of Christ, this outpouring of

the Holy Ghost is to be considered as His own return to His dis-

ciples. He—He Himself is the fundamental life of His Church.

The Church has not a kind of subordinate spirit of Christ, but His
Holy Spirit ; her inmost life is essentially of the same kind as the

life of Christ. She possesses His gifts not in part, but
r
in their en-

tireness ; or, in other words, she has not a half possession of Him,
but spiritually she has Him altogether ;—we say spiritually, although

not yet in the full riches of His being and the glory of His appear-

ing. This presence of Christ in the Church is evident in her ten-

dencies as well as in her gifts. The members of the Church con-

tinued stedfastly in the apostles' doctrine ; they continued to live in

solemn remembrance of their Lord, letting nothing slip which per-

tained to His word and life. But this life in the pure doctrine of

Christ was not with them a mere theoretic, one-sided, and weak life
;

it proved its practical power in the firmness of their brotherly fel-

lowship. Thus the Church had, in respect to doctrine, all the

mental activity of the school, and in respect to life, all the love of

the family, and both in the higher sense and style of the Holy
Ghost. She was assured of the spiritual presence of her Lord in her

midst, and continually sealed this certainty by breaking of bread

and by prayer. But at the same time the members of the Church
in the constant communion constantly celebrate the hope of their

Lord's return in His appearing. That return is the collective ex-

pression of everything which they still needed, which the world still

needs. And in the midst of their riches they had always a strong

feeling of this need, which feeling proceeded from the very sense of

their riches, and expressed itself in their prayers.

Thus the Church stood in the strength of the Lord ; and there-

fore a holy awe was spread around her, and wonders and signs were

done by the apostles. This is the sphere of the holy influence ex-

erted on the world, with which the Church was and continues to be

surrounded, as the earth is surrounded by its atmosphere, and the

living man by his breath. She continues to spread through the

world the work of the glorification of Christ through the Spirit, who
reproves the conscience of the world, diffuses in it a sacred awe, and
makes it to rejoice, in its awakening faith, with the wonders of love

and of help.

But as her characteristics and power give evidence that Christ

lives in her, the same is specially shown by her gifts.
1 The Apostle

Paul, in his description of the fulness of life in the early Church,

gives us a grand view of the richness of the gifts of Christ, as He
communicates Himself through His members, and as He establishes

1 Compare Conradi, Christusinder Gegemvart, Yergangenhcit und Zuhunft, p. 78, &c.
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the inner and essential organism of the Church through the unity
of the Spirit in all His manifold operations (1 Cor.xii.) The grace
of Christ is manifested, on the one hand, in the objective form of the

word, and of distinct understanding : in one, as the word of wisdom,
which refers everything to the final aim ; in the other, as the word
of knowledge, which always recurs to the first foundation. The
same life is manifested, on the other hand, in the subjective form of

power and of faith in the narrower sense ;

x and here again one has
the gift of healing, and another that of giving miraculous proofs of

spiritual power (against demons). Here comes the gift of prophecy,
which unfolds to view fresh developments or revelations from the
ground of Christian truth ; and side by side with it the gift of dis-

cerning of spirits, in order to distinguish and guard the truth. The
Christian appears in one aspect giving way enthusiastically to his

intuitions, exulting, exclaiming, and singing, while he speaks with
different kinds of tongues ; and in another, in a state of the highest
reflection, repose, and circumspection of the Christian understand-
ing, explaining the lofty, the deep, and the dark utterances of

Christian experience, and dealing with all the questions put by men
whose minds have been sharpened and exercised by worldly culture.

The life of Jesus included all these gifts in all their fulness, in His
individual unity ; but in His Church they are mysteriously divided

among the members, and their unity in this case exists only in the

unity of the Church. 2

And so Christ has always remained by His Spirit in His Church,
and He abides in her to the end of the world. It cannot be said

that the Church's unity in Christ was ever wholly lost, although it

rested as a deep secret throughout all Christendom, and came fully

to view only in the preaching of the Gospel and the due celebration

of the sacraments. Just as little can it be said that the word of

Christ, as it is expressed in the New Testament, ever disappeared

from the heart of the Church, however concealed a book this scrip-

ture of the New Testament written on the heart may be, whose

leaves and characters are spread through millions of hearts through-

out the world. The same holds true with respect to the essential

lineaments of the life of Christ. They have become inalienable

characteristics of His eternal Church, however much the outward

appearance of the Church may seem estranged from the life of her

Lord. Finally, the like is true of the miraculous gifts of Christ.

All His powers for health and victory continue working in the

Church, and bringing on the transformation of the world. But
they work mediately, in altered forms, in separate and secret opera-

tions, according to the changes induced by difference in the times.

Were it not really so, were Christ no longer here, He would be no

longer putting forth His strength to complete the unfolding of His

victory in spreading His eternal life throughout the world.

1 I take the irlans to be here a contrast to the X6-yos. They form the two elements

of the contrast in the one and the same Christian life. The X6705 represents it in so

far as the objective prevails in it ; and the ttkjtis, in so far asthe subjective prevails in it.

2 Comp. Neander, History of the Planting and Training, Sec, i. 130 [13ohu].
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But there are three different proofs of Christ's presence in the
world, which work in constant unity. Christ is here, first, in the
power of His historical efficacy, in the living effects produced by
His manifestation on the history of the world. He is here, secondly,
in the constant continuance of His intercession in heaven, and work-
ing upon mankind through His Spirit in His Church. He is here,
thirdly, in constant and painful progress of life and development,'
in the pangs of birth urging on mankind and the earth to meet
His appearing, and very specially in the unutterable groanings of
the Spirit in the hearts of believers who sigh for perfection, which
groanings constantly tend to bring on His ultimate appearing.

The Lord, by the outpouring of the Spirit, thus gained in His
Church a definite and living form. The Church recognized Him
in the divine glory with which He revealed and continued to make
Himself known to her, and recognized in this revelation both His
pre-historic glory before the world was, and also His post-historic
eternal glory. His elect recognized Him most profoundly in His
eternal_ majesty, and announced it to the Church. John and Paul
have given us in their writings the most glimpses into these depths
of the glory of Christ. We will follow the former in our consider-
ing the pre-historic glory of Christ, and the latter in considering
His post-historic glory.

SECTION II.

THE PRE-HISTORIC GLORY OF JESUS CHRIST.

(John i. 1-18.)

The contemplation of the absolute glory of Jesus Christ in His
historical appearing and manifestation, became to the Evangelist
John, as has been already hinted, a means of knowing Him in His
eternal pre-historic glory before the world was, and in the relation
which His eternal being bears to the world and to man. He found
the bright form of the eternal glory of His Lord by penetrating
always further and further into the divine depths of His present
glory.

_

In this perception of Christ's eternal glory the spirit of
revelation met with its highest explanation, which is, that its inmost
life is an impulse towards the light.

But at the same time we may observe, that the Evangelist was
guided by a great and irreversible law of life. This law may be
expressed as follows : Every kind of life is specifically definite, a
definite idea of God. Hence follows, that any definite kind of life,

in all the changes and developments which it passes through, must
nevertheless continue always like itself in its proper and essential
capacity. Now, if we apply this law of life to the person of Christ,
it amounts to something like this : since Christ in His historical
manifestation has evinced Himself to be the powerful living prin-
ciple of man and the world,—the ideality of the world, or the light
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in which all its essential relations disclose their ideality, 1— it must
necessarily follow, that He was this principle before the foundation

of the world, and that He, as its deepest ground, exclusively mediated

this foundation ; and hence it also follows, that at the end of the

entire development of the world He shall appear as the glorious

centre and Prince of life in all its forms, as the Head of the glori-

fied Church. This law is vividly presented to our view when
Christ is called, according to His divine nature, The first and the

last (Rev. i. 17).

AVich the Jewish idealists, the eternal Angel of God's presence

gradually faded away into the general idea of the mere spiritual

Messiah (probably after their realists had gradually lost Him in

the seven archangelic forms). The Socinians, on the other hand,

thought that Christ was able by the way of merit to become gradu-

ally the Son of God, which He was not at first. Finally, our most

recent spiritualists make Him suddenly become, in the middle

point of time, the absolute mover of mankind, which He neither

was before, nor is to be after ; they make Him give the world an

impulse quite foreign to His nature,'
2 an impulse to which His

nature has no corresponding depth and power, constantly pervading

and ruling the world. And so they also think that the apostles

could have been divided in their knowledge of Christ, or rather

their mistakes regarding Him, by similar extraordinary limitations

of spiritual view ; so that the one had a perception of the post-

historic glory of Christ, but not of His pre-historic majesty, and

that the other again continued entangled in the directly opposite

pure half or minus Christology. 3

All these notions flow from the supposition, that the various

stages in the development of life should be regarded as romantic

metamorphoses, that is, that every development is purely and

altogether fantastic transmutation, and can pass from any one

form into any other—it can, while in progress, lessen, increase,

and transpose their contents in every imaginable way ; a supposi-

tion which has reached its full scientific development in the Hege-

lian philosophy. (See below, Note 1.) But the idea conveyed by

the romantic metamorphosis must be removed by the knowledge of

the classic metamorphosis, as it has been so significantly unveiled

by Gothe in the realm of nature, that is, by the fundamental prin-

ciple, that life, in its deepest ground, is definite, and that, therefore,

every kind of life has its own specific definiteness, and unfolds itself

in conformity with itself in a specifically definite manner. Although

i The opinion has been often expressed, that the Greeks had no conception of tin-

holy ; but the Greeks had certainly a presentiment of the holy in the recognition of

the ideal. Ideality is the visible form of holiness. We use tie- term ideality here,

because we are speaking of the scientific conception of the transformation of the

world by Christ.
" Which would consequently have to be considered as pure, unmixed extravagance ;

so that Heine and Feuerbach, setting out from those premises, are quite consequent

in representing Christianity as the peculiar extravagance of mankind.

3 See the already mentioned treatise by Von Baur [Thedl. Jahrbilcher von Zcller,

iii. 4, 618).
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this canon suffers modification through the principle of freedom,
yet that principle by no means abolishes it, but only gives it a more
exact definition. Man can, by the misuse of his freedom, really
frustrate his heavenly destination ; frustrate it, we say, but not
abolish it, for the measure of this frustration will always be repre-
sented by the measure of his hellish sufferings. Thus he can never
erase from his nature anything belonging to his deeper capacity. In
so far as his existence is not in God for delight, it is in vanity for

pain. And just as little is the Christian, in the right use of his
freedom, able or desirous to give himself a spiritual glory, that is,

a fulness and fashion of spiritual life which transcends his original
destination. But, on the other hand, whatever God has laid up
before the foundation of the world for one of the elect in one way,
and for another in another, must all be made manifest in its glori-

fied form in the light of Christ.

Now Christ is the elect of God in the absolute sense. All things
were created by Him, and through Him, and for Him (Col. i. 16).
Thus John has, while contemplating the divine eternal iglory of
Christ manifested in time, a distinct view of His eternal glory
before time, and that as it proceeded from its eternal ground to
the historical revelation by manifestation in time of the Only-be-
gotten of the Father. In accordance with this view, he describes
to us the Eternal Christ, first, in His relation to God (ver. 1), then
in His relation to creation (vers. 2, 3), and further, in His relation
to mankind in their original and inalienable nature (ver. 4), and
especially to historic, fallen man (ver. 5).

This relation to historic man is now unfolded. The eternal
Logos reposing in God—supporting the world, and in His motion
shining into mankind—is portrayed as gradually becoming incar-
nate. In the first place, prophecy is introduced as it announced
the future manifestation of the Eternal Light. John the Baptist,
its last and highest representative, is described (vers. 6-8). Then
the gradual coming^of the Eternal Light into the world is expressed
(ver. 9). This advent is distinguished in the first place by its

historical beginning from the eternal presence of the Logos in all

the world, without reference to time. Its result is next exhibited
to us

;
namely, that the Logos was at first received neither by the

world in general, nor by His people in particular, but that He was
afterwards received by a special election of His own people. In
this we see, first, the contrast between Heathenism and Judaism

;

and next, that between unbelieving and believing Jews (vers. 11,
12). These believers are now described as they become through
the Logos children of God (by an incipient supernatural concep-
tion), and so mediate the advent of the Logos in the flesh (by a
perfected supernatural conception), (ver. 13). The point proposed
for consideration is now reached, namely, the historical revelation
of the Logos in His incarnation, and the communication thereby
of eternal life to mankind (ver. 14). The testimony of John the
Baptist, and also of the apostles, to the eternal glory and the
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gradual historical incarnation of Christ is then given (vers. 15, 10).

Finally, when the Evangelist, in concluding, intimates the fulness

and the full saving efficacy of the divine revelation in Him, he at

the same time intimates His post-historic, continued, and eternal

rule in mankind (vers. 17, 18). We can give only a brief sketch

of all these matters.

In the beginning was the Word, and the Word teas with God,

and the Word toas God.
This intimates the eternal divinity of Christ. For the affirma-

tion here is regarding the beginning simply as the beginning, and
the Word simply as the Word; and just as unconditional is the

expression, It was, the Word, it was. In the beginning of all

things, and so from all eternity, the Word already was. But if

Word was before the world, it belonged to the very essence of

God, and as Word was God's Word. And if it was the one, the

all-embracing concentrated Word of God, it was the eternal self-

determination and determinateness of God, the eternal brightness

and power of His being and will, all the fulness of God com-

prehended in one pure and perfect expression. Thus it was, on

the one side, the pure expression of His essence ; on the other, the

full expression of His world-creating will : on the one side, entirely

spirit, like reason in discourse ; on the other, entirely life-producing

power, like the breath, the sound, and the life-awakening effect of

speech.

The mind of the heathen world says, In the beginning was

Chaos ; the contracted Christian mind says, In the beginning the

Word came into being ; cramped speculation says, At the end the

AVord arises ; and Faust, under the influence of Mephistopheles,

writes, In the beginning was the deed.
1 The enlightened Christian

mind says, with the Spirit of revelation, In the beginning was the

Word. We may admit, without hazard, that the Evangelist was led

to adopt the expression, The Word, from the secular speculation of

the time in which he lived
;

2 and it makes his Christian peculiar-

ities so much the more characteristic, that he has employed the

i This transposition has grown into great favour in the most recent philosophy.
8 On this question comp. Tholuck, ComMmtary on John, p. 58. It is certain that

John neither had, nor could have, his idea of Christ from the Alexandrian school.

He had it, in the first instance, from beholding Christ Himself. In the next place,

the Old Testament doctrine of the Wisdom of God (Job xxviii. 12 ;
Pro v. viii. 22,

&c ; Sirach i. 1-10, xxiv. 10-11; Book of Wisdom vii.-xi.), and also the doctrine

of the Angel of the Lord, might contribute essentially to unfold it. Moreover, in

the choice of the expression, The Logos, the spirit of his evangelical intermediation

between the Christian idea of Christ and the Alexandrian doctrine of the Logos is

plainly discernible. It is not necessary to assume that he was acquainted with

Philo's doctrine before leaving Palestine. But he certainly became acquainted in

Ephesus with the Alexandrian Philonic doctrine of the Logos. And when he then

appropriated the expression, it was not to enrich his own idea of Christ by that of

Philo, but to reform Philo's by his. ['The inspired writers are to be regarded, not

as borrowing and imitating, but as correcting the errors and supplying the deficiencies

of their less favoured predecessors and contemporaries.' Conybeare's Hamilton Lee.,

p. 66. The relation of John to Philo is fully discussed in (besides the Commentaries,

especially Lampe's) Treffry, On the Eternal Sonship. See also Burton's Bampton Lee,

p. 223, and Hagenbach's History of Doctrines, i. 108.—Ed.]
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idea of the Logos in a sense different from, and much deeper than
the speculation of a Philo when developed to its full and even
partly supported by Old Testament faith.

Philo's Logos is not the full (ideal and concrete) expression ofGod s essence, or His perfect self-revelation
; not the alone and ex-

clusive principle of the origin of the world, or the full power ofpure creation
;
and finally, not the kingly principle of life simplywhich has power to become man in a form of life which s

?%?i TIE?
^l;m short, not the Logos of the historical

Christ. According to Philo's view, He is weakened in the relation
firs mentioned by the indefimteness of the divine nature, that isby the obscuration of His eternal personality;* in the second, by*the opposition of an eternal matter which He, as the world-formuS
idea, must overcome

;
in the third, by the irreconcilable oppositionbetween the ideal world and the real.* In a word, this LWisKS i

nd vT^7
-

heathen
(
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being of the Divine Spirit, especially as the Holy Spin'/. But when
we consider God Himself in the unity of these three great and
definite expressions of His consciousness, we recognize Him as the

Spirit, as the Spirit of spirits, or as the Threefold. Threefoldness

is an essential characteristic of all spirits. Even man is threefold

in so far as he is spirit. Only blind force appears to be altogether

simple, and yet it is not really so. Now since God is the Spirit of

spirits, He is, as threefold, the most blessed Trinity. The three

essential elements of all consciousness exist in His divine con-

sciousness in infinitely definite essentiality and in infinitely essential

definiteness.
1 Thus the doctrine of the Logos is, in special, the

doctrine of the eternal glory of the Son of God.

But at the same time the doctrine of His perfect elevation above

the world is set forth, as the Evangelist expresses it, by summing
up what he bad already said in the expression

:

The same (the Logos in the divine definiteness of His being

already stated) was in the beginning with God.

But His presence in the world also, nay, even His eternal incar-

nation, has been indicated already ; for it is not said that He was
be/ore the beginning, but in the beginning. As He was complete

in the beginning, so the beginning was constituted by the complete-

ness of His being. For in the beginning He was already the Word,
and so the world-determining principle. 2 Christ's being in the

world rests upon the world's being in Christ, and it is just this

which decide His being in the world. If the world had not been

first ideal in Christ, as Christ is in the world, He would, at His

coming into the world, have been included in it, and not the world

in Him. But because the world was, before its origin, predestined

in Him, and proceeded from that predestination, Christ could enter

into the world and appear in it as a denizen of it without losing

His superterrestrial glory in itself.
3 As above the world and within

the world, He is the principle of creation.

All things were made by Him {the Logos) ; and ivithout Him
ivas not anything made that, tuas made*

It indicates the absolute superiority of God and of Christ above

the world, that the world was made by the Word, the Spirit of

divine life complete in form and conscious of His action, and not

by a blind force unconscious of its own existence, and unable to

direct its own operations. This absolute superiority of Christ to

the world forms the only proper ground for His absolute presence

1 Comp. Nitzsch, On the Essential Trinity of God (Stud, und Krit. 1S41, 2).

2 The doctrine of the eternal incarnation of Christ was no doubt alluded to in Mic.

v. 2 :
' His goings forth have been from of old, from everlasting.' Comp. Schbberlein,

On the Christian Doctrine of the Atonement (Stud, und Krit. 1845, -. 297).
:; What has been said may !>,• applied to the relation between God and the world.

The fact of God as God being in the world establishes His superiority to it. Were

God only in the world, and not at the same time above it, He would not be in the

world as God, but as a product of the world itself, and this immanence would be

anything but the immanence of God.
4 The punctuation of the Alexandrians, ovoi <iv. 5 yeyovev, tv avru, harmonizes well

with their view of the world, it obscures the connection. See Liieke, p. 804.
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in the world, or the fact that the Logos is present in every forth-
putting of the world's life with His whole power and superiority to
it. And this superiority of Christ to the world involves, at the
same time, the full ideality of the world. Not anything that has
been made, however small, not a single atom, has been°made, ex-
cept by the Word. So there is nothing originally blind, no eternal
matter, no primeval obscure in the world ; everything that consists
must be traced to the dynamic operation and conscious reason of
the Logos, John, without doubt, means just this when he writes,
1 John i. 5, ' God is light, and in Him is no darkness at all •' or
even when he says, i. 7, ' God is in the light.' This is the strongest
concrete-speculative expression of the eternal personality of God.
But the strength of this expression shows how consciously he had
in view the antagonistic principle which underlies the heathen view
of the world as it presented itself in the rising Gnosticism of that age,
placing itself in antichristian opposition to the fundamental principle
of Christianity. At the same time, he has, by these words, decided
the eternal triumph of Christian speculation over abstract human
speculation, down even to its latest systems and their supporters.
Now, because the Logos is the principle of the world when

coming into existence, He must also establish and conserve it when
it has come into existence. And as He thus manifests Himself,
the one Logos branches out into two forms. He is the very life of
life. And so, in particular, He is the light of men. The world
develops its life in a definite contrast, on the one side in the form
of natural life, on the other in the form of spirit. Now the Logos
is the power which upholds and preserves both regions of life. He
is first of all the principle of life. In Him was life ; * that is, the
individual, eternal, personal forms, the ends and aims, the shapes,
metamorphoses, laws, and faculties of life, all proceed from Him'.
In appearance, the order is the reverse

; but in reality, it is as we
have described it,

2 For in the Logos, or in the Eternal Christ, men
and spirits generally are chosen and beloved : men imply the forms
of the world, and from these the forms of life in the world proceed,
and the powers which in the first place form the material basis of
the world's life and their last result. Thus creation is not upheld
by atoms, nor by the law of gravity, nor, in general, by anything
which appears. Its deepest ground is Christ, the Eternal Elect of
God, in whom all God's children are elect and beloved as His
Church. The visible creation is, so to speak, only the bridal
chanot_ which outwardly indeed precedes the Eternal Bridegroom
and His Church, the eternally beloved bride, but in reality comes
after them, for it presupposes the Bridegroom and bride. Thus the
life of the Logos, the ideal mind, the breath of love, pervades the

1 la other places Christ is styled simply The life ; but here, The principle of life,
doubtless to prevent His being identified with the natural life of the world.

2 It is characteristic that Philo, even in the creation of the rational world, makes
the more abstract and general, e.g. , the idea of the sky and of empty space, precede
the more concrete, e.g., light, and even the spiritual in itself precede the specific
spiritual.

r *
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whole world. Nature is not the first, but the second,—not the

ground of life, but the form in which the spirit appears. 1 The
Logos is its breath of life. But it is very significant that the Logos

even as the life of the life is also the light of the lights, namely, of

men. The truth, the moral and religious law of life, the living and

spiritual power of man, does not consist in a world of abstract ideas

and general conceptions regarding an absolute spirit overshadowing

individuality. It is true that the light of the world forms a definite

contrast to the life of the world, but this contrast is a pure harmony.

There is no contradiction between life and light—no incongruity of

any kind, as is supposed by the abstract thinking of the philosophy

of the schools, which degrades life to a burnt-offering to light, and

the world of the individual to the Golgotha of the Spirit. On the

contrary, it is just life which forms the light of men. For as the

life which appears has proceeded from the light of the Logos,

it again becomes in man word and light. Truth, knowledge, law,

the light of men, have proceeded from the eternal and essential

forms and their relations, from love and its ruling power, from the

real world and its norms. The life is the light!

This is the relation of the Eternal Christ to the world in its un-

disturbed, substantial relations. But now the Evangelist further

describes His relation to the world in its historic agitation, that is,

to fallen man

:

The light shineth in darkness, and (yet) the darkness compre-

hended it not.

Darkness exists now. He does not say, whence. For darkness

has no proper whence. Sin is unsubstantial.2 It is the direct opposite

of light. Light is the principle of clearness, the element of the

transformation of the world—of the revelation and restoration of

its ideal configuration in the kingdom of love. Darkness again

assails the light, and so it is the spirit or inspirit which darkens

and devastates the world by hiding its personalities, by deranging

its ideal relations, and dishonouring its spirits in the kingdom of

hate. And as light proceeds from life, so does darkness from death.

But as the life is from the Word, so death is from the false prim-

1 In appearance, everything springs at first from the undeveloped ;
and many let

themselves be misled by this appearance to assume that even the Spirit, God Him-

self, proceeds from the undeveloped. They do not consider that even in the nature

which appears, everything that can be called egg or seed has behind it a developed

life of its own kind, and that so they are very sensuous in apprehending nature from

the mere outside and first appearance which presents itself.

2 V. Baur writes (in the treatise referred to, p. 12), ' Only so far as the Logos, as

the principle of life and of light, is the light of men, has He, as the light that shineth

in darkness, the darkness for an opposite, and therefore darkness must be taken

chiefly in an ethical Bense. But since the whole matter under consideration proceeds

from 'the absolute, and, mediated by the Logos as the principle of the divine self-

revelation and world-creation, moves onward to the contrast between God and the

world, light and darkness, we are, even in respect to the ethical, referred back to the

general cosmic connection of principles, in which ethical and physical, freedom and

necessity, spirit and nature, are still comprehended in their unity, as the meta-

physical background, which is the essential supposition of everything whereby moral

volition and action realize themselves in the realm of ethics.' Ami this is called in-

terpreting John, who has written John i. 3, and 1 John ii. 5 and 7.
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eval cecity of sin in the life of conditioned spirits. And finally as
that Word is the revelation of love, so the unword, the self-obscura-
tion of man, is from hate, from growing cold towards God our
neighbour, and the demands of our own inmost life.

Thus darkness exists. It is fact, and forms the ground-tone of
the world's history before Christ ; so much so that the Evangelist
can combine sin and men in one, and call this unity Darkness
But it does not form the only tone of the ancient world. The lio-ht
stands opposed to this darkness, which has apparently become
concrete. It shines on it, shines into it, or rather, according to the
Evangelists deep expression, shines in it. It is infinitely near to
the darkness

;
not in the sense of Pantheism, which attributes sin

to necessity, and so makes it a kind of light, but in the sense of
primordial and efficacious divine faith, which regards the ills which
proceed from sin, and reveals sin in its substantial side as God's
judgment on sin—as the first reaction of the injured life against the
nullity of the morally evil, and thus as a shining of the light in the
midst of the realm of darkness. Nay, it is just the darkness of sin
which first makes the light to shine, properly speaking, makes it flash
fattully in many-hued coruscations, and reflects it in all the colours
of the rainbow. What insight must the Evangelist who wrote this
have acquired into the conflict of the light with the darkness in
human life m the heathen world, and especially in the heathen
mythologies

! He knew, as no one else did, how this conflict of
light with darkness forms lurid appearances of a thousand shapes
and hues, christological reflections in heathen mythology. It was
the triumph of the light 1 that it could continue to shine in the
midst of darkness. The light displayed its most glorious and
sublime appearances or conformations in the realm of revelation
namely, in the forms of righteousness and mercy.2 But the great-
ness of the fall of the human race was shown in its not perceiving
this general revelation of the Logos, and by its keeping itself so
wrapt 111 its darkness, as to have not the slightest surmise o°f the shin-
ing of the light of the Logos, as if it had let its light be quenched in
its darkness.

. Thus the darkness comprehended not the lio-ht It
rather seemed as if the light were swallowed up, or at least sup-
pressed for ever by the darkness. But it only seemed so. For
although the darkened world of man could for its part do nothing
right to appropriate the light, 3 the light rested not until it had
victoriously forced its way through the darkness of men This
breaking through took place in the depths of human life in the
secret midst ot popular life, by a gradual development lasting
through several thousand years, without men havino- a distinct
consciousness of it. The prophets alone gave testimony to it bV
announcing the coming of Christ. It is quite in accordance with
the emphatic manner of the Evangelist, that he here sets forth

* Of the \6yos awepfiarLKos. See Justin Martyr, Apol. ii.

;
See Schoberlein's treatise referred to, p. 241.

3 Characterizing passive religion.
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John the Baptist as the proper representative of the whole succes-

sion of Old Testament prophets and the whole Old Testament pro-

phecy regarding Christ, because he as the last and greatest prophet
completed the testimony of prophecy to Christ.

There was a man sent from God whose name was John. The
same came for a witness, to bear witness of the Light, that all men
through him might believe. He icas not that Light, but was sent to

bear witness of that Light.

Thus the advent of Christ was announced by the word of the

prophets. In this very word the nominal side of Christ's advent was
unfolded. But a real advent ran parallel with this open unfolding

of His name. Nay, further, this real breaking through of the

Logos in the hearts of the elect was the actual and living ground of

those visions, in which His coming was revealed to the prophets.

Their hearts were shaken, made to swell with blessed emotions, by
the dawning rays of His incarnation. The Evangelist now describes

to us this real advent of Christ.

The true Light (the positive primal Brightness, the Light ot

lights), which lighteth every man (shining in into him), was on His
way to come into the world (was entering into the world). 1 He was
already in the world, and the world was made by Him, and yet the

world knew Him not. He (the Logos) came unto His oivn peculiar

possession, and His own people received Him not, But as many as

received Him, to them gave He power to become the sons of God,

even to them that believe on His name.

This is the dark enigma of sin and of Heathenism, that the

Logos, who was in the world, the Creator and Upholder of the

world, who announced His presence in it by every manner of

appearance of which it was capable, was nevertheless, as to His

eternal rule, not known by the world (heathen humanity), was not

once observed in His great historic breaking through and coming
into the world ; nay, that He came by the way of revelation unto

His own, unto the Jewish people, and that the men who were in

a special sense His own received Him not. 2 The Evangelist

exhibits in all its enormity this misconduct of men, which sought

to bar the way against Christ in His advent. For the number of

those who finally received Him in reality, was infinitely small in

comparison with the number of those who received Him not ; and

even in the case of the former He was received not without mani-

fold resistance of the sinful nature, so that it long seemed as if the

Logos would not be received at all by men. But this appearance

passed away. In opposition to the passive religion of the heathen,

the active religion of the patriarchs was formed, which was further

developed and moulded into shape in all true, pious Israelites.

1 On the expression 171' ^pxVf" "» comp. Liicke, p. 319. Liicke, after ;i learned and

careful analysis, takes the expression as preterite, allowing himself to be guided by

the supposition, that vers. 11-13 refer to New Testament matters. Hut this is a

wrong supposition. The sense of the expression receives its explanation from the

idea of the real substantial advent of Christ.

- On the various expositions of the antithesis to. toia and ol 181.01, compare Liicke.
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They received Him, and by receiving Him increasingly gained
distinct knowledge of His nature and advent, and faith in His
name. With this faith He gave them the power (of the new life, of
the new birth) to become the sons of God (in an incomplete and in-
cipient form). 1 The incarnation of the Son of God was mediated
through this higher birth, through the faith and life of these em-
bryotic children of God.

_

Who were bom not of blood, 2 nor of the -will of the flesh, nor of the
will of man, but of God.
The Evangelist evidently regarded those Old Testament children

of God as the living means of Christ's miraculous birth of the
Virgin. They were this, first, as they were the incipient children of
God

; secondly, as they were born to be such children of God
;

thirdly, in so far as they were born not of human generation

;

fourthly, because the birth of God was nevertheless mediated by
the progressive consecrations of human generation ; fifthly and lastly,
because they exhibited in their history an endless mutual action
and reaction, and progressive approximation of the natural birth
and the new birth, which had to reach its goal in the birth of Christ
—a birth absolutely new (on the one side entirely spiritual, on the
other entirely natural). 3

These beginnings of real sonship to God in the many, formed an
essential prediction of the complete Sonship to be manifested in the
birth of Christ, His Only-begotten. But they were sons of God not
merely in name, or simply consecrated for that intention

; they
experienced the commencement of a transformation of their inmost
nature hito the life of the Spirit—the commencement of a new birth

;

andthis became a prophetic intimation, that hereafter the absolutely
spiritual life could be born. And yet their regeneration did not
proceed from human generation, but was an immediate operation of
God from on high, and in this form it foretokened the perfect and
miraculous birth. Their new birth transcended human generation,
yet it was mediated or made way for by the ennobling of the theo-
cratic generation. The Evangelist intimates this, by describing
with discrimination three different forms of generation. The firs'?

is the common sensuous generation, proceeding from the intercourse
of the sexes, e£ al/xaTcov. The second is that which is ennobled in
some measure by the action of the will in the flesh—a generation in

1 Lh'cke maintains, that the expressions, vers. 11, 12, 13, are to be understood as
referring to New Testament times. This is, however, contrary to strict specu-
lative sequence of the context. He observes : It could doubtless be said of the Old
Testament revelations, oi i8lol avrbv ov wape\a(3ov. Doubtless indeed, comp. John
xu. 39, &c. Further, to ovo/xa auTov would never be used with respect to the Mes-
sianic name of the Logos in the Old Testament—the Christ of prophecy Comp
against this view, John v. 46, viii. 5Q, xii. 41. Finally, the sonship of God effected
by the Logos would never be attributed to the faith of the Old Testament but of theNew Testament life. Against this, comp. John viii. 39, x. 35.

Ovk 0; aip.d,Tli)V.

3 On the current expositions of this passage, see Liicke, p. 331. The proper signi-
fication and reference of this passage to the miraculous birth of Christ would have
been perceived earlier, had not the substantial advent of Christ been too much lost
sight of.
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which the higher plastic or formative impulse of a nobler nature,

unknown to the generator, operates in his flesh. 1 The third is the

noblest theocratic generation ; it is consecrated by the moral spirit

of free love, of marriage, and of priestly spirituality, or, as John
says, by the will of man. Isaac and John the Baptist, for example,

were the offspring of such generation from the will of man.'-' As the

incipient Old Testament new births were based upon this consecra-

tion of nature, but rose decidedly above it, the same is, in the highest

degree, the case iu the birth of Christ. He was not of human
generation, even the most consecrated ; but His birth was mediated

by those consecrations of nature as well as by those spiritual new
births. For that spiritual life became more and more nature and
birth, and those births, on the other hand, became more and more
spiritually consecrated ; this reciprocal influence could reach its

perfection only in the holy birth of the Messiah from the Virgin.

This birth is spoken of in the following terms :

—

And the Word ivas made flesh, and dwelt among us (and ice be-

held His glory, the glory as of the Only-begotten of the Father),

fidl of grace and truth.

The Evangelist employs the strongest terms to express the incar-

nation of Christ. It was not as it were a particular word from the

Eternal Word, a single or special energy of the Logos, but the Logos

Himself that was made man. 3 And He was made man in the

proper sense, not as if the case were that He merely revealed Him-
self through a man, that He put on humanity, or ' clothed Himself

in our flesh and blood ;' He was really and truly made man.4 And
with what fulness and power did He appear as man ! He was made
man in the form of being one man distinctively, 5 with a definite

individuality ; nay, He was made flesh. 15 He assumed human nature

1 As, for example, in the history of Judah, Gen. xxxviii., in which, however, the

fanatical veneration of Tamar for the theocratic in the house of Judah (notwith-

standing her error), is to be taken well into consideration. Judah sank here below his

dignity
;
yet notwithstanding, the formative impulse (the will) of the theocratic

nobility was ruling in his flesh.

- From the reference of this passage to Christ's birth of the Virgin, it is clear that

the Evangelist could not speak here of the will of the man or of the woman.
3 Kostlin indeed maintains (Lehrbcyriff des Bvangdiums und der Briefe Johannes,

p. 159), ' His being made flesh has not yet advanced further in the way of develop-

ment than to His being clothed with a human body, and to immediate active and

passive participation iu what happened to and around Him on earth.' This overlooks

the fact, that becoming flesh is, in its very nature, the last development in becoming

man. Or would flesh, pure and simple, be human flesh ? Yet Kostlin thinks that

avdpwrros would have done here equally well as cap*. But the Evangelist perhaps

had grounds for not choosing the expression avOpomos, and for choosing the expres-

sion <jap$, namely, not to approach too closely to the idea of the ideal eternity of the

God-man. 4 See Fromman, </< r Johann. Lehrbegriff, ii. 851.

5 Distinctive oneness in the case of man involves uniqueness, that is, individuality
;

and if no special human personality is ascribed to Christ in contrast to the divine-

human personality, yet He must not be thereby deprived of human individuality.

His individuality consists in embracing as unity, all individuals of the human race.

Are all individualities to find their unity in one who is not an individual .'

6 The expression, the Logos was made flesh, is bo pregnant, that no other could bo

substituted for it. The word Logos cutsaway all Ebionite conceptions, and the word

flesh all gnostic-docetic. The expression, He was made, can be used for refuting

Nestoriauism. It is much stronger than if it were said, He came in the flesh.
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in all its sensuousness and substantiality. 1 When it is further said,
' He dwelt among us,' that indicates that His incarnation proceeded
so as to enter fully into historic relations with men. He gave actual
proof of the truth of His being made man, by humbling Himself,
taking on Himself the form of a servant, becoming a Jew, a poor
pilgrim, and at last a curse of the world upon the cross. But when
the Logos revealed Himself in the flesh, He revealed Himself as
the fulness of grace and truth. Grace—the highest glory of the
loveoi God, appeared in Him as it effaces and abolishes the guilt
of sin, sin itself and death, and changes the curse into blessing;
truth—the highest glory of the revelation of God in His essential
light, appeared in Him, not only as it destroys every illusion of sin,
but also brings the reality and certainty of the highest life, fulfilling
all mere appearances, all shadows and symbols of life.

The Evangelist could not confine himself to a merely objective
presentation of this truth

; he had to interpose a parenthesis which
attested the blessed experience of himself and his companions in
the faith. ' And we saw His glory.' To see the glory of the Lord,
which had only been granted to the prophet Isaiah in a state of
ecstatic vision, had for years been the constant experience of their
lives. With the eyes of their body spiritually enlightened, they
saw the glory of the Lord, the effulgence of God (the Shechinah)
as exhibited in its most distinct manifestation, in the bodily shape
of Christ. A view more glorious than the highest Old Testament
vision, was for them matter of daily experience. And under the
influence of this divine brightness in human form, the eyes of their
spirit were opened more and more, so that they perceived in Christ
the glory of the Only-begotten of the Father (the Son of God em-
bracing in His one and only birth, all the births and new births of
all God's children).

The expression, He dwelt among us, taken in connection with the
special signification of what follows regarding the beholding of the
glory of Christ, shows the contrast between the Old Testament and
the New Testament view of the glory of Christ. There, the Lord
dwelt m the Holy of Holies in the temple ; here, in the midst of
His people. There, He revealed Himself but seldom, and to chosen
individuals

;
here, He lived together with His own. There, they

saw only His brightness, and that while in an ecstatic state

;

here, believers had, with their bodily eyes, a full view of Him as
He was manifested in the flesh. There, His appearing had resem-
bled lightning in its sudden disappearance

; here, He made, by
1 V. Baur (as above, p. 20) disputes the supposition, that the prologue exhibits

distinct marks of historical progress in the revelation of the Logos until His incarna-
tion. The prologue has no knowledge of a historic Christ in this sense but the
Logos becomes historic through His entrance into the world and human history by
His being the light shining in darkness. What is signified by the Logos being made
ttesn, can therefore, from the Evangelist's standpoint, be considered as only an
adjunct, a mere accident of the substantial existence of the Logos.' The funda-
mental thought of Christianity only an adjunct ! It was natural, moreover, for the
author when dealing with this decisive watchword, to characterize his position
towards historic Christianity.

l
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historical intercourse with His disciples, His abode not merely
among them, but also in them.

This incarnation of the Logos bore witness of itself, and just

because it did so it was also attested by God's witnesses
; first by

those of the Old Testament, represented by John the Baptist, and
next by those of the New, in whose name John the Evangelist

speaks.

John bare witness of Him, and cried, saying, This is He of
ivhom I spake, He that cometh after me is preferred before me;
for He was before me. And of His fulness have all we received,

and grace for grace.

Thus the two Johns, of whom the one seals the Old Testament

when it reached its climax, and the other unlocks the New in its

depth, bear common testimony to the incarnation of the Son of

God. The testimony of the Baptist, which he gave in his crying

(fceKpaye), is still preserved in its spirituality (fiaprvpel). And it

is a definite testimony to the glory of Christ profoundly expressed.

Christ comes after him as the prince comes after the herald ; that

is His historic glory ;—and yet in reality He was before him in His
continual ideal-substantial incarnation in the Old Testament ; that

is His theocratic glory. That He comes after and yet is preferred

before him, rests on His being before him as the principle of his life

in God ; that is His divine glory. The younger John gives the

New Testament testimony in the words, ' And of His fulness have

all we received, and grace for grace.'" One revelation after another

of love in its highest majesty as it eradicates sin and makes the

soul free and joyous in God, one solar operation after another,

as it stirs, quickens, and renews life in all its depths, have all we
experienced from Him, one in one manner, and another in another,

and every one always more and more gloriously, so that it became

evident that the divine life of Christ is an infinite fulness of God,

which is displayed in endless manifestations of sin-uprooting grace.

Thus the revelation of the Son of God has received the very highest

attestation. And now the Evangelist, in his own manner, sums up

the whole contents of the prologue in one retrospective, concluding

sentence.

For the law was given by Moses, but grace and truth came by

Jesus Christ. No man hath seen God at any time ; the only-

begotten Son, who is in the bosom of the Father, He hath declared

Him.
The Evangelist does not content himself with giving us once

more, in this concluding sentence, a general description of the incar-

nation of the Son of God in all its significance, but also teaches us

how to appreciate it with still more exactness, by exhibiting it in

distinct contrast to the divine revelation of the Old Testament. He
has already given us a glance into the real connection between the

Old Covenant and the New. He now comes to speak of their dis-

tinction ; and first of all, as a distinction between Christ and Moses.

The law was given by Moses : the law, in contrast to the fulness of

VOL. TIL 2 G
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the grace of Christ, and consequently as an exact outline of that
new life, without the power of imparting it, which can be done by
grace alone

;
the law, as a strict demand of life under the threaten-

ing of the curse, and consequently as the mere symbol of life but
as the real power of death. But the new and absolute revelation
in Christ now appears in contrast to the former revelation through
Moses. The condemning power of the law, which kills the sinner
and yet cannot kill sin, is abolished by the expiatory power of grace
which kills sin while it restores life to the sinner

; and the symbolic
signification of the law is abolished by Christ's fulfilling all its
types and shadows, by bringing in the reality of life. But this
distinction between the Old Covenant and the New holds good as
a distinction between Christ and the prophets. Taking the ex-
perience of them all, they had the most manifold visions of the
glory of the Lord

; but comparing their revelations with that of
Christ as a prophet, we can use the strong expression, God (Him-
self) has been seen by no man ; never by any. But He has been
seen by the only-begotten Son. They only beheld while in a state
oi ecstasy the refulgence of the glory of God in the light of the
feon, in His incipient incarnation

; but Christ saw and always sees
the Father in the spirit. He constantly reposes on the Father's
heart (as John leaned on Jesus' bosom)

; and thus He beholds the
.b ather's face with all the intimacy of perfect love. And it is this
Beloved of the Father who brings us the new revelation of God He
has, in the most unconditioned sense, declared Him (i^y^craro)

.

But when Christ gave His disciples a complete revelation of the
great salvation, unfolded fully the nature of the Father and wholly
disclosed His own divine glory, He at the same time laid the
foundation for revealing His eternal nature to all the world. Thus
the Evangelist, whose starting-point was the consideration of the
pre-histonc glory of Christ, and who described His historic glory
points us in conclusion to His post-historic glory.

'

notes.

1. The distinction between the idea of the classic metamorphosis
and the romantic metamorphosis is of great importance for theology.
For it is an unmistakable fact, that progressive life always develops
itself in metamorphoses. It is very easy, therefore, to distinguish
the idea of a lawless fanciful metamorphosis, which may be de-
signated as the romantic, from that of the real metamorphosis
guided by law, which may be called the classic. The choice of
these designations results from the relation in which the predo-
minating notion in the idea of the lawless metamorphosis stands in
our days to the more recent Pantheism, and especially to the
romantic poetry which runs parallel with it. But the distinction,
of which a general outline has been given above, must be more
closely defined: the classic metamorphosis is conditioned by the
inviolable law of a definite principle of life. It starts from the
centre of a definite principle of life, the unfolding of which it ex-
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liibits in its constant transformations, which take place successively

according- to the operation of an orderly law, that it may at last

exhibit again the same principle of life in a fully developed and

glorified form, and thereby attest that it has faithfully followed its

course of development. Eomantic metamorphosis, on the contrary,

takes its origin from a quite indefinite plastic source of life, then

assumes a seemingly specific definiteness, but only soon to exchange

it again for a second and third ; and if all the while it moves in an

ascending line, yet at the end it loses, by the dissolution of its last

apparently definite form in the bosom of the universal, from which

it arose, the whole gain of the process. According to the law of

the classic metamorphosis, the boy becomes a youth, the youth a

man; according to the law (or unlaw) of the romantic metamor-

phosis, the beautiful princess is changed into a bear or a hateful

monster, and vice versa. The more recent natural philosophy for

some time entertained the idea of the romantic metamorphosis in

the realm of physiology. According to the representatives of this

theory, the individual life does not proceed from definite principles

established by a conscious act of creation, but from the dark bosom

of a generative source capable of producing an endless variety of

forms, and disclosing itself in the shape of emanation. And while

the doctrine of creation brings forth each individual life, after its

own invariable kind, from the principles or creative thoughts veiled

by the mother-bosom of universal nature, this emanation-theory

constructs a fanciful process of nature, according to which the one

kind of individual life always shifts round into the other, in which

it sets out from the lowest forms of the vegetable kingdom, until at

last, after having passed through the essential types of the vegetable

and animal kingdoms, it reaches a definite and final goal in the

likeness of man. This theory has been supported particularly by

the doctrine of equivocal generation (generatio requivoca), by which

is understood a generation which is not brought about by sexual

propagation from beings of the same kind, but effected by elements

of different kinds (organic substance, water and air), through the

generating power of a plastic primeval matter diffused through all

nature. The basis of this doctrine, however, has been shaken by

the recent investigations of Ehrenberg and others regarding the

infusoria ; and Sobernheim has lately, in his treatise Elemente tier

allgemeinen Physiologic (Berlin, 1844), attacked it theoretically

also. (Compare on this subject the thoughtful essay of Pastor

Johannes Hirzel, die Weltanschauung der Bibel urn! der Natur-

ivissenscJiaft.) Sobernheim maintains, against the above-mentioned

theory of nature, the proposition, that all beings are propagated

only by their like (omne vivum ex ovo). This proposition may

indeed be pushed too far, otherwise the doctrine of the creative

energies of the universal substance could not have followed the

doctrine of monads. It cannot be denied, that according to the

genesis of life the egg must have proceeded from the universal life,

just as much as the definite life from the e^. The first and
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fundamental forms of the visible creation were really not the
definite seeds and species, but the more general elements of life

earth, water, air, light (see Gen. i.) But the definite forms of life

which proceeded from the bosom of the more general life cannot be
traced back to an indefinite plastic vital power (this is to be con-
sidered as only their nourishing mother-bosom), but to quite
similarly definite vital ideas, which must have been realized in the
definite developed living being {e.g., Adam), before they were in
the seed of the living being {e.g., human generation). But at the
same time we must firmly hold, that the species are really species
(omne ovum revera ovum), true and definite forms of creation.
From all this it follows, in the first place, that there is a defining
creative spirit, the clear divine thought, which establishes the
definite principle of nature. The egg or the bird cannot, as a dis-
tinct and definite form of life, take its origin from the infinitely
indefinite, and can have been called into existence only by the
absolutely defining. It follows, secondly, that the species do not
proceed the one from the other, and do not exist as an ascending
chain of being produced by a general process of life, but that they
are distinct types having a common consistency, although suc-
ceeding one another, and typifying, in the unity of a highly mani-
fested life, the One and most specific life. Thirdly, and lastly, it

follows, that the speciality of the life already indicated by the
speciality of the egg, must manifest itself through the whole course
of its development, or rather, that it must unfold itself always more
and more decidedly. Agassiz, too, in his treatise, Be la succession
et du developpement cles etres organises a la surface du globe
terresfre (p. 7), distinctly declares himseif against the systems
'which formerly delighted in representing the whole of these
organized beings as forming a graduated series, rising without
interruption from the most imperfect beings to man,' although at
the same time he rejects the frigid hypothesis, ' which, denying all
succession, will not see in all creation anything except a motley
assemblage of diverse forms, reascending to one and the same
epoch, and having no other bond of connection than that of a com-
mon existence.'

It is worthy of remark, that even in nosology the idea of the
classic metamorphosis is beginning to react against that of the
romantic metamorphosis, as is seen, e.g., in Muhry's interesting
tractate, ' Ueber die Mstorische Unwandelbarkeit der Natur und
der Kranklieiten ' (on the historical unchangeableness of nature and
of diseases), Hanover, Hahn 1844.
The romantic metamorphosis appeared to best advantage in the

more recent romantic poetry; and yet it could not but make a
fatal impression when the moral characters were made to go through
many fantastic changes from one form into another, as is sometimes
the case_ in Tieck. But when even philosophy, in its more recent
speculations, allowed itself to be misled into receiving the romantic
metamorphosis into its theory of the world, thus recalling to life the
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East Indian goddess Maia, this can be attributed only to indistinct-

ness in the thinking faculties themselves; and it is natural if that

fantastic goddess appears more repulsive in Hegel's phenomenology
of the spirit than in Tieck's poetic fancies, although both works, as

highly interesting parallels, illustrate with equal and distinguished

ability the idea of the romantic metamorphosis, the one in philo-

sophy, and the other in poetry. But that fanciful theory is the

most intolerable when it strays into the realm of theology, and
pitches its tent in criticism, the strictest of all theological orders;

and if the latest products of this kind remind us of F. T. W. Hoff-

man or Holderlin's poetry of the penult stadium, we must perhaps

beg pardon of the spirits of these romantic poets. Thus, for example,

in a well-known school, the New Covenant is constructed from the

basest sediments of the Old Covenant (Ebionitism) and of the old

world (Gnosticism) ; that is to say, the new world of the new man
is constructed from the sweepings of the old world and the passions

and emotions of the old Adam. The religious-philosophical parallel

to these romantic metamorphoses in criticism is to be found in the

writings of Feuerbach.

2. The construction of the prologue proposed by Kostlin (as

above, p. 102), according to which the prologue gives a threefold

view of the Christian religion from its commencement up to the

author's time, is very properly rejected by V. Baur (22).

SECTION III.

THE POST-HISTORIC HEAVENLY GLORY OF JESUS CHRIST.

(Col. i. 12-20; Epli. i.)

Every christological view of the world which can lay any claim

to the character of being a view of Christian spiritual life, while

declaring the historical revelation of the divinity of Christ, declares

also at the same time, as has been already indicated, His pre-historic

and post-historic divine glory. And again, it can neither announce

the eternity of the Son of God before time, without also^ thereby

announcing His eternity after time, nor the latter without implying

the former. The mystical Jl is sounded forth in the mystical A,

and he who knows the Lord as the Omega necessarily knows Him
as the Alpha also. This is specially true of the Apostle Paul.

It was in accordance with his active character, that he showed a

predilection for the history of Jesus in its final stage, while the more

contemplative John rather turned his attention to the deep ground

of all life in the Christ before the foundation of the world. And
yet Paul was well acquainted with that eternal ground. He even

gives us a new and definite view of it. While John describes the

ante-mundane Christ as the Logos, and presents Him chiefly as the

light, as the principle of the future transformation of the world,

Paul glorifies Him especially as the ground and centre of spiritual

blessing and salvation for the elect Church.
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It is not our theme to set forth here the Christology of the Apostle
Paul

;
we have only to sketch a part of Christology—Paul's doctrine

of the post-historic glory of Christ. For doing this, we make use
of the two above designated important christological passages in
Paul's Epistles, and begin with the more definite and succinct
passage—that in Colossians.

m

The practical tendency of the Epistle to the Colossians is expressedm the passage in which the apostle warns the Christians at Colosse
not to let themselves be seduced by the false teachers, whom he
describes, 1 into a false (dualistic-ascetic) striving after a false
(angehstic) perfection, according to false hypotheses (the maxims
of pre-Christian Heathenism and dualistic philosophy), (ii. 16-23).
But on the other hand they ought to exercise the true spiritual
askesis, which consists not in putting off the man, but in putting off
the old man in order to put on the new (chap, iii.)

But they ought,\with a view to this, to strengthen themselves by
becoming duly conscious of the signification of their Christian
calling, namely, that through Christ they are translated into the
kingdom of perfection, that through His atoning death they are
presented before Him as holy, spotless, and blameless (i. 21, comp.

This wonderful translation of believers from the kingdom of
darkness into the kingdom of perfection is explained by the signi-
fication of the personality of Christ, with whom they have, through
faith, become one

;
in Him dwells all fulness. He Himself is the

perfection
; therefore they who are one with Him have entered into

the kingdom of perfection, and so they are in their view above the
false (dualistic) view, in the spirit of their efforts above the false
(unfree ascetic) efforts, and in the real aim of their life essentially
above the false (spiritualistic) aim.

Thus it is in this relation 2 that the apostle gives here the out-
lines of his Christology. He calls upon the Colossian Christians to
give thanks to the Father who made them (the believers of the
apostolic Church) meet to be partakers of the inheritance of the
saints 3 in light, delivering them from the power of darkness, and
translating them into the kingdom of the Son of His love, in whom
all believers have redemption through His blood, even the forgive-
ness of sins. And then it is further said concerning Christ

:

Who is the image of the invisible God, the first-born of every

1 On the false teachers at Colosse, comp. Olshausen, Commentary on the Colossians
Introd. p. 276 ; Neander, History of the Planting, &c, i. 319 [Bohn] ; De Wette
Enil. i. 2 et seq. ; Steiger's Commentar. p. S3.

2 I follow here Harless' view in his excellent Comment, zum Epheserlrief (Einl.
lxxiv.)

; but I cannot coincide with him regarding the leading thought of the
Epistle.

3 This explanation seems to me to be demanded by the connection. It is
certainly not^ correct to say that the saints 'have a common K\vpos whereof each
has his fiepis.' Olshausen, p. 293. Much rather does every Christian, as an heir of
God, in common with all other Christians, gain the whole. The future inheritance
is not divided, but the people of God consists of parts. Comp. the parallel passage
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creature : for by Him were all things created, that are in heaven,

and that are in earth, visible and in risible, whether they be thrones,

or dominions, or principalities, or powers: all things were created

through Him and for Him : and He is before all things, and by

Him edl tilings consist, And He is the head of the body, the

Church

:

l who is the beginning (the ground-principle of things),

the first-born from the dead; that He might be the first in all things

(the Prince of both reons). For it pleased the Father that in Him
should all fulness (of the self-revelation of God) dwell, and having

made peace through the blood of His cross, through Him to reconcile

all things unto Himself; through Him (I say), whether they be

things in earth or things in heaven.

Christ is first presented here in His proper nature, in His funda-

mental relation to God and to the world. He is the image of God

in the unconditioned sense. This expression has, beyond a doubt,

essentially the same signification as the Logos of John's Gospel, and

the expression of the divine essence of which the Epistle to the

Hebrews speaks (xaparcT)]p Trj? vTrocrTaaews avrov, Heb. i. 3). For

Christ is placed, as in the passages referred to, between God and

creation, as the Eevealer of God, as Founder or Upholder of crea-

tion. The difference of the expressions shows only a difference of

the relations. John announces Him as the Logos, because his

design is to exhibit Him as the clearness of God's consciousness,

and as the clearness of the foundation of the world. The Epistle

to the Hebrews presents Him as the express image of the divine

hypostasis, because it introduces Him as the one pure and perfect

expression of the manifold revelations of God in the Old Testament,

and the one and only Upholder of all things. In this passage in Colos-

sians, on the other hand, Christ must be presented as the image ot

the invisible God, because He is to come before the souls of believers

as the pure essential image of the glory of God, as the princely

archetype comprehending all the light-giving forms in the world,

and is in this form to set them free from the angel-images and false

spiritual ideals which they had been seduced to honour. As the

image of God, Christ mediates the living view—the true knowledge

of God. 2 As He is the image of God in the unconditioned sense,

He is the pure expression, the pure archetype of His essence, or

the second form, the beheld, in God's conscious self-beholding. :;

Since God is invisible as to His essence, the image of God cannot

consist in the reflection of His appearance, but only in an essential

copy of His essence.
4

So Christ is the Son of God and the principle of the world.

And He is the principle of the world in every respect ;
not only

of the world in its first, but also in its second form—not only of

1 De Wette :
' that is, of the spiritual body which is the Church,' p. 18.

2 See Steiger's Commentar zum Oolosscrbriuf, p. 135.

3 De Wette and many others hold here by the idea of the historical Christ, through

whom God made the world.

* Hence called by Luther, ' ein gottern Bild ' (a divine image). Comp. JS ltzsch on

the Essential Trinity of God, p. 308.
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the old aaon in which the natural life of creation, but also of the

new aeon in which the spiritual life of redemption is the prevailing

power. Thus He is the Prince or the first in all things (eV iraatv

irpcorevcov) : in respect to the first world, He is the first-born before

every creature {jrp(OTOTOKo<i irdar^ Krlaewi) ; in respect to the

second, the first-born from the dead (ttpcototoko^ e/c twv ve/cptov).1

In respect to the first world, Christ is called the first-born before

every creature. That this is not meant to designate Him as the

first created, is shown by His being placed at the head of all crea-

tion, and also by His being again described in His resurrection as

the first-born from the dead. But it is shown specially by the illus-

tration of His name ; for, by Him were all things (the All) created
;

and it is said for further illustration, all things were created through
Him, and for Him. The expression ' by Him ' embraces the whole,

comprehending also the third illustration : And by Him all things

consist. In brief, this is the relation of the Son of God to the world :

He is the ideal and real, and consequently the essential principle

of unity of the All. If we look at the origin of the world, all things

are through Him
; He is the foundation-principle in which all

things arise. If we look at the consistence of the world, all

things have their living consistency as a unity in relation to the

revelation of His life ; He is the living, all-embracing centre in

which things consist. Finally, if we look at the end of the develop-

ment of things, all things tend to unfold their ideal unity in and
under Him, and so He is the end of the whole development of the

world in which things find their consummation.
But the expression, the first-born, implies not merely the divine

being, but also the incarnation of the Eternal Christ. This follows

from the inward relation in which He stands as Prince of the first

world to the creation, and as Prince of the second world as He who
has risen from the dead to the resurrection of the dead.

The apostle now proceeds to speak in detail of the creation called

into existence by Christ, and which consists through Him and for

Him. We have first the contrast, Things in heaven, and things in

earth. The heavenly spirits worshipped by the false teachers at

Colosse, and their worshippers, who by their superstition put them-
selves and these spirits out of the right relation to Christ, were
made through Him and for Him, and consist in Him alone. We
have no doubt that the apostle consciously referred to this ; there-

fore he next reverses the order, and gives a view of the world in the

contrast of the visible and the invisible. Christ is the Author and
Prince of everything visible : this condemns their dualistic theory

and askesis. He stands in the same relation to everything invisible
;

therefore they were wrong in their superstitious worshipping of the

spiritual princes in accordance with their theory, however they

might divide them into thrones (throne-spirits, spirits of the first

rank-'), dominions, principalities, and powers. The apostle in the

1 According to Bahr's arrangement, which is certainly the right one, and not
Olshausen's. 2 See Steiger, p. 151.
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first place accepts their own representation of this spiritual hier-

archy, whether the heavenly relations are or are not as they repre-

sent. For, however they may represent these spirits, the right

knowledge of Christ always demands that they be thoroughly

subordinate to Him. 1 It is manifest from Eph. i. 21, that Paul

himself recognized a gradation of the heavenly spirits. He evidently

makes special reference here to the powers of the other world ; and
Schleiermacher's opinion, that only earthly ruling powers are

spoken of here, has been very properly rejected. 2 Yet it cannot be

denied that the apostle's view contained reference also to the

thrones, authorities, and powers in the visible world, as is plainly

shown by the parallel passage in Ephesians. In the enumeration

of the various powers, reference is made in Colossians to the visible3

as well as the invisible, in Ephesians not only to the world to come,

but also to this world.4 Thus Christ is the absolute Prince of all

the powers of this world (the Prince of the kings of the earth, Kev.

i. 5), and of all the powers in the other world (Lord over all angels

and spirits, Heb. i. 6).

Paul attaches great importance to the fact, that He who was

before all things, and by whom all things consist, is also Head of

the Church, the Prince of the new world of the Spirit. 5 For this

truth serves to glorify the greatness of redemption by the depth of

the creation, as well as to reveal the ideality of the creation by the

holiness of redemption. This one proposition, The Mediator of

creation is the Mediator of redemption, excludes innumerable

errors, by setting aside, on the one hand, dualism, which represents

the world of the Spirit as a hostile power opposed to the world of

the creature ; and on the other, Pantheism, which makes the waves

of a wild emanation of creaturely life overflow and swallow up the

world of the Spirit and of the spirits.

He by whom and through whom the All exists, is also the Head
of the Church, for He is the first-born from the dead. There can

hardly be a more beautiful expression than this (see Eev. i. 5).

1 ' But the error doubtless lay in the theosophic system, that the various se-

condary emanations, although mediated by the primary, were not conceived of as

included in it, but v iSpoBed round about the concrete ttpwt6tokos, as an infinite

developing itself in *aax> manifestations.' Steiger, p. 147. It lies in the nature of

the Gnostic system of spirits, that they exclude one another just because they are

emanations. As God contrasts Himself with emanation and it with Himself, so the

individual emanations are contrasted with Him and with one another. In the later

developed Gnostic system of Yaleutinus, Christ is only one reon made up of the

pleroma (the fulness of all emanations). The expression pleroma was undoubtedly

used in the apostle's clays in the Gnostic sense ; and so Paul designedly asserts, on

the contrary, that the whole pleroma is included in Christ.—[See Burton's Baiwpttm

Lectures, passim.]
2 See Steiger, p. 148 ;

Olshausen, p. 149.

a The passages, Rom. viii. 38 and 1 Pet. iii. 22, favour the same view, inasmuch

as the (LyyeXot are distinguished from the dpXai and 8vvd.iJ.eis in the first passage, and

from the e£ov<rlai and dwdfieis in the latter.

4 It is surprising how Olshausen can remark, ' Only we find no other passage in

which it can be affirmed with certainty that these expressions, usually employed

with respect to angels, are applied to earthly powers,' when it is certain that these

expressions were first taken from earthly relations and applied to the angel-world.

6 See Steiger, p. 159.
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The resurrection from the dead is the third birth of believers, with

which their life is complete. The new and eternal world of the

perfected Church of God begins with this birth. And as Christ

was the principle of the first world, He has also become the prin-

ciple of the second, and in this sense again the first-born. He is

therefore also described here as the beginning from the dead. For

not until now comes the right and highest beginning—the begin-

ning of the eternal world which has no end, behind which the first

world as a mere introduction must always more and more retire.

The apostle proceeds to say, that the pre-eminence in either rela-

tion became Him. According to the good pleasure of God, the

whole fulness (of divine revelations) was to be included in Him,
as well the divine manifestations and spirits of the first revelation

in creation, as the virtues and powers of the second revelation in

redemption (comp. Col. ii. 9).

Hence follows, that the reconciliation which He accomplished in

the second revelation is a bringing back of the spirits to Himself

(et? avrov), as He manifested Himself in the first revelation—that

of creation. That is, the reconciled are not, as dualists, ascetics,

and spiritualists, estranged from the spirit of creation by the spirit

of redemption, but rather, by being reconciled with God through

Christ, they are brought into harmony with their own inmost life,

reconciled with the Logos in the deepest ground of their life and in

the depth of creation, which is Christ Himself. They come to

themselves (Luke xv. 17) ; although not in the old form of natural

life, but in the new form of freedom in the spirit. The power of

this reconciliation embraces the inhabitants of earth and the in-

habitants of heaven. The dark saying of the apostle concerning

this extension of the reconciliation1 at all events expresses this

truth, that the power of the reconciliation extends to the other

world. It works in the spirits which already belong in a general

way to the sphere of heaven, but are not yet perfect, and con-

tinues to work until they reach perfection, until they become alto-

gether one with Christ, with themselves, and with God. Nay, even

the pure spirits, the angels, are drawn into this circle of reconcilia-

tion, inasmuch as in Christ, the centre of all union, they are

brought into harmony and union with the fallen and redeemed

spirits.
2 This is perfect reconciliation when all disharmony on

earth and in heaven, and between earth and heaven, ceases. The
work of Christ, therefore, by which He brought about this reconcili-

ation, is described as making peace. He made peace through the

1 On the different expositions, see De Wette, p. 20.
2 [' The union and communion between angels and men,—the order of the whole

family in heaven and earth,—the communication of life, grace, power, mercy, and

consolation to the Church,—the rule and disposal of all things unto the glory of

God,—do all depend hereon. This glory God designed unto his Son incarnate ;
and

it was the greatest, the highest, that could be communicated unto Him.' Owen, in a

chapter full of power and beauty on the Eecapitulation of all things, in his work on

the Glory of Christ. Some brilliant pages on the same subject, and tending to the

same conclusion as the author, occur in Isaac Taylor's Saturday Evening (Unison of

the Heavenly Hierarchy).

—

Ed.]
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blood of His cross. The eternal result of His offering up Himself

in full peace with Himself, with God, and with the world, in a

suffering in which the world's discord pierced through His very

life, in which the world warred against Him to the death, in which

God Himself seemed to be against Him, is that now an .almighty

spirit of peace pervades earth and heaven, and brings into full

harmony with it, not only the spirits, but also the things, by chang-

ing them from the fashion of the old world into the spiritual clear-

ness of God's economy.

This last thought is the leading thought of
>

the Epistle to the

Ephesians, and especially of its great christological passages The

practical leading thought of the Epistle to the Ephesians is con-

tained in the exhortation to unity in the Spirit addressed to be-

lievers, Eph. iv. 1-6. Diversities among Christians should be

shown only in the orderly arrangement of the gifts of the Spirit,

not in the spirit of the one contradicting the spirit of the other.

Consequently sanctification should be considered as a renewal in

order to unity (vers. 31, 32). Christians should indeed prove their

walking in love by avoiding fellowship with the children of dark-

ness, v. 1-7
; yet their unity should be mirrored also in the natural

life by proper observance of the mutual duties of husbands and

wives, parents and children, masters and servants, v. 21-vi. 9. On
the other hand, Christians are to maintain constant warfare against

the spirits of darkness, vi. 10, &c.

The leading theoretical thought of the Epistle corresponds to this

leading practical thought. 1 It is expressed, i. 10 : All things are to

be (lathered tor/ether (reconstructed) in Christ as their head, both

which are in heaven and ivhich are on earth.- It is the same

thought as that which pervades the high-priestly prayer, John xvii.

It describes the last and highest aim of the Church of Christ, nay,

of every development of the world. Hence it can be acquired as a

living view only by faithful development of the inward Christian

life.
° One can very easily hold the thought as a formula or phrase

;

but, as living knowledge, it first springs from Christian hope, and

then indeed it contributes most powerfully to the unity of believers.

The apostle shows his readers how they come to the possession of

this great truth. First of all he reminds them of what is contained

in their Christian faith—how, through Christ, they are blessed by

God with all spiritual blessings in the new world of the kingdom of

heaven in Christ. From this standpoint they are first to look back

to the deepest ground of their salvation before the world was
; then

again to take a steady view of the centre-point of their salvation, in

1 OLshausen overlooks this more definite idea and tendency of the Epistle, when he

remark*, that the Epistle, as is natural in an encyclical letter, abstains from every-

thing particular. It treats only of the general Christian ideas in a dogmatic and

ethical point of view. The denial of the marked peculiarities of the Epistle goes so

far with others, that they have been able to regard it as a kind of copy of the Epistle

to the Colossians.
2 The infinitive avaK«pa\ai.u<Ta.<jQaL, as Harless rightly remarks, depends on /ii«t-

rripiov tov 0e\r)p.a.Tos. But the propi sit ion doubtless refers, although Harlesfl denies

it, to the final completion of the kingdom of God.
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order from it to perceive its last and highest goal. Thus the con-
sciousness of their salvation leads them first to look back. In their
redemption the eternal purpose which God purposed concerning
them m Christ, has been realized. There are two things in this
decree-election, and predestination. God has chosen m in Him
(in Christ) before the foundation of the world, that we should be
holy and luithout blame before Him in love. At the same time He
has m lx>ve predestinated us to the adoption of children by Jesus
Christ to Himself according to the good pleasure ofHis will This
predestination is designed to be to the praise of the glory Vof the
glorious revelation and manifestation) of His graceWe see here how Christian life points Wits centre back to itsprimary source in election and forward to its end in perfection.And the same is true of the knowledge of Christ, since the salvation
of Christians depends on Him. The knowledge of the Saviour re-
vealing Himself m redemption necessarily leads to the knowledge ofHis glory before the world was, in which He is the ground of the
election and predestination of believers, and also to the knowledge

t*7n r6
rfn°

vy
A

lr

\
which He is t0 aPPear as Head of theholy Church. The first beginning and the last end of salvation are

mirrored in its middle point, the middle and the end in the begin-ning and the middle and the beginning in the end
ihe glory of Christ before the world is shown from God's purpose

of salvation in the following way :-The election of believers took
place before the foundation of the world. Thus the foundation of
the world was conditioned through believers. But their election was
conditioned through Christ. Now, since the realization of their elec-

.

tion began with the foundation of the world (for creation is the sphere
of the realization of election), Christ in His eternal being must have
really existed then.

;
In the eternity before the world wis, God saw

believers holy and without blame in Him]; and that He so saw them,
that He determined, defined, and beheld their distinctive bein- was
the cause of their coming into existence, and of their becomingwhat
they are; and as they came into existence, they could proceed onlyfrom the eternal being of Christ as their source. Now persons can-
not proceed from a mere idea, but only from a person which com-
prehends them Hence follows the eternal personality of Christ
according to His divine nature. As the God-man, indeed He ex-
isted for the world originally in ideal form, inasmuch as He'was not
yet made manifest in the flesh

;
yet never in abstract ideal form

but always an ideal-substantial, for the incarnation of the God-man began from eternity. But in God He was always complete as
the God-man, because God pervades and embraces all times with
His presence.

*Jv
e deff °f^ct[ou is executed in God's fore-ordination,

set ling whatever befalls His people, making all things work to-
gether to bring them to Christ. The sphere in which what is
ordained is realized, is the history of men. Now since the pre-
destination was in love, it was in beholding Christ who is the Son
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of His love, the Son in whom God as love finds the expression of

His essence (Col. i. 13). Tims He is the fundamental condition of

the world's history ; and in this sense too He is a divine personality,

underlying every development of persons. All sonship of men to

God must be mediated through Him. This could not be, unless

He were the real unity of all sonship (and so the only-begotten Son).

The full manifestation of grace is to be presented at the end in Him.
This could not be possible, unless He were already the true image

of grace in the deepest ground of the world itself, and so the express

image of God's person.

The apostle takes us next to the centre-point of salvation. In His

grace He has made us accepted in the Beloved. Thus the Beloved is

identical with grace, because He is the Son (the full expression) of

His love, and because love in its greatest glory, as it uproots sin, is

grace, and grace alone. The decisive historical fact of grace is this:

We have in Him redemption through His blood ; its effect in be-

lievers is, We have in Him forgiveness of sins ; and we have both

according to the riches of His grace.

It is from this riches of grace that the clear prospect of his

highest aim is to be unfolded to the Christian, in the following man-
ner :—Grace manifests itself to believers as rich and abundant, by

its not only quieting distress of conscience, but also by its translat-

ing them beyond themselves, so that they are able to rejoice in it

with the freedom of Christian knowledge. The abounding of

grace, however, first shows itself in practical knowledge, in all

wisdom (as it knows the holy end), and in all prudence (as it takes

the right measures for realizing that end). From this enlighten-

ment, there is a gradual unfolding of the knowledge of the great

mystery of God's will, as it corresponds to His good pleasure (evSo-

Kia) which He purposed in Christ 1 before the foundation of the

world, and which is to be unfolded in the fulness of times as the

perfect household of God, which is the result or pure product of all

the developments of the times. The apostle next declares the great

mystery, in the words already cited, and which form the theoretical

leading thought of the Epistle.

Thus the Christian, in the development of his life, gains a clear

view of that future in which Christ as the Head has taken up the

whole world into His life, rules in it as a prince, and exhibits it in

its ideal unity as the' perfect house or kingdom of God.

The apostle now shows how this institute began long ago. In

Him, says he, we (the Jews) have been made God's people, and

have received our special dispensation (e/cA^pco^/iey Trpoopia-

1 'H.v irpoidtTO iv avru. Harless makes the iv clvtuj refer, not to Christ, but to God.

'It would be against all rule if the apostle, while God ia always the subject in the

preceding context, introduced a different subject first (avT$) by the pronoun and

afterwards (tw Xptury, ver. 10) by name, while the reverse is the sole and only

natural order'.' We remark in reply, that the reversal of the order is occasioned by

the solemnity and formality of the proposition 6.va.Ke<pa.\at(b(ra<Tdcu, &c. ; and besides,

Christ was mentioned ver. 7. Moreover the proposition ty irpoiOcro, &c., would be

mere tautology if the iv ctt/r<p referred to God.
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Sevres)
; in Him, ye also (having become priests) were sealed with

the Holy Spirit of promise (which is the real completion of that
promise, the earnest of which was received by Israel alone). 1 And
now he expresses his wish that the Ephesians might become perfect

in the knowledge of the end of this kingdom (vers. 15-17). He
prays that the eyes of their understanding might be enlightened
(that they might have theoretical knowledge emanating from prac-

tical piety) to know how rich is the hope which lies in their calling ;

and as concerns the ground of this hope, how infinitely great is the

riches of the glory which is to be unfolded from the inheritance of
God in His saints ; and finally, as concerns the ground of this glory,

what is the exceeding greatness of the power of God towards them
that believe, according to the (full) working of the (whole) strength of
His (infinite) might. Thus this absolute energy of God is the
deepest basis of the believers' hope ; and they are able to know that

it is so, for it has already begun to work mightily, namely, in the
resurrection and exaltation of Christ (vers. 20-23). But the work-
ing of this mighty power is shown also in this, that, together with
the risen Saviour, God has quickened them—the believing Gentiles

in like manner as the believing Jews—and made them to sit with
Christ in the heavenly places (ii. 1-6, &c.) They are to remember
and think on this marvellous matter, that they, Gentiles as well as

Jews, have, by the power of grace, already become of the household
of God (ii. 11-22). Nay, further, he adds, the very reason why he
must suffer and be in prison, is this revelation of the mystery, that

the Gentiles should be fellow-heirs in Christ ; and therefore his

sufferings should not be a stumblingblock to them, but should rather

strengthen their confidence, and advance their knowledge of the

greatness of the community founded by Christ, and of the exceed-
ing greatness of His love, which passes knowledge, that they might
be filled more and more for the perfect dispensation of the unveiled

fulness of God'2 (chap, iii.) It is evident that the foundation is now
laid for the practical leading thought of the Epistle—the exhorta-
tion to unity.

We can now see clearly in what connection the apostle speaks
(i. 20-23) of the exaltation of Christ to heavenly glory and
dominion. This exaltation is a pledge to believers that the foun-

dation for the revelation of the perfect dispensation (ver. 10) is

already laid. In it God has already decided in principle the
manifestation of the glorified world ; for He has exalted Him with
the same mighty power as that by which He builds the new world.

He has raised Him from the dead, and set Him at His own
1 Which is the earnest of our inheritance, he continues, until the redemption of

the people taken into possession by Him (ttjs Trepnroirjaeus • comp. the exhaustive dis-

cussion on this word by Harless, 77, &c), to the praise of His glory. The apostle is

here thinking of the Jewish people. The Gentile Christians received the Spirit of

perfect promise, which sealed them, although they had not received the initiatory

elements of the promise. The Jewish Christians received the same Spirit as an
earnest of their inheritance, by which a pledge was given them that the people of
God's possession should be redeemed, although most of them do not now believe.

2 Beautifully, IW TrX-rjpwdTjTe els irav rb ir\7]pwp.a. tov Qeov.
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tight hand in the heavenly places, far above all principality, and
power, and might, and dominion} and ever// name (/died power)
that is named, not only in this world, but also in that which is to

come (comp. Phil. ii. 6-11) ; and has put all things mi'r His
feet, and gave Him to be the head over all things to the Church,

which is His body, the fulness {the outspread riches of life)'
1
of

Him who fills cdl in all. 3

Thus Christ appears in His exaltation as the Lord of glory ; all

powers are subject to Him. He exercises this power, however, in

two forms. The things of creation, as such, are under His feet,

nay, even the powers of the woi^i are so, in so far as they have a

worldly tendency. Unfree, and with no insight into the future,

they are absolutely subordinate to the principle of their life, and
this subordination in principle is increasingly carried out in reality.

How can we fail to perceive that nature is made dependent on man,
and man on the Lordship of Christ ? How plainly does it appear

that the mightiest princes on earth are subject to the gentle and im-

perceptible, but almighty sway of Christ's sceptre—that they must
all, even unconsciously and against their will, further His ends, and
more and more pay homage to His laws. In this sense He is the

absolute Prince of the kings of the earth (including the princes in

the kingdom of science and art). But while the world is put under

His feet, the Church is His body—in most intimate union in free-

dom of His Spirit with Him, the Head. The Church is entirely

subordinate to Him, as the body has its essential life only from the

head, and yet quite on a level with Him, as the body stands in the

closest unity of life with the head. And as the Church is His

body, she is the living expansion of His fulness of life—the organ

by means of which He pervades peoples and governs the All—the

life by means of which He quickens and spiritualizes the All, in

order to transform the whole world into the perfect kingdom of

God in unity with Himself and with the Father.

1 The apostle seems here to view power as it proceeds from the internal to the

external. The dpxv is chiefly internal, the Kvpwrns chiefly external. The Suva/uus

stands next the KvpioTys as its foundation, while the apxy is first unfolded in the

i^ovcria. In Colossians, again, the somewhat different enumeration of the powers

seems to be made according to a twofold contrast. In relation to God, the powers

with a mainly inward tendency are the 6p6voi, the centre-points of God's rest ; the

powers with a mainly outward tendency are the KvpiorrjTes, lordships, governments

of God. In relation /to the world, the powers tending to depth are the a.pxa.1, crea-

tive genii ; and those tending to manifestation are the e|owriai, actively working

powers.
2 Olshausen is not quite correct in remarking (p. 149), ' Tl\T]pu)fxa can neither here

nor elsewhere, when it refers to God, mean either the filling activity of God, or the

condition of being full.' He himself has remarked before, that the act of filling is

called irXrjpuais. If it can sometimes be called Tr\r}poip,a, yet the latter expression

means, in the first instance, the substance which fills. Comp. Harless' observation

(with reference to Biihr), p. 122.
8 And inasmuch as He is the Logos who upholds The All, filling Himself. Hence

perhaps the striking ' solecism ' of the middle form ir\-r)povp.ivov : see Harless, p.

134. (Harle3s shows that the proposition refers to Christ, notwithstanding its

similarity to 1 Cor. xv. 28, from its parallel form in relation to t6 crQ/xa a&rov.)

The Logos become man in Christ fills His own sphere of life by filling the whole of

creation with the whole of redemption.
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Thus the post-historic glory of Christ, when completely unfolded,

corresponds perfectly to His great work of reconciliation in the

midst of time, and to His eternal Mediatorship between God and
the world at the beginning of things. And so Christ unveils more
and more to the enlightened glance of the spirit His divine nature

as the living sum and substance of every revelation of God, the

fulness of the revelation of God comprised in one definite person

:

at the beginning of time, the whole counsel of God ; in the midst
of time, the great deed of God ; at the end of time, the perfect

brightness of God.

It hardly requires mention that the previous discussion does not

touch upon the question as to the original address of the Epistle to

the Ephesians. What Tertullian says regarding the address of the

Epistle is quite valid here : Nihil autem de titulis interest (see

Harless, xxiv.) And so no one will surely demand an excuse for

my having used the Epistles simply as Epistles by Paul.



THIRD BOOK.

THE LIFE OF THE LOED JESUS UNFOLDED

IN ITS FULNESS,

ACCORDING TO THE VARIOUS REPRESENTATIONS OF

THE FOUR EVANGELISTS.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

THE Christian Church possesses the authentic history of the life

of Jesus Christ in the form of four Gospels. These differ

widely from one another in the way they apprehend and pre-

sent the particulars of the life of Jesus. This difference often ex-

hibits a strong appearance of contradiction, and even real formal con-

tradiction. And yet by their perfect harmony in essential outlines,

they unquestionably present the person of one only man, and one

only divine revelation in Him. Nay, in giving their particulars, they

so fit into one another as to give unitedly the richest presentation

of the one living form of Christ and His history. This fact, the

appearance of the one Gospel in the four different Gospels, has

been considered by a criticism alien to the spirit of Christianity, as

the affliction, or even the evil fate of the Church, because that

harmony of the four Gospels veils itself always more and more to

this criticism. The spirit of the Church, on the other hand, which,

in its scientific form, is not less the truly critical spirit, has always

seen in the same fact a priceless possession of the Church, a peculiar

storehouse of its Gospel treasures, because, through all the diver-

sities of the Gospels, it has always clearly perceived their unity—

the one Gospel. (See above, vol. i. p. 193.)

That false and disordered criticism could not, however, have

arrived at this judgment of despair, or, it may be, of malignant

joy, regarding the meaning of the four Gospels for the Church,

had not the fact mentioned,' the purest unity of the Gospel in the

richest manifoldness of the Gospels, become for it a dark enigma,

vol. in. 2 H
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with which it has ever-increasing and' truly Tantalus-like trouble

and distress. This fact could not fail to become for it such an
enigma, because, in judging it, it proceeded on an entirely false

hypothesis. It assumed that the historical knowledge contained

in the Gospel history must present itself as protocol or notary

knowledge, and must evince its truth by being open to no objec-

tions, not even to sophistical and pettifogging objections. It would

not, however, have come to this, had it not set out from entirely

false principles, according to which there exists an eternal and in-

soluble„X'ontradietion between the divine and the human, and, in

consequence of that, between the objective and the subjective, and
very specially between the general and the individual.

Genuine criticism, on the other hand, sees in the same fact, not

an enigma but a mystery, in which the treasure is carefully en-

veloped ; and this mystery becomes always clearer to it, the more
it learns to understand the life of Christ as the life of the God-man,
and Christian life as divine-human. If Christ had revealed the

Godhead in a form excluding the truth of human nature from it,

such a revelation must have obliterated every truly human pecu-

liarity in the organs also who received it. If, on the other hand,

the history of His life had been only the unfolding of an eminent

human life partly shut up in itself, He would not have been recog-

nized in all the distinctness of one and the same spirit as altogether

the same person by the different biographers. But because He was

the God-man, in whom Godhood and manhood were united, He
stamped His image and life on the witnesses who beheld Him with

a power and distinctness of the Divine Spirit which necessarily pro-

duced the like view in all, but at the time with human gentle-

ness and definableness, which permitted, nay, even invited each of

them to appropriate Him according to his own peculiar character

and way of seeing. Thus the mysterious fact of only one concep-

tion of the life of Jesus, set forth with manifold richness of view,

proceeded necessarily from His divine-human personality, and its

peculiar effects upon men. Nothing but the perfect impress of the

God-man upon elect men could have produced this extraordinary

phenomenon, the one Gospel in the four Gospels.

Yet this appearance could not have presented itself in so perfectly

pure a form as it really did, had not the God-man communicated

the operation of His life in its entire perfection, that is, in the power

of His Spirit, to them who were called to be His biographers. Had
He not quite subjugated them or carried them along by His Divine

Spirit, had He not entirely consecrated them to be His organs, the

fact would have been shown by their furnishing us with four por-

traitures of Christ, all more or less, and indeed fundamentally dif-

fering. 1 But they were elect Christians, of primitive and apostolic

times, fully matured in the complete view of His life ; they could

1 As many really suppose they do, by making, like Weisse, or the Strauss-Bauer and
Strauss-Baur school, a distinction between the Christ of the synoptists and the Christ

of John.
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therefore give full scope to their peculiarities iu setting it forth, and

yet continue perfectly certain of being in entire harmony. They all

portrayed only the one Christ. Bnt if, on the other hand, it had not

been in the form of perfect humanity that our Lord brought His

divine life into contact with their human life, their peculiarity

would not have been free, and we should have had in their Gospels

only four more or less similar copies of the one heavenly code of

law contained in His life, but as being the purest original copies, we
should not have been able to distinguish from one another these four

treatises instinct with life from the Prince of life. But as the God-

man had consecrated them to be men of God, they could give such

lively representations of Him as He ruled over and in men during

His manifestation, and became embodied in humanity by revelation.

Thus, as the revelation of humanity was perfected in the God-man
Himself by the perfection of the revelation of the Godhead in Him,

and vice versa, so the Evangelists also, when they attained to a

state of perfect devotedness to Christ, must also have attained to the

full development of their distinctive peculiarities, and, conversely,

with the latter attained to the former. Hence we draw the follow-

ing definite conclusions :—The more clearly we discern the distinc-

tive characteristics of each of the four Gospels, the more clearly do

we see the one Gospel manifesting itself in each and every part o(

them ; or, in other words, the more clearly we see the peculiarities
'

of the Evangelists, the more clearly do we see their unity ; and the

more we recognize through them the distinctive form of Christ's

humanity, with so much the greater clearness does the light of His

divinity shine upon us.

But this declares at the same time the relation of the Christian

Church to the above-mentioned mystery of the Gospel in four shapes.

This mystery can never become an enigma to the Church herself,

for the simple reason that Christ lives in her—lives in her as the

God-man, and so trains and moulds her that she can see the divine-

human. For the understanding of the God-man always leads to

understanding also the divine-human character of the Gospel records.

Thus, as certainly as the Church of Christ must always unfold her-

self with increasing glory, so certainly shall what is mysterious in this

fact become always more and more clear to her. But as her life in

this transition stage may be overcast with clouds, her understanding

of the harmony of the four Gospels may and must be proportionally

obscured. And in so far the varying estimate of this fact may be-

come a barometer of the varying dispositions in Christian theology.

We cannot affirm that theology has reached its ideal when if loses

sight of the peculiarities of the four Gospels in contrast to their

unity, or sees these peculiarities in only their most paltry forms, SO

that Matthew is regarded as a kind of writer of chronicles, Mark as

an epitomizer, Luke as a compiler, and John as supplementing the

others. This theory has been held : it was one of the symptoms of

a legal view of Christianity in general which misapprehended the

human element both in Christ and in His disciples, and for that very
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reason could not attain to the riches of the knowledge of His
divinity, the fulness of which is laid before us only in His human
organization.

Just as little can we believe that theology was in a flourishing
condition when men of the schoolmaster spirit began to lose the
unity of the life and the Spirit of Christ behind apparent contra-
dictions and contradictory appearances (different ways of^presenting
things). In the first case the mystery was resolved into a con-
tracted formula, and in the latter stamped as a dark enigma, 1 while
its very design is to invite us to a divine-human, genuinely Christian,
believing and free view of the God-man.
But this mystery, even when obscured, still exercises its essential

power. All Christianity works pedagogically in the stages prepara-
tory to a decided Christian life, and so does this fact. It is the
great schoolmaster which continually compels thousands of small
masters to enter into the service of the history of the life of Christ,
makes them occupy themselves incessantly with a history, which
certainly would have had much less powerful attraction for them,
had it been transmitted to them in a single biography, written with
all possible plainness ; and impels them'to many toilsome services
for the explanation of the Gospels, which are to be found in even
the worst productions of a criticism destitute of the spirit of Chris-
tianity.

But this fact leads all real Christians to seek the true enjoyment
of the life of Christ for salvation, not in detached and external views,
but in the simple impression produced by His character, and in the
essential characteristics of His walk and work.

This fact, that four Gospels are employed to set forth the one
Gospel, is well fitted for combating the unfree faith in the letter,

and for declaring the rightfulness of the most living subjectivity in
Christianity. For as soon as a man of this literalizing faith seeks
support, in his sense, in the four Gospels, the critic comes to de-
prive him of his sluggish peace, destitute of spirit and life. And as
soon as he ventures to assail subjective Christianity, the four Gospels
meet him, like guardian spirits of true Christian subjectivity. They
are the first great types of a living view and historical reflection, in
which the divine objective has transformed itself in the enjoyment
of free individuality, and this again has transformed itself in de-
votedness to the objective revelation of God. But the view here
referred to, is that which is distinctively Christian, rising on the
one hand, above abstract objective empiricism, and on the other,

above abstract subjective (fanciful) idealism.

Again, this phenomenon of the one Gospel in the four Gospels
shows that the highest individual freedom, in beholding and declar-

1 It is quite a fair thesis to maintain that a criticism which thinks of the literary
activity out of which the four Gospels arose as sunk into a corpse-like moral and
spiritual condition (compilations, pseudo-authorships, fixed ideas, neither in the poetic
style nor in the historic, but producing gospels in an elsewhere unheard-of genus
of fiction)—it is quite fair we say, to maintain that such a criticism must itself be in
a corpse-like condition.
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ing Christ, must prove that it is genuine Christian freedom of

spirit, by attaining to such an apprehension of Christ as constitutes,

with the apprehensions of other Christians, one clear and harmonious

living form. The spirit of true Christianity cannot detach itself

from the word of the Gospel, for the word is its life and organ of

life ; it cannot oppose Gospel to Gospel, for they all arc images of

the one ministry of Christ. Least of all can it seek to produce a

new Gospel which contradicts the old : this would rather have indi-

cated the operation of a human power which had torn itself away

from the divine life in Christ. The four Gospels are a proof that

true freedom of spirit comes from the spirit of true freedom—the

Spirit of Christ, who does not separate spirits from one another in

the great question of their relation to Him, but rather unites them

in oneness of knowing and declaring His nature. Thus the four

Gospels are not like four inexact witnesses, obscuring by their tes-

timony the unity and clearness of the life of Jesus, but like four free

and faithful witnesses, displaying fully to us, by the simple and

characteristic view given by each, the riches of the life of Jesus.

The life of the God-man is the revelation of an infinity of riches

—of the fulness of life as life. For in Him we have unfolded to

view the fulness of the Godhead as well as of manhood, and so, in

the unity of His life, the fulness of the divine-human life has ap-

peared to us in its glory, in an endless stream of truth (the true

light) and of grace (sin-uprooting love). But for this very reason,

the life of Jesus was too rich to be set forth in its fulness or por-

trayed in all its essential outlines by any one man (see above, vol.

i. p. 197). The Lord had need of twelve apostles of the most

different minds and dispositions, to communicate to the world by

founding His Church all that was contained in His life. He called

four evangelists, who form a harmonious double contrast (a spiritual

square), to make known to His Church the full tenor of the history

of His life. Four is the number of the world, three is the number

of the Spirit, and twelve is the number of the world, moved,

penetrated, and renewed by the Spirit of God. There had to be

twelve apostles, because they had to represent not only the world.

but also the Spirit of Christ which is to impenetrate it. There was

need of only four evangelists, because they had to represent the four

forms of the receptivity of the world, or the fourfold relation of the

life of Christ in its essential characteristics to the one life of the

world, while the Spirit of Christ was represented through their

literary labours in the matter-of-fact character of the Gospel history.

The one Gospel which pervades the four Gospels represents the

threefoldness of the Spirit of God, and so, in connection with the

four Evangelists, it exercises a twelvefold influence on the world.

The view which sees in the number four the number of the world

in its totality, is wide-spread. It is expressed, e.g., when we speak

of the four winds, or the four corners of heaven. But in Scripture

the world is regarded as quadriform, not only as to its outward

extension, but also as to the fundamental ideas by which it is up-
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held, as to the most essential form in which God is revealed. These
four fundamental ideas recur in manifold variations ; but their most
general shapes are the form of conditionality or passivity, and of

originativeness or free power ; of the tendency to cultivation or

humanization—humanism in the wider sense, and of the tendency
towards the infinite, or ideality in the narrower sense. Now as man
is the image of the self-revealing God, and therefore, as microcosm,

the reflected image of the world, these characteristics must reappear

in their most definite shape in this life.
1

The first idea reappears to us as the arrangement which obtains

in the historic connection of all men. Every man enters into history

as a single link in the great chain of personal relations ; and thus

he is naturally conditioned by his whole race, so that he must come
under the influence of the whole race, even if he were its youngest
member. But the second idea comes to counterbalance this, in the

fact, that every man, notwithstanding his historic conditionality,

comes, in his individuality, on the stage of life as a free agent, with
an original power by which he becomes an organ of divine influence,

which irresistibly casts down the obstacles which stand in its way
;

so that he comes forward as an entirely new factor in the world's

history. This contrast seems to find its balance in the third idea,

which is very characteristically expressed in the peculiarities of

human nature, in man's conditioned freedom or free conditionality,

which expresses his tendency to cultivation, his conceptions of pro-

portion, defmiteness, and beauty, and thus realizes itself in the idea

of humanism in the narrower sense. Man answers the purpose for

which he was created by becoming entirely man, by feeling his

whole race in himself when he suffers, and by labouring for all man-
kind when he acts. Yet when he thus lives with free devotedness

for his race, he cannot lose himself in its poverty ; the deepest im-
pulse of his being seeks rather to surmount all the connections in

which he is involved, that he may attain to their idea on which they
are founded in the kingdom of the Spirit. Consequently, the fourth

fundamental idea, that of ideality, as it makes itself known in its

more definite form in the sphere of man, as the tendency to raise up
the whole life in the light of the Eternal Spirit, comes into juxta-

position with the idea of humanism in life. Man passes and repasses

over the outwardly real, to rise up into the kingdom of the ideal

;

nay, he changes, by the light of the Spirit, the real itself into the

symbol of an ideal, higher reality. The first antithesis, that of the

first two ideas, indicates the reality of human life as conditioned by
historic connections ; the second, that of the two latter, indicates its

ideality as rising above these connections—both taken in the wider

sense. Man is the passive and active historic or real being ; he is

at the same time the humanly formative (transforming the general

1 la the fact that humanism can appear as a special characteristic of man in his

totality, along with other characteristics (as is also the case in the cherubim forms),
we have an intimation of the essential distinction between the merely humane man
and the true man of God (the Christian).
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in the particular), and the heavenward aspiring (transforming the

particular -in the general), super-historic or ideal being.
_

But we must now take into view the great modification which

these four ideas, or fundamental characteristics of human lite, have

Buffered through sin—bringing disorder into it, and the counter-

acting effects of divine grace and man's longing after righteousness.

Theynow appear to us ranged in a series of new configurations—on

the one side in the direction of the curse, on the other in that ot the

blpssino-. The general history of the human race appears to us as a

contesfor struggle with the curse and for the blessing in the life of

man The main characteristic of this historic connection is the

suffering of man under the curse of sin, and his struggle with tins

curse When he wholly surrenders himself to the curse, the result

is destruction ;
when he combats it in the strength of his own moral

nobility, until that gives way before the power of his unhappy lot

and his guilt, the tragic is presented ; but when he struggles with

it in devotedness to God, the priestly spirit is exhibited which

strives for and points to atonement. The heroic energy of historic

man shows itself in the train of destruction—in deeds of despotism

and violence of every kind (the strong man becomes the scourge ot

God) : when this energy struggles with sin it appears m its severe

warlike, knightly, and judicial function ;
and finally, it appears in its

most beautiful form when, approximating to the form of the 1 mice

of Peace (Solomon), it establishes works or institutions ot peace.

Humanism, or the fairer side of human nature, errs so tar in its

perversion, that it seeks to transform even the corrupted conditions

of life,
1 and puts a fair appearance upon the hateful reality, in its

noblei: struggles with sin it becomes the founder of human culture

and refined manners ; and with all its might its poetry and ait, its

political and police arrangements) pushes the hateful into the back-

Sound, as is shown by the Greek culture But when humanism

Sets under the guidance of the Spirit of God, it becomes conseciated

compassion, which does not seek to hew the noble human form out ot

the marble block, but to restore it from the shattered shapes of suf-

fering humanity.
2 Thus the ideal impulse, of the human spirt

towards the infinite may take a wrong direction. It goes farthest

astray when it represents the common and the lowest reaht mclud-

mg sin, as a state of things conformable to the idea (Panthe >m).

Its human struggle with the morally evil is shown when it makes a

haip distinction between the ideal and life, and constantly^sub-

ordinates life to the ideal, but despairs of ever attaining t, he

ideality of life (Dualism). But when the human ideal
^
tendi ay

comes under the influence of God's Spirit, it arrives at the pre-

n ment or prophetic surmise of the Logos the true persOTid

ideality, or the ideal, personal Being, in whom the whole world is

destined to find its ideality.

i T+ ;* characteristic that the first lyric passage in the Old Testament is Lamech s

song inS w7th poetic embelUdnnentl he relate, to his two Wivea a dark deed ot

L1

m[% not'by cWe'that the Greeks were the earliest masters of medicine.
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Now all the characteristics we have been speaking of have found
their unity and fulfilment in Christ, because their unity, the idea of

the God-man, has been realized in Him. He is the perfected historic

character—the Heir of the human race—the Heir of its whole historic

curse and of all its spiritual blessing

—

the Son of man ; and so the

character in whom all tragedy is fulfilled and transformed to priest-

liness—all priesthood fulfilled and made into atonement for man-
kind. He is the Lamb of God, who bears the sin of the world.

Thus He was historically prefigured in particular by the tragic

people, the Jews ; thus the spirit of the Greek tragedy had a pre-

sentiment of Him ; and in this form Matthew presents Him. Its

symbol is the sacrificial bullock.

But while He was infinitely conditioned by His historic circum-
stances, Christ showed Himself to be the originative individuality

—

the new, second man—the free, who has entered on the scene as the

pure strength of God, cast down all obstacles, overcome all the
enemies of man, and become for him a new destiny, which is purely

salvation and life. Thus He is the Lion of the tribe of Judah. In
this form He was historically prefigured, mainly by the Romans

;

and thus Mark described Him to Roman Christians in the first

instance. The symbol of this form is the lion.

But the strength He exerted, and the lion-like energy with which
He finished His work, were not more remarkable than the delicacy

and gentleness of perfect, fair, and free humanity with which He
wrought. He is the great Master of humanism, who has felt in

Himself the whole race, and in free compassion wholly devoted
Himself to it—who, through the new birth of men, which is per-

fected in their resurrection, evokes from the deepest ground of life a
new culture, new human forms, new life, new brilliancy of beauty,
new poetry, and new songs. In this aspect He is the fairest among
the children of men, the Saviour, the Physician of His race. The
Greeks, in their plasmic impulses, historically prefigured His life.

Luke delineated Him (in the first instance, for Christians of Grecian
culture) in this form. Its symbol is the man.
But in the midst of His ceaseless action, the spirit of solemn con-

templation, and of a clear and penetrating glance directed to the

ideal ground of things, never forsook Him. As He Himself was the

concrete, personal ideality of mankind, and the reality encompassing
it, He always clearly knew, and lovingly, graciously, and rejoicingly

beheld in the depths of His own being, the whole ideality of man

—

his divine destination in the Spirit of His Father, and announced it

in His word and walk. Thus He has manifested the ideality to

which mankind are predestined in Him, and which they are to

attain to through Him. In this aspect He has at once presented
all the pure relations of reality in reference to the eternal purpose of

God, and consecrated them to transparent symbols of things eternal.

Nay, by His having shone upon and condemned sin as the exact

opposite of the idea, and fairly separated it from God's judgments
in the ill it occasions, He has exhibited to us the spiritual conse-
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cration of suffering itself ; and His most expressive revelation is the

announcement of the ideality of His cross. By His death He decided

the glorification of His life and of the life of mankind in a Dew

world ; in His resurrection He revealed this glorification. In this

form Christ is set before us as the heavenward-tending, in whom

man has attained to infinitude. The historic type or prognostic of

Christ in this form, was the people who built the Gothic domes.

Its symbol is the eagle ; and John has represented it in a Gospel

which confessedly waits for its age. 1

But as all the fundamental ideas of human life have found their

glorification in the fulness of the life of Christ, so He lays hold of

the world by all its qualities which tend to and are fitted to receive

the divine-human life. We are not to imagine, however, that these

tendencies are equally diffused in all men. In the one, the preva-

lent idea is that of historic, tragic, or priestly struggling and

suffering ; in another, that of individual heroic energy
;
and while

one prefers the poetic or artistic, plasmic path of humanism, another

decidedly takes the contemplative and philosophic direction to the

kingdom of the Spirit.

This diversity is seen in the purest distinctiveness and ripest

Christian consecration in the four Evangelists, and for this very

reason they were chosen to receive a fourfold view of the riches of

the life of Christ, and to act as intermediaries between it and the

spiritual life of the world. They are, therefore, as we saw (vol. 1.

p. 140), designated by the symbols of the cherub forms, which,

according to Old Testament view, represented the fourfold configu-

ration of the entire fulness of the revelation of Jehovah, and as

symbolic figures of this, overshadowed the ark of the covenant in

the Holy o? Holies. We have followed tradition in assigning one

of the symbols to each of the Evangelists, but have thought proper

to interchange the symbols given to Matthew and Luke.

This view of the Gospels, descending from the early Church,

declares, in the first place, that the four Evangelists should be con-

ceived of as four distinct and different individualities, who by their

affinities and contrasts form one expressive whole—an organic

whole which represents, on the one hand, the unfolding of the one

fulness of Christ in a fourfold form, and on the other, the manifold

receptivity of the world in its essential characteristics for the life of

Christ, and in both respects the intermediation of the life of Christ

with the spiritual life of the world. In the second place, it declares

that the peculiarities of the four Evangelists have been expressed

most exactly in the four Gospels, so that they give four specifically

distinct views of the life of Christ. It declares, thirdly and lastly,

that the Gospels collectively are stamped throughout as organisms

whose peculiarity must show itself in the definiteness of then* leading

thought as welf as in their various parts— in their composition, as

well as in their manner of representing things. And just because

i Its glorification, however, must be near ; for it has lately been nailed to the cross,

along with the thieves of counterfeit workmanship.
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the impress of these peculiarities is perfect, the four Gospel histories

do not give four different Gospels, but always exhibit the one Gospel

in a new form. 1 For it is the fundamental principle of the doctrine

of Christianity, that here the full revelation of the divine is accom-

plished in the glorification of the human, and this again in the

revelation of the divine. Thus the four Gospels being written by
the Evangelists, who were full of Christ, form collectively a sacred

record of His life.

1. The Gospels being organic forms, having each its own special

leading idea, it follows that single sections of them must be explained

by this distinctness of character ; e.g., the different accounts of the

Easter history.

2. Thiersch, in his sterling work, VersucJi zur Herstellung des

liistorischen Standpunktes fur die Kritik der neuteslamentlichen

Schriften (p. 128 ff.), has brought forward much that is new and
appropriate for explaining the diversities of the four Gospels

;
yet

he does not give the deepest ground of these diversities which is the

characteristic disposition of the four Evangelists, and the fixed fact,

that they, as New Testament and free witnesses of the Christ of

their faith, could not but abide by their natural peculiarities even

while composing their Gospels.

1 The Gospel according to Matthew, according to Mark, &c.

1



PART I.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO MATTHEW ;
OR, THE

REPRESENTATION OF THE LIFE OF JESUS

CHRIST SYMBOLIZED BY THE SACRIFICIAL

BULLOCK.

SECTION I.

GENERAL VIEW AND DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS.

The Gospel according to Matthew connects the New Testament

with the Old. It exhibits to us the life of Jesus in its historic

connection with the life of the people of Israel. Jesus is in this

Gospel, presented to us chiefly as the promised Messiah of Israel—

the end and aim of all the developments of the theocracy, ot whom

the whole history of the Old Covenant prophesied—in whom the

symbolic signs of the law, and especially of public worship the

types in the Old Testament facts and the promises ol the prophets,

have been fulfilled and realized in the highest sense and through

whom the Old Covenant has been transformed into the New. i>ut

while he presents to us the kernel and crown of the true develop-

ment of the Old Covenant, his essentially Israelite life forms the

strongest contrast to the carnally Jewish, false development ot the

Old Testament principles of which the scribes and Pharisees are the

representatives. From this contrast arises the great historical

suffering of Christ, the conflict of the true king of Israel with the

powers of false Judaism, which brings Him to death

Thus, on the one hand, He appears in His divine-human lite as

the Heir of all the blessings of Abraham, nay, even ot all mankind
;

and, on the other, He is, by the unparalleled hardness of His lot, by

His more than tragic death, in being disowned by His people, given

over by them to the heathen, who become His executioners and

crucify Him blindly-shown to be heir of all the historic curse

which rests upon His people, and on all mankind. Thus His out-

ward lot appears as the fulfilling of all tragic snllering ;
but His

devotedness to God, and the self-sacrificing joy with which He dies

for His people, mankind, is the fulfilling of all priesthood. And

because He is at the same time the true High Priest and the true

offering—because He dies for mankind, lie overcomes their curse
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by the blessing of His obedience and His death, becomes a complete
atonement for mankind. As the reconciliation of the world is effected

by His death, it is made evident by His resurrection ; and now He,
who in His historic obligation was the most bound and conditioned,

whom His obedience led to the death of the cross, appears as the

unconditioned, absolutely free Lord and King, to whom all power is

given in heaven and in earth, and who gathers His people from all

the ends of the earth.

These are the main outlines of the view given in the first Gospel,

and the composition of the Gospel history has taken a shape in

accordance with the subject it treats of. The Evangelist gives us
first the politically legitimate genealogical table of Jesus, by which
He is announced to be the son of David, and also the son of Joseph
the carpenter (i. 1-17). Then follows the first historic scene.

Joseph and Mary are introduced into history : Mary as the mis-
judged virgin who is to bear the Messiah ; Joseph as misjudging,
but brought by a special revelation to receive his espoused wife.

Thus Matthew at once begins the Gospel history by an event in

which we cannot but see the sufferings and also the glorification of

Christ clearly prefigured (i. 18-25). The historical character of

Jesus is prefigured in its full significance in the account given of

His birth. He is born the great King of the Jews, to whom even
the wise men from the East bring their homage from afar, whose
birth is celebrated by a star in the heavens, and to whom the pro-

phets of the Old Testament pointed. But He is immediately
sought to be put to death by the outward king of the Jews, Herod
the Idumean ; the innocent children in Bethlehem.must die because
of Him ; He Himself can be rescued only by flight to Egypt, and
must afterwards grow up in concealment in despised Galilee. Yet
all this early distress, the foretoken of the toilsome course of His
life, is overruled by the wonder-working hand of His Father, which
protects Him, and pledges for the glorification which is to follow

His suffering (chap, ii.) The public ministry of Christ, with the

appearance of John the Baptist, is next announced. The Baptist

comes forth as the preacher of repentance, announces the Messiah,

and by the theocratic purification of baptism prepares His people

for His appearance. The ministry of the Baptist betokens the

corruption of the people. We see in the fact that Christ too must
undergo this baptism because of the law of Israel, a fresh sign of

His submitting Himself to the curse of His people. But after thus

humbling Himself, He is again glorified, by being filled with the

Holy Ghost, and declared to be the Son by a voice from the Father
(chap, iii.) His official life must now begin. But He cannot

directly present Himself as Messiah to His people. The Holy Ghost
drives Him into the wilderness ; and here He endures the tempta-
tions of Satan, which consist in setting before Him three great

allurements taken from the Messiah-ideal of the Jews. Christ's

victory over Satan evinces at the same time His self-renunciation.

He will not appear as Messiah in Israel to receive their homage

:
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poor, concealed, in the form of a servant—this is henceforth His

Messianic badge. But 'this time, also, He immediately receives the

blessing due to His suffering : henceforth angels come to minister

unto Him (iv. 1-11). The realization of this renunciation is

touchingly intimated to us by His commencing His ministry in the

despised district of Galilee, and here on a very small scale, by en-

listing a few fishermen into His service. But His obedience is again

glorified by the Father. The word of the prophet has already con-

secrated His residence in the despised land; His power over men's

minds is shown by the instant and joyous adherence of the first

disciples; and now, an activity commences which soon sets the

whole land in motion (iv. 12-25). As soon as the people are

assembled, Jesus proclaims to them in the Sermon on the Mount

the new law of righteousness of His kingdom of heaven, developed

from the Old Testament law as its fulfilment, in contrast to its

counterfeit development in the traditions or maxims of the scribes

and Pharisees. He describes the way of life in striving after the

true righteousness ; then depicts the path of death as it consists in

devotedness to the maxims of the false righteousness ; and lastly,

He points out how to avoid the wrong path, and to choose the

right (chap. v. vi. vii.) In the law of the kingdom we recognized

the word of the God-anointed King, the establishing of the New
Covenant. We next perceive the forthputting of His power in a

series of miracles of the most various kinds, commencing with the

characteristic trait of touching and thereby healing the leper, not

against the sense of the law, although, doubtless, contrary to what

the traditions implied. He then makes whole the servant of the

centurion at Capernaum, who was not a Jew; and it must not

surprise us, that the Evangelist has inserted among the miracles of

Jesus, his own call from the office of publican to that of apostle,

for it' seemed to him a great miracle (chap. viii. ix. 1-34). Now

the multitude of those who seek to have health restored increases

;

and the Lord sees Himself compelled to consecrate His disciples to

be His messengers, and to send them out on their first mission, in

order at once to draw near to the people with many arms of bless-

ing. In consequence of this, He gives them directions, in which

we have His royal mandate for His messengers in all ages (chap,

ix. 35-38, x.) But now the first conflict also arises, in which the

distinction and contrast between the spirit of Christ and the spirit

of His people become evident. It is a significant indication, that

even John the Baptist cannot help letting himself be found for an

instant among those who misunderstand Jesus. He opens the way
;

the Galilean "cities, Chorazin, Bethsaida, and Capernaum, imme-

diately follow, and are imitated by that generation m general. 1 he

scribes and Pharisees then appear in hostile form, casting one

stumblingblock after another in His way. The calumny ot these

enemies fs so satanic, and our Lord's utterance regarding the dark-

ness of their state is so free and public, that His friends are tempted

for a moment to interrupt His course of action (chap. xi. xu.)
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This disclosure of the hostile spirit in His people makes our Lord
henceforth veil His communications respecting His kingdom in

parables, of which there now follows a cycle, containing in distinct

succession the main features of the doctrine of the kingdom of

heaven (xiii. 1-52).

That the Lord has really ground for maintaining this reserve

towards the people, is proved by a series of misunderstandings,
disparagements, and acts of enmity which meet Him everywhere,
compelling Him to retire, and by distant journeys, which have
partly the appearance of flight, and partly the form of expulsion by
His hardened opponents, to avoid meeting with them. He must
first leave the town in which He was brought up. He then retires

to get away from Herod, who wishes to see Him, after having
shortly before put John the Baptist, to death, and withdraws into

the wilderness, where He feeds the destitute people while their

prince riots in gluttony. Once more He departs altogether from
Galilee to the borders of Tyre and Sidon, to avoid the scribes and
Pharisees from Jerusalem, and on His return feeds the people a
second time in the wilderness. But as soon as He again sets foot

on the soil of Galilee, the enemy once more bars His way, and He
retires anew into the territory of Philip the tetrarch, beyond Jordan,
in the certainty that His last sufferings begin soon (chap. xiii.

54-xvi. 12). Since Jesus is now proscribed in Judea as well as in

Galilee, He prepares to found His Church in her definite New
Testament form in contrast to that of the Old Testament, which is

on the point of rejecting Him. He makes this preparation by
bringing His disciples to confess that He is the Christ, and while
assigning to Peter his future position in this Church, He describes

the power of the keys which He means to confer upon him, an-
nounces His sufferings to the disciples, and calls upon them to

follow Him in the path of suffering. He next prepares them for

His suffering, by strengthening His confidential disciples through
His transfiguration on the Mount, and restoring the shaken faith of

the whole circle of them through healing the demoniac at its foot

(chap. xvi. 13-xvii. 21). Then follows a series of transactions
showing the fundamental laws of the New Testament social order, in

contrast to the maxims of the degenerated Old Testament economy.
The first thing treated of is the relation of Christ and His people
to God, the Lord of the temple (which is the symbol of the
economy of the kingdom). Christ gives prominence to this relation

in the narrative of the piece of money in the fish's mouth. He is

not tributary, owing service, nor in any way a vassal in relation to the
royal institution of the Father—to the temple or its worship—He is

the Son in the house. And with him His people are the children
in the house, and in this respect also free. Thus the character
of the New Testament worship of God is different from that of

the Old Testament : there, a servant's relation, and here, sonship.

The next matter treated of is the mutual relation of the disciples,

or the constitutional charter of the kingdom of heaven in the nar-
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rower sense. The disciples are thinking of a new hierarchy like the

former order in Israel, and inquire, Who is the greatest in the

kingdom of heaven ? But Christ decides the order of rank in His

kingdom solely according to simplicity and humility : he who be-

comes like a child in self-ahasement shall be the greatest, and even

the child is to be received in His name. Connected with this is a

warning against the offences of the hierarchy (despising of little

ones). "The order to be observed in New Testament excommunica-

tion follows from this fundamental law, ordaining all the members

of the new Church to show forth the life of Christ, First of all,

the fundamental idea is, the Church, like Christ, is not to expel the

lesser members, but rather to seek the lost.^ But for that very

reason, and for love's sake, church discipline is bound to be exer-

cised with all strictness—for the same reason, however, with the

most tender care. Our Lord then declares the validity and power

of church censure, duly supplementing, however, what He had said

by defining the necessary attributes of His Church, describing free

Christian fellowship, and concluding by pointing out that the spirit

of kindness and readiness to forgive repeatedly ought to be a charac-

teristic of His Church. Next follows (in Perea) a special discussion

of the marriage laws of the new economy. He shows the lawfulness

of abolishing the curse of conjugal irregularities by the blessing of

ideal celibacy ; and to this discussion the law regarding children in

the Christian Church is most appropriately attached. Then, in the

narrative regarding the rich young man, our Lord shows with what

freedom we ought to possess and be able to give up worldly goods

in the new, Christian, ideal order of things. He shows the disciples

with what blessings all acts of self-denial which are required of His

followers shall be recompensed to them in His kingdom. He next

speaks of the relations of work to wages, of good conduct to recom-

pense, as these obtain in the new constitution of the kingdom of

love, and very specially in contrast to the mercenary maxims in the

external Jewish economy, but also in contrast to the honourable

symbolic service in the Old Covenant ; and with this He completes

His sketch of the New Testament constitution in contrast to that

which is now antiquated (chap. xvii. 22-xx. 16). Now He begins

His journey to Jerusalem, to endure the death of the cross; and

now the contrast between the government of His Messianic king-

dom and the state regulations of the world is displayed in a series

of characteristic touches. The sons of Salome wish to obtain the

first and most honourable positions in the new kingdom. Jesus

shows the disciples that His kingdom would be established by the

labours of a love which devotes itself even unto death, and that the

!

rangements of rank in that kingdom depend upon eternal mid

.jsential arrangements which the Father has appointed. Then His

journey begins with festivity. A courtier spirit already seeks to

assume form, and the blind men are thus kept back from Jesus,

under the false idea that now He is no longer inclined to give atten-

tion to individual sufferers of that kind ; but Jesus hears the cry of
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the distressed amid the acclamations uttered by those who truly

honour Him, as well as by the courtier class, and heals the blind.

He enters the capital on a colt, the foal of an ass, which He has
caused to be brought from the mystic stable, which stands prepared
for His service at every stage of His royal progress through the

world. The jubilation at His solemn entrance has not the least

power to becloud the clearness of His spirit : the King, whose
entrance is celebrated, beholds the spirits of corruption in the

people plastically exhibited in the abomination which desecrates

the temple ; and immediately after His entrance into the city He
appears with severe dignity, and in His own right, and the zealot-

right in Israel, purges the temple. He then seats Himself in the

temple as in His royal residence ; but by healing therein the blind

and the lame, He transforms into a house of mercy (a veritable

hotel dieu) the sanctuary which the Jews had made a den of

thieves. But as the representatives of the people here refuse Him
the hosanna which is His due, and even impute to Him as a crime
His mere listening to the hosannas of the children, He declares to

them that He beholds in babes and sucklings the people which is

to be assigned to Him (chap. xx. 17-xxi. 16). After these occur-

rences, in which the twofold contrast between the kingdom of Christ

and the decaying economy, and also between that kingdom and the

world, has been unveiled, the last purely spiritual conflict between
Christ and His opponents begins, whereby His death is decided.

This conflict is first announced by the symbolic-prophetic act of

Christ, in which, by pronouncing sentence on the fig-tree, He indi-

cates that His people are condemned in judgment. As soon as He
enters the temple, His enemies begin to assail Him. They seek

first, by asking for His authority, to overthrow Him by the force of

their prerogative and power—to cast Him down by an open attack,

and then to seize Him. As He frustrates this attack, they next
try cunning : ironically conceding that He is the Messiah, they

propose for His decision a series of insidious questions in order to

entangle Him. But He leaves none of their questions unanswered,

overcomes all their cunning contrivances, and puts to them the great

counter-question, Why does David call the Messiah his Lord ?—

a

question which to this day remains unanswered by the spirit of

Judaism. His putting them to silence by this question completes

the breach between Him and them. And now the old Israel and
its temple are given over to judgment. This judgment He announces

in His comminations against the scribes and Pharisees, and spiritu-

ally carries into effect by departing from the temple, leaving unto

them their house desolate (chap. xxi. 17-xxiv. 2). Our Lord now
explains this announcement to His disciples. The judgment on
Jerusalem and the temple is a symbol of all God's judgments, the

prophetic type of His judging the New Testament Church and the

world. He describes the preparatives, the sign, and the form of

these judgments, giving at the same time the most emphatic admoni-
tions. In accordance with Matthew's habit of presenting great
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contrasts, and His Messianic apprehension of tlie kingly glory of

Christ, he 'makes the Lord appear in the light of His prophetic

Spirit as the Lord and Judge of the world, before he presents Him
in His suffering form (chap. xxiv. 3-xxv.) After this preliminary

glorification of our Lord, Matthew can boldly relate Christ's suffer-

ings on the cross. He points out the kingly clearness with which
Christ foresees His sufferings, while those who are preparing

them for Him are still in perplexity. He then goes back to show
how the anointing of Jesus in Bethany became the occasion of

Judas' betrayal of our Lord, although Judas fancied that he more
than the others wished Him to be anointed as King. Matthew
also paints in the strongest colours the dissatisfaction in the circle

of the disciples. He points out the signification of the anointing as

a prophetic anointing of Jesus for His burial. He represents the

Passover of our Lord in the most definite sense as a passover
;
yet

here also he makes Him appear in His kingly glory by the way He
sends the disciples into the city to a friend to make ready the feast.

He informs us that Christ, when seized in Gethsemane, expressed

His consciousness that He could pray to the Father, and that He
could presently give Him more than twelve legions of angels. He
describes the judicial process before the council, giving special pro-

minence to its most solemn and awful incidents, when Jesus declares

on oath before the high priest that He is Christ the Son of God,
when He announces to the council His beginning glory and His
return to judgment, and is therefore condemned to death as a

blasphemer. In the end to which Judas came, the Evangelist

produces a special testimony to the innocence of Christ, and a
proof of the fulfilment of Scripture. In giving an account of

Christ's examination before Pilate, Matthew relates that Pilate's

wife was induced by a significant dream to warn her husband, and
also that the people imprecate a curse upon themselves by exclaim-

ing (on Pilate's declaring that he was innocent of the blood of

Jesus), ' His blood be on us and on our children.' Matthew gives

the most detailed account of the crowning with thorns, in which,

unknown to Jesus' enemies, there lay a type of the truth that His
kingly glory issues from His kingly endurance. Keferring to a

passage in the Psalms, he describes the sour wine offered to Jesus

on Golgotha as vinegar mingled with gall. But we specially

recognize Matthew's peculiar view, by observing that he alone

relates how the veil of the temple was rent, the earth quaked, the

graves were opened, and many bodies of the saints which slept

arose and appeared to many. The last feature as well as the first

—the completion of the Old Covenant in the New Testament re-

conciliation—shows that the saints were now made perfect in the

kingdom of the dead through the power of the death of Jesus. He
alone gives the beautiful trait, in which the new age is so im-

pressively announced, that Mary Magdalene and the other Mary
came and sat in the evening twilight opposite our Lord's lonely

tomb. Again, his peculiarity is shown very prominently in his

VOL. III. 2 I
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relating how the council corrupted the watch and sealed the sepul-

chre. In this Matthew saw the last impotent attempt of the blinded

old Judaism to seal up in the grave the glory of the true Messiah
(chap. xxvi. xxvii.) Matthew describes the resurrection so as to

glorify Him as the Messiah whom the Father in heaven bears wit-

ness to by a great manifestation, namely, by the earthquake, by
sending the angel who respects not the seal of the Sanhedrim, and
by the resurrection itself. Christ comes forth from the grave in His
glory—victor over the watch, over the sorrow of His disciples, who
designed to anoint Him in the tomb—victor over His enemies, who
by corrupting the watch betray their own utter impotence, and at

the same time betray even to heathen soldiers their conscious-

ness of their utterly false position—and victor over the doubts
regarding His divine glory still existing among His disciples. He
then solemnly assembles His faithful ones upon a mountain, and
explains to them that now the absolute kingdom is given to Him,
with all power in heaven and on earth. And in this royal name,
which is assumed in the name of the Three-one God, He sends

them out as His messengers into all the world, to make all nations,

by the holy washing of baptism, a true theocratic people of God,
and to pledge them to obey His kingly commands. With this com-
mission He combines the assurance that He abides with them alway
even unto the end of the world, so that not only His kingdom but
also His presence pervades all time and space, even until the end of

the world, when His glory shall be revealed (chap, xxviii.)

1. The peculiarities of Matthew's Gospel make it for us a Gospel
symbol of the general signification of historical connections, and
their transformation in Christianity. Nowhere else is so much
importance attached to the golden thread of the historical coherence

of the ever-progressive, silent development in humanity. It in-

structs us regarding the contrast between true and false historical

sequence, between symbolical and real Christology, between the

commencement and the fulfilment, and finally between the heredi-

tary historic curse and the hereditary historic blessing. It is the

history of the Gospel and the Gospel of history, the transformation

of universal history by the history of Jesus (see vol. i. p. 200).

2. Those who consider Matthew's Gospel as only a compilation

from a collection of sayings by the Evangelist, to which the his-

torical parts have been added, cannot have attained to a right view

of the living and nicely compacted organism of this Gospel, which

pervades every part of it. On the discovery of this organism that

hypothesis must fall to the ground. Thiersch has made the apt

remark, that apart from their historical connection, we should

scarcely be able to explain sufficiently these sayings (see Versuch,

&c, 186).
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SECTION II.

THE GENEALOGY OF THE KING OF THE JEWS.

(i. 1-17.)

Jesus was the son of the Virgin Mary, the foster-son and adopted

son of Joseph. Yet the Evangelist does not give us the genealogy

of Mary, but that of Joseph. 1 Consequently Jesus is introduced

into New Testament history as the son of Joseph ; first, because

Joseph was descended from David through the legitimate royal

line of the house of David (through Rehoboam and Solomon), and
it was necessary that Jesus should appear as the lawful heir of the

throne of David; and also because Mary was of the same line as

Joseph, and therefore the essential signification of his lineage could

be also attributed to that of Mary. Thus in the consecrations, the

nobility, the adversities, and the tragic course of Joseph's line, we
see the main characteristics of the line of Jesus Himself, according

to His human descent. The line of Jesus traced by Matthew is

arranged in a significant form. This remark applies first of all to

his announcement of his subject :
' The book of the generation of

Jesus Christ, the son of David, the son of Abraham.' He gives

this solemn introduction to the genealogical table with an allusion

to the generations of Adam (Gen. v. 1), or even to the very begin-

ning of Genesis, inasmuch as he gives us the book of the genesis

of Jesus Christ. 2
It may be subject of surprise that the New

Testament, the book most full of life, begins with a genealogical

tree. But a genealogical tree, notwithstanding its sapless appear-

ance, is something more than a green tree in the wood ; it is a tree

of human life. There is a typical nobility which may, in its real

substance, at times appear as more or less ignoble, or even degene-

rate. There is also a true nobility in human life, consisting in

purer and richer veins or hereditary characteristics. For example,

who does not acknowledge the nobility of Caucasian blood ? There

are noble lineages of all kinds—lines in which a more refined spirit,

a purer character, or a deeper mind, continues to be inherited.

But there has been only one line in which the characteristic of holy

longing for the Lord's salvation was, through continual consecra-

tions of the Spirit of God, inherited with increasing power, until

the consecrated Virgin came who was able to bear the Saviour of

the world. This line proceeded from Abraham, through Jacob,

Judah, and David, down to the Virgin .Mary. It is indicated by

Joseph's genealogy. For the spirit of sanctification in Israel was

not limited to a single branch of the stem of Judah or of the house

of David. So, when the Evangelist connects the life of Jesus with

the Old Testament by His legal genealogy, he directs our attention

1 ' Jacob begat Joseph,' ver. 16".

2 The expression /3i'/3Xos yevtaeus seems, at all events, to refer only to the genealogy

of Jesus, yet not exclusively to its historical, but also to its mystic side In-nee the

full name 'ItjctoD XpiOToD, and hence the transition, ver. 18, rod ot 'lrjaov X/xcrroO i]

yiveais 0U7WJ rjv.
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to the golden thread of consecrations of life which runs through the
people of the Old Covenant. Christ is the Heir of all the bfessing
of Abraham and of humanity. But He is also the Heir of all the
historical curse which, on account of sin, lies upon the house of
David, upon Israel, and upon the whole human race. The Evan-
gelist makes both the blessing and curse appear, in the pregnant
manner in which he presents Christ's genealogical tree, dividing the
whole line into three times fourteen generations. The following
are the first fourteen members; 1. Abraham ; 2. Isaac ; 3. Jacob;
4. Judah (and his brethren)

; 5. Pharez (and Zarah his brother)
;

6. Hezrom
; 7. Aram

; 8. Aminadab ; 9. Nahshon ; 10. Salmon

;

11. Boaz; 12. Obed ; 13. Jesse; 14. David the king. This is

evidently an ascending line which reaches its climax in David. In
general, the Evangelist names only the fathers, and not the mothers,
in the line of ancestry. But in this section he makes three excep-
tions, by citing Tamar as the mother of Pharez (and of Zarah),
Eahab as the mother of Boaz, 1 and Ruth as the mother of Obed.
Judah begat Pharez and Zarah of Tamar, his widowed daughter-
in-law, without knowing who she was, while she knew him well

;

thus he consciously committed fornication, and she incest. Salmon
begat Boaz of Rahab, who had been a heathen harlot in Jericho.
Boaz begat Obed of Ruth, the heathen Moabitess. That the Evan-
gelist purposely inserts only the names of women which cause sur-
prise on first consideration, is proved by the circumstance, that in
the next section he moreover mentions, and that very graphically,
Bathsheba as the mother of Solomon: David the king begat
Solomon of her that had been the wife of Uriah. Why has he
made these observations ? Doubtless to point out to the Pharisees
and their followers that there is a higher righteousness than that of
external Jewish sanctity. Tamar committed incest when she
became a mother in Israel ; but she was unquestionably impelled
by an almost fanatically enthusiastic and faith-like reverence for

the theocratic in the house of Judah to seek, and at last with sinful

cunning, to be again connected with that mysterious house, so full

of promise. Rahab, by faith on God's glory in the people of Israel,

and by casting in her lot with that people, became, from a heathen
harlot, a mother in Israel ; and Ruth the Moabitess left her own
people, and adhered to Israel with such heroic love and faith, that
even one of the books of the Old Testament canon is distinguished
by her name. Finally, David's transgression with Bathsheba was
forgiven, through deep repentance, visitation, and atonement. Thus
all these cases show, that not the righteousness of works or of
descent, but that of faith, ruled and availed in the heart of Israelite

life, even in the earlier members of the race. Yet they also betray
the dark trait which runs through the consecrated line, showing

1 The statement, that Eahab was the mother of David's great-grandfather, makes
a difficulty, as she ' lived at the time of the conquest of Canaan by Joshua, 400 years
before David, or more properly, 366 years before his birth' (W. Hoffman). De
Wette remarks, ' This difficulty is connected with the limiting of the generations
between Nahfchon and David to four, which occurs Ruth iv. 20.'
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that the primeval curse continued to descend, even through the

house of David, in the very depths of its life.

This dark side appears more distinctly in the history of the

second fourteen members. 1. Solomon ; 2. Kehoboam ; 3. Abijah
;

4. Asa; 5. Jehoshaphat ; 6. Joram ; 7. Uzziah ; 8. Jotham; 9.

Ahaz; 10. Hezekiah ; 11. Manasseh ; 12. Amon; 13. Josiah
;
14.

Jeconiah (and his brethren), 1 who was carried away in the Baby-

lonian captivity. This is evidently a royal line with a downward

tendency, and at last it seems to have sunk into decline in heathen

exile and servitude. It has given rise to much discussion, that the

Evangelist has omitted in this section the names of Ahaziah, Joash,

and Amaziah, which (according to 1 Chron. iii. 11, 12), come^ in

between Joram and Uzziah, and also the name of Jehoiakim, which

(2 Kings xxiv. 6 ; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 8) comes between Josiah and

Jeconiah or Jehoiachin. These omissions have been variously ex-

plained. 2 It is clear that Matthew intentionally reduces this section

also to fourteen generations ; but he must have had good ground

for omitting some names in order to reduce the number to fourteen,

and they are the following. It was probably their want of theocratic

legitimacy which made him omit the names of those referred to in

a genealogical table which rested on the idea of theocratic legitimacy.

This is very clear in the case of Jehoiakim : he was forcibly made

king of Judah by the king of Egypt (2 Chron. xxxvi. 4).
3 Ahaziah

was a mere puppet under the tutelage of his mother Athahah

daughter of Ahab, king of Israel, and on this ground Matthew could

omit him. Of Joash it may be observed, that he was made king only

by the influence of Jehoiada the priest, the former king's son-in-law,

and was always under his guidance so long as he lived
;
and that after

his death Joash became the mere tool of a godless court, went quickly

to ruin, and was not buried in the sepulchre of the kings, in which,

however, Jehoiada was buried (2 Chron. xxiv. 16). In accordance

i It is evident from 1 Chron. iii. 16, that Jeconiah had a brother named ZedeJoah,

who is to be distinguished from king Zedekiah (his uncle). Comp. Ebrard, lo3. But

in this passage (in Matthew) reference is doubtless made to his brethren in the wider

sense—his companions in exile. ,.,,,, •
i *

2 Some have thought that the arrangement of the genealogical table was simply to

aid the memory ; others, that it bore reference to cabbalistic ideas. W
.
U oilman

supposes that the ground lies in the confusion in the genealogical tables used by

Matthew. Ebrard (152) thinks that it was in accordance with the Decalogue to omit

the descendants of the heathen Jezebel to the fourth generation, and that for this

reason Ahaziah, Joash, and Amaziah were left out, as was also Jehoiakim, because he

and Jehoiachin formed only one member in reference to the theocracy, and the fcrst

was the less worthy of the two. .

3 The same holds good in regard to the line of Zedek.ah. He became king as the

creature of the king of Babylon. Besides, he forms no connecting link between

Jehoiachin and Salathiel, so there needs nothing be said (with Ebrard) about lie

omission of his name. This Zedekiah was brother of Jehoiakim, uncle of Jeconiah,

according to Jer. xxxvii. 1, 2 Kings xxiv. 17, with which also 2 Chron. X»H .
10

agrees But if Zedekiah is here called the brother of Jehoiachin, it is evident from

the circumstance that he was much older than Jeconiah (21 years against 8), that

he is here designated his brother only in the wider sense. Assir, on the other hand,

the father of Salathiel (1 Chron. iii. 17). although in the real genealogical succession,

was passed over because he died in the Babylonish captmty without attaining to any

importance. Comp., on the other side, W. Hoffman, 152 j
K. Hoffman, u. 37.
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with -the express declaration of a prophet, Amaziah was. on account
of his idolatry and impenitence, destroyed by God (chap. xxv. 16, 27)
For those acquainted with history, these omissions gave indication of
the violent disorders by which the line was shaken. But this became
most evident in the great visitation of the Babylonish captivity
The third line, which extends from the Babylonish captivity to

Christ, has also something significant. If, as the representation
given demands, we begin the reckoning with Salathiel, the third
fourteen members can be made out only by so understanding the
conclusion—Jacob begat Joseph, the husband of Mary, of whom
was born Jesus, who is called Christ—that Mary must be included
in the list of members. Thus,—1. Salathiel; 2. Zerubbabel •

3. Abiud
; 4. Eliakim

; 5. Azor ; 6. Sadoc ; 7. Achim
; 8 Eliud

•'

9. Eleazar; 10. Matthan ; 11. Jacob; 12. Joseph; 13. Mary;'
14. Jesus. We cannot suppose that Matthew would go wron«- m
his reckoning when earnestly engaged in a work of such importance
and deep thought. Equally inadmissible is the idea, that he
counted Jecomah twice, the second time as founding anew the
Messianic line, which seemed to have perished in the Babylonish
captivity. By the plan he gives of the genealogical tree, the Evan-
gelist evidently compels the reader to include Mary in the list of
members, unless indeed he meant, by immediate transition from
Joseph to Christ, to favour the error that Jesus descended from
Joseph. 1 This misunderstanding instantly disappears, when we
observe that he does not continue with the usual formula. Jacob
begat Joseph, Joseph begat, &c, but suddenly changes it' for an
expression which plainly points to the birth of Jesus from the
Virgin. This third division of the line appears as running through
the concealment of deep humiliation ; but at last, after having, in
the carpenter, reached its lowest point, it suddenly rises, at least in
the spiritual sense, by disclosing in the holy Virgin and her Son the
fulfilment of all its substantial nobility. The number seven symbolizes
the complete development of nature. Two is the number of life, of
contrast, of sex. Consequently the number fourteen is the number
indicating the complete development of a genealogical line. But
three is the number of the Spirit. Accordingly, the enumeration of
three times fourteen members denotes the perfect unfolding of the
theocratic lineal succession, or the complete substantial development
of a stem_ which has been impenetrated by consecrations of the
Spirit until it is made fit to become an organ for the man of the
Spirit.

2 The genealogy of Christ may, in a certain respect, be con-

1 It appears from a quotation by Ebrard (152), that this hypothesis proposed byme had been already proposed. Ebrard defends it against Strauss's objections. At
all events a legitimate genealogy had, in this case, to pass from Joseph to Mary, and
through her to Jesus, for He succeeded to the hereditary rights of Joseph, not as
J oseph s son, but as Mary's son.

* Hence the Israelites, too, had to wander 40 years (a round number for 42) in the
wilderness until an entirely new and more consecrated race had grown up. Thus the
4- encampments of Israel in the wilderness are also to be taken into consideration
Here

;
yet the Evangelist did not construct his table with reference to those encamp-

ments, but because he understood the significance of the theocratic numbers.
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sidered as the briefest epitome of the Old Testament. It sets forth

the very kernel and the highest pure product of the Old Testament

development. For, properly speaking, the pure product of the Old

Covenant is not so much the prophetic word concerning Christ, as

the personal appearance of Christ Himself. In a general way, we

can look upon all Scripture as the biography of Christ, for His life

is the sum and substance of the Bible, aud therefore also the prin-

ciple of its exposition. Yet, when we look at the Old Testament

by itself in this point of view, it appears to us as the introduction

to the New Testament, or the introduction to the life of Jesus. On
this ground we can see, in the genealogy which Matthew gives us,

a short resume' of the Old Testament in its essential signification.

The genealogy of Christ is the golden thread which runs through

the whole.
"
Matthew, therefore, has elaborately composed this

genealogy with the scrupulous diligence and thoughtfulness of the

highest reverence for the Lord, the hero of this genealogical tree.

This labour teaches us to estimate duly the significance of genea-

logical trees in general ; for, as many a noble tree of human life may,

by the curse of sin, be changed into a thorn-bush, so, on the other

hand, many a wild tree can, by the blessing of the Spirit, become

gradually ennobled ; and this is a fact that should not be lost sight of.

Thus the genealogy of Christ presents to us in brief the advent

of Christ, which extends through the whole Old Covenant. But it

is plain, from what has been already said, that something else must

be referred to here than merely the advent of Christ as represented

by the Scriptures. To every spiritual movement in human writings

generally there must be a corresponding spiritual movement in

the verv foundation of human life itself; and so in particular a

substantial advent of Christ must have run through the blood and

life of the fathers parallel to the advent of Him m the writings

of the Old Testament.
. .

Those who see hereditary sin making its appearance in Cain must,

in reason, behold the hereditary blessing in Abel. And as they know

of the curse of Ham, they must likewise know of the blessing of

Shem. They must reflect on the emphasis with which it is said

that the nations shall be blessed through the seed of Abraham -that

the root of Jesse, the Son of David, by birth the true King of the

Jews, is set for salvation to the people of Israel and to the Gentiles.

In human life nature and spirit stand in the most intimate mutual

relation, and a mysterious interweaving of the two is always going

on. Moral evil is first of all spiritual ruin, but it also shakes human

nature. It can constantlv insinuate itself and penetrate into the

very recesses of the substance of man. The doctrine of the curse,

the doctrine of original sin, rests upon this truth.

But is it to be believed that spiritual ruin could lay hold of and

impenetrate the substance of man as God has created it, and that

the divine life of the Spirit was not still more capable of this P It

any one would maintain that, he must assume that human nature

originally, and in its very substance, bears affinity to the evil and
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not to the good. There are, however, representations which incline

to this view, and even pretend that they are the representations of

the Church's view, while in reality they are nothing better than the

residuary workings of Manichaeism, The reverse is the case : human
nature in itself proceeds from the hand, yea, from the breath of God,
and is therefore much more penetrable for the Spirit of God than
for sin, much more fitted for consecration than for desecration.

There must therefore be a hereditary blessing to oppose to the great

hereditary curse, and which, from its essential preponderance, over-

comes the curse, and changes it into salvation.

This hereditary blessing has assumed in Christ human form.

The human life of Christ is the fruit of thousands of consecrations

of human nature under the influence of the Spirit. The line of

Seth was first of all separated from that of Cain, then the line of

Shem from that of Ham and of Japhet ; further on, Abraham was
individually separated from the fellowship of his people. Then in

his faith the word of God, as the living germ of true righteousness

or of divine humanity, becomes a possession of mankind, and in the

first place, of his seed. And now additional consecrations follow.

Isaac, the well-mannered, the son of the noblest future laughter, is

distinguished from the hasty laugher, the mocker, Ishmael, the wild

son of the desert ; Jacob, the man of deep thought and earnest

longings, who wrestled with God, from the dull-minded Esau ; the

stem of Judah, the lion, from the weaker stems ; David, the divinely

inspired, from his stately but less receptive brethren. From this

line proceeds finally the Virgin, the consecrated heroine of humanity.
Human longing for salvation has in her attained to devotedness to

God's salvation with all the natural freshness of a virgin life, and
all the ardour of the purest bridal feelings. Her son is Christ, the

hereditary blessing of mankind in human form, in the personal

appearance of a man. But because in His life He was the substan-

tial heir of all the blessing of mankind, He became in His historical

life, i.e., as to His connection with mankind, and in His lot, the

heir of all their curse.

There is a hereditary curse which proceeds from Adam in his

fall, and, through the historical connection in which men stand,

embraces all mankind. The hereditary blessing of men appears as

a counterpoise to it. That curse increases wherever it is sanctioned

by new iniquity and fresh acts of sin ; it decreases wherever the

streaming forth of the blessing counteracts it. It may be increas-

ingly lightened in the substance of individual men ; this, however,
will show itself by its falling, in its historical form as suffering, so

much the more heavily upon these men.
There are on earth thousands of separate streams of the curse

;

substantial tragedies. God visits the misdeeds of the fathers upon
the children unto the third and fourth generation (Ex. xxv. 2).

1

1 Those who cannot appreciate this mild theocratic representation of a fearful his-

torical fact, can readily find the strongest and gloomiest representations of the same
fact in Greek poetry, very significant ; e.y., this passage in the Antigone of Sophocles

:
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In the third and fourth generation the particular case of a single

human line may come to its catastrophe, just because of the decided

appearance of the blessing counteracting the curse. A noble grand-

son expiates the crimes of his grandfather, and by his historical

succumbing hastens on the atonement of the long-continued curse
;

but only conditionally, for there can be absolute atonement only

when the whole concentrated curse of the world is removed.

There are in the world's history thousands of single streams of

the blessing by which God shows mercy unto them who love Him
and keep His commandments, even unto thousands (thus far beyond

the third and fourth generation, until the whole stem is properly

trained) (Ex. xx. 6). It is well worthy of observation, that the

announcement of the curse, and also of the blessing, is subjoined to

the second commandment. The offence which has the curse as its

consequence arises with the making and honouring of images;

while, on the other hand, from love to God proceeds that attach-

ment to His name and commandments, which is followed by the

blessing. Every single stream of blessing of this kind must more

and more encounter the opposing and disturbing influence of the

whole curse of the world exerting its efforts against it. But from

its heavenly nature it cannot be again annihilated.

Thus, on the one hand, there is no individual curse which would

not be 'breathed upon by the blessing of mankind. Hence the

breathing of peace at the conclusion of the tragedy. But, on the

other hand, there is no single blessing which would not, from its

historical connection, be swallowed up in the curse of Adam;

hence the great fightings, trials, and sufferings of the righteous.

Thirdly, and lastly, there can be no single combat between

corresponding powers of curse and of blessing in which the

curse does not obtain an apparent advantage outwardly, while

inwardly the blessing gains the real victory, and thereby changes

the curse into a blessing. And the fulfilment ot the blessing

is made perceptible when the fulness of the blessing of Abra-

ham and of mankind has become entirely one with the sub-

stance of a man, or rather has come to manifestation m that

substance. This fact is presented to us in the person of Christ.

In His nature no residuum of the curse remains. 1 He was

conceived by the power of the Holy Ghost, born ot the Virgin.

'Happy are they whoselot has never tasted woe ! for those whose house the gods have

onc?sha£narefollowed by the curse to the latest of&pring.' [LinesSSO 2; the words

STiSSVS **$£ which Wonder translates, ' usque ad expletam gentem -E?.l

''Those, ho" q r osea certain obscuration in the bodily nators o < bnst, which

they derijate either as sinfulness or as (positive) mi as » certain

SXfand weakness, do violence to the dogma of the birth oi < hrist from the

vS£*
in its very heart. They often arrive at this conclusion because they set out

SsippSon that Christ did not attain to the fuUy ideal human condition

™tQ ^Xification. But in this they forget that even the nrst pure man must

Sveb^ndesSSd to pass from the first stage of life into .second One must reaDy

suppose that fro,o the very commencement a mysterious historical pressure weighed

U
^The

e

bhth fSmthe
,

Vi'r«in denotes not merely a physical, but, still more, au

ethical fact. Mary remained from beginning to end the vnginmother.
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But just because He was in His substance the concentrated blessing

of mankind, their concentrated curse also fell upon Him in His
historical lot. We might designate the historical connection in

which He stood to humanity as the umbilical cord which connected

Him with the curse of the world. Through His historical relation,

duty, and faithfulness, He became the One who was the substantial

Heir of the world's blessing, and the historical heir of the world's

curse. His death, therefore, was the glorification of all tragedy in

the fulfilment of all priesthood. He submitted to the curse in His

lot, and seemed to sink under the load. But He overcame it in

His spirit ; and now the world's curse was swallowed up in the

blessing of Abraham, and changed into the salvation of mankind.

World-embracing as were the spirit and the love of Christ, equally

world-embracing was His personality. And world-embracing as

this was, equally world-embracing were also His destination, His

sufferings, and the efficacy of His sufferings—the atonement. But
it was a world-embracing atonement not only as to extension, but

also as to depth and intensity, and therefore it was the perfect,

eternal reconciliation.

By founding His Church, Christ has made this perfected blessing

the .hereditary blessing of mankind. Its sign and seal is holy bap-

tism ; the finest, tenderest, and most heartfelt expression of it is

infant baptism. Infant baptism contains an acknowledgment that

man has already in his stem received a consecration, and also that

he is an heir of the curse ; and that therefore a tragic course of life

stands before him, which, through community in the death and
life of Christ, shall be transformed into a priestly course of life.

NOTES.

1. On the relation between the two genealogies in Matthew and
Luke, comp. Thiersch, Versuch, 138 et seq.

2. On the remaining quite irremoveable <

alogy before us, comp. W. Hoffman, 153, 154.

SECTION III.

THE TWO DESCENDANTS OF DAVID IN THEIR SEPARATION AND RECON-
CILIATION. MARY, THE MISJUDGED AND JUSTIFIED.

(i. 18-25.)

Issuing from the deep concealment of their humble circumstances,

Mary and Joseph, the two scions of the house of David, appear

together on the theatre of history as betrothed. They are humble
people, and seem to be very unfortunate. Mary is a virgin, and
with child, and yet she knows not a man. Joseph is filled with

mistrust of her, and designs to put her away. The only indulgence

he is willing to grant, consists, at best, in not stating in the bill of

divorcement the reason why he puts her away. He is not willing

to put her to open shame, but to send her away quietly. Thus a

future full of shame seems to stand before Mary and the child she
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carries in her womb; and before Joseph a future of sorrow over,

as seems to him, his fallen bride. This is the future presented by

the house of David at its last emergence from obscurity !

But Mary is with child by the power of the Holy Ghost, and she

trusts in her God who has called her to bear the Messiah. And
Joseph, although doubtful of her, and not able to believe with her,

is yet too upright, has too tender and delicate a conscience, for

thoughtlessly, quickly, and openly casting her oil'. The grace of

God, therefore, can by a revelation set his mind at rest regarding

Mary's secret. In a vision of the night the angel of the Lord gives

him a disclosure regarding the calling of Mary, saving, 'Joseph,

thou son of David, fear not to take unto thee Mary thy wife ; for

that which is conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost. And she shall

bring forth a son, and thou shalt call His name Jesus, for He shall

save His people from their sins.' In this manner the angel instructs

Joseph to receive her; and this assures the future of the child's

mother, for Joseph instantly takes her to himself. Thenceforth she

appears before the world as his wife, although Joseph waits with

reverence for the fulfilment of the mystery of her pregnancy before

he can consider her as his wife..

This misjudging of Mary is the tragic foretoken of the sufferings

which await her Son ; and in her wonderful deliverance by mar-

riage is contained the first pledge that Christ would from reproach

come forth glorified.

The Evangelist pauses for an instant at the word of the angel

concerning the birth of Jesus from the Virgin, and observes :
' Now

all this was done that it might be fulfilled which was spoken of the

Lord by the prophet (Isa. vii. 14), saying, ' Behold, a virgin shall

be with child, and shall bring forth a son, and they shall call His

name Emmanuel, which being interpreted is, God with us.' In

the core of Israel's life the births became always more consecrated,

the generations always nobler, and the mothers always more virgin-

like," in proportion as they were increasingly sanctified by the Spirit

of the Lord in the hope of the Messiah. Feeling this fact, Isaiah,

under the influence of the Spirit, made a maidenly, devout mother,

with the child she should bear, a sign of rescue for Israel. This

word of the prophet became a prophetic type of the birth of Christ

from the Virgin. In this fact that saying was fulfilled, and in it the

initiatory consecrations of birth arrived at perfection.

SECTION IV.

JESUS IS AT HIS BIRTH GLORIFIED BY DIVINE SIOXS AS Till: MESSIAH,

oi; KINO OF THE JEWS, AND AS GOD'S SON.

(Chap, ii.)

The circumstances under which Jesus was born, were bo ordered

by God as necessarily to form and connect themselves into a won-

drous wreath of divine signs, designating Him as the Sou of God,

the Saviour of the world." These circumstances form an apology of
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Christ, in fact, which presents in symbolically significant outlines

all the requisite essential proofs of His uniqueness (and so of apolo-

getic recognition).

Jesus was born in Bethlehem of Judea. This circumstance was
necessary to exhibit full proof of His descent from David—of His
legitimate title, according to the Old Testament, to the Messianic

dignity. It was not His birth in Bethlehem, but the fact that He
was conceived by the power of the Holy Ghost, which made Him
the Messiah. Yet His birth there was one of the conditions, with-

out which He could not have appeared as legitimately invested

with the dignity of Messiah. For Micah had prophesied (v. 2) that

the Messiah would come forth out of Bethlehem. He has as His
first credentials the theocratic historical qualifications. The angel

of the Lord announced Him, naming Him by name ; a mother,

descended from David, conceived Him in faith and brought Him
forth ; His foster-father, the legitimate heir of the royal throne of

David, adopted Him ; and that theocratic sign was also fulfilled,

that He should be born in Bethlehem. He has thus the historical

qualities of the Messiah. As the heavenly, wonderful, and new in

His appearing was declared by His birth of the Virgin, as it was
mediated by the relatively virgin births, so His coming forth out of

Bethlehem completes the proof of His historical descent.

The wise men from the East, Gentile magi from a distant land,

came to worship Him as the King of the Jews, because, as they said,

they had seen His star. The noblest minds of all times in all the

ends of the earth are drawn to Him by a miraculous attraction. All
the elect discover their star which leads them to Bethlehem.

The star which was made to the magi a sign of the birth of

Christ, was without doubt the brilliant, principal star of the con-

stellation in which it appeared. To us it is a symbol of nature in

its eternal relation to Christ. The stars in the depth of the heavens,

the star-like flowers of the field, and the star-like pupil of the

human eye, all prognosticate that a star of the stars in the spiritual

world must be born, in which all the lights of nature and of heaven
shall be transformed from the darkness of nature into the light of

the one all-embracing and actuating Spirit. The wise men came
to see the star from their being driven by a deep impulse to devote

themselves to the study of astronomy. 1 Even studies and sciences

in their development all follow the golden thread which conducts

them into relation with the appearing of the Logos, for He is the

centre of the logical (Logischen) in all things.

When the magi appeared in Jerusalem with the question,
' Where is He that is born King of the Jews ?

' king Herod was
troubled, and all Jerusalem with him. The thought of the birth of

the Holy One rebukes the great and powerful of the earth ; it shakes

and excites the court, the city, and the masses. As soon as Christ

1 If it is objected, that the astrology which these men devoted themselves to is a

superstitious pursuit, the objection overlooks the distinction between that vigorous
and noble form of astrology which gave rise to astronomy, and the astrology of the
present day, which is to be considered as the dead husk of astronomy.
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appears, the wicked instantly feel the spirit of antipathy
; they fear

Hini from afar, and forthwith hate Him. The powerful persist in
their wickedness, headed by hoary tyrants or youthful genialities:
they set in motion the masses of Bluggish sinners, and the cotei i< s

of comfortable citizens ; they settle the time and give the impulse
for showing enmity to our Lord. This is a tine token of the honour
of Christ : the wicked are His enemies.

Herod assembles the chief priests and scribes, and demands of
them where Christ should be born. Following Mieah, they answer
him correctly, ' In Bethlehem of Jndea.' True, it dors not occur to

them to go to Bethlehem themselves, along with the Gentile seekers,

yet by their learning they must show them the way to the right place.

True, they are very unbelieving in their heart, yet that they arc
orthodox believers in their system renders a great service to the
children of longing, as the lifeless finger-post by the wayside is of

service to the living traveller. Even dead orthodoxy, the ordinances
and symbols of benumbed communities, and cold ministers of the
Church, must still testify of Christ. All their stark staring towards
the holy, all their stiff finger-pointing, is profitable to the children
of the truth, whether these come from heterodoxy or heathenism, or

even from astrology, to inquire after the individual centre of the

world's history, of the human race, and of lite.

The scribes, in giving their decision, appealed to Micah v. 2,
' And thou, Bethlehem, land of Jndah, art not the least among the

chief towns of Judah (not too small to be a chief place in Jndah)
;

for out of thee shall come the Prince who shall feed My people

Israel.' ! Thus Micah has given a very definite historical charac-

teristic of the life of Christ. And so have all the prophets traced

the most expressive outlines of His form, sometimes more ideal,

sometimes more historical, but always ideal features having histo-

rical reference, or historical features having ideal significations. The
visions of the prophets have their fulfilment in Him.
Thus God bears testimony to His Anointed through the ordinary

operation of His providence in the ordinary relations of life, through

the calm course of history and of nature, through the spiritual bent

of good men and the conscience of wicked men, through the inves-

tigations of science, the dogmas of theology, and the word of Scrip-

ture. But He equally bears testimony to Him by extraordinary

displays of providential power in the extraordinary relations of life,

in the moving incidents and struggles recorded in history. God's

providence protects the Holy Child—protects the birth of Christ in

Bethlehem, in the Church, and in all hearts, by the most manifold

displays of wisdom and power, and thereby gives thestrongesl attes-

tation of His holy life.

Herod sends the wise men to Bethlehem to inquire about the

child, and to bring him word, and then he will come and worship

Him also. In order to put the child to death, he seeks by ski, fid

1 The mysterious contrast of the lowliness and loftiness of Bethlehem, once •

in the list of the chief places of Judah, and then signifying the whole laud of Judah,

pretypifi.es a similar contrast in the life of Jesus.
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hypocrisy to overreach the devout magi, whom he regards as

fanatics. The wise men hear him, depart without replying, and,

again guided by the star, find the child. And now the cunning of

the gloomy prince threatens to gain the victory over the devout

feelings of the magi. But their deeply presentient mind, their

capacity for receiving a revelation from the Lord, who warns them

in a dream, prevents them from returning again to Herod. By a

like capacity, Joseph also is made aware of the future. He receives

warning from the angel of the Lord to flee to Egypt with the young

child and His mother. Thus there is continual contest in the

world between the wicked and the righteous regarding the life of

Christ ; and the always new, yet similar decision of this conflict, is

one of the greatest testimonies which God gives to Christianity.

The craftiness of unbelievers often seems to outbalance the simpli-

city of the saints ; it appears as if they would succeed in making

use of believers themselves to give a deadly blow to the life of

Christ. But equally often does the great and eternal Master reverse

the case ; the adversaries are always worsted in the end ; they are

employed to point the way to God's people, to further their cause,

their knowledge, and their zeal. And all this comes to pass because

pious minds are endowed with a presentient sagacity, which under

the influence of the Spirit of God unfolds itself into a glance^ of

divine penetration, and then happily shows the stupidity which

always latently underlies the craftiness of the wicked.1 Thus

danger threatens the life of Christ in many ways, but in as many
it is wonderfully turned into benefit and blessing. The ordering

of Providence, which always gives Christ's servants the victory over

the wicked, bears testimony to Christ.

The men of longing shall assuredly be guided to their goal and

perfected in the view "of the life of Christ. This is shown by the

way in which the magi continued to be guided. When the voice

of Herod ceased to sound in their ears, the star again faithfully led

them to their goal.
2 Notwithstanding the eastern heathen presen-

tations they had been accustomed to, the lowliness of Christ's

appearance hinders them not from worshipping in Him the new-

born Prince of salvation. They enter into spiritual fellowship with

Joseph and Mary. They do homage to the child by offering Him
as gifts the noblest products of their native land, gold, frankincense,

and myrrh. And now they can return home with the peace of

God. We should consider well the divine element in the steady

guidance of all the receptive to Christ, in order to perceive therein

a fresh testimony to the truth of the salvation which is in Christ.

This beautiful triumph of the Holy Child over the devout speaks

still more strongly than His judicial triumph over the wicked : the

providence of God is revealed with equal power in both.

1 It is well known that the antagonistic critics do not wish that any one should

assume such want of presentiment (stupidity) in Christ's adversaries, or hold that at

bottom the devil himself is stupid.

2 "Were it a mere geographical or topographical pointing out of the way that was

meant, Jerusalem would not have been the first place in which the magi would have

had to inquire. See above, vol. i. p. 306.
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At the angel's bidding, Joseph fleet by night to Egypi with the
young child and His mother. Eerod long waits in vain for the
return of the magi Their non-appearance enrages him ; and he
n<»w takes means, probably through secretly hired banditti,1 to Blay
the children in Bethlehem under two years old This is the com-

semenl of the historical sufferings of Christ. Only through
flight to Egypt can the young child be rescued

;
His parents must

suffer with Him, and the blood of many an innocent child flows on
His account. But this suffering too contains a very special testi-

mony to His preciousnesa He, as the true King of Israel, im-
mediately experiences the deadly hate of the spurious, although
outwardly legitimate, temporal prince in Israel. The old might of

the old world, the old mind of the old Adam, and the spirits of the

olden time, fight against Him to the death, because He is the New
Man, the Founder of a new world, the Prince of the new kingdom
of heaven. Ami if as child lie here sutlers less than His fellows, it

is because lie is spared for the heaviest sufferings. He escapes the

lesser suffering in order to die on the cross. But the elect suffer with
Him. Weak women, women in child-birth, mothers, follow with
heroic courage Mary's path of suffering. With Christ, the innocent
suffer and die ; and notwithstanding its tragic character, the martyr-
dom of the innocent children is interwoven with a wondrous power
of attraction into His destiny. Let us look at the suffering Christ,

and in conjunction with Him the band of fellow-sufferers, in order to

feel the full historic force of His Bufferings, and how He is glorified

by His sufferings and by His fellow-sufferers.

But in this rescue of Christ's life the ministration of the spirits

of heaven is brought specially under consideration. The angel of
the Lord appears to Joseph in a dream, and warns him to flee ; he

appears to him again, and bids him return to his native land, and
once more 2 directs him to settle in Galilee. Thus the angels must
continually serve the cause of Christ and further His course

through the world. There are heavenly revelations whose delicacy.

spirit-like nature, secrecy, and silent power of most profoundly in-

fluencing the mind and life of the elect, far surpass the faith and
feeling of many men (even of many of the orthodox). But those

who are faithful in tin.' service of Christ are endowed with a

for receiving them. From his faithfulness and loving care, what a

ready ear has Joseph in the service of the child and His mother!

Thus testify in all the world the dreams and thoughts by night, the

silent footsteps, the bold and speedy journeys of devout faithfulness

and faithful devoutness, as they are always directed to guarding

the life of Christ for His hidden and infinitely rich -lory. Finally,

the life of Christ had other specially significant features, lie came
out of Egypt to Canaan as Gfoa once had called the people of Israel out

of Egypt. ' la order to l.e secure from the enmity of Arciielaus, who

1 Not through regular officials. See above, vol. i. 310.
2 On the return of Joseph's dream, see above, vol. i. p. 311.
8 So also, He partly uiude science uud worldly compuerorsisaue from the m;

land of J
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was Herod's successor, He grew up in the poverty of Nazareth—in a

despised place, like so many prophets of the Lord before and since.

Matthew has noted these two features, and others besides, in

order to show how wonderfully the types and prophecies of the

Old Testament were fulfilled in the life of Jesus. As in the birth

of Christ from a virgin he saw a saying of Isaiah's, and in His
being born at Bethlehem a word of Micah's fulfilled, so in the

flight of the holy family to Egypt he found confirmation of the

word of the prophet Hosea :
' Out of Egypt have I called My Son.'

In the slaughter of the innocent children he found a fulfilment of

that word of Jeremiah :
' In Rama was a voice heard, lamentation,

and weeping, and great mourning ; Rachel weeping for her children,

and would not be comforted, because they are not.' Finally, in the

fact that Nazareth became Christ's home, he saw the realization of a

collective expression of all the prophets, that Jesus, having grown up
in a lowly and despised condition, should be called a Nazarene. 1

He saw the word of Hosea fulfilled, because from the days of

old the spirit of Christ had been the very substance which made
Israel as a people the son of God. He saw the word of Jeremiah
concerning the wailing Rachel now realized in the highest sense,

because it appeared that the children of Israel were not, when the

Idumean on the throne of David sent and slew the innocent children

in Bethlehem in order among them to kill the Messiah, when His
destruction seemed to be certain (or to have already overtaken Him).2

He saw, finally, in the fact that the Messiah would have to be called

a Nazarene, a fulfilment of those sayings of the prophets which had
foretold the contempt, and especially the misjudging in respect to

His descent, which He would be brought to experience.

He evidently wrote the history of the birth of Christ with the

higher theocratic Israelite consciousness, which formed so definite

a contrast to that of the Pharisees. He saw the true King of Israel,

not in Herod, but in the Son of Mary ; the true divines, not in the

dead priests and scribes of Judea, but in the devout star-interpreters

from the heathen world ; the true residence of Christ, not in Jeru-

salem, but at Nazareth ; the true glorification of the Messiah, not

in human pomp, but in His sufferings, in the wondrous protection

vouchsafed to Him, and the divine signs which glorified His

entrance into the world and His childhood.

1 See above, vol. i. p. 316-7.
2 See Hofmann, Wcissagung unci Erfilllung, ii. 66 ; as also the excellent observa-

tions on the weeping of Rachel (62), and at the same time the remarks made regard-

ing the position of Rama (60).
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